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PEEFACE TO VOL. 11.

No apolog-y would have been due for the delay in

the appearance of this volume^ were it not that in a

work intended to be useful for educational purposes,

the utility will much depend on the integ'rity and

completeness with which the Avhole subject can be at

once received. And the author has therefore to

reg'ret that more than two years should have inter-

vened between the appearance of two volumes on a

connected subject, where unity of design and com-

pendiousness of execution was more required than

either extensive research or elaborate composition.

He can only plead in extenuation of apparent negiect,

that the duties of his office have so completel}^ en-

gTossed his time and attention since the summer in

which the first volume ap])eared, that it was not till

the end of April, 1852, that he was able to write a

line of the present volume. It was then too ajipa-

rent that in proportion as the materials for the work

were more abundant, and in some sense more trust-

worthy than for the preceding" period ;
the labour

and responsibility of perusal and discrimination

were increased in an almost equal deg-ree. Under

these circumstances it is not likely, that the present
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volume is free from the faults very fairly noticed in

the former one. Thanks again have to be rendered

to the g-reat Historians and Jurists whose aid was

g-ratefully acknowledged in the earlier volume, with

the addition of Lord Mahon, whose valuable work

has been found a safe g-uide and g-reat relief of

original research during the period it illustrates.

The author would again, as on the former occa-

sion, renounce any claim to either the merit or re-

sponsibility of learned research, or indeed of access

to any sources of information beyond the ordinary

histories and biographies to be found in any library.

While whatever there may be of originality in the

deductions and opinions founded on these data, is

rather due to the simple search of truth, with as little

of party or class bias as is possible for an Englishman,

who has taken some humble and not very recent part

in public affairs. Least of all can I appropriate

the tribute of praise conferred on me by one of the

critics of the first volume, who spoke of the work

as a proper homage to public opinion from the

holder of a wealthy sinecure, as showing that he

would do something for his money. On the con-

trary I have to apologise to one portion of the

public, for a certain amount of time and thought

that may have been diverted from the duties of

my office to the elucidation of this subject. The
only claim to peculiarity of treatment has been,

the subordinating every question of moral right to

tbe principles of Revealed Truth, and the viewing
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every passing* incident of political history less in

reference to its assumed importance at the time,

than its ascertained influence on subsequent develop-

ments. And thoug'h parties must in their turn be

reviewed with praise or blame, according* to their

varying* deserts, yet the opinion and interest of the

great neutral bod}^ ofthe country will be mainly held

in view, as at once the object of all political progress,

and the great inquest, that must decide on the more

conspicuous men and measures that tended to that

result.

The concluding' chapter on the Law of Property

and Jurisprudence generally, will naturally be

omitted by most readers of the preceding pages.

But while the criticism of professional brethren is

respectfully deprecated, at so humble an attempt to

popularise a peculiarly technical subject; it is yet

submitted in recommendation of these remarks to the

general reader, that no political view of the history

of a country would be complete without some idea

of the modes, in which private rights were acquired,

held, and defended. While it might be added that

in no other book at present in print could be found

in so compendious a form the pith of the subtle

learning of the Conveyancer ; together Avith a clear

and popular view of the existing jurisdiction of our

several Courts, and the real or intended improve-

ments generally passing under the name of Law
Reform.

Almost ns these sheets pass through the press.
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two difficulties have arisen^ the one at the very root

of hmited monarch}^ and responsible g-overnment,

and the other indefinitely affecting- our relations

with other nations. We have no j^recedent and

scarcely an analog'y from strictly constitutional pe-

riods, as to the deg-ree of participation of a Prince

Consort in public affairs, and are therefore, from

necessity, thrown back on first principles. And

though any actual interference, by despatch or

statement, with the responsible Ministers of the

Crown, by one who however identified with the

Crown partakes in the same manner of the Crown's

irresponsibility, must be deprecated as unconstitu-

tional ; I cannot see how the influence of a Prince

Consort with his Royal spouse, or his participation

in her ministerial conferences can be prevented or

objected to. Following' out the principle that has

been recognised throughout these volumes, that the

laws of nature as the laws of God are paramount

to all merely human and conventional institutions,

and that the character impressed on race, class, .sex,

and creed, are to be profoundly regarded in their

reference to any political system, we must, I think,

come to the conclusion that a husband must counsel

his wife, even when she wears a Crown, and must

share in the conferences of her Ministers. In fact,

in no instance of married life is the principle of the

unity of person and interest arising from the con-

nection to be more devoutly recognised, than in that

oi the union of a Queen regnant. That there may
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be disadvantag'es arising- from tliis ^ iew is not (Icnied,

any more than the extreme dehcac}'^ of the discus-

sion itself. But when the British people accepted

with a rational joy the marriag-e of their Queen, as

contributing' to her domestic happiness, and the

hopes of lineal succession, as well as establishing* an

example of domestic virtue of advantag'e to every

hearth; they might well submit to some of the

necessary embarrassments of married life, but ill

exchang-ed for the nauseous gallantry and peevish

fears that disgraced or saddened the latter 3^ears of

Elizabeth. With reference to the far more difficult

subject of the obligation to assist Allies, however

remote and however incongruous, it has been al-

ready observed that no general rule can be laid

down. But the decision in each case must depend

on the contingencies involved in such aggression,

or more probably, w^ill be precipitated by the actual

sympathy of public feeling, and the emergencies of

party or government. ,Admitting that every ex-

pressly stipulated contract should be religiously ob-

served, and that no statesman will overlook the

remote consequences of any actual movement ; yet

some limit is imperatively demanded of locality,

or religious and political analogy to a system,

whether of diplomacy or hostility, that will other-

wise embrace the globe, assume the police of a planet,

and embroil us indefinitely in every movement.

And unless it can be shewn that we are bound by

stringent contract, as well as by the prospect of
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distant eventualities^ to g'uarantee the status quo of

the Turkish empire, there is certainly nothing" in

the creed or constitution of that barbarous and

intrusive race, to command the sympathy of the

British people, nor even on more g^eneral g-rounds

of cosmopolitan philanthropy, to recommend the

maintenance of a power, whose history is the mar-

tyrolog-y of nations, and the desolation of the garden

of the world.
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DEVELOPMENT

OF THE

ENGLISH CONSTITUTION.

CHAPTER I.

Title of James—Scotcli connection and consequences—Puritans

and Eomanists—Grunpowder Plot—Parliamentary opposition

—Privileges of Parliament—Fiscal prerogative—Bates' case

—Peacham'a case—High Commission Court—Star Chamber

—Foreign policy— Raleigh—Arabella Stuart—-Milder close

of James's reign.

The reigri of James I. ma}^^ in a constitutional

point of vieW; be reg-arded pretty much as a con-

tinuation of that of Elizabeth^ partially indeed

modified by the altered character of the so vereig-n^

and in a less deg"ree by the introduction ratner than

the combination of Scotch politics. The character

of James deserves a little consideration^ both from

its influence on the history of his reig'n, and as

affording- almost the last instance of such personal

influence. His successors were either themselves

under the influence of overpowering' circumstances,

or later still have filled the honourable but definite

and ministerial offioe of constitutional sovereig'nt}-,

VOL. II. B



James's character has been j^ointedly and not un-

fairty described by a popular modern writer as being*

at once that of a witty well-read scholar^ and of a

debauched and dastardly idiot. And this ming'led

pride and pedantry^ coarseness and cowardice^ tinged

the policy of his reign both with reg'ard to his own

subjects and to foreig'n powers.

The ease and tranquillity of James's accession

was, as far as public o^Dinion went, the most satis-

factory proof of the leg'ality of his title. The later

acts of Henry YIII.'s reig-n, dictated by his capri-

cious tyranny to the servility of his Parliaments,

appear to have carried so little weight as the pre-

cedents of a bad and violent ag'e, except where

ratified and confirmed by the enactments of a more

reg-ular period, that I am not disposed to attach the

importance which Hallam attributes to the statute

of 35 Henry VIII. which authorised that prince to

dispose of the inheritance of his king'dom by will.

To the three other propositions of the g-reat consti-

tutional authority, I conceive there can be no valid

objection—That such a statute did pass, that a will was

formally executed in pursuance, and that leg-itimate

descendants of the favoured line were in existence

at the accession of the Stuart family. There may
be some doubt on the latter point, owing- to the

clandestine and informal manner of a certain mar-

riag-e by w^hich the Suffolk-Hertford title was trans-

mitted. But here I conceive the opinion of canonists,

as well as of the interpreters of our own late mar-



riag-e acts would be in favour of the Aalidity of a

union^ A\'here au}^ secrecy and neg'lect of form not

specificall}^ required was the result of imperious

necessity^ and not resorted to by the parties or

either of them^ with a view to fraud and repudia-

tion. But I would rather doubt the authority of

Parliament itself to concede so vast and undefined

a privilege as that contended for, which far exceeded

the unconstitutional dogma that the king-'s procla-

mation had the force of law. Inasmuch as a will

was in its nature most indefinitely revocable and

operating- after the reig'u and interest of the wilier had

terminated. Instances it is true were not wantino-

in our earlier history of arrang-ements or compacts

for establishing" the succession^ such as at the close

of the reig-n of Henry I. for confirming" the succes-

sion to his daug"hter. But that public appeal and

open discussion, in which the Crown and the Peerag-e^,

the only then existing" elements of leg-islation took a

co-ordinate part, must be held to differ widely from

a secret and indefinite privileg"e conceded by the

Legislature to the Executive, affecting" the whole

community, and coming" into operation when the

moral responsibility of the ag'ent had ceased. More-

over as Ave have shewn before, some declaratory Act

of the State as then constituted was partly held

necessary in the rude feudal ag"e of Henry I. to

secure the Eoyal succession in the female line, in

contravention to the ideas of military and sacerdotal

chiefship that the Normans had brought from the

B 2



land of Clovis and Charlemag-ne^ and which seem

likewise to have obtained among- the Ang-lo-Saxons.

While so far from such a confirmation being-

needed in the ag-e of Henry YIII., his own best

title as well as that of his sisters was derived from

their mother as heiress of York. The chang'e of

succession on the abdication of Richard II. , whether

sanctioned or not by that Prince^ bears no analogy

to our present question^ as having' been evidently a

violent and revolutionary act in itself, thoug'h

leg'alized as a constitutional fact by subsequent par-

liamentary sanction.

Demurring'^ as we see reason to do, to this

dog'ma of a prospective parliamentary sanction to a

testamentary bequest of the Crown^ there is little

ground to dispute Mr. Hallam's other propositions

—

that such an act passed^ that such a will was made,

probabl}^ with the due formalities^ and that lawful

issue of Henry's favoured sister, the Duchess of

Suffolk, survived at the accession of the Stuart

Line. The descent traced was as follows :

Henry VIII. Margaret of Scotland. Mary of SuflFolk.

James of Scotland. Angus Frances, Eleanor,

Mary = Darnley. m. m.
James I. Ld, Grey. E. of

of England. Catherine Cum-
m. berland

Ld. Hert- daur.

ford. m.
E. of

Derby.

The title of the two lines derived from the young-er

sister of Henry YIII. is discussed with g-reat learn-
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iiig* by Mr. Hallam^ thoug-h his view would have

been clearer to ordinary readers by a g-enenlogical

chart or table of descent. The question is curious

and little understood, thouo'h at the time of an iin-

portance which later parliamentar}^ settlements have

superseded. And it is only alluded to in an elemen-

tary treatise of this nature, because thoug'h V\'\\.\\

gTeat reluctance I must dissent from Mr. Hallam's

doctrine that the will of Henry VIII. was able to

reverse the feudal principle of primog'eniture 5 which

in the descent of an indivisible hereditament such

as a title or advowson, invariably overrules the co-

parcenary admitted for other objectS;, between co-

heiresses and their issue.

The only positive constitutional chang-e in this

dull reigii; the ominous prelude to the stormy period

that followed, was the permanent introduction of the

English Universities to Parliament, by summoning-

them to send two representatives each to the House

of Commons. It is an instructive fact, as throwing*

lig-ht on the origin of our representative S3^stem,

that once before, in the 28 Edw. I., Oxford and Cam-

bridg-e had been invited to depute four or five, and

two or three respectively, of their learned men to

advise on the g-reat question of the day, the King-'s

title to the Crown of Scotland. This privileg-e had

not been continued, but it was now renewed and

made permanent by James, influenced no doubt

in some degree by love of learning-, which with

him was a real and powerful feeling-; but also
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with a view inimical to constitutional liberty

:

by introducing" the professors of the civil law into

Parliament, and accustoming- the knights and bur-

g-esses to the maxims of the imperial code. The

Common lawyers appear to have had no difficulty in

enterino- Parliament from the earliest times, from

their connection with territorial property and circuit

renown. But the jurists of the Canon law, the

expositors of an alien and unpopular code did not

find the same opening- to parliamentar}^ existence in

either the counties or boroug'hs of England.

The natural policy of James in ecclesiastical mat-

ters would have been to continue the middle course

of Elizabeth with reference to the Romanists and

Puritans. But his pedantry and vanity tempted

him to plung'e into personal controversy. While

the instinct of despotism, and his hostile expe-

rience of Presbyterianism urg-ed him into a par-

tial leaning-, to what mig-ht already be termed

the Hig-h Church party in the Ang-lican Establish-

ment, as disting-uished both from the men of Puritan

predilections within its pale, as well as from the

bolder separatists who were already raising- the

sectarian banner on diverse and often opposite

g-rounds. The conference at Hampton Court,

ostensibly convened for the healing- of wounds

and the settlement of differences, had the result

that mig-ht have been expected from a debate of

relig-ious disputants, and reflected little credit on the

Prince and prelates who obtained an easy and



predetermined triumph at the cost of a permanent

schism and temporary" destruction of the Estabhshed

Church. At the same time it must be admitted

as in every other ecclesiastical crisis^ it is much

easier to condemn what was done than to suo-o-est

a more excellent way. For of the many points

urg-ed with equal zeal and importunity, both in the

Millenary Petition of the Puritan Divines and by

their leaders at the conference, some were what

no good man would have rejected, and others

what no wise one would have pressed. And it

is doubtful how far any compromise was possible

in matters of opinion, where each side believed

every one of their own dogmas to be perfectly and

entirely right. It is one of the great difficulties

of religious controversy too often lost sight of b}'-

secular politicians, that while interests admit of

compromise, opinion—the subtle, independent, eter-

nal dominion of the mind—recognises no surrender,

which seems only to double guilt instead of

securing peace, by the mutual betrayal of convic-

tion and duty.

But though, throughout this reig-n the Puritans,

who ventured on overt separation from the Church,

were subject to much harassing persecution as

revolters from their ecclesiastical rulers, and as a

sort of religious seditionaries, it does not appear

that mere opinion was made a ground of punisli-

ment, except in the well known case of the two

Arians or more properly Socinians, who suffered



in 1619. One of whom probably owed his fate to

the perilous honour of having- sustained a disputa-

tion with the royal polemic.

But the Court of High Commission^ a sort of

Theological Committee of the Privy Council esta-

blished by Elizabeth^ still continued its unwelcome

labours during the whole of this reign^ and extorted

a pretty general show of outward conformity at

the cost of universal unpopularity and secret

schism. How general was the feeling against

what may be called finalit}^ in Church government,

is evident from the well known and unexceptionable

testimony of Bacon. That man, no less great in

intellect than he was base in servility and worldly-

mindedness—at once the first of philosophers and

meanest of courtiers—after suggesting- a string of

Church reforms, asked " why the Civil State

should be purged and restored by wholesome laws

made every three or four 3'ears in Parliament

assembled, devising* remedies as fast as time

breedeth mischief; and contrariwise the Ecclesi-

astical State should still continue upon the dregs

of time, and receive no alteration now for these

forty-five years or more?" The solution of this

query of course involves the still larger and more

important questions of what Church matters are of

Divine origin, and Avhat of human ordinance

—

what forms and institutes man is competent to

remodel, and what he is bound to receive as

revealed. Such an inquiry would open an infinite
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field of controversy ; indeed^ the wliole theolog"ical

question mig'lit come under review in the course of

so wide a discussion.

To the Roman Catholics James was not disposed

to be intolerant on political grounds^ as his title

had not been subject to the same Papal impeach-

ment as that of EUzabeth. The laws of the late

reigii were indeed in force^ but carried out with

less severity. Even the Powder Plot of 1G05

scarcely stimulated the resentment of the Govern-

ment ag-ainst the body in g*eneral^ as much as the

subsequent controversy of the King' with Bellarminej

when the arg-uments of the Ro3"al ^^ riter were en-

forced by the execution of two Romish priests. In

an ag'e when political arithmetic was so little studied^

it is hopeless to approximate even to the numerical

value of the several forms of religious persuasion

in the country. But it may be conjectured^ both

from the insidious relapse of the Established Church

towards Eomish errors_, and the apparent extinction

of the Catholics as a popular body in this and the

subsequent reig-n^ that the lower and more national

portion of that body had conformed to the Esta-

blished Church. For we no long-er recog-nise in the

convulsions of the following* reig'n that compact

minority of the Catholic aristocracy^ or tumultuary

rising- of the peasantry of the northern shires that

had shaken the throne of Elizabeth^ and mig-ht

have supported the waning" fortunes of Charles.

These observations^ which are rather collateral
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to the history of the Constitution, are 3^et neces-

sary to g-ive some idea of the bearing* of religious

questions on the points about to be considered, and

the spirit of religious parties in relation to the

Court, and the g-rowing- opposition in Parliament.

The whole Puritan bod}^, whether within or without

the pale of the Establishment, were united heart

and soul with the Liberal Opposition in Parliament,

which, in its turn by a necessary analogy assumed

a tone of ultra-Protestantism that was probably

rather foreig-n to the real convictions of many of its

members. The Catholic party, still a respectable

minority in the upper classes, and agitating- the

scanty populations of Yorkshire and Lancashire,

conscious of its weakness and unpopularit}^, remained

on the whole neutral. Thoug'h, as the Romanists

had more to fear from the zealots of the Liberal

party than from the weak Government and relaps-

ing" Church, they lent a secret but stead}^ aid to the

Crown in its constant struo-oie with the Commons.

The Church including* that no very considerable

portion of the laity in its communion, who approved

of the despotic and semi-popish spirit now predomi-

nant at AVhitehall and Lambeth, was the only

decided party which could be relied on by the Court

from what migiit be termed principle. The influence

of the Crown itself was vast : the centralization of

the Tudors, and of a rapidly advancing- civilization

being* super-added to the larg-e thoug-h indefinite

claims of a feudal sovereig-n. In proportion to the
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revenues of the country^ the patronag'e and per-

quisites of the Crown were at least equal to those

of the French monarchy under Louis XIV.

;

though as all power must be estimated, not abso-

lutely but by the relation of other antag'onistic

elements co-ordinate with itself, the constant action

of a debatino- and votino* Parliament made a most

material difference in the position and prospects of

the two practical despotisms.

The constitutional histor}^ of James I. is more

exclusively that of his Parliaments than that of

jireceding" reig'ns ; and every thing- connected with

those important assemblies, from the proclamations

that summoned them, and the forms of their

procedure, even to the abortive and inoperative

legislation in which they often indulg-edj are

worthy of note and preg-nant with instruction

and sug-g'estion.

In James' proclamation of summons to his first

Parliament, he indulged in the tone usual in the

preceding" reig'ns, but unauthorised by sounder

precedent, and clearly opposed as far as it was

attended to to the freedom of election. In no

covert terms he recommended the larg-est proprie-

tors and wealthiest burg-esses to the choice of their

respective shires and towns, and pointed out gTaphi-

cally enough the votaries of the old superstition,

and the zealots of the new school, as candidates to

be equally avoided. The first would probably have

conformed so far as to take the oath of supremacy,
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thoug'h not that against transubstantiation, which,

as the true test of Popery was not enforced till

the 25 Car. II. c. 2.

The case of Goodwin and Fortescue^ which was a

contested return for the county of Bucks occurring*

in the first Parliament^ was a curious anticipation

of the points in Wilkes' case. Fortescue was a

courtier and a privy councillor^ Goodwin an author

but returned by the constituency. The points raised

were less the propriety" of such a return, than the

tribunal that should review it. The King con-

tended for the authorit}^ of the Chancer}^, suggesting

also a reference to the Judges. The Commons dis-

sented from both propositions. The Lords mediated

at first rather officiously but afterwards with good

effect ; and after a second election in which the

court candidate succeeded, and a good deal of

despotic assertion and politic surrender on the part

of the King, a compromise was joyfully hailed by

issuing' a new writ setting aside both the former

returns. Shirle3^'s case, which led to the first statu-

tory recognition of Parliamentary privilege by 1 Ja.

1. c. 13, is scarcel}^ in itself a precedent, as the Com-

mons invoked for the liberation of their member

imprisoned for debt, the kind offices of the King, who

ordered the gaoler on his allegiance to set him free.

However the warden's fear as to the consequences

of his irregular act led to the important statute

alluded to. The most important provision of which

clearly assumes the right of the House itself to im-
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prison, as it exempts such imprisonment from the

enfranchising' privileg"es convej'ed by tlie g-encral

objects of the enactment.

The Canons of 1003, which early came under

the review of James's first Parliament, afford

a natural and fitting" occasion for a few remarks on

that sing'ular anomaly of our S3'stem—the Eccle-

siastical Law j
— strang-e, whether we look on its

independence, or its endurance under circumstances

and crises the most unfavourable. That such a

system should have survived the Reformation, the

Great Rebellion, and the Revolution of 1G88, is

perhaps one of the most curious and sug'g'estive facts

of our leg'al histor}^ But at the present moment,

when the criminal part of Ecclesiastical jurisdiction,

with its spiritual censures and temporal disabilities

has fallen into a politic oblivion, or is wisely confined

to the discipline of the clergy : and the vast increase

ofpersonal property has amplified the civil portion

of its jurisdiction into the magnitude and arrang-e-

ment of an ordinary secular tribunal, one can

hardly estimate the odium and real impropriety of

Ecclesiastical proceedings in the time of James I.

When a Church, owing* its orig'in to freedom of

opinion, restricted the liberty in others it had ex-

ercised so larg"ely in its own enfranchisement ;

—

when based on a national modification of a divine

institution, it assumed to identify itself with the

State and enforce a spiritual despotism on every

citizen of that State that seceded from itself. It is
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not to be wondered at that Liberals and Puritans of

every shade should have resisted such assumptions,

and that Parliament should have restricted the autho-

rity of the Canons within limits which in practice

make them of optional oblig-ation only on the laity.

The ancient feudal claims of Wardship and Pur-

veyance may come more properly under review

at a later period, when they were exting-uished and

commuted for a more reg'ular source of revenue.

But as the first Parliament of this reig-n complained

of and restrained the abuses incident to them, we

may observe in passing-, that the prog-ress of civilisa-

tion and luxury would naturall}^ render the en-

forcement of those rights more onerous and revolting-

than in a ruder state of manners and property.

And it must be reg-retted that the imposts that

pressed mainly and most severely on the upper

or at any rate wealthy classes, should have been

commuted for excise and custom dues that press

widely on all classes of consumers 5 and in pro-

portion to their means, most severely on the indig-ent

classes.

It is one of the hardest problems in Financial

Reform, when a substitute is sought for a vicious and

condemned description of revenue, how far real

equity is consulted by the equalisation of burdens

hitherto partial in their pressure. Put it is curious

that the first attempt at an excise in the form of a very

moderate Malt-tax, was arbitrarily laid on towards

the close of this reig-n. Upon its leg-ality being*
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questioned in Parliament^ it Avas justified thoug-h

unsuccessfully by the courtiers^ as being- a composi-

tion for the feudal rig-ht of purveyance^ or purchas-

ing* necessaries for the King-'s retinue on journe}'s,

at a minimum or nominal price. The attempt was

ver}' properly resisted^ and does not appear to have

been repeated. For thoug'h moderate in its exac-

tion^ being- only fourpence per quarter on malt,

it was destitute of Parliamentary sanction or even

sufferance, and was enforced with a rig-our that

savoured more of compulsion than of voluntary com-

mutation.

The Gunpowder Plot, the well known thoug-h

abortive fact of this reig'n, did not produce the de-

cided effect even in its failure, that mig-ht have been

anticipated. For the cowardice of the King- appears

to have in g*reat measure compensated for the

natural excitement of his Parliament ; and the per-

secuting* spirit of the leg'islature, and more jiarti-

cularly the liberal portion of it, Avas to a great deg'ree

kept in check b}^ the inertness or policy of the exe-

cutive. But the instinct of the masses has in this

case been livelier and more enduring- than the notice

of writers and the opinions of the educated classes.

And the anniversary of the g-reat anti-parliamentary

coup-cT-efat, is celebrated to this day throug-h the

towns and villag-es of England, with a spontaneous

or rather discountenanced ebullition of feeling-, that

is hig-hly sug-g-estive of what was purposed, and what

was averted on that day.
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Thoiig-h it was clearly shown in the earlier

chapters of this work, that from the fortunate balance

or independence of sundry elements of the Constitu-

tion^ due itself probably to the national repug*-

nance to radical chang-e of any kind^ which thus

perpetuated by a happy anomaly the antag'onistic

institutes of different ages races and classes^ a larg*e

amount of political liberty had been enjoj^ed in this

country through the worst of Popish times. Thoug-h

it was also admitted that tiie direct consequences of

the Reformation were not favourable to constitutional

libert}" ', inasmuch as the power of the Crown was

for the time vastly augmented by increase of revenue

and patronag'e^ the centralisation of Church autho-

rity, and the abatement of Papal competition. But

as time rolled on, and these immediate consequences

ceased or were converted into actual sources of weak-

ness to the Royal authority, in the like degree did all

reviving- Constitutional opposition, every nascent hope

of freedom centre in the Houses of Parliament. And
between the English Parliament and the Church

of Rome there had been from the earliest times an

instinctive and implacable hostility. A hodj so truly

national, at once aristocratic and popular from its

hereditary nominative or elective origin, represent-

ing every varied interest of the community, could not

be influenced by priestcraft like a fanatic rabble or

penitent tyrant. And it is to me at least evident that

had not the Reformation preceded and cleared the

way for the triumph of Parliamentary Government
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the two antag'oiiist elements of Parliament and

Popery would not long* have existed tog-ether. But
either the alien imposture must have annihilated the

national leg'islature, or the national leg-islature abated

the ahen nuisance. It was therefore no blhid or

reckless instinct that pointed the desig-ns of Home
ag'ainst her constitutional foe, the representative and

depository of Eng-lish freedom. As has been well

observed by the most philosophical of modern histori-

ansj the blows that Rome has struck have been always

pointed with consummate art at those parts of the

commonwealth where she not only saw a foe, but re-

cog-nized an important element ofnational prosperity.

Thus the expulsion of the Moriscoes from Spain

decided in the neg-ative whether Spain should or

should not be a prosperous manufacturing- country.

The Eve of St. Bartholomew, by cutting- off the in-

dependent provincial aristocracy of France by thou-

sands, stifled in blood the g-erm of a constitutional

opposition that was developing- itself in that countr}-,

and rendered both that and a local self-g'overnment

on which it mig-ht be based an impossible desideratum

to all future ag-es. Nor within our own dominions

should we forg-et that the Irish massacre of 1640,

that swept off the Protestant yeomanry of whole

counties, is felt to this day in the want of a middle

class of rural proprietors, whether as a substantial

tenantry, or as the depositaries of the elective and

jury franchise in that country.

So in Eno-land, a blow aimed at the existence of

VOL. II. C
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Parliament in the life of its members, was to all

intents a national assassination, and would have

g-iven a permanently different character to the

institutions and policy of the country. The session

that escaped this trng'ic prorogation nppears to

have left little durable record of its labours, with the

exception of estabhshing' the principle that no Bill

once rejected could be again brought forward in

the same session. The declaration of Privileg-es

made by the Commons in the session of 1604 may
be referred to in this place ; thoug-h extended com-

ment would be thrown away on it, as it amounted

but to a declaration, was not acted on at the time,

nor apparently even submitted to the King*. They

resolve, 1. That their privileges and liberties are

their riofht and inheritance no less than their lands

and goods. 2. That they cannot be withheld from

them denied or impaired but with apparent wrong"

to the whole state of the realm. 3. That their

making- request at the beginning" of a Parliament to

enjoy their privileges, is onl}'- an act of manners,

and does not Aveaken their rio-ht. 4. That their

House is a Court of Record, and has been ever so

esteemed. 5. That there is not the hio-hest stand-

ing- Court in the land that oug-ht to enter into com-

petition either for dig-nity or authority with this

high Court of Parliament, which with his Majesty's

royal assent g-ives law to other Courts, but from other

Courts receives neither laws nor orders. 6. That

the House of Commons is the sole proper judg-e
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of the nature of all such writs^ nnd the election of

all such members as belong* to itj without which the

freedom of election were not entire.

In the session of 1G06 was first mooted the

Union of Eng-land and Scotland^ a measure naturall}^

sug-o-ested even to the extent of a Parhamentary

combination^ b}^ the union of the two Crowns in the

same person^ but premature in respect of the temper

of the contracting" parties and the g'eneral spirit of

the ag'e. The proper occasion to investig-ate the

merits and result of this Union will be when it was

actualty accomplished a centmy later under Anne.

But had an actual Parliamentary Union been

effected at this period, as certainly was contemplated

by James's wisest minister, I do not conceive that

an}^ very important modification of subsequent

constitutional progress would have resulted from it.

For thoug'h the Scots were in an inferior stag-e of

development to the Engiish, and their theor}^ of

Parliamentary influence very imperfect, yet prac-

tically a deg'ree of liberty bordering- on anarchy had

been the valued privileg'e or bane of Scotland from

feudal times. The combinations of the lowland

lords, and the irresponsible power of the hig'hland

chiefs, tog-ether with the ultra-Protestant zeal and

popularity of the reformed ministers, were so many
rude and intractable elements to be contended with

or conciliated ; and from which the stern centrali-

sation and loyal reformation of the Tudors had

delivered the Eng-lish executive. But while the
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introduction of these elements into the Eng-lish

Parhament would have conduced to discord rather

than tyranny, the social advantag-e to Scotland

would have been g-reat indeed, from the intimate

contact with a hig-her civilisation, the opening' of

commercial and colonial enterprise, and the cessa-

tion of private war. Nor is it likely that a sing"le

Parliament would have ever sanctioned the

apparent anomaly and renl inconvenience of two

Protestant disciplines, and two distinct codes of law

in divisions of an united countr^^ The measure,

though wise and well intentioned, did not meet

with much encourag'ement from the Parliament

of either country. While of practical measures

of the same tendency, thoug-h of more limited

application, the English Parliament rejected a

Bill to naturalize the ante-nati, or Scots born

before the King's accession. But the case of the

post-nati or those born subsequently was held by

the Judg'es as clearly constituting- them natural

subjects of the Eng-lish Crown, and thus opening

for them many valuable lines of employment and

improvement. And the code of barbarous and

obsolete laws, that treated as strangers and foes the

inhabitants of the left bank of the Tweed was

repealed from the statute book, thoug'h it could not

be eradicated till a much later period from the

hearts of the people. A curious point was raised in

reference to the Spanish war, in which England

was still involved at the King-'s accession, in
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Avhich the sticklers for" tlie prerog-ative or personal

authorit\' of the sovereig-n appeared as the advocates

of peace. It Avas urg-ed, that the war was abated

by the accession to the throne of a Prince who as

King- of Scotland was at peace with Spain. This

idea was very properly overruled. But it would have

been as well in later times if the converse propo-

sition had not been admitted, nor Eno-land involved

herself in wars for Dutch and German objects on

the accession of the Princes of Orang-e and Hanover.

But we now come to the memorable decision of

the Exchequer in Bates' case^ that is scarcely of

less importance than the ship-money question of the

following" reig"n, as to the exclusive Parliamentary

rig'ht of taxation on imports and exports. The

Confirmatio Chartarum of 25 Edw. I. after recog*-

nising" and confirming- the Great Charter g-enerally,

specifically abolished all "Aids^ tasks, and fines,

unless by the common assent of the realm, and for

the common profit thereof, saving' the antient aids

and fines due and accustomed." And this prin-

ciple we have seen was pretty g-enerally acted on by

subsequent monarchs as reg"arded internal taxation,

which was only occasionally attempted on some

special pretext of royal necessity, or loyal voluntarj^-

ism, but g-enerally resisted, and never sanctioned by

the Courts of Law.

But with respect to the indirect taxation of im-

ports and exports, the same clear principle and

uniform practice did not prevail. A vag'ue notion
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of an arbitrary rig-ht to tax aliens/ and therefore

alien merchandise^ and a juster notion of the supre-

macy and protection of the Crown at sea^ Avhich

was entertained or affected by Franklin in the 18th

century, admitted the hand of Prerog-ative to the

marts of foreig-n traffic. The reservation too of

the ancient thoug-h limited dues on wool and wine

which unknownf antiquity annexed to the Ro3^al

Prerog'ative, sug*g"esting' the rude supply and demand

of a pastoral and northern people, must have

tended to the same confusion of i(feas, by the cus-

tom-house arrang-ements and forms it would neces-

sarily sanction. Yet the assig'ned limit here seems

rarely to have been transg-ressed by Edw. III. and

Bichard II., and never by the Princes of the Lan-

castrian family, who appear to have received the

reg'ular grant of tonnag-e and poundag*e for life at

the commencement of each reig^n, as a commutation

for irreg'ular perquisites. This wholesome limita-

tion was observed by both Henry VII. and Henry

YIII. thoug'h no neglect of revenue nor respect for

law could be imputed to those monarchs. It was

reserved for Mary, rather perhaps in ig-norance and

contempt of national usag'e, than from a settled

purpose of tyranny, to lay arbitrary duties on the

export of manufactured cloth and the importation

of French wines. These duties were the subject of

* See Bacon's curious tract on this subject,

f Though Hale, p. 146, refers to a record of 3 Edw. I. as giv-

ing to the wool duty a Parliamentary title.
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remonstrance and discussion at Elizabeth's acces-

sion, when they ^^'ere probably g-iven up ; thoug"!!

this is not quite clear—but, at any rate, they were

not renewed or enhanced. Bates' case arose from

an arbitrary duty in the same way laid by James

on currants imported from the Levant, in addition

to the leg"al poundag*e he had by g*rant of Parliament

in the usual manner at his accession. Bates, the

merchant so surcharg^ed, resisted the demand, and

was proceeded ag'ainst in the Exchequer. The

decision of the leg-al Barons was adverse to him,

and their lang*uag"e subversive of liberty or at least

of its fiscal guarantee. Emboldened by this decision

in favour of the Prerogative, the King- published in

the summer of 1608 a tariff' under the authority of

the Great Seal, laying- heavy duties on almost all

merchandise, a complete code that would have glad-

dened the heart of a modern protectionist; and

amountino: in some cases as that of tobacco, to a

prohibition of the weed that offended the Royal

taste.

The Commons however, who in 1606 do not ap-

pear to have had a clear opinion on the subject,

were in 1610 enlightened by precedents adduced,

and still more by the practical consequences they

saw would follow the decision in Bates' case ; now

remonstrated against these encroachments, and even

passed a Bill to abrogate the import dues, which how-

ever was thrown out by the Court party in the Upper

House. Thus tbe matter rested for the present.
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The Crown enjoyed its illegal imposts^ tlie Commons

recorded their protest ag-ainst it—but actual legis-

lation on the subject, whether in sanction or abro-

gation, was suspended by the differences of the

Houses. While the Commons were thus opposing

the encroachments of Prerogative, and making by

their protests or resolutions a basis for future and

more successful resistance ; the clerg}^ were exalt-

ing the Prerogative with a view to extend the power,

or at least the independence of the Church, which

was more threatened by Parliament than by the

Crown. The Canons of 1606 were as we have

seen criticised in Parliament, and the Church pre-

sented twenty- five articuli cleri or petitions of the

Clergy, chiefly complaining of the interference of

the Courts of Common Law by prohibition or sus-

pension with the operations of the Ecclesiastical

Courts. The Judges' admiration for the Preroga-

tive did not extend to an unprofessional admission

of a rival jurisprudence, and they strougl}' supported

the right and practice of prohibition, and defined

the limits which have practically confined Ecclesi-

astical judicature ever since. A literary though

not insignificant triumph also accrued to the popular

party, by the suppression by Royal Proclamation

of a book by Cowell a civilian absurdly enhancing

the Prerog'ative at the expense of every other power

and part of the Constitution. To this resistance, in

which both Houses cordially joined, the King' was

fain to 3 ield and give up the mischievous production
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of a writer^ who was nevertheless hig-h in his favour

and that of the Prelates. The gT0\vmg- importance

of the House of Commons was indicated by the first

avowed organisation of Parliamentary manag-ers

;

clever and not unpopular members not decidedly

compromised, who were employed by the Ministei*

Lord Salisbury to influence other members^ and

get measures passed with as little resistance and

modification as possible. Like other novel inven-

tions this management did not perfectl}^ succeed^

but rather disappointed the expectations that had

been entertained of it by the Sovereign and his

advisers. One abuse clearly unauthorized by the

Constitution^ and which apj^ears to have been removed

by the efforts of this Parliament in their last session

was, the erection of new provincial jurisdictions

with groups of counties attached^ and which were

thus taken from under the protection and privilege of

the Common Law^ and subjected to a novel^ and of

course undefined judicature. The Council of Wales,

erected at the arbitrary date of 34 Henry YIII.

had gradually extended to four bordering English

shireS; much to the dissatisfaction of the inhabitants,

and the just ai^prehension of their neighbours.

The plea, more plausible* than real, of the lawless-

ness of a border country that required a special or

summary authority to control it, did not save this

Court from its merited fate. Though the same prin-

* Bacon, ii. 102.
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ciple in the next reig-n seems to have dictated the

erection of the Court of the JN^orth at York; which

from its connection with Strafford^s career acquires

an historical interest not otherwise due to its short-

lived pretensions. A still more important effort of

Parliament to exting-uish the feudal tenures^ or at

least their oppressive incidents^ appears to have been

on the whole favourably entertained by the King'^

but to have g'one off on the neg'otiation of terms.

There appears too to have been some doubt how far

so g-reat an org-anic chang-e so subversive of the

feudal basis of the Constitution could be g-uaranteed

by the contracting* parties—more particularly^ as

the King' not unnaturally insisted on retaining* the

principle of miUtary tenure as essential to the dig'-

nity of the Crown and defence of the king-dom •

thoug'h willing* to g*ive up the lucrative incidents of

Wardship^ Relief, and first seisin^ tog'ether with the

oppressive Court or Commission that manag^ed the

first branch of this revenue. The Commons offered

£200^000 a year in commutation^ while the King-

stood out for more. This difference g-ave time for

reflection^ when Parliament seemed to be aware

they were offering* too much in compensation for a

surrender which^ however much it mig-ht bind the

contracting- Prince, was held by Jurists to com-

promise so intimate a part of the monarchy as

scarcely to bind future occupants of the throne, parti-

cularly as the military tenure the source and pretext

of the whole was retained. The subject now dropped
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will flg'ain eng-age our attention in the reigii of

Charles II. when the feudal tenures with some

honorary and nominal exceptions were, as reg-arded

the Crown^ finally aholished. Thoug-h it is matter

of surprise and reg-ret that the same reform was not

extended to copyholds^ where one subject stands to

another in the same relation of feudal superiority,

that the Crown did to freeholders in g-eneral. By
this omission still strang-ely uncorrected, a larg-e

portion of land probably an eiglith of the soil of

Eng'land is still subject to a precarious tenure and

inconvenient incidents, which though absurdly ex-

ag'g-erated by theorists, still do detract from the

value and capabilities of the soil, and g-ive a gTound

of complaint ag-ainst this relic of feudality.

As the foreig-n policy of the country does not

come within the scope of this treatise, except so far

as it affected the internal Constitution, it is only

necessar}^ to advert here to the first instance of an

attempt to refer differences of nations to the

arbitrations of a third party. James's aversion to

war and pedantic taste for discussion, naturally

led him to favour this mode of settlement, or at

least of interference, with the affairs of foreig'n

countries. And it is a curious fact that if his

intended award in favour of the succession of the

House of Brandenburg'h to the Duchies of Cleves

and Juliers had been admitted, the establishment of

the Prussian monarchy, and its extension to the

Rhine would have been anticipated by two centuries.
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Later on in this reign, the defection of Coke

from the Court and his sturdy opposition to prero-

g*ative, thoug'h his character and temper must have

rendered him a doubtful partisan, yet conferred this

advantage on the popular party, that they now

had an acknowledged first-rate lawyer the oracle of

the Common Law, detached from the cause of

Prerogative and enlisted though on narrow grounds

on the side of Parliamentary right. Proclamations,

forced loans, and sales of honours, were pretty

constantly resorted to until the close of this reig*n, to

raise money without consent of Parliament, or to

enforce measures sometimes reall}^ beneficial by an

arbitrary fiat. It was remembered however in

respect of these pretended ordinances by proclama-

tion, that the judges in Mary's reign had said that a

proclamation was oidy in terrorem iJopuli, as a

reminder and declaratory of actual law preceding,

and not to impose any new fine forfeiture or

imprisonment not already inflicted by law.

The forced loans already alluded to in the last

reign were now oftener refused, and as it would

appear with impunity, l^hey were generally repaid,

but bearing no interest, were a very inconvenient

form of Exchequer bill to the capitalist who was

obliged to invest in them.

The prostitution of the honours of the peerage by

the sale of titles does not appear to have excited the

alarm and opposition, that might have been expected

from such an offensive encroachment on hereditary
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rig-lit and leg-islative power. That the creation of

baronets dating- from this same cause and epoch

failed in producing- the evils^ a secondar}^ nobility^

with its ambig'uous position and pretension ])ro-

duced throughout the continental monarchies^ was

mainly oAving- to the weig-ht of pubhc opinion and

the senatorial position of the Peerag-e^ which ag-reed

in defining- the constitutional state of these Avealthy

knig'hts as simple commoners.

The Parliament that assembled in 1014, reneA\'ed

the attack on the illeg-al customs on foreio-n

imports alluded to above. And notwithstandino- the

efforts of the parliamentary manag-ers in the interest

of the Court, the mediation of the Lords and the

indig-nation of the Episcopal bench, which throuo-h-

out this reig-n seemed to g'lory in the shame of a

voluntary Erastianism, would have abated the

abuses of the fiscal system, had not a sudden dissolu-

tion anticipated the passing- of a sing-le measure.

Peacham's case thoug-h it estabhshed no principle

and formed no part of a series of constitutional

formations, deserves a passing- notice, both as beino-

I believe the last instance of torture havino- been

employed under sanction of our law with a view to

confession ; and from the monstrous position urg-ed

by the prosecution and maintained by thejudg-es, that

the mere composition of a paper, neither published

nor preached nor intended to be so, was an overt

act amounting- to treason, when the performance

itself a fanatical puritan sermon would have been

held nothing' more than a seditious libel. Coke,
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who opposed the Court on this occasion thoug-h not

firmly, came out strong-er in his opposition to the

extension of chancery jurisdiction, which has a less

definedjurisprudence, and throug-h the Keeper of the

Great Seal being* more immediately connected with

the g-overnment, was naturally favoured by the

Court.

He also instig-ated the other Common Law judg-es

to address a joint and very proper remonstrance to

the Crown, refusing* to attend to any letters addressed

to them by the Attorney-General to influence their

decision in any case before them. It was not to be

expected that a successor of Henry VIII. and one

so jealous of his rig-hts as James, would overlook this

continued and unexpected opposition in both his

Parliament and his Judg-es. The Session Mas

followed by the imprisonment of man}' members, for

words spoken in the course of the discussions on the

revenue and other matters. From their names the

men appear to have been of g*ood family and county

members, which would sug*g*est that their imprison-

ment was intended to check and intimidate their

party, rather than personally directed ag'ainst

themselves for any particular violence of lang'uage,

or opinion. The Judg-es, when admitted to the

perilous honour of a personal conference with the

sovereig*n, certainly shewed a cowardice unworthy

of their high function, but yet what mig-ht ]m\e

been expected in that ag*e from placemen who held

only during* pleasure of the Crown.

Coke more intractable and feared than the others
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was dismissed from the Bench^ thoug-h later still

by another court intrig-ue he was restored to the

Privy Council.

The Star Chamber as I have before observed,

was in desig*n if not in practice a sort of criminal

phancer}', where offences unknown or unpunished

at Common Law, mig'ht have meted out to them on

equitable principles such amount of fine and im-

prisonment as the Judg'es mig-ht deem suitable.

This tribunal obviously open to g-reat abuse, was as is

well known, g*enerally employed by the Government

ag"ainst members ofthe upper class obnoxious by their

opinions, or whose wealth rendered them desirable

defendants, where the practice of the Court sanctioned

enormous fines. But so useful an eng-ine of ven-

g'eance and lucre was also occasionally emplo3Td

by one court faction ag-ainst its predecessor in the

Government. One of the latest and not the least

just of its decisions was the conviction of Lord

Suffolk of embezzlement in his office of the Treasury.

Could an irresponsible power be ever safely trusted

to man, the idea of a Criminal Equity Court was not

a bad one to chastise offences rather ag-ainst morals

than law, and consistino* rather in the desio-n than

execution. Nor were some of the proceeding's of

this notorious tribunal undeserving* praise, when they

inflicted on the proflig'ate intrig'ues and wanton

outrages of certain members of the aristocracy more

summary justice, than the Common Law would have

sanctioned, and heavier fines than any middle class

jury would have assessed. But to the Constitu-
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tional student no less than to the g-eneral reader, the

Star Chamber is inseparably associated with the

practice and support of tyranny. Fuller, White-

locke and Selden were its most illustrious victims in

this reig-n. The two first practising- barristers were

imprisoned: the one for moving* for an Habeas^

Corpus for Puritan clients committed by the High

Commission Court ; and the other for a mere pro-

fessional opinion to a private client, adverse to some

point of the Royal prerogative. Selden, the learned

jurist incurred the jealousy of the High Church

party and the animadversions of the Court, by his

admirable historical defence of tithes ; by which he

was thought to have indirectly weakened their

Divine institution. The two last defendants were

discharged on a submission unworthy at least of the

great constitutional writer.

The well known cases of Ealeio-h and Arabella

Stuart belong rather to general history of which

the}^ are touching- incidents. But two points render

them worthy of a passino- allusion liere. In Raleio-li's

case the sentence that should have followed his con-

viction at the beginning of this reign had been sus-

pended, and he had been even partially restored to

favour or at least employment. And it was reason-

ably urged, that the Eoyal Commission under which
he had acted in the interval should operate in bar of

the original sentence being carried into execution.

The point is not likely to occur again, "nor a convict-

ed traitor entrusted with mihtary command between
sentence and execution be compelled to plead it in
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arrest of his capital punishment. But the pointy I con-

ceive^ is as clear in law as it undoubtedly is in honour.

Arabella Stuart owed her misfortunes to her

illustrious birth that sug'g'ested a title to royalty

^

which suspicion was most unluckily confirmed by

her marriag'e with Lord Hertford himself^ the repre-

sentative of the ambig'uous pretensions of the Grey

family^ from the 3^oung'er sister of Henry VIII.,

alluded to at the beginning* of this chapter. This ill-

starred union, which love alone appears to have

dictated in his most unlucky moment, naturally

awakened the suspicion of the Government, who saw

in it the dreaded coalition of the claims of both

Henry VIII.'s sisters to the Crown. Arabella, re-

lying- like the King- on the primog-eniture of Mar-

garet their g-reat-g'randmother, and Hertford bring*-

ing- the parliamentary and testamentary title of

the Greys from the young-er sister Mary. That

the Stuart title was not only recog-nised but really

thoug-ht the most to be dreaded, appears from the

g-reater measure of vig'ilance and severity exercised

towards Arabella in consequence of this marriag-e

;

and to which otherwise as a female, she would

scarcely have been exposed.

The Parliament that met in 1621 successfully

attacked another illeg-al form of revenue derived from

the g-rant of Monopolies, or exclusive licenses to deal

in certain articles to certain persons, who paying*

largely for the privileg'e, indemnified themselves by

a still larger enhancement of price to the consumers

VOL. II. D
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g-enerally ; an enhancement thnt would naturally' be

rendered more onerous by the hig-h rate of interest

of the capital to be replaced. It was very creditable

to the House of Commons that in their successful

prosecution of the monopolists and their instruments,

in the course of which they had been hurried away

into committing- them to prison^ they halted in their

OAvn unconstitutional course ; and after consulting*

precedents^ and some discussion as to the extent of

privileg'e voted^ "They must join with the Lords

" for punishing" Sir Giles Mompesson, it being" no

" offence ag-ainst one particular House nor any
" member of it^ but a g'eneral gTievance."

The earliest instance of a formal parliamentary

impeachment, or of a solemn accusation of a party

by the Commons at the bar of the Lords, was that

of Lord Latimer in 1370, thoug"h we have seen

Mortimer's conviction was a rude precedent of the

same procedure. This reg'ular mode of procedure

had been lost in the troubled times of the Roses ; and

the arbitrary spirit of the Tudor princes preferred

the iniquity of bills of attainder, in which the two

Houses voted as partisans the g-uilt of a party,

without either evidence or defence.

The constitutional form was now resumed ao-ainst

the monopolists without exciting- the sensation that

mig-ht have been expected. The Commons prose-

cuted, and the Lords judg-ed j with this variation

only from the later and more correct practice, that

the accusers did not exhibit specific articles, but only
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a g-eneral information^ which the Lords carried out

into a full inquiry on their own interrog'atories ; and

eventually passed a very heavy sentence on the

demand of the Commons, and full assent of the

Crown.

The notoriety and extent of the abuse complained

of was probably held to justify this deviation from

the correct form, but nevertheless involved g'reat

injustice to the accused, who had no specific charg-e

to meet but only a g"eneral accusation, of which the

main part was as notorious as unpopular. This

powerful instrument of the Commons' wrath was not,

once reg-ained, allowed to grow rust}^ from want of

use. Not only the holders of patents were punished

for their extortion, but a Bishop and a Judge were

soon the objects of impeachment. And g'reater than

these, or any other man or men of his ag*e, the

philosophic Chancellor Bacon incurred the disg'race

of a national prosecution,—the loss of office and

character,—and the earl}", thoug-h ineffectual ex-

posure of the malpractices of the Court where he

presided, and which his acuteness and corruption

still seems so strong-ly to haunt.

Floyd's case, as disg'raceful an instance of blind

party-spirit and consequent injustice in the Houses as

theyhad evinced moderation and reg-ard for precedent

in Mompesson's case, followed in the same session.

The violent rag'e and disproportionate punishment

which both Houses joined in inflicting" on a private

Roman Catholic g-entleman, for indulging* in some

D 2
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coarse levity of expression in reference to the Elector

Palatine and his wife^ shocking- and unaccountable as

it seems, is also curious as an earl}^ indication of the

instinct of the nation towards that fortunate offset

of the Stuart race that was destined a century later,

permanently to supplant them on the British throne.

The Kino- to whom this ultra-Protestant and anti-

imperialist zeal, even on behalf of his own daug-hter,

was rather unwelcome, appeared throughout the

affair in the unusual character of an advocate for

mercy and moderation.

In the same spirit was the earnest address of

the Commons, and protest ag-ainst Popery and

Popish connections in reference to the marriag'e of

the heir apparent. This, as an interference both

in foreign policy and the domestic arrang'ements

of the Ro} al famity, Avas naturally resented b}^ the

King- as an importunate and unwarranted intrusion,

and had certainly no recent precedents in its favour.

But, with the instinct of a wise political party,

the majority of both Houses leant strong-ly, not

only ag-ainst a Popish connexion, but also ag-ainst

a French and still more Austrian or Spanish

alliance. And thus the King-'s matrimonial plans

for his son clashed wdth the wishes of his subjects.

For while his pride naturally soug-ht a union with

one of the g-reat European monarchies, the Eng-lish

Parliament and people deprecated a connexion with

famihes that had never shaken off, or had even

resumed the Romish yoke. On the whole, the
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French alliance that was ultimately adopted was

the least unpopular that could have been contracted

with a first-rate power. For the old national anti-

pathy to France fostered by the Plantag-enet wars

had at this period ceased^ though to be renewed ag-ain

by the Whig- policy subsequent to the Revolution.

And the religion of the House of Bourbon^ even after

the scandalous apostasy of Henry TV. was not con-

sidered as irretrievably committed to Rome ; while

the despotism of the monarchy^ thougii quite as

real, was not displayed in so repulsive a form as the

sombre character of the House of Austria p-ave to

the policy of Madrid and Vienna. It was truly

characteristic of an Engiish jiopular party, that

while in this session they blamed the King* for not

keeping- up 30,000 men in the heart of Germany,

they reluctantly g-ranted a subsidy of £70^000, that

would scarcely have enlisted such a force.

The early dissolution of this Parliament at the

close of 1621, was owing' to recriminatory declara-

tions that passed between the King- and the Com-
mons. The Commons addressed the Throne at

leng'th on a variety of subjects, but mainly in

reference to the freedom of discussion in their

House, compromised by the post-sessional imprison-

ment of its leading- members. The King- made an

indiscreet answer, to the effect that their privileges

were only on sufferance, and that the prerogative

was paramount thougii tolerant of them. The
Ministers—such as Lord Cranfield in the Upper
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House, and Secretary Calvert in the Commons

—

could not justify their master's lang-uag-e, which

embarrassed them like the injudicious speech of a

Premier ; but they oddl}' passed it over as a slip

or mistake. The Commons, looking- on it in a

g-raver hg-ht, entered on their journals the famous

Protest of 18th December, 1621, setting forth the

extent, antiquity, and independence of their rig-ht

of discussion.

This Protest was erased from the journals by

the King-'s own hand, the Parliament dissolved,

and many eminent members committed, or sent as

a sort of honourable exile into Ireland. The com-

mencement in this session of a steady opposition

in the Lords is worthy of notice. For thoug-h

liberty was first born in the Barons' House : j-et,

from the accession of the Tudors, that limited and

distinguished body had never moved in ojiposition

to the Crown, except a little at the time of the

Reformation, in reference to the religious chang*es

they disapproved. The breaking* off' of the Spanish

match, on gTounds Avell known to have been any-

thing- rather than public, yet among* a people so

incorrig-ibly careless of foreig'n politics as the Eng-
lish, contributed some undeserved popularity to the

Government, and secured the respect and liberality

of the next Parliament. The King* too in the decline

of life soug-ht peace rather than power, and perhaps

felt the need of some popular counterpoise to his

heir and his favourite, whose coalition now con-

4ar
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trolled the Court. So that the session passed in

interchang-e of courteous reg-rets and confessions

between the Crown and the Commons j and both

parties seemed, by expressions of liberality and

respect, to wish to cancel the reminiscences of the

last Parliament. The impeachment however of

Middlesex the actual Lord Treasurer for bribery

and other offenceSj was deprecated by the King",

and urg-ed on g-rounds of private pique by the

favourite. The proceeding's on this impeachment

were in the reg-ular modern form, except that

witnesses were not examined viva voce, as at Com-

mon Law, but their w^ritten depositions were read

aloud by a clerk. It is rather curious, that in the

course of this trial. Sir E. Sand^^s a Liberal leader

of the Commons, referring" to an illeg'al duty laid

by the Treasurer on foreig'n wines, expressly said

they were not now questioning- his Majesty's rig'ht

to levy such imposts, but only maintaining* a claim

which would be open for discussion hereafter—an

admission which, though possibly intended to pro-

pitiate the Royal assent to their present object, yet

seems to imply some doubt as to the prerog-ative of

Custom dues. An important Act also passed this

session, though purporting" to be merely declaratory,

ag-ainst the practice of Patents and Monopolies.

It is well here at the close of this peaceful

strugg-le of twenty years' duration, to review in the

words of Mr. Hallam, the amount of prog-ress

attained by the Commons. The Act declaratory
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ag-ainst monopolies was perhaps the only actual

statutory trophy. But they had rescued from

disuse their ancient rig-ht of impeachment. They

had placed on record their claim to dehate all

matters of pubhc concern. They had remonstrated

ag-ainst the usurped or extended prerogatives of

binding" the subjects by proclamation, and of levying"

customs at the out-ports. They had secured

beyond controversy their exclusive rig'ht to deter-

mine the contested elections of their Members.

They had maintained and indeed abused, as in

Floyd^s case, their power of judging* and inflicting*

punishment even for offences not committed ag'ainst

their House. Of these advantages some were

evidently incomplete, and would require the most

strenuous efforts of future Parliaments to realize.

But such exertions the increased energy of the

nation gave abundant cause to anticipate. Peace

and prosperity, commerce and learning, and above

all the emancipation of mind and personal responsi-

bihty by the Reformation, were rapidly forming

the character of such a people as Henry VIII.
could not have trampled on, nor even Elizabeth

ruled with so despotic a sway.

The reign of Charles I. which until the meeting

of the Long Parliament in 1040, resembled in its

constitutional character the tenor of the last reio*n,

has always been thought the most difficult to trace

with fairness of all the crises of EngHsh history.

But I conceive the great moral to be drawn from it
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is the best lig'ht to g-uide one's judg-ment in re-

viewing- it. The temptation to abuse power, whether

in king's or popular assemblies, is the great fact

and g'reat moral of this reig'n. The interesting-

character of Charles, his trag-ical death, and the

assumed connection of that event with his support of

the Ang-lican Church, have enlisted the sympathies

of a wide class of readers with the royal cause.

While the oppression of his g"overnment and the

undoubted benefits we have derived from the par-

liamentary resistance to it has blinded a still larg-er

class to the ambition, cruelty, and in many instances,

hj^pocrisy, of the popular leaders who precipitated

the strug*g"le and benefited so larg-ely from the

result. It is if possible a g-reater mistake to

believe in the pure patriotism of Cromwell and his

accomplices, as to talk of the holy martyrdom of a

monarch, whose final catastrophe was more owing*

to his personal failings of pride and insincerity than

to the arbitrary principles of his earlier administra-

tion. It seems almost puerile to notice so obvious

and notorious a fact. But an hebdomadal critic

of my former volume took occasion to inform its

provincial readers that Charles forfeited his life for

laying' taxes without authority of Parliament.

Whereas the question of arbitrary taxation had been

settled, and settled in favour of popular rig'ht before

the commencement of the Civil War, which was

excited by the more stimulating" questions of the

Church and the Militia. Nor was it ever contem-
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plated at the commencement, or even close of that

calamitous strug-g-le, that regicide should have been

resorted to as a measure of self-defence b>^ those

who respected and vainly neg'ociated with their

dangerous captive. It is hut fair to the Parlia-

mentary leaders to vindicate them from the defence

of their own advocate.

Charles on his accession was involved in a

Spanish war, which from its object mig-ht have

been popular, had not the notorious motive to

it been the personal pique of the favourite Buck-

ing-ham. The unpopularity of Charles and his

favourite, which had been transmitted from the late

reig'n is the onl}' explanation, thoug'h no excuse,

for the ominous reserve of the Commons in their

financial reception of the new sovereign. Tonnagfe

and poundag-e, that had been for centuries gTanted

hke a modern civil list for the life of the sovereig'n,

was now voted only for a year ; an unconstitutional

step which the Lords resented in a wa}^ to make it

still more inconvenient to the Crown, by rejecting-

it altog-ethei^, so that in constitutional strictness no

supply at all was decreed. However the revenue ap-

pears to have been collected for the year, and a\ ith-

out much opposition. Indeed, if certain g-rievances

had been redressed according- to their petition, the

Commons expressed themselves willing- to make a

further g-rant beyond the two subsidies they had

actually voted. But an immediate dissolution thoug-h

unwise was the natural, and just penalty of meeting-
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a new prince by an ostentatious piece of illiberality.

Notwithstandino- considerable efforts of tbe Court in

the elections^ among- which the most notable was the

nominating- the popular candidates sheriffs of their

respective counties, and thus disqualif^^ing* them for

the representation, a new Parliament shortly as-

sembled, as jealous of the Crown as its predecessor,

and more personally hostile to Bucking-ham.

Thoug'h the prosecutions of Bacon and Middlesex

in the late reig'n were undoubted precedents in

favour of the Commons' rig-ht to impeach ministers

of the hig-hest g-rade, yet Bucking-ham's impeach-

ment, as the first instance of a national prosecution

of a favourite as well as functionar}^, was naturally

reg-arded as a bolder step, inasmuch as it was di-

rected ag-ainst the personal feeling's of the Sovereig-n.

Speeches fi*om the throne in deprecation of the

measure and resolutions of the Commons in favour

of their rig-ht, and the imprisonment of some

prominent members and their subsequent release

ushered in the formal impeachment of the favourite

at the bar of the Lords on eig-ht articles.

The abuse of proxies on this occasion, which

were held in scandalous number both by the leader

of the opposition Lord Pembroke, and also by the

impeached favourite, led to a standing- order not I

believe now observed, that no Peer should hold

more than two proxies.

The early dissolution of this Parliament was

obviously intended to avert the impeachment that

threatened the favourite. But it was a most im-
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prudent step in a financial point of view, for it

likewise arrested the prog-ress of the Bill of Supply,

which had been voted to the extent of five subsidies,

but not formally passed. This led to further finan-

cial embarrassments, for the Government proceeded

to levy further subsidies as thoug-h fully enacted,

and to raise loans throug-h the country under the

Privy Seal. The subsidies were g-enerally refused
;

and the loans solicited in detail from wealthy indi-

viduals, whose names had been returned by the Lord

Lieutenant of each county, thoug-h more productive,

excited g*reat alarm, as both the sum specified and

the machinery by which it was to be enforced ap-

peared formidable encroachments.

The imprisonment of five country g-entlemen

who refused to make the advances assessed on

tljem led to the full discussion of the important

question of Habeas Corpus. For on the formal

application for that writ of delivery, the Warden
of the Fleet returned to it that his prisoners were

detained by a warrant from the Privy Council,

specifying' no particular cause of imprisonment, but

that they were committed by the special command
of His Majesty. This gave rise to the important

question whether such a return was sufficient in law

to justify the Court in remitting- the prisoners to

custody. The arg-uments on the side of the subject

and of the Prerog-ative are g-iven so fully and fairly

in Hallam, in vol. i. p. 524, that the reader who
would wish to see what could be said on either side

is referred to that eminent writer. But as the sub-
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ject will come ag-ain more properly before us when

the Habeas Corpus Act finally passed in the reio-n of

Charles II. it may suffice here to observe that the

Court of King-'s Bench determined in favour of the

Prerog^ative^ mainly on the authority of a resolution

of the judg-es in 34 Eliz. This resolution as far as it is

intelligible^ seems certainly to recog'nise the special

command of the King- or the authority of the Privy

Council to be such sufficient warrant for a commit-

ment as to require no further cause to be expressed,

and to prevent the judg-es from discharg-ing- the

party from custody even on bail. Such then was

the law as settled by judicial decision in a most

important case, thoug-h clearly opposed to the spirit

and even letter of Mag-na Charta, " that no free

man shall be taken or imprisoned unless by lawful

judg-ment of his Peers, or the law of the land,"

unless indeed the Royal prerog-ative could be deemed

a part of the law of the land. Thoug-h this sub-

terfug'e was hardly available, as the partisans of

Prerog-ative disdained so low a ground, and asserted

it to be something* paramount to the Common Law.

It seems strang-e that at such a crisis Charles should

have assembled another Parliament in 1628. But

financial embarrassment attendant on the French

war, oblio'ed the Government to have recourse ao-ain

to the reg-ular and most productive sources of re-

venue. This Parliament, thoug-h short-lived like

its predecessors, forms a g*reat constitutional epoch,

by the passing- of the celebrated Petition of Rig-ht,
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as the well known statute is still called^ from its not

beino- drawn in the common form of an Act of Par-

liament. It was presented by the Commons in the

shape of a declaratory statute. The four g-rievances

that were complained of in this celebrated declara-

tion^ were the exaction of money under the name of

loans 5 the violation of Habeas Corpus^ by the com-

mitment and remand of those who refused to pay

;

the billeting- of soldiers on private houses ; and the

extent of martial law by military commissions issued

without cause. The two latter, which were less in-

sisted on, and appear novelties in constitutional

history, seem to have been mainly owing' to a

defective police, and the necessary irreg'ularities of

an ill-paid and occasional force, in this transition

age from feudal levies to regular armies. Charles

was naturally reluctant to pass a measure Avhich im-

plied condemnation of his past polic}', and precluded

any legal return to it. He would promise personally

to observe all the requirements in detail, or give

a formal recognition of the Great Charter j but

would not assent to this Bill. The Lords wavered,

and were condemned by many for an insidious design

to frustrate the measure, by proposing- weaker

amendments. Eut the Commons stood firm. And
the King, having first assented in a long querulous

and equivocating address, instead of the usual com-

pendious form, was requested by both Houses to be

more expHcit. He at last consented, and pronounced

the words of Norman-French, Mhich called into
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statutory life the important principle of constitu-

tional liberty^ dormant in the practice of the Common
Law^ but resting' on no narrow basis of early preva-

lent and g-eneral belief. I fear it must be admitted

that Charles throug'hout this controversy evinced

not only a very natural reluctance, but no little

insincerity. There was a very ommous consultation

with the Judg'es prior to g-iving* even his qualified

assent as to how far such a statute would limit the

prerog'ative as to arbitrary commitments. Their

answers were more evasive than satisfactory. But

still less creditable than this reference was the

employment of the press to circulate throug-h the

king-dom copies of his first equivocal assent^ after

the latter unqualified one had been given. It is

doubtful whether the lang-uag-e of this statute^ known

to lawyers as 3 Car. I. c. 1. was comprehensive

enoug"h to include import duties^ as well as internal

taxation, particularly as the decision of the Judg'es

in Bates' case, thoug-h justly deemed unconstitu-

tional, had given a sort of sanction to the former

exactions. But the Commons proceeded to set that

question at rest by preparing- a reg'ular bill for

g-ranting- tonnage and poundag'e, but premising*

their liberality by a remonstrance ag-ainst the late

exaction of it without a reg-ular parliamentary

sanction. This remonstrance, which thoug-h firm

in its assertion of right, was respectful in its lan-

g'uag-e, and concluded rather in the tone of entreaty

than refusal was never presented, the King- antici-
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pating" it by a sudden prorog-ation. This step^ which

gave offence and arg-ued insincerity^ was followed

by a still more unwise dissolution. Ill-timed, in-

asmuch as the assassination of Bucking-ham had

just relieved the King- and Parliament from the most

serious embarrassment to their amicable relations.

The immediate njotive to this step was the growing-

interference of the Commons in Church matters,

which seemed to Charles like the opening' of a new

batter}^, and on his most sensitive side. It is scarcely

within tlie scope of this work to trace the offensive

relations of the Church with the people entrusted to

its g'uidance at this epoch. AVhile to a churchman

who holds, in their streng-th and simplicit}^, the g-reat

truths recovered at the Reformation, it is no less pain-

ful a task to trace the rapid lapse of the rulers at least

of the Church on many important points of doctrine,

since the accession of the Stuart dynast3\ Both

these embarrassments may be referred to the Eras-

tian position which be it for weal or woe, the Church

undoubtedly holds with reo-ard to the State, or its

rulers for the time being*. Under Ehzabeth the

Church, as represented by the Bishops and the High
Commission Court, or Committee of the Privy

Council intrusted with Church matters, maintained

an even tenor between Popery and Puritanism, with

a leaning- not unjustified by her Articles and Offices

to the tenets of the one and the ceremonial of the

other. But Elizabeth's masculine and worldly mind

never for a moment indulo-ed the Church with a
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spontaneous action, either of its piety or ambi-

tion. She was a believing- member of it, but the

national chief of it too ; and it was as much a branch

of her g-overnment as her Chancery or Admiralty.

James, pedantic in his tastes, and timid in his

tyranny, welcomed the Church as a school of learned

controversy, and as an engine of vicarious despo-

tism. He entered into the theological controversies

of the Church with the zeal of a polemic ; and the

Church repaid his zeal by an extravagant loyalty,

which, thoug"h it did not exceed its practical ob-

sequiousness to Elizabeth, was more revolting-

to the spirit of the ag-e, and more ostentatious-

ly paraded as a doctrine. On another important

point, not directly connected with politics, it is

easier to perceive a lapse in the opinions of the

Church, than to assig-n a date or probable cause for

it. The Reformed Church of Eng-land, which had

been Calvinistic under Elizabeth, and down at

least to the synod of Dort ; had become decidedly

Arminian in its g'overning- body at the accession of

Charles I. While among- the inferior and rural

clerg-y prevailed still some latent Poper}^, and a still

larg-er amount of ig-norance and indifference. In such

an inauspicious relation of the Church to the Govern-

ment and the People, it followed according- to the

natural analog*y of party, that the liberal opposition

attacking- the ruling- party in the Church as a corrupt

department of the Government, were led to assume

a more ultra-Protestant tone and more decidedly

VOL. II. E
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Calvinistic opinions than probably the}' would have

cared to enunciate under other circumstances.

It was this unfortunate form of the alliance of

Church and State^ as represented by an arbitrary

Government and Romanising- Hierarchy^ that added

bitterness to the civil dissensions alread}' rife, thoug-h

perhaps in some deg-ree g*enerating* the reaction that

restored the Monarchy.

In the spirit of an alliance so constituted, the

Hig-h Commission Court persecuted the Puritans,

not only avowed sectaries, but members and bene-

ficed clergy* of the Established Church, whose

leaning* was towards the earnest tenets and simple

ritual of the Puritans.

As far as reg*arded executive measures, the advan-

tag'e lay gTcatly on the side of the Hig-h Church

party, having- the weight of Government, an org-a-

nization of their own, headed and represented by

the Hig'h Commission Court; which thoug'h now

exercised to repress freedom of opinion and enforce

uniformit}', yet clearly orig-inated in the Reforma-

tion, and was based on the principle of the Ro3'al

supremacy. The Puritan party had however a

legislative eng-ine at their command too, ready to be

employed against the High Churchmen ; and the

observance of the Sabbath was the curious, thoug-h

perhaps fortunate ground chosen for party warfare

* Three hundred were deprived, according to Neale ; but forty-

nine on the opposite authority of CoUier.
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and theolog-ical retaliation. Doubtful as is the

wisdom of any legislation on this subject, more

string-ent than the immunity of trade and labour

demands, it was certainly happy that the winning*

and movement party in Eng-land so early committed

itself to recog"nize in its legislation the oblig-ation of

the law of God. And happy too, that a sing-ular

association with political freedom should have for

ag-es enforced on an industrious and self-willed

people, that solemn weekly pause of rest and re-

flection, which disting"uishes to this day British

society from any continental community; and which,

while it certainly has not arrested our prog'ress, ma}''

have contributed to that tone of moderation and

considerate movement which may be observed in our

political and mental development.

It was in futile and offensive opposition to this

feeling that King* James had published a Book of

Sports, enjoining" people to pass a portion of the

Sundays and Holidays in amusements and exercise
;

and ordered it to be read in churches. This notable

project, which seems neither in the spirit of a

despotic monarch or zealous churchman, served

nevertheless as a test of Puritanism in its mildest

and most latent form ; and as such was probably

desig-ned to purify or emasculate the Church by the

expulsion of ministers, who refused to read this

strange parenthesis in spiritual worship.

The Bomanists also, as quasi proteg-ees of the

Court, were objects of g'reat aversion and censure to

E 2
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the liberal mnjority in both Houses. We have seen

above that the connivance rather than toleration they

enjoyed under James in consequence ofthe suspension

by the executive of the penal laws ag-ainst them, was

more owing to the fear than favour of that Prince.

In 1604 he had spoken vaguely of revising- the penal

laws that might have been too strictl}' construed.

He opened diplomatic correspondence with the Pope

as Bishop of Rome, and gave juster cause of alarm

by the matrimonial negotiations with the great

Romish Courts of Spain and France, that had a

direct bearing on the status of Romanism in Eng*-

land. And these inauspicious preludes now seemed

realised in the French retinue and Popish chapel

of Charles' queen. So that what with the non-ob-

servance of the Sabbath, the progress of Popery

without, and the ascendancy of Arminianism ^\ ithin

the Church ;
this Parliament had no lack of spiritual

topics of censure, which it is not perhaps uncharit-

able to suppose were dwelt on with an earnestness

more intended to excite the masses without than to

express the real apprehensions and zeal of the Par-

liamentary orators themselves. Though as regarded

the toleration or connivance extended to the Roman-

ists by the executive, it was so partial and capricious,

as to seem intended to supersede the long code of

statutes on the subject and the action of the Legis-

lature. AVhile the avowed Arminianism and Roman-

ising tendency of the liigher clerg}^ lost none of its

offensive character by being assiduously coupled
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with the doctrines of Divine Rig-ht and Passive

Obedience. Doctrines no doubt in their personal

apphcation agreeable to the spirit of Christianity

and the course of Divine Providence^ but as applied

to communities necessarily qualified by regard to

the interests of others and the reciprocal duties of

tlie ruler and subject. Oxford censured a preacher

who justified a recourse to arms against tyranny in

a hypothetical case ; but the Commons made their

weight fall more effectually by impeaching and con-

victing at the bar of th9 Lords another divine who

had preached the doctrine of Passive Obedience to

an unwarrantable extent^ and with an offensive

allusion to the constitution of Parliament itself. I

do not on mature reflection see anything to condemn

hi the conduct of this Parliament, which from the

long interval that>lapsed before the assembling of

another, seemed destined to be the last of the long-

series that ascended to the feudal times of Henry

III. They had done what they could in the way

of opposition and resolution to protect the subject

from arbitrary imprisonment and exaction, they had

interfered perhaps too minutely in Church matters,

and entered too partially into the controversies of

the day, but they had certainly stopped short of

success and perhaps of duty in neglecting any for-

mal assault on the very constitution of the Star

Chamber and Hia'h Commission Court. The first

of them was clearly illegal, and the latter though

based on a statutory title had been extended in
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practice beyond the limits contemplated at its foun-

dation.

The reigii of Charles down to the assembling-

of the Lono- Parliament in 1640 may be broadly

divided into two periods, the anti-parliamentary

administration of Bucking-ham that we have already

considered ; and the quieter and severer administra-

tion of Strafford, which may more properly be termed

unparliamentary, as spurning" the co-operation

rather than contestino- the rig-hts of the national

representatives. Bucking-ham's wanton and auda-

cious conflict with public opinion had been closed by

the assassin's knife—Strafford's g-raver and system-

atic struo-jrle was to be closed by a more solemn

trag-edy. It is easier to form a correct estimate of

this disting-uished personag"e in his purely constitu-

tional relations without allowing* the mind to be

dazzled by his g-reat abilities, or the feeling's wrought

upon by his tragical end. Sprung* from that Avealthy

well-born and well-educated rank of untitled

gentry peculiar to Eng-laud, and which has con-

tributed to her Courts and Cabinets her most

illustrious statesmen, "Wentworth's first entrance on

public hfe was on the liberal side of the House of

Commons. His change of party has been of

course ascribed to different causes. But at that

earl}' stage of the great controversy-, the Commons
had done so little that could be deemed either dan-

gerous or dislo3'al, that I am inclined to attribute

Wentworth's change of policy to ambition, and the
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instinct perhaps ofan imperious and fastidious temper

that soug-ht a unity of action^ and little relished the

tone or manners of his abandoned party. His

administration, which comprehended the only

peaceful and prosperous portion of Charles's reig-n,

was eminently able, but no less clearly a continued

strain or violation of the Constitution. As the

King-'s principal adviser, he may be considered as a

Prime Minister throug'hout this period, thoug-h his

specific functions were either the Lord-lieutenancy

of Ireland, or the Presidenc}^ of the Council of

York, which conferred an anomalous sort of mili-

tary judicial and ministerial authority unknown

to the Constitution, over the northern counties.

For the time Strafford fully succeeded in his object

of exalting" the Eoyal authority, which was identi-

fied with his own, in enforcing- an outward uni-

formity in matters of religion, which he deemed

salutary, and in promoting the peace and prosperity

of the nation by strict administration of the law

and economy in finance. But after all this is only

styling- him a g'reat Minister of a despotism— it is

only enrolHng- him in the list of continental states-

men the Ximenes, the Eichelieus, the Metternichs

—but not entitling- him to a name in the long* list

of Enghsh Constitutional Statesmen, who from

Pembroke to Peel, have walked in the light of the

Constitution, and at once the loyal ministers of the

Crown and the g'reat masters of assemblies, have

reconciled co-ordinate powers, and have used party
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for the consolidation of a g-overninent, without

abusing- it for the oppression of the community.

The polic}^ sug-g-ested by Strafford^ and pursued

during- the long- parliamentary chasm from 1029

to 1640, was decidedly on the model of the conti-

nental despotisms^ except that it was the Anglican

and not the Eomish Church that was the favoured

persuasion. But in other respects, like the policy

already fully developed, or in rapid prog-ress of

development in the dominions of the Houses of

Austria and Bourbon, there was the same strain of

personal g-overnment, centralization, economy, and

severity. There w as oppression rather of the g-reat

than of the little—the prosecution of members of the

late Parliament ; the renewal of the Forest laws, to

the detriment of adjoining- proprietors ; the degrada-

tion of honorary titles for the extraction of revenue^

Proclamations were ag-ain heard throughout the

land, monopolies crippled trade, and perhaps more

than any other arbitrary act of temporal govern-

ment, brought the prerogative into hostile collision

with the feelings and interests of the masses.

Nor were the Courts of Hio-h Commission and Star

Chamber inactive. The latter, which had expe-

rienced a singular toleration or neglect from

previous Parliaments, extended its jurisdiction, and

enforced it by heavy and indefinite fines, odious to

an avaricious and law-loving people.

Yet, as if to shew how little the same rule is

applicable to the two countries, and how absurd
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and fruitless has been the constant effort in later

times to extend Eng-lish institutions to Ireland,

and g'overn it on Eng-lish principles, Strafford's

severe but enlig-htened and impartial despotism,

was neither unpopular nor unsuccessful in Ireland.

Tranquillity and obedience to the law unknown

before was maintained, commerce arose, the reve-

nue for the first and only time in histor}^ exceeded

the expenditure. Parliament, now suspended in

Eng-land, sat in Dublin and transacted business

without sectarian jealousy or party violence. The

leaning" of the Court towards the Catholics, which

was so unpopular and suspicious a feature of their

policy in Eng-land, seems to have been very success-

ful in Ireland. For thoug-h the native Romanists

were still depressed as savag-es rather than as sec-

taries, it yet appears that county and municipal

office was open to Romanists of Eng-lish descent

;

and their presence in Parliament would probably

balance the sectaries who must have already been

appearing* in Ireland.*

In Eng-land at this time the character of Laud,

his influence over Charles—less justified by superior

abilities than that of Strafford—his vexatious exercise

of the Hig-h Commission Court in the vain attempt

to secure uniformity ; the leaning* to the tenets and

practice, if not to the communion of Rome, and the

mutual hatred of the Prelate and the Puritans, are

* See a curieus and painful tract, 1640. Bishop Atherton's

penitent death.
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all well known points of general and ecclesiastical

history ; and gave the tone to this period of consti-

tutional suspension, and the determining- character

to the resistance that was so rudely to close it.

It was to Laud that Charles was indebted for

the critical turn of his affairs. The rigid unifor-

mity sought to be introduced into the Reformed

Church in Scotland, where hitherto the anomaly

had existed of a Presbyterian ritual under a

nominally Episcopal hierarchy, set that zealous

people in a blaze. And with singular unanimity

of classes and districts, all the civilised and popu-

lous part of the kingdom adopted the well known

Solemn League and Covenant, organized by their

national Parliament at Edinburgh, and supported

by probably the largest body of disciplined troops

that had ever yet been enrolled in this island. The

suddenness and success of this rebellion, which

nothino- but religious zeal could have excited, and

the military habits of the people achieved, astonished

and perplexed the Court. The need of men and

money for the prosecution of the war, and even the

protection of the northern counties, led to the

renewal of Parliament, with all its train of conse-

quences.

A Parliament was assembled in the spring of

1640, whose tone ambiguous and hesitating, while

it thwarted the Government, gave little indication

of that firmness of purpose and breadth of view

which the popular leaders now saw afforded the only
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hope of g-ood g'overnment for the future. The early

and injudicious dissolution of this assembly was

followed b}^ an irreg-ular convocation of notables^

including- peers^ officers of state, and certain provin-

cial functionaries, much in the nature of those early

Ang-lo-Norman assemblies we have seen preceding-

the great representative discovery of the reig-n of

Henry III. This aristocratic body, as representing-

the old military fiefs of the Crown, and personally

less hostile to the Court than the ordinary consti-

tuencies, were ready to proffer the ancient feudal

quota of men, but felt their constitutional inability

to g-rant the sinews of war. Nor indeed did

the reluctant feudal militia offer any very effectual

resistance to the veterans of the Scotch Cove-

nant, trained for the most part in the school of the

German wars, and eng-ag-ed in a popular and

Protestant cause. The slender success of these

attempts at war and council, led to the ominous

assembly of Charles's fifth Parliament, so fata^

to himself, and so well known to history as the

Long- Parliament.

It is to be remarked, that from the commencement

of this contest, the advantag-e of a reg-ular army

lay on the side of the liberal party. The military

habits of the Scots, in a less advanced civilisation

than the Eng*lish, and their connexion with the

Protestants of northern Europe, had prepared for

their hands the materials of a force, that only

required the national enthusiasm to embody and
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direct. While the long estrang-ement of Charles

and his Parliament, and the pacification of Ireland

had deprived the Government of both the means

and motive for maintaining- such a reg-ular force

as by this time was the ordinary appendag-e and

arm of the executive abroad. Early in the course

of the Scotch troubles the Catholic gentry came

forwards with contributions and proffers at least of

personal service. They may have possibly been

influenced b}^ obscure negotiations of the King with

Spain and the Pope for assistance in men and

money, with a view of repealing the penal laws that

pressed so hard on their persuasion. But such

loyalty might very properly be attributed to a just

apprehension of the fanaticism of the Scotch army,

and the more measm'ed injustice of renewed English

legislation.

The short ParHament that had assembled in April

1C40 had had no lack of grievances to complain of,

and the accumulated abuses in Church and State

loaded their tables in the form of petitions from

every part and almost ever}^ class in the kingdom.

The well known illegal impost of ship money, and

the decision of the Judges in its favour formed

the leading topic of discussion. So impressed were

the Commons with its illegality and the necessity of

stigmatising it accordingly, that they declined the

offer of the Crown to surrender it on a compensation

in subsidies. What little precedent there was for it

pointed it out as a war tax, levyable only on ports
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and coast towns, whereas the latter instance of its

imposition that g'ave occasion to Hampden's famous

resistance, was in time of peace and on the inland

county of Bucks.

It was in the interval between the fourth and

fifth ParliamentSj and while the anomalous House of

Peers were sitting* at York, and the Scots army

were in occupation of the northern border, that the

liberal leaders opened communications with the

ruling- party in Scotland. This step of obvious

advantag"e but doubtful leg-ality may, from the

ambig"uous relation in which the two nations stood

to each other at the time, be reg-arded either as a

national party combination of the Lichfield House

character, or as bordering" very closely on treason.

The Scots themselves, less scrupulous as politicians

and accustomed to a state of chronic resistance to

authority, had not hesitated at soliciting- the aid of the

wily cardinal who swayed the resources of France.

An homag-e at once to Poper^^ and despotism, which

never seems to have been contemj)lated by the

English Parliament.

But between the Eng-lish liberal leaders, who had

not yet even contemplated civil war, and the Scotch

Parliament that had successfully wag-ed it, there

existed an understanding- of a very equivocal cha-

racter. Men and money were what each con-

tracting- party needed, and yet were able to re-

ciprocate with mutual advantag-e. Old national

animosities, their several Parhaments and diverse
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laws, seemed to constitute them different nations,

while the union of the crowns, and the identity of

the strug-g'le in different stag-es of which they found

themselves, seemed to sanction the connection as a

merely national combination. The point is a less

difficult one to settle in morals than in law. For

there can he no doubt that the rebellion of the Scots,

however universal and well founded as reg-arded

themselves, afforded no justification to the members

of a separate legislature with other wrongs and

appropriate remedies, to fraternise with insurgents,

and thus demoralise the public mind by the

spectacle and recognition of armed resistance. This

was perhaps the first step in the downward course,

where the temptations of ambition sullied the simple

patriotism of the parliamentary party.



CHAPTER II.

LONG PARLIAMENT—CIVIL WAR—COMMONWEALTH.

Proceedings of the Long Parliament— Strafford's Impeachment

—Eeforms in Church and State—Public opinion on Church

matters—Militia question— Balance of parties— Course of

war—Points of negociation—King's trial—Administration

of Cromwell—delations of Scotland and Ireland—Attempts

at Parliamentary Government and Parliamentary Reform

—

Law of Property and Local Government unchanged.

Making due allowance for the insincerity and

obstinacy which the King- evinced to the last stag-e

of his public career, and likewise for the ambitious

and vindictive spirit that sullied the earliest and

most meritorious acts of the Long- Parliament, there

is yet a definite point up to which we can on the

whole g-ive constitutional praise to their proceeding's,

while all subsequent to that crisis is alike tainted

with ambition injustice and cruelty. The g-eneral

character of the Long- Parliament has been and

always will be, viewed throug'h the political medium
of the writer who discusses its acts. But a detail

of these acts themselves, so far as either in the lig-ht

of precedent or actual enactment they have modified

and formed the constitutional polity of Eng'land,

will be the safest criterion of the g-ratitude or
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censure due from posterit}^ to this important as-

sembly. The arbitrary misg-overnment of the last

ten years seemed so obviously coincident with the

abeyance of Parliament^ that the revival and per-

petuation of parliamentary action seemed its natural

and effective remedy. Thus the Triennial Act was

the first measure of the momentous session com-

mencing*. It provided^ with ever}^ security of

peremptory and specific enactment, for the election

of a new Parliament and its assembly every three

3'ears ; and also secured at least a fifty days' session

by the novel provision that no dissolution or ad-

journment could take place for fifty days after

meeting", except with the consent of the House

itself. This securit}^ for some amount of discussion

and legislation was probably most relied on; but

there is no doubt that the provision for a triennial

appeal to the constituencies, and for the frequent

revival of the personal energies of the House was

likewise conducive to the popular cause. This is

hardly the place to discuss the relative merits of

representative periods. But I am strong-l}^ of

opinion that a period of three years would be foiuid

more to synchronise with the movement of popular

feeling's, and to at once excite and represent popular

ag-itation, than either our septennial theory, or the

supposed more democratic scheme of annual Parlia-

ments. Hallam thinks that circumstances would

have so practically modified the working- of this

measure, that it would not have been really de-
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rog'atory to the constitutional prerog-ative of the

Crown. This is difficult to determine j at any rate

the Royal assent was given and it became law

amid the great rejoicing-s of the nation. Other

beneficial measures were carried ag-ainst the more

flag-rant and recent usurpations of the Crown. Ship-

money was declared illeg'al, and the decision of the

Exchequer Chamber ag-ainst Hampden on that point

reversed ; and the right to tax imports without the

sanction of Parliament was formally and expressly

abroo'ated, notwithstandino- the usao-e now as we

have seen of nearly eig-hty years duration. With

the restoration of parliamentary action and the

abatement of illegal imposts fell also the twin pillars

that gave a legal support to the temple of t} ranny.

The Courts of Star Chamber and of High Commis-

sion, two judicial committees as we might call them

of the Privy Council, had justly incurred the public

hatred from their immediate dependence on the

Crown, the arbitrary and undefined nature of their

practice, and the delicate class of cases of conscience

and private manners they affected to review. Neither

of these Courts probably originated in any deep-laid

scheme of arbitrary government. But as has been

remarked above, the High Commission Court was

almost a necessar}^ consequence of the Erastian cha-

racter of the English Reformation, and an indispen-

sable machinery for exercising* a novel prerogative

unknown to the earlier Constitution. While the

Star Chamber was perhaps in its origin honestly

YOL. II. F
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intended as a supplement to our S3^stem of juris-

prudence so defective as a scheme of moral restraint

and control of motives. But its ideal as an equitabld^

criminal court was certainly not realised even if ever

intended, and its arbitrary pliability to authority

rendered it a more effective instrument of despotism

than the arbitrar}^ rig-idity of the Common Law,

which however irrationally and unsystematically,

often resisted the encroachments of power.

With the gTeat central Ecclesiastical Court of

Hio-h Commission fell the various Diocesan and

other Church Courts, at least as far as compulsory

jurisdiction was concerned. They however revived

on the Kestoration, shorn of course of an}' penal

power, but without the consolidation of their limits

and assimilation of their practice, which is still a

desideratum thoug-h not an urg"ent one of leg"al

reform. With the Star Chamber fell several other

Provincial Courts of recent origin and arbitrary

practice ; such as the Court of the North, and of

Wales and Welsh Marches which embraced man}?-

English Counties thus deprived of the Common Law.

It is a curious and suo-o-estive relic of these Courts

that the modern inoffensive but lucrative Chancel-

lorship of the Duchy of Lancaster changes with

the Government of the day, and its holder is there-

fore an essentially party man.

ParUament also proceeded with the practical

reforms of limiting- the prerogative of purveyance,

of compulsory knighthood, and of the arbitrary
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extension of the forests. An Act was also passed

ag'ainst compulsory enlistment^ except under special

circumstances of invasion or of military tenure.

This arbitrary prerog'ative had probably not been

carried to any g'reat extent by the pacific tyranny

of the Tudors and Stuarts, except for the purpose of

service in Ireland, for which special exigency at

this moment of sang-uinary insurrection in that

country the present statute provided. But it was

looked upon as so great an interference with the

E,oyal prerogative, that the King- adverted to the

Bill while passing* throug'h the Houses in a speech

from the throne. This censure of a Bill before its

maturity for the Royal assent was not unprece-

dented, but it has naturally not been repeated j as

the parliamentary action of the Crown must be

either through or with the advice of Ministers, who

enjoy the support or sufferance of the majority of

the Houses. On the occasion just alluded to, the

Houses joined in a remonstrance at the alleg-ed

breach of parliamentary privileg-e; and the King*

assented to the measure.

If theory was identical with practice, or laws

guaranteed their own execution, it mig-ht seem that

the labours of the Long* Parliament had thus early

in its first session restored the constitutional tone

of the Plantag-enet monarch}^, and had estabhshed

liberty on a basis as stable if not so broad as that

of our own days. But the best and wisest of the

patriots of the day suspected the sincerity of

F 2
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Charles, detested his Lite Minister and much over-

rated the resources of them both.

Thouo'h Charles was insincere, and influenced bv

a Bourbon wife and Romanising* Prelates, I am

disposed to think the cause of liberty was safe

Avithout the career of reveng-e and ag'g'ression into

which her votaries hurried her. The first English

monarch that could be fairly pronounced free from

personal cruelty, without revenue or military resource,

hampered by a variety of specific statutes, confronted

repeatedly by a Parliament rising' every third year

from the countr}^, embarrassed by the revolt of Scot-

land and insurrection in Ireland, and odious from the

real or suspected relations of the Court Avith the

Catholics, Charles had scarcely an engine of au-

thority left be} ond the power of imprisonment and

the devotion of a portion of the Church. And even

then the occasional commitment of rhetorical patriots

and the Romanising- vagaries ofLaudian churchmen,

would have called into exercise the petitions and

pulpits, the writings and newspapers of that day,

to a degree more favourable to the progress of

freedom than the revival of arbitrary power.

But it was the lamentable thouo-h not unreason-

able proceedings against Strafford, that destroyed all

possibility of mutual confidence between a disgraced

sovereign and a vindictive assembly. While the

consequences of that fatal step, threw the control of

the Lower House at least more than ever into the

hands of those, whose interest and safety was to widen
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the breach. If the Long- Parliament could have been

dissolved after the attainder of Strafford, and the

personnel of it so chang-ed that the new majority

should have been men of liberal principles/ deter-

mined to maintain the recovered rig-hts, but neither

themselves implicated in the persecution of the

g-reat minister nor yet disposed to aveng-e his fate
j

it is possible that Charles mig-ht have trusted his

safety and honour to such an assembly^ without

finding" in it the machinery of despotism. But one

of the earliest efforts of ambition on the part of this

Parliament was to decree its own permanence and

indissolubility. Thus annulling* the happy idea of

our Constitution^ for escaping* many an embarrass-

ment by altering" the dramatis persons while the

drama is continued. The prosecution of Strafford,

dictated probably as much by fear as reveng-e

is a part of g-eneral history; and if there had

been any name for a crime consisting" both in abuse

of deleg-ated power and of still hig-her influence,

Strafford deserved a punishment that would have

been a warning- to future ministers and a security

ag-ainst his own return to power. Yet there can

be but one opinion among" Jurists worthy the

name as to the iniquity of the process ag-ainst

him on the charg-e of Hig-h Treason. But his

real acquittal at the bar of posterity was in the

conduct of his prosecutors themselves, who shifted

their process ag-ainst him from the solemn and

specific form of an impeachment or judicial inquiry,
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into the party measure of an attainder, where the

vote is g-iven without evidence or defence, as a

matter of personal opinion or passion. It is no

doubt competent to combine in an impeachment

articles charging" offences of very different deg-ree :

and that the malpractices of his Irish Government,

which formed the bulk of the articles ag-ainst him,

might have been proved in the reg'ular course of im-

peachment admits of no doubt. But it was because

the popular leaders were determined Strafford should

suffer for Hig'h Treason, and that their lawyers

utterl}^ failed to estabhsh such a charg-e under the

statute of Edw. III. that the inconvenient justice of

impeachment was laid aside for the convenient

injustice of an attainder ; where it is an idle apolog-y

to say that the Lords voted judicially, and not

leg'islatively, on articles neither proved nor defended

before them. That was indeed a question for their

own consciences, but the public must judge from

external facts. I am disposed to g-ive less weig'ht

to the very suspicious provision of the Bill of

Attainder, that the Judg*es should not determine

Treason by virtue of this Bill. Hume pertly

remarks on this, as shewing- that the framers of the

Bill only aimed at a particular object, the destruc-

tion of a certain minister, and had no idea of

desig-nating' his conduct as treasonable in another.

This thoug'h the obvious is perhaps the too obvious

deduction from the words, and possibly it was in-

serted with the scarcely less criminal intent of
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carrying- a majority in a House where many must

have been conscious of having* at a humble distance

emulated the conduct to be condemned in Strafford.

It is true that the Judg-es^ upon reference for their

opinion^ whether some of the articles charg-ed

amounted to Treason^ answered unanimously " that

upon all which their Lordships had voted to be

proved^ it was their opinion that the Earl of

Strafford did deserve to underg'o the pains and

penalties of Hig*h Treason." But there is something-

in the slovenly g-enerality of this dictum, that looks

like an attempt to save their character as lawyers,

with their seats as plueemen. For not to dwell on

the latent sneer in " all that was voted to have been

proved/' the law does not recog-nize any possible

accumulation of offences of a less deg-ree to amount

to a different offence of a hig-her nature. No mul-

tiplication of misdemeanours becomes even a felon^^,

far less a treason. AVhile it was a futile hypocrisy

to dwell on the 15 th article, which charg-ed as a

treasonable act the discretional and no doubt arro-

g-ant manner in which he had levied paid and

quartered troops in Ireland by his own authority.

AYhether he had or had not in this exceeded the

discretion exercised by other Vicero3'S, it was noto-

riously for the King-'s service, fully justified by tlie

state of the country and temper of the people, and

probably not widely differing- from what mio-ht

have been charg-ed ag-ainst Lord Cornwallis in 1798

or Lord Clarendon in 1848. The way in which the
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more moderate and respectable portion of the

majority justified tlieir conduct in this prosecution

was, that Strafford deserved death for his accumu-

lated misdemeanours to the public, and if he could

technically be made g-uilty of Treason to the King*,

no moral wrong- was done by his suffering accord-

ino-ly. Both these positions are untenable, but

sufficient doubt attached to them to palfiate the vote

of hate and fear.

In the Commons the numbers were 209 to 59.

In the slenderer and more dispassionate Upper

House, the feeble division was 26 to 19. The

minority in the Lower House comprised few re-

markable names but Selden's, and did not enrol

that numerous and respectable class of politicians,

w^ho subsequently rallied to the cause of the falling-

monarchy from the ranks of its assailants. The

hostility or neutrality on such an occasion of men

like Hyde and Falkland, certainly bears heavy on

Straftbrd, and indicates the dang*er of his ac-

quittal. But writers must be rather at a loss for

an opportunity of eulogising* the Long* Parliament

who speak of its g-enerosity in passing* a subsequent

bill to relieve its victim's children of the penalties

of forfeiture and corruption of blood, when this

g-enerosit}'^ was exercised and probabl}' intentionally

so at the expense of the revenue of the Crown.

It is happily of no practical moment now for a

constitutional writer to discuss the propriety of the

proceeding- by attainder j though there can be little
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doubt of the competence of aii}^ community to punish

gTeat offences ag'ainst itself by a retrospective Na-

tional Act. Such a rio'ht would seem to flow from

the principle of national independence, but should

not be extended to capital punishments. A com-

munity may exercise at its pleasure the rig'ht of

separating" from itself any peccant member^ but such

rig'ht does not extend to separate such member from

the whole human race, save for such conduct as

would be as universally punished. In practice the

process of attainder had been extensively used by

the Tudors, whose singular taste in despotism led

them to abuse parliamentary forms for the purpose

of their prompt and capricious tyranny. But to an

ag'e like our o^sn, so redundant in technical protec-

tion for criminals, and so morbidly sympathetic with

their position it mig'ht seem that a process discarding*

alike evidence and defence, and merely confirming' a

foreg'one conclusion, would be totally inadmissible.

Yet the last few years have furnished instances of

such avowed and ostentatious violation of the law

as to supersede all further evidence and silence every

possible defence, while local circumstances auda-

ciously relied on by the offenders, obviously sug'g'est

a national vindication of the nation's law. And if

ever from the rusty armoury of the Constitution

ag-ain appeared the ominous process of attainder,

against none could it more appropriately be exercised,

none could less complain of its injustice and abuse,

than those unworthy subjects of the British Crown,
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those self-disfranchised citizens of Great Britain, who

glory in violating* the law of their country at the

bidding of the foreio'u head of a mischievous and

anti-national superstition. In the mild form of a

Bill of Pains and Penalties to meet an unforeseen

and anomalous offence, the idea has at least survived

to our own times. But the last instance of its

application to the wife of Georg-e IV. was not a

happy or appropriate occasion, and hut little likely to

tempt a Ministry or an Opposition to its revival.

Strafford's fate though beneficial as a moral to

Ministers as a warning* against despotic and illegal

courses, as the subsequent tragedy of his more

blameless master is a lesson in sincerity for Princes,

can not be considered to have immediately con-

duced to the public good. The patriot party was

now divided, and the best and wisest stood aloof or

yielded a reluctant assent. A precedent was given

for subsequent judicial murders, such as that of Laud,

which had not the political plea or scintilla of

legality of Strafford's process. And the confidence

of the King was lost for ever in the profound humi-

liation of having consented to sacrifice a faithful

minister and violate a roj^al promise. The same

spirit of fear and suspicion dictated the next mea-

sure, which was a direct and portentous innovation

on the Constitution. An act was passed against the

dissolution of Parliament without its own consent,

thus perpetuating in the seat of power the corpora-

tion that purported to represent the nation, and had
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challeng-ed the hostility of the Crown. So daring*

an encroachment, which at once deprived the King-

of his power of dissolution, and the people of their

rig'ht of re-election, passed with an amount of popular

consent, that is not very creditable to the political

sag-acity of the constituent bodies. But thoug-h the

evil of thus constituting- an irremovable olig'archy of

democrats could hardly be overrated, there were cir-

cumstances that concealed the real nature of the

chang-e from the public eye. The long- interruption

and disuse of Parliaments, and the abuse of the pre-

rogative that ensued, associated the idea of liberty

and law with the existence and permanence of Par-

liament in a degree very favourable for this usurpa-

tion. Parliament too was in its first session, and

the boldest critic would not have ventured to anti-

cipate so prolong-ed and odious a vitality as this

measure secured. Overrating* as men will always

do an immediate and known g-rievance, the nation

sought refug'e from the terrors of prerogative in

what they fancied an impregnable fortress of liberty,

but which soon proved a more severe restraint than

England had ever knoAvn since the later years of

Henry VIII. The ostensible pretext was the diffi-

culty of raising money by loan without some security

to those who advanced on the authority of Parlia-

ment, that their debtor would have a permanent

existence. A caution which might seem well founded

in the principle of English law, that the Crown
could not be sued for a debt, but which modern
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experience has amply superseded^ in the superior

credit of monarchies to that of republics on either

side of the Atlantic. The real motive however

was the suspicion of an arrang-ement between the

King" and some of the northern nobility to bring- up

an armed force to dissolve Parliament^ or control

the election of a new one. AVhether well or ill

founded this suspicion is but a specimen of the whole

contest— insincerit}" on one side met by ag'gTession^

the child of fear soaring* into ambition on the other.

While the important feature of Charles's position in

the want of military resource is indicated by the

feebleness of the project imputed to him. The Lords,

recognizing* the reality of the dano'er, but justly

viewing' it as temporar}', proposed the duration

should be confined to two 3^ears. The Commons
however insisted, and the Lords yielded.

The Church discussions, which next occupied the

now self-constituted Legislature, led at once to the

division t)f the patriot l^art}", and the final collision

between its more violent and prevailing* section and

the Crow n. The Romanising* tendency and arbitrary

tone of .the higher clergy we have already seen had

excited and consolidated a wider hostility to the

Church than was due to either of these errors sepa-

rately. The folly and extravagance of the Convo-

cation of 1640 brouo-ht this antao-onism to a crisis.

The King even suspended the execution of the

Canons, and the Commons not only rescinded them,

but denied the known and habitual right of Convo-
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cation to bind the clerg^y^ and actually impeached

the bishops who had been most active in the matter.

Of these Wren^ whose delinquency was looked upon

as merely theolog'ical^ lay forgotten in the Tower

for nearly twenty years. Laud, who as minister

and almost confessor to Charles had shared the

influence of Strafford^ with probably more of the

King's personal esteem^ was executed at a later

period of the contest^ when apprehension could no

longer justify a technical attainder^ and vengeance

should have been satiated or exhausted.

A majority of the Houses and of the nation would

have been satisfied with this victory over the preten-

sions of the Church; and would have for a per-

manent arrangement preferred a moderate Episco-

pacy, in which Bishops should have retained their

names revenues and spiritual functions^ but shorn of

all temporal power, and of the vague superhuman

pretensions of a distinct apostolic order, superior not

in rank only but in species to Presbyters.

This view of Episcopacy which is now tacitty at

least that of the best and wisest members of our

Church, would doubtless have harmonised best with

our parliamentary Constitution,—would have ac-

corded nearest to the practice of the other Reformed

Churches, and been the best safeo'uard ao*ainst the

revival of superstitious ideas. But it offended the

feelings and convictions of many friends of the

Estabhshment
\ and fell far short of satisfying the

ardent reformers, who whatever their own opinions
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mig-ht be^ relied on the external support of the secta-

rian preachers^ and the obstinate big-otry of the

Scotch presbyterians. The extreme measure of

abolition of Episcopacy naturally divided the popular

party ; and thoug'h carried by a majority of thirt}'-

one, was probabh^ rather intended to alarm and

punish the Bishops personally than as a permanent

enactment ; for a more moderate scheme appears to

have been sanctioned in Committee. The country

expressed itself, as far as petitions ma}' be relied on

as an indication^ in favour both of the Episcopate and

Liturgy alike threatened. Many counties sent up

petitions numerously sig*ned^ aa hich, thoug-h in most

instances expressing* gTatitude for the reforms in the

Church and State already effected^ strong'ly depre-

cated the abolition of the existhig- hierarchy and

formularies of worship. This feeling* seemed most

prevalent in the northern and western counties;

where, as mig-ht be expected, lay the streng-th of the

Royalist cause in the subsequent conflict.

The movement however carried thoug'h with

g-reat difficulty the expulsion of the Bishops from the

House of Lords. This Bill, rejected at first by the

Lords in June 1G41, as a gross tiolation of the

constitution of their House and a palpable innova-

tion on the Constitution, was afterwards carried by

mob intimidation in the course of the followino*

winter, and became law by the Royal assent in

February, 104*2, being- the last concession yielded

by the King before his resort to arms. In reference
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to the new and ominous influence now broug-ht to

bear on the dehberations of the Leg'islature we may
remark, that thouo-h considerable disturbance and

consequent intimidation took place in London on the

occasion of Strafford's impeachment and attainder *

yet so g-eneral was the feeling* ag-ainst him^ and so

definite and serious were many of the charg'es ex-

hibited^ that we cannot condemn as the acts of an

io-norant and criminal rabble the excitement that

enlisted the passions of all classes. But now^ in the

g-loomy and foreboding" winter of 1641-2, appeared in

the streets of London that many-headed monster,

so well known as an instrument and opprobrium of

party warfare. The old ruin of Greece and scourg-e

of Rome, swept from the soil of its birth by the

phalanx of Philip, and overawed by the pretorians

of the first Cesars, it once more revived as a political

element in modern Europe—the child and assassin

of liberty, at once the victim and penalty of

civilisation.

To those whose passions permitted them to reason

on rig'hts, and to scruple about means, it would in-

deed seem monstrous that the mob of a capital—the

worst portion of a portion of the nation—should

assume to itself the controlling" power of the whole,

and enact the part of the iwerogatwa tribus at

Roman elections. But the convenience of this ready

and irresponsible instrument, which may be used as a

power or invoked as a principle and again discarded

when become troublesome, has always sug-g-ested its
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use to tlie lower elnss of political adventurers ; while

the mode of resisting* it is one of the most difficult

tasks of real statesmanship. And perhaps the long*

experience of Eng-lish liberty^ tossed as it has been on

the stormy bosom of a dense population, has sug"-

g'ested no better remedy than the licence of the

tono-ue and the coercion of the hand. To allow every

freedom of assemblag'e, of voice and lano-nag-e- but

to check every iUicit act by the ordinary police

reo-ulations applicable to every breacli of the law.

That this line is altogether ag-reeable to reason and

moral principle is not pretended ; nor that it is such

as the \M'iter A\'ould have sug'g'ested ; yet it cannot

be denied that the system has secm*ed the larg-est

fruits of liberty with the regular maintenance of

order. It may perhaps be supposed that a large

measure of popular violence finds a vent in noise and

clamour,—every idea and principle is caricatured by

the absurdity of unchecked oratory,— while the vul-

garity of the ultimate check that confounds riot with

ordinary crime, divests pohtical insurrection of its

romance of patriotism. A mere movement of the

rabble can rarely affect the stability of a government

supported by military force or good police regulations;

but Charles could command no regiilar disciplined

troops ; and the voluntary service of the young cava-

liers who now began to appear, even if it protected

his person and residence from outrage, was in itself

provocative of fresh sedition and added to the tumult

and insecurity of the capital. And yet so little was
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po^^'er and public opinion centralised in the metro-

polis^ that no group even of the adjoining- counties

were swayed by the sedition of London. Charles was

in personal safety at Hampton or Theobalds ; and

in Oxford found the steadiest support and most

enduring' fidelit}^ to his now-failing- cause. This

appearance of a Royalist party out of doors was

indicative of the division that now reignied within

the Houses; and might have warned the popular

leaders that they 7io longer represented the nation ab-

solutel}^^ but only a party in it. The Lords interfered

with some regulations, to repress the growing* spirit

of misrule, particularly as regarded the disturbance

of public worship and insults to the Church ; but

little attention was paid by rioters, who enjo^^ed the

connivance if not the encourag'ement of the majority

in the Commons.

This spring of 1641 saw the first rude and un-

promising attempt at a parliamentary ministry.

The King" choosino- his advisers and heads of execu-

tive departments from the ranks of the majority,

whose opposition to his late principles of govern-

ment had, from its very novelty, something' of the

character of personal conflict. It is said that the

death of the excellent ancestor of the great Whig-

house of Russell prevented this arrangement from

o-oino- farther, and embracino- a laro-er number of the

more advanced liberals, whose patriotism was thus

left unsoothed by the mitigating influence of oflice.

Yet it is hardly conceivable that Charles A\ould

VOL. II. G
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have so soon submitted to the humiliation of receiving-

Pym into his councils, reeking- as he Avas with the

blood of the g-reat minister and too faithful fi'iend.

Nor is it likety that Hampden, fastidious from wealth

and education, would have cared to assume any

office that the Court would have tolerated him in.

It is moreover doubtful whether the Royal cause

would have gained much even by the extensive con-

ciliation projected • for St. John, though actually in

office as Solicitor-General, acted with the patriots

out of place to keep alive the animosity against the

King- and jealousy of his desig-ns, which was sub-

siding- into a neg-ative sort of securit3\ The King-

went down into Scotland in the summer, and found

a people to all appearances united in Presbyterianism

and practical republicanism, thoug-h exercised in the

name of monarchy, and b}^ the means and for the

interest of a somewhat narrow olig-archy. Though

appearing- cordiall}^ to acquiesce in these extensive

alterations in the Church and State of his northern

kingdom, his visit did not pass over without some

apprehension and suspicion on the part of the Lords

and leaders of the dominant fiiction. A suspicion

which was promptly communicated to the leaders of

the English Parliament, and as readily adopted by

them.

Whether as a counterpoise to the returning-

loyalty of the nation evinced on this progress of

the King' throug-h the northern counties, or to pro-

tect themselves from the consequences of former
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intrig'ueSj but morally unjustifiable on either suppo-

sition, the leaders of the Commons, not without the

connivance and sanction of the liberal administra-

tion, adopted and presented the famous Remon-

strance of 22nd November, 1641. This notorious

resolution, if not the first, was the most important

instance of the interference of Parliament in the

way of resolution declarator}^ of opinion on any

point, and deprecating* or sug-o'esting* such a line of

conduct without the distinct practicality^ of a leg'is-

lative measure. This Remonstrance, which called

up all the misg"overnment of his reig-n, and blamed

him for measures dropped and policy reversed,

could have no practical efi'ect but annoying- and

irritatinof the Kino- and alienating- the returninir

affections and trust of his people. In this sense it

was a fair criterion of the House, as it was earnestly

opposed by the g'ood, and as eag-erly pressed by

those of hidden and ulterior views j and was carried

in a full House for those times, by 159 to 148.

It is not easily explained how this slender majority

of eleven was subsequently increased, when further

demands were pressed upon the King-, g'oing- to

the actual annihilation of his authority, and a

radical chang*e of the Constitution. Moderate men
may have been discourag'ed and stayed away, as

the ultra-faction, over which the mj^sterious cha-

racter and unknown desig'ns of Cromwell already

loomed, had urg-ed the carrying- of the Remon-
strance as the critical stroke of the contest.

G 2
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This Remonstrance was followed by an uneasy

period of mutual^ and probably well-founded,

jealousy on both sides. Strang-ely to our altered

associations in matters of Church and State, the

liberal leofislature censured the illiberal executive

for the lenity shewn to Roman Catholics, and even

distinctly pressed the capital punishment of certain

priests amenable to the severe statutes of Elizabeth,

which were however generally suspended through-

out this rei^n. The King-'s tolerance or perhaps

sympathy was shewn in a letter to the House on

this occasion, wherein he discriminated more agree-

ably to reason than to facts between tiie political

and relig'ious profession of the unpopular creed.

He states what was scarce^ borne out b}^ facts

—

that no priest had been executed merelyfor religion,

either by his father or Elizabeth. And in reference

to the particular case of Goodman pressed on his

notice, A\ith more address than constitutional dig-nity

or consistency' he abandoned to the House the

odious dut}^ of execution, which they then very

naturally shrunk from, thoug-h thereby admitting-

the hypocrisy of their censure.

The Irish rebellion and attendant massacre,

which had almost immediately followed the recall

of Strafford, was also absurdly imputed to the

connivance or instig'ation of the Court. The

native Irish Romanists Avere at this period the

objects of the g-reatest abhorrence and apprehension

to tlie Parliamentary party. As aliens, as devotees
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to an abhorred superstition^ and as in their poverty

and ig-norance the raw material of imaginary

Royalist armies^ the future clients of modern

Whig-o-ism were viewed with very different eyes by

the liberalism of 1642. It is well known to the

readers of g'eneral histor}^, that the destructive

outbreak of the native Irish, calamitous alike in

the first place to the Eng-lish colonists^ and eventu-

ally to themselves^ arose from the complicated

religious animosities and ag*rarian grievances that

are the chronic malady of Ireland. But the imme-

diate and accelerating- cause was the recall of

Strafford^ and the devolution of his iron procon-

sulate to nominees of the Parliament as odious

to the natives, and far less competent to rule.

This anomalous position of the Irish Government

—

a deputation^ as it were^ of the English opposition

—of course much increased the difficulties of their

situation, and sug-g-ested to party malice the absurd

notion that the sang'uinary insurrection of the

Romanists was favoured and excited by the Court.

At a subsequent crisis of Charles's fortunes, when

his own position was deeply depressed, and the

Irish rebellion had acquired some degTce of order

and org'anization, overtures were made in his name

though apparently without his consent, for mutual

support ag'ainst their common foe—the Engiish

Parliament. The character of such a neg'ociation

between a sovereig-n and a portion of his subjects^

must depend on the nature of the objects proposed,
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wliicli are not very clear. But the savag-e ferocity

of the original movement^ and the odium attached

to their religious profession^ rendered any inter-

course between the Crown and the Irish revolters

particularly suspicious to the English revolutionists.

The w^hole relation of the King- at this time to

his nominal advisers^ and of that Ministry to Par-

liament was so rude and anomalous^ that it is

difficult either to justify or censure his conduct on

strict constitutional principles. The liberal admi-

nistration had not his confidence^ and can scarcely

have been surprised at it^ as they still strangely

intrigued with the majority to censure his byg'one

policy; and calumniate his present motives and

intentions. Parliament itself too was now pretty

evenly divided^ and the extreme measures of the

sectarian majority Avere rapidly- alienating- the jiro-

vinces from the popular cause^ and had actually

uro'ed Ireland into sano-uinary insurrection ao'ainst

its Puritan proconsuls at Dublin. Under these

circumstances it is not to be wondered at that a

Prince^ who had succeeded to the autocratic g'overn-

ment of the Tudors^ and recalled the not unpopular

activity of the Plantag'enet king-s^ should have felt

he was not grossly exceeding- the constitutional

limits of the executive in actino- without his Minis-

terS; when his Ministers were the accomplices of

sedition^ in assuming- himself an office that could

not be deputed; and in seizing- within the walls of

Parliament those misleaders whose connivance at
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London sedition had given a peculiar complexion to

their early correspondence with the Scotch Cove-

nanters. In ])leadino- thus the anomalous consti-

tutional position in which he stood in extenuation

of the irreg-ular course he pursued, I would not

mislead the young* reader as to either the propriety

or policy of this ill-fated coup cVetat. The moral

principle of a sacred reg-ard to .truth and the

oblig-ation of a pligiited promise has no exception,

but rather an increased string-enc}^ for princes,

irrespective of the character and conduct of its

objects. Scarcely less can a prince despise Avith

impunity that constitutional, or rather connnon-

sense etiquette, which prescribes the orderly depu-

tation of harsh or doubtful functions. Nor is it

very clear what ulterior object Charles would have

served by the arrest of the five Members. Their

seclusion from Parliament could have been but a

temporary and questionable advantag-e. Charles's

habitual mercy and conscientiousness, amply shewn

even in his days of unconstitutional authority,

forbid the supposition of a resort to those mysteries

of the prison house that have too often relieved the

counsels and charg-ed the memories of tyrants. And
had the plot taken its regular leg-al denouement, it

is very doubtful in the excited state of the public

mind, whether any bills could have been found, or

convictions on them carried bearing- the character of

treason. We have seen above, that the peculiar

relation in which the Scots and Engiish stood to
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each other at this time as neither exactly foreigners

nor countrymen, g-ave a very ambig-uous complexion

to any political combination that might exist

between them. And this complication had been

additionally perplexed by the subsequent conduct of

the King in recognising the Covenanters' revolt,

and apparently favouring their leaders. It would

be out of place to analyse here the original idea

attached to treason, which generally speaking

seems to have comprehended the violation both of

Normtm homag'e or duty to the territorial lord, and

of Saxon fealty or duty to the head of the race.

And there was just enough of technical doubt

whether the relations with the Scotch insurg-ents

involved these two necessary particulars, as to

justify a scrupulous and possibly reluctant tribunal

in acquitting the parliamentary leaders of so grave

a charo-e. This would of course leave untouched

the moral question of the propriet}' of thus proceed-

ing against men, who had received an indirect

amnest}^ for relations with another party that had

received an express sanction of its conduct.

The failure of this very questionable coujJ d'etat,

and its fatal results to the cause and even character

of the King, are well known to the readers of

general history. The daring and insincerity shewn

b}^ the King, again for a time united the diverging

sections of the popular party in a common cause

and a common dread. The animosity of the

popular leaders was inflamed, who now scarcely.
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concealed their intention of carrying- matters to

extremity, and reducing- Charles to the total abne-

gation of power and even personal restraint, that

had been in earher times hnposed on Edward II.

and Richard II. This growing- feehng- was em-

bodied in the militia question, that was now pressed

urgently on the King-, perhaps full as much to

precipitate his measures as for a safeg'uard to popular

rights. The question had been mooted before,

under similar circumstances of suspicion. But it

was now pressed on the King* with the pertinacity

of men, who regarded it alike as a means of security

and an instrument of power. Thoug-h of g-reater

political sig-nificance, it weig'hed less on the King-'s

conscience than the abolition of the Episcopal

hierarchy likewise pressed on him at this crisis.

He however yielded the latter point, less from any

indifference on his own part than in deference to

the counsellors, who looked on the militia as a

means of eventually reg-aining- this, as well as

perhaps other concessions, and also from reg-ard to

the comparative moderation in politics of the big-oted

Puritans, who seemed to think that Crown and

P-arliament law and arms only existed for the

sake of their beloved Presbytery. The character

of the militia or ordinary military force of England

at about this time has been described above. And
nothing* but the want of a reg'ular army, and the

disuse of the feudal array, which were due respec-

tively to the prudent parsimony of recent Parlia-
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ments^ and the pacific policy of late reig-ns, could

have rendered so merely conting-ent a force and pre-

carious a resource of the importance it undoubtedly

was at this crisis. The whole reg-ular paid force

of the State at this time consisted of slender g-arri-

sons, chiefly trained to the clumsy artillery practice

of the dayj and disposed in the Tower, the already

important arsenals of Portsmouth and Pl3'mouth,

Dover, and some forts on the northern borders.

The various statutes already alluded to, designed in

the decay of the feudal S3^stem to call out a national

force for national defence, had unsuccessfully strug-

gled with the unwarlike spirit of the people, while

they had pretty nearly superseded for all practical

purposes the original feudal idea of service by

tenure. This idea however remained and it was

in virtue of it that the King raised the reluctant

force, whose bad success against the Scotch insur-

gents led to the renewal of parliamentary govern-

ment two 3^ears before. It is hardly possible to

popularise to the general reader the variety of

conflicting and ill-observed statutes on the subject

of national armament that went back to the earliest

records of parliamentary proceeding. But for

practical purposes, we may consider the most usual

forms were commissions to the Lord Lieutenant of

each county to raise a force from their respective

districts assessed, both as to number and equipment,

on the amount of property and even of person-

alty. This was obviously in imitation, and in some
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respects an extension of tlie feudal service of earlier

times, and was the accustomed mode of meeting"

invasion or interntd rebellion from 1324 to 1557.

If matters became very critical, it was also pos-

sible to call out the more tumultuary force of the

sheriff, which was in fact as far as it was raised a

levy in mass of the whole male population of the

district. Of rarer but more energ-etic use, were

the special commissions issued from time to time by

the warlike Plantagenet princes for their conti-

nental expeditions, and by the later monarchs for

service in Scotland and Ireland. These commis-

sions were usually issued to men of rank, who were

also of some military experience and repute. The

enlistment v\as voluntary, at least in theory after

1 Edw. III. c. 5., the pay hig-h for the scale of

prices at the time j and the class who enlisted though

probably not proprietors themselves, 3'et generally

came from a very superior g-rade than what usually

supplies the rank and file of modern armies. The

force in posse which Parliament now sought to

g-rasp, and had in reality to create, was to be a

compound of these two forms of service. Like the

general commission of array, it was to extend

throup'h all the counties of the kin^'dom, at least as

far as their influence prevailed. While still more

closely resembling" the special commissions for

foreign service, the organization was to be volun-

tary well paid and uidimited in time, though

restricted to the limits of Eno-land. It was a
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daring" measure at once to raise and extemporise a

larg'e permanent standing* army in an unwarlike

ag'e^ and among* a commercial and fanatical people.

Less confidence was shewn in the policy that com-

mitted^ not only the g-eneral command^ but even the

reg"imental appointments^ to members of that parlia-

mentar}^ oligarchy ; who now assumed the principle,

fliithfully carried out by their Whig* descendants,

that a certain rank in a certain party confers the

rig-ht of serving" or ruling* the State. But subjected

to the rude test of actual warfare, it was not till

command had passed from the orators and aristo-

crats of the Houses to men whom military g-enius

or a fearless fanaticism had fitted for chiefs in

dang-er, that the parliamentary armies, thoug*h from

the first superior in number and equipment, tri-

umphed over the spirited volunteers of the Royalist

cause. Ultimately, when war itself had g-iveu

discipline leaders and experience, the parliamen-

tary army became the master of its emplo3'ers

—

not only overturning* the monarchy, but oppressing*

the people, and crushing* the sister king-doms into a

more intimate and humiliatino- union with Eno-land

than the}^ had previously endured.

With this preposterous claim on the part of the

Parliament—assuming* to itself the most peculiar and

recognised function of the Executive—oug*ht pro-

perly to terminate the constitutional view of this

now disturbed and abnormal period. But a passing*

sketch of the subsequent usurpations of the Par-
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liament and its mig-hty heir will be instructive

in the way of warning-, and a necessary introduc-

tion to the resuming- a reg-ular constitutional survey.

The history of the Long- Parliament^ or rather

of the popular branch of it, may from this moment

be viewed as reg-ards its conduct to the King- and

to the people. And badly as it bears the test of

loyalty, we shall see its usurpations at the expense

of those it professed to represent were to the full as

unjustifiable^ and still more incong-ruous with its

orig-inal pretensions. The House of Lords^ dwin-

dling- every month to a scantier attendance of the

less respectable members of the Peerag-e^ offered but

a temporar}^ and qualifying- resistance to the suc-

cessive encroachments of the Commons on the

Crown and the subject. The Bishops were first

excluded by popular menace, were impeached for

their remonstrance, and ultimately excluded by the

last Act that received the reg-ular Ro3^al assent.

This was in itself so g-ross a violation of the Consti-

tution, and being- as it were pre-judg-ed by the

exclusion of the parties interested—only three

Bishops voting-— that in the opinion of the King-,

and of many constitutional lawyers^ the Act itself

was of doubtful validit3^ This wavering- neutrality

and ig-nominious acquiescence was the natural fore-

runner of a merited fall. And the resolution of the

Lower House of Parliament^ which quietly extin-

g-uished the Upper as useless and dang-erous, was

not viewed in so revolutionary a lig-ht as mig-ht
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have been expected. The Royalist majorit}' of the

Peerag-e was really at York or Oxford, and the more

respected names of the popular side had retired to

their country mansions in disg-ust and alarm. This

is in anticipation of events. But from the com-

mencement of the contest, one must observe that

the Commons arrog-ated to themselves, not without

the sufferance of their constituents, the character of

an independent corporation, having" an interest and

will of its own, for the public g-ood of course, but

quite collateral and without reference to any

expression of public opinion. In an ag-e like ours,

so much fonder of altering- principles than in per-

fecting- results, it seems strang-e that the g-reat

liberal party of the Commonwealth should have

submitted so tamely to the irresponsible and self-

perpetuated tyranny of an assembly so imperfectly

representing- the nation as did the Long' Parlia-

ment. Every anomaly in our electoral system that

won the majorities of AValpole and Pitt, and

were swept awnj b}' the g-reat measure of 1832,

existed in the time of Charles, if not in full matu-

rity at least in g-enial youth. In every town

the franchise was exercised b}^ a small portion of

the population, and that portion determined rather

by a pedantic adhesion to the letter of charters and

local customs than by any sound or g-eneral prin-

ciple of qualification. Rotten boroug'hs or nominative

seats too existed ; and Pym the boldest partisan,

if not the most advanced theorist of the liberal
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party sat on Lord Bedford's interest for Tavistock.

It is a remarkable proof of the public confidence

and attachment earned b}- Parliament; that an

assembly so constituted should have been allowed to

wield at will such vast resources and unprecedented

powers, without any movement in the nature of an

orofanic chano-e of its elements.

To those who have been accustomed to compare

the manly and definite strug-g-les of this g^reat

Eno'lish Revolution with the frantic excesses of

France, or the feeble dramas that the centralised

states of the Continent have since g-ot up in imita-

tion of that revoltinof ti*aofedv, the conduct of the

mobs and patriots of 1642 appear orderly to tameness.

But I will hasten to point out in a rapid sketch

the several executive or judicial acts in which the

Parliament or its myrmidons distinctlj- violated,

not only the letter of the Constitution, but those

hig'her principles which are paramount to all im-

mediate and local polic}'. It may be admitted,

that the revolutionary course was oddly and ir-

regularl}' arrested and diversified by the pedantic

rigidity of Eng-lish law, and the moral respecta-

bility necessitated by a high relig-ious profession.

While the excesses even of the lower classes

were restrained in a g*reat measure by the spirit

of relig-ion, and perhaps still more by the pervading"

influence of the upper classes in the mag-istracies

and corporations of the country that retained their

org-anisation throug-hout the storm. For it was
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still near enoiig-h to feudal times for the mag-istrnte

to appear^ not only the representative of the law

and the deleg-ate of central authority, but with the

added weight of the g-reat local patron, proprietor,

and employer—an idea that has in some deg-ree

been perpetuated to our own times.

But to proceed with the thickening- delinquencies

of the Parliament. The first ordinance passed as

law by the Houses without the form of the Ro3^al

assent was in Aug'ust 1G41, for disarming- all

Roman Catholics— a measure naturall}" sug-g-ested

by the state of Ireland, but having* a sig-nificant

bearing' on the approaching* contest with the Crown.

This was followed, in November by another,

authorising' the levy of men for Ireland, without

w^arrant under the Great Seal. This was carried

by the emerg-enc}^ of the case, and the King-'s

absence in Scotland j but the g-eneral conduct of its

authors sug*g-ests the idea that it was really intended

as a g'rasp at the Executive, and a separation

of real power from its ceremonial connexion with

the Crown. In the lig-ht of ag-g*ressions too may

be considered the successive propositions tendered

to the King*; from the TsTineteen propositions at

York, to the scarcely more humiliating- neg-otia-

tions of Uxbridg-e, of Newcastle, or even in the

deepest depression of his fortunes at Newport.

And as these successive pretences, rather than

attempts at accommodation, did not differ mate-

rially from each other, the heads of the celebrated
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iiiiieteen Propositions of York shall be enume-

rated. And the record of these unconstitutional

innovations will be the more to our point from the

fact^ that almost every advantag'e to popular rig-hts

soug'ht from them has been since achieved by the

practice of parliamentary g-overnment. The Minis-

ters of State and Privy Council were to be ap-

proved by Parliament^ and take such an oath as

the two Houses should prescribe. And this was

even to be the case during* recesses of Parliament.

The education and marriag-es of the Boyal family

were to be under parliamentary control* Popish

peers to be unseated ', the Church and Liturg-y re-

formed as both Houses should advise j the Militia

and all fortified places put into such hands as Par-

liament should approve
J
and even the rig*ht to vote

of Peers subsequently created to be subject to a

parliamentary examination and approval. The inde-

pendence and permanence of the Judg*es was also

demanded in the same spirit, but with a less excep-

tionable object. But behind these proposals which

would have divested the Crown of all recognised

power and dig-nit}^, and even of domestic peace,

there was a g*eneral principle carried by a majority

in the Commons thoug-h not at this moment pressed

on the King's attention, that he was bound to

assent to all Bills that the two Houses should offer.

This abolition of the veto, the most unquestioned

though rarest exercised of prerog*atives, was what

Charles would never consent to. To his notion of

VOL. II. H
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prerog-ative and dim apprehension of parliamentary

ministerial g-overnment^ it must have appeared a

portentous principle ; and indeed in its probable

practical application to the Church he revered and

the famity he loved^ it involved consequences of

the gravest import.

Strang-ely enoug-h it does appear to have been

the old constitutional law of Scotland^ which was

certainly that of a hig'h aristocratic republic rather

than that of a limited monarchy^ and where more-

over the Crown had by its initiative and the inter-

position of the Lords of Articles a counterbalance

unknown to our parliamentary theory. But the

only frag-ment of constitutional authority^ on which

the liberal party relied in this proposition^ was a

passag'e in the coronation oath of Henry lY.j

which even if it bore the g-rammatical construction

contended for, would only naturally imply a par-

ticipation in legislation for the people. The

coronation oath of this time—which Charles had

himself taken—was in these words :
^' Sire, will

" you g'rant to hold and keep the laws and rig-htful

^' customs which the commonalty of this your king'-

" dom have ?" And this signification of the status

quo as he received the Constitution from his father

and the Tudors, goes a great way to explain if not

to justify a large portion of the misg'overnment,

which certainly contravened the earher principles of

the Constitution.

Such were the propositions that precipitated the
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inevitable conflict, and which renewed on g-loomier

subsequent occasions were as little likely to ter-

minate the bitter strug'g'le^ though diversified with

penal measures ag^ainst too zealous friends and

place and titles for successful foes. The details of the

Civil War and the vicissitudes of party ascendancy

in London belong* to g-eneral history. And it will

suffice in reference to our peculiar subject to remind

the reader^ that the balance and position of the two

great contending* interests were pretty much as

follows. On the side of the Parliament was London,

with the solid triang-le of south-eastern Eng-land of

which it formed the centre, and a line from Hull to

Southampton the undefined basis ; as well as a

majority perhaps of the middle and lower class in

all the towns of the king-dom. Scotland too threw

into the same scale the weig'ht of its obstinate

big'otry and disciplined army, thoug-li for a time

diverted by the brilliant episode of Montrose. On
the same side were rang*ed the advantages of legal

and financial organization, a regular revenue, a

disciplined force, and the prestige of the capital and

Parliament. The King's strength lay in the northern

and western counties, then the more warlike and

less populous districts, where Romanism still lurked

and trembled at the ultra-Protestantism of the

patriots of Westminster, and where probably Puri-

tanism had made less way. The same or analogous

causes influenced the nobility, gentry, and rural

population generally in his favour. The now per-

H 2
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secuted Churchy and a majority too perhaps of men
of letters, rallied round the falling* side. Popish

Ireland though in vehement insurrection ag-ainst

the English Parliament was more a scandal than

an alty. Though at a later period of the contest

the remains of her lawless bands entered largely

into the raw material of the ro3^alist levies. The

peculiar miseries inflicted on their common country

by the two contending pprties, in addition to the

ordinary calamities of war, may be referred to the

sect and class influences that combined them. The

King's forces ill paid and worse disciplined exhibited

too much of the licentiousness that disdained restraint

and the recklessness that despised hypocrisy. The

Parliamentary forces of a sterner bigotry, and

from the first assuming the merits of the case at

issue, exercised a severer cruelty and more sys-

tematic extortion than their opponents. How
paltry appeared now the ship-money of Hampden
to tax-payers introduced into the mysteries of

excise and enormous monthly subsidies. How
feeble appeared the tyranny of James and Elizabeth

to those who trembled before the scaflblds of the

Long Parliament, and witnessed the military exe-

cutions of Fairfax and Cromwell.

So completely had the Parliament been allowed

to identify itself with the nation, that it seems to

have been irritated and astonished at the reality of

the contest in which it was involved. Time was

when beyond the precincts of the Court and certain
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cloisters of the Churchy no such thing- as a Royalist

party existed as disting-uished from that predominant

in Parliament. But two years of daring- encroach-

ment on one side and concession on the other had

so divided pubhc opinion^ that had not the suspected

insincerity of the King* survived his compliance,

and the energ-y of the movement carried out their

pretensions, and maintained their hold on the public

mind, the nation would have been almost equally

divided. So far, as Burnet justly remarks, from

Charles's concessions having- ruined him, without

those concessions he would have had no party at all.

The carrying- off of the Great Seal from London

to the King-'s quarters in the north, raised a

difficulty that mig-ht seem puerile, but which the

adherence of English lawyers to ceremony and

usag-e rendered of some importance. To this

m}' stical badg-e of power so much weig-ht attached

as the necessary instrument and certificate of all

acts of Government, that its loss excited g-reat

uneasiness, and a substitution for it w^as not effected

without much misg-iving-. On the other side the

attempt of the King- to assemble a counter Parlia-

ment at Oxford, which mig-ht have caused the

House at Westminster g-reat embarrassment appears

to have failed from its not being- carried out to its

logical conclusion. Two Parliaments could not

co-exist. And as that at Westminster had been

leg-ally summoned, and had even leg'ally obtained

the perpetuity of its function, the only Constitutional
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resort was to the now loyal or moderate majority

of that House^ assembled in some other place^ and

proceeding- to review and repeal the unconstitutional

acts of its minority. But to do this with any sort

of effect it would have been necessar}^ to secure in

the first place a known numerical majority^ which

in a time of so much exasperation and dang-er

mio-ht have been doubtful ; and then to have fully

recog-nised it as a complete Parhament^ given it all

weight and share in public matters, and kept no

further terms with the assembly at Westminster,

but have proceeded all lengths even to attainder

ao-ainst their secession from the co-ordinate

elements of the legislature. Neither of these courses

was pursued by Charles. He summoned a new

Parliament, a step in itself doubtful as the Long

Parliament had an existence legallj^ conferred on

it. And this assembly, which even so constituted,

mio-ht have been of essential service to himself and

the countr}^, was not either trusted or even honoured

by the King. Its position seemed a nullity and

its existence a mocker}^, while power and trust

were confined to the mere favourites of the Queen,

and creatures of the Court, violent cavaliers or

frivolous idlers. This neglect and misuse of his

own royalist Parliament of Oxford is perhaps the

most satisfactory proof of Charles's unfitness for a

constitutional sovereignty, and a considerable justi-

fication of the distrust and opposition he met with

at Westminster.
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"While throug'h the civil war the public acts of the

King" were confined to the use ofthe Great Seal which

was very partially recogriised^ and the holding* a

Parliament he scarcely seemed to acknowledg-e him-

self; the residuary minority at Westminster carried

thing's with a very hig-h hand • and in wanton viola-

tion of the laws and liberties they had been returned

to protect^ they showed there was no object too lofty

for their ambition nor too obscure for their jealousy.

They expelled and impeached Bishops and Judg'es^

thoug"h absurdly they permitted the latter to pre-

side on the Bench while themselves under accusa-

tion. The}^ impeached Peers for lang-uag-e used in

the freedom of debate in their own House. While

ample measures were taken to secure a majority of

their own by the constant expulsion and commit-

ment of members of the minority^ which almost

kept pace with the gradual secession from the ranks

of the majority. And by a monstrous extension of

the doctrine of i^rivileg-e^ it was made to embrace

all religious questions as wounding' the consciences

of members. And the late dominant party in the

national Church was now subjected to a severe

persecution from the Presbyterian sect^ that pre-

vailed in London and Parliament^ thoug'h certainly

not throug-hout the king-dom.

This persecution did not extend to the death

and torture that Bome dispenses to those who
differ from her, but involved sweeping- ejectments

and their various consequences to those clerg-ymen.
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not only who had been prominent in the Royalist

and Hig-h Church cause^ but to those who as

moderate but yet steady Episcopalians declined to

take the covenant adopted by Parliament. The

number of sufferers on this occasion is variously

computed from 1600 to 8000 by authors of dif-

ferent views. I am inclined to believe with Mr.

Hallam the smaller number to be nearest the truth

thoug-h not equal to it. Eeaders who wish for a

masterly and fair view of the respective faults and

claims of the two g'reat parties at the commence-

ment of hostilities, are referred to the concluding"

pag"es of vol. ii. c. ix. of Mr. Hallam's great work.

Little as he is disposed to favour the King-, and

entertaining- I think too severe a feeling- to the

ill defined though established Church of that day,

I am not disposed to differ from his summing up,

that certainl}^ convicts the Parliament of the guilt

of rebellion and the miseries of civil war, sug-gested

and extenuated it is true but not justified, by the

King's early tyranny and actual insincerity.

We must proceed more rapidly with the whole

unconstitutional and lawless period of the struggle.

And here let us note first what had already been

wrested from the Prerogative and what was stiU

sought to be acquired. The power of taxation was

definitively vested in Parliament. And the self-

constituted permanence of Parliament was a con-

tinual guarantee of that and all its other privi-

leges. The responsibility of Ministers was written
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in Strafford's blood and was visible in the subsequent

impeachment of inferior ag'ents. The control over

the Church was exercised in the spirit of the Hig-h

Commission Court by the popular branch of the

legislature. While that obnoxious tribunal had

shared the fate of the Star Chamber and the other

arbitrary Courts unknown to the Common Law
and early Constitution. Such and no less were the

actual acquisitions of Parliament. But in the

command of the Militia^ org-anised as we have seen

pretty much as a standing- army, they sought to wield

the whole national force of the executive. While

in the innovations they aimed at in the Church they

urg'ed points most revolting* to the conscience of

Charles^as well as of the larg-e majority of his subjects^j

and opened questions of g-reat delicacy and ad-

mitting* of no definite determination by a multitu-

dinous political assembly. While the propositions

that in a rude and offensive way aimed at the

parliamentary appointment of all ofiicers of state^

coupled with the still more unnatural interference

in his domestic relations, would have reduced the

King" to a condition little better than that of a

respectable State prisoner, deprived of the rights

that had been secured for his nominal subjects.

Nor had the liberal leaders an}^ personal g-round

of complaint, that as directing* the majority or as-

sumed majority of the House, they had been excluded

from the sweets of office. We have seen the King*

distributed the offices if not the confidence of g'o-

vernment, among* either the actual or ex-patriots of
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the two Houses. And if the administration had heen

on a still more comprehensive basis, it would have

scarcely carried the appearance of g-reater sincerity

on the part of the King*, or realised loyalty on the

part of the minister.

The success of the King* in the early part of the

w^ar appears to have surprised as much as it alarmed

the Parliament^ who had talked and voted them-

selves into the belief that they were the actual

nation. It is not w^onderful when we view it as

a contest between the still warhke g'entry and

yeomanry of the northern and western counties,

and the as yet imperfectly disciplined corps raised

by the Parliament from the population of London

and the more civilised districts. Some advantag;e

too was on the King*'s side in unity of command and

object ; while on that of the Parliament the aristo-

cratic commanders were suspected of not wishing* to

push matters to an extremity. But the very object

of the contest shifted in its prog-ress. The war was

beg'un by the Parliament nominally in the King*'s

name, and with special orders for his personal safety,

and with the avowed intention of brino-ino- him back

to his Parliament from the evil counsellors who had

led him astray. But in the prog-ress of hostilities

these advantages were reversed and these objects

simplified. The parliamentary levies g'ained dis-

cipline and their leaders experience ; and from the

middle class of homely Eng"lish society arose men,

whose daring' and consistency of purpose super-

seded the lukewarmness of Essex and the vacil-
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lation of Waller. The increased vig-our of their

military operations was supported by the g-rowing*

ascendancy of a republican part}^, in the now divided

mhiority that ruled as Parliament at Westminster^

The breaking' off of the neg^otiations at Oxford^ the

absurd and irrational impeachment of the Queen,

the assumption of the covenant and consequent per-

secution of the Episcopalian clerg-y, were all indica-

tions of the revolutionary character of the movement.

In 1044 in the decline of the King-'s affairs the

Oxford Parliament above alluded to was summoned:

the King' having* previously been joined by what

constituted a numerical majority of the Lords. It

is curious that at the opening* of the contest a ma-

jority of the lay Peers appear to have remained at

Westminster, 3G it is said while 26 followed the

King" to York. The secession of ten subsequently

g-ave a majority to the royalist cause but at the

same time left the upper chamber at St. Stephens*

at the mercy of an extreme faction. In the neg^o-

tiations at Oxford perhaps insincerit}^ and obstinacy

were pretty equally shared by the contracting*

parties. But later on at Uxbridg-e the Parlia-

mentary Commissioners insisted on such personally

offensive and unjust conditions that it was evident

there was no real wish to escape the risk of ex-

tremities. The celebrated self-denying- ordinance of

the Parliament, by the persons it broug-ht to the

head of civil and military departments, was fatal to

the royal cause, both by the fresh impulse of able
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and desperate men^ and the g-eneral republican

character of the new school in office. The relations

of the two parties into which the now victorious

Parhament was divided, is the key to the tangied

web of intrig-ue in which the captive King" was in-

volved, and also explains the tragic close of the

contest which was certainly not contemplated at

the commencement. At the time of the King-'s sur-

render to the Scots and betrayal by them, for certain

arrears of pay due to them, to the Parliamentary

Commissioners, two sections strug-gled for mastery

in the triumphant party. The Presbyterians, big'ots

in religion but moderate in politics, still prevailed in

Parliament. The Independents swayed the army

strongly inflamed ag-ahist the King- and royalists

they had vanquished, of republican sentiments, but

in theology having* arrived at the great doctrine of

toleration, from viewing religion as a matter of per-

sonal or at the most of congregational importance,

and not as requiring a national union or permanent

formularies. Thus the King in addition to the

manifold difficulties arising from the former mis-

conduct of himself and his foes, was now involved in

embarrassment from his own conscientious convic-

tions, and the as we ma}'" hope equalty conscientious

diflerences of his enemies. Charles' devotion to the

episcopal constitution of the Church of England pre-

vented any agreement with the moderate party in

politics, who would have been content with less

onerous conditions in their present mutual danger.
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than they had insisted on in an earlier period of the

contest, but who viewed prelacy as a thing- to

be conscientiously extirpated odious to God and

fatal to man. The Independents true to their prin-

ciple of toleration, would have indulg-ed a qualified

episcopacy in certain dioceses or groups of counties,

where it was favoured by the majority. But they

would have surrounded the dishonoured and nominal

throne, with the low and violent spirits of the ultra

movement unknown alike to court and parliamentary

life, and who from their entire command of the army

would have wielded unlimited means of oppressing*

the people, and of subjug-ating- and confiscating- the

entire king-dom. The Queen's influence alwa^^s

g-reat with Charles was exerted, naturally in one

indifferent to variations of Protestant heresy, to

induce Charles to close with the politicians who
would have conceded the larg-est amount of power

and dig-nity. But to this his conscience objected,

and his most confident hopes and deepest intrig-ues

were with the arm}^ The spectacle of a man sincere

in his relig-ious principles but insincere in his en-

gag-ements with his fellow men is very painful, but

what in Charles's case can easily be understood

thoug-h by no means justified. Starting- with hig-h

notions of prerog-ative, he had been crossed and

conquered by the most obstinate and suspicious

politicians, he knew well the deep hypocrisy of the

men he was now intriguing- with, and of the Queen's

dislike to such relations. He may have therefore
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tlioug'ht duplicity no unfair weapon in a conflict so

conducted, or may have expressed to satisfy the

Queen a chang"e of purpose he did not realty intend.

But however that may have been, the closing' scene

of Charles's life was due to the suspicions of the

army, who felt the difficulty of a captive they could

not trust, and a prince who mig-ht still have the

power to punish. The ascendancy, the republican

army or rather its leaders had obtained over

the Parliament, was they were aware unconstitu-

tional. The nation beo'an to murmur at their exac-

tions ', the Scotch army ag'ain entered Engdand to

support the falling- fortunes of their Presbyterian

friends, and to wipe off the stain of their late sur-

render of the King-. These circumstances which

made the sanction of the King- and possession of his

person of the g-reatest importance, rendered it a

still simpler and more tempting- course to deprive

rival factions of a possible advantag-e and relieve

themselves from a dang-erous captive. It was hate

much more than justice, and fear more than either,

that induced the commanders and ag-itators of the

arm}^ to the monstrous and inexpiable crime, that

has g-iven a reg'icidal character it did not deserve to

this g-reat contest, and has by a retrospective action

sullied the purity of the earlier movement, and thus

in no small deo-ree damao-ed the cause of constitu-

tional freedom. The intrigues of the captive King-

with the two sections of his conquerors, the jealousy

of those parties, the hard terms, the suspected in-
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sincerity confirmed by his injudicious escape and

some natural but ill-timed royalist movements^ are

all matters of g*eneral history and logically con-

ducting to the tragic conclusion of the drama.

A provincial liberal critic of the first volume of this

work^ after complaining that this regicidal scene

had not been introduced at least by reference in an

earlier stage of the piece^ the merit of the subject

justifying a slight anachronism^ proceeded to remark,

that Charles ovi^ed his fate to taxing his subjects

without consent of Parliament, a remark which fully

justified the prosecution of a popular work on con-

stitutional history, which seemed so much needed

even by the self-constituted instructors of the people.

The right of arbitrary taxation assumed by both

Charles and his predecessors was definitively given up

at the first dawn of the Long Parliament, and the

agents summarily punished. The civil war that

ensued two j^ears later originated in the far more

exciting questions of the command of the army and

the organisation of the Church, the patronage of

the Crown, and even the superintendence of the

King's family and person. Nor did even this ambi-

tious and unconstitutional movement necessarily

induce a termination, which Essex and Fairfax as

little desired as expected, but which was really due

to the insincerity of the King, and the difficulty of

his relations to the two divisions of his o-aolers. The

whole affair of the well-known trial is scarcely worthy

discussion in this place, as it was in every point a

violation of the clearest principles of the constitu-
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tion and the first axioms of law and rig-lit. The

charg-es were as impertinent as the Court was illegal,

and the idea itself preposterous. It would be a

waste of time to discuss the charges themselves

which related to imputed misgovernment and the

levying- of civil war. The misgovernment had

been met, corrected, and it Avas to be supposed

pardoned by the Parliament at the time it really

represented the nation. The civil war was a truism

in which the guilt was either equally shared be-

tween the parties, or lay chiefly at the door of those,

who desired precipitated and benefited by the con-

test. And it is only a piece of gross hypocrisy or

quibbling sophistry in one of two even equally wil-

ling belligerents, to impute the guilt of hostilities to

the party, on whom priority may attach from acci-

dent or the necessity of the case. Entertaining as

strong an opinion as any writer has done of the

radical and peculiar unfitness ol Charles to fill the

throne of a constitutional monarch, we would still

maintain his trial to have been contrary to English

law, and his execution a violation of the principles of

humanity. Although his deposition after so embittered

a contest might have been necessary for the safety

of the agents in it ; and had liberty not power been

their object would have afforded an opportunity for

consolidating it under the shelter of a protected

minority. The Court too that entertained this pre-

posterous prosecution was open to every objection,

that could attach to a tribunal unknown to the laws
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and constituted for an object that prejudg-ed the

result. Charles had incurred constitutional restraint

by his misg'overnment, and deserved no inconsider-

able misfortunes for his personal insincerity. But

we may fearlessly deny with the gTeat liberal con-

stitutional historiauj either that his t3'ranny had

been so extreme^ or his personal character so odious,

as to justify one of those exceptional acts always of

dang'erous precedent and personal g'uilt, but by

which the principle of eternal justice sometimes

supersedes the letter of the law, as a practical and

imperfect deleg-ation of itself.

As a point of national satisfaction it may be

observed, that it was not even the residuum of Par-

liament, after the secession of Royalists and the

gradual expulsion of the friends of peace and ac-

commodation, that appointed the extraordinary tri-

bunal for the King-'s trial. But the whole moderate

or Presb3'terian party were by one fell swoop se-

cluded, or in other words, expelled the House, and

the wretched minority known in contemporary his-

tory as the Rump, was now the representative of

the Long" Parliament, and the heir of its victories

and embarrassments. It was this mere committee

at once violent and despicable, that appointed the

notorious Hig-h Court of Justice, and which imme-

diately afterwards found itself face to face with the

army, that had been at once the abettor and insti-

g'ator of its crimes, and whose unscrupulous chief

was soon to aveng^e them.

VOL. II. I
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The whole period of the Commonwealth and Pro-

tectorate mtereiiting- and important as it is, must be

considered a blank as reg-nrds the progTess of our

Constitution. Every institution, with one notable

and significant exception lay in ruins, or was re-

constructed for some particular and temporary

object. The Church and House of Lords had shared

the fate of the monarchy. The parishes were in

the hands either of the clergy who had prudenth^ or

sincerel}' taken the Presbyterian Covenant and sided

with the Parliament in its late strug'g-lcj or in the

tow^ns and more excited districts the churches were

the prey of a succession of sectarians, the conflicting*

and self-constituted teachers of the people. The

sole depositor}' of leg'al power was as we have seen

the residuum of a minority of the House returned in

1640, but the real power was in the army. This,

the first standino- army Eno'land had ever seen,

w^hich equalled the forces formerly extemporised by

the military o-enius of the Plantao-enets, or subse-

quently maintained b}' the resources of Anne and

the first Georg'es, must have been a most oppressive

burden to a commercial and tax hating- people.

What a humiliating- and ironical termination of the-

strug-g'le that arose with Hampden's paltry ship-

inoney, to close with the monthly exactions of

Cromwell. Yet in the total subjection of barbarous

and Popish Ireland, and the scarcely less prostrate

condition of traitorous Presb3'terian Scotland, per-

haps Eng-hshmen of all parties may have ming-led
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the triumph of the national arms, with some sense of

the merited punishment that liad overtaken the first

as also the fiercest comhatant in this lamentahle

Civil War. Thoug-h perhaps there was no man
of sufficiently enlarg'ed views to speculate on the cen-

tralising- tendency of this armed supremacy throug-h-

out the British Isles.

What then it ma}^ be asked was the important

exception to the g"eneral catastrophe, what was the

one institution \Ahich by sino^ular indulr>'ence or

g"ood fortune survived the Monarch}-, the Church,

and Parliament itself? The Common Law as we

have seen above, less fi*om theoretic desifrn than from

the sturdy independence of some of its first princi-

ples, and the pedantic rig'our of its authorized inter-

preters, had been found a very valuable bulwark

ag-ainst despotism, and had according"ly enjoyed a

popularity with the movement party that was not

conceded to other ancient institutions. It \\'as also

a learned and subtle code, owing* principally to the

peculiar character of its history, as the g-radual

accumulation of precedents drawn from ver}^ different

stag-es of civihsation, and the artificial moulding*

tog'ether of principles derived from very different

sources. Such a S3"stem, so conservative of tradition

and form, so liberal and tolerant of addition, neces-

sarily required minds of the highest order to appre-

ciate its niceties and interpret its m^^steries ; and

thus the law became in an innovating* but g-rave and

learned age at once an object of popularity and

I 2
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reverence. And beyond the change of names of

the two superior Courts in Westminster^ and an

alteration in the terms of the Circuit Commissioners,

scarcely any chang*es were admitted or even de-

manded in the forms or principles of the law. Still

the ancient principles old as Saxon times, modified

by Norman policy, corrected by Plantag-enet sta-

tutes, and interpreted b}^ Tudor and still later pre-

cedents and applications, were administered by the

same officials, and in the same Courts and forms as

before the Revolution. The law of property was

still as elaborately complicated, the law of crime as

anomalously cruel, the commercial law as crude and

undefined as before the meetino- of the Long- Parlia-

ment. Cromwell is reported on hig-h authority to

have intended otherwise. But the lawyers or public

opinion were too strong- for the attempt, thoug-h

the Ecclesiastical law appears to have lain dormant

or suspended until the Restoration, and the Court

of Chancer}^ was throug-hout the usurpation sub-

jected to a variety of commissions military or dema-

gogic, that must have lowered its dignity even if

they could not enhance its corruption and oppres-

sion. The real business of the Court must on these

occasions have been transacted in the Masters'

Offices, or fallen by reference to the Court of Common
Bench, as the Common Pleas was now styled.

"Whatever may have been the cause of this ex-

ceptional conservation of the Law, there can be no

doubt the fact operated very strongly in favour of
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the Restoration. Laws are the diet of the national

mind, while political institutions are but the occa-

sional stimulant or sedative whose effect is only

partial and precarious. And a g-eneratioUj that had

g-rown up, inherited property and enjoyed rig-hts

under an unbroken system of law, were very likely

to carry out that jurisprudence to its full comple-

ment and logical conclusion, by restoring- the Mo-

narchy, the Church, the Peerag-e, and the Parliament

whose existence had been violently suspended, but

was still recog'nized and assumed by the law of the

countr}^

To do impartial justice to the anomalous reg-ime

of Cromwell, it was necessary briefly to review

the damag-e already sustained by the fabric of the

Constitution. The very principle, on which the

Civil War had been commenced and carried on,

was however masked by the want of numerical ac-

curacy. So that a majority of the Commons acting*

with the minority of the Lords usurped the name

and power of the national Parliament, in derogation

of the rights of the minority of the Commons and

majority of the Peers, acting- more or less in unison

with the Crown. The numbers of the Lords at

York and Westminster was at first 26 and

86 respectively, a proportion which by an early

secession to the Kino- was soon reversed. While as

the strug-gie advanced and g*ood and moderate men

became disg-usted and dispirited ; the Peers who

retired to their own estates must be considered less as

neutrals, than as opposed to the pretensions of Par-
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llament. The proportion of the numbers in ther

Commons is less clearl}^ ascertained. Before the

strug-o-le actually commenced the liberal majority in

the Commons, thouo-h clear had not been over-

whelmino;'. But in the breakino* out of hostilities

man}" prominent Royalists Avere expelled the House,

and throug-h fear or iudiiference appear to have

acquiesced in this ex jMrte measure. For but 118

Commoners attended the Ro^'alist sitting" at Oxford,

v.'hile 2"28 took the Covenant at Westminster, a

pledg'e which, though affording* no exact g'ag*e of

devotion to Presbyterianism, must still be admitted

as a test of hostility to the Church, and of an inten-

tion to supersede the existing- establishment. In

the course of the struggle, though any attempt at

Eoyalist reaction or Constitutional moderation was

checked by the arbitrary expulsion of members,

Avhose seats either remained vacant or were filled b}^

a process scarcely exemplifying freedom of election,

yet the war or ultra part}^ v.ere rarely in a higher

proportion to the moderates than 12 to 10. Thus

even after the re-elections of Sept. 1645 had largely

recruited the republican members, the war was pro-

tracted and concluded, and the King imprisoned and

monarchy abolished by a decided minority of regu-

larl}' elected members. A t one moment just previous

to the negotiations of Newport, when the movement

of the Scotch army, the reaction in the capital, and

the attempted union of the Royalists and moderates

throughout the counties inspired the constitutional
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party with some confidence, a vote in favour of

peace on the hnsis of the Constitution was carried

by IGo to 99. But when the stern valour of Hamil-

ton's force had yielded to the disciplined fanaticism

of the Cromwellian army, and the premature coali-

tion of two lately hostile parties produced no satis-

factory result, Parliament once more succumbed to

the now acknowledg'ed influence of the army and its

republican instig'ators : and the rescinding- of votes

and expulsion of members at its request, was a

humiliating' thoug-h unnecessary admission, that the

House had ceased to be an independent constitu-

tional assembl}'. The vote of 4 Jan. 1048 by

141 to 91, ag'ainstany further addresses to the King-

was virtually a renunciation of alleg-iance, and

was strang-ely acquiesced in by the odious clique,

who yet assumed the name and prostituted the

authority of the House of Lords. The difficulty

of neg'otiation and the jealousy of parties, which

g-raduall}^ evolved the trial and execution of the

King- from \^hat was at first an honourable captivitv,

was in some deg-ree to be attributed to faults in his

own character and in that of his supposed advisers.

But the real moving- power in his prog-ress to the

scaffold, was the hate of the republican army to a

captive sovereig-n, to whom they stood in the pre-

carious position of at once conquerors and traitors.

And this hate was much more ag-ainst the monarch

they had been opposed to, than ag-ainst monarchy in

g-eneral either in their own or other countries.
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Thus the abolition of the monarchy followed as a spe-

cific consequence indispensable under the existing*

circumstances^ rather than as the exposition of a

principle of general application. The abolition of

the Lords followed rather as the natural than the

violent death of an assembW; that had started with

a minority and had long- outlived its reputation,

and was now scarcel}" represented by a necessary

number of Peers base enouo-h to attend as the

reg'isterino- clerks of the other House.

Such was the chaotic state of affairs when the

army and its unscrupulous leader interfered to close

rather than further to embroil the diso-raceful scene^

The earl}^ factions, the obstinate civil war with its

train of blood and taxation^, the criminality or

weakness involved in the late regicide^ all contri-

buted to make the faction still occup3'ing' the House

of Commons generally and justl}^ unpopular. And
their fall and expulsion by Cromwell is only worth

noticing- in this place as introductory to the Usur-

per's attempts at re-constituting* or reforming- Par-

liament. As his whole policy like that of all un-

settled usurpers was directed to the maintenance of

his power, one must look on the three parliaments

assembled under the Protectorate, more as instru-

ments of government than as permanent institutions,

and the powers assigned them as calculated rather

with a view to the interests of the government than

of the governed.

But it is worthy of remark that the changes he
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temporarily introduced into the representative sys-

tem, both as reo^arded constituencies and franchises,

were peculiarly directed with a view to order ; and

in no deg-ree to an extension of popular rights.

He made the middle class, or rather the upper part

of the middle class, the basis of his g-overnment

;

thus excluding" the inconvenient traditions of ancient

families, and the turbulent inconstancy of the mul-

titude, ^vhile he secured the preponderance of that

part of the community peculiarly attached to order

and quiet. After the Eoyahst movements of 1655,

the alienation of the always small republican party,

and the perceptible reaction in favour of the youth-

ful exile, Cromwell's g-overnment became more arbi-

trary. His Parliaments which appear to have been

neither supplied with orators nor supported by the

press, were assembled, voted taxes, and were dis-

solved without exciting' much popular sympathy.

His title of Protector had been known to the

Constitution, in the sense of a Eeg-ent during- a

minority or other exceptional and temporary state

of affairs, and in that sense would certainly not

confer g-reater powers than those conceded to

royalty. But Cromwell's unconstitutional position

on the wreck of other powers and institutions, and

his command of the first reg-ular army Eng-land had

yet seen made his protectorate in reality an abso-

lute despotism, onl}' moderated by his own g-ood

sense and the dormant feeling's of the nation. This

arm}' not only enabled him to keep in check any
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royalist outbreak in England^ but it was also a

puissant engine in his hand for the humbHng- of

Presbyterian Scotland, and the total prostration of

Popish Ireland. But this efficient reg-uhir force

demanded an amount of taxation, that secured a

just retribution for the sordid origin of the late

contest.

As the present constitutional sketch is not in-

tended to embrace any detailed account of finance,

it will be sufficient to mention that under the usur-

pation was laid the basis of that system of indirect

taxation on articles of import and consumption

g'eneralh^, ^A'liich by taxing millions has produced

millions, but has by this means for many ag'es

thrown an undue burden on the industrious and

humble classes. In our own day we have seen the

reaction set in pretty strong-ly, and a return to the

wholesome and earlier principle of direct taxation

moderately but firmly pursued by the great Liberal

Conservative statesman of the ao-e.

But to return to Cromwell's organic changes j it

was a doubtful and certainly gratuitous measure to

create a new House of Lords, to act in concert with

his middle-class House of Commons. To this strano-e

and incongruous assembly he summoned sundry

Peers of the abolished House, together Avith many
new creations—some of moderate opponents, but

most of devoted adherents. The difficulties attending

these creations, in which the other House was to

have some control, led to fresh troubles between
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Cromwell and his lower House, and to a speedy

dissolution. But as thoug-li he would neither reig-n

with or without Parliaments, he ag'ain shortly

heibre his death intrig'ued for the support or sanc-

tion of the national representatives, for his favourite

scheme of converting* his irreg-ular presidency into

an actual monarch}'. This was rejected in name,

but the licence to the Protector to nominate his

successor, saddled upon the nation the prhiciple of

hereditary rig-ht in a more invidious and despotic

form, than when the successor is pointed out by the

course and operation of nature.

The analogy between the careers of Napoleon and

of Cromwell is so obvious, that it is difficult to avoid

an undue estimate of the g-lory of the French Emperor,

and of the moderation of the Eng-lish Protector by

mutual comparison. And it is thus that Cromwell

has g'radually obtained more than his due share of

merit for constitutional delicacy and moderate am-

bition. Whereas, viewing* his career in reference,

not to the meteoric course of him, who succeeded a

revolution whose cruelty and tyranny could not be

outdone, and organized a warlike continental people

to be the scourg-e of Europe, but rather in reference

to the moderation of his antecedents and the limited

resources he wielded, I think it must be owned that

Cromwell exercised as ample a despotism as the

nation could bear, and prosecuted as extensive

schemes as the national resources could justify. It

is the mere idle declamation of a weak and passionate
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writer to praise the Protector^ for not cutting- up

Germany and the Netherlands in principalities for

his kinsmen and favourite g-enerals, or for not

adorning- Whitehall Avith the spoils of the Stadt-

house or the Louvre, when his army barely suf-

ficed to repress insurrection in the British islands.

While therefore the ambition of the one, displayed

in cruelty and injustice on the broad field of Euro-

pean ag-g-randizement, admits of no comparison with

the almost insular objects of Cromwell's limited

resources, we must I fear assig'n a severer censure

to the domestic tyranny of the latter. Napoleon

succeediug- as heir to a revolution that had levelled

every right and hiflicted every wrong-, on the one

hand reorganized society though on a superficial

basis, and enacted a code which, could law be

created without growth, was the noblest AAork of

power and an inestimable boon to the country.

Nor, on the other hand, did his actual despotism

either in personal wrong or general taxation press

harder on his subjects, than had the successive

governments of the old monarchy or the late repub-

lic, except as regarded the conscription.—A penalty

most righteously paid b}^ the French for their national

vice of love of war, and inflicted by their ruler for

objects either personal or dynastic. Whereas under

the Protectorate of Cromwell and particularly

towards its close, arbitrary taxation and imprison-

ment reached a point far beyond the exaction of the

Tudors or the vigilant malevolence of James. And
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military execution chiefly thoug-li not solely exer-

cised in Scotland and Ireland, was on a scale worthy

of the wars of the Roses, and exceeding- any seve-

rities of Essex or Fairfax in the heat of the war.

Nor should it be foro-otten in balancing- the merits

and demerits of these remarkable men, that Crom-

well had sympathised far more with the Revolution

that raised him, and which he concluded or betrayed,

than had Napoleon. The ^young- Corsican officer of

1792, merel}' felt for the Revolution the professed

allegiance of a soldier to the central authority of

the country, and the ambitious preference of a pro-

vincial without court favour, for a movement that

opened an indefinite prospect of promotion. His

tastes and opinions, social relig'ious and political

were much those of other French officers fifty j'ears

before and fifty 3'ears since. On the contrary, it

cannot be doubted that Cromwell had profoundly

participated in the religious and political excite-

ment of the party he eventually led. It was a real

distaste for arbitrary power as opposed to the cus-

tomary or written law of the land, and the principles

of religion and morality, that had induced him to pre-

fer exile in the western wilderness to the respectable

competency of a middle class station at home ; and

induced him to abandon such a position for the

labours of the senate and dang-ers of the field, for

neither of which he was prepared by education or

early association. The g'rasp therefore of arbitrary

power was no ordinary avarice, no venial incon-
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sistency in the republican member for Cnmbridg-e

and remonstrant of 1 642. While as for the rehgious

advantag-es that mig-ht be expected to have shed

their light and influence on their respective careers,

one cannot den}- that the hearer of Baxter and

Owen enjoyed and neglected greater advantages,

than ever fell to the lot of the pupil of Bnpaume

and nephew of Fesch. Mr. Hallam, in the only

sentence of his matchless work that one could wish

omitted altogether, speaks of Napoleon as having

drank of the pure stream of philosophy, and Crom-

well as havino- sucked the dreg-s of a besotted fana-

ticism; a coarse and unmeaning expression for so

elegant and pregnant a writer, and moreover glar-

ingly unjust, when we glance at the associates and

ministers of the two usurpers. If St. John and

Whitelocke did not equal Fouche and Tallej'rand

in negotiation and council, few would deny that

Selden was as superior to Sieves in legal and poli-

tical philosophy, as Milton surpassed Chateaubiiand

in the magic of words and the inculcation of great

principles.
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CHAPTER III.

THE RESTORATION.

Fall of the Second Protector—Intrigues of Army—Monk

—

Fleetwood—Restoration—Reaction in public opinion and

the elections—Popularity of the King and the Church

—

Clarendon's administration—Intolerance of the reaction—
Cabal— King's personal policy—French connection— Tolera-

tion and constitutional liberty opposed— Policy of the Duke

of York—Designs of tlie Roman Catholics—Test and Cor-

j)oration Acts—Habeas Corpus— Struggle of extreme fac-

tions, Romanist and Republican.

The tolerated protectorate of Ricliard Cromwell

was but the first scene in the g'reat drama of the

Restoration. It was no doubt due in a great mea-

sure to his own indolent and unambitious character^

that having" actual!}' succeeded to his father's usurpa-

tion^ it dropped from his hands ^\ith scarcely an

effort to retain it. It is only remarkable that the

Republican army, the only class interested in the

usurpation, and the only one that had much to fear

from a restoration, should not have supported

Cromwell's heir with greater union and decision.

It would appear that the young- Protector was as

much estrang'ed from his armed supporters, in the

civil habits of his life as in his peaceful disposition.

And the real authority over those formidable legions,

that had destro3^ed the Monarchy and expelled the
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Parliament^ was divided between Monk a con-

cealed royalistj and Fleetwood a zealous repub-

lican, both thouo'h from divers motives hostile to

the establishment of the usurper's family. One

must hastily traverse the tang-led web of intrig-ue

and counter-revolution which^ considering* the mng*-

nitude of the stake and the unscrupulous character

of the pla3'ers^ was worked out with sing'ular want

of violence or even earnestness. Eichard's first act

was the constitutional one of summoning- a Par-

liament apparently on tlie basis org'anised by his

father for that assembly. The arni}^ or rather the

corps under Fleetwood that occupied London,

summarily expelled the assembled members and

deposed the j'oung" Protector himself. The re-

assemblino' of the skeleton of the Lono- Parliament

was the necessary consequence as well as pretext

for this coiiiJ d'etat. But this collection of dry

bones, the residuum of whatever was most violent

and least respectable after the ravag'es of death and

exile, the field and the scaffold, had as little of

prestig-e to recommend it as it really offered of

national representation.

It was ag*ain expelled and ag'ain restored, accord-

ing* as it suited the temporary exig-encies of the

rapacious staff of officers, who directed and repre-

sented the army at Fleetwood's head-quarters. It

was not till the next year after the death of the

g-reat Protector, that in 1659 the disarmed and

impoverished Ilo3^alists beg*an to take measures for
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the restoration. Their union with the Preshy-

terians^ involving- as it did much of compromise and

forg'iveness on both sides, was in itself an emphatic

national protest against the continuance of the

militar}^ despotism, or of the military oligarchy that

had succeeded it. This union beofan to be felt even

upon the decimated benches of Parliament, but still

more overpoweringly throug'hout the countiy. It

was now Monk opened his artful but most trium-

phant career. In command of the army of Scot-

land his corps was imbued with less of party than

national feeling*, employed ag-ainst a semi-foreig-n

foe, and at a distance from the g'reat centre of

ag-itation. In design a Hoyalist, in connexion a

Moderate, and in place a Republican, intrig-uing-

with all parties and committing* himself to none, he

yet threw the weig'ht of a considerable division of

the Republican army into the scale of the Restora-

tion. Under his protection if not at his sug*gestion,

the secluded members as they were called, the Pres-

byterians expelled by the army resumed their seats,

and thus added to the g-rowin^ streng-th of the con-

stitutional party. The Restoration was now openly

mooted. But the maimed and decrepit leg-islature

naturally felt their unfitness and incapacity for so

extensive a reaction, and after a chequered and

eventful career of twenty years, in which they had

exhibited qualities g-reat and base, had obtained the

mosttriumphant successes and suffered the mosthumi-

liating degradation, the celebrated Long* Parliament

VOL. II. K
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at lent^th submitted to a voluntary dissolution ; in

order that a new Parliament mig-ht address itself

to the important work of re-construction before it.

This convention, as a Parliament is technically

termed leg-ally constituted but irreg"ularly con-

voked, was fairly and freely elected; and composed

in no very un-^qual proportions of Royalists or

moderate men of the Presbyterian persuasion, pro-

ceeded openl}^ and spontaneously to the Avork of

Restoration. So far indeed from actinof under the

control of Monk's army now disposed around the

capital, it Avould seem the most natural explanation

of Monk's extreme tardiness and reserve, which

indeed robbed his labours of much outward splen-

dour, that he distrusted the fanatical and republican

spirit of his forces as still hostile to the cause of

Charles Stuart.

But the popular tide now set in too strong* to be

resisted by the divided swords of the Cromwellians,

or to need much encourao-ement from the intrio-ue

of their g'eneral. The dying- Long- Parliament in

its last and penitential session had expung-ed from

the journals of the House all the violent votes

recorded there ag-ainst Koj^al g-overnment and the

House of Lords; thoug'h not I believe those directed

ag-ainst the Episcopal Church. But the new elec-

tions went much farther, and indicated a reaction

in public sentiment most auspicious to the Restora-

tion or constitution. A zealous and powerful

Royalist minority, with a divided majority of mode-
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rate constitutionalists^ was just the happiest com-

bination that could be desired : containing- at once

the element of lo^'alty to urg-e and support a restora-

tion^ and a still more powerful element of vigilance

and love of constitutional libert}^^ to modify and

correct the probable vehemence of the counter-

revolution. It would have been well for the

character of contemporary statesmen^ and for the

permanence of the Stuart dynasty^ had the balance

of majority been permanent in favour of the moderate

Liberals. But as was very natural, the next and too

early dissolution g-ave an overwhelming" force to the

reaction, and a g-reat majority of Cavaliers, or as we

may now begin to use the modern term Tories, was

returned. It was natural that a proscribed party

yet possessed of g-reat territorial and institutional in-

fluence should thus revive under the beams of the

restored monarchy. And the severity of Cromwell's

g-overnment, and the hypocrisy of the Puritans in

their day of power, had extended the reaction to

places and classes the natural strongholds of liberty.

The 3^oung' and high-spirited, the mob of towns,

the talented and ambitious rose up from the sordid

and austere pressure of the last twelve years, and

favoured monarchy and episcopacy from hatred of

the republic and contempt of the conventicle. This

feeling passed off long- before the close of Charles II.'s

reign, but to this excess of indiscreet loyalty may

be attributed much of the misgovernment that fol-

lowed the Restoration, and thevery slender advantag-e

k2
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that appeared to have resulted from the earnest and

vehement strug-g'le that had preceded it. Indeed

the only moral that King* and Parliament appear to

have drawn in the first place from the Civil War

was an abhorrence of actual rupture.

Courtiers and patriots alike felt that any com-

promise or concession was better than Tower Hill

or ChalgTove. And this principle or rather feeling-

was expressed with his usual shrewd selfishness by

the King- himself, that whatever he did he was de-

termined not ao-ain to set out on his travels. He
had learned in short g'ood temper thoug'h not g'ood

principles in exile. Some important constitutional

safeo-uards ^^ere obtained towards the close of this

reig-n. But they were more the result of later

party arrang-ements than the direct fruits of the late

Revolution^ and the determined appendag-es or re-

straints of the Bestoration.

The g'eneral character of this reig'n^ commencing'

as it did in unbounded joy and misplaced confidence,

was the rise and struo-o-le of two small but extreme

parties in a Parliament, of which the g-reat majority

was at once Hoyalist and Liberal, The points at

issue between these parties turned mainly on the cha-

racter and presumed policy and persuasion of the Heir

Apparent. These two parties, which more correctly

represented the Roman Catholic interest, and the

residuum of the old Republican fiiction respectively,

to extend their influence and enlarg-e the basis of

their operations, adopted the more popular charac-
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teristics of a zeal for Monarchy and a zeal for

Protestantism. And the alternate use of these

powerful levers of opinion^ which triumphed at suc-

cessive elections^ caused the strang-e party vicissi-

tudes of this reig'n. The King", thoug"h naturally

leaning" ever to the Eoman Catholic extreme of the

Royalist party, was too shrewd and selfish to alloAV

any party tie or personal g'ratitude to implicate him

to a dang-erous extent. And thus, thoug-li from

the basest motives, he discharg-ed the duties of a

constitutional sovereig'n better than the three other

princes of his house. His foreig-n policy, thoug-h

beneath contempt, appears to have differed rather in

scale than in principle, from the corruption that

tainted the connection of the patriots with the French

exchequer. But in his parliamentary policy he

rocked lazily on the waves of faction, and so

as his own bark rode secure, he heeded not

how wildly the billows broke on each other, as

the tempest prevailed from one side or other of the

compass.

These remarks are rather in anticipation of the sub-

sequent detailed view of this reig'n, but necessary for

the due comprehension of so difficult and factious

an epoch. Here also before entering- seriatim on

the parliamentary strug-g-les and constitutional pro-

gress of the reig-n, it is desirable to advert to what had

been the position of certain elements, thathad been for

a time in abeyance rather than extinct. The House of

Lords we have seen died out as a public bod}^, rather
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than was forcibly extinguished in the winter of

1648-9. In the prog-ress of the Civil War that

assembly had dwindled from a respectable minority

of the Peerng-e^ to a mere factious and rapacious

committee of that minority^ and later still a mere

fraction of this committee attended business and

made a house. Not more than five or six usually

attended^ thoug-h as many as twelve rejected on the

2nd January 1649^ the regicide votes of its being*

treason to lev}^ war against Parliament^ and the

ordinance for the High Court of Justice to try the

King. They however shortly qualified their resist-

ance b}" a vote in reference to future occasions.

They continued to hnger on through the month,

and even appear to have nominally sat on the very

day of the King's execution. They sat in the same

scanty numbers till the 0th February when they

adjourned till to-morrow, which to-morrow did not

come for eleven years. For the Commons had that

very day voted by the slender numbers of 44 to

29, that they would not take the advice of the

House of Lords on matters of legislation, and re-

solved that the House of Peers was useless and

dano-erous and ouo-ht to be abolished.

Such was the termination of the senatorial func-

tions of the Lords. But it must be observed there

was no intention of taking away the dignity of the

individuals. The Lords throughout the Common-

wealth and Protectorate retained their titles, not

only in common usage but in all legal and parlia-
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mentary documents. Their territorial influence

must have been rather increased than otherwise, as a

residence on their estates and economical habits

naturally folloAved from the unattractive state of the

capital, and the necessity of conforming* to the aus-

tere and simple habits of the dominant i)arty.

Some of the most zealous Royalists had lost their

estates. But in most cases sequestration rather than

confiscation had been resorted to by the Common-

wealth part}^, to punish their opponents and fill their

own coffers. This, thoug-li of course it mig-ht be

carried so far in magnitude and duration as to

amount to a forfeiture, yet did not in the g-enerality

of cases interfere with the relations of landlord and

tenant, any .more than a modern mortg-ag-e does

before foreclosure. A curious instance of the inde-

lible reg-ard of the Eng-lish to the principle of Aris-

tocracy was exhibited, in the absurd deference paid

in the Commons to three as unworthy and undis-

tinofuished Peers as ever existed, and who on the

suppression of their own House g-ot returned for

counties to the other. They were voted on all

committees, and were heard with a respect, which

was not due to their personal charactei's or qua-

lities.

With the Church the dominant party had had a

much fiercer and well founded quarrel than with the

Aristocrac3\ And according-ly not onl}^ was the

Hierarchy suppressed, but a larg-e portion of incum-

bents were dispossessed, and a general conformity
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with the ritual of the Presbyterians enforced on the

remainder. The actual discipline and organisa-

tion of Presbyterianism does not seem to have been

extended beyond London and two or three important

counties. The ffill of this party moderate in politics

but bigots in religion followed closely on their

triumph. And the Independents of the Common-

wealth, true to their neg'ative principles, did not

attempt to enforce any g'eneral national system of

worship or discipline. But where the incumbent

was not obnoxious from his antecedents or promi-

nent political connexions, both the Church and the

minister were left pretty much to the discretion of

the parishioners, or the indulg'ence of the neig'hbour-

ing* authorities. Thus no doubt in many counties

a majority of the clerg-y by prudence and obscurity

retained the emoluments and ministry of their

churches, with only the occasional exactions of par-

liamentary sequestrators, and the temporar}' intru-

sion of some military fanatic it might not have been

safetohave excluded from their pulpit. In other places

Presbyterians had been avowedly introduced with

their ritual and discipline on the model of the Scotch

Kirk. While in many larg-e towns and other important

places the living's were under permanent sequestra-

tion, and the churches in the hands of a succession

of fanatical sectaries, whose violence, vulgarity and

occasional hypocrisywere very successfully preparing*

the restoration of the solemn and sober-minded esta-

blishment, they had overthrown. Such was the posi-
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tion of two gTeat elements of power in iibej'ance

rather than extinction, which were prepared from

interest no less than tradition to sug-g-est and sup-

port the restoration of the Monarchy.

A more important body still, and whose movement

for the Restoration was at once open and national,

was the Convention Parliament before alluded to.

The first Parliament atRichard Cromwell's succession

had been elected on the old constitutional basis, whe-

ther from a desire to conciliate the small boroug'hs,

or from a wish g-radually to return to traditional

usag'es. This Parliament summarily dissolved by

the army was succeeded by the dreg's, that remained

of the notorious Long' Parliament as it existed in

1653. This after a disturbed and penitential career

at leng-th dissolved itself, and gave place to the Con-

vention Parliament that effected the Restoration.

It would have been very difficult, in a moment of

joyful reaction and eag-er compensation, to have

talked about constitutional restraints and leg-al safe-

g-uards ; and the real dang"er to liberty in this reig'n

consisted not so much in the omission of these, as in

what no statute could have averted, the reckless fac-

tion of Parliament and the personal popularity of

an unprincipled King*. Charles II. ascended the

throne of his father, with neither more nor less re-

straint from ancient law and custom than any of his

predecessors, whose power though ill defined was

neither in theory nor practice despotic. Nor had

the first and best sessions of the Long Parliament
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been without their fruit ; and the statutes reg-ularly

passed in 1041 had placed the questions of taxation

and legislation g-enerall}" on a sound constitutional

footing-; ministerial responsibility had received an

awful example ; the principle of toleration, though

not enounced or even appreciated, had received the

practical lesson of the mutual tyranny of rival sects

in their changeful triumph. It is true that neither

libert}^ of the press existed, nor was the secm'ity of

the subject from arbitrary imprisonment so clear and

satisfactory as could be wished. But it was not in

vain that Milton had cast like bread upon the waters

the greatest prose work of our language, which was

destined to kindle the lucid arguments of Locke, and

develop in the practical statutes of the Revolution.

With reference to the practice of imprisonment

the principles of the common law were so clear, as

to need the enactment of Habeas Corpus, rather for

the direction than the instruction of the Judges;

and the most eifective engines of despotism in this

respect had been summarily swept away b\^ the

abolition of the arbitrary Courts of Star Chamber

and High Commission. The Church too, which

rose again like an exhalation from the public opinion

and free will of the nation, had learned two import-

ant .lessons in the school of adversity. The insi-

dious drift towards Eomanism was arrested for many

ages; and though the spirit and conviction of the

Church naturally and always leant to the side of

order and authority, yet this leaning took hencefor-
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ward rather the mild conservative turn of maintain-

ing" the revised Constitution as recognised at the time,

than a theoretical exaltation of the Royal autho-

rity at the expense of co-ordinate powers and inter-

ests. It must not be understood that in a religious

point of view the tone and practice of the national

Clerg-y was all that could be wished • for in relin-

quishing" fanatical notions of priestl}^ influence and

the Royal dignity, they lost a g-reat measure of the

energy and self-devotion that should characterise

their profession ; and to their indolence and worldli-

ness in the time of their popularity and prosperity,

may be traced not a few of the social evils we have

to lament in the present day. But, viewing' the ques-

tion as politicians, we see that a free and intellig-ent

people would rather tolerate in their clergy a consi-

derable deg-ree of indolence and secularit}^, than

any tendency to superstition and arbitrary power.

The Treaty of Newport, which was timidly referred

to by the moderate or Presbyterian party, as the

possible basis of accommodation with the returning-

sovereig"n, was clearly as inapplicable in its provi-

sions, as invidious from the associations connected

with it. Proposed as it had been in the deepest

depression of the late King-'s affairs, it stipulated

a s^'stematic interference Avith the Court, and a total

absorption of patronag-e and employment, that no

King- could accept or his friends endure. Nor
should it be forg-otten that this oppressive arrang'e-

ment involved the rig-id and national establishment
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of the Presb^'tery—a system now as odious to the

active sectaries^ as it had always been to the Church

part}^^ now strong-er than ever in the aristocracy and

masses. The Council of State^ on whom all the

responsibility of the interregnum devolved tog-ether

with the odium of prolong-ing- the suspense^ seemed

only anxious to close its precarious and unwelcome

functions; which the impatient lo^^alty of the people,

and the suspected dislo^'-alty of the army combined

to render in the hig-hest deg-ree perilous. It was

the sullen and j^et aimless attitude of this unpopular

and expensive power, which made the actual presence

of the King", as personifying' the executive and g'iving-

the sanction of the Crown to the cause of law and

order, so desirable. The consequence of these difficul-

ties, dang'ers and g'eneral impatience for a restoration

at any price, was that Charles II. in the spring- of

1C60 ascended the throne, as if his father had died

in the course of nature in 1641, and the whole

interval had been a blank, except so far as men's

minds had been influenced by the course of events.

The Commons can not indeed be blamed for the

neg-lect of duty on the eve of the Eestoration. For

amidst the g-eneral intoxication of the people they

brought in several bills, and even made some way
with them, having- for their object the security of

purchasers under the late Government, a general

indemnity for persons compromised by late events,

the abolition of feudal tenures, and the establishment

of clergymen actually beneficed. And even on the
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ver}' day of Restoration 29tli May, ICGOj the}' read

twice and committed a bill for the confirmation of

Privileg-e^Mag-na Cliarta^ the Petition of llig'lits and

other constitutional statutes. The proceedings in

the Lords were less satisfactory though not from

their own fault. Much time was lost in the actual

reconstitution of itself. Dwindled as it had into

an insig'nificant junta of an extreme party^ it was

not now refreshed and reconstituted in every mem-

ber by a g-eneral election. A difficulty was first

felt at admitting* young' Roj^alist Peers, who had

come to their titles since the Civil War, and a

strong-er effort was made to exclude those who had

actually joined the King- ag'ainst the Parliament,

and had been expressly excluded by a vote of the

Long" Parliament. These too were admitted in

deference to the popular voice, which was carrying-

half the elections to the other House in favour of

Cavalier candidates. But a stand was made thouo-h

subsequently over-ruled ag-ainst the Peerag-es, con-

ferred by the late and present King- since the de-

finitive rupture of 1642. The one g-reat omission

of the Convention as reg-arded the command of the

militia and army, which has been the g-round of

censure from many writers, may be explained from

the fact of the standing* army being* so notoriously

ill-affected to the King*, that its early reduction or

disbandment would be his obvious policy. While

some counter-org*anisation even mig*ht be desirable

for the protection of civil interests.
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A g-eiieral Act of Indemnity and oblivion was

naturally the first labour of the now reg-ularly

constituted Parliament. It had been the earliest

stipulation of the Convention, and had been urg-ed

by the authority and prudence of Monk with as

few exclusions as the imperative claims of justice

would admit. Such indemnities are always desir-

able on politic as well as humane gTounds, at the

termination of a crisis involving- and extenuating"

much crime ; and Avhere the enforcement of strict

justice would have arrayed one half of the nation,

as the not dispassionate executioners of the other.

There was however one class of public delinquents,

whose crime had been so peculiar and so enormous

as to disting"uish them from all other offenders,

and to exempt them from the g'eneral indemnity.

That it was just and necessary to inflict capital

punishment on the Reg-icides, can hardly be ques-

tioned by any who are Avilling* to admit its exercise

in any case. We have already discussed as far as

it admits a doubt the injustice of the King-'s sen-

tence, and those who would punish an unjust homi-

cide as murder, could scarcely consider the rank of

the victim as any extenuation. This is of course

considering" the question merely on g"eneral or re-

publican principles, without reference to the peculiar

string"ency with which the English law reg'ards the

crime of treason, and secures the personal safety of

the Sovereig'n. And in respect of the scaffold atro-

cities inflicted, we know too well that down to a
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comparatively recent date the Eng-lish law, pedan-

tically^ scrupulous in ascertaining- the fact of crime,

knew no moderation and very little proportion in

the iniquitous penalties enforced on it when as-

certained. It cannot therefore be specially imputed

to the Kestoration, that it visited with an^^ vindictive

severity the offences of men, whose lives would have

been forfeited in any country', and Avhicli were

viewed with particular sternness by their own. Our

feeling's are naturally alive to the suffering's of men

advanced in life of g-rave and reputable characters,

and who had many of them filled not altog'ether

unworthily sundry offices and commands. But we

should not forg-et the mag'uitude of the crime in the

station of the wrong*-doer, nor confine our censure

of a barbaric code to instances of historic interest.

In our view of the subject we must regret that,

what should have been a solemn act of justice in a

ver}^ limited number of cases, contrasted with a wise

and general lenity, should have contracted in its

passage through the Houses much of the party ven-

geance and uncertain limits of an act of attainder.

Monk humanely had in the first instance sug'-

gested that four only of the Regicides should suffer,

the smallest number perhaps that could have been

named with an}^ appearance of justice. The Com-

mons insisted on seven names being excluded from

the Indemnity, and added twenty others as guilty in

a less degree, who were to suffer some undefined

punishment short of death. The Lords with greater
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severity, thong"!! appearance of reason and consis-

tency, struck out the indefinite chiuse. Thus saving-

even a man so obnoxious as Lenthall the Speaker of

the Long" Parliament, but exempting- from mercy

all who had sig-ned the King-'s Death Warrant or

sat when judg-ment was pronounced, as well as

five others by name as deeply implicated in that

transaction. Another strang-e and vindictive clause

was inserted, that has happily I believe had no sub-

sequent example, in pandering" to the resentful

feelinof of four noble families, whose heads had

suffered under the Commonwealth or Protectorate.

The Commons ag-ain interfered on the side of mercy

but with partial success, and that more in reference

to certain persons than on any broad principle of

justice or policy.

After this anxious and ill-timed delay the Act of

Indemnity passed, and only thirteen persons suf-

fered as reg'icides in consequence of their exception

from its provisions. One only of them I conceive

unjustly as having* surrendered on the faith of the

orig-inal proclamation, which however was subject

to the future decision of Parliament, and three

whose subsequent surrender by the Dutch was as

little creditable to their independence, as to the

activity of the diplomatist who neg'otiated the trans-

action.

Far more complete was the failure to indemnify

the purchasers of Estates confiscated by the Par-

liament and Protector. A bill with this object was
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brought in which would have had the ellect of

confirmiiig* the rights of all purchasers of crown or

church lands^ and of those estates of active ro3'alists

that had been utterly confiscated.

But thoug-h they appear to have been sold at a

bond Jlde and rather hig'h price, so strong* was the

Government and the reaction that supported it, that

not only the estates of the Crown and of individuals,

but even of the Church reverted to the orig-inal

owners, or their hereditary or corporate represen-

tatives. A suit had only to be broug'ht to test the

total invalidity of the parliamentary title, and to

evict those who held under it. The quiet and

natural way in wdiich this g'reat re-confiscation

passed, so unjust to bond Jlde purchasers, is a

remarkable proof of the strong- current of public

opinion, and the overwhelming* weig'ht of leg*al

authority against the late usurpation. Far less for-

tunate were those g'enerally less eminent Royalists,

whose estates had not been confiscated^ but who

had compounded for their party offences and

incurred sequestrations. For these compositions

having* been their own act and deed, they could not

now question them, nor recover money they had

actually paid on lands they had surrendered, as the

Act of Indemnity prohibited all suits to open such

subjects.

The discontent in consequence of this numerous

and spirited party, thoug'h httle reg-arded by tlu;

King*, proved the ruin of his g-reat minister, whose

VOL. II. L
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conscientious adherence to the principle of the In-

demnity Act necessitated a course, which in many

instances seemed to bear hardly on the King-'s

friends, while it established the King's government,

and gave peace and securit}^ to the nation at large.

The settlement of the Eevenue was a still more

important question, and was to a certain degree

affected by the perceptible depreciation of money,

consequent on the working of the American mines,

which made a fixed revenue every year fall shorter

of the necessary wants of government. To avoid

therefore what had been the earliest, though not the

most fatal cause of the troubles of the last reign, the

Commons wisely and liberally voted an annual

income of £1,200,000 to their new Sovereign. A
sum which though exceeding by a third the average

income of his father before the Civil War, was pro-

babl}^ scarcely adequate for the ordinary expenses

of government and fell very far short of Cromwell's

exactions, who kept up a large and expensive stand-

ing arm}'-. The funds however assigned to produce

this revenue did not realise the income intended.

It has been hinted alread}^, that the ancient and

most inconvenient right of purveyance first sug-

gested the notion of excise, as a small payment in

proportion to certain articles prepared for consumj)-

tion, in lieu of the occasional right to consume the

articles themselves. But now the Excise was intro-

duced for the first time as a permanent and legiti-

mate source of revenue, and was destined in its
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continued extension, and the unceasing' progress of

the nation, enhancing' still more its almost fabu-

lous increase, to attain a mag'nitude that not only

affected the financial policy, but justified an alteration

of the basis of the Constitution itself. So little were

the principles of finance understood in the 17th

century, and so little vig'ilance was exercised by dif-

ferent classes in the adjustment of their resj^ective

shares of national burdens, that I am disposed to

acquit the aristocracy and landed interest of what

appears to have been a very interested arrang-e-

ment in this matter. The military tenures long*

obsolete, and the feudal burdens incident to them of

wardship, relief, and marriag-e, extremely burden-

some to the g'reat landowners_, and totally unsuited

to the spirit of the ag'e were abolished, and in com-

pensation for them was assig-ned to the Crown an

excise on beer. This great financial chang-e which

commuted a burden on the proprietary class by a

charge on consumers g-eneralty, was only carried by

a majority of two. The preferable alternative of a

land-tax on all estates in chivalry, which was after-

wards in some measure realised by the land-tax

of William and Mary, being" lost b}^ so slender a

majority. By this measure all freeholds were con-

verted into common socag'e, on that yeoman tenure

as ancient as Saxon times, which did not entail on

the proprietor the honours or burdens of the Norman
feudality. As however purveyance and pre-emp-

tion were also finally abolished by this statute, the
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benefits of the measure were not confined to thd

g-reat proprietors^ who were relieved in their estates

and domestic ties from the most bm'densome and

annoying- of feudal relations. In practice no doubt

the annoj^ance had been always tempered by the

power or policy of the Sovereig-n and his advisers.

And since the sweeping reforms of the Long- Par-

liament in 1641 J \Ahich destroyed the Court of

Wardships^ and suspended the exercise of the Pre-

rog-ative, the right had been in abe^^ance and could

not easily have been restored.

The respectable thoug"h limited revenue of

£1^200,000 settled by Parhament on the Crown,

was obviously not intended to maintain the standing*

forces of the late Protector^ which still cost about

£850,000 a year. The}^ were according-ly paid oflf

and disbanded with surprising- tranquillity on their

part, and to the g-reat joy alike of the Eoyalists, who

reg-arded them as their late foes, and of the Liberals,

who had found them equally burdensome to the

exchequer and liberty.

Thirty-two regiments were disbanded in Eng-land,

and five in Scotland, of which the cavalry corps

fifteen in number must have been mere squadrons.

The force in Ireland was also reduced though not

so completely. Three regiments were retained in the

neig'hbourhood of the Court and capital, the prede-

cessors of our modern Horse and Foot Guards.

Slender garrisons were also retained at the g-reat

arsenals and some important fortresses. But alto-
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g'ether throug'liout this reig-ii the standing- army

does not appear to have exceeded 9000 men, of

whom 4000 were still on duty in Ireland.

The restoration of the Episcopal establishment

was attended with more difficulty than the disband-

ing- of the army. I attempted just now to g'ive a

sketch of the anomalous and chaotic position of the

Church, or rather Churches in Eng-land under the

Commonwealth. Imperfect as such a sketch may
seem, there is reason to believe the actual relations

of the ministers to each other, to their flocks and the

Government were even more irreg-ular than I have

described. The tolerant spirit of the Protector in

matters of relig'ion, the total want of centralisation

always characteristic of Eng-lish institutions, and the

wide latitude thus afforded for local variation pre-

cluded any uniformity even in revolution itself.

Thus thoug-h the Episcopal Church and Popery were

alike proscribed by the Commonwealth, it does not

appear that any member of the Church of Eng-land

suffered, as such onl}^, if not obnoxious on secular

g-rounds. Few Popish priests had suffered under

the Elizabethan statutes still in force. The Kino-o

previous to his restoration promised g-enerally tole-

ration to all relig-ious opinions, and his consent to

any statutes conferring- such indulg-ence, but was

silent as to Church establishments.

On the Restoration therefore, the Church with

its hierarchy, its rites, and ceremonies revived, as

having- never been leg-ally abrog-ated. Presby-
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terianism ao-ain shrank into a sect. And all sects

alike repudiated by the taste of the upper class and

passions of the masses, became for many ag'es an

innocuous and scarcely perceptible element in po-

litical combinations. But at the moment of the

Restoration the case of individual ministers, com-

petitors for the same cure, was very awkward.

Perhaps the best compromise was that adopted

by the Convention Parliament, that confirmed the

status quo in favour of the Presbyterian or sectarian

incumbent, ^vhere there was no prior claimant still

living"^ but replacing* the Episcopal clergy, who

were alive to uro-e their claims, but without any

rio'ht to the intermediate profits of their benefices.

This would have dispossessed a larg'e proportion of

the sectarian intruders, and that without reference

to the bias of their flocks. Thouo-h this bias as we

have seen appeared to set now so strong-ty and

g"enerally towards the Church, that far less popular

sympathy than mig-ht have been expected, attended

the expulsion throug-hout Eng'land of the late popular

preachers and leaders of the nation. And even in

the far less justifiable measure of uniformity that

followed, the Presb3'terian ministers and their scanty

adherents fig'ured rather as suppliants for indulg-ence

and the rather neg-lected clients of the g^reat popular

party, than as the leaders aud arbiters of public

opinion. But while a larg-e amount of distress must

have been already felt by the ejected ministers and

their families, the restoration throug-hout the land
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of the whole Liturgy and ceremonies of the Church

must have pressed heavier on the consciences of

many who still held preferment. Until the Act of

Uniformity that enforced a system^ they had long*

entertained a vag-ue and indefinite hope of modifying-,

left them no choice but to conform or secede. But

as long" as the Convention Parliament sat^ in which

the waning" fortunes of Presbyterianism were still

numerously thoug-h coolly represented, Divines of

the two persuasions held coiiferences more frequent

than profitable, on the points of difference and sug*-

g^estions of compromise.

The Angiicans were supported in their convictions,

not only by the vast momentum of the reaction

fully set in and ftivoured, thoug-h not obtrusively, by

the Court, but also by the advantag-e always afforded

by a definite and united object, as opposed to con-

flicting" prejudices and multitudinous innovations.

The Convention Parliament was at leno-th dis-

solved. And thoug-h the Liberal part}'' had little

advantag-e to expect from a g'eneral election, yet as

a sophistical arg-ument had been raised ag"ainst the

enactments of the Convention, as not having" been

summoned in due form before the King-'s return,

unless confirmed by a more regular Parliament, some

anxiety was felt for the indorsement even of a less

favourable successor.

The new Parliament was overwhelming-ty and

exuberantly loyal. No intimidation or influence

is charg-ed against the Government, but scarcely
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predominated in the Long Parliamentj and tempered

the reaction of the Convention. The leading- charac-

teristics of the new Parliament was enthusiastic

attachment to the Churchy and abhorrence of the

regicide faction, in both of which feelings they far

out-ran the inclination or prudence of the Court.

They voted that all their members should receive

the sacrament on a given day according to the

rites of the Church of England, and that the

Covenant should be burned by the common hang-

man. They were even reluctant to confirm the

necessary Act of Indemnity ; which the Cavaliers

naturally thought, however politic as a healing

measure of compromise, fell very short of their

own deserts or au}^ compensation for their losses in

the royal cause. Though to their credit it must be

observed^ that holding as they did the purse of

the nation, they only voted the very moderate sum

of £60,000 in relief of those cavaliers, whose ruin

was not remedied by the general Acts of the

Restoration.

It was naturally to be expected that a Parliament

of this temper would send up some attainders against

the remaining' Regicides, or other offensive men of

that faction. Yet the general attainder sent up

ag'ainst the King's judges still confined in the Tower

was rejected by the Lords ; and Vane and Lambert,

the two most conspicuous survivors of the Common-

wealth in civil and military activity, A\ere tried on
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an ordinary indictment for hig-h treason. As the

treason cliarg-ed in Vane's case was the exercise of

functions of command under the usurping- g-overn-

ment, it is doubtful whether it amounted to a greater

treason than miglit have been charg-ed with equal

justice ag*ainst many others, and the whole pro-

ceeding* must be looked on rather as an attainder

of a dang-erous and hateful politician. To this

impression he probably owed his fate^ as the

King-'s promise to spare him appears to have

been broken in consequence of his manners and

lang-uag'e on his trial. The Judg-es no doubt strained

the law to convict a very dang-erous man^ and the

King- broke a promise under the same impression of

Vane's incorrig-ible disloyalty. But I hardly think

his conduct was within the protection of the act of

Henry VII, which was desig-ned for the security of

parties acting* under a King* de facto ag-ainst a King*

de jure in a case of doubtful succession, and not of

an orig*inal rebellion, and abolition of monarchy.

Lambert, whose conduct had been at least as ob-

noxious, escaped capital punishment by his humble

demeanor on his trial, and in his captivity in

Guernsey lived to see the final downfall of the

Stuarts, and the permanent establishment of fi*ee-

dom in Eng'land. Several acts followed for the

complete restoration of the Royal Prerog*ative,

many of them merely declarator}'- of the undoubted

common law, but framed as counter resolutions to

the votes of the Long* Parliament, such as that
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there was no leg'islative power in either or both

Houses without the King* ; that the Leag-ue and

Covenant was unlawfully imposed j that the com-

mand of the forces by sea and land, including"

the fatal militia^ with the rig-ht of peace and war,

were the exclusive rig'hts of the Crown.

Another enactment followed to restore the Bishops

to their seats in the House of Lords, which was

opposed solely and sig-nificantly by the Romish

Peers. And in imitation of the zeal of Elizabeth's

Parliament for the security of her valuable life,

additional stringency was given to the Law of

Treason limited to the present reig'n. While a well-

known statute limited the rigiit of petitioning*, both

as to attendance and sig-natures, to a deg'ree, that

seemed less the dictate of a popular and triumphant

party, than the recollection of the turbulent scenes

of 1641, and the intimidation of the Houses by the

mob of the capital.

The Corporation and Test Act was obviously

directed to break doAvn the liberal and dissentinof

influence in the towns, and thus indirectly to in-

fluence their parliamentary representatives. But
the impropriety and indeed the efiiciency of the

measure have I think been much over-rated. It

merely enforced on mag-istrates and officers of Cor-

porations a test, in the spirit and declaratory of the

same principles, as the Legislature had already

declared and made binding" on the nation g-enerally.

The oaths were of non-resistance and in renun-
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eiation of the Covenant ; and conformity with the

Church was prescribed for future officials b}^ taking"

the sacrament according* to her ritual. This last

provision certainly savoured of persecution, or in

many cases of the prostitution to official purposes of

a most sacred rite. Yet the measure was far more

objectionable, as an interference of the national legis-

lature Avith the consciences of independent officials,

than as any great encroachment on the liberties of

the subject. Dissent was in itself at the time in a

rapid course of conformity or indifferentism, so that

few dissenting" officials were harassed or disqualified

by the Act. Nor was the electoral influence of these

municipal officers and magistrates so great as is

generally supposed. Most boroughs at the period

having" lapsed under the ascendancy of some neigh-

bouring magnate, or possessing- a larg"e and in-

dependent constituency ; there were few thoug-h

certainly some in which the franchise or admis-

sion to it Avas vested in a close corporation. A
far more important measure was the repeal of

the Triennial Act in 1664. This was recommended

from the throne, in language certainly very dispa-

raging" of that great acquisition of 1641, but not

conveying the unconstitutional menace that has

been imputed to it. As it might and from the

g"racious tone of the context probably referred to

the notion, that Parliaments must be in the modern

sense triennial, or be renewed by general election

every three years. Whereas we have seen above
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the Triennial Act only provided^ that a new Parlia-

ment should be summoned within three years of the

dissolution of its predecessor^ without any limitation

as to their respective duration. This provision was

necessary and moderate, thoug-h some of the clauses,

by which constituencies were to act spontaneously

in default of the Summons of the Crown, would have

been inconvenient in practice, savouring* rather too

strongly of the principle of self-g'overnment. Ac-

cordingly the compromise now carried thoug-h not

as it would appear in the spirit of the Government

measure, was that Parliaments should not in future

be intermitted for above three years at the most, but

the tumultuar^^ and spontaneous actions of consti-

tuencies were prohibited, and the g-eneral spirit of

the Act of 1G41 was distinctly repudiated. Yet the

principle of the Triennial Act was retained, thoug-h

without the provisions to secure its observance that

had before been deemed necessary. And g'enerally

in this and other measures of the Restoration that

seemed to savour of reaction, we can trace in the

votes of the Ro3'alist Parliament, much more of a

vindictive and antag"onistic spirit to the faction that

had oppressed them, than any disposition to com-

promise the g'reat principles of liberty established

in 1641. Thus though a zealous and almost un-

reasonable attachment to the Established Church

characterised the Royalists of this epoch, and has

tinged the feeling- of their Tory successors down to

our own time, yet no attempt was made to restore
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the Hig'h Commission Court, that g-reat eng'ine of

Church P'overnment, bv which it had been rendered

at once an instrument of State and a scourg-e of the

People. Nor did any courtly lawyer sug-gest the

restoration of the Star Chamber or other Courts of

local jurisdiction, that had incurred public odium,

and been swept away in the first reforming* zeal of

the Long' Parliament.

The relation in which the powerful body of non-

conformists stood to the Government and nation has

been alread}- alluded to, and much that would be

here stated in reference to their treatment has been

anticipated. Both Charles and his g-raver minister

have been condemned for their conduct to the Pres-

b^'terians in passing- the Act of Uniformity, and the

consequent ejection from their cures and living's of

many hundred conscientious ministers ; not only on

g-eneral principles of tolerance, but as a violation of

a distinct promise of the King- before his return.

The question of toleration, however clear as a moral

principle, of course depended on the assent of Par-

liament for its statutory sanction. Nor on consti-

tutional g-rounds do I see how the promise of a King-

still in exile,and divested of his legislative coordinates,

should overrule the subsequent decisions of the en-

tire leg'islature, thoug-h the personal influence of the

Crown Avould of course be directed in unison with

the Ilo^^al pledg-e, and in g'rateful recollection of

the advantao-es derived from it. The Kino- no

doubt disliked the Presbyterians, both as the orig-i-
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nators of the late troubles^ and as the austere task-

masters of his own youth in Scotland^ and cannot

therefore be acquitted of a violation at least of the

spirit of his declaration at Breda. But the free

Parliament of the j^eriod must share with both King-

and minister the odium of the Act of Uniformity,

or rather of the string-ency with which it was en-

forced. Nor should it be forg-otten in extenuation

of the intolerance of both, that the Declaration of

Breda was prudently silent on the difficult topic of

religious establishments. And that the Savoy con-

ference thoug'h not conducted in a g'ood spirit by

the Church Divines, had 3^et principally failed at

a compromise, from the stubborn and yet diverse

scrupulosity of the representatives of Presbyterian-

ism. The difficulty of obtaining" an arrangement

or compromise which would satisfy all or indeed

most ; and which would not fling* back into the arms

of Popery, as mau}^ at least as were weaned from the

Conventicle ; seemed to leave no course open to a

Court and Parliament, determined to uphold the

Church, and themselves satisfied with her ritual and

formularies, but an Act of Uniformity, which to the

restored Church would likewise restore an unity of

discipline and ministry also. The principle itself

was not objectionable or indeed scarcely avoidable,

but it was tainted with the worst sj)irit of intolerance,

in not respecting" the scruples of existing- incum-

bents, and still more in repudiating" the validity of

Presbyterian orders without any certain warrant of
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Scripture, and in open and impolitic dispnrag'ement

of the Protestant Churches of the Continent, as well

as of a larg-e body in the nation itself. Many
writers have attributed to a profound policy in

favour of Romanism and its restoration in this

country, the severe discourag-ement of ultra-Pro-

testantism, and the strict conformity with the Church

involved in this and similar measures. But not to

mention that so elaborate and profound a policy was

out of all keeping- with the character of Charles

;

and that the sincere big'otry of Clarendon, and zeal

of the Cavalier majority are obvious and quite suf-

ficient reasons for this legislation. We may likewise

observe that the experience of our own times, and

the sag-acity of both Dissenters and Romanists in

the following" reig-n have pointed out, that a lax

and indiscriminate toleration and equality of all

sects is the very field for the advances of Popery

;

which sheathed in its own perpetual intolerance

and indestructible org-anisation, operates then as

a disciplined army in the midst of a disarmed

nation. Opinions should be met by arg-uments,

but org-anisation must be controlled by law. And
a sect must not be surprised, that the immunity

g"ranted to its opinions however unscriptural, can-

not be extended to an org-anisation at once corpo-

rate and anti-national.

If, as is stated on the hig-h authority of Baxter,

only 300 ministers would have resig'ned as non-con-
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formists, had the orio'inal declaration of the Kinjj

been observed^ it would indeed be a matter of regret,

that his own laxity of principle and the intolerance

of his Parliament should have caused the ejection of

full 2000. As their non-conformity was purely

relig'ious, we are bound in justice to yield them the

palm of conscientious and disinterested conduct even

above the Chui'chmen, who in the heat of the Civil

War vacated their benefices, rather than take the

Covenant of Presbyterianism, enjoined by the then

factious majority of Parliament. But however

much the inconstant and loose inclination of the

King- may have leant to the form of Christianity

patronised by fashion and Courts abroad, he found

little encouraofement in such a course from either

his ministry or his majority. Both Clarendon and

the Cavaliers, with all their implacable resentment

ag-aiiist the sectaries, had not abated in the least of

their abhorrence and terror of PoiDerj'.

They had thus a double motive for resisting* the

Proclamation suspending" the Act, and also the

subsequent Declaration of Indulgences, with which

the King-'s easy disposition, alike indifferent to con-

stitutional and relio'ious forms, was Avillinof enouoh

to gratify the most adverse sects. Whether this

community of indulgence from general persecution

was intended or not, to unite Romanists and Dissen-

ters in a common object resulting in Romish ascen- •

dancy, it is really difficult to judge. But the actual
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on all sectarians alike the odium^ due to the supersti-

tion and disloyalt}' imputed to their several bodies.

The position of the Papists according* to the letter

of the law^ was already so bad, that it could only be

made worse in practice by enforcing- provisions, that

the Stuarts and the Protector had alike connived

at falling" into disuse, and where even the Puritan

zeal of the Long* Parliament had practised a cle-

mency they censured in the Crown. But the

Protestant Dissenters so late paramount, were

now to feel an actual persecution. And the Conven-

ticle Act of 1C04, and another still more searching-

and unjust in the following- year, attested both the

intolerance of Parliament, that could enact such

laws, and the extraordinary reaction in the nation

at larg-e, that rendered their execution not onty pos-

sible but popular.

Yet while we condemn the Court and the Church

for so ung-enerous and unchristian a return for the

restoration of the one, and the persecution of the

other ; we should bear in mind that these measures

were fully sanctioned by the National Leg-islature
;

and encountered less opposition and even discussion

in the People's elective House than in the assembly

of Peers and Prelates.

These two infamous measures were in the most

correct sense persecution, the one interfering- with

the liberty of worship, and the other prescribing- a

test for unbeneficed clerg-ymen derog-atory to natural

VOL. II. M
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liberty, and grossly interfering" with independence

of locomotion and employment. One wonders at

the audacity that after Laud's warning", should have

imitated his tyranny without the excuse of his bi-

g-otry, and the wonderful prostration of dissent,

which twenty 3^ears before had commanded Parlia-

ment throug^h the reg-ular constituencies, and ag-i-

tated the masses throug-h the medium of the pulpit.

The vag"ue and avowedly unimportant relig'ious dif-

ferences, whose punishment and extirpation was the

aim of those enactments, deprive the Legislature of

1C64-5 of even the extenuating* plea of conscientious

bigotry. They were mere political weapons directed

ag-ainst a political foe, and that a fallen one, by a

party that detested non-conformity as the disg-uise

of principles, that had resulted in the Common-

wealth.

Yet prosperous as had hitherto been the course

of the restored Government, floating' as it did on the

full tide of national reaction • it is from about this

year 1665 that we may date the revival of an or-

g-anized opposition, which, thoug-h with many alter-

nations of party triumph, efiected at last a consider-

able modification of the policy of the Restoration.

It is scarcely necessary to remark, that this oppo-

sition was not confined to men of Long* Parliament

ideas, nor even attached to Commonwealth or Puritan

principles. Various elements of discontent drifting-

from different quarters, formed an ag'g-reg'ate of dan~

g-erous though capricious opposition, which one only
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wonders had not been provoked earlier by the mani-

fold corruptions of the Court, and the slender means

of repression at hand.

The impoverished and disappointed Cavalier railed

at the profusion of the Court, as warmly as the

austere Puritan, and both alike detested Clarendon

thoug'h on very different g'rounds. The suspected

bias of the King- himself to Popery, and the avowed

principles of the heir apparent, added a larg-e amount

of streng-th to opposition from quarters, where arbi-

trary acts and abuse of prerog'ati^'e would not have

been very warmly censured. Thus to the slender

band that still retained the political principles of

Pym and Hampden, thoug'h without their Puritan

profession, was added an increasing' number of dis-

g'usted royalists and alarmed churchmen.

Corruption is g-enerally the sin of parties in the

decay of their enthusiasm, as selfishness is the vice

of old ag-e after a youth of ^\'ild dissipation. And
it is impossible to defend the patriots any more than

the courtiers of this corrupt ag"e from the charg'e of

shameless venality. Yet while individuals were cor-

rupt, they took care not to damage the market

where they exposed themselves for sale, and all par-

ties in turn exalted tlie privileg-e of the Commons,

and extended and defined its powers of control and

inquiry. Thus by the Divine blessing- on the by-

gone labours of purer though not blameless patriots,

while the profusion of the Court, and mismanage-

of the Naval War created a constant demand for

31 8
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mone}", the licentious ro3'alists and venal patriots,

then never forg'ot to couple with their supplies a

boldness of censure and vig'ilance of inquir}'^ which if

it did not check at least exposed misg'overnment.

This active scrutiny originated or kept alive that great

principle of a parliamentary share in the adminis-^

tration by discussion and resolution^ which in later

times enlig-htened by a wise public opinion^ and

exercised by purer representatives, has almost re-

alized the ideal of a nation g-overning- itself^ thoug-h

under the calm exterior and convenient symbols of

constituted and even hereditary authority. In this

spirit and under the pressure and unpopularity of

the Dutch war two important principles were esta-

blished. The one the appropriation of supplies to

specific purposes voted with the supplies. The

other a g'eneral control over the public accounts.

The first was not without precedent in the Planta^

g-enet times, when the warlike spirit of the nation

had gTudg'ed supplies for meaner objects than blood-

shed and conquest, and derived a better sanction

from the vote in favour of the Palatinate at the

close of James's reig-n. But it was now introduced

as a provision in the Subsidy Bill by Sir Georg-e

Downing", a man of equivocal character, whose life

was pretty much a history of party vicissitude

during- this epoch. As a diplomatist he had served

the Commonwealth and the Restoration with an

equal freedom from scruple or prejudice, to a degree

more useful than respectable ; afterwards a courtier
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and financier^ he was even at once a patriot and

placeman, and carried his proviso ag-ninst the

strenuous efforts of the Clarendon ministry. B}'-

this specification of objects and supplies, which

henceforwards became the reg-ular and constant

practice, was laid the foundation of those long"

estimates and long-er discussions, that prolong* the

session, and weary ministers, while they form the

reputation of an useful thoug'h not very interesting-

class of public men.*

The other and more extensive claim, of a control

over the g'eneral application of the revenue, hnd no

ver}^ defined precedent n*om antiquit}^, and the re-

cent example of Cromwell's packed Parliamentary

Committees, auditing* his enormous war expenditure,

was not a precedent very acceptable to any party in

the House. Clarendon opposed this encroachment

with a violence imprudent for his power and useless

for the protection of his past administration. After

his downfall which soon followed, a very sweeping* and

severe measure passed into a law, having* for its ob-

ject the information of Parliament or Commissioners

appointed by it on all points of public expenditure

past and present. It is needless to say, that much
waste and fraud was broug'ht to lig*ht by this finan-

cial inquisition, and as unnecessary to add that for

* These rules did not apply to the votes of the Irish Parlia-

ment. A job therefore was practicable, and often resorted to, on

the Irish Establishment for a century and a half after this date.
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several g-enerations, till a purer spirit and a wiser

public opinion animated and observed our statesmen,

this great power of the Commons was used rather

to expose a fallen^ than to control a ruling- party

:

as a majorit}' competent to confer ascendancy could

likewise avert or mystify inquiry.

The first portion of Charles II's reig-n derived

something' like system and policy from the ascen-

dancy of Clarendon. But on the fall of that able

and honest but arbitrary and unpopular minister^ the

reig'u becomes a political chaos, in which amidst the

venality and tergiversation of statesmen, and the

fanatic contests of hostile sects and factions, nothnig"

seems definite or permanent, but the undeserved

popularity of the King', and the practical freedom

afforded by the activity of Parliament, and the

mutual proscription of factions. Clarendon's fall

was that of a man whose moral character was as ill

suited to the party he led, as his serai-arbitrary prin-

ciples were distateful to the opposition he checked.

Hence the natural coalition of those who hated the

man and feared the minister. Unpopular alike

with the Court and opposition, his inflexible devo-

tion to the Church, and resistance to what in his

opinion Avere arbitrar}- measures, had lost him the

confidence of the King- and his brother, who now

entertained desig'ns of a most unconstitutional cha-

racter.

Unpopular as Clarendon was, it can scarcely be

doubted that he would have been triumphantly ac-
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quitted^ had he had the firmness to await his trial.

But his pusiUaiiimous flig'ht seemed an admission of

even the most serious charg-es ag'ainst him. He
was a far better man, and in most respects a wiser

stateman than his immediate successors^ thoug-h

they perhaps fell more pliably into the novel tram-

mels of Parliamentary g'overnment than he could do.

And this in a constitutional point of view was their

whole merit. The country had now outgTown a

policy, which merely combined the wise administra-

tion of Elizabeth's ministers, and a oood deal of their

jealousy of the control of Parliament, with a bare

admission of its legislative functions.

The articles of impeachment, though implying- a

g'ood deal of arbitrary and irreg-ular use of power,

did not amount to treason, nor exceed the ordinary

scope of ministerial authority before the Habeas

Corpus Act passed. They consisted principally

of illeg"al imprisonments, which appear, as a measure

of necessary precaution, and perhaps of safety for

the prisoners themselves, to have been extensively

practised by the Government of the Restoration.

The irreg'ular levies in anticipation and on account

of the taxes to be voted, thoug-h shewing- bad

manag-ement and liable to abuse j oug-ht not to

have been a personal charg-e ag-ainst him, as he

always resisted the profusion of the Court, that

led to those financial embarrassments. He had

certainly advised, and properly enoug-h, the dis-

solution of the present Parliament, but there was

no shadow of proof or probability of his having-
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tendered counsels inimical to Parliaments 2-ene-

rallv. His sale of Dunkirk, thouo-h soundino- ill,

and deeply resented hy the warlike spirit of that

and the follownig- ag-e, would scarcel}' be considered

an error of policy in the present day, and would

have certainly been cong-enial to the sentiments

of one class of liberal politicians.

The deg-ree to which he promoted the entente

cordiale with France, as modern writers would call

it^ is more difficult to justify, except on the g-eneral

ground of a pacific and monarchical policy. And
thoug'h an uncong-enial connexion for a Protestant

people, France was at this time less decidedly

Popish in its policy, than the two other g-reat

brother monarchies of Spain and Austria, that

w^ere avowedly under the influence of the Jesuit

or ultra-montane party. But whatever were the

original motives, the result of the alliance was

disastrous and humiliatino- in the extreme.

Clarendon's ig-nominious flight from these and

other charges, and the consequent exile incurred,

have left man}- points unexplained that would have

been interesting* to the historian and jurist.

The Cabal administration that followed, thouo-h

composed entirely of creatures of the Court, and of

some of the worst specimens from that ung-enial soil,

was in its polic}' a compromise between the Court

and the Liberal part}-. For though the scandalous

profusion, and oppressive interference of the Govern-

ment still wasted the finances and harassed the

non-conformists, yet an attempt was made at a
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comprehensive measure of toleratioiij which failed

throuo-h the Hio-h Church violence still reio-nins:

in the Commons. And what was of more im-

portance Eng'lnnd retired from the French alliance,

and threw her weio'ht into that of the smaller Pro-

testant powers^ leag-ued ag*ainst the encroaching*

ambition of France. This important chang-e of

polic}' appears to have been acceptable to the Hig"h

Church majorit}^ in Parliament, which, with all its

big'otry, was still strong-ly Protestant and national.

But small credit in the matter is due to Charles

or his more intimate advisers, who always leant

from a variety of motives alike dishonourable to

the Court of Versailles, and even at the very

moment of neg-otiating- this Triple Alliance were

making- secret overtures to Louis, throug-h his

minister, for a sort of counter or personal relation

between the two monarchs.

Charles II, from his natural inclination, which

was licentious rather than tyrannical, aimed rather at

a freedom from censure and abundant income, than

at absolute power for the pleasure of exercising* it.

This insig-ht into his character will explain the

apparent inconsistency of g-laring- outrag'es on public

opinion, and resentment of its expression, with no

steady or persevering* policy of repression. An
increase of the reg'ular army in 1667, thoug-h small

in amount, and justified by the progress of the

Dutch war, g*ave umbrag*e more from its connection

with the rising" influence of the Duke of York, and

his active interference in militar}'' and naval affairs.
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Several respected names of the older and better days

of the Parliamentary party appear as remonstrating-

on the occasion, in their double and most useful

relation of Courtiers and Senators.

But the infamous relations of Charles with Louis,

which in 1670 assumed the form of an actual thoug-h

secret treaty, however important as a matter ol'

g-eneral history, can only be adverted to here as

explaining, and in some degree justifying-, the sub-

sequent violence of faction, which however was as

usual directed ag-ainst the least criminal parties.

The treaty, by which Popery and arbitrary power

were to be restored in Eng-land, was not the object

nearest Charles's heart, but rather insisted upon

by his accomplice and pa^'master, as the stipulated

price of the pecuniary and military assistance

Charles was base enough to solicit.

It would appear also that the more criminal and

unpopular objects of the treaty were not known to

most, if any of the responsible ministers of the Crown,

This in itself a g-reat constitutional offence, tended to

throw great odium and suspicion on the Duke of

York, who of a firmer and more earnest character

than the King^ Avas willing* as he afterwards shewed

to risk much for his object ; and who beg-an now to

exercise a power behind the throne unrecognized by

the Constitution, and uniforml}' directed ag-ainst the

relio'ion and liberty of the country. It is not the

place here to criticise the foreig-n policy that was

embodied in this ill-omened alliance. But havingf

for its immediate object the subjugation of Holland,
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and the extension of French conquest in Germany
j

it sug'g'ested in the distant future a preposterous

partition of the crumbhng- Spanish monarchy ; and

while the lion's share of European acquisition and

direct conquest was to fall to France, our national

taste was to be g'ratified by sundry fortified ports

and other commercial outlets in Europe, and rather

undefined prospects in Spanish America. But while

these relations and eventualities, even if divulg-ed at

the time, excited as slig'ht an interest, as foreig-n and

military topics usually do in Eng-land, the growing-

jealousy of the heir apparent and suspicion of his

domestic polic}^ g-ave the closing* character of vio-

lence and faction to this reig-n, and may indeed be

considered the precursor of the g-reat event of the

next. A refined policy has been attributed to the

Court at this period similar to that sug-g-ested above,

that the religious persecution to which the Dis-

senters were subject, was intended to throw them in

common with the Roman Catholics on the dis-

pensing- power of the Prerog'ative, as their only

refug'e from the zeal of Parliament and the severity

of its statutes, and thus to enlist new and unwonted

partisans for arbitrary power. But not to mention

that to those conversant with practical politics, a

refined motive is a most unusual one, it seems

much more natural in this particular case to refer

the severe statutes, and their lax or temporary exe-

cution to conflicting' motives, which yet converg'ed

to this result. The strong- church principles pre-
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vailing* in both Houses but most so in the Commons,

urg-ed some measures ag*ainst the non-conformists.

The King's tolerant spirit or natural indifference led

to their suspension or partial execution. AVhile the

Duke's party and the Romanists generally mig-ht

have been willing- enoug-h, that Popery should benefit

eventually and prerog*ative claims be advanced, by

such just and popular relaxations of parliamentary

enactments. But that any cordiality arose, or even

approximation was intended between the diverse

bodies of Papists and non- conformists, is belied both

by the facts and the opinions of that period. The

Duke in his g-overnment of Scotland was an avowed

and severe persecutor of the Presbj^terian brethren

of the English non-conformists. And that party both

in Holland and England repaid his malevolence, with

increasing" animosity ag"ainst both him and his per-

suasion. Had the refined policy of mutual support

from mutual suffering-, and a joint invocation of the

Prerogative as their onl}^ hope, been really conceived

at this date, its machinators were either very clumsy

in over-acting' their part, or the sectarians were very

stupid in not recognizing" a liberator in their per-

secutor.

The Dutch war, which was perhaps the only real

and direct step in the complicated maze of intrigue, in

which the ambition of his ally, and his own want of

•principle had involved Charles II., was prosecuted

with more spirit than so objectless and unworthy a

contest ought to have been. The regular army
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crept up to 12^000 meii^ half of whom were serving"

under the French banner or at least under French

auspices on the Continent ; and Shaftesbury had

the art of masking- a contest, he must have disap-

proved^ under the popular excitement of commercial

rivalr}^ and maritime power. But the patriots of

that day required but little art in their manag'ement,

when we know it as a fact that the two leaders of

the opposition, Lee and Garrawa}^, after having- con-

solidated a party of eig-hty members on the principle

of limiting- supplies with a view to terminating- the

war, to the astonishment of their party actually

moved and seconded the larg-er vote 2)roposed by the

Court. Tainted as was this period of our history

with ever}^ vice, the shameless venality of Parlia-

ment, and more particularly of the patriot part of

it, is almost incredible and not easy to account for

even on the trite g-round of national degeneracy.

For however corrupt may be a cestui que trust, to

use a leg-al phrase, he is not the more likely to ap-

prove or tolerate corruption in his trustee. And
therefore the corruption of Parliament arg-ues a still

hig-her deg-ree of contamination in the public, im-

plying- either an indifference to vice in others, or a

despair of finding- men as the depositaries of the

national confidence, who were any better than their

predecessors. The reaction from the simulated vir-

tues of the commonwealth produced an open and

flagrant immorality, which the national vice of love

of money turned principally into the channel of
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pecuniary corruption. Half a century later, when

the patriot or Whig- party came in for their long

ascendancy under the first Hanoverian princes, the

corruption of Parliament was perhaps as g-reatj but

we must admit that a juster and hig-her view was

taken of the judicial office. For neither Pelham nor

Walpole would have elevated to the judicial bench,

a man convicted of bribery in the conspicuous and

honourable post ofSpeaker ofthe House ofCommons.

The whole nation at this epoch shewed the las-

situde and absence of motive due to a series of

convulsions, that had successively called out, ex-

hausted, and disappointed, the whole circle of high

and virtuous impulses and principles of action.

Men who had seen the love of liberty and zeal for

scriptural truth of 1641, result in the despotism of

Cromwell and the hypocrisy of the sectaries, might

3^et chuckle over the Cavaliers, whose devoted loyalty

and Church principles had prepared the orgies of

Whitehall, and the dark cloud of Romanism looming-

in the coming reign. Contemporaries have seldom

the wisdom and justice to see that it is the degree

and not the principle, the abuse and not the essence

of a motive, that is to blame for the excesses of fac-

tion under which they suffer. But to those capable

of drawing a lesson from the past, it is a serious

warning against plunging* a nation into struggles, of

which the Teaction is as unfavourable to public

virtue, as the direct efforts were to public peace.

The great constitutional question that agitated the
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stormy close of the proflig'ate Cabal administratiou,

was the prerog'ative ofindulgence or dispensation from

penalties^ as exercised in suspending' the Ecclesias-

tical statutes^ that pressed though with unequal

severity on Romanists and Dissenters. This pre-

rogative seemed in analogy with the undoubted

right inherent in the Crown, of entering a nolle

prosequi on its own suit, and in the pardon even of

convicted criminals. Nor was it unusual as a

matter of convenience oi*" necessity to apply this dis-

pensing privilege in other cases of more general

interest and political character. But such dispen-

sations would not be against the spirit, even if sus-

pending- the letter of the statute. And the analogy

drawn fi*om the criminal law turned on the peculiar

principle of the Executive being the public prosecu-

tor, with few exceptions certainly entrusted with the

coercion of offences, and therefore competent to act

or refrain, to exact or remit at pleasure. But to

suspend a body of statutes, the creed and trophy of

a party, if not the actual palladium of the state,

seemed an assumption of absolute power, to which

no love of toleration should reconcile a lover of

constitutional libert}^ Yet it was owing to the odd

antagonism on this occasion of practical toleration

with the principle of libert^^, that the majority and

minority both shewed novel combinations. The

whole Roman Catholic interest and many friends of

the non-conformists voting with the Court, and the

successful opposition being* composed of the inde-
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pendent Cavaliers and the most zealous and far-

sig'hted Protestant Dissenters. This important reso-

lution^ which definitively neg-ntived the King-'s sus-

pensive power in matters ecclesiastical as well as

temporal^ shewed that his supremacy was as much

bounded by the leg-islature in the one case as in the

other^ and was the natural parliamentary develop-

ment of the Erastianism of the English Church. The

King- seemed disposed to resist this definition of his

powers^ but on a strong'er afid more g-eneral vote de-

n^dng- his rig-ht to suspend any law he withdrew his

declaration of indulg-ence : and thus shewed how

much better fitted for a constitutional throne his un-

principled ease and watchful shrewdness were^ than

the g-raver and more arbitrary character of his father.

The Cabal administration was now drawing- to a

close. Shaftesbury was disappointed at the King-'s

want of firmness in the matter of the indulgence.

The Test Act that followed shortly after was aimed

at the exclusion from Parliament and ofiice of

Roman Catholics, by enjoining- in the worst spirit of

profane bigotry the sacramental test as a qualifica-

tion indispensable for ofiices of trust and authorit}^

This had the eifect of dismissing both Clifford the

Lord Treasurer or Prime Minister, and the Duke

of York, who as Lord High Admiral and heir-

apparent shared largely in the influence of the

executive and the hopes of the Romanist faction.

This strange test succeeded in its object of exclud-

ing the zealots of the Romish ritual from power, far
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more completely, than did the scheme of oatlis en-

forced with more or less string-ency from the time

ofElizahelh. It encountered little opposition but

from the Court and the Catholics^ and received a

wide measure of support, thoug'h on very different

g-rounds from Nonconformists, who were wilhng- to

suffer so as the Romanists suffered too, and from

Cavaliers, who liked the measure none the worse for

extending" Catholic disabilities to the Protestant

sectarians. This was the most efficient in practice

of the various statutes framed for the exclusion of

Romanists from political power ; and lasting- down

to our own times, had long* survived the penal acts,

that became obsolete from their own atrocity and

the milder spirit of the ag"e j as well as the enact-

ments prescribing- oaths of qualification, which rarely

excluded an ambitious casuist.

It would be an appropriate historical epoch on

which to enter on the whole subject of toleration,

but the reckless spirit of faction and retaliation, that

sug-gested this as w^ell as many other measures of

the reig-n, scarcely deserves to be analysed in a phi-

losophical disquisition* and one feels disposed to

defer this important consideration to the calmer if

not wiser period of 1828 and 1829.

Whether in the same Protestant spirit that framed

the Test Act, or in compensation to the Dissenters

for their assistance in passing- it, another Bill w^as

broug-ht in to relieve them from some of their sta-

tutory liabilities, which were of late however scarcely

VOL. II. N
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enforced. This measure miscarried in consequence

of a sudden prorog'ation. But yet by the close of

the year 1G73 the Protestant, Liberal, and Inde-

pent CavaUer Coalition distinctly triumphed in Par-

liament, and finally broke up the Cabal Administra-

tion by the dismissal of Bucking-ham and Shaftes-

bury, and the modified policy of Arlington and

Lauderdale. Thoug-h so strong- still was the spirit

of IGCO in personal loyalty to the King-, that his

abandoned misapplication of public revenue and

violation of public credit were not met with the

censure they deserved. The Dutch war still ling-ered

on, and patriots were perhaps better satisfied that

the revenue was wasted in the luxuries of the Court,

than more mischievously emplo3"ed for French

objects, against the liberty and existence of a Pro-

testant Commonwealth. And Charles himself

having' stopped payment of his Exchequer, and dis-

missed his Popish counsellors, seems to have found

that the one was in public opinion a ver}'^ satisfactory

compensation for the other. Abandoning if he

had ever entertained them, his views of religious

reaction and absolute power ; he grew colder in the

French alliance, and increasing in luxury and extra-

vagance, gave almost unlimited scope for the con-

test and mutual violence of the factions, that dis-

tracted Parliament and the nation.

The administration of Lord Danby, that succeeded

the cabal and maintained a stormy existence from

1673 to 1678, was not marked by any great Con-
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stitutional chang'e. The policy of Dauby, as far as

it could be carried out, was to wean his unworthy

master from at least the more string-ent ties of the

French Alliance, to restore peace with Holland, and

at home to maintain as nearly as possible the sfafiis

quo of Clarendon in exclusion of both the Romanists

and sectarians. One must reo-ret the admitted cor-

ruption that was the main instrument of Parlia-

mentary managcQient, and that in the same spirit

to humour the King", his minister connived at the

base pecuniary assistance, doled out for dang-erous

objects from the French to the Eng-lish monarch.

On the other hand the marriag'e of the Princess Mary
with the Prince of Orang-e, which took place under

the auspices of this ministry, was a step no less im-

portant than fortunate * as leading- the way to the

glorious and bloodless revolution of 1688 ', and more

distantly to the Act of Settlement and the accession

of the House of Hanover.

The g"reat strug'g-le of the day next to the resist-

ance to Popery, associated as it was in public

opinion with the arbitrary tastes and sterner cha-

racter of the heir-apparent, was the attempt to

carry the Plabeas Corpus Act. Passing- the Com^

mons in 1G74 it was rejected in the Lords that

session, and on several subsequent occasions ', the

Court havino; throup"hout this reio-n a steadier

majority in the Upper House, than in the more

numerous and fluctuating* Commons. The refrac-

tory spirit of the Commons on the two important

N 2
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questions of Popery and the French alliance, were so

far shared by the minister, that thoug-h he screened

his master at the expense of his own honour from

the imputations he was justly open to on both points

;

he yet was not sorry to deter him from ulterior

courses, by letting- him see what the national spirit

really was, and what he must expect to encounter.

The same distinction suo-o-ested above between

the Court and the Clarendon administration, must

be ag'ain applied here as explanatory of what must

otherwise appear inconsistent and vacillating* in

the purpose of both. The Court inclining- both to

Popery and France, was indifferent and latitudi-

narian on points at issue between the Church and

the Protestant sectarians, and valued power itself

more as a means and licence of indulo-ence than

for its own sake. The Government on the other

hand loving- power, as every g-overnment must for

ag'g-randisement and security, had all the national

feeling- of antipathy to France and Rome, and the

full party violence of the Cavaliers ag-ainst Puri-

tanism in its latent form ; so that the objects of

Charles and his ministers were rarely identical, and

sometimes even conflicting*,

Danby's administration was therefore a sort of

compromise between the Court and the Parliament,

opposed to Romish reaction and French ascendancy
;

he yet connived at much and concealed more, of

what he knew of the sympathies of the King- and

heir-apparent ) and at the same thne governing-
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Parliament by the g-entler methods of patronnge

and corriiptionj he was tolerated for a time by the

patriots, as the best minister that the King- would

probably endure.

Thoug'h the status qvo at any price was the con

servative object of Danby's government, yet now

towards the close of this long- Royalist Parliament

of 1661 was observed a decided g-rowth and revival

of liberal opinions. Not to mention that the one

remaining- bulwark of despotism, which still frowned

like an ancient ruin over the fair field of Constitu-

tional rights, the power of arbitrary imprisonment,

was repeatedly assailed by Habeas Corpus bills,

rejected by the united efforts of the Court and ad-

ministration. The treatment of the relig-ious bodies,

an unhappy test of party ascendancy at this time,

indicated the revival of liberal sentiments by the

increased severit}^ urg-ed ag-ainst the Romanists, and

disinclination to molest the non-conformists.

The last half of this reign, from 1678 to 1685,

composing- both Danby's Tory administration, and

the subsequent abortive attempts at more liberal

combinations, is a period of the greatest importance,

and replete with incidents and illustrations of the

highest interest. The Habeas Corpus Act of 1679

declaring and enforcing- the earliest principles of

common law, rather than introducing- any new idea,

may perhaps be deemed the only actual step in

prog-ress made. But Danby's impeachment is a

study in itself, and broug'ht out several points of
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difficulty, which it must be my duty to lay before the

reader. There were also the misdirected suspicions,

that resulted in the rancorous fanaticism of the Popish

Plot : the growing' power of the liberal party, its

factious abuse by Monmouth and Shaftesbury j and

the important measure for the exclusion of the heir-

apparent, involving' as it did the great principle of

1688. The violence of the Commons in the new Par-

liament 1679-1680 indeed overshot the mark, and was

artfully used by the Court to bring about a reaction,

and on a second dissolution a strong Cavalier house

in the spirit of 1661 was returned in 1681. Then

came the daring attempt of remarkable though tran-

sient success on the municipal liberties of the capital

and other Corporations. And finally the three last

years of this reign were from the abeyance of parlia-

mentary and the extinction of municipal privileges

a despotism, in practice mitigated only by the

shrewdness and good temper of the unworthy but

not unpopular sovereign.

Danby's fall and impeachment was closely con-

nected with a fact, for ages boldly denied or pru-

dently evaded by the apologists for the liberal party,

w^hich was the relation of that party itself with

France. That factions in all ages should seek

relations with such foreign governments, as were

both able to advance their views, and whose prin-

ciples were analogous to their own, is a natural and

common temptation^ which the Romans and the

English alone, the first entirely and the latter
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pretty g'enerally have resisted. But the fiiiishiii"*

touch of poHtical depravity would have been wanting*

to this age, had not the patriots who very properly

denounced the French alliance as a link of abso-

lutism and Poper}', themselves been found in secret

relations with the French monarch ; and liberals

who indig-nantly censured the suspected pension of

their own Court, themselves throng-ed the levees of

Barillon for the wages of their sedition. In the

darkest day of 1C4G exasperated by defeat and

alienated by proscription or confiscation, the Ilo3'al-

ists in the Channel Islands did not hesitate a mo-

ment to surrender them and themselves to the Ad-

miral of the Parliament, rather than provide for their

own safety b}' the transfer of those possessions to

the French Crown. And the relations of the Scotch

covenanters of 1G40 with the Cardinal minister of

despotic France, appear to have excited some sur-

prise in their Puritan accomplices south of the

Tweed, and was certainly never imitated by the

liberal party of England during* their precarious

strugg-le. It is needless to say how completely

the g-reat author of our Constitutional history has

failed to extenuate, to justify he did not attempt,

these pecuniary relations of English patriots and

French payments. An exception may be made

in favour of two, whose wealth or pride raised

them above the venality of their party associates.

And every advantage may be taken of the possi-

bility of fraud in the patriot instrument employed
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by the French ambassador for tampering" with the

opposition members generally. But after every

possible deduction of this kind, there remains the

stubborn disag-reeable fact, that the leaders of the

liberal opposition were in personal communication,

and pecuniary subservience to the French minister

in this countr3^ Nor would any one at the present

da}' admit, as palliative of such conduct, that they

sought to countermine the machinations of the Court,

and to create some support and favour for their own

principles with the French monarch. The first of

these pleas is frivolous, and the other hypocritical.

Yet, in condemning- these patriots, and condemning*

them as we must in porportion to the wealth and

elevated sentiment, that should have raised men as

rich as Littleton, and as philosophic as S3'dney,

above such temptations, we should make allowance

for the general and extraordinary corruption of the

ag-e ; and the peculiar defect of a shackled or lifeless

press, that did not subject public character to even

the low public opinion of the day. That Lewis

should have thought fit to tamper with these re-

fractory subjects of his ally is more remarkable still,

and leads somewhat to the notion, that his whole

policy towards this country was to distract and

weaken it. And he may have wished to keep

alive a liberal party as a nest-egg- of danger and

disquiet to James, whose prouder and bolder

character would probably be found less servilely

compliant than his brother^s had been. This con-
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nection however of the liberal opposition with the

French g-overnment led to the fall and impeachment

of the English minister. Danby fell in consequence of

the middle course he pursued. Privy to the pecuniary

relations of his master with France, and conscious too

of the ulterior objects of that connection^ he yet

mitig'ated what he possibly could not prevent^ and

thwarted many schemes of the allied monarchs?

most injurious to the liberties of his country. He
made peace with Holland^ thus frustrating' Lewis's

designs on the independence of that country and

Germany; and by the Orang'e marriag-e of the

Princess Mary^ he anticipated future dang-ers by

the prospect of a Protestant succession. Irritated

at this independent opposition to his views, Lewis

in breakino- off his intimate relation with the Eno-lish

Court, betrayed to the leaders of opposition the

culpable degree of Danby's complicity in the policy

of the two allies. This reig-n was proverbial for the

misfortunes of ministers, for while urg-ed by am-

bition or mistaken loyalty, to pander to the vices of

the Court, the ungrateful Court always abandoned

them to the vengeance of the patriots. While the

patriots themselves, sharing in some degree the

national passion towards the sovereign, wreaked all

their vengeance on the comparatively innocent

minister. It had not been very reasonable of the

patriots, though quite consistent with modern

instances, to press for a reduction of the arni}^,

and simultaneously to urge such interference with
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France^ as would have necessitated a much larg-ef

force. Nor can we see how the intrig'ues of the

liberals with Lewis were calculated to effect peace

establishments, and bar the succession of a Popish

despot. But such are the shifts that unscrupulous

men make for their delinquency, or which more

respectable writers sug-g-est for their heroes.

But the impeachment of Danby, which im-

mediately resulted from the reciprocal understand-

ing- of Lewis's disappointment and the hate of the

liberal opposition, was so important an event, and

involved so many points of constitutional study and

momentous decision, that it deserves a more minute

consideration. The first point was how far the

king-'s express command is an indemnity to a

mhiister for the particular act enjoined. Danby

urg-ed in his defence, what was the high Tory

doctrine of the day, that the king's order was a

sufficient warrant to command obedience in any-

thing- not literally unlawful. This dog-ma, which

cannot now be considered constitutional, he qualified

or rather strengthened by the sug-g-estion that the

matter related to Peace or War, of which his

Majesty is alone sole judg-e, and ought to be obe3^ed

by not only his ministers of state, but by all his

other subjects.

The g-reat Whig doctrinal triumph was on this

point. The Houses deciding ag-ainst this plea, that

a minister is responsible not only for the mere

legality, but for the honesty, justice, and utility of
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all measures emanating' from the Crown ; and tlm.s

the executive administration is subjected in all gTeat

matters of policy, to the control or superintendence

of the two co-ordinate powers of Parliament. The

impeaching- parties, thoug-h successful at the time,

failed to establish another principle, that of charging-

hig'h treason for an offence clearl}" amounting' only to

misdemeanour. The violence and cruelty of faction

at this epoch sug-g-esting* the worst motives for so

illegal an enhancement of criminality. The strang-e

accumulation too of articles, man}^ of them false on

the face, and others scarcely imputing- an offence,

g'ive a low idea of the moral principle and leg-al

knowledo-e of his accusers. Danbv had merited a

fall by his eag-erness to hold place, in compliance or

half complicity with a corrupt policy he abhorred.

But measured by his contemporaries and rivals, he

was more a minister to be unseated than punished.

The impeachment was carried by 179 to 116, and

the virulent word " traitorously " affirmed by a

majority of 38. On the impeachment being- carried,

the Lords however refused to commit the accused or

even order him to Avithdraw, ruling* very justly that

the insertion of the word treasonably by the Com-

mons without any article pleading* treason, did not

create a treason or entail its consequences. The

Commons sug-g-ested rather than urg-ed a sing"ular

clause in the g-reat Treason Act of Edward III.,

directing- that in case of doubt of any offence

charg-ed as treason, the judg-es should refer it to the
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sentence of the Houses. This, they maintained^

invested the Houses with a declaratory power to

vote such and such offences to be treasons, whether

recog-nised as such before or not. A plea, which

however was not admitted, thoug'h in the greater

heat of the next Parhament reviving- the impeach-

ment, the Lords voted Danb}^ into custody on

another g-round. Bail should be in g-eneral at the dis-

cretion of the tribunal ultimately to decide the merits,

and should not be prejudg*ed by the vehemence of

accusation apart from overt acts articulately alleged.

Another more momentous question, thoug'h one

less likely to occur ag*ain, arose at a subsequent

stage of the proceeding. When the next Parlia-

ment unexpectedly revived the impeachment, and

Danby, who had gone into voluntary exile, saw an

attainder impending on him for his evasion from

justice; he surrendered himself to the officer of

the House, but pleaded in bar of the impeachment

a pardon obtained in the interim from the King.

The Commons resolved the pardon was illegal and

void, and demanded judgment at the Lords' bar

ag'ainst the accused as having put in a void plea.

And with the lamentable disregard of liberty that

generally characterises its eager advocac}", they

soug'ht to deprive their enemy of counsel by a

vague, though very formidable menace of vengeance

on any commoner, who by pleading against their

charges should betray the liberties of the Commons

of England.
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The Lords showed some alarm and vacillation on

the occasion, and the counsel for the prisoner in the

unenviable position of antag'onism to the Commons

if they defended, and ofcontempt of the Lords if they

abandoned their client, chose the prudent if not

honourable course of avoiding* the hostilit}'^ of the

more powerful and irritable branch of the legislature.

On another point the Lords were firmer, and

resolved that the spiritual Lords had a rig-ht to

sit and vote on capital cases till judg*ment of death

was pronounced. From the nature of the case

the vote could only be on a preliminary point

in capital cases. Thoug-h, as on this question of

the leg'ality of a pardon, it might anticipate the

question itself. But it is certain that in practice

it was not usual for them to vote on bills of

attainder, as was stated above in Cromwell's case

in the reig*n of Henry VIII. The g"reat question

ofthe validity of a pardon in bar of an impeachment,

can scarcely recur in modern times as a point of

practical importance. A modern minister can

scarcely offend deeper, than to be sufficiently

punished by loss of office and character. Nor

would a modern sovereig'n, acting* alwa3's on the

advice of responsible ministers themselves the

leaders, or confidantes of the majority, be expected

to disappoint that majority by frustrating* or in-

validating their just accusation. But in principle I

think as has been stated above, the question can not

be left in the neutral state, in which De Lolme sup-
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poses it to stand. For the very special distinction

of an impeachment is the exckision of the Royal

Prerog-ative, and that for the obvious reason that it

was the weapon of defence of the nation ag-ainst

its instruments. In ordinary proceeding's by in-

dictment the Crown prosecutes, and may relinquish

prosecution or foreg-o the consequences of conviction.

But no such interference existed in the ancient form

of appeal for murder, where the relation alone pro-

secuted the slayer of his kinsman. I conceive

therefore from analog"y and on first principles that

the Crown could not pardon as a bar to conviction

on an impeachment ; thoug-h as g-rasping- the whole

executive of the country, it mig-ht be difficult to

deny its power of mitigating' or suspending* the

sentence awarded. Thus in 1716, the Lords having-

convicted six of their own members on impeachment,

resolved that the King" had a rig-ht to reprieve, and

recommended him to exercise that prerog-ative in

certain cases, which was according-ty done. By
the Act of Settlement no pardon under the g;reat

seal is pleadable to an impeachment, which seems

to imply the rig*ht of pardon after trial, a humane

and constitutional distinction.

The last and most doubtful point, that was raised

but not resolved by this impeachment, was the

rio"ht of a new Parliament to proceed with an

impeachment commenced in the last. In other

words, whether a dissolution closed an impeach-

ment so entirely as to necessitate an entire renewal
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of all proceeding's in the next. In the case of

Danby we have seen a prorog'ation and dissolution

of the lono- Eestoration Parliament arrested the

proceeding's ag-ainst him and averted the sentence,

and the revived procedure in the next was met by a

pardon procured in the interval. It was thus evi-

dently in the power of the Crown, by prorog'uing- or

dissolving* Parliament repeatedly, to defeat every

attempt at impeachment, and thus deprive the Com-

mons of a gTeat safeg'uard ag*ainst misg'overnment

in the punishment of its instruments. In early

usag'e the judicial duties of Parliament had so

closely followed its leg'islative functions, that the

close of a session by prorog'ation even had inter-

rupted all trials in prog'ress, as completely as the

bills arrested in their respective stag-es. And with

the next Session Bills and Trials had alike to begin

anew. To remedy this g'reat and g'rowing* incon-

venience an order of 29th March, 1G7J3, directed on

report of a Committee of Privileg'es thatWrits of error

should not abate with the Session. So ^^ hen what

may not unaptly be called the Long- Parliament of

the Restoration was at last dissolved in 1078, and

a new Parliament, far more liberal than the last,

assembled in the following* year, the question of

raising' the impeachment of the g-reat minister

turned upon this point of practice of the House.

On principle there can be no doubt that where the

tribunal is permanent, and the prosecutor changed,

it is competent for the new prosecuting' corps, repre-
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senting" still the originally injured party or nation^

to urg-e on the orig-inal accusationj and take it up in

short Avhere their predecessors dropped it, just as if

a new counsel had heen substituted for a former in

an ordinary criminal prosecution. But it was rather

in reference to the order of 1673; that the Committee

of the Lords reported on 18th March, 1679, that no

dissolution should abate an impeachment sentup from

the Commons prior to it. This report was affirmed by

the House after a long- debate. This resolution too

seemed recognised by the still more liberal Parlia-

ment of the following" year 1680, that met at Oxford.

Stafford's plea on the same g-round was not even

noticed. So neither Danby nor Scrag-gs, who were

both under impeachment, rested their case at all on

the second dissolution that had intervened. Indeed

in 1682, when a third dissolution had taken place,

the Judg'es declined to bail these State prisoners on

the evasive pretext of its meddling with a Par-

liamentary impeachment, thus recog-nising* the

leg"al continuity of the process, notwithstanding-

these successive changes of the prosecuting* party.

But lastly in the ultra-Royalist Parliament of 1685,

that opened the next reigni, the order of March 1679

was reversed as far as related to impeachments on

the ground that criminal process should be conducted

strictly in point of order, and be construed favour-

ably to the accused.

The instances, usually adduced since the Revo-

lution in favour of the stricter practice, are not very
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satisfactoiy , for the gTant of pardons, or the evident

neg'lect of the Commons to proceed, may liave in-

fluenced the Lords in many cases to discharg'e

prisoners after a dissolution. Later on in the Earl

of Oxford's case in 1717, it was formally resolved

that an impeachment does not determine by a

prorogation. This however differs so far from a

dissolution, that it still left the question open for

a final decision in Warren Hasting's' celebrated

trial in 1791. On this memorable occasion the

law3'^ers were as a body disposed to support the

rule of 1685, restricting* the scope of impeachments.

But it was decided in the opposite way with the

assent of most of the statesmen, and by larg-e

majorities in both Houses, free at least in the upper

from any special feeling against the then object

of attack.

VOL. II.
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CHAPTER lY.

PEELUDE OF THE REVOLUTION.

Stormy close of Charles II.'s reign—Popisli Plot—Eussell and

Sydney's trials—Forfeiture of Corporations—Monmouth and

Shaftesbury—Law of Impeachments—Judicial functions of

Lords and Privy Council—Liberty of the press and person

—

Habeas Corpus—State of the two Houses—Grrowth of the

Peerage—Rise of the Borough system—Composition of the

House of Commons and franchise in Constituencies.

The long" Royalist Parliament of LC61 closed

its last session in 1078 amid the terrors^ absurdities,

and infamy of the Popish Plot. The details of this

very discreditable part^' move or fanatic delusion^

violating- as it did every principle of law and reason,

scarcely belong- to the present . treatise. It may

suffice to remark, that there was a real Popish

plot of deeper though less determinate object,

and involvino- far hio-her ao-encies than the misera-o O O

ble victims of Oates' perjmy and popular prejudice^

But to gratify sectarian vengeance and to influence

the new elections, it was necessary to materialise

and personify to the vulgar level, the refined policy

of France and the profound machinations of Rome.

And thus a plot vulgar, horrible, and improbable

was invented, which though it caused many inno-
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cent deaths^ rather favoured by its absurdity and the

reaction from its violence, the real desio-ns of the

Court or at least of the Heir Apparent.

The delusion or imposturCj thoug'h orig-inating* in

the Liberal party and pressed into their service, was

by no means confined to them. And it is singular

that in the very strong-hold of the Aristocracy, and

where the Court throuo-hout this reio-n commanded

a majority, the venerable and eminent Lord Stafford

was condemned b}^ k)^:) Peers to 31 : indicating* that

the Court must have basely yielded to a delusion

they did not share, to cover desig-ns at least as sinis-

ter as those imputed to its victims.

But when the violence of this d^-ing- Parliament

extended to censures on the Queen and the exclu-

sion of the Duke of York, the King- who with all

his faults and weakness, had the instinct of a g'en-

tleman to protect a wife he neg'lected, and a brother

he ridiculed, dissolved this long*, royalist, corrupt,

and finally liberal Parliament j thoug*h the result of

the general election might be too clearly anticipated

from the excitement that prevailed.

The new Parliament extended the test principle,

so as to exclude Catholic Peers from the Upper

House, where by law or sufferance they had re-

tained their seats wdth little interruption since the

Reformation.

The Exclusion Bill was the next g-reat move

aimed at the Duke of York, and involving* the g-reat

principle and momentous object of the Revolution.

o 2
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Its course was interrupted by a dissolution, and on

being* again renewed in tbe next Parliament, it was

rejected by 63 to 80 in the Lords. The principle

of exclusion hoAvever dang-erous and anarchical in

its frequent and wanton recurrence, yet seems essen-

tial to a constitutional monarch}' in extreme cases

;

had been in practice frequently acted upon in vary-

ing* the line of succession ; and had received a sta-

tutory recog-nition b}^ the Acts of Henry YIII. and

of the 13th of Elizabeth. The policy of the Liberal

party was however throughout damag^ed, and their

motives tainted by the absurd ambition of Mon-

mouth, and the versatile and mischievous g'enius of

Shaftesbury, which prostituted a g-reat and neces-

sar}^ measure to the advancement of a weak and

])roflig'ate j^outh, and the personal annoyance and

deo'radation of the Kino*.

This broug'ht about a reaction, and the loyalty of

the old Cavalier party and the sympathy of neutrals

were enlisted in favour of a King* personally popu-

lar, and who seemed assailed in his own family con-

nexions less for the public g'ood than the advance-

ment of a faction. It is scarcely necessary to enter

into the details of either the Exclusion Bill, or the

subsequent limitations proposed with the same object

:

as they neither became law, and the latter were

scarcely compatible with the principle and forms of

a constitutional monarch}-. These limitations, to

which the King- was more disposed than the actual

exclusion, were justly deemed more entirely destrue-
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tive of the prerog-atives of the Crown, than a tern?

porary chang-e in the direct succession. They

embraced the most stringent of the provisions of

Uxbridg'e and Newport^ with some additional

arranjrements still more offensive in reference to the

relig'ious education of the Royal Family ; and

secured a sort of perpetuity of Parliamentary con-

trol, by the constant session of a council limited

enoug'h for personal responsibility, and sufficiently

numerous to embrace some sort of representation of

varied public opinion.

A Privy Council on this new footing- was actually

established the following' spring* b}?^ the advice of

Sir William Temple. In the spirit of Parliament it

comprised the great opposition leaders as well as

those on the Court side. But thoug-h calculated to a

certain degree to satisfy public opinion and promote

discussion, it was of course founded on the principle

of nomination and not of election, and therefore

did not directly represent public opinion, but

rather reflected the ulterior and interested, thouo-h

perhaps better dig*ested views of the leaders of

contending- factions. These also if outvoted were

constrained to act the part of spies if present^ or to

secede from an assembly^ where the minority had

no opportunity of public protest.

During" these two sessions of 1678 and 1679,

when the Court was in a minority in the Commons,

that powerful assembly awoke from its dream of

lo3'alty or corruption, to waste its popular energ'ies
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in factious violence or sectarian cruelty. The King*

with admirable tact broug-ht about a reaction in

public opinion in his favour^ by at once yielding" to

the national passion ag'ainst Popery, and presenting-

himself as opposed to the Exclusion scheme, from

brotherly affection and regard to the principles of

the Constitution.

It was during- the long' Prorog'ation that pre-

ceded the Parliament of 1680, that the terms Whig-

and Tory were first applied to the two g-reat parties

that then divided public opinion. Petitions were

poured in for an early meeting- of Parliament, pres-

sing- thus Avith rather questionable urg-ency on the

Preroo-ative of the Crown. While counter addresses

were got up from the upper classes, from certain

localities, or from the natural sympath}'^ for the

King's domestic feelings, strongly resenting- and

opposing- this encroachment on the royal authority.

Both these celebrated party appellations were in

the first instance discreditable nicknames, associat-

ing* opponents with despised sects and anti- national

views ; but not so unmeaning- in either their orig-in

or application, as party names have often been.

Whig- or sour milk was the name g-iven to the ultra-

Presbyterians, or Cameronian sectaries of the

western lowlands of Scotland, and seemed appro-

priate to an envious and discontented part}". AVhile.

the name of Tory or robber, usually given to the

outlawed Catholic insurgents in Ireland, described

or calumniated the Popish and violent tendencies
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of the Court faction, and hinted at the appetite for

pubhc phmder supposed inherent in that party.

It is however a curious instance of the altered

combination of relig'ious and pohtical opinions^ that

the equivalent modern terms would be Methodist

and Ribbon-man, as desio'natino* the a'reat Liberal and

Conservative connections of public opinion. While

the Court b}^ artful moderation, and the appearance

of only natural repug-nance to the principle of

Exclusion was preparing* for the g-reat reaction of

the g-eneral election of 1681 ; the dominant liberal

mnjority in the Commons seemed labouring* for the

same object by their violence in faction, their mon-

strous abuse of privileg-e, and the deg-ree in which

they lent themselves to the foolish vanity of Mon-

moutb, and the perverse ambition of Shaftesbury.

In the short Parliament held at Oxford in 1081,

which was the closing- scene of triumph, of what

must be called by comparison the Liberal party,

was raised the curious point whether a Commoner

can be impeached for Treason before the Lords.

This question led to an ang-ry altercation between

the Houses. The Lords declining" to entertain the

case as one fit for common lav/ process. And the

Commons voting- their own rig-ht to impeach at the

bar of the Lords any Commoner as well as Peer,

and that the refusal of the Lords to proceed in Par-

liament upon such impeachment is a denial ofjustice,

and violation of the constitution of Parliament.

There was certainly a resolution of the Lords on
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record early in Edward III/s reign, in which they

had denied their oblig-ation or even ri^ht to judg-e

others than their Peers. It has been doubted

whether this was technically a statute j though the

words in full Parliament seem to imply the pre-

sence of a part of the Commons. But the precedent,

if such it was, was scarcely applicable to an impeach-

ment or accusation of the Commons, as it had

reference to a proceeding- on the part of the Crown

in the nature of a modern indictment.

The rig-ht of trial b}" Jmy is expressly limited by

the 29th section of Magna Charta to pleas of the

Crown. But at a later period after the Be^^olution

on the impeachment of Sir Adam Blair, the Lords

having" searched precedents and fully deliberated

the point, resolved they would proceed with the

impeachment.

But to return to our immediate subject, the

violence of this last Parliament of 1681 so far

outran the spirit of the nation at large j that the

dissolution of it was hailed with joy as averting

the calamities of 1642, that seemed again looming-

in the distance. And the declaration, that at once

justified the dissolution and censured the conduct

of the majority of the late Parliament, was both an

able and effective state paper.

Nor was the Court tard}^ in improving its tri-

umph in jjublic opinion, not shewn indeed by

favourable returns from the constituencies, but by

the eagerness expressed for a temporary abej^ance
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of their own electoral privileg-es. The Grand Jury

of London at the same time saved Shaftesbury the

gTeat intrig'uer of the day^ and able thoug-h inconsis-

tent and unprincipled leader of the opposition.

The tact and cold-blooded policy of Charles has

been recorded on this occasion, in sacrificing* Plunket

the eminent Romish Archbishop of Dublin to the

No-Popery feeling* of the Eng-lish nation, while he

was extirpating" or exiling* the Liberal leaders of that

movement. Imperfectly acquainted with the merits

of this prelate^ and the nature of his accusation, we

must defer to the better information and research of

others, who have censured his conviction j and will

assume him to be as unlike his titular successors as

his apolog'ists can wish.

But the g*reat effort of the Government was not

to crush a wily intrig'uer or hunt out some obscure

sectaries ; but to remodel those municipal corpora-

tions, which composed of the middle class of the

towns, and less g'ravitating* towards some local

aristocratic influence than at a later period, were

the strong'hold of the AVhig- party, if not of the

Dissenting* interest in the constituencies. No Par-

liamentary proceeding* was employed : advantage

was taken of the reaction in public opinion, and

the lassitude and exhaustion of rival factions, to

proceed in ordinary course of law by the form

known as Quo Warranto, to enforce the forfeiture

of Charters, on the g*round of some possible or

pretended violation of condition.
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It has never been suflBciently explained^ how even

the powerful and wealthy corporation of London

bowed at once and with little resistance to the

judgment of the King-'s Bench^ that deemed its

ancient and almost republican constitution forfeited.

This triumph was followed by the forfeiture^ or

more frequently the voluntary surrender of many

other municipal Charters. The Judges on their

circuits exerted themselves for this object^ and

returned laden with documentary spoils^ many of

them as ancient as the origin of Parliament itself.

It is probable that these Corporations^ whose privi-

leges were so rudely invaded and summarily dis-

posed of^ though strong-holds of independence and

ardent exponents of the popular feeling-, had yet, as

g-enerally self-elected, little direct relation to the

communities they governed j and were probably

more or less unpopular with the mob for police

regulations, and with reluctant ratepayers for real

or suspected peculation.

There can be no doubt that a Corporation in a

State as an imjierium in imperio, is subject to the

will of the larger community that embraces it, and

is therefore liable to forfeit its privileg-es and inde-

pendent existence at the will of the State, represented

either directly by its express legislation, or more

indirect^ by the official exponents of the law. But

the criminality of this most daring-, thoug-h least

noticed encroachment of the Stuarts, was in the

extent to which it was carried, and the motive that
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sug'g'ested it. This wide spread forfeiture of char-

tered rig-hts was extended far heyoud any proof or

pretext even of viohition of condition. And the

object was but too evident, to influence Parhament

by the remodeHino' of a numerous class of consti-

tuencies, and to enforce on all independent bodies a

sense of the paramount authority of the Crown.

In the case of London sentence thoug-h pro-

nounced was left only recorded^ and the Charter not

avowedly revoked 5 thoug-h the City submitted to

certain regulations^ that completely subjected to the

Crown the magistracy and corporate officerSj and

throug-h them the electoral body from this time to

the Revolution.

From 1682 to 1084 the tide ran hig-li in favour

of loyalty^ and in indulg'ence of the most daring*

encroachments of the Prerog'ative. Parliament had

been dissolved, and the strong-ly expressed opinion

of the country not only justified the dissolution^ but

almost sug'g'ested that abeyance of Parliament, that

suited Charles's love of ease^ and the more ag'g-res-

sive desio-ns of his counsellors. It was at this dark

and hopeless crisis of the Liberal party that some,

and those not of the least mark and merit anions'

them, formed desig'us which had they been more

definite and accompanied with any overt act, would

undoubtedly have been treasonable, and which were

scarcely disting-uishable from treason, even in the

extent to which they avowedly had g-one. The

heads of the princely houses of Bedford and Essex
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perished for this conspiracyj the one on the scaffold,

the other b}^ his own hand in prison.

Lord Russell's trial is interesting- as a study of

evidence, and as illustrating- the chang-e in its admis-

sibilit}^ in criminal cases, and that of treason in

particular since that time. But I think more stress

has been laid on this irregularity in favour of the

innocence of the accused, than the practice of a

lawyer would verify. As a severe examination of

witnesses would have probably elicited more that

was unfavourable to the prisoner, who, whatever his

technical g'uilt, had dealt deeply in the dang-erous

politics of Shaftesbury, and was urg-ed by passion

and party spirit into org-anizing- an armed resist-

ance, where both power and popularity were arrayed

ag-ainst him. Alg-ernon Sydney^s trial is open to

the same remark as that of Lord Russell. But

neither was his character so blameless, nor his de-

sig-ns so moderate as those of his fellow sufterer.

His views were those, that have from time to time

by spasmodic impulses influenced the educated or

rather half-educated classes of the Continent, but

which have happily never had any g-eneral reception

in Eng-land. His ideal was a pure republic, where

the wise and virtuous of the upper classes should be

the g-overning- body, and all others enjoy equal free-

dom ; a voluntary aristocracy and a self-controlling-

democrac3^ It was of course beneath the notice of

a theorist, how so plausible a scheme should be intro-

duced ; with what destruction of life and property,
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and inevitable antag^onism with existinof institutions.

While were we to take Sydney himself as a stan-

dard for the wise and virtuous rulers of the desig-ned

commonwealth, we should have a very slender g*ua-

rantee for the permanence of their administration.

The wild theorist, who could plan a self-controlling-

republic, which ig'nored the two most important

influences of habit and religion, was not above

taking" the bribes of the most selfish and absolute

despot of the Continent. Sydne^^'s trial involved

one characteristic point— the admission as evidence

ag'ainst him of a manuscript work written by him.

This book ^^ hich was a mere theoretic treatise on

g'overnment, should certainly not have been allowed

to g'o to the Jury in relation to any particular

charg*e of treason, thoug-h it of course carried con-

siderable moral evidence of his probable political

relations ; and like other writing's of the class is a

self-drawn indictment for that treason of the heart,

that wars against institutions and traditions, the

org-ans of national life.

The violence of the last Parliament, the fancifiil

theories of Sydney, and the suspected desig"ns of

other Liberal leaders, had much damag-ed the Whio-

party. And this odium was much increased by the

discovery of a plot of actual assassination, which,

with the usual dising-enuousness of party, was coupled

with the danoferous thouoii less sinister desig-ns of

the more respectable Liberals.

This reaction was so well improved by the Court,
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supported by the whole influence of the Churchj

and the unscrupulous exertions of certain notorious

Judg-es^that the three last years of Charles II. were

practically a despotism only qualified by his own

g'ood sense and natural indolence. For the criminal

subserviency of the Judges must have in a great

deg-ree defeated the benefits of the Habeas Corpus

Act, the only leg-islative g'ain to the Constitution in

this reign. Parliament was in abeyance from the

sprini'- of 1681, and it is doubtful whether Charles

would have ever willingly called another. It was

his obvious policy to allow time for the remodelled

Corporations to operate on the electoral bodies, they

either composed or org'anized. In an earlier por-

tion of this work it was shewn in a rouo-h classifica-

tion of our urban constituencies, that in two ofthem,

and those the most frequent, the Corporation either

constituted itself the electoral bod}^ where the fran-

chise was confined to the municipal council and

officers ; or exercised an organic influence on the

wider constituency b}' the admission or exclusion of

freemen. And in this latter case, which ruled in

most of the populous and ancient towns, time was

required for the new municipal body to remould the

electoral masses, by the admission of new freemen

and the death or expulsion of old electors. The

three years fixed by law as the necessary period for

resuming" the session of Parliament had expired

twelve months before Charles's death. And those

twelve months he was clearly reig-ningilleg*ally accord-
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ing* to the letter of the law'^ even if his policy and

administration had been actuated by the spirit of

it. It is probable however^ that had his life been

prolong-ed^ his want of fixed principle even in evil,

and confidence in his own popularity, would have

induced him to shift his policy. The French alliance

had terminated in mutual disofust. As soon as the

neutrality or co-operation of Eng-land was no

long-er needed b}^ Louis, he discontinued the pension

and published the discreditable clauses of the treaty

of 1670. Not to mention that Charles had also by

this time discovered the relations of his own oppo-

sition ^^dth the Court of Versailles, aa hicli could not

have appeased his feeling-s, while it enhanced his

ideas of the deformity of human nature even in its

patriot and fanatic form.

James too had been recalled from Flanders first,

and last from Scotland, as a necessary step to ayert

anarchy itself in the event of the King-'s demise
j

when the Court and Capital would have been at

once exposed to the risks of Monmouth's rash ambi-

tion and the w^ily machinations of Shaftesbur}^ In

this step not only James's friends, but the wiser

members of the Liberal party and pioneers of Orang-e

accession agreed. As there was no immediate cala-

mity probable from James's experience and leg-al title

comparable, to what might have been expected from

the desperate counsels and mob-popularity of his rival.

It is certain that James's appearance in office

and the Privy Council, in defiance as it was of the
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Test act, was not more offensive to public opinion

than it became shortly annoying* to the King- him-

self j who in the decay of his own health and spirits,

felt the superiority in business and attention of the

heir apparent. It was owing* to this g'rowing- con-

sciousness of rivalry, that shortly before his death

Charles was reconciled to his natural son throug-h

the medium of Lord Halifax, who wished to play

him ao-ainst James under his own g-uidance, rather

than of his former counsellor Shaftesbury.

As we have now concluded the serial develop-

ments of this inglorious thoug-h important reig'n, it

may be as well to take a general view of the state

of the Constitution at its close, as induced by these

successive influences or modifications. Loose as were

Charles's principles, reckless as were many of his

ministers, and weak from its own faction and cor-

ruption as was the opposition in his reign, yet in no

preceding reign were fewer direct violations of the

letter of the Constitution. There was abundant

oppression and misgovernment, but it was oppres-

sion and misgovernment sanctioned, and in some

cases suggested by Parliament and public opinion.

Not a single instance can be shewn of money raised

without assent of Parliament. A solitary instance

of the anticipation of a tax to be levied by statute

swelled the clamour ag'ainst Clarendon at his fall.

But few instances can be adduced of proclamations

assuming a statutory power, and those were either

directed to pressing emergencies, such as the removal
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from the capital of the relics of the republican army

;

or in mere anticipation of a statutor}^ provision in a

matter of s^eneral interest, such as the rebuildino: of

London after the fire. The Press was not free at

least in theory^ but far more so in practice, than

either before the Civil War^ or under the Common-

wealth. The Government control over the Press

first enforced in the reig'n of Henry VIII. appears

to have emanated partly from the g-eneral Prerog-a-

tive of the Crown, which appropriated every new

acquisition and g-eneral influence ; and partly from

the Ecclesiastical supremacy, which invested the

Crown with the reg'ulation of opinion and motive in

their most subtle and effective form. The Press

was coerced both by the licensing", and limitation as

to number, place, and time of publishers ; and still

more by the arbitrary construction of the Star

Chamber, which down to the time of its abolition

vig-ilantly inspected, reg'ulated or prohibited the free

expression of opinion. The Long* Parliament and

Protectorate assumed the same powers with only a

different application. It was not to be expected

that the g-overnment of the Restoration, presided

over as it was b}' Clarendon, would have relinquished

so valuable and as it was thouo'ht wholesome con-

trol over public opinion. Accordingly in 1662 an

Act was passed subjecting* under severe penalties all

publications to a censorship appropriate to the sub-

jects treated of. This Act was in itself only tem-

porary, and thoug-li renewed from time to time was

VOL. II. p
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suffered to expire m 1079, without any successful

attempt to prolong" its powers. From this year

therefore may date the theoretic liberty of the Press

in Eng-landj less due unhappily to the influence of

Milton's noble arg-ument; than to the libellous ani-

mosity of jarring- factions, whose pamphleteering-

activity had nullified the existing- law, and been dis-

played with perhaps the greatest pung-ency on the

ruling" side. Yet thoug-h a g-reat point was g-ained

in the removal of the previous license as a sort of

preventive censorship, for many years the Judg'es

deemed themselves competent to seize books reflect-

ing* on Government or individuals, and punish their

authors. This idea sprang" naturally enoug-li from

the conservation of the public peace and the protec-

tion of private persons. But the animadversion was

extended tofalse newSj though not scandalous or sedi-

tious. Even this enlarg-ed jurisdiction was extended

by Chief Justice Scrag'g's to all news whatever, a

w^holesale invasion of natural rig-ht and freedom of

communication, we can hardly conceive in this jour-

nalistic age. Political coercion v/as of course the

real object, but it is doubtful on what Prerogative

or principle of law Scraggs would have justified his

decision, unless he considered news as a foreign or

negotiable article, and liable as such to the sovereign

will in its admissibility, or subject as postal commu-

nication to the medium of the sovereign authority.

This dictum however was not considered law at that

lime, as it was made an article of impeachment
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ag-ainst Serng-g-s at his downfiiU from power. Ge-

neral warrants however^ from tlie Secretary of

State's office to seize seditious libels and their au-

thors were never distinctly condemned^ but conti-

nued in use down to the celebrated judg'ment of the

Common Pleas in 1764. But still a considerable

deg-ree of control was exercised over the press

throug-h the form of jury trial itself. For as long-

as the mere bare fact of publication was only left to

the Juryj a circumstance rarely admitting- of doubt

or negative, the question of libel remained with

the Judg-es^ whose views mig-ht diiFer from public

opinion^ even when the latter was enlisted on the

side of truth and rig'ht.

The practice of fining- and enforcing- fines for

verdicts^ in opposition to the direction of the Judo-e,

is first noticed^ when actually on the decline in the

re"ig'n of Elizabeth. And thoug-h not so frequent in

later times^ the practice was still sufficiently in use

to operate as a considerable intimidation to juries,

particularly in remote counties and on questions,

where no strong- public opinion was raised in sup-

port of their personal convictions. But the last

instance of the kind occurs in this reig-n, when Chief

Justice Keeling-, who appears to have carried the

practice to an oppressive deg-ree, was threatened

with an impeachment and apolog-ised for his conduct

at the Bar of the House.

This was a sufficient warning* to correct the prac-

tice. And later in time the Barons of the Exchequer
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stayed process in estreating* the fines of jurors,

and the Judg-es ahnost unanimously decided it was

ag'ainst law to fine a jur}^, for a verdict contrary to

the Judge's direction. And later still a juror, im-

prisoned for non-payment of a fine for finding-

ag-ainst the direction of the Recorder of London,

was discharg-ed on his Habeas Corpus.

The important Act that bears this name was

passed finally in 1679 after repeated attempts in

the same direction from 16G8. As has been before

observed it was mainly declaratory of the Common
Law, and rather facilitated and pointed out the path

of liberty, as it already existed in the maxims and

practice of the Courts, than created any new prin-

ciple or even remedy. The question of arbitrary

arrest and summary deportation exercised from time

to time by successive Rulers, and by none more ex-

tensively than by Cromwell, was for ever settled.

The doubt what Judges, at what times and under

what circumstances, could interfere, was cleared up

in the widest and simplest sense. The importance

of this enactment has been perhaps more impressed

on foreig'ners, from the fact of its enlarg'ed interpre-

tation being- applicable to them when resident within

this realm, thoug-h such was not probably the inten-

tion of its framers.* Nor at the time alluded to did

it protect the natives of Scotland or Ireland.

* A curious instance of this application occurred this year,

1853, in the case of the deserters from the Eussian ship at

Portsmouth, but clearly over-ruled by the practice of all navies

and the terms of amity still existing between the nations.
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This remarkable statute declaratoiy of tlie com-

mon law
J
and enforcing" the subject's rig-hts to short

imprisonment, speedy trial, or full discliarg-e, has

received some enlargement in recent times. By 60

Geo. III. c. 100, the Judg-e, before whom the writ is

returned, is empowered to inquire into the facts

alleg-ed, in order to judg-e of the merits of such

return. And the scope of the writ is extended to

any harbour or coast of England though out of the

body of any county, to meet a very probable mode

of illegal detention.

It is hardly within the scope of a popular treatise,

to enter here at any great length on the origin and

progress of the judicial authority of the Lords. It

probably arose from the petitions to the King, seated

or supposed to be so in his great hereditary Council,

complaining of the wrongs of inferior tribunals, or

the malpractices of subordinate officials. These

petitions gave rise to a twofold course of procedure,

according as the grievance appeared within, or

without the remedy of the law. In the one case

the Council revie^^'ed and reversed or affirmed the

act complained of; in the other, it Avas necessar}^ to

meet the evil with a regular bill passed through the

Commons House as well as their own. So again, if

the grievance was pressed on the royal ear when

Parliament was not sitting; it came before his

Council, the real government of the country as

known to the Constitution, which, though composed

in part of Peers b}' descent or creation, did nut
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embrace the whole Peerage^ but did include certain

officers of state and courtiers of a loAver rank. This

appears to have been the natural history of both the

original and appellate jurisdiction of the Lords and

Privy Council. Statutes were from time to time

directed against the original jurisdiction of both

—

from the instinctive aversion of sound political

thinkers^ scarcely perhaps known to themselves, to

combining the judicial with either the legislative or

executive authority. These statutes were less di-

rected to check the Lords than the Council, but yet

only one instance could be adduced of the entry of

an original suit in the Lords from 4 Hen. IV. 1403

to 43 Eliz. 1602. As it was generally held that this

parliamentar}'^ jurisdiction was only supplemental,

and to assist the ends of justice, where no remedy

was obvious in the ordinary Law Courts. And
during a portion of this long interval the Star

Chamber committee of the Privy Council was in

full activity, and natural^ intercepted much busi-

ness that would otherwise have accrued to the

Lords.

It is to be observed however, that not in its

palmiest days did the Star Chamber ever assume

any appellate jurisdiction in error j nor on that

ground remove an^^ record from an inferior Court.

The fcAV instances that occur of misunderstandino-

between tbe two Houses at this epoch chiefly turned

on questions of their respective privileges, and

were most scandalous immediately upon the Ee-
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storation^ when the Commons had the inauspicious

precedent of the Long- Parliament to follow, and the

Lords the long' humiliation of the Commonwealth

to retrieve. Yet throuo-hout this reio-n on occasions

more frequent and trivial than can he here enume-

ratedj the Lords evinced a disposition to claim pri-

vileg'es in exemption of equal law, and the Commons

to urg*e pretensions superseding* the law itself. In

Skinner's case however, which is an interesting* one

in itself, as relating* to the dawn of our Ang-lo-Indian

empire, and in which the Lords had decided rather

summarily ag'ainst the Company ; the Commons

with some heat, but proper pertinacity succeeded in

compelling* the Upper House tacitly to relinquish

all pretension to orig'inal jurisdiction in Civil suits.

In this reio-n also the Commons seciu'ed their im-

jjortant but perhaps over-rated privileg*e of exclu-

sively passing* money bills, without the alteration of

the Lords. In the earliest times both Houses voted

several g*rants of supply without any mutual com-

munication. After this time the Houses appear to

have voted jointly on deliberation tog*ether, and in

one instance the Commons alone made a g*rant,

which probably was not held to tax the nobility.

But later still from the languag'e of the Rolls, after

the accession of the house of Lancaster in particular,

the Commons would seem to be g*enerally the

g-ranting- body, and the Lords' assent recited as onl}^

a formal thoug*h necessary part of the proceeding-.

This continued to be the practice, thoug-h something*
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of the leg-islative form of a reg-nlar bill in Parlia-

ment was introduced under the Tudors^ the Com-

mons taking* the same precedence and active assump-

tion with the assent of the Colleag-ue House ; as in

other enactments, the Lords led and the Commons

were presumed to follow. Early in Charles I/s

reig^n the Commons beg'an to omit the name of the

Lords in the preamble of bills of supply, but in the

enacting* part they continued the customary words.

Thus the orig-inating* power of taxation was clearly

placed in the House of Commons. But it was not

till the llestoration, that they maintained that the

Lords could not make any amendment whatever in

bills sent up to them, for imposing* directly or indi-

rectly a charg-e upon the people.

The question was mooted in 1601 j but from that

time to 1671 both Houses 3'ielded in turn to prevent

the delay in passing* measures. In this latter year

the point was discussed, and decided ag'ainst reason

and precedent alike in favour of the Commons. It

is now an undoubted part of their privileg'es, and

from the g-ood sense and aristocratic elements of

their House it has not worked illj thoug-h it obviously

places the taxation of a wealthy minority in a very

perilous relation to the representatives of the majo-

rity. But the principle, if principle it can be called,

has been extended even to bills for local assessments

and municipal charg'es, with which the Crown had

nothing* to do in either expenditure or collection, and

even to bills imposing* pecuniary fines on offenders
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and disposing" of tlieir application. The number of

la}'' Peers^ cut down by the -wars of the Roses and

the alternate proscriptions that followed, was small

in Henry YII/s first Parlinment, and not raised

to its Plantag'enet level b}- the successors of his

family. The two first Stuart Princes larg-ely in-

creased the number by the promotion of favourites

and the baser mode of selling- the hig-hest honours

of the State. According-ly the Peerag-e numbered

119 on the eve of the Civil War : and in the first

reg-ular Parliament after the Restoration we find

139 Lords summoned, including- of course many

new creations natural under the circumstances. The

Spiritual Peers were naturall}' less subjected to the

influence of extinction or proscription. But the

g-reat Religious war of the Reformation lopped off

thirty-six mitred Abbots from their benches, while

only five new bishoprics were added to supply so

g'reat a loss.

The writ of summons of the lay Peers orig'inally

only entitled them to sit in that Parliament, for

which they v, ere summoned. The Peerag-e being-

deemed not the whole Aristocrac}', but a select

council of it. But in Elizabeth's reio-n these writs

were construed to convey an inheritable Peerag-e,

which later still was adjudg-ed to descend upon heirs

g-eneral, female as well as male, like the more ancient

baronies in fee.

The House of Commons, from the earliest records

of its regular existence in the twenty-third year of
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Edward I. consisted of seventy-four knig-hts, or

representatives from all the counties of England

except Chester^ Durham^ and Monmouth; and of a

varying' number of deputies from the cities and

boroug-hs ; sometimes in the earliest period of repre-

sentation amounting' to as many as 200 ; sometimes

by the neg'lig'ence or partiality of the sheriffs in

omitting' places that had formerly returned mem-

bers^ to not more than two-thirds of that number.

New boroug-hs however^ as being' grown into im-

portance, or from some private motive^ acquired

the franchise of election ; and at the accession of

Henry VIII. we find 224 citizens and burg'esses

from 111 towns (London sending' four)^ none of

which have since intermitted their privileg'es.

Chester and Durham were anciently deemed ex-

empt^ or palatine jurisdictions, and Monmouth was

considered a Welsh county. But in Henry VIII.'s

reign, or even earlier, the parliamentary franchise

was extended to the Welsh counties and bo-

roug-hs and to the other peculiar territories. It

is perhaps to the jealousy of the House of Commons,

that began to be felt by the Cro\\n towards the

end of the Tudor period, and more strong'ly after-

wards ; that we must attribute the cessation of those

charter g'rants to rising' municipalities or important

districts, which had been freel}", thoug'h perhaps irre-

gularly, granted by earlier sovereig'ns.

The idea of representation necessarily followed the

idea of taxation, and exery freeholder liable to the
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moveables, or personalt\^ subject to tenths and fif-

teenths, had a dormant if not active rig-ht to the

franchise. Thus we saw in an earlier chapter of

this work that every rudely defined district of free-

holders, and every considerable group of little capi-

talists, as counties and boroug'hs, had a share in the

national representation. And an}' considerable place

unrepresented before the Reform Act of 1881, must

have been of recent origin, and of insufficient con-

sequence in the enfranchising- period, that preceded

the first jealousies of the Crown and Parliament.

Some exceptional cases chiefly in the North, as

Sheffield and Manchester, ma}^ have deprecated the

honours of parliamentary representation on account

of the distance and expense. The marked preponde-

rance of the South Western districts of the Island

in borough representation, must indicate the earlier

civilisation and wealth of those counties, perhaps the

influence of the Crown and Courtly Peers estated

there, and possibly even the ancient pre-eminence of

Wessex over its sister principalities.

For the various franchises that prevailed in these

cities and boroughs, the reader is again referred to

the Chapter on the Origin of Parliamentary Insti--

tutions. They will there be seen to comprise the

representation of the property in the houses or soil

of the borough, of its magistracy or governing

body, or of the skilled labour of its hidustrious

classes. The tendency from the first rather gravi-
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tated towards the aristocratic basis of property or

corporate functions. And though this tendency

increased, it A\as neither general nor unchecked.

And where no other special franchise could be

proved, the electoral rig-lit was to be presumed in

the inhabitants paying" scot and lot, or in modern

terms, the householders paying' rates and taxes. The

latter Tudors had added to the numbers rather than

the popular element of the House of Commons by

creating- sundry small boroughs. Of these Edward

VI. created or restored 24, Mary added 21, Eliza-

beth 60, and James 27 members. It was laid down

as a general principle in James I.'s reign that every

place that had once returned was entitled to a writ

as a matter of course. The restorations of boroughs

on this principle down to the Civil War, were fifteen

in number. Charles I. with his usual infatuated

pride and ignorance of management created no new

boroughs, to balance the existing popular elements of

the House. Durham, both county and city, were not

enfranchised till 1(573. Authorities are not wanting in

favour of the common law right of burgage tenants,*

as supported by the g-reat case of Ashby v. White,

and Lord Holt's famousjudgment therein. This view,

as favouring the oligarchic tendency of borough in-

fluence, received for many years the steady support

of Committees of the House. Though the popular

bias of the freeman franchise received the support

* Or holders of the freehold or copyhold of the soil within

the area of the Borough.
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of some decisions in important constituencies, nnd

was rather oTowing- in favour down to the Reform

Act. The strict olig'archic theory of corporate or

mao-isterial franchise, thoug-h common enouo-h in

many boroug'hs, and resting" on no small basis of

historic authority, obtained but little countenance,

and no extension in the decision of any Committee

whose proceeding's are extant.

Since the Restoration no boroug-h has been enfran-

chised by the sole Ro3'al authority. Such an act,

however wise and popular, would have been an en-

croachment on the undoubted privilege of the House,

and perhaps since the Union with Scotland and

Ireland, mig-ht be deemed a breach pro fanto of the

representative compromise, recognized with those

sister king-doms.
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CHAPTER V.

THE REVOLUTION.

Accession of James II.—Unpopularity—Attempts of Argyle

and Monmouth—Atrocities of the Government—Degree of

James' cognizance—Religious differences—Proclamation

—

Trial of the Bishops—Invasion of Prince of Orange— General

desertion of James—Abdication—Debates thereon—Act of

Settlement—State of parties.

Considering the bitter unpoi^ularity and g-rave

suspicions that had dictated the Exclusion bill^ and

had made the name and succession of James a

party cry and test of faction in the hist reig'n ; his

quiet and orderly succession was more to be won-

dered at than the two abortive attempts at rebellion^

that just ruffled the opening- of his reig-n. Yet

thoug'h Monmouth and Arg*} le were both weak men

and feebl}" supported^ the very attempt indicated a

larg'e floating- mass of disaffection ready to the hand

of some abler operator^ and only waiting* more fa-

vourable circumstances for its development. The

common sense of both Eng-land and Scotland repu-

diated these attempts of a restless and unprincipled

adventurer^ and of a sincere though weak big*ot.

The bloody and disproportionate reprisals, that were
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inflicted on the partisans of Monmouth^ are a well

known and disgTaceful pag*e of our g-eneral or leg-al

history. They need only be adverted to here as indi-

cative of the spirit of the King-, and as amply

justif^'ing- those who eventually acted on the as-

sumptioUj that he was totally un\^orthy of trust.

One of the g-reatest practical tests of Constitutional

sovereignty is the choice of instruments ; and

thoug'h this choice is narrowed in purely political

functions in reference to the existing* majority in

Parliament^ and sometimes in consideration of the

opposition also
;
yet in the legal and military de-

partments of the executive a wide scope must alwa3^s

exist for selection^ and a wider one far in James's

reio-n than in our own times. And one could

hardly sug"g'est a worse spirit and intent on the part

of the monarchy than is indicated by the selection

of such instruments as Jeffre^-s and Kirk from his

Law and Army lists. Such ample justice has been

inflicted on the character of the former very infa-

mous person by two admirable modern Avriters^ who

cannot in this respect at least be accused of having*

over-charged their colouring- ; that it is onl}^ neces-

sary to remark here on his notorious Western Assize

of 1085^ that its atrocity consisted in exacting- the

letter of the law on wide masses of victims^ rather

than in an habitual violation of it ; and received its

diabolical character from the bearing* and lang-ung-e

of the Judge. Thoug-h cases were not wanting- of

a violation of the criminal law, as then understood^
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in the intimidation of juries^ the admission of bad

evidence^ and the g-eneral application to masses of

points of evidence bearing- onh^ on individuals. A
still g-reater shock to public confidence and the prin-

ciples of moralit}' was given by the wholesale exe-

cutions or deportations of many, who at once pleaded

o-uilty under the implied promise of pardons, or of a

more lenient sentence, as suited to the crowds who

had erred in ig-norance and excitement. This latter

punishment, destined to work so g-reat a chang-e in

our penal system, and eyen to affect our ultimate

relations with our colonies, was first, I believe, prac-

tised bv Cromwell; and in the same illeg-al and

wholesale manner on those taken in arms ag-ainst

his authority, rather with the view of expediting*

trial than of lightening- punishment.

The degree in which James was cog-nisant of the

atrocities of his ministers cannot be clearly shewn,

and he is entitled to the benefit of the doubt. But

not to mention the evidence directly implicating-

him, it agrees too well with his business habits, and

severe and vindictive character, to believe he both

knew and approved of the bloodj' campaig-n g'oing'

on within an hundred miles of Windsor.

Monmouth's own fate is scarcely matter of reg-ret,

and he justly incurred the penalty of an adventure,

dictated only by preposterous personal ambition and

identified with no great public principle, that dis-

turbed a peaceful countr}^ and destroyed the happi-

ness ofmany hundred innocent families. Monmouth
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was executed under the Act of Attainder which the

Parliament justly passed upon him on his landing*

in arms. His death^ despite his rank, youth, and

g'littering* accomplishments, would merit as little

remark as that of the lowliest of his followers, had

it not been sig-nalized b}^ the unparalleled coldness

and cruelty of the t^a^ant, who g-ratuitously admitted

to a personal interview a relative and former boon-

companion, whom he had determined to execute as

a rebel.

The suppression of this rebellion, thoug-h appa-

rently confirming- the new reig*n, yet laid the foun-

dation for future change, in the odium attaching* to

the conduct of the gfovernment ; and in the substi-

tution of the powerful and politic Wilham of Orang-e,

for the weak and paltry Monmouth, as the leader

and heir of opposition.

The Parliament of 1G85, which sat for only

eleven days, the short and solitary experiment en-

dured by James of parliamentary combination, was

lo3^al in tone and liberal in supply ; but demurred at

sanctioning" a standing" army, or at endang-ering* the

Protestant establishment under the specious pretext

of liberty of conscience and the repeal of the Test

Act. The opposition which James so soon expe-

rienced, and which gradually stiffened into the

g'eneral resistance that compelled his abdication, is

one of the strong-est proofs of the value of individual

and national character, in the abeyance or corrup-

tion of good institutions. James opened his reign

VOL. II. Q
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with a Parliament packed by the loyalty of the

g-entry and thraldom of the corporations, with a

standing* army for the first time larg-ely composed

of Irish Romanists, and in part officered by Boman

Catholics, with an infamous Bench, a servile Church,

and a people whose sectarian animosities mig-ht

have prepared one party to exult in the depression

and subjection of the other. Yet with all these

advantag'es his packed Parliament refused to sanc-

tion two of his most important demands. The

honest and sag-acious sectaries repudiated a con-

temptuous toleration, that they saw was intended

and calculated to advance the Bomish interest

alone. A little long-er and the loyal Church was

aroused from her dream of Divine rig'ht, and mildly

but firmly oj)posed the late object of her misplaced

veneration. And the regular army too caug'ht the

popular contagion and cheered the acquittal of the

Bishops. To compare what Eng'land did in the

way of resistance with the exhausted and almost

dormant constitution of 1685-1688, with what

France has submitted to with her monster franchise,

her perfect equality and absence of all traditional

or actual check ; it would seem that there was some-

thino- in the Enoiish soil and character as incom-

patible with servitude, as there was in France with

freedom.

The short Parliament of 1685 however com-

mitted the error of settlino- for life on the Kino* a

revenue so ample, as with his frug'al habits, and the
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absence of war, might have enabled bim to dispense

with Parliaments for a much long-er period, than

was ag'reeable to precedent, or safe under the cir-

cumstances of his character and desig*ns.

To us, who have lived in times when the normal

combination of sects presented the Romanist and

Nonconformist allied ag'ainst the existence of a State

Church, without the smallest reference to their own

vital distinctions, and its peculiar claims alike on

scriptural and historical gTounds, the great crisis of

James's reig'u seems scarcely intelligible. We see

the great body of the Nonconformists rejecting the

offered boon from a clear perception of the motive

and design of it, and clinging to the chains Avound

round them by the High Church bigotry of the late

reign, as a check on a far deadlier foe than the ex-

isting- Establishment. That this conduct was of the

highest order of moral excellence, will be readily

admitted by those, who knowing too well how rare

is a generous disinterestedness in individuals, must

regret the still rarer exhibition of it by political

parties. And that it was also wise will be apparent

from the consideration, that a plausible equality of

emancipation extended alike to Papists and Dis-

senters, would operate in a very different degree in

their respective favours.

Not to mention that there could be no doubt, on

which region of the Ecclesiastical sphere the rays

of Royal favour would be directed, the social posi-

tion of the Roman Catholic body fitted them for the

q2
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recipients of place and power far more than the

Dissenters^ who shrunk from their former propor-

tions^ were now comprised in the middle class of the

towns, and had little other avenue to power than by

the gradual and tardy operation on Parliament of

the reopened corporations. While the old Catholic

residuum of the Aristocracy was a Court ready

made^ and the barbarous and superstitious peasan-

try of Ireland formed the raw material of an army^

which James was the first British sovereig-n^ that

had embodied on alarg-e scale. Considerations like

these weig-hing" on the minds of the nonconformists,

w^ould prove their holding" back from the specious

boon, to have been no less politic than conscientious.

But as has been observed before the Dissenters were

not now the influential body that prevailed in the

Long- Parliament, but proscribed by both the Aris-

tocracy and the populace, they had shrunk into the

narrow limits of the middle class of towns, and by

the Test and Corporation Acts were almost excluded

even from an indirect influence in Parliament.

Yet though this Parliament of 1685, the most

2^artial in its composition, and the most obsequiously

loyal in its natural sentiment of any, that had been

summoned b}^ a Stuart Prince, was prorogued and

ultimately dissolved for declining' to repeal the Test

Act
J
the dispensing- power of the Crown was con-

firmed by the Judg-es. The case selected was one

so favourable for the exercise of the Prerogative, that

it is doubtful whether the decision of the eleven
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Judg-es can be deemed illeg-al. Law3''er3 had agreed

that the King- could not dispense ^A'ith the common
lawj nor with any statute prohibiting- that a\ liicli

was mahmi in re, nor with any rig'ht or interest

of a private person or corporation. It would there-

fore seem that in Hale's case^* if any where, the

Royal dispensation mig'ht operate in favour of the

interest of an individual, in reference to a statute

g'uarding* against dang'erous masses, and on g"rounds

of artificial distinction. And the peculiar idea that

attached in that age to the small reg'ular arm}', as

rather the King's g'uards than a national force,

made it a still more appropriate occasion for dis-

pensation, where the confidence of the Prince and

the loyalty of the officer were beyond doubt. But

still it was onty a question of deg'ree, and the same

dispensing" power exercised liberally and wisely in

the case of a sing-le officer of the household troops,

mig'ht g-radually and on similar pretexts be extended

to the whole army, and all the g*reat officers of

state. While on general principles a prerogative of

setting' aside parliamentary enactments involved

every evil of absolutism, and contradicted the idea

of parliamentary g'overnment, when exercised in

avowed opposition to the very principle for which

the statutes had been enacted.

The Ecclesiastical Commission of 1686 was a

bolder or at least more open step to remodel the

rehgious institutions of the country. For the old

* The case was the legality of a commissiou iu the army to a

Roman Catholic gentleman.
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Hig'h Commission Court of Elizabeth had been alto-

g'ether taken away by an Act of the Long- Parlia-

ment, which provided that no Court should be

invested with the like power, jurisdiction, and au-

thority. Yet the Commission issued by James II.

followed very nearly the words of that which had

created the original Court, so odious at the com-

mencement of the centur}^ This infatuated step

marked the King-'s breach with the Tory or Church

part}", whose loyalt}^ had tolerated him in the last

reign, and secured his throne at his accession. In

the same spirit was the dismissal of his brother-in-

law Eochester from the virtual premiership. The

son of the great Clarendon had g'one g-reat leng-ths,

and would probably have g'one still greater in the

cause of the Prerog-ative, but he was a steady

Protestant of the Hig'h Church school, and there-

fore made way for a more compliant conscience

thouo-h less faithful minister. Several other cases

of dispensation followed in favour of Romanists

preferred to Collegiate or Ecclesiastical offices,

which bearing- on the relig-ion and education of the

country, were open to the gravest suspicions. Other

cases have lately come to lig'ht of dispensations

from using- the Church service to certain obscure

parochial ministers, that display the real intent of

James in instances where there was no question of

power and patronage.

It is to this j^eriod that must be referred the

notable project of altering- the succession, by the sub-

stitution of the Princess Anne for her elder sister,
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the Princess of Orano'e^ in the event supposed pro-

bable of the former becoming* a Roman Catholic.

The event never occurred^ nor does it seem that the

King- ever much inclined to the arrangement. But

the bare suspicion was calculated to alarm the Prince

of Orang-e for his wife^s interest^ and to excite

and concentrate the partisanship already organized

in his favour among* the malcontents. It would

appear that this intrigue^ thoug-h quite in the spirit of

the Romish sectaries^ orig-inated in French diplomac}'^

whose instinctive object was to detach England

from Holland^ and the Protestant alliance of the

Continent opposed to the ambitious designs of Louis

XIY.
There is no doubt that early in 1687, not only the

mass of the Whig* or avowedly opposition ipnvtj

looked with long-ing* eyes to the Hag-uej but that

the chiefs of the Tory or old Cavalier party, loath

and late, turned their eyes in the same direction,

and disg-usted and disheartened at the daily proof of

the King's incorrigible bigotry and absolutism, had

begun to regard a Regency or Protectorate of the

Prince of Orange, as the only security for the laws and

rehgion of the country. Though their high lo3'alty

would have revolted at the idea, as it did subse-

quently demur to the actual transfer of the Crown
and name of royalty. But it is more singular, and

almost exceeds one's conception of the profligacy of

the age, and the depravity of James's ministers, that

Sunderland who went all lengths with his master,
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and was constitutionally responsible for his worst

actSj was alread}^ in correspondence with his rival

and successor. It would be as little probable as

fair, to attribute this astounding' treason to any more

deeply depraved motive, than the selfishness of an

unprincipled minister, who had g-one g-reat leng-ths,

and fearful of the coming* reaction, which the be-

sotted big-otry of the Sovereig-n made daily more

apparent, soug-ht to avert the fate of Strafford by

rivalling' the baseness of Sj^dney, in opening- a cor-

respondence on his own account with the heir and

champion of the opposition.

But the g-reat step- in which James at once de-

clared the desig'n of a relig'ious revolution, and at

the same time divested himself of all parliamentary

or constitutional restraint, was the famous Declara-

tion for liberty of conscience. This famous State

Paper at once suspended the execution of all penal

laws concerning' religion, and freely pardoned all

offences ag-ainst them. It declared also that the

oaths of supremacy and alleg'iance, and the usual

tests enjoined by statutes of the late reig'n should

no longer be required of any one before his admis-

sion to offices of trust. It went much further than

the recog-nised prerog-ative of dispensing' with pro-

hibitory statutes. Instead of relieving- individuals

from disability by special letters patent, it swept

away at once the solemn ordinances of the leg'isla-

ture, by a sort of dormant and monster veto roused

for the occasion. There was indeed a reference to
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the future concurrence of the two Houses, but so

expressed as to throw a doubt on the probabihty of

theh' meeting', and a sneer at their authority when

met. The corresponding- proclamation in Scotland

spoke out in a still bolder tone, which, thoug'h in a

less nicely balanced constitution it mig'ht have passed

with less censure, was understood in the worst sense

of absolutism and anti-parliamentary g'overnment.

Thoug-h nothing' could have been conceived less in

the spirit of the Constitution, and pointed moreover

as it was ag'ainst a strong* national prejudice in fa-

vour of religious distinction, yet addresses were not

wanting' in support of this ill-starred proclamation,

numerous and loj^al enough to delude the King- as

to the real temper of the nation. Indeed after

making- every deduction for the notorious servility

and eag-er promptitude of the leg-al profession, the

wavering' feeling* of the Church between its loyalty

and Protestantism, and the extent to which cor-

porations had been packed, and even the Grand

Juries of counties also selected • it is a little surpris-

ing- that on the eve of so total a desertion James

received the amount of support he did on this occa-

sion. The nonconformists were in some measure

deceived as to the object of the Declaration, or at

least were g'rateful for the immediate indulg-ence

imparted to them. And the g-eneral low tone of

political morality in the country was indicated by

the increase of these addresses, on the prospect of a

lineal succession by the birth of a Prince of Wales.
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But notwithstanding" the explicit terms of the

Declaration, and the notorious design of the Sove-

reig'n who promulg-ated it, the rational Catholics

were anxious to g'et the more permanent and con-

stitutional security of an Act of Parliament for their

protection. According-ly in 1688 the King-, much

ag'ainst his will, beg-an to take measures for the

assembling" of a new Parliament. With this view

attention was paid to the remodelling- of corpora-

tions. The proceeding" with this object in the last

reig-n appears to have hardly g"one beyond the ex-

clusion of the Dissenters, and the recogniition of the

rio-ht of interference of the Crown. The interference

now exercised by James desig-ned to introduce both

Catholics and Dissenters into the coi^orations, had

from their relative numbers in the towns, the prac-

tical effect of g"iving" a predominance to the latter.

And thoug-h the Dissenting" interest had been loyal

since the Restoration, and were now in the first in-

stance grateful for promotion and power
;

3^et their

traditions and sympathies were too decidedly Pro-

testant and liberal to be relied on for any lasting-

support to James's designs. And this arrang"ement

for a parliamentary election that occurred under

other auspices may, as far as it had any effect at

all, be looked on as favourable to the Whig" or Re-

volution party. The screw too was turned with

equally ill success in the counties on the country

gentlemen, and many, who refused or evaded an

adhesion to the Court and its candidates, were erased
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from the list of Deputy-Lieutenants and Justices of

the Peace.

The next act in this ig-noble and calamitous

drama was the attack on Mag-dalen Colleg-e Oxford.

The facts are Avell known—the intrusion of a Ko-

manist President^ the expulsion of the fellows who

refused to elect him^ and the g'eneral dispensation

with all statutes and chartered privileg-es that such

proceeding's implied. There was less of dang'erous

absolutism in this than in the remodelling* of muni-

cipal corporations ', and probably somewhat more of

~

precedent might have been adduced in its favour at

least from Tudor times. But it Avas all the more

invidious as directed ag'ainst obscure scholars and

loyal churchmen^ whom charity and policy should

have combined to protect. And the more as it was

done to introduce the devotees of a hateful super-

stition into a seat of education, that has been in

all ages suspected of being* a soil too favourable for

the g"rowth of such pernicious exotics.

This infatuated and ung-racious contest with the

Church was continued by the well known prosecu-

tion of the Bishops for a seditious libel, in addressing-

a petition to the King- remonstrating- ag-ainst his

injunction on the Clerg-y of May 4, 1688, to read

his Declaration of Indulg-ence in their churches.

It would be idle to compare this prosecution and the

slight imprisonment it led to, with the sufferings of

many religious and a few political martyrs ; nor can

we justify the lengths to which the Church and its
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leaders had already g*one^ at least in the theory of

passive obedience; nor are we bound to attribute to

these Prelates any very enlarg-ed ideas of the limits

and objects of a Constitutional opposition^ in the

check thus loath and late offered to the King-'s

despotic will. It is obvious their motive on the

occasion was a relig-ious objection to the measure of

Indulg-encC; and a professional independence^ that

rejected the abuse of the service and ministers of the

Church as the heralds of despotism. While the

point of law involved in the libellous character of

their petition was of importance, in a period of feeble

and interrupted parliamentary action j as establishing-

or negativing- the rig-ht of subjects of the hig'hest

rank to tender their advice and remonstrance to the

Crown.

The trial itself is a well-known scene in g-eneral

history, and the satisfactory result turned on the

firmness and integ-rity of the jur^^, who found a pro-

per verdict on the merits, thoug'h the leg-al point

was involved in some technicalities from the abuse

of the Prerogative. For if the King- had really the

right to suspend and announce the suspension of

statutes at his will, a resistance to such a Preroga-

tive could not be warranted, though couched in lan-

guage clearly not libellous, and scarcely published

in the sense that would be required in a modern trial.

While James was thus, with very partial success

and increasing and almost universal opposition, en-

deavouring- to restore the gloomy despotism of the
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Tudors among* a people whose fathers had returned

the Long" Parliament^ and who had themselves

known the easy monarchy of Charles II. : his pe-

culiar zeal for the restoration of Popery not only

cost him more friends than his love of despot-

ism^ but appears to have outrun the desigiis of the

Catholic courtiers^ and even the wishes of the Pope

and his Nuncio. The diplomatic memoirs of the

period would appear to intimate that his foreig-n

policy was as infatuated as his domestic. For after

having- incurred just reproach and contempt for his

subserviency to French interests during' his brother's

reig'Uj and having- commenced his own with a fresh

step of mercenary degTadation ; he now^ when the

storm was muttering* in the Texel^ beg-an to show

coldness to Louis^ and rather to draw back from the

French alliance. Thus the only power^ that could

press Holland and arrest or occupy the Orang*e

armament, was allowed to remain neutral^ thoug-h on

all g-rounds well disposed to act in his support. The

invitation to the Prince of Orang-e of June 30, 1088,

was onl}^ sig-ned by the leaders of the Whig* or old

opposition party, and Lord Danby who had been a

minister and impeached in the last reig*n.

But the leaders of the Tory or old Cavalier party

were fully cog'nizant of the measure, and thoug-li

with less zeal and cordiality hailed it as the only

escape from present and future evils. The birth of

a Prince afterwards known in history as the old

Pretender, whose unbroken adversity was not even
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enlivened by the solitary burst of chivalrous adven-

ture and partial success^ that threw a g-leam over the

early career of his son^ was an event that led parties

to precipitate their measures. For a lineal male

succession would both vastly streng'then the King's

actual position^ and threaten to perpetuate the mo-

mentous chang-es in Kelig'ion and Polity contem-

plated 3 while the interests alike of the Princess of

Orang-e and the Princess Anne would fall^ involving*

in their ruin the mig-hty party combination that had

rang-ed round the one, and the narrow almost family

coterie of ambitious spirits, that had concentred round

the other.

It need scarcely be remarked, that there is no

question at the present day about the leg-itimacy of

this unfortunate child, whose birth precipitated the

catastrophe of his House. And the doubts long-

thrown on it and in a less deg-ree actually enter-

tained, must be in a g-reat measure attributed to the

malignity of party spirit and the exigences of a

party crisis. But James had little cause to com-

plain of such suspicions, as the accouchement of the

Queen was conducted in the way most calculated to

excite them ; and the unscrupulous character of the

Papists and foreigners, with whom he had sur-

rounded her, suggested the idea of a great political

fraud on the nation so obviously conducive to their

views and interests.

The landing of the Prince of Orange, his general

acceptance, and the as general desertion of the
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King-, his flig"lit, inconvenient cn])ture and return,

and second permi.ssive escape, were the rapidly

moving" scenes of the autumn of 1C88, and well

known points of g-eneral history ushering- in the

assemhly of the Convention Parliament. It may he

observed that this g-reat Revolution of 1688 com-

bined all the advantag'es of a welcome invasion cor-

recting- the possible excesses of a g-eneral revolt;

presenting- the independent character of a national

act with the reg-ularity and discipline of a military

occupation. Neither William's position in Holland,

nor the power of Holland itself were such as to en-

dang-er the national independence of Eng-land ; nor

could his army have maintained itself ag-ainst the

will of the people, thoug-li sufficient as a police to

support the Civil Power and repress any turbulence,

that mig-ht naturally attend so peculiar a crisis.

When we consider these peculiarly favourable cir-

cumstances, as well as others to be mentioned here-

after, that controlled or modified the character of

this Revolution; we must admit the special and

directing- hand of Providence in a combination of

events, that no human wisdom could have com-

manded, and which no antecedent conduct of jarring-

factions had merited. These external features of

the Revolution of 1688, and also the personal cha-

racter of William III., at ouce able and unpopular,

moderate in ambition and neutral amid factions,

have been too much left out of consideration by

writers, who have seen in the success of this g*reat
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strug-g-le nothing- more than the natural sequel of

earlier domestic contests^ and the complete develop-

ment of the principles of the Long- Parliament.

Such a combination in favour of the establishment

of libert}^ in other lands we have no reason to anti-

cipatC; thoug-h every cause of thankfulness that it

was so ordered in our own case.

James's first flig-ht was so voliintar}^, and excited

so little sympath}^ that it mig'ht really be termed

an abdication^ and was so in everything- but form.

His flig-ht however was intercepted^ and his return

to London, though attended by no sig-ns of improve-

ment in policy, so far excited the feeling-s of a por-

tion of the -peo-ple, that his presence was inconve-

nient to the new Government, and necessitated a

certain deg-ree of menace and restraint to induce him

to a second and uninterrupted escape. On his de-

parture the Convention Parliament commenced its

important and intricate labours. A sort of g-reat

national assembly had met in the first instance, con-

sisting- of the House of Lords, the Corporation of

London, and any members then living- who had

served in any of Charles II.'s Parliaments. This

irreg-ular but influential body took immediate mea-

sures for the maintenance of order in conjunction

with the welcome invader, now in peaceful pos-

session of the capital. But their most important

duty was the arrang-ement for the meeting- of a

Convention Parliament, the technical expression as

we have seen before at the Restoration for a Parlia-
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ment reg'ularly constituted but not reg'ularly sum-

moned or opened.

This was at Christmas of 1G88, and on 22nd Jan.

1089, the Convention assembled. Their first care

Avas to address the Prince to take the administration

of affairs, and disposal of revenue into his hands ; as

a sort of parliamentary sanction to the power, he

had already rather irreg-ularly assumed. On the

18th the Commons with but little opposition came to

their g-reat vote, "That King- James II. having-

endeavoured to subvert the Constitution of the king--

dom, b}' breaking' the original contract between king*

and people, and by the advice of Jesuits and other

wicked persons having* violated the fundamental

laws, and withdrawn himself out of the king-dom,

has abdicated the Government, and that the throne

is thereby vacant"

Another resolution followed the next day, that it

had been found inconsistent with the safety and

welfare of a Protestant king-dom to be g-overned by

a Popish Prince. This latter resolution carried the

full principle of the Exclusion Bill, and moreover

was ag-reed to by the Lords, who thus in practice

went the ^yh6\e extent of the chang-e effected.

But upon the former resolution several important

divisions took place. The absurd proposal with all

its indefinite train of consequences, that nominal

alleg-iance should be retained to James as King-, and

all power vested in William as Pteg-ent, was only

lost by 49 to 51. Thoug-h the zealous royalists

VOL. II. R
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would^ to avoid the semblance of a transfer of alle-

g'iance^ have entailed on their country the antagonism

of hereditary Protestant Reg-ents in power, and here-

ditary Popish King's in exile. The Lords then re-

solved that there was an orig-inal contract between

the King- and the people b}^ 55 to 46. A theoretical

proposition, more in the spirit of the French Revo-

lution than of our own, yet necessary at the time as

setting- at rest the idea of the Divine right of monar-

chy. They concurred without much debate in the

rest of the Commons' votes, substituting- the milder

and more literally true word deserted for abdicated.

They next omitted the final and most important

clause "that the throne was thereby vacant" by a

majorit}^ of 55 to 41. The Danby or Tor}^ party in

the Lords asserting- a devolution of the Crown on

the Princess of Orange, as b}^ a regular legitimate

descent. Both parties at this time seem tacitly to

hfsve assumed the spuriousness of the infant Prince

of AVales. The Whigs without an}^ necessity, from

mere hate and contempt of his race, but the Tories

from the awkward necessity of reconciling a change

the}" had determined on, with their principles of

loyalty and legitimate succession. Encouraged by

this difference between the Houses, the Tory theo-

rists and actual friends of the late King- numbered

151 votes ag'amst 282 in fa"\'our of ag-reeing- with

the Lords in striking out the clause about the va-

canc}" of the throne. A conference ensued between

Committees of the two Houses upon their amend-
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ments. In this conference as mig-ht be anticipated

from the points in controversy^ the Whig-s^ who were

for asserting- the abdication and vacanc}^, had as

much the advantag*e on the solid g'rounds of poh-

tical expediency and the special necessity of the

case, as the Tories had on the principles of Consti-

tutional law and the proper sense of words. The

alternative seemed to be between an impracticable

adhesion to the principle of legitimate descent^ or

the admission of the dang*erous principle of elec-

toral monarchy; or viewed still more narrowly

which was the least evil^ the solitary and exceptional

chang'e of succession to be sanctioned, or the endless

perplexit}^ of a line of Reg*ents de facto, keeping"

out a line of King's dej^ire, a day of modern Poland

or centuries of Merovino-ian France. It seemed

quite one of those occasions where a happy chang-e

is the truest conservatism^ and stubborn resistance

is really the crudest innovation. Such occasional

and abnormal chang-es we have seen were not un-

known to the Saxon Polity, and more than once

received the sanction of a parliamentary epoch^ at

the accession of the Lancaster branch of the Plan-

taofenets, and aofain at that of the House of Tudor.

The House of Lords or its Committee of Con-

ference at last yielded to the urg-ency of the situa-

tioUj and the firmness of the Commons^ and adopted

the resolutions without amendment ; making' up

now for their reluctance by a resolution, that the

Prince and Princess of Orang-e shall be declared

II 2
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King" and Queen of Eng'land and all the dominions

thereunto belono;ino\ The Commons with a wiser

patriotism delayed to concur in this resolution^ until

they should have completed the Declaration of those

rig'hts and liberties^ which were alone the justifica-

tion of the g-reat chang'e effected. This Declaration

being" at once an exposition of the misg'overnment

which had compelled them to dethrone the late King",

and of the conditions on which they elected his suc-

cessor, was incorporated in the final resolution, to

which both Houses came on 18th Feb. 1C89. The

settlement of the Crown was on the Prince and

Princess of Orang*e for their joint lives and the life

of the survivor. The exercise of the reg'al power to

be vested however in the Prince alone, to be exer-

cised in their joint names, after their deaths to the

issue of the Princess ; in default of such issue to the

Princess Anne and her issue; in default of such

issue to the heirs of the body of the Prince. This

seemed to provide for any reasonable conting-ency.

But 3'et so uncertain is human life, and so rapid

the tendency to extinction in Eo3'al stocks ; that

within a quarter of a centur}^, a still remoter branch

from the lineal heirs was on the throne, and the

principle of parliamentary selection to be ag'ain in-

voked. Thus terminated the g-reat contest that had

lasted, thoug'h with considerable intermission, since

the reig"n of John, between the Crown and people of

Eng-land. It little resembled the class strug-g-les of

other countries and of later times, it was occasionally
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masked under the rival pretensions of different ro3'al

branches, and oftener had assumed the had<»-e of re-

hg'ious distinctions or of relig'ious zeal, to excite or

justify a course determined on. But it had ever been

directed to the preservation of known laws^ or the

recovery of unforgotten rig'hts, rather than to the

operation of abstract principles and the invention of

some ideal perfection. Parliament had been the

eng-ine of warfare. The aristocracy of birth no less

than of wealth, the preferred leaders of the cam-

paign, the lawyers, and last and loth the Church

had lent itself to the movement. But the mob, as

disting-uished from other classes, had rarely taken a

prominent part in the strug'gie, and except during*

the i^"^ dark days that ushered in the militar^'^ con-

flict between Charles I. and the Long* Parliament,

not even the streets of the capital were disturbed by

the ascendancy of that dang-erous class, to whom their

leaders and deceivers assig'n the exclusive name of

the people.

The Constitutional advantao'es derived from this

great change are read clearly enough in the very

nature of the struggles so fearfully terminated. The

advantag'e, as has been well described by the g'reat

Constitutional historian, consisted not only in the

rights secured and principles asserted on the part

of the subject, but in the altered title and lower

tenure as it were of the Royal authority. The great

change of the Revolution itself, the temporary in-

trusion of a foreig-n and not popular Prince, the
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extinction of Anne's issue^ and the Protestant

Stuart line by the death of the Duke of Gloucester,

the consequent introduction of a still more alien and

unknown branch of the Ro3^al stock, combined with

the reg*ular succession of exiled representatives of

hereditary d3mast3^, to make the actual possessors of

the Crown cling" to their parliamentary title, to shun

for many g-enerations the idea of prerogative, to

repudiate the hazardous claim of Divine right, and so

far from straining- the antagonist checks of the

Constitution to allow them the fullest pla}^, and to

sink into a mere expensive ceremonial attached by

custom to the real government by the two Houses,

and the anomalous and limited constituency that

returned the Lower. We shall see in the following-

pages that as tyrann}^ is not the only vice, so every

virtue did not follow the loss of power • and a waste-

ful profusion, coarse profligacy, and g-eneral pecu-

niary corruption in the highest circle characterized

the ag-e, when Kings ceased to be ambitious, and

people had not j^et become so, but Parliament ruled

both. The triumph over the one was signalised by

the absorption of all power into the hands of the

fortunate leaders of the majority. While an indif-

ference was certainly shewn for the unrepresented

masses, by the enormous growth of that indirect

taxation, to which they were unconscious contribu-

tors, and a severity in the criminal code, in the law

of impressment, and other institutions which, mea-

sured b}^ the amount of human suffering they un-
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justly ensured^ cannot be lig'litly estimated; but by

the deep thinker on politics cannot be compared to

those forms of unconstitutional tyranny, which by

superseding" the law, g'ag'g'ing- the press, coercing-

conscience, and checking- discussion, would per-

petuate every evil which has been found curable.

It seems admissible to consider the period of both

William and Anne as the development of the g-reat

chang-e of 1688, and the principles it involved. In

some characteristics it resembled the reig-n of Charles

II. in the free scope given to parliamentary action,

the universal practice and familiarity with Parlia-

mentary g-overnment, the strang-e and scarcely ac-

countable fluctuations in public opinion, indicated by

the result of certain g'eneral elections, the g'reat pro-

flig-acy of the upper classes who practically monopo-

lised power, and the extraordinary apathy of the

^reat body of the nation under a s} stem, which

however admirable in theory was chiefly broug'ht

home to themselves by heavy taxation and distant

if not disastrous warfare.

The Lords were probably induced by the perils of

anarchy, to make up for their former reluctance by

the unconditional vote in favour of the sovereig-nty

of William of Orange. Nor was this apprehension

either unfounded or confined to that distino-uished

body. But the Commons insisted on the Declaration

of rights as prior and introductory to this devolution

of sovereig-nty.

This instrument in the \vay of declaration settled
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many points^ that the misgovernment of the late

reig"!! had forced into an invidious prominence.

The pretended power of suspending- laws or their

execution by the royal authority without consent of

Parliament was declared illegal. As was also with

rather a vague generality the Commission for ap-

pointing the late Court for Ecclesiastical affairs ; and

all other Courts of the same nature were declared

illegal and pernicious. The same censure was passed

on the levying* of money without consent of Parlia-

ment. The right of subjects to petition the Crown

was properly asserted in reference no doubt to the

case of the Bishops. Elections were to be free. No
standing arm}- maintained without authority of Par-

liament. Debates and proceedings in Parliament

were to be free and unimpeached in any other Court

or place. Other principles of no great novelty or

special significance were laid down with reference to

judicial proceeding', which the conduct of JefFerj'^s and

his associates had suggested as necessary or im-

portant.

This declaration was in the next session confirmed

by a regular act of the Legislature, with some little

modification as to the illegality of a dispensing pre-

rogative, which was referred to a statute, to be

passed that session, to point out the limits within

which it might be exercised. But this delicate sta-

tute never appeared. And the constitutional law

has been settled, not only in the spirit, but according*

to the letter of the original declaration.
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The declaration ag-ainst the leg-aHty of a staiidino'

army expressed^ rather too strong!}' and absohitely

for practical convenience^ an idea that was certainly

constitutional. This would appear from the neg-ative

proof of there being* no power known to the consti-

tution to inflict martial lavr, or provide for the quar-

ters of troops A\ithout special enactments for the

purpose^ which necessitates the somewhat pedantic

annual renewance of our Mutiny Act. Not to men-

tion that the now admitted rio-ht of Parliament to

appropriate supplies^ as well as to raise the revenue,

would have led to the same result, had a military

force been retained ao'ainst the will of the Leo-is-

lature.

The curious case in Sir T. Jones's Reports, p. 147,

shews that at the arbitrary close of Charles II. 's

reig'n, neither the necessit}^ of a g-arrison, nor the

usag'es of an obscure and detached jurisdiction, con-

ferred the right on a commander to imprison an

English soldier at his own discretion in derogation

of common law right.

The thirteen dreary }- ears that William III. filled

his elective throne are less interesting to our grateful

and patriotic feelings, than to constitutional research.

Partly from his own errors, and still more from the

peculiarity of his situation, William did not meet

with the cordial support or loyal indulgence that the

great benefits he had conferred, and the moderation

of his sway, had justly merited from English parties.

His lavish expenditure on favourites had a precedent
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rather than justification in the conduct of former

soverei^ms, and was from his personal unpopularity

regarded with less indulg'ence than the meretricious

grants of Charles II. or the more economical debau-

cheries of the two first Georges.

The new and enormous taxation^ required by his

naval and military establishments, were in an en-

larged sense the price justly paid for the Kevolution

and change of dynasty, that brought England for-

wards as the champion of continental Protestantism

and liberty against the organized force and centralized

revenue of Louis XIY ; from the cheap and inglo-

rious neutrality to which the French and Popish

leaning's of the Stuarts had condemned her. But

this explanation was neither obvious nor always

satisfactory to tax-payers, who beheld in the rapid

growth of Customs and Excise a portentous develop-

ment of that indirect taxation, which pressed in the

nature of a poll tax on the humbler classes.

While these faults of character or misfortune of

position rendered William an unpopular sovereign,

with what in modern slang is rather disrespectfully

termed the masses ; it is not difficult to see how

little acceptable a succession derogatory to heredi-

tary right, the letter of the law and the spirit of the

Church, must have been to these aristocratic and pro-

fessional classes. The crimes and faults of the last

reign were forgotten, extenuated, or deemed expiated

by dethronement and exile.

Thus schemes were early projected and corres-
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pondence opened for a restorntion b}^ many leaders

of the Tory part}", \\liose criminality must be mea-

sured both by the evils they would have entailed on

their country, and the deg'ree of confidence they be-

trayed in their Prince. The real strength and only

cordial support of William's g'overnment lay in the

commercial body, the upper class of towns ; and these

in the decay and unpopularity of dissent, had lost

the great moving- engine and bond of s}'mpathy with

the lower classes. William's g-overnment was thus

preeminently one of suiferance coldly supported by

the Whigs, who had everything" to fear from a

counter-revolution, and jealously crossed by the

Tories, who were not agTeed on any terms of Resto-

ration.

At the commencement it was not so, but as in-

vited and elected by the nation at larg'e, his g'overn-

nient included the prominent men of both the leading'

parties. But the treacherous leaning- of too many
Tories, even of those in his confidence, to the Court

of St. Germains, and the noxious schism of the

nonjurors, which g-ave an undeserved character to a

mischievous error, obhg-ed him to form his Cabinet

during- the g-reater part of his reig-n of such mate-

rials as the Whig- party could supply. And this

necessity of the time g-ave rise to the custom, since

habitual, of forming- a g-overnment exclusively from

one party in the state. A practice which, thoug-li

obviously defensible in theory, has perhaps been

carried too far in practice, is scarcely needed in quiet
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times^ and occasionally departed from on an emer-

g-ency. A permanent chief or commission of chiefs

mig-ht seem as conducive to the public service in

the Navy or the Law^ as it has been found in the

Arm}^ AVhile even in other offices involving- the

traditions or expressing' the objects of party, it might

seem possible to admit the application of a principle

in one department, and yet to ig*nore its urgency at

least in another. To have for instance liberal and

moving- reformers to preside over our domestic and

financial departments, and yet to harmonize with

the prevailing- bias of our neig-hbours in the tone of

our foreign office. This seems a sounder principle

for occasional or habitual coalitions, than the one

usuall}^ resorted to of holding- in abeyance certain

important questions or classes of questions, on which

the component members of the g-overnment are not

agreed, or what amounts to much the same thing-,

leaving- such topics as open questions. Of course

extremes should be avoided in such combinations,

but extreme politicians in countries of some political

experience are rarely entrusted with official respon-

sibility. At the crisis that g"ave occasion to these

remarks, the Whig's were naturally a little dissatis-

fied, that men who had shared the splendid misrule

of Charles II., and even participated in the darker

criminalities of the last reig-n, should share the

sweets of office with those, who had borne the bur-

den nnd heat of a quarter of a century opposition.

Some of the corrupt or subservient tools of the
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last reig'ii, who dishonoured the Bench were de-

servedly deprived of tlie hig'h office they abused.

The Act of Indemnity that was intended to secure

other offenders was impeded by the altered relations

of party, that marked the close of the last reig-n.

But the difficult question was well settled by an Act

of Grace sent down from the throne the next session.

In remodelling- the corporations^ or rather in restor-

ing- the abrog'ated municipal rig-hts to their condition

prior to the measures alluded to at the close of

Charles II.'s reig'n, the Whig- majority in the Com-

mons shewed some wish to retaliate by excluding*

from the restored corporations those, who had been

active or pliable in the surrender of their Charters.

This, though perhaps no more than just, yet as indi-

cating* a vindictive feeling*, and calculated to render

one interest predominant in those important elec-

toral bodies, was properly over-ruled by the Lords,

who however, in throwing- out the whole bill, would

have left the corporations the exclusive strong-holds

of Tor3nsm and High Church principles, that was

intended by the Corporation Policy of Charles II.

In finance matters both parties ag-reed to hold

the national purse-string-s tig-liter than they had

been. The eig-ht j^ears war that followed immedi-

ately dissipated entirely these schemes of economy

and retrenchment. But the idea of the Peace esta-

blishment was only £1,200,000 a-year, of which

about a half was to be reserved for Court expendi-

ture, and civil charg-es upon it in the nature of our
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Civil list. And the remaining* £600^000 was deemed

sufficient for the defence of the king"dom^ and con-

ting'ent expenses of that class. The revenue had

improved so much from the increase of wealth and

population under the peaceful reig"n of Charles II.,

that taxation calculated to produce an income of

£1,200,000^ had^ in James's reig-n, averag-ed

£1^500^000^ without including- £400,000 a-year

granted hy new taxes voted in the Parliament of

1685 for eig-ht years. The averag-e expense of

James's g"overnment, more frugally conducted than

his brother's had been^ was about £ 1^700,000 a-year,

which would still leave a dangerous margin of ways

and means for unknown and unauthorized applica-

tion. This error, for constitutionally speaking it

was now held to be an error, arose from the Parlia-

ment of 1685 having voted supplies without appro-

priating them to specific objects, and in ignorance

of their probable amount. The Convention Parlia-

ment continued the measure on its actual footing till

December, 1690. The next Parliament only g-ranted

the customs for four years, and rather ungraciously

conceded the excise an avowedly hereditary reve-

nue for the lives of William and Mary and the

survivor. They provided it is true for his enormous

war estimates on a scale of magnitude England had

never seen before. But the personal distrust im-

plied in their temporary votes justly wounded the

King's mind, and alienated him from the Whig
majority, who seemed to support his throne but as a
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tool of pa^t3^ It is curious to contrast the sus-

picion and illiberality of a Parliament^ that owed so

much to his interposition with the reckless prodi-

g-alit}^^ with which Parliament met and anticipated

the wants of the far less worth}- princes of the House

of Hanover. Possibly their very want of talent and

character ma}" have been considered constitutional

recommendations^ in the moral and delicate experi-

ment of parliamentary government.

William's undoubted talent^ enlarg-ed views, and

ample experience g-ave an ambitious character to his

internal g'overnment,that was sufficient to awaken the

jealous}", that his character and services failed alto-

g'ether to quiet. A nd he should have felt that a Prince

of considerable foreig-n resource, and from whom his

ministers on questions of war and European policy

soug-ht to receive advice instead of offering- it, could

scarcely expect to be an exception to that constitu-

tional vigilance, which if not actually needed in his

case, was still necessary as a precedent and barrier

for less worthy successors. But William appears

to have misunderstood the nature of this opposition,

and to have considered the Whigs as Republicans

on their good behaviour, who sought to reduce a

limited but undoubted monarchy to the grade of a

Dutch Stadtholdership, which for military and di-

plomatic purposes had given a royal capital to a

Republican column.

Yet there is reason to suppose both from the lite-

rary remains and public manners of that age, that
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a republican spirit hardly existed^ except in some

few and now unpopular dissenting- denominations.

However William was induced for a time to employ

the Tories as more complaisant to Royal authority,

thoug-h but half reconciled to his own succession.

The intriofues of these statesmen with the exile of

St. Germains is a characteristic thoug-h not very cre-

ditable part of our histor}^ And Carmarthen and

Marlboroug-h, if not Godolphin merit all the censure,

that the virtuous indig-nation of Whig" writers has

heaped upon them. Thoug-h the moralist would

scarcel}^ class with the same political delinquenc}^

the natural anxiety of the Princess Anne to solicit

the forg-iveness and reconciliation of her father, even

thoug-h it obliged her to separate her cause from that

of her sister. Much embarrassment, and possibly

many of the failures of the war are to be attributed

to the number of Tories or rather Jacobites, who

had been introduced into the subordinate offices of

the state by Godolphin. It is more sing'ular that

some discontented AVhig-s should have opened neg-o-

tiations with the Sovereign they had virtually de-

throned. But whether this was in real resentment

at his successor, or as is more probable in some of

them, from a cowardly wish to be provided ag-ainst

a possible restoration, it was a mark of the g-rowing-

corruption of the ag-e, and the decay of earnest and

sincere conviction in public men.

The schemes however for the restoration of James

failed both from the schism among' the Jacobites
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who beg'an to be termed compounders and non-

compounders^ according- as they wei'e prepared for

a restoration^ with or without some g'uarantees for

relig-ion and law ; and from tlie arbitrar}^ nature of

the exiled Monarch, Avho cared not to disg'uise

his preference for an unconstitutional return. The

war that terminated with the Peace of Ryswick in

J696 was both expensive and unsuccessful, thoug-h

the Peace obtained a recognition of the succession

from all foreig*n powers, and thus damped for a time

the intrio'ues of the exiled Court. But the nation
c

saw with alarm the ominous though moderate com-

mencement of the public debt, and Parliament re-

viewed with jealousy the military expenses, that

seemed now to admit of reduction.

The reduction was on a scale of unrensonable sim-

plicity, w orthy of a certain school of modern re-

formers. It was first proposed that a force of 7000

men only should be kept up, the standing- force of

1680, when the British sovereig-n was subservient to

if not a pensionary of France. This was however

aug'mented to a force of 10,000, though in the

altered state of Europe, and the new relations of

England to the great centralised military monar-

chies of the Continent, the one limit was about as

absurd as the other. William's military experience

saw this so clearly, that he was tempted to do the

one unconstitutional act of his reign, b}" leaving-

sealed orders on his departure for Holland to keep

up 16,000 men. Tliis order ministers obe3^ed in

s
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equal violation of the vote of the Houses. But the new

Parliament that assembled the next session enforced

the original reduction to 7000^ with the additional

and most offensive proviso, that they were to be all

British natives, thus separating" the King- from his

favourite Dutch Guards and French Protestant refu-

gees. These points seem to have been carried by the

not unusual combination of a liberal opposition, with

the strong- national prejudice, that is so influential

in the other party. But it is worthy of remark,

both throug-h this reig-n and that of Anne, that Par-

liament, thoug-h based on so anomalous and partial

a suffi-ag-e, appears to have been sing'ularly free from

Government influence. And Government itself

obeyed the impulse of adverse parties, as the}^ tri-

umphed at successive g-eneral elections almost as re-

gularly as action and reaction in the material world.

The org-anised manag'ement of Walpole, and the

vast expenditure of the State under Georg-e III.,

not to omit the steady and tenacious will of the

latter monarch, restored in a g-reat degree the reality

of the first, though weakest order in the State, by its

independent influence in the Houses of Parliament

themselves.

In a similar spirit to their army estimates, though

far less injuriously to the country, was the resump-

tion of the Irish forfeitures. These confiscations

lamentably accruing as the penalt}^ of a resistance,

that had much of religion and loyalty to elevate it

above the usual feuds of that unhappy country, had
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been lavishly squandered by William among* his

Dutch Guards and favourites. But thouo-h the Com-

mens acted \\^ell and wisely in rescuing- these g-rants,

and thus checking* the exuberance of favouritism, they

evaded the spirit in availing' themselves of the letter

of the Constitution, in tacking- these resumptions to

money bills, Avhich could not be modified in the upper

House j thus depriving* the Lords of an undoubted

share of their jurisdiction. The Lords on this and

a former occasion accedino* at the Kino-'s desire.

Parliamentary enquiries also followed the peace

of Ryswick into some of the failures in the late war,

more particularly relative to the Admiralty de})art-

ment and the Civil War in Ireland. Such enquiries

had been attempted before into the conduct of mili-

tary and naval commanders, but successfully re-

sisted. The success of the promoters of enquiry on

this occasion established a perhaps necessary, but

often inconvenient precedent, which entailing* the ex-

amination of witnesses, production of despatches and

accounts, invests the public service with a publicity

that must be often detrimental. The first attempt

of what has been knoAvn in our times, by the rather

vag'ue description of an enquiry into the state of the

nation, failed in the hands whero it originated. It

went beyond the recog*nised scheme of modern op-

position, by proposing* a joint Committee of both

Houses to consider the state of the nation, and what

advice was to be g*iven to the King* concerning- it.

This would have been a great error from the vag'ue

s2
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and indefinite nature of the functions assumed, and

from the proposed fusion of the Houses in a form,

which the dire example of France has shewn to be

uncontrolable by the executive. Burnet censures

on much the 'same g-rounds, an apparently milder

though equally abortive measure, constituting- a

permanent Council of Trade and protection of the

interests of merchants.

But without knowing' more than is recorded of

the constitution and powers of this new body, it is

out of place to criticise the desig'n either on general

principles, or in relation to the notorious India Bill

of 1783, of which it would appear an ancestor.

The partition treaties, that led to the impeachment

of four Ministers, are easier to be justified on their

European merits, than to vindicate the constitutional

principles involved in their execution. And the

only and very partial excuse, that can be tendered

for the g-reat Somers' irreg'ular and indefinite sub-

mission to the Boyal will, is to be found in the fact

above alluded to, of a constitutional sovereig-n being-

so unlucky, as to be the first diplomatist and strate-

g-ist of his ag-e, and as such to command the assent

of his ministers on points, where Eng-lish politicians

are rarely accomplished. That this feeling- was very

strono- in William's wisest and most constitutional

ministers is apparent from the interesting- correspond-

ence of Lord Somers, as g-iven in Lord Campbell's

Lives of the Chancellors. Somers clearl}^ erred in

fixing* the Great Seal to blank powers, and ag-ain to
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a ratification on Avhicli he liad not been consulted,

thus allowino;- an unconstitutional latitude of action

to the sole will of the Sovereig-n, apart from his re-

sponsible advisers.

The reig-n of William III. is so important as the

first pag"e of a new period^ that some of the improve-

ments or modifications of the Constitution effected

during this period should be considered in detail.

The seventeen years Parliament, that occupied

the greater part of the reig-n of Charles II., had dis-

g-usted and alarmed the nation at the prospect of a

permanent legislature ; both as liberating representa-

tives from the recurring- control of their constituents,

and exposing" them for a long-er period to the influ-

ence of tLe Court. A bill was therefore introduced

for triennial Parliaments, aflirming, and at the same

time misstating' the earlier practice, which we have

seen above only required the triennial summons of

a Parliament as the minimum of legislation, and

could scarcely be construed as requiring- a new elec-

tion on each occasion. This bill however supported

in g-eneral by the Whig's and opposed by the Tories,

was lost by a prorog'ation in 1689, passed both

Houses, and was vetoed by the King* in 1693, and

at length assented to by him in Nov. 1694. Thus

triennial Parliaments became the letter, and annual

sessions, from the temporary character of the Mu-
tin}^ Act, and appropriation of supplies, the practice

of our Constitution. And thoug-h the seven years'

duration of Parliament was restored by the Sep-

tennial Act on the accession of the House of Hano-
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ver^ and still remains the leg-al limit of representa-

tive existence^ three or four years is still found the

averag-e duration of Parliaments, as marking- about

the period of the recurrence of momentous questions,

or the casualties of administration. Nor would it

be difficult to prove that this duration is more in ac-

cordance with the popular will, than either a long-er

period, or one so much shorter, as would render con-

stituencies careless and anticipate public opinion.

The law of treason too received an improvement in

favour of the security of the subject, that the lax inter-

pretation of the celebrated Act of Edw. III. had en-

dang-ered. As has been observed before, the law of

treason prior to that celebrated enactment, Avas very

vag-ue and undetermined. ^J'hus, Mortimer a great

state offender no doubt, suffered for encroaching* as it

was termed on the royal power, that was in fact of

usurpation, thoug-h without violence to the reig^ning*

Sovereig-n. The treason statute of Edward III.

was distinct, thoug'h sufficiently comprehensive in its

provisions. Treason included not only the act or

desig'n of murdering* the King", Queen, or heir appa-

rent, but also properly enoug'h, the violation of the

Queen, of the eldest daug'hter, and wife of the eldest

son of the Royal house. Also levying" war on the

King' in his realm, or being- adherent to his enemies

here or elsewhere. As also forging- the Great and

Privy Seal, and the more vulg-ar offences relating-

to the Currency. The actual murder of certain Min-

isters and Judg-es in discharg-e of their duties, was

also perhaps wisety in a ruder ag-e placed under the
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same awful ban. And in all these cases the escheat

or forfeiture of property accrued to the Crown,

whether the delinquent held directly of it, or of

some inferior lord. •

This Act, thoug'h looked on in its own ag*e as a

master-piece of legislative skill and patriotic exer-

tion, was, as mig-ht be expected from the variety

and incong-ruity of the offences comprised, too often

abused to the dang-er of the subject. The most

usual and dang-erous extension of it in construction

was, that a conspiracy to levy Avar, thoug'h not in

itself a distinct treason under the statute, might be

g'iven in evidence as an overt act of compassing*

the King's death. This of course mig'ht be made

to include the different forms of private war slowly

laid aside, and arrangements for mutual protection

and support, still necessary from defective police and

abuse of authority. This common construction of

the Act seemed negatived also by the occasional

and temporary Acts passed under EHzabeth and

Charles II., rendering conspiracy to levy war trea-

sonable, and which would have been superfluous

had the usual construction of the statute been war-

rantable.

The important statutes of 36 Geo. III. c. 7, and

67 Geo. III. c. 6. will be a subject of future remark,

as settling the actual law of treason, on the basis of

the construction put upon the Act of Edw. III.,

with some proper limitations as to the objects of

the war levied. The extension to the protection of
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the Houses in their legislative functions^ is a just and

obvious consequence of the more parliamentary

form of g'overnment prevailing- in modern times.

Under the head of levying* war several outbreaks of

mere rioting- have been included, as that of the

destroyers of meeting--houses on Sacheverell's trial,

thoug-h not the analog'ous case of the Tory rioters

at Birmingham in 1791. The lawyers made a

subtle distinction between a riot of a definite and

specific object, which was a riot merel}', and a similar

outbreak to destroy all places of such a description;

which S3emed either the assumption of supreme

power, or a levying- of open war for that purpose.

However the riot Act of Geo. I., which made such

tumultuous outbreaks capital offences, when accom-

panied with violence, renders it more convenient for

prosecution to treat them as felonies under this Act,

rather than as actually treasonable.

The same latitude of construction applied to the

Act of Edward YI., which required two witnesses

to support a prosecution for treason, had admitted

the practice of one witness to prove one act, and

another another, tending- to the same treasonable con-

clusion—a manifest departure from the spirit of the

Act, and calculated to deprive the accused of the

advantag-e of variance in the evidence ag-ainst him

on any point. But by the statute of William the

overt acts deposed to by different witnesses must

relate to the same species of treason ; not for in-

stance, to levying- war, and murdering' the King-.
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It was perhaps the great advantag-e of the vicissi-

tude of parties at the period under consideration,

that each faction in turn learned by its own suffer-

ing's the evil of oppression, and thus, thoug-h every

desire existed and was occasionally sliewn to

retahate, jet a slow but g-eneral advance was per-

ceptible in the principles of justice and reason. To

instance some of the last cases where exact justice

was strained in State Trials. In Ashton's case it

was left as a question for the jury to decide whether

the bearer of treasonable correspondence was so far

cog-nisant of the fact as to implicate him in the

treason itself - a point that clearly admitted and re-

quired further evidence as to the complicity and

habits of the accused ', which was not wanting* in

the similar case of O'Quig-ley in 1798. In Ander-

ton's case evidence was admitted of the similarity

of type in a printed treasonable book, with that

employed in the press of the accused. An analogy

clearl}^ more fallacious than that of handwriting-

—

which would never now be permitted to convict.

The administration of the law however, down to

a much later epoch improved more in its strict ad-

herence to statutes, than in the spirit in which those

statutes were drawn. A monstrous case will have

to be stated in the days of Georg-e I. of a treason-

able conviction and actual execution for a Ubcl, under

a specific act for the security of the Hanoverian

succession. In our ag-e, when the unbridled license

and profligate audacity of the Press is the g^reat
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curse and scandal of the times, the verdicts and

scaffolds of Georg'e I/s reig'n seem as incomprehen-

sible as the attainders and burning-s of the Tudor

ag'e. A bill for reg'ulating- trials for hig-h treason fell

to the ground in 1691, by a difference between the

Houses on a point of privilege, introduced by the

Lords in their own favour, as to proceeding- in the

Hig'h Steward's Court. But in 1695 this excellent

statute jDassed, notwithstanding- the reluctance of

the Court, which yielded to the Tory opposition and

more independent Whig-s. The Act provides that

all persons indicted for hig-h treason shall have a

copy of the indictment five (now ten) days before

their trial, and a copy of the panel of jurors two

days before, that their witnesses for the defence

should be examined on oath, and that the aid of

counsel mig-ht be employed for the defence. It

cleared up the doubt above alluded to as arising-

from the statute of Edw. YI. that the several overt

acts deposed to must relate to the same treason. It

limits prosecutions for treason to the term of three

3^ears, except in the case of actual assassination at-

tempted.

The rig-ht of all Peers, and not a mere nominated

list as heretofore, to sit in the Hig-h Steward's Court

was allowed. While a later statute of 7 Anne, c. 21,

which may be alluded to here as a corollary of the

Act of 1695, enacted that ten days before the trial

a list of the witnesses, to be j^roduced for the prose-

cution, is to be delivered to the accused, with their
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professions and residences, along* with the co))}' of

the indictment. Our happy inexperience in treason

trials in modern times ma}" account for, rather than

excuse, the blunder of the law officers of the Crown

in Frost's case in 1839, which, from the doubt thrown

on the reg'ularity of the proceeding's, probably saved

the lives of three villains, and g'ave occasion to an

annual absurdit}^ in the House of Commons.

The liberty of the Press has commonly been sup-

posed also to date from the Revolution, or at least

from the reig'u of William III. But this must be

understood in rather a limited sense, and subject to

the g"rave exception above alluded to. It is true

the licensing- Act that expired 1679 revived in 1685,

for seven years ling-ered on to the close of the session

of 1693, and has never since been renewed. But

thoug'h this g'eneral restraint ceased, there were from

time to time statutes like that alluded to in protec-

tion of the Act of Settlement, that tabooed, if one

might use such a phrase, certain subjects, taking-

them out of the arena of free discussion, as thing's

about which no difference of opinion was safe or ad-

missible. Still more stringent than this was the usual

feeling- of the Judges and practice of the Courts in

cases of libel, and which continued with little miti-

gated severity far into the reign of George III.

Thus the Judges held in Anne's reig"n, that a libel

on the Queen's ministers jDeculiarly in her confidence,

was a libel on the Queen herself The truth of a

charge was rarely admitted in justification, either of
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a libel^ or even in mitig-ation of sentence. And
most of all, the Judg*es held throug'hout this period,

that the Court, and not the jury, were to decide on

the question of g'uilty or not g'uilty of the lihel, as a

point of law, the publication being" the only fact for

the consideration of the jury.

From the peculiar policy of the two last Stuarts,

tending- to favour alike Popery and Despotism, and

to encourag-e the former throug-h the medium of a

g"eneral toleration, the principles of civil and religious

liberty were to a certain deg'ree antag-onistic. And

this relation has affected the party politics of Eng--

land in some deo-ree down to our own times.

It has been alread}^ shewn that the political weak-

ness, or moral streng-th of the Dissenting* body did not

avail itself of the tempting- boon of toleration, held out

by the Prerog-ative for ultimate Popish objects. But

that the g-reat body acquiesced in the ascendancy of

the Church, which they felt to be the onl}^ effectual

barrier to Romanism. It mig-ht have been expected

that not onl}^ toleration, but comprehension on some

neutral and recoo-nized basis would have rewarded

an alliance so valuable and so disinterested. The

last was found impracticable, both from the infinite

variation of opinion and ritual among- the sectarians

themselves, and also from the dang-er of streng'then-

ing- the nonjuror schism in the Church itself, if the

ancient and uniform liturg-3^ were modified to meet

the views of the Dissenters. Toleration, in the

sense it bore in that ag-e, was indeed extended to
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nonconformists g-enerally, with the exception of Ro-

manists and Unitarians. It protected the persons

and places of worship of the sectarians with certain

limitations ; and the Act of Toleration has altog'e-

ther the air of a boon to a weak and unpopular bod}",

rather than a concession to a g-reat national element.

As it did not extend to opening- offices and the mu-

nicipalities to Dissenters, it would hardly be deemed

worthy the name of toleration by their descendants,

who have enlarg-ed the rig'hts of conscience to what-

ever they have conscience to claim as a rig-ht.

The Romanists, as identified both as partisans

and protegees with James and his insane attempts,

did not participate, as on g-eneral principles they

should have done, in the relig-ious toleration of the

Protestant sects. They were subjected not only to

g-eneral official disqualification and political incapa-

city for a century full after the date we are arrived

at ; but also to a variety of harassing- and humi-

liating- privations and oppressions : which thoug-h I

believe scarcely enforced in England except on the

eve of some outbreak, as in 1715 or 1745, were not

allovved to become a dead letter b}^ the Protestant

Parliaments and Orang-e administrations of Ireland.

The experience of our own ag-e of the consequence of

restored political vitality, has not been such as to

throw any discredit on the wisdom and substantial

justice of the restrictions removed. Apart from all

reference to the truth and piety of their creed, and

in addition even to the more obvious difficulties of
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their divided allegiance^ their foreig-n connexion^ the

org'anization of their priesthood and subjection of

their laity, the Romanists were in a political point

of view, a body so formidable that their political

disarmament was a first article of public safety.

Numerous enoug-h to be of serious consideration any

how, their numbers were all the more dangerous by

being' for the most part concentred in those influen-

tial classes, that are the natural soil for intrig-ue or

insurrection. The most ancient nobility of England

and the most barbarous peasantry of Ireland, were

elements of ambition and despair, that required a

more vigilant exclusion and more severe coercion,

than would have been needed to repress the machi-

nations of another sect, or even of the same sect

otherwise distributed.

But such as the Toleration was, that William and

his Parliament meted out to the different dissentino-

bodies, the Nonconformists received it with a g-rate-

ful cordiality, and the Romanists with a submission

that is almost equall}^ surprising* • and the more so

as this imperfect and partial arrang-ement was main-

tained for a century of comparative calm and un-

doubted prosperit}^

The infamous Act of 1700 ag-ainst the Roman
Catholics was repealed in 1779, and does not appear

to have been ever enforced ag'ainst the lait3\

The nonjuror schism in the Church of Engiand

itself, with its influence on a still wider body of clergy

and laity, who shared its opinions without embracing'
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its sacrifices, caused more embarrassment to the Re-

volution settlement, than the antag'onist bodies just

referred to. The evil of this sect or party is more

to be traced in the good they prevented, than in the

mischief they actually accomplished. Entrenched

in one University, all powerful in Convocation, not

unrepresented in Parliament and the press, they had

sufEcient weig-ht to prevent any measure for em-

bracing* Dissenters or for amending' the Liturgy : em-

barrassing- Government by the factions of a clerical

Parliament which led to its disuse, they orig-inated

no measure for extendino- the influence of the Church

in the affections and education of the people, nor in

combating- the g-rowing- infidelity and irreligion of the

upper classes. Fanatical under William, ambitious

towards the close of Anne's reig'n, and sullenly

dying- out under the Hanoverian dynasty, the non-

juror party personified in succession a principle, a

passion, and a prejudice, as the altered circum-

stances of the times, and their own perceptible drift

towards the doctrines of Rome alienated them more

and more from the people and the Church.

The important Act of Settlement must now be

noticed, by which the Legislature provided for the

perpetuity of Protestantism, in connection with the

Monarchy of England.

The Bill of Rights had only provided for the

order of inheritance of the Princess of Orange, her

sister Anne and their issue. The Kino* it is said

already wished the prospective rights of the House
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of Hanover^ as descended from James I. to be

recog-nized. But the House of Commons threw out

the clause as unnecessary, and ran the risk, however

slig'ht m appearance at the time^'of allowing" the

Protestant Monarchy to die out.

But, in 1700, when the untimely death of Anne's

only surviving' child the Duke of Gloucester, and

the death without issue of the Princess of Orang^e,

rendered it too probable that the existing- limitations

would terminate of themselves, it became necessary

to provide for the future, and preclude the possibility

of a Popish Jacobite restoration. No other claimant

for the throne seemed so fit an object of the nntion's

preference as Sophia, Electress of Hnnover, and

her issue. They were the nearest to the hereditary

line of succession, who had maintained, thono-h it is

to be feared with little personal piety, tlie ^reat and

pure doctrines of the Aug'sburg- Confession, so their

accession would be the smallest departure from lineal

descent, compatible with the Protestantism of the

Crown. They were in themselves a quasi-ro^^al

stock, common in the feudatories of Northern Ger-

man3\ Their hereditar}^ dominion was too small to

excite apprehension or present rivalry in trade or

power, and its very remoteness seemed not only to

detach its princes from our insular factions, but even

from the dang*erous and wily combinations of wes-

tern politics. The other claimants disqualified by

their profession of the Romish faith, were in ad-

dition to the exiled family at St. Germains, the
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heiress of Henrietta of Orleans, sister of Chnrles

and James, whose marriag*e with the Duke of

Savoy had carried a chiim to the House of Pied-

mont; tog-ether -with the members of the Palatinate

family, who had of late years apostatized from Pro-

testantism.

Men of different political views will of course

dwell with satisfaction and energ-y on the hereditary,

or parliamentary title of the Brunswick family,

both of which are as clear as important. But, as

it is the happy, almost awful privileg-e of our na-

tional Church, that it can show both an apostolical

succession and the doctrine of the Apostles too ; so

we may rejoice, that the heirs of Cerdic and the Con-

queror have superndded to those titles the honourable

and not unprecedented election of a free people.

While the hereditary rio-ht should call forth the

chivalrous allegiance of the subject, the legislative

title should be ever before the Prince's mind as the

g-roundwork of his right, and the motive to patriot-

ism.

Some limitations of the Preroofative were intro-

duced in reference to the future dynasty, and in just

jealousy of their foreig-n tastes and connexions. But

as these were in some important particulars habitually

violated, it will be time to consider them, when we

come to review the conduct of the Hanoverian

I*rinces, and the undeserved indulg-ence of their Par-

liaments. One article directino* matters of executive
c5

g'overnment to be transacted in the Privy Council,

VOL. II. T
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seems meant as a reflection on the modern practice

not indeed commenced^ but made the rule under

AVilliam of conducting- Government bj^ a cabmet of

Ministers, a select Committee, unknown to the con-

stitution, of the Privy Council, which is in theory

the executive government. Curious questions mig'ht

arise as to the deg'ree of complicity, that would be

inferred by being- a cabinet colleag-ue of a minister,

whose acts had rendered him liable to impeachment.

The complicity would certainly not embrace the

Privy Council at larg'e, who, thoug'h entitled to

tender advice to the Crown, are not necessarily con-

sulted by either it or its ministers ; and in practice

consist of a larg-e honorar}^ body rarely summoned,

and comprising- the leaders of all factions antag'onistic

and defunct. But it would seem reasonable, that

mutual confidence and consultation should involve

every member of a cabinet in the consequences of

the act of a colleag'ue, unless, ig'norance or protest

could be pleaded. This attempt however to restore

the political activity of the Privy Council was found

either so inconvenient or dano-erous, that it was re-

pealed by two Acts earl}' in Anne's reig-n. The evils,

to which the multiplication of places and pensions

had led, in crowding- the benches of the House of

Commons with the creatures of the Crown, are larg-ely

dwelt on by patriots of this period ; and induced the

preposterous exclusion of all such stipendiaries from

the House as one of the articles of the Act of Set-

tlement, without reference to the mag-nitude of their
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trusts or the dig'uity of their character. This was

too absurd to have been long- endured—for by de-

tachino- the House of Commons from the fountains

of public information and instruments of power, it

would have weakened its authority, in lowering- its

tone from a school of statesmen to a conventicle of

demag'og-ues ; or, on the other hand, mig-ht have

destroyed the monarchy, in arra3dng' the national

representatives in opposition to a power, they mig'ht

not exercise, and honours they could not attain.

This monstrous and abortive enactment was re-

pealed in 1700, and two enactments substituted for

it, that obtained every popular object without incon-

venience or dang-er. These two provisions, which

continue to this day a barrier against the influence

of the Crown in the House of Commons, are : first,

that every member of the House of Commons accept-

ing an office under the Crown, except a higher com-

mission in the Army, shall vacate his seat, and must

submit to a re-election in order to regain it ; secondly,

that no person holding- an office created since 2otli

October 1705 shall be capable of being- elected or

re-elected at all. All holders of pensions during-

the pleasure of the Crown were also excluded. In-

stances of specific exclusion of ])ublic officers had

occurred before, as of the Stamp Commissioners in

1094, and of the Commissioners of Excise in 1099.

But the principle of excluding- placemen, except in

those very prominent and important offices, that

render their presence in Parliament necessary for

T 2
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the transaction of business and explanation of mea-

sures^ is so valuable, that it should receive a broad

construction on the constitutional g-roundj and not

as being- in the nature of a penal statute ag-ainst

the placemen themselves. The independence of the

Judg-es was confirmed by their commissions being*

quamdiu se hene fjesserint, for life or g'ood behaviour,

instead of durante hene placito, during the royal

pleasure. The subserviency of the Judges had been

the great opprobrium of the Stuart times, and had

probably led to far greater wrong- and suffering- than

illeg-al taxation or other abuse of the direct Pre-

rog-ative. No Judg-e can now be dismissed from

office except for conviction of some offence, or by

an address of both Houses. The popular error that

this g-reat improvement was owing* to an early sug-

gestion of George III., is probabl}^ owing- to that

prince having- proposed, not only to renew the com-

missions of the Judges as usual on a new accession,

but to make them in future permanently independent

of the demise of the Crown— a practical reform,

but not to be compared in value to the independence

of royal or ministerial patronage. The Judges are

still exposed to the influence of promotion or trans-

lation, but one could scarcely suggest an escape from

this, without resorting to the principle of corporate

self-election in the tribunals— which indeed gave

monarchical France just and able magistrates, but

would probably lead to too g-reat an isolation of in-

terests and opinions, and a reluctance to change and

adaptation.
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The last clause in the Act of Settlement, that a

pardon under the Great Seal should not be a bar to

impeachment, rong-hl}' settled by a definitive enact-

ment a nice and dang-erous question, that hns been

already considered in the course of this work.

The new Parliament that assembled after war

was renewed, and Louis XIV. had acknowledo:ed

the son of James as King- of Eng'land, was more

decidedly Whig'gish, and asserted the Revolution

principles more pointedly than its predecessors.

The unfortunate exile known in history as the

Old Pretender, was attainted of hig-h treason, a

violence that could merely be palliated by its ab-

surdity, thoug-h mennt only as a national denuncia-

tion. In the same spirit it was made hig'h treason

to correspond with him or remit money for his

service. And the oath of abjuration of his title was

a still more searching* measure for breaking* up liis

party in the kingdom, and streng'thening' the basis

of the g'overnment. It was enforced not only on

all civil officers, but on clerg-ymen, g-raduates of

the Universities and schoolmasters, acknowledging*

William as lawful and rig*htful king*, and denying*

any rig"ht or title in the pretended Prince of Wales.

It must have been particularly hard on the non-

jacobite Tories, who professing* and indeed practising*

allegiance to the government, still felt the denial of

the Pretender's right, a violation of their hereditary

theor}^ Many like Lord Nottingham had made a

subtle distinction to save their theory, between a
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King-^ whom it was proper to obey as king* in law,

and another whom they mig'ht still term rig-htful

by birth, thoug-h not entitled to power in law.

The reig'n of Anne may partly be deemed a con-

tinuation of the Revolutionary or transition epoch,

whose most interesting* period was comprised in the

reig'n of William. And the points in which it

more resembled our later constitutional history in

the abandonment of the g-overnment to part}", and

the subsidence of the Crown, so to say, from a pro-

minent or active part in public affairs, were rather

due to the inertness of Anne's own character, and

the natural disinclination to act ao-ainst her nearest

blood relations.

William had no scruples of this kind. In

antag-onism to the Stuarts he was more Whig-g-ish

than the Whio-s themselves. While his active

exercise of ever}^ prerog^ative allowed by the Con-

stitution to their utmost extent, and even occa-

sional violation of its letter if not spirit, g'ave the

Tory opposition the opportunity of appearing* in the

new character of partisans of Parliament, and even

raised a spirit of republicanism among* some of the

suspicious or unplaced Whig's. But it was, as the

period of Whig- or Tory principles displayed in

greatest purity, and with least modification from ex-

ternal circumstances, that the reig-n of Anne is most

worthy of study ; and did the limits of this work

permit would sug*g*est the appropriate occasion for a

dissertation and comparison of those two g*reat

party principles. To those who wish for a lumi-
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nous, and on the whole candid comparison of the

two parties . and their combined influence on the

state, the opening- of Mr. Hallam's sixteenth chap-

ter will be a satisfactory^ and safe g-uide. With a

leaning-, as was natural to the Whig- party, he is

perhaps on the whole too favourable to botlif For

assumino- a disinterestedness rarer in that ao-e than

our own, and a freedom from passion and faction

rare in any ag-e, he delineates what Whig's and

Tories ouo-ht to have been rather than what they were,

and what each party would have been, unmodified

by the influence and antag-onism of the other. On

the whole their relations at this period are as well

summed up in Madame de Stael's well-known and

epig'rammatic definition, that the Tories loved Mon-

archy and approved of liberty, and the Whig's loved

liberty and approved of Monarchy ; as in more

leng-thy treatises. But as this peculiar relation,

turning- on the traditional antag-onism of Monarchy

and Liberty, handed down from the Long" Parliament

and the Revolution of 1688, g'radually ceased from

the altered state of affairs, and still more perhaps

from the chang-ed position of the two parties in

reference to the Crown ; it becomes necessary and is

more pertinent to the intention of this work to trace

the analog-y of their principles as exhibited in later

times. And here we must disting-uish between tem-

porary and partial chang'es owing- to the externals

of time and place, and the slow but sure progress

and development of party principles, that kept
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pace with that of the eoiistitutioii and tendency of

the ag-e. Under the first head we must class the

abnormal position of the Whig's, as the depositaries

of Crown influence, and the recipients ofcourt favour,

during- the two first Hanoverian reig-ns, and the

critico'i^economical position into which in conse

quence the Tories were thrown. A similarly excep-

tional position would be assumed in our own day,

should the great territorial party, from the loss

of the financial preference they had so long- en-

joyed, become violent economists to the destruction

of our military establishments and the dissolution

of our Colonial system. But very different has

been the gradual modification of views, or perhaps

rather application to new topics and questions, that

has moulded the later character and relations of our

Eng-lish parties.

As the power of the Crown has become a part of

history, and the expenditure and patronage of the

Executive been more and more subjected to the

will, and exercised through the instrumentahty of

Parliament, the strug'g'le of parties and the diver-

gence of principles has been transferred to other

subjects, and these opinions again in their turn

modified by circumstances and the progTess of the

ag"e. Thus an unreasonable preference and into-

lerant support of the Established Church, in derog-a-

tion of the claims alike of sectarians and Romanists,

was for many ag-es a badg-e of Toryism, and was the

legitimate heir of the extravagant loyalty of which
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the Stuarts were often the unworthy objects. This

feeling- mollified in its expression, and far. more ra-

tional in its conviction, still characterizes the powerful

party in the state, whose influence is felt on many
questions of education, of endowments, and privi-

leg-es. On the other hand, the Whig*s as the tra-

ditional patrons of dissent, thoug'h rarely themselves

dissenting" from the Established Church, have been

led by an unwelcome, though perhaps inevitable

tendenc}^ to the patronag-e of Romanism in Ireland,

and of lax and irreligious opinions generally. So

ag'ain, on a totally different class of subjects, it was

natural that a party based on the great territorial

interests, should lean to the Peerage and landed

aristocracy, should prefer as a basis of representa-

tion rural districts and small influenced towns, to

the larger masses of commercial wealth and popu-

lation; should have watched jealously the rise of new
men and families, and rather opposed than favoured

the aggrandisement of the mercantile and manufac-

turing interests. This pervading- instinct whether

disguising itself as a principle, or avowing its

motive as an interest, has tinged the policy of the

Tory party in all ages, and has led to many of their

greatest errors in later times : to their opposition to

Reform in Parliament, that made that great national

measure so one-sided and imperfect, to the difficulty

thrown in the way of men of talent and character,

who would fain advocate their side of the question,

and last not least, to the delusion of Protection,
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that was to give a preferential advantag-e to one de-

scription of property at the expense of the g-eneral

community. In thus noting- the tendencies^ we

see the dang-ers, and sug-g-est the safeguards for both

of these g-reat parties. If Liberalism tends to irreli-

g"ious laxity, and Conservatism is wanting- in social

adaptation, we must look to rehg-ious principle and

popular sympathy as the correctives in either case

respectively. And the best statesmen for quiet and

prog-ressive times, thoug-h not possibly for the crisis

of restraint or effort, that requires the concentration

of a more impulsive character, will be found among-

the most religious of Liberals, and the most popular

of Conservatives. This very imperfect sketch, which

is intended rather as an apphcation and following-

up, than as a substitute for Mr. Hallam's masterly

dissertation, to which the reader is referred, will

save us from ag-ain more expressly rfeturning- to the

subject, when the parties and principles come before

us repeatedly in the sequel.

We must now proceed more rapidl}^ with the

leading- points of Anne's reig-n in relation to our

subject.

The impeachment of Sacheverell, thoug-h a trivial

proceeding- in itself, and directed ag-ainst an un-

worthy object, was not insig-nificant in its conse-

quences, nor as a display of the state of parties in

the nation. This divine, who was the unintentional

means of chang-ing- a ministry and concluding- a

peace, had preached a sermon, in which the old doc-
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trine of passive obedience was laid down g^enerally,

but the Revolution of 1688 treated as no violation

of the principle. This distinction maintained too

by his counsel on his trial rendered the prosecution

very difficulty as his case did not fall within the penal

sanctions^ by which that g'reat constitutional settle-

ment was supported. The g-eneral Tory view, which

was the line of defence his counsel adopted, was

that passive obedience to the Royal authority was

the religious duty of subjects, but that the Revolu-

tion of 1088 was lawful from its necessity, the non-

resistance of the Sovereig-n, and the unanimity of

the two other branches of the Leo-islature. The fa-

vour with which these sentiments were received by

the nation, a favour so earnest as was shewn b}^ the

next g'eneral election, and consequent fallof the Whig*

ministry that had ventured on the impeachment, may

be viewed as a proof of the Conservative instinct, ra-

ther than the Tory principle of the nation, that in-

tuitive conviction of the evil of chang-e, that would

make order the rule and revolution the rare excep-

tion. While the excesses of the mob in honour of

the Hig-h Church divine, thoug-h partly accounted

for as on other occasions from a natural antag-onism

to the Government, were still indicative of the popu-

larity of the ClergTj and the contempt into which

the Dissenters had sunk. The line of defence

adopted oblig-ed the manag-ers of the impeachment

to lay stress on those points of the Revolution, most

politic on g^eneral g-rounds to conceal, and to bring
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prominently forwards acts of rebellion and resistance

to authority, scarcely wise to parade as precedents.

While the sanction of the Homilies and other formu-

laries of the Church invoked by the accused, placed

his accusers in the false position of the impug-ners

of a ritual of their own religion, and in the present

state of the public mind, venerable in the eyes of the

people. The Lords voted Sacheverell g'uilty by 67

to 59, but passed so hg-ht a sentence, that it seemed

a sort of triumph of the culprit rather than an as-

sertion of principle ag'ainst him. The sentence in-

terdicting* him from preaching- for three 3^ears was

probably as lig-ht a g'rievance to his congTeg'ation as

to himself.

The ministerial revolutions of Ainie's reig-n, except

so far as they were affected by the reaction on this

impeachment, belong* rather to general history and

the memoirs of her Court. Personally attached to

the Tory party, even at one time to the extent of

sanctioning* a restoration of her exiled brother, she

was influenced by the g-enius of Marlboroug*h and

the intimacy of his wife, to lend the influence of the

Crown for the g*reatest and most celebrated portion

of her reig'n to the rival faction. Thoug'h with this

party Marlborough's connection was on the ground

rather of European than British objects. That

illustrious commander, but unprincipled statesman,

and basest of men, saw in the Whig's the war

party of his day, more hostility to France, more

sympathy with endangered Holland and down-
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trodden Germany, more spirit, ambition, and finan*

cial audacity than in their rivals, with whom was

his early connexion, and possibly conviction. It was

therefore ^^•ith the Whigs, as the best advocates of

his military polic}', and the most liberal paymasters

of his armaments, that Marlboroug*h maintained a

long" and splendid political connexion. The decline

of the Marlborouo'h influence at Court was about

cotemporary with the fall of the Whig" party from

the reaction above alluded to. The brilliant Boling"-

broke and subtle Harley came into power on Hig'h

Church andTory principles, with a distant thoug"h ill-

defined prospect of a restoration, which could hardly

have been so g"uaranteed, as to avert the most cala-

mitous results, and compromise all the securities of

the Revolution. It is true that the Whio-s had not

personall}^ ruled in Anne's cabinet during" the early

part of her reig-n. But Godolphin's administration

thoug'h miscellaneously composed, mainl}' depended

on the Whig" phalanx for support in the Houses,

more particularly in the war votes of the period. In

1708 the Whig"S had forced their way in to the ex-

clusion of other factionists. But their monopoly of

office was short-lived, as the Masham intrig-ue, sup-

ported on the husting-s by the reaction of Sache-

verell's impeachment, broug"ht in the opposite party

in 1710, with full Court favour and a triumphant

majority at least in the lower House.

The war of the succession had rag*ed in Spain,

Flanders, and Germany from 1702 to 1710, with
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an expenditure, that exceeded William's war esti-

mateSj as much as llamillies and Blenheim exceeded

in g"lory Steenkirk and Landen. The conferences

that had been opened by the Whig* Government

before their fall, interrupted by that event, were re-

sumed by the new administration with a secrecy and

separation from the Allies, that g-ave its character of

insular selfishness and narrow nationality to the

Peace of Utrecht ; and to the party that negotiated

it, a stig-ma that it is to be hoped the extensive

diplomacy and costly wars of Georg-e III. have

pretty completely efifaced.

Sufficiently g-rave reasons were not wanting* for

the conclusion of this Peace, which like most of our

treaties at the conclusion of war, left us without

a g'ain and our allies without security. But taxa-

tion had trebled since the Eevolution, and yet the

Debt ominously increased. The war had been more

g-lorious, and the supplies raised with less difficulty

than in the last reig*n. But the landed interest

was dissatisfied with the new order of thing-s ; and

the working- classes must have felt the new load

of indirect taxation, thoug-h they submitted with

sino'ular resio-nation to both that, and the nearest

approach to a conscription for the service of the war,

that was ever attempted in this country by 4 Anne,

c. 10. The prospect of establishing- the imperial

candidate on the S})anish throne, however desirable

in itself, seemed hardly practicable as a permanent

arrangement ag-ainst the will of the clerg-y and their
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org"anized party. Nor did it necessarily follou^_,

thoug-h in this case it actually did occur, that a

French prince, on the throne of an independent na-

tion, Avould support the French interest, and sink into

an obsequious vassal of the head of his family.

Ag*ain, there was the fear that the House of Austria

mig'ht ag*ain become too powerful, and as sincerely

Catholic as the Bourbons, niio-ht ao-ain threaten the

independence and relig'ious liberties of Germany and

the North. Not to mention the usual and just com-

plaints of our weak European allies, who allowed

us to fio-ht their battles and waste our treasure in

their service with little aid fi*om themselves. These

arg'uments, thoug'h they prevailed at the time from

the reactionary influences at work in this country,

have not been thoug-ht so valid by later politicians,

partly from experience, and in some measure from

reasons that will naturally sug-g'est themselves to the

reader, thoug-h beyond the scope of this work.

But a subject more immediately connected with

the prog-ress and security of the Constitution, was

the intrig-ue with the exiled Court for a restoration,

which never wholly abandoned during* Anne's

reig'n, acquired a more definite object towards its

close, as the prospect of the Hanoverian succession

disclosed its not very attractive features. The in-

trig'ues of Marlborough and Godolphin, and other

still more pronounced Whig-s, can onl}" be accounted

for, as the resource of selfish and ambitious men

ag-ainst some possible conting-ency of fortune, that
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mig'ht render such a connexion desirable. The

Eng-lish Tories and Jacobites were for a restoration

after the Queen's death, but with guarantees for the

rehg-ion and libert}^ of the state. The Scotch Jaco-

bites, in the spirit rather of simple loyalists and sol-

diers than of politicians, were for an unconditional

restoration, with the enthusiasm subsequently dis-

played in 1715 and 1745. The latter sug-o-ested

the abortive expedition of 1708. The wilier Eng--

lish Tories now in office, and supported by the

independent Jacobite opposition, opened neg'otia-

tions with the exiled family at the close of 1710,

with the view of superseding- the Act of Settlement,

but 3'et combining" the relig'ious and parliamentary

constitution of the State with a legitimate Stuart

d3'nasty. It is not necessar}' to repeat or sug'g'est

to the reader the manifold considerations that would

have rendered this arrang-ement impracticable or

temporary. The wrong's and humiliation of exile,

the retaliation of party, the inevitable consciousness

of an unparliamentar}^ title, and above all the pro-

fession of a priestly and unpopular religion, would

have all combined to make a constitutional restora-

tion a very difficult, if not impossible experiment.

But far bolder and more zealous than the cautious

and undecided Harley, were three other statesmen

in Anne's last cabinet, on whom the hopes of the

Pretender rested. In 1712 St. John Viscount

Boling-broke, the founder of our long* brig'ht school

of parliamentary eloquence, of whom no speech is
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recorded^ but whose swelling" periods seem to live

in the reports of admiring* cotemporaries or elec-

trified hearers, was united in a baneful connection

with Ormond and Buckingham, and possibly other

of the hig"h Tory party ; with a view to supersede

the Hanoverian succession by a sudden coup d'etat

of restoration.

In 1713 the Queen's precarious health seemed to

invite the denouement of the intrigue. But though

little is known of her private feelings, and feeble as

they would probably have been, opposed to the

existing" league of the favourites of the Bedchamber

and the intrig-uers in the Cabinet ; it was probable

that she halted between a natural dislike of the

Hanoverian family, and a proper ajjprehension of

the consequences of a restoration to, at least, the

Church as by law established. It is hardly probable

that any selfish fears for her own interest influenced

her against her natural connexions. For an undue

value of power was not her conspicuous fault, nor as

all parties agreed in supporting- her title, and valuing*

it as at least a suspension of hostilities ; had she any

cause to fear her helpless and unpopular brother

supplanting" her in her own life-time. The Premier

himself wavered in his dang*erous project, and his

ascendancy consequently decreased in the Cabinet.

Bolder measures seemed needed. Adherents of the

Stuarts were brought into civil and military places

of trust. An agent of the Pretender was even re-

ceived as an envoy from the Court of Spain, and

VOL. II. u
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lang'uag'e most unfavourable to the accession of the

House of Hanover was freely indulg-ed both in

Parliament and out of doors.

But the sudden death of the Queen^ and the inde-

cisioUj or perhaps rather the indefinite object of the

Jacobites in not seizing* the critical moment, lost the

only chance of a Eestoration of the hereditary line

;

and ushered in the long- but inglorious prosperity of

the Whig- faction
J
which it will be the subject of the

next chapter to analyze and review.

A sketch of Anne's reig*n would be incomplete

without a passing- reference to the Union with Scot-

land : an event of sufficient importance to deserve a

more elaborate notice in a chapter, where the rela-

tion £)f the several members of the British empire,

and their effects in modifying* the Constitution,

should be considered, did but space permit.

But here it may be sufficient to mention that iu

William's reig'n the Scotch Priv}' Council was abo-

lished : a body that had survived an}" utility that it

mig'ht ever have exhibited, had been odious in his-

tory as the instrument of cruelty unscrupulously

wielded by successive factions, and was just that

combination of the judicial and executive, which the

experience of all ag'es shews to be inexpedient ; even

had its rules of practice been ag-reeable to common
law, or its principle of action been other, than the

ascendancy of a party and the proscription of its

adversaries.

The parliamentary union of the two countries
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which followed in 1707, was based on articles of

mutual treaty between the two legislatures
; but was

no doubt expedited by the course taken by the

Scotch Parliament with regard to the succession,

that would have led to a separation between the

two crowns on the Queen's death. The terms of

the Union were extremely favourable to Scotland in

respect of taxation, and commercial and colonial

advantages, where the gain was entirely on the

weaker side. The apportionment of members, though

based on fiscal contribution, seems scarcely adequate

considering the rapid growth in wealth and intelli-

g'ence, which might have even then been reasonably

expected from so energetic and generally educated

a people. The measure was not however for half

a century popular in the northern kingdom, and the

natural feeling of regret at the loss of national iden-

tity, the absence ofCourt and Parliament, and the large

emig'ration of the nobility and talent of the nation,

was not very obviously compensated by the wider

field opened for talent and enterprize, for employ-

ment and wealth, in the vast southern metropolis,

and eastern and western possessions of the united

and imperial isle.

u2



CHAPTER YI.

HANOVERIAN EPOCH.

Apparent failure of precedent struggles—Disregard of humbler

classes—New financial policy—Odious and absurd criminal

law—Eeal advantages obtained—Comparison with Conti-

nental States—Septennial Acts—Foreign Policy—Funding

system—Heviyal of religious and moral principle—Policy of

1716 and 1746—Exclusive ascendancy of the Wbigs, bow far

justifiable—Borough system—Parliamentary management

—

"Walpole's administration—Specimens of legislation of the

period—Chatham.

Could the mig-hty minds of the Long- Parliament^

and the hallowed spirits of the Reformation^ have

witnessed the full and apparently final development

of their work^ they would have had small cause of

satisfaction in the installation of the House of

Hanover^ and the prog-ress of the Georgian cera.

The specific objects of those g*reat movements seeaied

to have been attained^but the real result to have failed,

or to have disappointed the expectation formed.

The Church had been reformed on the basis of

ScripturCj and in harmony with the existing* poli-

tical institutions of the countr3^ But vital reli-

gion seemed almost as extinct among* its ministers,

as the principles of morality were disreg*arded among"

the laity g'eneralty.

The supremacy of Parliament was recognised,

even to the extent of changing a Dynasty. But
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what was the exercise of this power, what was
the constitution of this Parliament ? The parUanien-

tary constitution of the first part of the eig'hteenth

century inig'ht be defined, the ascendancy of a

class, with a view to its own temporal interests and

moral corruption. Every legal anomaly bequeathed

by a feudal ag*e, or introduced by the practice of a

commercial one luxuriuted in unchecked g-rowth.

The criminal law indeed owed to this epoch its

darkest and most Draconic enactments. While for

Treason, in its subtle parliamentary application, was

enforced a penalty, which, without any profane or

violent .abuse of lang'uag'e, the devils in hell must

have themselves sug-g-ested. A process by which

the just enfranchised spirit, on its very way to the

far unknown, was broug-ht back again to earth and

its tyrants, and subjected to torments as cruel as

obscene. Parliament, that had fully secured its first

and highest object, the custody of the national purse,

threw a constantly increasing- burden of taxation by

customs and excise on the humble and industrious

classes. While they lavished the frugal revenue of

Elizabeth, on the tasteless magnificence or gloomy

profligacy of an alien Court, and maintained for

German or colonial objects, a standing army that

outnumbered the extemporised levies of Agincourt,

or the feudal followings of the Plantagenets. Nor
can we satisfactorily account for the corruption of

Parliament at this time by the corruption of its

origin. For though a large portion of the House of

Commons now sat for simple nomination boroughs.
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or were returned in many other places by venal and

reckless bodies of electors; we do not see any marked

or indeed any superiority in the numerous body of

members^ who yet did represent actual and substan-

tial constituencies in the counties and larg-er towns.

Like their nominated colleag-ues they appear fac-

tious in party tactics: and dead to all hig-her interests

they seemed so little conscious of the principle of

representation ; that so far from raising- the cr}^ of

Parliamentary reform, the more popular politicians

of this epoch rather discountenanced any movement,

calculated to interfere with the existing" constitution

of the Lower House.

The sing-ular apathy of the g-reat body ofa free peo-

ple under g-ross misg-overnment, and their neg'lect

of the means actually in their hands for an improved

administration, if not a real reform of the Constitu-

tion, may be in some measure accounted for by the

generally low state of morality, which deadened the

perception of rig-ht and wrong-; and also by the

steady and continued prosperity, the security of

person and property, the constant extension of colo-

nial empire, which the firm though selfish aristo-

cracy secured to its docile subjects. Yet thoug-h

this corrupt period contrasts unfavourably with the

noble strug-gles that preceded it, and the pure and

constant development of free institutions we have

since Avitnessed, we must yet not be blind to the

advantag-es achieved by the earlier strug-g-les, nor to

the value of institutions possessed, rather than used,

and which have been at once the material and ma-
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chineiy of our own reforms. The two g-reat points

by which the value of every Church and every

Government must be tested were ah'eady Avon. The

Church was doctrinally based on the Scriptures.

And the Government was in recognized and in

some degTee actual dependence on the governed.

These were the two inestimable advantages already

possessed by our ancestors of the Hanoverian era,

and though both were alike strang*ely neglected by

their possessors, during a long* period of corrupt and

torpid prosperity* yet when at length Church and

State arose and trimmed their lamps, they found

the bequest of martyrs and patriots was a real

though neglected treasure j and principles long re-

cognised had to be enforced and developed, rather

than established, and institutions to be reformed

and enlarg'ed rather than invented.

Nor, though it is a slender and unsafe subject of

congratulation, should we forget that low as was the

tone of public spirit and conduct in our country at this

epoch j that it did not appear low as compared with the

eifete feudality, or military centralisation of the con-

tinental monarchies. It is at the darkest period of

this era that we are able to contrast by two happih'-

recorded anecdotes, the prayer of a French and Eng-

lish soldier on the field of Fontenoy, very much to

the advantage of the countryman and disciple of

AVesle3^ We hear one diplomatist of George II.

complaining of the shameless venality of the peasant

house of Parliament of Sweden, and see another
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rebuking" the heartless atheism of Frederick of

Prussia at the crowning' mercy of Rosbach. While

all political writers who visited France during* this

period, were struck by the total neg-lect of the inte-

rests and wishes of the public, that was silently

sapping- the throne of the Bourbons.

To those who look at Constitutional Law merely

in its theory and positive enactments, and to whom

no pag-e on the statute book, or social habit is mate-

rial, in illustrating- an epoch and indicating- national

character, except in its immediate bearing- on the

great depositories of power ; the unfavourable view

taken of the Georg-ian era may seem as unfair as it

is unusual. This Saturnine epoch being- too g-ene-

rally regarded by writers, as a sort of epicurean

paradise of the affluent and educated classes, who

had wrested personal and intellectual hberty from

the hands of Kings and Priests ; and were not yet

exposed to the pressure from without, nor felt the

convulsive tremors that foreboded the coming- earth-

quake. Parliament in its anomalous constitution

and aristocratic basis was all powerful. The

Crown was an expensive but otherwise inoffensive

capital to the social column. The Church though

nominally that of Latimer and Laud seemed to

compromise matters with the laity, and lowered its

own doctrines to the level of the general practice,

and neither denounced fashionable vice, nor censured

reviving- schism. The Press was free and some-

times violent, but not dangerous, as its appeals
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were but to the few, and on topics little interesting;

to the many. Taxes were fairly voted, but cor-

ruptly applied. Justice was administered with some

exceptions fairly according* to the letter of the law
;

but that letter, as regarded small offences, would have

been a dis^-race to a heathen and barbarous ao*e.

That such a statute as 13 of 24 Geo. II. could ever

have passed, may well cause surprise. And thoug'h it

is not a very satisfactory^ result of a free g-overn-

ment, it would really seem doubtful whether a

simple aristocracy, elevated as it must be above

mere sordid considerations, or a despotism not di-

vested of the consciousness of moral responsibiHty,

could ever have enacted such statutes, as those

of 10 and 11 AViUiam, 12 Anne, and 24 George

II. :* which the eag'er mammon-worship of the

commercial classes obtained from profligate states-

men or empty benches. The frightful misapplica-

tion of capital punishments, which characterised this

whole era, and disposes at once of the question of

its morality, has hardly received the attention it de-

serves. And judging as we must do all human con-

duct by its motive, and its result as bearing on the

good of the many, we cannot escape the conclusion,

that the statesmen and legislators of this age sliame-

fulty betrayed their trust, and habitually acted on

personal or party considerations. Nor would it be

* Acts inflicting the punishment of death for privately-

stealing from the person, for stealing in a dwelling house to the

value of £5, or in a shop to the value of £2. ! !

!
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too much to say that more innocent blood was shed^

by the law lending* its heartless pedantry to protect

the claims of avarice, than by the relig-ious persecutions

of the Tudors, or arbitrary practice of the Stuarts.

The practical character of the English people, which,

without reference to general principles or considera-

tion of original right, seeks in some prompt and

effectual manner a remedy from some pressing evil,

has been urged as in some degree explaining, though

not justifying this crude and cruel branch of legisla-

tion. But the real reason must be sought in the self-

ish and class principles of legislation in the eighteenth

century. While the plausible pedantry of lawyers

justified the existence in terrorem of statutes^ that

were to be rarely acted on, and Ministers found

in the prerogative of mercy a magazine of cheap

and popular patronage, which, while it mitigated the

evil, prolonged the existence of a system at length

as universally reprobated as its reckless iniquity de-

served. Two remarks worthy of record, as connect-

ing this particular question with the general prin-

ciples of Constitutional law, are attributed to Mi-

rabeau and Mackintosh, the most original thinker

and the fairest disputant on these important topics.

Mirabeau, in expressing a just and natural disgust

at the inhuman severity of our criminal law, not

only as tested by principles of justice, but as com-

pared to the theory of law under the existing mo-

narchy of France, yet observed as an important

advantage on the other side the perfect fairness of

an English trial, while in. his own country so oner-
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ous and hazardous was the condition of the accused,

that if charg-ed with having- stolen the two towers of

Notre Dame, it would be prudent to seek safet}^ in

flight. Mackintosh ag-ain, deploring* in 1810 the

infatuation of the Eng-lish Parliament, in rejecting-

Ilomill3^'s just and moderate measures for reforming'

the criminal law, and thus leading* to the most in-

vidious comparison between the stubborn inhumanity

of the Eno^lish statute book and the enliofhtened mo-

deration of the Code Napoleon then overshadowing*

the Continent
j
yet adds with sing'ular wisdom and

temper, that a system whose main principle was the

security of Government, and the centralisation of

power in one hand, must in its tyranny and degra-

dation injure the national character and preclude

improvement. While a system faulty and unjust in

many of its details, but which embraced the g*reat

principles of search for truth, personal independence,

and local self-government, bore in itself the g*erm of

improvement, and the means and aptitude for self-

reform. (See Life, vol. ii. p. 58).

After this digression on a subject rather charac-

terising* the ag*e,than influencing* subsequent develop-

ments, we must return to our summary of public

proceedings. Georg-e I. commenced his reig-n by the

concentration of all power in the Whig* party, on

whose oligarchy he reposed his entire confidence.

This course, diflering* as it did from the practice of

William and Anne, has been censured perhaps more

than it deserves. It was a course sug-gested by

gratitude, and having* additional g*rounds of se-
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curity and simplicity to recommend it. Georg'e was

not an accomplished statesman like William^ who

could preside and moderate over the jarring- coun-

sels of his ministers^ nor had he like Anne a semi-

title to the allegiance and favour of the Jacobite

part}^ Nor does the great Whig* historian forg-et

naively to sug'g'est the danger, that had the Whig's

not obtained an actual monopoly of place, they

mig-ht have soured into a republican party, and

thus led the country into new and perilous com-

binations. This seems a very early admission of the

modern remark, that a Whig* in opposition is a Ra-

dical, and in place sufficiently Conservative. The

error in fact was more in deg-ree than in principle,

and consisted rather in the permanent and total

exclusion of the Tory party, than in the forming* an

exclusive administration. The party exclusiveness

too was enhanced by the aristocratic spirit of the

ag*e, which, except in rare instances, narrowed the

recipients of political power to certain families of a

g-reat connexion. This became so habitual, that

when Georg'e III. first broug'ht in men of the Tory

connexion, and persons of the middle class, more

particularly if of Scotch or Irish extraction j it was

resented as a personal affront by the Whig's, and

created an opposition, that anticipated rather than

corrected the subsequent errors of his administration.

However, the rigid exclusion of all but Whigs from

George I.'s administration threw the large and

inactive neutrality of Hanoverian Tories, or Tories

who accepted the Act of Settlement, into the ranks
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of Jacobite opposition. While this growing- dis-

affection naturally g'ave confidence and basis to the

rebellious movement of 1715^ which affected Scot-

land and the North of Eng-land in favour of the

exiled family. This insurrection, inferior in pic-

turesque detail and dazzling* thoug'h transient suc-

cess to the similar movement of 1 745, was yet far

more formidable in its conception, as based on a

broader mass of support, and directed ag-ainst an

unsettled and unpoj)ular Government. But the

name of Parliament, the possession of the capital,

and the wealthy thoug'h unwarlike South, supported

by such an army and navy as now was at the dis-

posal of the executive, prostrated at once the ling-er-

ing' feudality of the borders, and the heroic exer-

tions of warlike Scotland. The severity of the Go-

vermnent scarcely exceeded the claims of political

justice, and in one respect is most favourably con-

trasted with the atrocities of 1740, in that it was

principally directed on the ambitious leaders of

revolt, and not on the humbler prisoners,who had fallen

into the movement from io-norance or devotion to

their local superiors.

The trials w^re conducted, probably for the

last time in our history, with some leaning* of the

Court to the side of the prosecution. Chief Baron

Montag-ue is said to have even reprimanded a jury

for acquitting- some of the prisoners, as allowing- ene-

mies of the State to escape. However speciously

writers may reason on the actual treason, that was
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committed and manfully suffered for in 1716 and

1746, there is- a moral instinct in all our natures

strong-er than the arg-uments of sophistry, that how-

ever necessary it was to punish a dang^erous infring-e-

ment of a g-reat national arrang-ement, will never

view this treason as equal or similar in g-uilt with

that of those, who, not in preference of one claim to

another, but in derog*ation of every rig"ht, seek not

to substitute one ruler for another, but in the ruin of

all seek universal plunder and indiscriminate blood-

shed.

The impeachment of the late Tory ministry has

been g*enerally thought a straining* of the law for

party vengeance or party security. For the in-

trigues to supersede the Act of Settlement by a re-

storation, though deeply compromising- the future

interests of the country, came within no construc-

tion of the Law of Treason, as they at the most

only invaded the interests of a future and contin-

2'ent Sovereio'n. So recourse was had to certain

terms and concessions of the Peace of Utrecht they

had negotiated, which being* favourable to France,

were held as adhering to the Queen's enemies within

the statute of Edward III. But as the construc-

tion could hardly be broug-ht within the spirit of

that law, and the motive was certainly not trea-

sonable or rebellious, it would have been incompara-

bly more constitutional to treat so gross a breach

of duty, as a misdemeanour of the highest and most

disqualifying kind. The impeachment of Lord
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Oxford ultimately failed j thoug-h the Lords shewed

considerable disposition to prejudg-e his case by

committing- him to the Tower, yet on a subsequent

altercation with the Commons on the order of the

several charg'eSj the prosecution was g^iven up with

an abruptness, that implied an acceptance of pretext

rather than cause. Bolingbroke soug'ht safety in

exile, and was attainted in his absence in the spirit

of party veng-eance of an earlier ag*e. The delicate

question would have arisen in these proceeding's of

the personal commands of the Sovereig-n. As the

instructions for the preliminaries of peace, thoug-h

not under the Great Seal or sig-ned by a Minister,

were authenticated by the late Queen's request, and

were notoriously agTeeable to her personal desire for

peace at any price.

The first constitutional chang-e that marked the

Whig- ascendancy of this period was the Act for

Septennial Parliaments. This important measure,

which owed its orig-in to the unwilling-ness of the

Government to meet the General Election, which

would naturally occur in 171?, was no doubt wise

on higher than party grounds in the unsettled state

of the kingdom and new dynasty. But, as intended

for a measure of permanent practice, it was justified

on more general grounds, which for the most part

must be held valid. The Triennial practice arising^

as has been shewn above, in a mistake as to the

earlier Constitution, had only twenty years' jirece*

dent in its favour. Nor had the experience been
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such as to make up for its want of venerable anti-

quity. Thoug-h it had not done permanent mischief,

it had as it were worked the Constitution too fast, and

by rapid reaction upon action had embittered factions,

neutrahsed national policy, and checked internal pro-

g-ress. The Septennial Act was no doubt in theory, an

abridg-ment of the liberty of the subject, as suspend-

ing- for four years additional, the interference of con-

stituencies and their control over their representa-

tives, who for that period were likewise exposed to

the influence of Government, or the supineness of a

secure permanent trust. But in practice these ten-

dencies have been larg'ely corrected by the course of

affairs, whose emerg-encies demanding- an appeal to

the nation continually abridg-e the seven years

limit, and still more so by the influence of the Press

and public opinion, which bears more directly the

g-reater that appears the confidence reposed. As

a temporary measure, the Septennial Act was ne-

cessary to g'ive a fair chance to the experiment of

the Hanoverian succession, and thoug-h it had the

collateral effect of establishing- a part}^
;
yet this even

was not to be reg-retted, as a g-ood Constitution could

scarcely have been worked with an unpopular

dynasty, but by that party so aristocratic in com-

position, and yet so devoted to the ideal of liberty

and parliamentary control. A succession of such

g-eneral elections and violent reactions as had shaken

the policy of the able William and popular Anne,

must have perilled the throne of the first Georg-es,
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and have launched the bark of the Stnte into new

seas of revolutionary chang-e. Nor could the ad-

vent of the Tory party to power have been snfely

admitted, with theories at least tending- to a restora-

tion^ and leaning' necessarily for support on the bolder

and more uncompromising- spirits of the Non-juror

and Jacobite part}^ It has been already sug-gested

that an averag-e parliamentary period, which scarcely

exceeds the triennial duration, is more popular in its

tendency than either a long-er or a shorter limit.

And the chief practical consequence immediately

deducible from the Septennial Act was the supine-

ness of members, indicated bv the diminished at-

tendance at divisions, and the g-rowth of the system

of pairs.

As the Peerag-e bill of Sunderland never passed

into a law, it is scarcely necessary to discuss its

merits at any leng'th. Its object was to secure,

and ag-ainst Royalty itself, the actual majority and

ascendancy of the Whig-s in the Upper House, by

prohibiting- further creations. The measure being-

in the hig-hest deg-ree both factious and aristocratic,

passed the Peers with ease, but was rejected by the

Commons, no less perhaps from motives of personal

ambition, than reg-ard to the spirit of the Constitu-

tion, which would have been audaciously violated

by the proposition. It may be another question,

whether the power of creation has not been occa-

sionally abused for party purposes, and even too

lavishly exercised on personal objects. But there

VOL. II. X
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can be no doubt^ that Sunderland was g'uilty of

audacious criminality, in pressing* so g-reat a change

on the iofnorance or indifference of his Prince. A
change which would have not only violated an

article of the Union, but have converted the national

aristocracy into a close and unpopular olig-archy,

barred against the entrance of merit or extent of

service, and from the tendency inherent in privileg-ed

castes, g-radually to shrink into imbecility from

physical extinction. No revolution could have

more altered the character and relations of an order,

whose independence of the Crown is scarcely so

important, as their distant but certain sympathy

with popular feeling*.*

The unpopular personal character of Georg'e I.

was the g-reat cause of Jacobitism, and the constant

opposition, which led a constitutionally disposed

Government to revert to such measures as the last,

as well as to sundry suspensions of the Habeas

Corpus Act ; which were never pardoned in the

advisers of his great-grandson, when necessary to

preserve the very existence of society.

The ig-norance and neglect of his duties, his rapa-

city and pett}' selfishness, the venality of his favour-

* It is curious that the Minister compromised by so daring a

proposition and total failure did not resign. A removal to

another department of Government was throughout this period

the general resource of a defeated or viupopvJar minister, with-

out either his own resignation or that of the Grovermnent to

which he belonged.
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ite, and most of all his Hanoverian predilections,

exhibited Georg-e I. as a bad Kino- in the nar-

rower sphere, noAV allowed for bad conduct in

ro3"alty by the Constitution ; and must have re-

quired considerable vig^our and wisdom in adminis-

tration, to reconcile even a discerning* people to the

lesser but by no means trifling" evils, the Act of

Settlement had entailed on them.

The Jacobitism of the Clerg'y found its natural

or^an in Convocation, and more particularly in the

Lower House of that bod}'^ that represented the

parochial and Chapter Clerg-y, amono- whom the

bias of their profession was not centralized by the

influence of patronag-e. For it is hardly necessary

to observe that the Episcopate nominated by the

Crown, or rather its advisers, g-radually assumed a

Whig- and Lower Church complexion, while the

body of the clergy, beneficed in g-reater numbers by

Colleg-es, Chapters, or the territorial proprietors,

reflected the political principles of their patrons with

some enhancement of professional enthusiasm. The

subject of Convocation having* after a long- interval

been revived of late years, and with a sing-ular

analog-y of party and object, to what it exhibited at

the beginning- of the last century, it may not be out

of place to notice the pretensions and circumstances

that led to its disuse, and would render its revival

at least equally impolitic.

Convocation was the Parliament of the Church,

sitting- like the lay orders in two Houses, summoned.
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prorog-ued, ond dissolved by the Crown ; and orig-i-

nated in the same financial necessities and safe-

g-uards as the other. For, as was observed in an

earlier part of this work, it was an ancient though

obsolete custom to tax the clerg-y separately from

the laity j as their contributions voted were not

always or g-enerally in the same proportions. Even

after the Reformation, as every subject was in con-

templation of law ofthe relig"ion of the State, it was

quite consistent that there should be a spiritual

Parliament, to reg-ulate that department of national

afiiiirs, nor could such a trust, be otherwise devolved,

than on that g'reat corporate profession, that under-

took the national worship and religious instruction

of the people. But circumstances chang-ed, dissent

became a g-reat fact under the Stuarts, became no

less recog"nized in theory after the Revolution.

Convocation then found itself in the false position

of a national assembly', with topics no long-er na-

tional, and with subjects no long'er a nation. This

difficulty of position, amounting- almost to a nullifi-

cation of authority, and awkwardly clashing- with

the functions of Parliament, even as reg'arded ad-

vice ; was enhanced by the fanaticism or ambition

of partizans, who unable to influence the g-reat Lay

Parliament with their views, were g'lad to embarrass

the Government and ag-itate the country with the

protests and votes of a Sjmod. National in preten-

sion, but sectarian only in object as well as influence,

they should have avoided political questions, and
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every occasion of conflict with Parliament or the

Crown. And as the Directory of a g-reat Corporation,

the most venerable and influential in the king-dom,

they mig'ht have done much for education and

public morals, as well as Church reform, and Church

extension, by acting- in concert with the Crown, and

as the respected petitioner rather than the impotent

antag-onist of Parliament. It is needless to inform

the historical reader that such was not their course.

The political feeling's already alluded to as para-

mount in the Lower House, exacerbated by the per-

haps natural tendency of a profession to take an

extravag'ant view of its own interests and import-

ance, led the Convocation into a course of useless

and discreditable faction, that terminated its exist-

ence in 1717. A lono- arrear of wrong-s and

g-rievances sustained by the Church at the hands of

Government formed the general topic of debate, in

which factious partizans masked their hate of the

new d^'nasty and preference for the exikd family.

It was not to be expected that the appointment of

the Episcopate, that most striking- badg-e and cause of

the Erastianism of the Eng-lish Church, would always

be exercised, so as to avoid the censure of more rea-

sonable critics. And the preferment of Hoadley could

hardly be reconciled with a due reg-ard to the distinc-

tive doctrines of the Church, thoug-h his political prin-

ciples, that rendered him most obnoxious to his clerical

brethren, are now common to most public writers.

But this appointment led to so much violence in
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the Lower Convocation^ both ag-ainst the Crown
and the Episcopal chamber of their own assembly;

that the Crown was induced to exercise its prerog^a-

tive of a permanent prorogation^ with the g*eneral

approbation not only of sectarians^ who mig-ht fear

the consequences^ but of Churchmen^ who reg-retted

the present scandal of such proceeding's. Since

then Convocation^ thoug-h formally summoned with

each new Parliament, is closed as soon as assembled,

and has never been allowed to proceed to the dis-

patch of business till the present year, 1852. It is

hardly necessary to add^ that the Sovereign is com-

petent to limit to any extent the proceeding's of

this newly formed assembl3\ For adopting- even in

its fullest extent the analog'y of Parliament, it is

a Parliament, that has no power to make laws or

grant supplies, and as such can have only a formal

existence and nominal duration. Yet as a form

calculated to excite hopes that can never be realized,

and keep alive pretensions that had better be dropped,

it would be more wise to disuse altogether even the

formal summoning' of an assembly, which in addition

to the scandal of the divisions it would embod}-,

could never be but tlie council of a particular reli-

gious community, and subject to a Parhament com-

posed of many hostile elements.

In the same Whig' and Low Church spirit that

now actuated the Government and Parhament, seve-

ral statutes of the close of Anne's reig-n, pressing- on

Dissenters, or in some degree infringing the general
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toleration, g-iveii at the Eevolutioiij were suspended

in 1719, and perfect religious liberty obtained for

all sectaries. Yet throug-hout this period, and in-

deed down to our own times, the Test and Corpora-

tion Act remained as a g-reat barrier ag'ainst poli-

tical power, a sing'ular proof either of the weakness

of the Dissenting' body, or the correct distinction they

drew between the enjoyment of relig-ious libert}', and

the acquisition of political power, which both seem

now embraced in the idea of toleration. The bench of

Bishops from their limited number, their ag'e, mode-

ration and loyalty formed a convenient and natural

channel of communication between the Crown and

Church. And probably some sort of compromise

so obvious as to be understood, rather than expressed,

may have existed througiiout this period, whereby the

Government would support the existing- bulwarks

of the Church, and the Church rulers not oppose or

agitate ag-ainst the annual indemnity Acts, Avhich

protected Dissenters in those paths of ambition,

which were nominally reserved for Churchmen.

Bishop Atterbury's attainder, or as it was now

more moderately termed a bill of pains and penal-

ties, was as in Fenwick's case in the reig*n of William

III. the resource of the Legislature to get rid of a

dangerous man, against whom the evidence was not

sufficient to support a verdict of treason at law.

It is of course open to the same censure or even

greater, as in Fenwick's case, evidence once forth-

coming had been suppressed ; and is perhaps the
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latest instance of this kind of violence in an act of

the Legislature. The deprivation of him as Bishop

of Rochester, was a striking* proof of the really

Erastian relations of the Church with the State,

and both by this warning- and the removal of a very

able and restless intrig-uer, did much to break up

the Jacobite party among- the upper and educated

classes, who had numbered it is said not less than

fifty in the Parliament of 1728. From this time

the Jacobite party steadily declined. Watched

and tampered with by Walpole, who kept them in

g'ood temper and France on g'ood terms, their sub-

sequent daring- rising" in 1745, ending" in total fai-

lure and atrocious cruelty, was all the more dis-

heartening* from the unprofitable result of a really

brilliant feat of arms. The scarcely opposed march

to the heart of England, shewed both a neutral

nation and a defective arm}^, but the slender adhe-

sion offered in their hour of triumph was more

clearly indicative of the weakness of their part}'',

than if the rebellion had been suppressed at once.

Strang-ely too the dissensions in the Royal family,

instead of compromising- secured the Dynast}^

Disaffection naturally centred in a quarter, whence

a safe and speedy prospect was afforded, and Tories

and Jacobites found an equally certain and far

safer way of annoying- the King- and damaging- the

Ministr}^, in paying- court to and supporting- the

heir apparent, than in corresponding- with the Pre-

tender. At length towards the close of this period.
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all disaffection, whether of Tory tradition, or AVhig"

disappointment, was absorbed in the blaze of Chat-

ham's national character and world wide successes.

And this reunion of Tory sentiment to Whig- loyalty

in a really national part}-, prepared for the young-

heir of the House of Brunswick, that steady basis

of support on Protestant and Monarchical principles,

that g*ave the tone to the policy of his long- reig-n,

and carried him over difficulties gi'eater, than any

his famil}' had before encountered. Yet even into

this reig'n of our own days, a few Nonjuring- con-

g'reg'ations held on quite down to the new epoch of

the French Eevolution ; as in 1793 a Bishop

Cartwrig'ht of that sect was still living* at Shrews-

bur}^, thoug-h of course a very loyal subject of Kin^

George III.

This dig-ression may be excused as explanatory

of the decline and gradual extinction of a once

powerful faction, whose orig-in and mischievous ten-

denc}^ was alluded to in the last chapter.

In resuming- a consideration of the altered posi-

tion of the Crown, and the chang-e in its resources of

power and influence under the new Dynast}', we must

g-ive g-reat importance to the increased and permanent

military force at its disposal. We have seen the

profligate but popular g'overnment of Charles II.

supported by a mere household brigade of 5000

guards, scarcely sufficient for the ceremonial of the

Court and capital, and the garrison of the few forts

and arsenals, but which did not include the force in
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Scotland or those on the Irish establishment. The

peace force allowed William III. was only 7000

men, thouo-h Eno-land was now immersed in the

S3'stem of Continental wars and alliances for the

balance of power. Here ag-ain I conceive the limit

intended onty for England and the jurisdiction of

her Parliament, and that in the cheaper countries

and more warlike populations of Scotland and Ire-

land, an irreo'ular but effective force was maintained

on a Inrg-er scale. But subsequently to the wars

and national g'lories of Anne's reig-n^ a standing-

force of 17,000 men was maintained, even in peace,

by the United Parliament of Great Britain, inde-

pendent of those on duty in Ireland, and charg'ed

on its now thriving* revenue. Yet the army was

always an unpopular institution, tolerated only as a

necessary evil, and alone kept in cohesion as a dis-

ciplined body by the Mutiny Act renewed each ses-

sion from year to 3^ear. Nor was this feeling- con-

fined to theoretic liberals or opposition Whig's like

Pulteney, but was larg-ely shared by the numerous

thoug-h less enlig-htened Tory opposition of the

period, who regarded it both as a novel support

and instrument of a scarcely naturalized dynasty,

and as superseding* in honour and importance the

old feudal army, associated with their family and

party traditions.

The Mutiny Act of 1718, contained for the first

time the capital sanctions, by which discipline mig-ht

be enforced, which was quite an innovation intro-
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duced from the Continental armies. In 1735^ an

Act prohibited the approach of troops to the scene

of a Parhamentar}^ election, except under certain

circumstances. A provision more plausible than

really advantag'eous, and little in the spirit of that

most undemocratic epoch.

The rebellion of ]745 and the war panic of 175G;

led to the embodiment of the long'-desired militia.

But from causes deeply rooted in our national cha-

racter or social system, this force has never suc-

ceeded as a g'eneral armament of the property

and respectability of the countr}'. And Avhen re-

newed from time to time in moments of alarm, the

national spirit has g-enerally diverg-ed into yeo-

manr}^ and volunteer corps, composed of the upper

and middle classes, and a reg'ular militia drawn

exclusively from the lower ranks, w^hich thoug'h

rather a tumultuary force in itself, served as copious

reserve battalions for the recruitino- the reo-ular

force.

Another less unusual, but far g'reater source of

influence was that already alluded to, as derived

from pensions and places, which, in spite of the Act

of Anne mentioned above, w^as filling* the benches of

the House of Commons wdth the stipendiaries of the

Ministr}'. The evil became so apparent and was so

constant a topic of complaint with the Tory opposi-

tion, or country part}^ as they termed themselves^

that in 1743, the Ministr}'^ themselves broug-ht in a

bill, which has effectually limited the number of
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placemen in the House ever since. There is reason

to suppose, that this measure was more directed

ag-ainst the Court than the Ministr}^, as it excluded

the officials of pag-eantry and ceremonial rather

than of the active administration, and it appears

to have been unwelcome at Court, both from the

notes of the King-, and the speeches of some of the

favourite prelates.

The consideration of the two first Hanoverian

reig'ns has been intentionally blended as a whole.

For the same policy, and pretty nearly the same

Ministry predominated throughout the period. And

the pacific and constitutional but corrupt policy of

Walpole, that marked the close of Georg-e I.'s reig-n,

and the first ^ears of his son's, was more cen-

sured than relinquished b}^ his successors, except in

his continental relations, where he was least open to

blame. The actual corruption, that somehow at-

taches to the name of Walpole, scarcely characterised

his policy more than that of other statesmen even

of his own country in that ag-e ; and perhaps has

become more peculiarly associated with him from

the otherwise creditable circumstance, that he sig--

nalised and maintained his rule b}^ no sanguinary

triumphs on the field or scaffold. An attempt has

actually been made of late years to deny Walpole's

complicity with the system of parliamentary bribery

in use in his time. This_, however, is rather too

charitable to the First Lord of the Treasury of

Georg^e II., and it would appear that a practice began
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almost upon the Union with Scotland of paying"

members, who attended on Government divisions, a

considerable sum as a sort of retaining- fee. This

practice is said to have orig'inated in the demands of

the Scotch members, who with smaller means, having-

no necessary' property qualification, had to incur the

expenses of a longer journey than the Eng-lish mem-

bers, and a residence in an extravag-ant metropolis.

The natural result was, that needy and gTasping-

Eng-lish members soon shared in the Scotch larg'ess,

and that that allowance being* unknown to law, and

the mere indidg-ence of the Minister, was also con-

fined to those members on whose votes he could rely.

Man}' members, no doubt, of averag'e respectabilit}',

reconciled these payments to their own conscience,

as a fair remuneration for assisting- in the neces-

sary business of the State, the party they really

preferred, and in the altered style of living- and

society, a natural substitute for the homely wag-es

allowed in older time by constituencies to their de-

puted knig-hts and burg-esses. Besides this almost

recog-nized payment, there was a larg-e Secret Ser-

vice Fund at the disposal of Government, which was

tolerated from the supposed necessity of checking- or

tampering' with the ag-ents and partizans of the Pre-

tender, but which was probably larg-ely employed

in the arrang-ement of elections, and the purchase of

boroug-hs to consohdate the power of the Whig-

aristocracy. The love of money, never altogether

dead, and least of all in the Eng-lish character, na-
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turally becomes the master passion of the soul m
the torpid lull of the more elevating" passions for

freedom, militar}^ g'loi'.Y^ ^iid relig"ious truth, that

marked this Saturnian epoch. It is curious and

instructive to adduce a parallel instance of parlia-

mentary corruption in another country, revealed by

the diplomatic correspondence of the period. Our

ambassador in Sweden a25plies for the not unrea-

sonable sum of £6000, to secure a majority in the

Peasants House of the Diet, for the party adverse

to the claims and interest of the Pretender. The

diplomatist arg'ues shrewdly enoug'h, that if the

neediness of a body of yeomen discharging* the tem-

porary duty of senators rendered them accessible to

such an inducement, it was well worth investing*

such a sum in securing* the neutrality of a warlike

and enterprising" people—the Scotch of the Conti-

nent in their g"ood as well as bad qualities.

The privileges of Parliament were another instru-

ment, that the g-ood accord of both Houses with the

Executive Government permitted the latter to con-

vert to its own purpose, and to visit members of the

House itself with expulsion for attacks on the House

or its majority, and to fine or imprison others for

the same offence either ag'ainst the House g"enerally,

or some of its members individually. But this sub-

ject of privilege, which in its origin has been already

alluded to, did not assume so important a character

at this time, as to merit the more careful considera-

tion, which must be given to the cases of Wilkes and
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Burdett in the long* and stormy reig'n of Georg'e III.

The g'eneral theoiy with reg'ard to the admissibility

of petitions^ which is not very clear^ and where the

Commons seemed disposed to carry matters with too

hio-h a hand even ao-ainst electors, seems as deduced

from the practice from the Kentish Petition for the

War in 1701 to the City of London Petition of

1753 ag'ainst the Jew Bill^ to have been this: a

petition should not refer even in the most respectful

terms to any thing* done by the House it addresses,

nor impute any irrelig'ion or disloyalty to any mea-

sure actually before the House. Indeed, the Leg-is-

lature of this period appears to have had a ver}^

natural horror of petitions g*enerally. As few on

public topics appear to have been admitted, till the

faint mutter of Reform towards the close of the

American War, and the ag'itation against the Slave

Trade in 1787, found vent in petitions, which, at

least on the former subject, would have been cer-

tainly rejected by the Parliaments of Oeorg-e II.

The celebrated law case of Ashb}^ v. White, in-

volves rather too much technicality for the g'eneral

reader. But divested of the intricate leg'al ques-

tions it involved, the antag*onism of the two Houses

arose from it in consequence of the Lords maintain-

ing* a writ of error overruling- the Court of King*'s

Bench, and thus entertaining* themselves the ques-

tion of a boroug*h-vote having* been well or ill re-

jected at an election for Aylesbur}', which was the

original cause of action. The Commons held this
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to be a great breach of their privileg'e^ and an actual

interference with the constitution of their House^

such as only the House or its Committees oug-ht to

determine. The points of Law and Privileg'e raised,

not without difficulty in themselves, were further

exasperated by the rivalry of factions, which at the

time prevailed in the several Houses, and by the

conduct of the plaintiff, who acted on the support of

tlie House of Lords, v/ith an interested alacrity that

rather hurried the deliberation of the question. The

decision of the point was for the time prudently

avoided by the Crown, who prorog'ued a second

time the Parliament, and thus allowed the question

to drop. Though the assumption, that all commit-

ments by the Commons would naturally abate by

a prorogation, is not self-evident, nor has been ad-

mitted on later occasions.

But the form in which, whnt was called Parlia-

mentary Privileg'e came most into opposition with the

liberties of the subject, and most influenced public pro-

ceeding's, was in reference to the liberty of the Press.

Not only attacks and remonstrances were treated as

breaches of privileg-e^ but publications whose tone and

object was disapproved, and even the infant attempt

at g-iving" a fair and full report of their own debates

and proceeding's were viewed as hig-h breaches

of privileg'e by the Houses and punished as such.

In an ag-e when the Law itself was so nervously

jealous on the subject of the Act of Settlement,

that an inoffensive young* printer of the name of
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Matthews actually suffered the horrid and revolting*

death of a traitor, for publishing* a Jacobite pamphlet

rather too clear in its purport, for which, as a mis-

chievous attack on a g'reat National Settlement, he

ought perhaps to have suffered a 3"ear's imprisonment;

it was not to be expected that the more undefined

power of Privilege would fail to make some repri-

sals on the 2'rowinof antagonism of the Press. Con-

sequently many political pamphleteers, or opposition

journalists were from time to time fined, impri-

soned, or reprimanded for publications adverse to

the opinion of the majority, even though not

reflecting" on the votes or speeches of the House.

But one case of Privilege, as directed ag-ainst the

liberty of the Press and diffusion of Parliamentary

knoAvledge, is important in itself as marking the

dawn of newspaper reporting, and of interest to

the writer as implicating an ancestor of his own in

the struo-o-le for the freedom and information of the

Newspaper press.. It is not mentioned by Mr.

Hallam, but may be found in Lord Campbell's

Life of Lord Chancellor King", that Raikes, a

printer of Gloucester, was summoned to the bar of

the Lords b}^ a resolution of 26th February, 1729,

for having- ventured to give in his country news-

paper, a report of proceedings in their Lordships'

House. This was voted a breach of Privilege,

and the daring journalist reprimanded according-ly.

It does not appear in what degree the worthy

printer submitted to their Lordships' censure, but

VOL. II. Y
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the tradition of his family handed down through

four g-enerations is, that he removed his journal

establishment to another county town, and con-

tinued his reports from such data as he could obtain

from the capital. This jealousy of publicity as

reg-arded their proceeding's, is not a little remark-

able, as it characterised both Houses, and not less

the popular party than that which relied less on

outward support ; and is evidenced to this day by

the bare permissive attendance of reporters for the

Press, and their frequent exclusion with other stran-

g-ers. The feeling* probably originated in the idea

of their being- secret councils, whose deliberations it

was advisable to keep concealed till their result was

known : and likewise in the infancy of opposition

there may have been a natural reluctance, to expose

the names and sentiments of prominent speakers to

the eye of power. The occasionally exercised prac-

tice of excluding- strang-ers is most -s^aluable, as ever

protecting" the Houses from the mob intimidation, to

which the NationalAssembly of France was exposed.

The Revenue Laws with their penal sanctions,

that rose like an exhalation with the rapid exten-

sion of indirect taxation, have been instanced as

another source of influence to the Executive, un-

known to the earlier ag*es of the Constitution. But

except in the power of connivance or dispensation,

it is difficult to attribute an}^ real influence to mea-

sures emanating- from Parliament, and so unpo-

pular in their exercise.
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With all these acquisitions of influence to the

Executive, scarcely contemplated b}^ the arrange-

ments of 1688; thoug'h perhaps necessarily flowing"

from it y there can he no difference of opinion as to

the decline of the jjersoiial influence of the Crown.

This arose, not only from the elaborate and successful

measures adopted b}^ Parliament to check this au-

thority, or identify it with their own, but from other

personal causes or partial changes in the distribu-

tion of the Executive, that must be noticed at this

period. The average of Royal character, meaning

by character the combination of ability and the will

to exercise it, had throuo-hout the whole Ano-lo-

Norman Dynasty from the Conqueror to AVilliam

of Orange, very far exceeded the usual energy of

royal houses for so long a period ; and this must

have been felt, though partially in the history of

the Constitution, and in the fortunes of the country.

This perhaps superfluous energy has certainly not

been traced so visibly since the death of William

III., and ministerial power has risen in the ratio

that the personal influence of the CroAvn has de-

clined. What was originally the instrument of

action has been the agent itself, and wields power

in the name and under cover of a great ceremonial

authority. Nor did the transfer of executive power

from the General Privy Council to its special Com-

mittee or Cabinet fail to contribue to this end, both

in superseding the actual will of the Monarch, and

consolidating the authorit}' of his select advisers.

y 2



A king* presiding in a Privy Council of twenty or

thirty individuals of very different opinions, and

many of them very undisting-uished politicians^ would

naturally exercise much greater influence and ba-

lance different parties, than when closeted with

seven or eio'ht eminent men connected with each

other by party and perhaps family ties. Added to

this, the two first Georg-es, who fall within the

survey of this chapter, a^ ere both personally unpo-

pular from want of grace and the dignified fami-

liarity, which can only come from habit and ease of

position. And having* a little principality in Ger-

many, on which to indulge the military and despotic

tastes, which they shared at least equally with other

princes, they had the g-ood sense to abandon the

mysterious politics of a rebellious but civil list pay-

ing people to the skilful leaders of that great Whig*

connection, to which they were mainly indebted for

their throne, and who were certainly the fittest to

wield their deleg'ated authority. Yet though in

this period, ministerial influence probably attained

its maximum, while the royal sovereig'nty was at

its lowest depression compatible with the realit}^ of

monarchy ; there were still two points in which the

ministries of the day unduly consulted the royal

will, and from love of place g-ave a real weig-ht to

what in other respects they treated as a form and

tradition. It would have been certainly an oppor-

tunity on the accession of a petty and frug-al German

Prince, to put the Court expenditure on a footing-.
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that mig-ht have still seemed liberal to the Hanove-

rian Elector, while it would have been a g-reat

reduction of the actual civil list. An economy thus

exemplified in the hig-hest quarter would have been

beneficial far beyond the reductions it embraced.

For a different scale of remuneration would have

gradually pervaded all departments of the adminis-

tration^ the incomes of professions would have more

or less harmonised ; and even in the expenditure of

independent incomes^ more frug-ality and modera-

tion would have been practised, and a larg-er mar-

g-in provided for the independence of younger

branches, the extension of territorial influence, and

the promotion of those g'reat works of improvement

and civilisation, which must mainl}'^ depend on the

excess of income over ordinary expenditure. But

neither in this, nor the more serious matter of

unnecessary continental warfare did the Walpoles,

the Pelhams, or Chatham himself think fit to

limit the extravagance* of the Ro^-al parvenu,

nor the German companions of the Hanoverian

Elector. It is evident that on the latter point

there was but one opinion among* the successive

ministers of Georg-e I. and Georg-e IL, thoug-h un-

happily an equal uniformity in yielding* their better

judgment to the tastes of their Royal Master for

* Indeed in 1/29 an additional £115,000 was voted to make
up a deficiency of the Civil List. The want of reports put the

debates beyond our reach, but they are said to have been violent

even in the Lords.
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continental warfare. Chatham indeed diverted this

propensity into the more national^ thoug-h perhaps

not much wiser career of maritime ascendancy and

colonial acquisition. But certainly the censure on

the two great wars of the next reign^ undertaken

as they respectively were to retain an invaluable pos-

session, or for national existence itself, comes with a

very bad grace from the traditional heirs of a party,

that had supported the Hanoverian wars of George

II., and boasted the ominous splendour of Chat-

ham's conquests, which altered the relations of our

colonies, and involved us in embarrassments not yet

removed.

In closing this sketch of a period in our Constitu-

tional progress rather instructive than interesting, we

may notice two or three points, that have not come

within a continuous survey of actual events.

An instance of early reporting in a country news-

paper has been given, but this was not the practice

even in the most prominent journals of the capital

till a much later period. Newspapers, indeed, be-

came permanent political organs in the reig-n of

Anne ; and towards the close of her reign were first

subjected to a stamp duty, with a view to check

the circulation of the opposition press, which nar-

rowly escaped a renewal of the old censorshij),

or at least an acknowledgment of the names of

writers. This period, intervening as it did between

the liberty of the Press, and the later ascendancy and
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unequalled audacity of journalism^ was perhaps tlie

peculiar era of political pampliletSj which generally

in the spirit of the opposition created great sensa-

tion^ and gave no small trouble to the party in

power.

The purchase of seats in Parliament was so ne-

cessar}^ a consequence of the rotten borough sys-

tem, by which the franchise was still preserved to

places where wealth and population had disappeared,

that it must have commenced at least as early as

this epoch. As tending- to introduce the monied

interest to Parliament, it would have been opposed

to the ascendancy of the territorial aristocracy, and

may have provoked the Act establishing a landed

qualification for members by the 9 Anne c. 5, made

more stringent by 33 Geo. II. c- 20. This Act

which requires from members of English cities and

boroughs a landed income of £300 a year, and for

counties £600, if based upon property generally,

would seem reasonable enough, and only such a

qualification as the State should require, and pru-

dent constituencies exact to secure competence and

independence in their members. Like all general rules

of law, it is based on grounds of general policy and

average experience, and must be expected to lead to

occasional inconvenience in particular circumstances.

It did not apply to the representatives of the Uni-

versities ; as made before the Union it did not ex-

tend to Scotch members ; and by a particular clause

there was an exception in favour of a merchant
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worth £5000, and who was himself a voter where

he wished to offer himself as a candidate.

It is not a little remarkable that a Ministry, that

had failed so completely and in so audacious a mea-

sure as in the restriction of the Peerag-e Bill, should

not immediately have g-one out ; which would seem

to imply that ministerial responsibility was limited

to the actual advisers or projectors of a measure,

and did not affect the whole Cabinet.

The South Sea bubble, that broke in 1721, and

covered its projectors with disg*race and its victims

with ruin, was one of those indications, like our own

railway mania of 1845, of the natural tendency of

a commercial people in the absence of any hig-her

public excitement. As mig'ht be expected from the

g-reater corruption of that ag-e many more persons

of influence and station were implicated in this dis-

g-raceful speculation, than in the exag'g'erated notions

of internal traffic under which we laboured eight

3^ears ag-o. And the bribes g'iven to members,

ministers, and witnesses to promote the project in

G eorg-e I.'s reig^n have happily had no parallel at least

in the hig-her quarters in our own times. The £10,000

paid to each of the King-'s mistresses with a view to

this measure was unspeakably disg-raceful, after all

this country had done and suffered to obtain a con-

stitutional Government, and pure religion on the

throne j while their impunity contrasted painfully

with the measures dealt to inferior offenders, and the

g-enerally merciless character of the penal law at



that time. The abolition of the Scotch secretary-

ship in 1724 would more properly be noticed in the

course of affiiirs in that king-dom. But the motives

for the chang-e^ in addition to a personal rupture,

and some disturbances very naturally arising- from

the introduction of the Eng'lish excise system, were

equally just on principle, and equally applicable to

the Irish difficulty, which we still enhance by the

jobs and faction of a local and separate adminis-

tration.

The impeachment of the Lord Chancellor Maccles-

field the same year on no political gTound, but sim-

ply for malversation in his office, was a tribute to

public opinion, and viewed in relation to the abuses

in that Court tolerated down to our own times,

would prove how much easier it is to punish an

offender in a corrupt ag-e, than to reform a system

in a pure one. Thoug-h some attempt in that direc-

tion was made on this occasion, in the way of pro-

hibiting- the sale of offices, and the use of suitors'

money.

In 1730 an Act passed on a subject whose prin-

ciple at least has been revived of late 3"ears, thoug-h

with a very different object
j

prohibiting- foreig-n

loans, except as authorized under the Privy Seal.

The opposition on this occasion viewed it rather in

the lig-ht of g-iving- an unfair advantag-e to the

Dutch_, the rival capitalists of Europe. The fol-

lowing- year a step was made in law reform, thoug-h

to an almost absurdly trifling- extent, in restoring- to
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the native tong-ue those leg-al proceedings^ which had

borne in the Norman French the bado-e of the Con-

quest to the time of Edward III., had then been

for a time Enghsh, and had latterly adopted in

Latin a mark of the influence or monopoly of the

more educated class.

The scandalous state of the Prisons, ready to

occupy and sig-nalize the philanthropy of Howard,

attracted the attention of the Government and the

Legislature about the same time. A small instal-

ment of a vast debt owing- by the powerful few to

the helpless many, which, with something- of the

morbid feeling- of remorse, has in our own time

extended to forg-et the crime in sj^mpathy for the

criminal, and to educate, feed and lodg-e the felon

at the cost of the innocent population. In some-

what the same sense, the Gin Act of 1731, which

loaded the indulg-ence of intemperance with a hig-her

duty and license, than was conducive to the reve-

nue, may be considered the first and not ill-judg-ed

attempt to grapple with a g-rowing- national vice of

a northern and unpoliced people. The frauds on

the revenue must have been g-reat indeed, if the

Tobacco duty be taken as an example, where the

g'ross income was estimated at £758,000, and onl}^

£160,000 reached the Exchequer. Yet in spite of

these frauds, and the resolute resistance of the north-

ern kingdom to contribute to indirect taxation, the

increase of consumption in this period of peace

and prosperity raised the custom dues to above
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£3;000^000; though still levied on the scale esta-

blished at the Revolution.

Walpole's principal failures were connected with

the revenue, in tampering- with the sinking-fund,

and in projecting a, general excise, or substitution

of duties on consumption for those on imports.

Though no doubt he was wrongs in the one case,

and did not carry his point in the other, he was

looked upon by his cotemporaries as an able finance

minister ; and certainly had no cause to lean against

the fundholders, who as an interest were as indis-

solubly bound up with the Revolution and Settle-

ment ; as the purchasers of national domains were

with the fortunes of the French Revolution.

His failure to carry out Stanhope's comprehen-

sive toleration, by a bill for relief of Dissenters from

the Test, and Quakers from the formality of Tithe

procesSj was an indication of his regarding relig-ious

toleration in its enlarged modern sense, as well as

perhaps his lukewarmness in the cause. That the

Dissenting interest throwing itself into the scale of

the ministry, could only number 123 against 251

on division, is a proof of the degree both of weakness

and unpopularity to which it had fallen.

The pressure employed by the Minister on some

of these occasions, marks the never very clearly

defined point of the constitutional extent of power,

as exercised on the opposition. More particularly

on the defeat of his Excise scheme, the Minister not

only revoked some valuable sinecures, but even
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deprived soveral peers of their reg-iments, an example

of authority that has not been imitated in later

times. That opposition leaders should be struck off

the Privy Council was more natural^ in the transition

state ol that body from a Council of Government to

a mere assembly of notables. But the Chancellor

Macclesfield's expulsion for g-ross misconduct gave

a criminal character to the subsequent erasure of

Pulteney, whose real offence was that of a partisan,

thoug'h mixed with some personal attack on a mem-

ber of the royal family. It is curious in tracing* the

g-radual progress of events, and the slow emerging*

of our modern questions and actual difficulties, to

notice that in 1736 the first riot of immigrant Irish

labourers is recorded, and in reference to their com-

petition with English workmen. It is hardly ne-

cessary to remark, that literature was neglected by

the powerful Minister, as much as national glory and

elevated principle. In this respect he differed from

the earlier leaders of the Whig party as well as

from his successors. Yet with all his faults, if we

compare him with his rivals, either of the old Tory

opposition soon to be lost in the blaze of Chatham's

genius and the sun of royal favour, or with the dis-

contented and revolting* sectionists of the Whig*

party, we must admit Walpole to have been on the

whole the wisest and fittest for the helm of State.

The general tenor of opposition in his time gives

no very exalted idea of either the wisdom or prin-

ciple of his antagonists. And the unprincipled folly.
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that iirg'ed with the same breath a reduction of the

army and the declaration of war, was well followed

up by the subsequent secession of the opposition in

a body, after a fair division of 260 to 23^ ; as if the

g-ame was up, and no oblig-ation any lon^-er attached

to the representatives of the nation.

The systems of the three leading* statesmen of

this period, Stanhope, Walpole^ and Cliatham, re-

spectively,may be characterised as premature reform,

prosperous inaction, and useless g'lory. Thoug'h

neither the first nor the last of these statesmen could

vie with Wnlpole, in either the duration of their

power, or their complete ascendancy. Stanhope's

abortive measures indicated a tendency to those

reforms and adaptations of the Constitution, that

have been favoured by the more modern school of

Whig-s. While Chatham always pursued that course

of warfare and colonial conquest, that has from other

causes been identified with the later Tory policy.

Grenville was in anticipation of Chatham's efforts,

and Newcastle carried on a feeble perpetuation of

Walpole's manag-ement.

Thoug-h it will have been seen, that a rather lower

estimate than the popular one has been here formed

of Chatham's policy, yet in one respect he deserves

especial credit, and forms in himself an epoch that

must be noticed in this work. In his thirst for

glory, totally free from a particle of avarice, he

widely differed from the whole race of g-reedy time-

servers, who in every department and g-rade of
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the public administration^ from Marlboroug'h and

Scrag-g's to Walpole and Big*by, had plied politics

as a profession^ and worked the State as a profitable

business. His virtue and fame, rare among- his

contemporaries, were fortunate enoug-h to form a

new school of statesmen not ver}^ enlightened nor

always very consistent, but at least aiming" at a

hig'her object and following- a purer path than their

predecessors. Such was the party that ultimately

g-athered round his more illustrious son, and directed

the fortunes of the Empire for nearly half a century

under Pitt and the heirs of his policy. The cha-

racter of Chatham, which in its faults as well as

worth, in its pride and affectation, its hate and

seclusion, no less than in its courag'e, honour, and

probity more resembled that of the g-reat men of an-

tiquity, and their travesties in modern France, owed

much to the classical education, which was a pas-

sion rather than accomplishment with the intellec-

tual aristocracy of the period. And in the mag-ni-

ticent projects so reg-ardless of the suffering's of in-

dividuals, and the ultimate welfare of millions, we

see the classic and heroic character, in strong- con-

trast to the Christian philosophic type of an ordinary

Eng'lish statesman.

By one and all, however, of the Ministers of this

epoch was the scandal and burden of the Hanover

connexion felt so strong-ly, that even Walpole had

projected a severance to take effect on the next suc-

cession. A measure to which Georo-e II. was the
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more readily inclined, from his preference for his

^'^oung-er son, who would have succeeded to the Ger-

man principality.

The jurisdiction of the House of Commons over

its own Constitution, so peremptorily asserted in the

case of Ashby i\ White above alluded to has never

been since disputed. But the exercise of the rig'ht

has been found much more difficult than its asser-

tion. And the spirit of partisanship shewn in the

decisions, and even the nomination of Committees

under the Grenville Act was a scandal within our

own memory ; though even this approximation to

competence and responsibility in the tribunal was

looked upon as a g'reat improvement on the mode

of deciding- controverted elections at the time now re-

ferred to. The reference was to a Committee of the

whole House, and the discussion of the merits was

a mere party debate, and desperate division, as in

any Committee on estimates or other administrative

subjects. It was in fact a converging series of such

decisions with majorities from 7 to 4, that ulti-

matety obliged Walpole to resign. But the scan-

dal continued unabated for a much longer period.

Nor, as has been observed, did even the Grenville

Act secure election committees from party packing,

nor their decisions from grave and just censure. On

the occasion of Walpole's fall it would appear from

the divisions, that most of the large constituencies

were adverse to him, though on different grounds.

The great counties generally leaned to the old Tory
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opposition as did some larg"e towns, but most of the

latter returned members of the revolting* section of

the Whig's, that was all for domestic purity and

foreig-n war. Indeed it was the solid phalanx of

small and nomination boroug^hs in the hands of

Government and the g-reat allied Whig* families,

which not only maintained the corrupt domestic

policy of Walpole, but also the peace and prosperity

of our foreig'n relations during- his administration.

The chivalrous but ultimately unfortunate expe-

dition of the young- Pretender in 1745, which was

the g-reat event and scandal of the next administra-

tion belong-s to g-eneral history, and more particu-

larly to that of Scotland, which was the principal

scene of his triumphs and reverses. But it is within

the scope of this work to review the policy that was

so weak in resisting-, and so barbarous in punishing-

this remarkable attempt. The Union with Scotland

had very naturally, thoug-h very unjustly caused

g-reat dissatisfaction in the Northern King-dom,

which was heig-htened by the partial introduction of

our revenue laws. Nor was this Union in the first

instance accompanied by any g-eneral disarmament

of the warlike mountaineers, or the introduction of

a mag-istracy, that would supersede or compete with

their Clan Chiefs in influence or authority. Thus a

broad basis of discontent and actual array was provided

for the cause of the young- adventurer. Then to the

south, Eng-land wasdenuded oftroops, for a mostunne-

cessary and discreditable campaig-n on the Continent.
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While the Hanovei'ian Dynasty, with all the advan-

tag"e of the possession of the Capital, of Parliament,

and the Executive power, was but lang-iiidly sup-

ported even by those classes and districts, whose

judg-ment approved the existing- order of thing-s;

and the essentially more spirited elements of the

nation, the country gentlemen and the mob, were

disaffected or neutral. Thus a handful of Scotch

Hig'hlanders penetrated into the heart of Eng-land,

and all but restored a fallen dynasty. And the

want of opposition as well as support, they met with

south of the Tweed, evinces both the unwarlike cha-

racter of the Eng'lish people, and the g'eneral npath}^

that pervaded all classes. Every thing* was decided

by the army. The Tory aristocracy awaited the

course of events in sullen neutrality. Thirteen

Whig" Peers it is true proceeded to rnise reg'iments,

but their patriotism ended in jobs. And as little

disposition was shewn any where but in London, to

volunteer for the Government as for the Pretender.

But the vig'our, that would have been more cre-

ditably shewn in anticipating- or frustrating* this

rebellion, was amply displayed in the bloody repri-

sals, which the cowardly and vindictive Government

took for their panic and disg*race. It is unsafe to

speculate on the deg*ree in which political justice

should be measured out. The object of all punish-

ment being* to deter from crime^ not only the crime

itself, but public opinion on the subject hnve to be

taken into consideration. And this is more par-

VOL. II. z
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ticularly incumbent in the case of political crime^

which is an offence ag-ainst the public, and whose

punishment should be the mere exponent of public

opinion on the subject. Thus even on grounds of

policy, any undue severity on such occasions is to

be deprecated, that could elevate rebels and adven-

turers to the rank of victims and martyrs. This

leaves untouched the questions of how far Christian

forg-iveness is incumbent on rulers in avenging- their

own wrong's, and the Royal Prerogative of mercy

peculiarly apj^licable, where the offence was very

g-eneral and the degrees of complicity very different.

All of these considerations would have sug-g'ested a

different treatment, than what the unfortunate ad-

herents of the Pretender experienced on the fall of

his fortunes in 1746. Not to mention the hellish

Engiish punishment of treason, to which many pri-

soners were subjected with very doubtful leg-alit}^,

whose nativit}^ and offence were alike confined to

Scotland, and the comprehensive transportations, to

which the mass of the captives were sentenced by

consent, to avoid the risk of defence and capital con-

viction. There were wanton outrag-es on the inha-

bitants g-enerally of the disturbed districts of the

Hig'hlands, which in the abuse of overwhelming-

power on every ag-e and sex of a helpless peasantry,

and in the sickening' cant of liberty applied to jus-

tify the vilest excesses, too forcibly sug'g-est that

Engiand too has had her La Vendee, on a small

scale indeed, and happily not boasted of by either
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statesmen or historians. One blushes for the Par-

liament that could vote thanks^ indemnities, and an

enormous pension to the Duke of Cumberland for a

triumph it was difficult to miss, and for outrag'es no

peril would have justified. But one pities still more

the pious author of the " Rise and ProgTess of Be-

lig-ion in the Soul," for feeling- himself bound by his

Protestant zeal to laud in the taste of a Court Chap-

lain, a monster that a Court even has rarely produced,

and in whom a careful perusal of the memoirs of the

period has not enabled me to find one redeeming*

trait, except by comparison with his proteg'ee and

accomplice, General Hawley.

No strong-er arg'ument could be adduced against

bring-ing" civil war into a country on any pretext,

than the disastrous course and disg-raceful termina-

tion of this contest 5 as the suspension of law and

liberation of the fierce passions of our nature at

once undid three centuries of constitutional prog-ress,

and restored a portion of the king-dom to the anar-

chy and cruelty of the ag-e of the Boses. The

proper limit, which policy no less than mercy would

have assig-ned to the subsequent reprisals of justice,

would have been to punish capitally the leaders

whose ambition had urg-ed themselves, and whose

influence had drawn dependents into the contest,

and to all minor offenders to have dealt a g'eneral

amnesty or moderate punishment. For one's soul

revolts at the frightful scenes of Carlisle and Ken-
ning-ton Common, where the misguided loyalty of

z 2
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Hig-hlanders^ or the religious zeal of the Lancashire

Catholics endured a punishment^ with which no Chris-

tian ruler would harass the last moments of the vilest

offenders. It is curious to contrast the heroism and

mart3Tdom of these last champions of despotism,

with the ferocious projects, dastardl}^ actions, and

mild punishments of modern traitors of the Chartist

and Irish School.

The legislative measures of the Government sub-

sequent to the rebellion of 1745, were more judicious,

thougii they came too late for the evil they should

have anticipated. An act of indemnity protected,

with a long list of exceptions, both the partisans of

the late movement, and also the excesses of the

military and judicial power, who had clearly violated

the law in its suppression. The disaffected districts

of the Highlands were disarmed, and the patri-

archal jurisdiction of their chiefs, so long recognized,

was superseded by the ordinary magistracy and

tribunals of the king'dom. Thus deprived of their

chiefs by exile or execution, often transferred to

new hands by the extensive confiscations, and with

a compulsory chang-e of dress and habits, the

mountaineers of Scotland ceased to alarm the peace

of the Empire : and in half a century the same

offensive function was transferred to a party in the

sister island. Yet it is a proof either of the unwar-

rantable fear, or still more unjustifiable cruelty of

the Government of this period, that many years after,

when the throne of the Brunswick family was as

well established as any in Europe, Dr. Cameron,
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the brother of the unfortunate chief of Lochiel,

visitmg" his native land for private business^ after

years of exile, was seized, and actually suffered the

horrible death of a traitor in the sig-ht of secure and

luxurious London, in the full civilisation of 1758.

This is g-enerally supposed to have been the last act

of this sad tragedy. And as in collecting- the

closing" incidents, that distinguished this unhonoured

epoch from the following* reig'n, the historian thoug'h

reluctantly is oblig'ed to analyse the last days of a

system happily terminated : it may be also noticed

that with the last blood of the Stuart rebellion, may

be traced the last instance of the political power of a

mistress in the English Court and Cabinet.* That

an ag-ed and decrepid prince, who was indebted for

his throne to a certain profession of Christianity,

should have exhibited the last instance of this dis-

creditable influence, is scarcely less disg-raceful to

himself^ than to the public opinion of the day that

permitted it.

Fet even in this corrupt ag-e, when religion was

perhaps at a lower ebb than at any other period,

there were some indications both in the upper and

lower reg*ions of society of a coming- reaction in

faith and morals. Thus, after the Lisbon earth-

quake, masquerades were prohibited by proclama-

tion. The drill of the Militia on Sundays was

opposed by many laymen in Parliament, as well as

by the Bishops collectively. I know not whether

* Some of the influences of the Eegency at the beginning of

this century scarcely suggest a valid exception.
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to attribute to this or an opposite sentiment, the

principle of Lord Hardwick's Marriag-e Act in

1753, and the opposition offered to the Jews' Natu-

rahzation Bill, which caused the loss of many seats

in the mild general election of 1754, and the mob-

bing' of several liberal Bishops.

A few administrative changes occun*ed in this

period, of which the following* are most worthy of

notice. There were now two Foreign Secretaries

for the Northern and Southern departments, in refe-

rence to the geographical situation of the Courts,

with which they corresponded.

An Irish secretary was now for the first time

appointed by the Lord Lieutenant, independent of

the Cabinet of St. James, and possibly of other poli-

tical connection. The Parliament too of that pecu-

liar country offered great facility for jobbing and

favouritism in this age, by the grant of pensions on

the Irish establishment, a real grievance, and accord-

ingly never dwelt upon by the patriots, and dema-

gogues of later times. This dangerous facility was

afforded from the circumstance that the Irish Par-

liament voted supplies without specially appropriat-

ing them, as was the cautious practice in Westmin-

ster. And thus large funds were at the disposal of

the Government without any scrutiny of Parlia-

ment as to their application.

Ireland is a painful subject throughout this period,

and may well be deferred till the chapter, where

the collateral adjuncts of the British Empire Avill

be considered. But it may be observed that the
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strong* g-overnment based upon and in its turn

maintaining' Protestant ascendancy^ while it g-ave

greater security to life and property than later

systems^ and so formed the material prosperity of

the country^ left untouched the religious and social

evils that were in due time to bear their appropriate

crop of agitation and disaffection. The Church was

supine, education negiected, the nobility factious,

the g-entry dissolute and indigent ; and while the

Orang-e Parliament was intent on its own jobs and

factions, the great Eoman Catholic mass were g-radu-

ally pressed into the cohesion of an injured and the

sentiment of a relig-ious party. Nor did this strong-

Government and exclusive legislature prevent a very

full amount of faction in Parliament, and occasional

riots of a very serious nature in Dublin ; as on the

suspicion of a Legislative Union with Engiand in

1759, which was resented by the populace in a

spirit worthy of later times, but with at least no

avowal of Catholic sentiments. Where every class

behaved ill, it may seem invidious to singie out

any as prominently guilty. Yet looking at the

advantag-eous position occupied by the Protestant

Hierarchy in Ireland, throug'hout the whole of

the eighteenth centur}^, as both the depository of

religious truth, the educated link that connected

the Irish people with a free and civilised state, with

ample resources and prostrate rivalry, one cannot

but admit, that where many daug'hters had done far

short of excellency, this institution had more sig'-

nally failed than most others. And in meting out
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the fortunes of systems according* to their tested

merits^ one cannot but indulge in g-loomy foreboding's

as to the fate of an institution, that has so signally

failed as an instrument of national conversion and

conciliation, and has produced prelates to rival the

worst instances of Papal infam}'.

One should hardly conclude a constitutional

survey of this period, without a passing" notice of the

orio-in of Methodism, both as illustrative of the

opinions of the period, and as exercising- some influ-

ence on the prog-ress of public affairs since, in the

warmer tone of morality it has imparted to all

classes, the revival of religion in the Church, and of

agitation and popularity in the Dissenting* body.

Like the orio*inal secession of the Puritans under

Elizabeth and James, the simple and pure minded

founders of Methodism did not seek to establish a

sect, and still less to weaken the Church, but to carry

out the principles of that Church to their legitimate

extent ; and without leaving its pale to indulge in a

tone of preaching and elevation of practice, that

was more in harmony with its Articles and Liturgy,

than with the ordinary tone of its ministers or

wishes of its hierarchy. This semi-union was

found in the result impracticable, and in conse-

quence a vast mass of zeal and respectability in the

middle and lower classes has been transferred to

the ranks of general Dissent j which may date its

revival in the important elements of numbers and

devotion from this unintentional secession towards

the close of George II.'s reign.
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A few other points of practice and statistics mny

be noticed before concbiding* this chapter and period.

The practice of putting- the hig-h office of Lord

Treasurer in commission, with a First and Junior

Lords, which beg-an in Anne\s reign, has never since

been departed from. Its practical advantag-e seems

to be that it admits of the First Minister of the

Crown being- a member of the Lower House, if ne-

cessary for the pubUc service or for party combina-

tions. And this has likewise been g-enerall}^ the

practice, as the Commons orig'inate and prolong- the

most important discussions, and this very discipline

is the best school for statesmen in the parliamentary

sense of the term.

In estimating- the population of this period one

has to reg-ret the deficiency of statistical informa

tion, or even of any enlig-htened interest on the sub-

ject, which oblig-es us to have recourse to calcula-

tion rather than actual numeration for our sum

total. Mr. Finlaison has calculated by retrospection

from the first census, and from other data, that at

the commencement of this period the population of

Eng;land and Wales exceeded five millions, Scot-

land having- about one, and Ireland not more than

two. I am disposed to think this a full estimate for

England at least. As the interval down to the first

census in 1801 must be deemed on the whole fa-

vourable to population, as a period of internal peace

and prosperity : war itself affecting rather the purses

than the persons of the nation, the tendency of paro-
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chial relief being- to stimulate population^ and the

tide of colonial emig-ration flowing" in a far scantier

stream than at present.

The debt^ that arose like an exhalation from the

Eevolution of 1688, did not exceed £16,000,000 at

the death of William III., thoug-h paying- a heavy

rate of interest. The wars of Anne and the Euro-

pean system, in which the anti-Gallican combina-

tions of our own revolution had entangled us, raised

this to fifty-two millions at the accession of George

I., pa^dng' an interest of £3,800,000.

The orig'in of this system of funding- has an im-

portant bearing- on the subject of our inquiry, both

as a new source of temporar}^ relief and permanent

fiscal burden, and as introducing- a totally new in-

terest, that of the fundholders, into both our social

and political relations. In this latter point of view

it has scarcely excited the attention it deserves.

For thoug-h party politicians naturally rejoiced in

the increasing" securities thus g-iven by the moneyed

classes to the new dynastic arrang-ement ', few

economists or philosophers remarked on the extra-

ordinary fact of the creation of this new species of

property, which was in its principal tang-ible capital

and g-enerally actual mone}^, though its interest de-

pended on the taxation of the country. A question

is sometimes best viewed on the negative side, and it

may reasonabl}- be enquired, if Government had had

no occasion or permission to borrow this money,

would it have demonstrated its existence in some
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other, and what form ? Or, if it did not, have we any

rig*ht to assume there was an increase of wealth

in the country, whose surplus accumulations found

investment in the need of the State debtor, and pro-

duced an increase from State taxation ? This in-

quiry would lead into considerations removed from

our subject, but I conceive there was an actual in-

crease of wealth in the country, that found its na-

tural investment in this form, and consequently to

the arrest and discourag-ement of those g-reat works

of enterprise and capital, that have characterised

the last quarter of a century. It would seem as if

foreign war and home debt absorbed the surplus

wealth of the 18th century, which in the 10th had

raised churches and colleg-es, castles and palaces,

and in the 19th has covered our island with the

convenience and dang-ers of rapid internal commu-

nication.

Historians, as eminent as Lord Mahon and Mr.

Macaulay, have dwelt on the enormous official in-

comes of this period as compared with the moderate

resources of the State, and thus indicating- g-reat

corruption
;

yet I hardly think the proof is suf-

ficiently g-eneral to bear out this view. For the

Duke of Marlboroug'h, whose immense official in-

come or rather incomes, from several sources, which

is g'enerally adduced as an instance, is scarcely ad-

missible to prove a system. His deserts and g'ood

fortune, as both the g-reatest commander and g-reat-

est favourite England had ever seen, were as rare in
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their combination, as the base and greedy avarice,

that g-rasped at every g-ain from the most mag-ni-

ficent appointment to the pettiest allowance within

his reach.

Thoug-h there was no g-eneral statute or procla-

mation on the subject, yet there appears to have

been some check on the power of g'oing' abroad,

more particularly in the case of persons of rank,

who were oblig'ed to solicit permission to travel,

while the fees, payable at the Secretary of Stater's

office for an ordinar^^ passport, tended very much to

prevent the continental excursions of those of less

means. This jealousy, which does not appear to

have been of ancient date, except in the case ofjudi-

cial proceeding's, probably arose in Elizabeth's reig-n

from the suspicion of the influence of Roman Ca-

tholic Courts and foreign education on the youthful

aristocracy. And this feeling* would naturally be

revived in g-reater force on the accession of the

House of Hanover, when in addition to Jesuit in-

trig'ues, the S3^mpathy for the exiled family inig-ht

influence young- Eng-lishmen on their travels.

The Riot Act, originally limited to the life time

of Elizabeth, had been renewed and made perpetual

at the beginning- of Georg-e I.'s reig-n, on the occa-

sion of certain Tory or Hig-h Church attacks on

Dissenters and chapels in London and Staffordshire.

It is sufficiently string-ent in its provisions, and on

that account all the more merciful, and has per-

haps done as much as any other enactment to main-
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tain a habit of order among" our people, together

with the right of the freest expression of opinion.

The House of Commons throughout this period,

and indeed down to the Irish Union consisted no-

minally of 558 members; 513 from Eng-land and

45 from Scotland. But as has been noticed above,

the attendance at divisions shewed a great languor

or negligence of duty on the part of members, more

particularly after the Septennial Act had given a

greater permanence to their position. Lord Mahon

has given an interesting list of thirty-six seats in

the first Parliament of George I., that returned

members of the same name, as usually represented

those places down to the Reform Act of 1831. And

indeed in most of the seats that survived that mea-

sure the names might be continued to the present

time.

It would be anticipating the serious discussion

that awaits us at the conclusion of this Avork, to sub-

scribe to Lord Mahon's approbation of those here-

ditary seats, that combined in some degree the per-

manence of peerages with the popularity of elec-

tions. But as a matter of fact, we cannot omit to

state that throughout all this period, and in some

degree down to 1831, all the eminent statesmen of

the age owed to the smaller boroughs, that figured

in the disfranchising schedules of the Reform Act,

either their introduction into public life, or their

refuge during some part of it. At the commence-

ment of this period the Peerage, including 26 spi-
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ritual Lords, and 16 representative Scotch Peers

amounted to a maximum of 207. But of these

many, as Roman Catholics, were debarred of sena-

torial privilege, and but a small portion, as in our

own days, habitually exercised the rig-ht they en-

joyed. It is curious that with a smaller ag-greg-ate

number of Peers, the number of those of the hig-hest

or Ducal rank was greater than at the present

time.



CHAPTER VII.

GEORGE III.

State of Parties —Change of system rather personal than politi-

cal—Divisions of the Whigs—Chatham, Eockingham, Bed-

ford—Wilkes' case—Bute—Incapacity of Grovernment, and

faction of Opposition—Junius—Duke of Grraffcon—Lord
Camden— Commencement of American troubles—Compara-

tive view of 1770 and our own time—Kockingham adminis-

tration—Burke—Lord North's administration—Important

secession of Fox—Progress of Colonial troubles.

In pursuing" the chequered yet still prog'ressive

fortune of the Constitution throug'h the long* and

stormy reig'n we have now arrived at, the writer must

claim an additional measure of indulg-ence^ on the

g-round both of the dijfficulty and necessity of the

subject treated of. If history, as it approaches our

own time, and has a more direct bearing- on the

party and class interests of the present time, becomes

on that account more difficult to treat imj^artially
;

and as its materials become more abundant, and the

authenticity of facts better ascertained, the value of

this matter is more doubtful, and the inference from

facts more questioned ; it surely is no reason for a

political writer to evade the crisis of his task, thoug'h

it may be a g-round for increased dilig'ence, and a

more watchful regard for truth and justice. It has,
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therefore, been always a matter of regret to me, that

Mr. Hallam's masterly work should have closed at

the opening- of this important reig-n. As the con-

tinuation of a work, whose silent but irresistible

influence on the reading- public has been, to establish

at least the theory of Whig-ism, and to alter the

character and dog-mas of Toryism itself, mig-ht have,

if pursued in the same spirit throug-h this reig-n,

have dispelled some of the prejudices of the Whig-s,

and compelled them to some chang-e of sentiment

on the character and policy of Georg-e III.

And yet so indelible is party spirit in its milder

form, that I can hardly attribute to any other cause

the favour, with which writers so just as Hallam

and so philosophic as Mackintosh, have reg-arded

the epoch of the two first Georg-es. The view of

that period g-iven in the last chapter is, I am aware,

far less favourable, and indeed taken from a different

point from that chosen by other writers, who have

viewed it rather as the millenium of the Constitution,

at leng-th placed beyond the reach of its early

reverses, and not yet exposed to the strain of new

combinations, or the effort to repel new elements.

Yet I would be far from confining- the strictures to

the rulers and statesmen of the period : the blame

extends equally to the people and public opinion,

that supported or tolerated such men and such a

policy.

In order to arrive at a tolerable notion of the first

relation of parties to each other, and of the King- to
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them that produced the first embarrassments of

Georg-e the Third's reig-ii^ and rather unnecessarily

both sug-o-ested and stig-matized his later policy ; it

is desirable to study a little the natural histor}' of

the two gTeat parties, that a\ ere again to appear in

fierce antag-onism on the arena of Eng-hsh politics.

The AVhig'S; a still ruling- part}^, strong- in the

hig-h aristocracy, the public ofiices, the phalanx of

rotten boroug-hs and the professions, had perhaps

rather lost than secured the affections of the middle

class in g'eneral, during" their long* career of pros-

l^eritv and corruption.

The independent Whig's, who respected the earlier

theory of their part}^, and looked to Chatham as

their leader, were througdi him alone connected,

though not closely, with the existing' Government.

As the princij)les of a part}' are best instanced by

the known character of some one or more of its

leaders, we may say that the Whigs of this date

professed the principles of Somers ^^ith the practice

of Walpole.

On the other hand the Tories, long- excluded from

public affairs, were in the mass but little more than

a ponderous squirearchy, yet strong- in their parlia-

mentary position on the broad basis of the county

representation, the attajcthment of the Church and

rural commonalty, and the leadership of some dis-

tinguished members of the Aristocrac}'. Their

principles, never very defined or consistent^ and at

this time less so than usual, were pretty much >vhat

VOL. II. 2 A
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mig-ht have been expected from a party formed by

Clarendon; misled by Boling'broke, and ag-ain

absorbed into nationality by the genius and glories

of Chatham. Their theories, hig-h Church, monar-

chical, and antiquarian, g-enerally were such as

Clarendon would have approved 5 to this were added

somewhat of that idea of personal rule and popular

interference, that Boliiig-broke had associated with

the Sovereig-n, and which was as far removed from

the costly ceremony of the Whig's, as from the formal

idolatry of Clarendon. While Chatham, not indeed

as a Tory, but as the first Whig* statesman of suffi-

cient liberality to admit, and g-enius to attract the

co-operation of Tories, had infused, particularly into

the young-er men, some portion of that ag-g-ressive

and enterprising* character, that now for the first

time characterized an essentially inert party. So

far from there being* any design in the young- King*

to substitute one party for another, and thus invert

the assumed policy of his flimily since their acces-

sion, there does not appear to have been any j)arty

connection, or party leaning* in that direction, beyond

his well known and not unreasonable attachment to

Lord Bute. The association of Leicester House

had been rather with the independent or anti-Wal-

pole Whig's ; and the real restorer of the Tories to

power Avas Lord Chatham ; whose character had

attached them g'enerally to his g'overnment, and

whose liberality had emploj^ed them in many de-

partments, with the «ame national spirit that he had
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raised reo-iments of the disaffected Hio-hlanders, in

iieg'lect of the Act ag*ainst Popish enUstineiit.

Lord Bute was a Tory, at least b\^ birth and con-

nexion, andj introduced into the Ministr}", deserted

b}' Chatham^ and opposed b}' the compact phalanx

of the aristocratic Whig* connexion, who resented as

an insult or -wrong* any participation in their vested

rig-hts; he naturally looked about for support in

other directions, and fell back upon the loyal, thoug-li

not very intellig'ent Toiy party -in the Lower House,

and took to his counsels some of the rising* young*

men of their long* proscribed aristocracy.

With respect to the propriety of bring'ing* forward

Bute at all, with his limited abilities and experience,

and total want of a parliamentary following*, I can-

not altog'ether subscribe to Lord Mahon's g'eneral

position, that a king* should only appoint a minister

as designated by public service. Surely a king* has

the same liberty to advance and g-ive an opportunity

to a personal friend, that any other patron has.

There must be a beg'inning* and some little impulse

in all careers. The country would have lost the

services not only of Barre but of Burke, but for Lord

Shelburne^s not always infallible patronag*e.

The blame was much more Lord Bute's, who in

middle life was led by his ambition to g'rasp at a

position for which he was unfit, than that of the

young' King*, who favoured an old friend, and pro-

bably like other ingenuous youths, rather over-rated

the powers of his early instructor. Nor ag*ahi, in a

O A »)
(,j A^ ^
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constitutional point of view, could an influence be

deemed less objectionablej when acting- in the secrecy

of private friendship, than ^\hen coupled with a

definite eniplo} ment and ministerial responsibility.

However this step, false no doubt on the part of

the favourite, led to the principal embarrassment of

the early part of Georg-e III.'s reig-n ] and indirectly

from the new schism of parties it occasioned, to the

virulent opposition that averted no error, thoug-h it

embittered and deepened every contest of the dan-

g-erous period that was to follow. The Press,

America and France, Avere destined to be the

successive adversaries of the simple young- Prince

who ascended the throne in 1700. And each of

these adversaries, thoug-h the first and third appeared

in their most odious and unin\iting" forms, enjoyed

the patronage of that Whig- opposition, which in

power had doomed the printer Matthews to a hideous

death for a foolish pamphlet, and had M'ag-ed with

France the most senseless wars of continental inter-

ference and colonial ag'gTession. Indeed, so far

were the Whig-s from being- a peace party at the

accession of Georg-e III., that one of their earliest

charg'es ag'ainst him and his supposed advisers was

the ignomhiious conclusion of the war, that rag-ed at

his accession. Though what could have been the object

of protracting- hostilities is not very apparent, when

Spain had thrown herself into the scale of France,

and our own alliance on the continent was limited to

overmatched Prussia and decaying- HoUand.
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There is no doubt tliat both Georg*e III and

Lord Bute wished for peace. The King" was the

first of his family, who was not a professional soldier,

and therefore could not fancy himself a g-reat g-eneral.

But the national feeling*, too strong-ly expressed on

this occasion ag*ainst the peace, ma}- have had no

small weight in future years, in encouraging- a

warlike pertinacit}", that was clearty not natural to

him, though too common in the breast of kings.

Considering the stock he came from, George III.

was a wonderful man ; and it is difficult to say for

how much of private morality, particularly in the

higher classes, we are indebted to his example and

authority. But so corrupt a people and so selfish

a ruling* faction as the Whigs did not appreciate

the simple virtues of their sovereign, while they

were acute to mark every error of temper or judg-

ment. The venalit}' of the Boroughs at this first

general election of the reign Avas, what might be

expected from a sink of corruption, agitated by no

particular impulse of passion or opinion. Sudbury

actually advertised itself for sale.

While on the other hand the King* was betrayed

into the error of striking* off the list of the Privy

Council, even so independent and eminent a AVliig

peer as the Duke of Devonshire, for mere retirement

from office the mildest form of opposition. Here it

must be owned there was a personal interference on

the part of the sovereign uncalled for, and not even

justified by the precedent of Pulteney in the last reign.
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The Civil list for the new reig-n was fixed on the

libercal vote of £800^000 per annum ; and shortly

after the King-'s marriag-e^ a jointure was g-ranted of

£100^000 to the Queen in the event of her surviving*

him.

Chatham^ as we must call him by anticipation,

had left the ministry, because it would not add war

to war, and involve Spain in the almost g-eneral

hostility rag-ing*. This was afterwards necessary, in

consequence of the intimate union entered into by

that country with France, known by the name of the

Family Compact. This which seemed to justify

Chatham's foresig-ht was not on that account more

pleasing- to the new Minister. The general peace

of Paris was therefore hastened, to the damag*e as

was said of our remaining' allies, and on terms but

little advantag-eous to ourselves, considering* that

the fortune of the war had been favourable to us by

land and sea. Yet the terms of peace were ap-

proved by the larg-est majority, that had ever yet

silenced an org-anised opposition in Parhament. The

ministry were supported by the long- inert streng-th of

the Tory part}', some of whose leaders now appeared

in office, by a larg-e section of the Whig-s, who from

economic or other motives feared Chatham's warlike

tendencies ; and by a new party of no very definite

or perhaps consistent political opinions, but who as

the Iving-'s friends were disposed to support the

personal policy of the sovereig-n, and found in the

firmness of his character, and unusual leng'th of his
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reig'ii^ a basis of support and a field of patronag-e

they hardly deserved. It of course very much
depends on the character of the sovereig-n^ how far

such a surrender of opinion to his personal views is

justifiable. But I hardly consider such a course

is reconcilable with the principles of the Eng-lish

Constitution, and the nature of a representative trusty

except in the limited rang-e of subjects, where the

sovereig-n's personal peace and domestic happiness

are rather involved than any public consideration.

Yet thoug'h heavy majorities supported the early

pacific policy of the young* King*, it cannot be

denied that the talent of the country was from the

first arrayed ag^ainst his g'overnment. And while

the liberal party as represented by the Whig* nucleus

of opposition, denounced the peace and abandonment

of allies, as virulently as they did the war and sup-

port of allies at a later period, the g-enius of

political writing- and party bitterness rose with a

new wing- from the ig-nominious stag-nation it de-

nounced.

The remarkable chain of libellous pamphleteers

from De Foe and Swift to Paine and Cobbett, that

not inappropriately link the ephemeral audacity of

modern journalism, with the g-raver malignity of an

earlier time, are worthy of a treatise by themselves,

both as a moral phenomenon, more curious than

attractive, and as exerting* the influence in antici-

pation our newspaper press was subsequently to

exercise.
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It was perlinps the first significant indication^ that

Parhament as leg-nlly constituted^ and as packed by

the combination of parties and influences^ did not

fully express the opinion of the public^ that the

political pamphlet rose into the dignity of an organ^

and spoke or seemed to speak the sentiments not of

the million readers of modern newspapers^ but of

the m^a'iads who found no exponent in Parliament.

This was the natural history of Wilkes^ and of the

abler but not better Junius, and arising as the}'^ did

from a political necessit}^ of a corrupt age, they

were destined in the result of their combat with

authority, to add at least one other great feature to

our constitution, and leave an impress of their

action both on the pride of Parliamentary jirivilege,

and the tone of political writing.

There was another circumstance of the times

which natural^ irritated independent genius, and

almost marked out the sinister path for its political

career, which was the neglect of literary and general

talent in the formation and even the patronage of

governments. This error had characterised all

ministries from the accession of the House of

Hanover, not of course intentionally, but rather from

the natural distaste and unfitness of genius for the

matters of routine and detail, which, \\'ith the in-

crease of security and civilisation, must every 3^ear

more and more occupy the several departments of

Government. It was truly absurd on the recent

occasion of the natural and obvious elevation of Mr.
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Disraeli^ to see the iiewspnper press iiidulfi^ino' in

superfluous justification^ or profound inference at the

unprecedented circumstance of the rise of a Hterary

man to a leading- poHtical position^ as if it were

indeed a triumph of the liberahsm of the ao-e

over aristocratic exchision and medieval prejudice.

Whereas not to mention the brilliant cabinets of

Elizabeth and James^ where the Philosophy of

Bacon and the Poetry of Spenser could commune
with the historical lore of Raleig-h and the mathe-

matical researches of Mildma)' ; one would suppose

that everynewsjiaper scribbler nuist have heard of one

John Milton^ who was secretary to the Protectorate
j

of Isaac Newton^ who was a Master of the JMint

;

of Addison and Prior, wlio represented poetry and

prose in the public service of Anne. And that it

has been in proportion as our institutions have

become more liberalised, that g'enius has shrunk

from the deg-radation of the husting'S and drudg-ery

of the bureau, to the more cong-enial field of indepen-

dent speculation and irresponsible disquisition.

The constitutional embarrassments of the early

part of Georg'e III.'s reig-n had so little chronolog-ical

sequence, and may so mainly be referred to three

remarkable though not equally respectable charac-

ters ; that under the heads of Bute, Chatham and

Wilkes, may be classed every important combination

of party suspicion, of faction, or popular ferment,

for the first ten years of this stormy reig-n. Tlie

rise of the American troubles and the constitutional
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points they involved deserve a separate notice in

anticipation of the chapter devoted to the collateral

relations of the Empire.

The moral to be drawn from the wretched history

of Bute's unpopularity, and the still more disgrace-

ful popularity of Wilkes is this ; that personal favour

will irritate the whole caste of professional states-

men, and that any injudicious persecution of a

worthless demag'Og*ue, will convert him into an

honoured martyr and formidable opponent. In the

cases as they actually arose, the position of Bute

was rendered still more untenable by the close or-

g'anisation and official experience of the Whig-

aristocracy, and the vulg"ar national prejudice ag'ainst

him as a Scotchman and hereditary Jacobite. While

Wilkes' persecution was rendered at once more

tempting" and less worthy by the inordinate flagi-

tiousness of the man, which exceeded the usual

license of at least English patriotism, and his want

of public talent, that rendered him comparatively

harmless in a parliamentary position.

The complications arising* from Lord Chatham's

reluctance to take office, impracticable behaviour in

office, and unaccountable faction after leaving* office,

are not so easily disposed of, as turning* upon the

eccentricity of a g-reat but g^reatly over-rated man.

The neg-ociations with this statesman and the

combinations he formed, broke up, or stigmatised,

are the natural outline of the early part of this

reig'n • but can scarcely be intelligible, without some
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preliminary sketcli of the relations of Lord Bute to

the Crown^ and the proceeding's of both Government

and Parliament ao-ainst the libellous demno-oo-ue

who ultimately triumphed over them both. Lord

Bute's career is soon told—raised to a position by

the favour of the young* King*, Avhich neither native

talent nor acquired official experience had fitted him

for, he appears to have indulg'ed in some of those

little eg'otistic expressions of pride and complacency^

that arg'ue rather a weak than a bad mind^ and in

some of those friendly and family jobs, for which

Walpole and Newcastle oug-ht to have prepared the

public^ and which were perhaps more excusable in

a man of provincial and long- proscribed connexions.

His elevation obtained for him the cordial animosity

of the g-reat Whig- connection, while his origin ex-

posed him to the insult of the rabble. Before these

untoward circumstancees he quailed and resig^ned

oflSce, no doubt to his own peace and safety, but

little to the relief of his young' sovereig-n^ who not

only bore the odium of this short ministry and the

peace it had achieved, but was always represented

for years after, as being* under the control of this

mysterious and unpopular nobleman^ thougii not

only all official connection^ but even personal attach-

ment had ceased between them. It was natural

enoug'h that speakers like Wilkes, and writers like

Junius should dwell on this imag'inary influence.

But it is wonderful and lamentable, that Chatham,

after having' treated the idea with contempt, when it
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possibly had some truth^ should seven or eig"ht 3^ears

later have raved about an influence behind the throne^

and a power greater than the throne itself. The

positive denial by two ministers no long-er in office^

that they had known or felt no such influence^ might

have convinced the most prejudiced of the falsity of

the charg-e ; and it would even appear that the dis-

covery of the too intimate relations, that had arisen

between the Earl and the Princess Dowag'er had

deeply wounded the conscientious thoug'h not acute

mind of the young* King-, and caused an entire

estrano'ement of his affections from the p*uide and

friend of his youth. H e Avas succeeded in his ministry

by George Grenville, little to the pleasure of the sove-

reigUj and even less to the advantage of the countr}^

The great Whig part}", towards the close of

Walpole's ministry, had been divided mainly into

two sections, the ministerial and independent,

according as they yielded to the corrupt practical

form, in which Whiggism presented itself in power,

or held to the ideal transmitted from a better

age. These two parties had virtually combined

under the union of Newcastle and Chatham in

the latter 3"ears of George II., but now were broken

into at least four almost family combinations. Of

these the Eockingham party was probably the most

numerous, and certainly the most consistent, and

formed indeed that nucleus of opposition, round which

once more a great Whig party formed. But they

were deficient in leadership, and though once in
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office for a sliort time^ were perhaps less acceptable

to the King- than any other section of public opinion.

The Bedford party was also a powerful section of

the g-reat Whig* connection^ and thoug-h never pro-

fessing* Tory politics g-enerally supported the Go-

vernment, and indeed largely participated in the

advantages and responsibilities of office. Lords

Gower and Sandwich of this connection were deeply

compromised in some of the most exceptionable and

disastrous measures of this period. The Grenville

and Chatham sections had less numerical weight on

division, but were strong in the talent and character

of their chiefs, and had still more of the cohesion and

fidelity of a family party. Of these Lord Chatham

and his friends were for the most part in opposition,

and the Grenvilles as generally in power during

this period.

The great Tory party presented but few salient

points for remark, but alike from its numerical

weight and its passivity, it was a most valuable

basis for ministerial support. Composed for the

most part of country gentlemen and a long pro-

scribed portion of the aristocracy, it had neither

fitness for office nor wish to originate measures, but

basking in the return of Royal favour, it obeyed

very steadily the impulse of the Treasury and

Windsor. They had hardly any leader of note

before the rise of Lord North, for Bute was an un-

popular favourite j Lord Egremont had little weight

beyond his name and property j and Dashwood's
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character would have sunk g-reater talents than he

possessed. But Lord North, and Jenkinson who had

been Bute's secretary laid the foundation of that

new school of Tory statesmen, that hrig-htened in

talent and refined in principle as it continued, till at

leng'th in Canning' and Peel they seemed scarcely

disting'uishable from their nominal opponents, save

by their preference of practical reforms to org-anic

chang'es.

Thus then the parliamentary phalanx that sup-

ported the strong-, and in some respects arbitrary

measures of Government, down to the American

war, and even during* a g'reat part of that strug'g-le,

was composed of the inert mass of the old Tory or

country part}^, the more brilliant section of rising"

statesmen of the North school, who claimed the es-

pecial character of being- the King-'s friends, tog-ether

with the Bedford and Grenville sections of the Whig-

part}", and for a short time even included the name

of Chatham. This last statesman so evenly divided

with Wilkes the embarrassments of the first fifteen

years of this reig-n, that in beg-inning- with the less

estimable personag-e, one is rather led to prefer dis-

posing- of that career, that has at least the simplicity

of consistency to recommend it ', and in the uniform

character of skilful and courag-eous villainy presents

a striking- contrast to the pride and affectation of

Chatham's character, at once morbid and artificial.

The orig-in of V/ilkes' troubles and triumphs was

the publication of a libel. No. 45 of the North Briton,
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a low and scandalous journal of no particular ability^

but directed ag-ainst the then ruling- favourite. The

libel itself was hardly disting-uished from its prede-

cessors in either ability or acrimon}' , thoug-h per-

haps more personally directed ag-ainst the sovereig-n.

Wilkes was arrested under a General "Warrant from

the Secretary of State's office^ and committed to the

Tower. At first he w^as treated severely, but as

soon as the prison rules were relaxed he received

visits from two persons, whose actual or subsequent

positions were not much in harmony with such an

association. Earl Temple, the head of the Grenville

famil}^, though not party, seems to have acted from

a personal hostility to his brother, then at the head

of affairs. The Duke of Grafton was also at this

time in opposition, thoug'h his connexion with any

section of the Whig* party was of the slig'htest, and

his subsequent implication in all the errors of

government deep and daring\ Chief Justice Pratt,

on a clear point of law, discharg"ed the prisoner when

broug'ht before him, considering-, that as a Member

of Parliament he was privileged from arrest for

libel, or for any other ofience than treason, felony,

or a breach of the peace.

Encourag-ed by this success, to which the haste

and ig-norance of his prosecutors had helped him,

Wilkes openly defied the more tardy proceeding-s

of the Government, set up a press in his own house,

and commenced the profitable trade of a patriot and

libeller. The Government very properly removed
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him fi'om the command of the Bucks militia; but

with rather a stretch of authority also removed his

supposed patron and instigator Earl Temple^ from

the Lieutenancy of that county and his seat in the

Privy Council.

In the course of the session^ and on his return

from a short retirement to France^ AVilkes was

assailed the same nig-ht in both houses of Parlia-

ment. The notorious " Essay on Woman/' long* in

manuscript, and only printed for private circulation

among- a few of his depraved associates, was broug'ht

before the Peers by Lord Sandwich, to whom it

was dedicated, as a gToss breach of privileg'e which

it was voted, as well as another obscene and blas-

phemous j)arody found among* his papers. In the

Commons, where Wilkes sat himself as member for

Aylesbury, the subject of his imprisonment and its

cause was broug-ht forward by Ministers ; and after

many debates and divisions it was carried b}^ larg-e

majorities, that No. 45 of the North Briton was a

false, scandalous, and seditious libel, tending* to

traitorous insurrection. Shortly after this vote

AVilkes was wounded in a duel with a member of

Parliament, who had taken an active part ag'ainst

him. The Lords addressed the Crown to prosecute

the author of the obscene and blasphemous ^'' Essay

on Woman," which it could not be doubted the

Crown was ready enough to do. While the Com-

mons proceeded to expel the author of the North

Briton. Wounded, and involved with all the three
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great depositaries of power in his countr}', "WilkeS

did for once retire from the storm and soug'lit refuge

in France j while the proceedings for his expulsion

and outlawry went on with little interruption from

his ahsence. This appearance of being a persecuted

man^ together with the wit and courage he had

shewn under ver}^ trying circumstances^ raised a

strong popular feeling in his favour. His gross

and notorious immorality was thought not to exceed

that of the higher orders in general, nor that of

certain of his prominent persecutors in particular.

Thus riots took place at the burning* of his publi-

cation at the Eoyal Exchange as voted by both

Houses. And a Jury in accordance, be it observed,

with the law as laid down by the Chief Justice

Pratt, awarded him a thousand pounds damages in

his action against the Secretary of State for false

imprisonment. Hov»'ever, with the intricate system

of compensation exemplified in English law ; while

favoured by the mob, and on one point by the

law itself, the other proceedings went on against

him ; and he was both expelled the House of Com-

mons for his libel, and outlawed on the indictment

at common law, to which he did not venture to

plead or appear. The Ministers had also sought to

overbear the explanation given of the law by Pratt

on the subject of privilege, by resolutions in both

Houses, that privilege of Parliament did not exteiul

to charges of libel any more than of treason or

felony. These resolutions were opposed by many

VOL. II. 2 B
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on constitutional g-rounds, who had little sympathy

for the worthless demag-og-ue who had given

occasion for them, and had even less intention to

embarrass the Government. It was noticed that

on this occasion, however, every Scotch Member

voted with Ministers, so deeply had that people felt

the libel, that had been aimed at Royalty through

contempt for them.

To keep up the apjiearance of constitutional fair-

ness, though with some affectation, proceeding's

were also taken in the House of Lords ag'ainst an

obscure and worthless book. Droit Le Roi, per-

haps the last of the Jacobite or Filmer school,

which was voted a false, malicious, and traitorous

libel inconsistent with the principles of the Revo-

lution and the existing' establishment. A vote

which, even in its affectation, shews how the theorj^

of Whig"g*ism was generally recog'nised even by

those, who urged on the arbitrary measures of this

jDeriod.

The question of General AVarrants, or Warrants

that do not specify name and charge, was of much
more constitutional importance. Precedents were

not wanting for them even of a very late date, but

they Avere generally justifiable on some plea of war

or alienism, that seemed to take the cases out of the

pale of common law right and ordinary proceeding*.

The opinion of the legal profession, headed and

expressed by Chief Justice Pratt, was decidedly

against them. And the resolution moved b}^ the
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opposition declaratory of this sense, tliong-h strenu-

ously resisted by ministers, was almost carried

on a close division.

On the whole, considering the precedents, Gren-

ville's ministry cannot be blamed for having* em-

ployed them, though after the expression of the

great and independent authorities of Westminster

Hall, they erred in still insisting on them, and

in endeavouring' to stifle the expression of Par-

liament on their illegality. The Ministers probably

found some support in the antagonist feeling of the

House to the Judges, and of its preference of its

own privilege to the law as laid down elsewhere.

Though Pitt and Norton both expressed themselves

violently on opposite sides on the occasion, there is

no doubt that Sir F. Norton was so far right ; that

there is a wide difference between an enactment

concurred in, or custom recognised by the three

branches of the Legislature, and a resolution only

voted by one of them, with the heat and passion

incident to a single contest.

From this time in 17G4 to 1708 the prosecution

and fame of Wilkes alike slumbered. In 17GG

indeed, under the Rockingham administration,Wilkes

having exhausted his own resources, and even the

remittances of his partisans, was anxious to come

to terms with the Government. Though still an

outlaw he was encouraged by the resolution, at

length come to by the House against General

Warrants, to come over secretly to London on two

2 B 2
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occasions. On the first Lord Rocking'liam prudently

declined seeing- him^ but Burke acted as his nego-

ciator. The patriot's terms were a free pardon^ a

large sum of money, and a permanent pension of

£1500 a year on the convenient Irish Revenue.

The ministry did not dare to propose these terms

to the King" or to Parliament, but so g-reat was

their terror of a renewed contest with him, that they

raised in private subscription a larg-e sum for his

immediate wants. On a second occasion he ag'ain

came over and had an interview with the Duke of

Grafton, which led only to an ang'ry correspondence

on Wilkes' return to France, as the Minister in-

formed him that neither the King- nor Lord Chatham

thoug'ht fit to take any notice of his professions of

loyalty and desire for pardon.

In the g-eneral election of 1768 Wilkes came

over, and though an outlaw, had the effrontery to

offer himself as a candidate for both London and

the metropolitan county of Middlesex. Defeated

in the City, he was returned by a larg'e majority for

the County. The House deferred to the next ses-

sion the stormy question of whether, under the

circumstances, he was competent to take his seat.

He conducted himself however with address and

submission to the law ; surrendering- to his outlawry,

and being- committed, his case came on a few

months after, when by one of those unluck}^

blunders, to which political prosecutions seem j)ecu-

harly liable, it appeared there was a technical flaw
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in his outlawry^ which rendered it null and void.

The orig-inal verdict was however affirmed^ and he

was sentenced to imprisonment for two 3'ears, and

to two fines of £500 each for his two libels. Serious

riots ensued on this decision. Wilkes was rescued

by the mob^ but had the good sense to escape from

his dang-erous friends and seek shelter in the prison

assiofned him. The riots however were reneAved to

break his prison— the military w^ere called out and

lives lost^ and the usual absurd verdict of a coroner's

jury on the bodies had to be honourably reversed by

a more reg-ular tribunal. Other riots followed, with

attempts to tamper with the soldiery, and to damag-e

or influence certain classes of workmen and artisans
;

—and altog'ether a new spirit seemed to have come

•upon the lower classes, who had scarcely shewn

their strength, or even expressed their feelings in

this tumultuary manner since the ominous beginning

of the Lone* Parliament in 1C40. Even during:

the term of his imprisonment the agitation was kept

up by the death of his colleague in the representa-

tion of Middlesex, and tlie consequent election of

his advocate Glyn in his place. Early in the fol-

lowing" session of 1769 his case came before the

House— a small party complaining of his imprison-

ment as a breach of privilege, and a larger number

urging his expulsion from the House for his mani-

fold offences. A fresh libel on Lord Weymouth,

the Secretar^^ of State, brought Wilkes again before

the bar of the House, and incurred fresh censures
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from that body^ of which he was an elected though

imprisoned member. While the Government were

thus unworthily wasting" the public time, and com-

promising- the dig-nity and popularity of the Crown,

the people with still g-reater absurdity elected Wilkes

an Alderman of London ; thus making" him a

mag-istrate of the very City that had been the scene

of his iniquities, and was now the place of his con-

finement. At leng-th Lord Barring-ton, on the part

of the Government, broug'ht forward a substantive

motion for Wilkes' expulsion, which was carried

by a diminished majority of 82 ', being* en-

countered by the growing' strength of the opposi-

tion, and the ministerial majority being' reduced by

the reluctance of independent members, and the

misgivings of the lawyers generally on the point.

As might have been expected, Wilkes was re-elected,

no other candidate venturing to compete with his

popularity. The spirit of the House rose with this

repeated provocation, and a majority of 146 affinned

his incapacity, and declared the last election for

Middlesex null and void. This again produced a

corresponding enthusiasm on the other side, and

this enthusiasm took the, to its object, very welcome

course of a large pecuniary compensation for the

payment of his debts and the support of his agita-

tion. This was perhaps the first, though obviously

not the last, instance of paid patriotism. Indeed,

from this time, not only in Ireland but even in

purer England it has been the surest resource for
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ruined fortune and damag-ed character, to become

identified with any existing- popular question or de-

mand.

As a little episode in these transactions one may
observe, that with their usual bad luck or want of

common discretion, Ministers chose this moment to

g'o to the House for half a million to pay the debts

incurred on the liberal Civil List, as voted at the

beo-inninof of the reio-n. This oTeat and unaccount-fed o o

able embarrassment probabl}^ arose from the pro-

fusion and g-ross mismanag'ement of the fund, that

subsequently came under the reforming* hand and

just discrimination of Burke.

But a g-reat pecuniar}'^ deficit, combined with no

such splendour, as j^et made Versailles tlie brilliant

•centre of the world, but with g-reat simplicity and

personal economy, naturally sug'g'ested the idea of

parliamentary, or at least, electoral corruption—
an application of public funds more distasteful, and

indeed more unconstitutional, than the extravagance

of luxurj^and dissipation. Under these circumstances

and with these antecedents, AVilkes was a fourth

time elected for Middlesex by a large majority over

Colonel Luttrell the ministerial candidate. The

House however voted by a majority of 54 that

Luttrell, and not Wilkes, was duly elected, and re-

peated this decision on rejecting' a petition from the

Middlesex electors. This violent and unpopular

step was defended b}^ Ministers on the g-round of

expediency, as being* necessary to maintain the pre-
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vious determmation of the House in closing its doors

to Mr. Wilkes^ and at the same time not depriving'

an important constituency of its share in the repre-

sentation. But it; of course_, involved the very

serious principle of the rig'ht to make a resolution

of the House equivalent to a law passed by Parlia-

ment; and touching- the vital point of its constitu-

tion. There was obviously nothing- to prevent^ if

this principle was once recognised^ the House from

g-raduall}' packing- itselfj if a majority already

formed could operate on the several constituencies,

by rejecting- certain returns from personal objection

to the members.

At this point may be placed the first movement

of public opinion in favour of Parliamentary re-

form— a movement which, however little called

for by the actual emergency, one can only won-

der had not commenced earlier, considering- the

anomalous constitution of the Commons' House,

and their gross neglect of the public trust reposed

in them for at least the two last reigns. Some of

the largest counties and cities declared they had lost

all confidence in their present representatives, and

pra3'ed a dissolution with a view to ulterior changes.

Blackstone too, that celebrated commentator on

English law and able advocate for the status quo of

all institutions as they existed in his day, fell into

the not unprecedented dilemma of voting and speak-

ing for his place against his book. For Wilkes'

case certainly did not come under any of the heads
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of disqiinlificatioii^ he had properly Inid down as'

recog'iiised by the hiw.

In the mean time Wilkes^ still a prisoner in the

King's Bench, according* to the sentence ag-ainst

him, recovered by the verdict of a jury a dispropor-

tionate amount of damages from the Secretary of

State for injury done to his papers. This absurd

verdict, though perhaps influenced in some degree

b}" the public opinion beyond the doors of the jury

box, was so far from coming up to the demands of

the mob, that the jur}' had some difficulty in escaping

rough treatment at the hands of the populace, for

not having carried their verdict higher.

These wretched proceedhigs suggest a variety of

reflections, besides the obvious one of the general

impolic}' of making a worthless demagogue a person

of too much consequence, by extreme and injudicious

prosecution. Man}^ argued at the time, and have

done so since, that the talents as well as charac-

ter of this notorious demao'oo-ue were so alike con-

temptible, that he would have done no harm if

allowed to take his seat as elected, but would soon

have sunk, as he did indeed eventually, into parlia-

mentary insigniflcance. Though there may be some

truth in this, I am disposed to think his fastidious

and scholarlike cotemporaries rather under-rated his

powers of mischief. For he had certainly wit and

courage, which are more important for a popular

party leader than reason or sentiment, and the

exhibition of his sensual senility and Avealthy sine-
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ciirism is hardl}^ to be taken as a sample of what he

could have done in the vig-our of a fresh hate and

stimulated b}^ poverty.

However, by the peculiar line of prosecution and

exclusion they adopted, the Government certainly

fell into the g"reat mistake of g-iving* their opponent

the right side of the Law and Constitution. And
this seems to have happened quite as much from the

real want of ability, shewn in the indiscretion of

secretaries and the blunders of lawj^ers, as from any

bitterness of resentment in the Roj^al or Ministerial

breast. Indeed, as personally assailed in the first

instance, it cannot be doubted that Georg'e III. had a

very strong* feeling ag'ainst Wilkes, both of personal

dislike, and of conviction that he was morally, if not

legally, unfitted for Parliament. As there is a note

on record, in which the Xing* compares the case to

that of one Ward, who had been expelled the House

for forg-ery in the last reig-n. Bat this resent-

ment ceased as soon as the demagogue sunk into

quiescence, for the King appears to have in later

years spoken familiarly to him at his levees, and

rather rallied him on his former troublesome agita-

tion. But two other points of great moment may

be noticed in these transactions. The dang-erous

materials afforded to agitation by an ignorant and

immoral people. Had religious education been

general, or even not generall}' neglected, in the

dense mass of population now grouped on the banks

of the Thames, it is hardlv conceivable that so bad
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a man and so worthless a cause would have excited

so much agitation.

Again^ we may observe how beautifully law came

into play to correct the excesses of party. And
though juries perhaps leant too strongly to the

popular side, jet it was of importance to have at

hand that constitutional, even though prejudiced

refuge from the vengeance of power. While the

great and independent magistrates, who presided

over the supreme tribunals, acted throughout these

unhappy proceedings with a cool discrimination and

equal firmness, that entitle them to the reverence of

posterity. The}^ could annul an illegal warrant, and

reverse an irregular outlawr}^, and charge for

damages, when arrest and seizure of papers had been

unduly authorized ; but yet could fine and incarce-

rate the popular object of the same proceedings as a

blasphemous and seditious libeller. In the spring of

1770 AVilkes' sentence expired, and he not only

stepped into the important seat so long denied him

for tlie metropolitan county, but also into the magis-

tracy of the metropolis itself, into which he had

been elected as an Alderman. For some time he

took a part in parliamentary opposition, but with

neither much zeal or success. His principal exertions

were in municipal agitation in the City, where on

more than one occasion he contrived to embarrass and

insult* the Sovereign, and where his services were

* As in the affair of backing press warrants for the navy, and

in City addresses to the Crown.
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eventually rewarded first by the Mayoralt}^, and

secondly by the valuable sinecure of the Chamber-

lainship of the City, in which lucrative post his sen-

sual old ag-e gradually sunk into a sort of negative

Toryism and actual Court attendance. An example

that later patriots have not failed to follow, in either

lucrative acquisitions or convenient inaction.

The career of Chatham and the complications of

public affairs arising from his extraordinary reputa-

tion, and still more extraordinary policy, is in itself

the political history of this period ; as no measure Avas

adopted, no combination formed, without some

reference to his adhesion or opposition, and in

almost every case was more or less modified accord-

ingly. And the difficulty of the task is increased

by the morbid affectation of proud patriotism,

amounting, as it would appear on some occasions, to

actual mental aberration, that tarnished the sim-

plicity of Chatham's high character, and diminished

the usefulness of his great talents. It was, perhaps,

natural that a statesman, who was so facile pr^inceps

among' his rivals and colleagues, and whose eloquence

and probity were perhaps overrated b}^ his cotempo-

raries, as shining amid the surrounding- dulness and

corruption of the age, should have felt an}- place but

the highest in government as beneath his acceptance

;

and should have hesitated to incur the responsibility

of office, without a supreme control over all official

men and official measures. But he had little cause

to complain of any want of concurrence or subordi-
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nation in his colleag'ues^ who on almost all occasions

seemed with emulous humility to seek his leadership,

and shelter themselves under his patronag-e. But

probably the real difficult}'^ was with the King'^ who

was jealous of having* a master in his minister, and

who always held it a matter both of personal feeling-

and public policy, to have a section at least of the

cabinet composed of his own personal friends, repre-

senting- his own views and influencing- certain public

measures.

It is eas}^ to reg-ret the pride of the statesman and

the obstinacy of the Prince, that prevented that cor-

dial union which mig'ht have savedAmerica, or evaded

the hostile preparations of the Bourbon Princes by

a more spirited anticipation. But it is doubtful

whether as a permanent minister Chatham mig'ht

not have lost his popularity and that m3^sterious

ascendancy, which made his neutralit}' so anxious

and his opposition so fatal. It is a very delicate

question of morals rather than of politics, how far an

able statesman is justified in enjoying- independence

and quiet in private life, when earnestly called on to

assist a sovereig-n, from whom he may expect some

obstinac}^, and colleag-ues who may possibly show

some insubordination. No g-eneral rule can be laid

down for a decision, that must be influenced to an

honest mind, both by the pressure of the emerg-ency

and the amount of resistance, that may be expected

in the cabinet. But on the whole a statesman

should feel that the triumphs of persuasion are not
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limited to their more public and flattering' exhibition^

but should be laboured for in the closet as well as

the senate j and a g'reat senator should endeavour

to bring- public opinion to bear on the ro3^al ear with

the same force, that he represents the royal authority

to the people. There can likewise be no doubt that

with Chatham's love of pow-er, and just dislike of

divided responsibility was ming-led much of antipathy

and contempt for other politicians and political sec-

tions of the day. First the Grenville^ and after

them the Bedford section of the gTeat Whig* party

were peculiarly abhorrent to him, so as to preclude

any adhesion or co-operation. While for any shade

of Tor3dsm he had to oppose the traditions of his

own school, whenever it was convenient to recall

them ; thoug'h he had in the last reig'n, with a truly

national spirit, patronised many Tories, without any

retractation of their supposed prejudices.

When the resig-nation of Lord Bute and the death

of Lord Eg-remont in 1703 had left the King with-

out an official adviser, and the Tories without a

leader ; the King-, by the advice of Bute, and with

the approbation of the Tories, sent for Chatham,

wdio had been in opposition since the peace, and

mainly from dislike to it. Bute and his own party

looked on the g-reat Commoner, for I anticipate his

subsequent title, by which he is better known to

posterity, as the greatest name among the Whig-s,

and the least exclusive too in his feelino*s and con-

nexions. These overtures failed, and the hated
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Greiivilles and Bedfords formed a personally Whig'

Cabinet, but which with a perverse obstinacy and

incapacit}^, blundered into some of the worst applica-

tion of Tory principles—the prosecution of a worth-

less demag'og'ue, and the taxation ofjealous colonies.

On both these important topics the views ofChatham^

though rig'ht, neither accorded with those of the

Ministry or Opposition. While censuring* in the

strong-est and most indignant terms the conduct and

compositions of Wilkes, he deprecated the measures

adopted against him • and though he objected to

taxing the colonies, he always maintained the right

of the mother country to supreme control over

them.

The deaths of Lord Hardwick and the Duke of

Devonshire in 17C4 deprived the Whig party of the

great magistrate of the age, and of the princely

aristocrat; whose almost royal leadership had given

a cohesion to the party, that was ill sustained under

the somewhat similar auspices of Lord Rockingham.

The loss of persons so eminent for experience and

station, together with the peculiar and isolated line

adopted by Chatham, on his last quarrel with New-
castle, left the Whig party more and more to the

impulse, often factious or even personal, of its

different sections ; and rendered them, both in their

violence and weakness, less fit to discharge the duty

of a constitutional opposition. The overtures to

Chatham were renewed in 1765, after the Regency

Act had given the King a painful sense of the in-
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competency of the Grenville Ministry, and the

g-ratuitous insult they had inflicted on his mother.

The mysterious seizure that g-ave occasion for this

Reg-ency Bill^ occurring" to the King' in his early man-

hood^ and recurring' on more than one subsequent

occasion^ was of that painful nature^ that terminated

his public before his natural life^ and that at the

most eventful crisis of a most perilous contest.

But for the present the Bedford-Grenville minis-

try went on Avith growing' discontent and occasional

riots in the metropolis^ with no favour from the

King- ', and no support as was absurdl}- believed

from Lord Bute, who after his brief and not brilliant

official career, seems to have honestl}" aimed at the

peace of the King- and g-ood of the countr}", whether

by occasional advice, or more generally by complete

retirement. On this occasion Chatham seemed more

disposed to accede to office, but it would appear was

deterred by the unwilling-ness of Lord Temple to

join with the Bedford section of the Whigs ; and his

presumptuous hope by a reconciliation with his

brother Grenville, to be able to form a Chatham-

Grenville government, neither leaning' for support

on the Court and Tories, and still untrammelled by

the odium and jobs of the Ducal Whig's, as the Bed-

ford-Newcastle section was termed. This was a

bold but hopeless attempt to base a Government on

public opinion alone, where that opinion, so wildly

fluctuated between a Tory loyalt}^, and the idolatry

of such a demag'og'ue as Wilkes, without the stable
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though perhaps interested support of the old Whig-

connection, and their vassal boroug-hs. The result of

the ministerial crisis was the accession to power of

the llocking'ham Whig's, a very respectable section of

the political world, consistent and rather advanced

for the time in their liberalism, but no demag'og'ues,

and in most of their opinions not unlike the modern

school ofWhig's,who with some errors and variations

are legitimately derived from this source. But the

party was weak both in Court support and popular

favour. Its leader, a wealthy aristocrat of respect-

able talents and character, had recog*nized but not

fully appropriated the mig"hty political g-enius of

Burke, and could not 3'et count on the future mo-

mentous apostasy of Fox. The rising* reputation,

and ultimately advanced liberalism of those two emi-

nent men g-ave a weigiit to the Rockingham party,

in its long" subsequent opposition, it had not enjoyed

in office, and gradually absorbed into its ranks every

other section of Whig-gism, that had not from con-

viction or courtiership merged in the great Tory

majority. Thus it Avas mainly owing to the con-

sistency and brilliant talent of the Eockingham

opposition, that our party history was cleared of tlie

scandal and complication of a plurality of jarring-

sections ) and party was restored to the simple

duality, which implies at least in the adverse

leaders the consistency that determines adhesion,

and the moderation that does not compromise in

dangerous extremes.

VOL. II. 2 c
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The Rocking'liam ministry signalized their short

g^overmiient by repealing* the Stamp Act^ and other-

wise endea-vouring- to restore amicable relations with

the mutinous^ thoug"h not yet revolted colonies.

Another dependency of the empire, that since the

battle of the Boyne had almost forgotten its peculiar

function as the field of ag-itation, and source of weak-

ness and apprehension, now ag'ain attracted public

attention by the too well known phenomena of

ao-rarian outrao-e and urban sedition. The first class

of disorders was properly dealt with in the ordinary

course of lawj and the rights of tithe-owners and

landlords vindicated, with at least as much severity

as justice. One Popish priest, a significant fact, was

hanged for his participation in the disorders, now
first termed Whiteboyism, in the southern counties

of Ireland. The Dublin agitation led to a parlia-

mentary measure in the nature of the English Sep-

tennial Act, though the change was in an opposite

direction. For in Ireland the triennial S3^stem had

never been introduced, and their Parliaments, unless

dissolved by the Viceroy, enjoyed an existence

that might last the life of the Sovereign. This

Septennial, or as it was framed Octennial measure,

did not pass till 1768. It is needless to admit, that

the exactions of the landlords, and neglect of the

clergy gave abundant occasion for popular discon-

tent, so long severely repressed j though no justifica-

tion for outrages, that no government can tolerate

without forfeiting its place and claim to public

respect and confidence.
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Chatham's relation to the Rockiiig'liani g-overn-

meiit in 17G6 was that of a patronisin<^ and rather

contemptuous support. He concurred rather in com-

mendation of their concihatory measures to America,

and in comparision to those oftheir official predeces^

sors. But he repudiated the idea of any connection,

and rejected all demand for assistance. The g-rovving

weakness, that was most creditably shewn in the

larg-e and undefined concessions to the colonies,

some of which had already outstepped the limits of

order and allegiance, was also indicated by the

neg'otiations with Wilkes already adverted to, and by

the abject application for assistance, not only to

Chatham, but to other statesmen of less note. At

last Chatham's pride or scruples were overcome, and

he consented to take office, with the Peerag'e, by

which he is better known in history, thoug"h among^

his cotemporaries the fame of the William Pitt of

the Commons was never lost in the honours of

his later earldom.

The vast and comprehensive policy, that Chatham

had intended to have carried out, had health and

mind been spared to him, embraced not only the

American troubles, rapidly coming- to a head, and

the unsatisfactory state of Ireland ; but also the

sing'ular relations of the East India Company with

the territory it had acquired, and the state to which

it belonged ; and the affairs of the Continent, of

which he took a larg-e thoug"h not unprejudiced

view. The highest praise, perhaps, of his negative

2 c 2
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colonial policy was that it left affairs i?i statu (pio,

neither harassing- the colonists with imprudent

taxation^ nor alarming^ them with any just inquisition

into many of their late proceeding-s. His Irish

policy would^ from the sample carried out^ have

been of the indulg-ent order^ rather tending" to prac-

tical reform and the mitio-ation of the hio-h Orano-e

ascendanc}^, which was however far too deeply

rooted in the Whig" associations of the one, and the

Protestant s^^mpathies of the other g"reat English

party, to he as yet openly assailed or even censured.

His European scheme was for a g"reat Northern

and for the most part Protestant alliance, of which

Prussia and England were to be, of course, the

sword and purse respectively, to balance the com-

bination of the Bourbon Princes and the Catholic

interest of the South. With respect to the vast

empire that was rising" up with almost unwelcome

rapidity round the factories of the East India Com-

pan}^, and by the triumphs of their slender battalions;

his views, as far as they can be gathered from his

known sentiments and notes to his colleagues, were

unfavourable to the independent or even mediatorial

sovereignty of the Company ; and probably would

have gone to the extent of the great measure of

Fox, whose defeat opened the brilliant career of the

younger Pitt.

As I shall have an opportunity of speaking here-

after on this same subject, I shall defer to that

chapter an account of the constitution of British
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India and the arg-uments by which so peculiar an

arrang-ement may be justified ; one may onty observe

that the sweeping- change in the g-overnment of

India, conceived by Chatham and proposed by Fox,

was sug-g-ested by a system of abuses and oppressions

then actually in existence, thoug-h now existing-

onty in the articles of a newspaper.

We may, however, dismiss as mere conceptions

one and all of these mag-nificent but not very prac-

tical plans. For the mysterious and protracted

malady, under which the g-reat minister laboured

during- almost all his administration, reduced him to

little more than the influence of a name, and g-riev-

ously perplexed the humbled sovereig-n and docile

coUeag-ues, who seemed to have g-ained no support or

assistance after all their sacrifices. Chatham, thoug-h

really prime minister, only held the Privy Seal, and

abandoned the nominal lead and real details of the

Treasury to the Duke of Grafton. This nobleman,

so well known throug-h the bitter personalities of

Junius, was orig-inally of the Bedford section of the

Whig* connection, but was now mainly relying- on the

Tories, as representing- their high views of govern-

ment and the personal policy of the King. The

illness of their great leader, that was prolonged, as

man}^ thought, through affectation, during- the years

1767 and 17G8 reduced his colleagues to despair.

The contest with Wilkes was in full force, the

imprudence of the brilliant but reckless Chancellor

of the Exchequer, the Whig C. Townshend, was
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ag-ain exciting' the jealousy of the colonies ; while

Chatham, in his profound seclusion and distressing

illness, would neither act nor resig'n. His colleagues

could not even obtain an interview with him, or

any direct opinion in sanction or reprobation of

any of their measures. While their almost ludi-

crous awe of him made them shrink from the natural

Bug-g'estion of resig-nation. Even the Privy Seal

was put in commission for a temporary and trivial

object that did not brook delay, to spare the

feeling-s of the formidable invalid. In 1767 the

death of To^vnshend led to certain ministerial alter-

ations not in a liberal tendency, nor such as Chat-

ham would have sug'g-ested had he been taking* an

active part in the conduct of the Government.

Conway retired from the Secretarj'ship of State

and lead of the Commons, which made an opening*

for the Bedford Whig's, who came in in force, but

did not add much weig'ht or popularity to the

administration. A new secretaryship was added

from the gTowing* importance of the American

department, and Lord Hillsboroug-h was the first

and most luckless of colonial secretaries. Camden

succeeded Northing-ton in the chancellorship, which

was an appointment more to propitiate their gTcat

colleag'ue in his seclusion, than from any particular

relations subsisting- between the ministers and the

most liberal judg-e of the day.

In 1768 a measure in restraint of prerog-ative was

mooted, but with an opposition that threw it over
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to the next session^ when the ministry allowed it to

pass. More properly belonging- to jurisprudence, or

the law of private rig-ht than of public authority, it

yet was not without interest as a constitutional

step. The doctrine that nullum tcmpus ohstat llegi

et Ecclesice was a badg-e of superstition and despo-

tism, out of harmony with existing* institutions

:

calculated to disturb property occasionally, with

dormant titles raised for the Crown or the Church, but

was perhaps more likely to be called out as a part}'-

weapon to harass or impoverish more prominent

landholders in opposition. An instance of this kind

occurring- by which the Portland famil}'^, so larg-ely

endowed by William III., was intended to sufterfrom

a regrant by the Crown, a limit of sixty years was

fixed, within which such royal and sacerdotal claims

should be urg-ed. The closing" year of Chatham's

nominal ministry was marked by a general elec-

tion, which is spoken of as disting'uished from all

preceding" ones by the extent of corruption prac-

tised. The cases that are instanced are, however,

rather of corruption in the g-ross than in detnil.

Boroug'hs or seats were openly purchased by

moneyed men ; and the East Indian adventurers

were named as the larg-est purchasers of Parlia-

mentary power. Shoreham was the first boroug'h

punished for g-laring' corruption, by the fair and

moderate extension of its privileg'es to the purer

freeholders of the adjoining* district of Sussex. At
the close of the year, Chatham, though improving*
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in health resigned, and being- reconciled to the

Grenvilles the following- year^ he must he looked

upon as in opposition to the remainder of the Duke

of Grafton's government^ and to that portion of

Lord North's that he outlived. Though he scarcely

went all lengths with the rising Whig part}^, but

on the American question maintained an inde-

pendent position, more plausible than under the

circumstances practicable. The least justifiable por-

tion of his last career of opposition^ was the lending

the weight of his name and experience to the

absurd notion of Lord Bute's still i^revailing influ-

ence over the King, at a time when he was really

estranged from him ; and when the improbabihty of

the thing scarcely needed the express denial of two

ministers, which it nevertheless elicited, and which

must have satisfied any thing but party prejudice.

This slight sketch of the relations of the great

statesman and great demagogue, with the govern-

ments and polic}^ of George III., inevitably suggest

the idea of that most able and mysterious writer,

that seemed to appropriate the genius of the one

and the venom of the other. The series of papers

generally known by the name of Junius embraced

the period of the Duke of Grafton's administra-

tion and following crisis from 1707 to 1771; but

other letters undoubtedly by the same hand as

Junius, extended through a longer period with

the signatures of Mnemon, Atticus, Brutus, and

Lucius, and possibly Corregio. It is perhaps as
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useless as unwelcome to throw aii}^ doubt, or raise

an opposite theory to that usually adopted, and

which refers this celebrated series of papers to Sir

Philip Francis. However some new lig'ht, and from

a totally unexpected quarter, has been thrown by a

late article in the Quarterly Review, No. 179, which

sug'g'ests the moody and mysterious Lord Lyttelton

as the author. The general opinion, however, in

favour of Francis does not seem on the whole dis-

turbed by this novel and elaborate theory ; thoug-h

to my own mind the rig-id secrecy, and the confidence

in such a screen from the first, appears hardty recon-

cileable with what we know of the roug'h and

indiscreet character and party connections and

dependencies of Francis. The literary and personal

characteristics of these remarkable publications have

emplaj^ed many able pens, and scarcely come within

the limits of this treatise. But their constitutional

importance has been mainly evinced in the long-

chain of political leaders in the public press, which

must acknowledg-e Junius as their tutor if not father.

The art of putting- a few ideas on passing* topics into

racy and idiomatic Eng-lish, as far removed from

vulg'arity of st34e as from elevation of soul, to cause

the greatest amount of pain with the least suggestion

of truth, to discharge the widest censures and to

sketch the most shadowy theory of improvement, so

characteristic of modern journalism, owes its origin

to the mental and moral peculiarities of this great

unknown.

One thing must strike every reader of this first
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thoug-h not most brilliant decade of Georg'e III/s

reign^ as well as of the disastrous contest that fol-

lowed it^ which is the remarkable want of ability

brought to the service of the state in any depart-

ment. A want that Avas felt in the important arm

of national defence down to the rise of that great

man, whose loss we even j^et deplore j but which in

civil life was relieved by the constellation of states-

men called out by the long American struggle, and

disciplined by the experience of the French Eevo-

lution. But at the time we are considering, the

folly of statesmen and blunders of lawyers were

patent, not only in the abortive and absurd prose-

cution of Wilkes, but on a larger scale in the narrow

views, offensive pretensions, and feeble preparations,

that ushered in and determined the American con-

test. While in the war itself scarcely a g'eneral

served, who would not have been sent back by

Wellington from the Peninsula for inefficiency, and

scarce an army fought, that would have formed a

brigade or division in any encounter of the last

continental war. This want of public talent in

civil life may have been partly owing to the long

and undisputed ascendancy of one class of political

opinion, which, though found to be safe and useful

in its limited application to a particular epoch of

our country, neither rested on severe logical demon-

stration, nor relied on any loj^al or religious

enthusiasm, which often lends even to an erroneous

idea the disinterestedness of virtue and the force of

conviction. The Whig- or Parliamentary theory of
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politics^ tlioiig-h practical]}^ true, because practically

possible under the circumstances of its ap])lication,

had peculiarly the tendency to dwarf the political

mind by accustoming* it to dwell in conventional s,

and not to seek principles, or to be prepared for those,

who had or fancied they had found them. It was

this idolatry of parliamentary form, apart from that

virtual representation, that is its only authority, that

led no inconsiderable portion of statesmen to assume

an empire for it, when it had but the moral claim of a

parent in reference to the colonies ; and ag'ain, mad-

dened by faction, led them to invest the centralized

despotism of the assemblies or dictators of Paris

with the national character of a reg'ular represen-

tation. In this latter case there was probably more

faction than folty. But far down into the revo-

lutionary epoch there seemed but one man, and he

separated at last from a party not worthy of him,

who looked into first principles, and could analyse

the causes of disease, while Pitt combated the out-

ward symptoms, and Fox was ravished at the hectic

flush and wild effusions of the patient. Nor in fair-

ness is it to be forg-otten that Georg-e III. was

neither a man of talent himself, nor, as is generally

the case with firm wills and uncultivated minds,

was he very partial to mental superiority in others.

He cannot reasonably be accused of any want of

respect or confidence for Chatham, however short it

may have been of what that exacting* minister con-

sidered his due. But in the various posts, where

the preference of a sovereig*n would be naturally
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freer^ and where young* men mig'ht have been both

encourag-ed and fitted for public service^ there seems

to have been no endeavour to select and officialize

the ability even dispkyed b}^ the Court part3% Nor

till Thurlow arose from the ranks of the bar^ and by

the unfettered discrimination of public opinion^ did

any of those masculine minds^ at once popular and

wise^ appear in the places of power j where they have

not failed to find their way even in more arbitrary as

well as in more liberal times. It ma}'^ appear only the

same idea in another form to remark, that the dislike

of emplo3'ing- men of literary talent, that had g-rown

with the settlement of our constitution under the

Georg-es, prevailed still to a g-reat, thoug-h perhaps

not equal extent. The historian Gibbon and phi-

losopher Ferg-uson, were emplo3'ed as writers of

state papers or secretaries to commissions, but

never rose to more prominent or commanding-

stations. It is perhaps a more delicate matter to

estimate the moral character of parties, and of the

legislature and administration g-enerally at this

time. It would appear that the opposition gene-

rally comprised the best and the worst members of

either House j and the decorum of the Court

gradually worked a change in favour of at least

external respectability in the part}" that supported

it. The example and reputation of Chatham does

not appear to have been very successful, in infusing

his noble and disinterested spirit into the pecuniary

departments of administration. For when our
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weak points were tried in tlie progress of the

colonial war, not onty were g-enerals found ineffi-

cient and admirals throwing- up commands from

personal or party pique, but all the lesser fry of

contractors and commissaries seemed to vie with

each other in corruption and neglect.

One incident in the very lowest life marked the

3'ear 1770, which, however humble the dramatis

personoe and destitute of influence on public affairs,

yet almost deserves notice in this place, as exhibiting*

in one hideous picture the faults of the ag'e, as

exemplified in the misconduct alike of King-, states-

man and demag'og"ue, of law, judg'es and public

opinion. An incident, scarcely noticed in the

strug-g-le of parties and din of warlike preparation,

but which silently stands recorded ag-ainst that

awful day when King*, statesman and demag'og'ue,

must alike give account of the power misused,

talents ill applied, and popularity ill earned, without

rag" or tatter of usage or prejudice to dim the

sense of perfect conscience and entire responsi-

bility. The simple but tragic tale is too well

known to lawyers, and too painful as a record of

shame to them and their profession, to be often

alluded to in g-eneral societ}' ; but an anecdote that

should not be forg-otten in forming- an estimate of

former times to the disadvantag-e of our own. For

sickened as we may justly be at the proflig-ate

mendacity of Journalism, at the deep h3^pocrisy of

a Peace Part}^, and the almost infinite infamy of

Irish Patriotism, we may still thank God and take
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courng-e, that no such case as that of Mary Jones's*

execution could at this day stain our histor}^ The

letter of the law itself has felt the weight of a better

public opinion
J
and Judges have exchanged the cold-

blooded pedantry of their predecessors for the more

harmless weakness of humanity. No statesman

now would urge press warrants to break the do-

mestic peace and welfare of humble homes to recover

a storm-scathed isle at the antipodes. No dull

and stubborn Sovereign would now refuse to

exercise the glorious discrimination of the pre-

rogative that tempers the rigour of law. And
even the vile and malio-nant demao-oo-ue is oblio-ed

at least to simulate a virtue, and use his popularity

for other purposes, than paying his debts and

avenging his own quarrels.

The other domestic transactions up to 1774, when

all other interests and questions merged in the dis-

astrous and long'-pending strugg-le with the colonies,

may be briefl}^ discussed. They were on the Avhole

favourable to the Government of Lord North, who

now ruled with decided majorities in both Houses,

and the unquestioned favour of his Royal Master.

Junius had written and was silent. Wilkes no

longer prosecuted was shunned as an ally or leader,

as soon as he ceased to be a victim. The retire-

ment and ultimately the death of Chatham relieved

* The case alluded to is that of a young woman actually

hung for a trifling theft committed under the pressure of want,

when her husband had been pressed on an alarm about the

Falkland Islands.
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the ministry from the terror of his opposition^ or the

noxious shade of his patronag'e. Fox was still a

junior Lord of the Treasury or Admiralt}', nor

showed any independence of the Court^ or any

disg'ust at its measures till the E-oyal Marriag'e

Bill of 1772^ to which he seems to have had a

sing-ular aversion. He hoAvever took office ag^ain

for nearly two years^ and was finally dismissed by

Lord North in 1774^ with an abruptness not to be

justified in the case of a far less considerable official

;

and which Avas most impolitic treatment of the

gTeatest orator in the Lower House, who was

fitted in every thing* but character for a secretary-

ship in the Tory ministry of the da}^

While Lord North still could command the g-reat

but scarcely appreciated talents of Fox, he also had

strengthened his Government by the advocacy of

two most able lawyers, Thurlow and Wedderburn,

who successively held the Great Seal in the Tory

administration of his great successor, the younger

Pitt, now a boy at school.

The session of 1772 was marked not only by the

Royal Marriag'e Act, that was the real or pretended

cause of the first rupture of Fox with the Tory

ministry ; but also by the first attempt at what would

I suppose be called University Reform, by relief from

the subscription to the Thirty-nine Articles, and by

the effiDrt of the Dissenters to obtain the repeal of the

Test Act. The first measure fell to the ground in

the House of Commons, where it was opposed by the

ministry including' Fox, and even though on broader
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grounds by Burke, the deepest political thinker,

though not most influential debater on the opposi-

tion benches. The Dissenters' measure passed the

Commons with less notice than its importance, at

least in principle deserved, but fell in the Lords,

though supported byLord Chatham and opposed by

the Bishops.

It is not a little significant, that the new and

active sect of Methodists, not only kept aloof from

this agitation, but actually petitioned against the

relaxation. Great heat was shewn in debate, and

language common enough since, but not heard

since the Long Parliament, was employed against the

liturgy, articles and ministers of the Establishment.

So much importance was justly attached to the

2orincii?le of exclusion, for as we have seen before,

little practical inconvenience or injustice was felt

from the restriction, as non-qualified persons were

annually protected in their offices and functions by

the Indemnity Act.

The Royal Marriage Act, Avhich remains the law

to this day, prohibits the marriage of any member

of the family of Georg-e II. in this countr}^ before

the age of twenty-five without the King's leave.

After that age, if the King refused permission, it

was open to the party to signify his or her intention

to the Privy Council j and if within a 3^ear from

such notice the Houses of Parliament did not

address the King in opposition to the projected

union, it might lawfully take place. There seems

no reason to blame this enactment, which recognises
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the Ro^al Family as liable to both domestic and

national ties, and subjecting' their marriage in very

early life to the will of the head of the family

;

g'uards in after years against any arbitrary control

of a maturer judgment, by shifting to the national

legislature a decision, in which the nation itself may

be deeply interested.

It now becomes our painful duty to examine the

constitutional merits of the grent question at issue,

bet\\'een England and her American Colonies.

While the details of that languid and yet disastrous

contest, which the sullen obstinacy- of George Gren-

ville had first provoked, and the boisterous inca-

pacity of Lord North so grossly mismanaged, must

be dismissed with a few passing remarks, on the

causes of failure and the result of separation.

The influence, less than would be the case in

these days of rapid communication and free emi-

gration, but yet considerable withal, that this great

and growing colon}^ exercised on the mother

country, may be cursorily alluded to in the chapter

on the collateral relations of the Empire. But the

consequences of the separation effected by its suc-

cessful resistance, and the ultimate recognition of

its independence, opens a vast and 3^et unfinished

chapter of the History of the World. The effect of

the war of independence in sapping the loyalty of

the French army that served in it, and in sug-

gesting- republican ideas to the French generally,

is sufficiently^ obvious, and rendered the conduct of

VOL. II. 2 D
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Louis XYI. and his advisers as preposterons on the

ground of policy, as it was ung-enerous and wanton,

even had not such results naturally flowed from it.

But the effect of this colonial revolt and republi-

can establishment, on the constitution and progress

of the mother countr}', has not been either so distinct

or uniform. The impolicy that provoked the

strug'g-le, and the incapacity that characterised its

whole manag-ement, naturally produced a deep dis-

satisfaction in the public mind of Eng-land with

their ow^n Government ; extending- in some cases to

the very constitution of Parliament, that had lent

itself to measures at once so arbitrar}' and so feeble.

But against this mig*ht be set the natural feeling- of

antagonism, that rises in man against a principle to

which he has been opposed, and not the less so has

he been worsted in the struo-o-le. There was there-

fore in the English army and na^'y, in the Tory

party generally, and in young men also pretty

extensive!}', a dislike to republicans and repub-

lican institutions, as associated with this war and

its inglorious termination. Again, there was the

political Eden of a republic peaceful and prosperous,

of our own race and tong'ue, exhibited on the other

side of the Atlantic, as an example and possible

ally in the course she had herself pursued. But

here again there was another side to the picture

;

and this repubhc flourishing but peaceable, offered

rather a refuge for the exile, than an ally to the

rebel, and formed for man}* 3 ears rather a safe
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drain for the disaffection of Europe, tlmn a pro-'

pag-anda of active republicanism. Had the con-

nexion continued to our own days of constant and

rapid intercourse, there is not the shghtest reason to

doubt that the colonies would have advanced to at

least the same deg-ree of wealth and population, and

had Kings and ministers, who swayed this mighty

section of the human race, that would then have

bestridden the Atlantic, had the moderation to resist

the temptation to universal Empire, such power

would have sug'gested j the two great divisions

would have mutually influenced each other to our

common advantag'e. The mother country would

have been the centre of education and refinement,

would have given the tone to the arts and letters

and prepared for the liberal professions ; while

America would have been the great field of enter-

prise, not only for the needy and fugitive, but for

the best and noblest of our land, while Americans

would have filled the ranks, and risen to the hig-hest

commands in the active service of an Empire, that

would have ruled the globe. But such was not to

be, and Divine Wisdom decreed that Britain should

preserve in Europe the sacred fire of liberty en-

shrined in aristocratic institutions, and tempered by

many medieval powers. While a young- democracy

should spread over the vast regions of the new world,

with institutions fitter for the growth of a nation,

than for the perfection of the individual.

The thirteen American colonies, which at tlie

2 b2
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time of their revolt contained nearly three millions

of inhabitants, spread thinly along- two thousand

miles of coast, and thinner still as they receded into

the wooded reg-ions of the West, mig-ht be distributed

into three groups in reference to their relations to

the mother country, and her jurisdiction over them.

The New Eng-land g-roup was in the north, founded

by the Puritans, inheriting" their love of liberty, love

of money, narrow intellig'ence, and g-rave morality, a

people of towns and of the sea, enjoying- great com-

mercial prosperity, and a ready-made republican

organization. To the south there were the great

colonies of Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Maryland,

with their later offshoots, the Carohnas and Georgia.

These fertile and vast territories had been colonized

by various parties and classes of Englishmen, and

on that account formed a correcter mirror of the

mother country than the northern settlements.

Landed properties were large, families ancient and

powerful, towns few, labour largely performed by

the servile race of Africa, and even some feeble

attempt at an established church, promised a people

at least inert in revolt if not zealous in loyalty.

Yet in the ensuing- struggle, the Virginian squire-

archy showed themselves but little behind the mob

of Boston in revolt. And the ambition of a quasi

aristocracy united with the sordid passions of a

seaport mob in precipitating the sej)aration. From

causes never clearly explained the English connexion

was deeper rooted in JN^ew York and the adjoining-
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lesser States, than in either the older colonies, or

those more analog'ous in their constitutions to the

mother country. In Eno'land there Mere three

ditierent views taken of the American dithcultv.

The Tory Grenville theory that Parliament might

tax as well as exercise all other jurisdiction over

the colonies, limited only by the letter of their char-

ters from the Crown. The Rockino-ham Whi^-s

maintained that the colonies were free and inde-

pendent, and that Parliament had no rig-ht to tax

them, or to control their laws or commerce in any

way. Chatham and his adherents made a distinc-

tion that the Crown had full jurisdiction over the

colonies, and Parliament full rig'ht to leg'islate for

them in ever^^thing' but taxation, which could alone

be laid b}^ their own assemblies, and taken as a free

o-ift if tendered to the Crown. This distinction, illo-

gical and impracticable as it seems, was not without

a precedent of early constitutional opinion in this

country, and, oddly enoug'h, was the theory of the

Americans themselves, at least at the beg'inning- of

the troubles. Franklin, indeed, drew a disthiction

between different kinds of taxes, when it suited his

purpose to be temporizing* and mediating*. He con-

sidered custom-dues as imperial taxes, and justly

laid on merchandise protected on the seas, and

entering' any portion of the Empire ; but objected to

anything" of inland revenue, as Ave now term taxes

and excise, unless levied by assemblies representing-

the persons paying-.
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The mother country had certainly a strong" moral

claim on her thriving- colonies, to secure and ag-g-ran-

dise which, she had maintained expensive armaments,

and incurred many millions of debt. And one must

wonder at the Americans choosing* so base and

sordid an issue for their cause, and to g'lory in the

successful decision of such an issue, even more than

in their remaining- triumphs of Slavery and Repu-

diation.

One blushes for such a people far more than for

the mother country, whose efforts, feeble as they

were, mig-ht yet have been spared to retain so un-

worthy a child in her allegiance.

The restrictions on the trade of the colonies,

though contrarj^to the soundest principles ofeconomy

as at present understood, were hardly to be reckoned

a grievance, nor were they indeed considered as

such by the Americans, since the same preferential

advantage was secured to them in British ports as

to British traders in theirs, to the mutual advan-

tag"e, as was supposed, of both.

The legislature and magistracy in each state was

completely under the control of the colonists by free

election, and a varied though far more extensive

franchise than in this country. There were muni-

cipal rights in the large towns, and, more than all,

there was a Avell organised militia in each state,

raised and temporarily paid by it, accustomed to

serve with the royal regiments against the Canadian

French and the Indian tribes of the interior. The
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g'overnors nppointed by the Crown in eacli colony

could dissolve the assemblies^ and nominate to some

judicial and all financial posts^, but the}' were sup-

ported by a slender force, and were placed face to

face with assemblies returned directly from the

people, and which they had small means of influ-

encing* by either patronag'e or aristocratic connexion.

Walpole, in the plenitude of his power, lixid

declined the project of taxing' America, thoug'h it

was naturalh' su^g'ested to him, as a means of at

least dividing- the unpopularity of taxing* Eng-land.

It is to Georg'e Grenville, in 1 7C5, that the credit

is due, of first alarming* the colonies by his financial

resolutions, for their contribution to the public

burdens. The sum to be raised was so small, that

it is equalty disg'raceful to have incurred the loss or

guilt of separation for such an object. But it was,

perhaps, this very circumstance, that blinded the

too aristocratic g"overnment and leg'islature of the

mother countr}^ to the consequence of their mea-

sures. Accustomed to the lavish votes of princely

Houses in a luxurious age, the}^ could hardly fancy

the sordid heroism America would display in defence

of her idol dollar, in spite of the feeling-s of amity

and allegiance, that were still on the tong'ues and

possibly in the hearts of most. The excitement in

America, and more particularly the disgraceful riots

in Boston, and insults to the English garrison as

anticipated enemies, are well known. And some

alarmists noted the ominous coincidence of these
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rebellious movements with the death of the fierce

and dreaded Duke of Cumberland^ and felt that the

grave had closed over a great champion of Parlia-

ment in the war of 1745, and executions of 1746.

Yet, thoug-h this respectable individual would, no

doubt, have brought to bear on the colonies a

vigour in the field and scaffold, such as they never

had the advantage of experiencing, it is not likel}^,

that with the divided councils and feeble armaments

of the day, the result would have differed much fi*om

what actually occurred. By the close of 1765 a tem-

porary General Congress, representing the represen-

tative assemblies of the several States, met at New
York, rather as a central than favourable place, and

thus obtained the immense advantage of union in their

own councils, and a broad face of resistance to the

claims of the mother countr3^ How far this resist-

ance of the several assemblies, and union in Congress

was legal, according to their own constitutional

precedents, will be considered in another place, and

indeed hardly admits of a decided answer. But

the practical consequences were a resistance to the

Stamp Act, and certain voluntary agreements as to

imports, much affecting the trade of the mother

country, and which were forced by zealots and

mobs very much to the inconvenience of the colonies

themselves. This active and obstinate resistance

perplexed the home government. The Stamp Act

was repealed, and a declaratory Act framed, that was

to put the relations of the colonies to Parliament on
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a clearer and more satisfactory footing*. This Act,

the g-reat effort of the feeble thoug-h well meaning-

Rockingham administration^ renounced all intention

of taxation, but did not raise the distinction held

by Pitt and Camden, between the right of g-overn-

ment and that of taxation. It asserted the authority

of Parliament, without reserve of any case, but speci-

fically renounced and repealed the financial resolu-

tionS; that had given so much more umbrage than

an}^ claim of supremac}^ on the other side of the

Atlantic. These healing measures were received with

more jo}^ probably by the American people, than by

those far-sighted leaders, who already meditated

separation, and would have much preferred Avhat

would have aggravated feelings and kept up hostility*

The commercial restrictions too of 1764 were re-

pealed, and the West India trade thrown open to

the Northern Colonies. The State legislature of

New York, however, wanted some trifling- additions

to the Mutiny Act as applicable to America, and

even ventured to alter it of their own authorit3^

This step of independence was connived at wisely, as

I think, though I cannot equalty approve the spirit

that overlooked the riots at Boston, in which blood

had been already spilt. So strict a distinction

should every government draw between a palpable

moral violation of law, and any attempt by legal

means to affect a modification of law.

The calm, however, was short indeed 5 for the

following year, under Chatham's nominal adminis-
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tratioiij but pending* his m3^sterious and disabling*

mnladvj fresh offence was g*iven to the Colonies, by

the finance measures of Tovvnshend^ the brilliant but

reckless Chancellor of the Exchequer. The sum to

be realized was ag*ain ludicrously small^ thoug'h

alarming" from the indefiniteness of the principle.

Chatham could not be consulted, and without his

participation his coUeag-ues neither dared to resist,

or dispense with their onty orator and last professor

of the old AVhio- school. Camden the Chancellor

did indeed dissent, but did not resig'n. And both

he^ and possibly the other ministers, seemed to rely

on that old distinction known to the early consti-

tution, and of late recog*nized b}^ Franklin himself,

the advocate of American claims, between import

duties as a matter of imperial policy, decreed for the

common g-ood by the supreme authority of the

empire ; and internal revenue, that could only be

raised by the representatives of those who paid.

But not to mention that the distinction was far too

nice, to be long* maintained by a reluctant people

who could resist, and a wily neg-otiator who would

rise by that resistance, there 3"et remained the point,

whether that was a supreme authority, according*

even to the earliest idea of our constitution, which did

not affect to represent the people it taxed. The

Tudors mig-ht have laid on certain duties by pro-

clamation, while they g*ot talliag*es by the votes of

Parliament. But there was this check, that the

Parliament that voted the one represented those who
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paid both, and shnred itself the burden of both. It

was therefore competent to it to proportion its own
votes to the demands it could not resist ; and natu-

rally to watch a taxation, in which not only its con-

stituents' interests were deeply involved, but which

must necessarily press heavily on members themselves

as the gTeat consumers or traders of the country.

It was obvious America had no such resource ag'ainst

the financial policy of the British Parliament, which

so far from representing* it, represented communities

and interests alien or adverse to their own. Neither

King- nor Parliament of Britain could be conceived

so deeply interested in the welfare of an unseen and

remote colony, as in that of the mig'hty people of

whom they were, and with whom they dwelt, and

whose weal and woe were their own by intimate

connection, if not by a perfect representation.

Nor were there wantino- other causes of offence

far g"raver to an}^ other nation of ancient or mo-

dern times, but which g'ained a sullen but g'eneral

acquiescence in America. Massachusetts had reluc-

tantly voted compensation to the sufferers b}^ the

riots at Boston, but had coupled this vote with a

clause of pardon to the rioters. This was justly

viewed as an encroachment on the prerog'ative vested

in the Crown for such purposes, and the bill was

therefore summarily annulled by the King* in Council.

The New York Assembly, which had dared to alter

the Eng'hsh Mutiny Act, as apphed to America, was

prohibited from passing* any other act, till they had
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restored the terms of that which they had altered.

This bold and wise measure of the Duke of Grafton

perfectly succeeded, and the State legislature

yielded, probably to the pressure of private interests

and the necessit}^ of public business.

The resistance to the import duties was, however,

stoutly maintained, particularly in the Northern

colonies, where riots ag-ain occiuTed throug-h 1767,

and unions were formed ag'ainst consuming' the dif-

ferent articles Parliament had subjected to import

duties. The Assembly constituted itself a conven-

tion, but ag'ain allowed itself to be dissolved ; it

screened the rioters, justified the resistance, and

complained of the custom-house regulations, which,

after years of profitable smug-g-ling-, in defiance even

of their local acts, were now strictly enforced. In

the mean while British reg'iments were arriving",

and British fleets ominously g-athering" on the Ame-
rican shore. Thoug-h as yet indeed the movement

seemed principally confined to the commercial popu-

lation of Boston, and the hig-h-spirited gentry of

Virginia. Now also with significant adroitness,

Franklin renounced his heretical distinction between

the right to raise import duties and an inland

revenue, by the authority of the Home Parliament.

At the close of 1768, Lord Shelburne, a liberal

statesman, but not popular minister, had been dis-

missed, apparent^ at the King's instance. And
this dismissal led to the resignation of Chatham

also, who perhaps felt inclined to use his restored
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faculties in at least an unembarrassed opposition,

rather than risk his reputation or popularity in the

strug-o-le, he now saw must be disastrous either to our

colonial empire, or to principles of still hig-her value.

His friend Lord Camden continued Chancellor, and

a liberal thoug-h not consistent statesman, till 1770.

When his dismissal was shortly followed, thoug-h

from a different cause, probably the increasing*

difficulty of his situation, by the resig'nation of the

Duke of Grafton. Lord North, with a reluctance

that did credit to his g-ood sense, became Prime

Minister, of what must be now considered on the

whole a hig-h Tory Government. And as a proof

how little necessary, not only g-reat talents but

even moderate success, are to a leng-thened

tenure of office, this minister, by g-ood temper and

parliamentary tact, manag'ed to ride out a most

disastrous storm, and to maintain his position at

the helm, thoug'h with little satisfaction or credit

to himself, for about thirteen years. During* the

prog"ress of the American troubles, the Grenville

and Chatham parties for the most part fell into, what

was now a well-defined Whig* opposition. Thoug'h

indeed, Grenville had first provoked the strug-gie,

and Chatham had failed, or at least neg'lected to

avert it. Later on the Bedford party too retired

into opposition, as despairing' of the American con-

test; and the old duality of party would have

been pretty clearly restored, with defined principles

analogous to those of earlier times. But by that
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time the yomig'er Pitt, and those who watched his

wondrous dawii; with the Grenvilles and others^ had

ag'ain formed somewhat of an independent or third

party, destined to a g-reat career and an immense

ao-oTeg"ation of support.

But to return to 1770. The disturbances con-

tinued and increased at Boston ; lives were now lost

in the natural collision between the soldiers and the

populace. The latter of course displaying- a virtuous

indig'nation at those, who resisted their violence or

resented their insults, worthy of a Peace party or of

Irish priests. Then came the hypocrisy of legal

proceedings, and the affected lamentation of the

press over the inevitable result of the movement, and

the realised object of its leaders.

But a measure of Lord North's in 1773, which

thoug'h involving' a lig-ht customs duty, was in reality

an indulg'ence as far as consumers were concerned,

caused the o-reat and final outbreak that led to the

war and separation. The India Company was

allowed a drawback of the whole of" the English

duty on the exportation of theii- teas to the Ameri-

can colonies, where indeed the article was subjected

to the trifling duty of threepence a pound, under

the resolutions of 1767. But considering the heavy

English duty that was allowed, and consequently

deducted from its selling* price, it seems indeed a

boon to the public rather than the grievance it was

represented. To the Searcher of hearts it is known

whether the very hidulgent form of tiie duty was
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not its worst feature in the eyes of the leaders of

disafFectioUj and projectors of revolt. For not only

would the lowered price and larg-e scale of the im-

portation ruin a g-reat deal of spirited sniug-o-lino-^

but it was to be feared that such bland and insidious

approaches of taxation might be even too palatable to

the public, and therefore were to be misrepresented

and resisted by an org-anized effort. The obnoxious

Chinese herb, sacred to the feasts of the temperate

and the home of the poor, was thrown overboard in

Boston harbour by disg-uised but well org-anized

parties. All commercial intercourse was suspended,

and a ro3'al schooner destro3'ed. The local legis-

latures took a ver}^ effectual, but not to the sufferers

very satisfactory way of treating* their case, by

ig-noring- their existence. Arg-uing- that as all Bri-

tish taxation of the colonies was illegal, no ofKcial

of the revenue department, nor any military or

naval aid called out to support him, had an}' legal

existence either. Another mode of streno-theninir

their part}', too common with those who exclusively

assume the tone of popidar feeling, was to persecute

and expel those of their countrymen disposed to

support the mother-country, or perhaps more accu-

rately, to remain neutral. These false Americans,

probably a large though inert majority everywhere

but in Massachusets itself, felt all the weight of

popular resentment ; and with little in the present

conduct or future prospects of the Home Govern-

ment, to encourage them in their perilous and un-
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promising" loyalty. One would like to know how

far the fair forms of trial^ the jury, the open hearing",

and active if not honest press, availed at this crisis

to protect persons and property, and to control the

violence of the mob, and the sinister desig*ns of the

leaders of disaffection* The leaders at Boston formed

a Caucus, or conclave, a term of unknown orig'in,

but since become politically classic in America.

This Caucus was a centre of communication to cor-

responding* committees in the other States, and this

shadowed forth the mig'hty idea of Cong-ress, of

which it was indeed the parent. Of the thirteen

colonies which ultimately formed the confederation

of the United States j New York, from loyal feeling's

and commercial connexion, decidedly leant to Eng-

land. Pennsylvania was reluctant to revolt from

pacific inertness. The new states of Georgia and S.

Carolina, on very slender encourag-ement, actually

armed in support of the mother-country. But

nothins* could save those who laboured to ruin

themselves.

The o'overnors of the several colonies, even where

resident, which Avas not alwa3'S the case, were rarely

men of either ability or popularity. They had little

patronag'e to conciliate support, and in most in-

stances no military force to control revolt. The

reg'ularly established and popularly elected state

leoislatures had at their command such taxation, as

that pecuniary people would submit to, a very

respectable militia and very zealous mob. America
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was clearly a cluster of republics in internal org'ani-

sation and self-dependence. And the whole chang-e

to be effected was their union by a Cong-ress, and a

resistance to the nominal supremacy of the Cro\\n,

and to the slender armament by which it was en-

forced. A force strong* for a g-arrison, but ridiculous

for an army was early assembled at Boston. But

after some discreditable encounters at Lexing-ton

and Bunker's Hill with the militia of the locality,

that hot-bed of republican agitation was abandoned,

and the force emploj^ed, or at least transferred, else-

where. The first blood was shed on the field in

1775, but the war mig-ht be considered a fact, and

an inevitable one, a year earlier. And the war itself

that drag-g-ed its weary leng'th along* till ^1783, con-

sisted of little else than the movement from one

point of the vast American coast to another of

brig-ades, collectively feebler than the little arni}^ that

triumphed at CuUoden, and whose popularity and

efficiency were neither increased by the accession of

a larg'e mercenary German force. These expedi-

tions^ safe but ineffectual along- the coast, became

hig'hly dang-erous, and generally terminating* in

surrender, when pushed into the interior of a thinly

inhabited country overgrown with primeval forests,

intersected b}^ vast rivers, and infested b}^ a nation

of marksmen. As colonial connection seems to ad-

mit but of two forms, the entire independence and

voluntary alleg-iance on one side, or total dependence

and military occupation on the other, so there
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should be no medium, in the treatment of a colony,

between entire acquiescence and vigorous subjug*a-

tion. It is hardly necessary to observe that neither

of these courses were adopted by the British Go-

vernment. Their diplomatic proposals always im-

plied subjection, even when renouncing" taxation,

and their military expeditions were just calculated

to give to rebellion the excitement of adventure,

without the perils of defeat.

To return from this lonof diofression to the ordi-

nary line of domestic change and combination, we

find the dissolution of 1774 considerabty strengthened

Lord North's government, and confirm.ed his anti-

American policy. A strong feeling existed, not

only in the Tory party, against the sordid ingrati-

tude and obstinate rebellion of the colonies. For a

large bod}" of Whigs resented this resistance to the

sacred traditions of Parliamentary power : econo-

mists g'enerally saw the advantages of enlarging the

basis of taxation, as lightening its particular pres-

sure : and all appreciated the moral principle of

alleo-iance to the mother-country, and aid in return

for the succour their infancy had received. It was

remarked that not only the counties, but that laro-e

towns not connected with Americy, returned mem-

bers to support Ministers, and enforce the authority

of Parliament on the Colonies. This natural though

not usually remembered fact suggests the idea, that

had our representation been placed on its present

footing before the colonial troubles began, the result
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might still have been the same, as the representa-

tives of larg-e and needy bodies of taxpayers would

have caught at the idea, of making- new and thriving-

millions share their burdens with them. It is too

certain that throughout this unhappy contest the

King" went all lengths with his Tory ministry and

the popular feeling* against America. But though

his mistake was great in policy, and perhaps not

small in temper, yet they had little right to blame

his warlike obstinacy, who had so severely censured

him for terminating a wanton and aggressive war

at the commencement of his reign ; a circumstance

which no doubt influenced his mind to press hos-

tilities on subsequent occasions.

Before quitting this painful subject of the Ameri-

can troubles, to watch the progress of causes at

home, which in truth operated, as usual in time of

war, quietl}'' enough, we may advantageous^ remark

on one defect of representative government, that has

not been hitherto noticed, but which, as inherent in

its very nature, can scarcely be averted.

Representatives may fairly enough represent the

religious, the financial, and all other principles of

their constituents, except those particular qualities

which actually make them representatives at all, and

in which they are no fair average of their country-

men, but rather exceptional instances. The very

fact of assuming the office of representatives implies,

particularly in a country of great uniformity of

station, and expansion of employment j a very

2 E 2
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strong-ly defined character of political ambition

;

useful, no doubt, in its way, but which cannot,

without gTeat error and violence, be construed as

the general bias of the country. It was, therefore,

quite natural that the State legislatures, and na-

tional Congress emanating from them, should enter-

tain views, and assume a position, very far in

advance of the wishes and intentions of those who

had delegated them. It was almost equally natural,

that when such views had triumphed without any

great sacrifice on the part of the conquering party,

and a just and regular administration was kept up

in a prosperous people, that these advanced views

would become popular as allied to national pride,

and not associated with any great individual loss or

hazard. And thus we see a very decidedly anti-

British Republicanism the national characteristic of

modern America. Where, at the beginning ofthe con-

test, there were indeed republics, but without repub-

licans ; and where the hostile feeling was more

against the custom-house than the palace of English

sovereignty— rather against the acts of her Parlia-

ment than against the supremacy of the mother

country herself.

That a great and hostile change in the feelings of

the Americans to this country took place in the

course of 1776, is true; owing partly to the exas-

perating conthmance of hostilities, and partly to the

writings of Paine ', a man who, in some respects before

his age, and in others behind any age, will require
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further consideration at a subsequent and still more

important crisis. The political sermons^ in which

somewhat of the vein of the ancient Puritans was

rather unsuccessfully attempted^ had also their effect

in the northern States. But, thoug-h the language

of the Cromwellians was sometimes assumed, partly

perhaps from Puritan tradition, and partly from

the force lent by the magniloquence of Scripture to

the expressions of half-educated men, yet the

religious principles of the leaders of the American

movement appear to have been of the cool and

negative order of our Unitarians and political Dis-

senters, equally removed from the random scepticism

and reckless depravity of the French savans, and

the earnest spirituality and severe morals of the old

Puritan school. Certain it is that some American

loyalists, in despair of maintaining the connexion

with the British monarchy, as personified by Lord

North's administration, seriously opened communi-

cation with the second Pretender, the Charles Ed-

ward of 1745, offering him the independent Crown

of Transatlantic Britain. How strange a chapter

of history would have been opened, had this scheme

been realized or even attempted. The principal

domestic incident affecting party combinations at

home was the important relapse, or secession of the

Bedford Whig section into the ranks of general

opposition. After having been the most strenuous

advocates of the war, and discouraging Lord North's

approach to conciliation in 1775, strong' in their
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parliamentary boroughs^ official experience^ and

control of the active services of the Navy and colo-

nies^ their retirement from the disastrous and un-

promising* contest, was deeply sig-nificant of the

state of affairs, and of great weig'ht in future com-

binations. As from this date of 1779 the house of

Russell and its wide-spread connexions, have ever

been in the van of popular concession and removal

of restrictions. A very insig-nificant man, the Rev.

John Home, about this time afforded occasion for the

determination of two not insig*nificant points of con-

stitutional law. He had been an ordained, and indeed

beneficed clergyman, but, having- a decided taste for

the most turbulent form of secular life, he soug-ht,

by election, a seat in the Commons. His holy

orders were, however, deemed indelible, and as such

a disqualification for that assembly. He was also

convicted of a libel in reference to the action between

the Royal forces and American insurg-ents at Lex-

ing'ton, where he had justified the conduct and cause

of the latter. This description of literar}^ treason,

of writing* or speaking* in favour of any cause op-

posed to our own, and that is dyed with our blood,

has been a very safe and base form of modern

patriotism. But, whether exercised in favour of

Chinese, Caffi*es, oi* Borneo pirates, has never in

these later times found a Thurlow to brino- it under

the lash of the law. It is true Home's case was, in

one sense worse, as the contest was a more serious

and national one, than that with the savag'es of
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South Africa^ or the professional murderers of the

Indian Ocean ; but, at the same time there was

more constitutional sanction for his clients, and of

doubt as to their g'uilt, than in the case of the pro-

teg'ees of the modern peace party.

In 1777, a decided thoug-h fruitless opposition had

been offered to the ministerial policy in the Ameri-

can war. But thoug-h Fox had now taken the

position, his talents and character most fitted him

for, and to which he adhered with indiscriminating*

consistency for the rest of his life, the larg-est mino-

rities opposition could muster were 87 in the Com-

mons, and 26 in the Lords. A result that seems

much to have discourag-ed them, and promoted the

continuance, though not the vig-orous prosecution,

of the war. The costs of the Army and Navy
amounting" this year to the then unprecedented sum

of eig-ht millions. The time was ill chosen for an

application in aid of the Civil List. Debts had

been incurred on this department to above half a

million
;
principally, as was alleg*ed, and probably

with truth, in compensating* the American loyalists,

who had been exposed to the loss of property and

employment, in consequence of their political oj^inions.

But an idea had likewise g-ot abroad, that this civil

expenditure was wastefully employed nearer home,

and that extravag'ance and even corruption had

had a share in causing- this deficit. The House,

however, voted a liquidation of the debt, and a per-

manent augmentation of the income itself. The
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Speaker^ Sir Fletcher Norton, took occasion, in ten-

dering- the g-rant officially to the King*, to remind

him, 'with g-reat bitterness of expression, of the

sacrifice exercised at such a time for his honour

and comfort. A remarkable instance of the will of

the majority being- expressed officially by an indi-

vidual, whose tone gave a totally different character

to the vote. So g-reat, indeed, was the pressure on

the existing- resources of the country this year, that

not only were five millions borrowed, but a tax was

laid on men-servants, an additional stamp on deeds,

and also a duty on sales by auction.

A partial suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act

was carried, not with a view to internal movements,

but to dispose of the anomalous case of British sub-

jects found with arms in their hands ag-ainst their

country, either in America or on the seas. These

parties were far too dang-erous to be set at larg-e,

but could scarcely be treated as prisoners of war •

while actually to convict them of the treason or

piracy, of which they were suspected, would have

been difficult or tedious.

It ma}^ be observed that these persons were not

native Americans, who from the first were treated

Avith a lenity ^^hen taken, more creditable to the

temper than policy of the Goverment.

But the opposition raised the usual cry of faction

ag-ainst the measure, as capable of being- directed
'

ag-ainst any subjects in this country', and who had

never gone out of it, who rnig-ht be obnoxious to the
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Government. This was an absurd imno-ination,

totally unjustified by the lax and careless character

of Lord North's Administration. And in reference

to the real objects of the measure, it was difficult to

sug'gest any other course, than this humane compro-

mise between the release of dang-erous men, and

their military execution on capture, which would

have been inflicted, as a matter of course, by the

Whig' Government in 1740, and the French Govern-

ment of 1793.

The ill success of the war, which became apparent

towards the close of this year 1777, thoug-h it stimu-

lated the exertions of opposition in Parliament, had

no anti-ministerial effect on the country g-enerally.

The military spirit of the nation was roused at the

urg-ent and ung-rateful resistance, as it seemed of

their colonies, and much of the old national feehng*

of rivalry to France, that had been for nearly a

century so powerful an element of Whig- ag-itation,

was once more excited by the infatuated alliance of

the tottering- Court of Versailles with the sturdy re-:

public of the West.

In 1778, when war was actually declared with

France, in consequence of its intimate alliance with

the revolted colonies, increased preparations were

made for hostilities, now not to be confined to the

other side of the Atlantic. Lord North lowered his

tone, and would have been truly g-lad of the as-

sistance of Chatham, whose name as a g-reat war

and colonial minister was still kept up by the public
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discontent, and his own occasional and highly dra-

matic appearances. But Chatham and his friends

still differed too much from Lord Rocking-ham and

his now compact Whig* opposition, on the relations to

be restored with America, to unite cordially even in

opposing" the actual course pursued, which they both

condemned. Chatham g'oing* all lengths in con-

ciliation would still not hear of separation, that

seemed a national disg^race, and the annihilation of

the g-reat colonial empire he had been instrumental

in raising-.

Lord Rocking-ham's simpler alternative was, I

think, more log-ical, thoug"h neither the King* nor the

country were yet sufficiently humbled to accept it.

The King", indeed, at this time, steadily supported

Lord North in the midst of g-eneral disaster, in-

creasing* opposition, and his own wish to retire from

a place of such difficulty and thankless responsibility.

As the result of this pertinacity was hig'hly disas-

trous, and as it was in some deg-ree occasioned by the

King-'s natural disg'ust at the pride and implacable

conduct of Lord Chatham ; and at the rebellious spirit

of the Americans, writers have g-enerally condemned

the obstinacy of the Royal Will on this occasion, as

having" alienated the colonies, and protracted the war

from personal feelings of pride and resentment.

Yet, thoug"h perhaps the Sovereig-n Avas to blame

in this matter, it was a fault of pride and firmness

his people larg-ely shared with him. Indeed, so

feeble, numerically, was the Bocking'ham opposition,
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that even had Chatham laid aside his impracticable

pride and affectation of sing-ularityj it is doubtful

how they could have closed hostilities with such

sacrifices^ as would have propitiated the colonies and

compensated France, without deeply offending* their

own country, and indeed compromising* its safety.

Not only was North ready to resig-n to Chatham

or Rocking-ham, had his master willed it, and the

nation been prepared to sanction a chang'e of policy
;

but even Bute, from his deep retirement, urg-ed

accession to the terms of his g-reat rival and of late

almost assailant. But party combinations were to

be for a time simplified, and the death of Chatham

in the course of 1778, after one of his sing-ular and

effective appearances in the House of Lords, re-

lieved Lord North from a conting-ent rival, and

Rocking-ham from an incongruous ally.

North continued Minister, and while war was pro-

secuted with rather increased vig^our and ability in

America, the first attempt was made to amend the

penal laws ag'ainst the Roman Catholics in Eng-land.

So peculiar had been the position for the last

century of this body, so quiet and so loyal, weak in

numbers and still weaker in their unpopularity,

labouring- under the odium of their relig-ious pro-

fession and the historical traditions attachino- to

them. They appear in the elections and party com-

binations of the eighteenth century, to have g-enerally

thrown in their feeble and unwelcome aid to the Tory

party. With this conduct and relation it was natural,
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that they were recommended to the patronag-e of the

party at present in power. And so completely had

all feeling-s of relig"ious intolerance^ or perhaps more

strictly^ religious discrimination^ ceased in the upper

circles of society, that this g^reat and proper measure^

repealing Acts of needless severity at anytime^ and

quite out of place under existing* circumstances^

passed with little or no opposition. A repeal of

the similar Acts affecting- Scotland, promised

for the next session, by the g-reat excitement it

caused among* that fierce and earnestly Protestant

people, g-ave some foretaste of the disturbances,

which the lawless spirit and wretched police of the

Engiish capital were to occasion on this subject

shortly afterwards. One must suppose, in the want

of proof to the contrary", that these cruel statutes of

William III., interfering- not only with the celebra-

tion of worship, but with the enjo3mient of propert}",

and the ties of kindred were never enforced, except

on such occasions as the cupidity of informers, lent

means to the dormant fanaticism or suspicion of the

law. The repeal, therefore, of these penal laws,

would be more in the nature of security than of

relief, and conferring- no direct political power, was

quite satisfactory" to the peaceful and unambitious pro-

fession of a creed, which experience has shewn to have

tendencies fatal to personal and national freedom.

The violent outcry and tumultuary outrag-es on the

Catholics, that followed the subsequent year, were

totally destitute of any relig-ious feeling* beyond the
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current tradition ofpopular hate ; and were rather to

be attributed to the hiwless and unpoliced state oftlie

metropolis^ and the g-rowing- unpopularity of the

Torj^ administration and party^ with whose earlier

history were associated many Popish connexions or

suspicions.

In 1779 the No-Popery riots broke out in Scot-

land^ not unsanctioned by many of those^ whose

station 'and character should have kept them aloof

from such proceeding's. While in Eng-land the Pro-

testant Associations, though zealously extended to

guard ag-ainst the imaginary dangers, did not par-

ticipate in the wild outbreak of the populace, that

gave a portion of the capital to some days of fire and

pillage. Spain and Holland had now joined France

and America against us. And while our Generals

were stationary or surrendering in America, our

Admirals were quarrelling on the sea, and even

resigning commands at a ver}^ critical moment from

personal pique or party faction. The consequence

was, that the allied fleet rode triumphant in the

Channel, and an obscure pirate even insulted the

eastern coast and northern capital of our island.

The Ministry, however, exerted themselves under

their unparalleled difficulties, not only in the active

branches of the public service, but in obtaining some

accession of parliamentary or official strength.

Overtures were made to the now headless Chatham

party, but it was found firmly united with, or sub-

ordinate to, Lord Rockingham's views and opposi-
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tion; so that it appearino-^ that not only Lord

North's resigTiation was required, but a reversal of

all his policy, the neg^otiation went off. And the

opposition, now streng'thened by both the Bedford

secession and Chatham union, presented a very

formidable and compact basis of parliamentary

power, and official capability.

The Irish troubles connected with the volunteer

association, which became prominent at this time,

did not resemble other factious movements in that

countr}^, either in the class in which the agitation

originated, or the object to which it was directed.

We have already seen the sig'nificant commence-

ment of agTarian disturbance, and an absurd panic

at an imag"inary union with Engiand, which bore a

somewhat family likeness to the criminal outrag-es

and professional agitation of our own day. But this

association of the armed volunteers was one, in which

all classes and creeds pretty equally participated ; or

if there was any where a priority of zeal, it was in the

middle and commercial classes, and the Protestant

population of the north ; and it was directed to the

just and fitting* objects of commercial and leg'al

equality with Engiand. The repeal of harassing-

and injurious restrictions on trade and manufacture

—the free intercourse with Eng-land and the Colonies,

without any preference in favour of Engiish g'oods,

was sought and yielded too much under the pressure

of circumstances, to have much g-race or dignity. The

independent action of Irish Courts, the general
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freedom from appeal to Eng"land was likewise an

object just and natural in itself, ardently pressed by

patriotic lawyers and judg-es ; but not perhaps very

conducive to the public interest^ in a countr}^ where

the practice of the law was still very much behind,

what the public opinion of Eng-land had formed in

her tribunals.

The association itself was originally a volunteer

militia, encouraged by the Government, and or-

g'anised by the natural leaders of society in that

country, for its defence in the untoward progress of

the American war. But the military taste of the

people, and the real injustice and humiliation which

was felt by all classes, carried the national arma-

ment much further than had been intended, and it

is said that 80,000 volunteers were at one time

enrolled and disciplined, and obeying" a national

imjDulse independent of Eng-land ; at a time when

our own regular army, scattered over the globe,

from India to America, was not 50,000 men. It

is curious that, consisting so largely as this force

must have done, of the totally unenfranchised and

politically degraded Romanists, no movement could

be detected particularly aimed at the Church Estab-

lishment and Orange ascendancy in that coun-

try. Probably the whole magistracy and wealth

of the country, the professions, corporations, and

officers of the corps themselves, were so entirely

Protestant, that no demonstration appears either
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attempted or even apprehended in favour of still

prostrate Romanism.

Burke's celebrated economical resolutions were the

gTeat parliamentary exercise of 1780, and as directed

with rather invidious minuteness to the expenditure

of the Court and influence of the Crown, afforded

in later da^^s abundant materials for charg-es of in-

consistency ag"ainst the veteran and lo3"al statesman.

Yet, making* allowance for the difference of lang-uag-e,

which an honest man mig'ht legitimately employ, in

urg-ing- the reduction of expensive establishments,

which pressed on the taxation, and corrupted the

independence of the nation • and the same man

defending establishments g-enerally ag"ainst blood-

thirsty levellers, who were substituting- for them a

tyranny far more atrocious, and imposts infinitely

more burdensome ; I do not see that Burke ex-

pressed himself wrong-ly on either occasion, and am

indeed sure he was ri^ht in opinion on both. The

fault, if any, was in the fervour of the rhetorician,

not in the wisdom of the statesman, or the conscience

of the man. It is needless to say that the fine mea-

sures for economical reform and reduction of Court

extravag-ance and influence were rejected by a Par-

liament, where the union of the old country Tory

party with the specific retainers of the Court, and

members influenced by the patronage of the Execu-

tive, still constituted a steady though decreasing-

majority. It is more remarkable that Dunning-'s cele-
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brated motion^ based on amass of petitions praying'for

economical reform, and for a check on the influence of

the Crown,was actually carried in the fullest House of

the ag'e, by 283 to 215. Yet this majority did not

continue, so as to unseat the Ministry, or to carry any-

specific measure. So much easier is it to pack a ma-

jority for some special vote, than to command their

support on the details of reform . This celebrated reso-

lution of 6th April, 1780, was, that the influence of

the Crown had increased, was increasing-, and oug'ht

to be diminished. In one sense it was a truism, as the

increase of patronag*e,revenue, and centralised autho-

rity g-enerall}" must have that tendency. Thoug-h,

as it must be, and clearly was exercised throug-h

Parliament by Ministers, and in conjunction at least

with one of the g-reat parties, that divided public

opinion, it seemed on the whole an aug-mentation of

the influence of Parliament itself, and rather a weight

thrown into the scale of one part}", than a paramount

authority over all. The real want of the ag'e was a

judicious parliamentary reform. But this great fact

was not g'enerally recog*nised, even by the most ad-

vanced men of the popular party, who looked on the

actual constitution of Parliament, as if not perfect,

at least be3^ond the competency of itself to recon-

struct, and involving" perils to liberty in the very

idea of tampering*. Such was the thoug-ht, quiver-

ing* between a sneer and a panic, that breathes

throug'h so man}^ pages of Junius. And such was

the principle, thoug-h tested in an extreme case, that

VOL. II. 2 F
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had supported Wilkes in his long* strug'g-le with the

majority of the Commons Honse. The fear that in

any reconstruction of the House^ in the inertness of

public opinion^ the popularity and influence of the

Crown would so modify the representation, as to in-

crease its OAvn power, by at least the extinction of

those convenient close boroughs of the Liberal

grandees, that were the great nursery of political

talent, and the safe refuge of so many distinguished

and talented members of opposition. The only plan

that found extensive favour was Lord Chatham's

idea of enlarging- the county representation, by

adding one hundred knights of the shires, and buying

up an equal number of the least representative

borough seats.

The riots, termed from their author the Lord

George Gordon riots, disgraced and damaged the

metropolis in the summer of 1780. It was another

cause, but the same class of partisans, that had

rallied round Wilkes twelve 3'ears before. Police,

on our present excellent system, that combines the

temper and discretion of an educated citizen, with

the discipline and physical force of a military corps,

there was none. The soldiery themselves, called out

too late to stop mischief, were soon enough to

destroy many lives. Wedderburn, the Solicitor-

General, advised that the troops might fire at the

discretion of their oflicers, without the actual sanc-

tion of a magistrate. The ministers were blamed

for this, as an excess of violence in repression * and
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both ministry and opposition, with equal injustice,

accused each other of having* directly or indirectly

caused the lamentable occurrences, they alike de-

plored. The effect was, no doubt, adverse to oppo-

sition associations, and therefore favourable to min-

isters. Lord Georg-e Gordon was subsequently tried

for treason but convicted of sedition, and expiated

his mischievous madness by a long* term of impri-

sonment. Executions of the rioters on the liberal

scale usual in that ag*e followed, but, considering-

the mag'nitude of the offence and amount of damag-e,

the rioters had little cause to complain of any undue

severity, as compared to that shown to ordinary

criminals.

The curious and refined question of the leg*ality

of Romanists conducting- the education of Pro-

testants, was discussed in the House of Lords

immediately after the disturbances were quelled.

And notwithstanding* some qualifications introduced,

the decision of their Lordships was more liberal

than that of the Lower House, that prohibited such

instruction altog-ether.

The commercial jealousy, that led Holland to join

the g-eneral alliance of Western Europe ag-ainst

Eng-land, was inflamed by the domestic factions of

that peculiar republic. Family connexions, and

perhaps the analogy of position, had alwa3'S drawn

the Stadtholder, or hereditary chief of the republic,

towards the English Royal fiimily, and consequently

the Eng'lish alliance. The French Court, with its

2 F 2
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usual suicidal treachery, allied itself with the mote

decidedly republican part}^ in the States, and thus

g-ave it an advantag-e, which precipitated the republic

into a war with their mig-hty maritime neighbour,

in which they could g-ain nothing-^ but risked eYerj-

thiiig", that had given an historic and European

interest to their swampy Delta. This foreign em-

barrassment is only alluded to, as in the peculiarity

of their institutions, and the faults of their national

character, the Dutch may be considered an instruc-

tive caricature of ourselves. The same bitter and

balanced opposition of parties—the same wise love

of independence and self-g'overnment rather than

aggression and equality— the same uuAvise pursuit

of wealth, without respect to what alone makes

wealth secure and honourable.

The movement of Holland was followed by an

armed neutrality of the Northern Powers, for the

protection ofneutral trade from belligerents, in a sense

that would materiall}' have altered the law of nations,

and rendered any effective blockade impossible.

The new Parliament, that arose from the general

election of 1780 was not so zealous for the prosecu-

tion of the war, as that which preceded it. A larg-e

majority in the Lords, and a slenderer in the Com-

mons, still however supported ministers in continuing

hostilities. Three bills were also rejected by the

influence of the Court. Two of them for excluding

contractors from the House, and revenue officers

from voting generally, were of obvious application,
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thoug'h based on rather an obsolete view of the

abuse of the franchise. The third^ which embraced

most of Mr. Burke's practical and economical re-

forms, for the reg'ulation of the Court expences, the

limitation of pensions, and tlie suppression of super-

fluous places, was a far more important measure,

and had at least the merit in some eyes of bring-ing-

out the young-er Pitt, the future champion of the

monarchy and ancient institutions of the country,

as an economist and a reformer. The same remark

applies here as to the former instance, of the still

g^reater Burke. It did not follow, that no reform or

retrenchment was needed, because a bloody revolution

was to be deprecated. Nor was the discussion itself

without advantag'e, though not accompanied by

success, as public opinion was brought to bear on those

establishments; and ministers were led to reform

much without compulsion. The opposition too were

both g"ratified at their indirect influence, and learned

by practical acquaintance, that establishments on this

scale, if conducive to the pride and power of a few,

are deeply rooted in the comfort and existence of a

wide circle of the humbler classes of the community.

Throug-h 1780 the war drag"ged its weary length

along", and a second surrender of a British division

on the Continent of America, justly raised the

hopes of the revolted States, and g-ave additional

force to their opposition allies in this countr}'. But

on the ocean, the usual success of the Eng-lish flag-,

thoug'h not so conspicuous or unbroken as in other
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wars, was yet sufficiently marked, and in that

respect unfortunately so, to keep up the spirits of

the nation, and give a show of confidence to the

ministry and their adherents. Writers, according-

to their own political bias, have represented this

unfortunate contest as both popular and unpopular.

In fact, it was both at particular stag-es of the con-

flict. In the first instance, there is no doubt the

American pretensions offended alike the Court and

the economists, jarring* as they did both with the

claims of Royal authority, the constitutional rig'hts

of Parliament, and the natural wish to lessen the

burdens of colonial wars by the contribution of

those, for whose benefit they had been waged. This

feeling-, strong* in Parliament, and not confined to its

walls, was enhanced by the scandal of the Gallic-

American alliance, and some of the objects to which

the republicans rather inconsistently lent them-

selves. But this feeling* yielded to the depressing* in-

fluence of continual disaster and increased taxation.

And in 1781 the ministerial majorities crumbled

before the progress of events; till early in 1782 a

majority of nineteen in a for that time very full

House, sanctioned a decisive vote against the war.

This was not the first, nor by any means the most

inconvenient instance of such interference of Par-

liament with the Executive Government. But it

was open to the constitutional objection of embar-

rassing the State, and encouraging its adversaries,

at a moment when the Crown had at last, though
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reluctantly, intimated at the close of the last Session

an earnest wish for peace. The opposition had

some reason for doubting* the sincerity of this wish,

for with the usual firmness of his character, and

strong- sense of prerog'ative, the King* had un-

doubtedl}^ lent to the war party all the weight and

support of his station ; not possibly without some

painful recollection of the odium and contempt

incurred, by his abrupt termination of the successiui

but objectless seven years' war on his accession

twenty 3'ears before. The debates that followed

this important division, which tended, with some

rather too personal insinuation, more specifically to

a chang-e of policy and immediate peace, led to the

dissolution of Lord North's administration.

The Rocking-ham Whigs naturally came into

office, under the powerful impulse if not leadership

of Fox, and with the accession of Lord Chatham's

old friends or colleag-ues, Lord Camden, the Puke

of Grafton, and Lord Shelburne,but without enlistin^^

the services of the brilliant young- orator, the heir

of his name and reputation. AVhether jealousy or

the stronger claims of more tried partisans occa-

sioned this exclusion, it was fraught with no

ordinary consequences to the history of the country

or its parties. Pitt might at this time have freely

united with the Whig's in common hostility to

Lord North's ultra Tory party, and in common

desire for peace with America and the recog'uition

of its independence. And had his pure and elevated
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mind been allowed to follow a Whig- development,

and to rise in the natural order of thing's to the

leadership of that party, it mig"ht have saved it from

the criminal associations and unconstitutional errors,

into which it fell, from the blind faction and want

of moral principle in Charles Fox.

The new ministry had acquired reputation in

opposition, as the advocates not only of peace with

the revolted colonies, but of reform and retrench-

ment in our domestic institutions and g-eneral

expenditure. And thoug-h no doubt equally sincere

on both questions, the delay and difficulty that

attended their neg'otiations for peace, show that the

mere wish to cease hostilities, unless that wish is

reciprocal, forms but a very feeble step towards a

pacific consummation.

In their home reforms they were more successful.

They g-ranted legislative freedom to the Irish Par-

liament without the directing- control of the Eng-lish

Houses. This concession, thoug-h demanded by the

org-anization of the armed volunteers, and just of

that nature calculated for a theme of patriot orator^',

was neither wise with reference to imperial interests,

nor indulg-ent to the interests of Ireland itself, con-

sidering* the exclusively Aristocratic and Orang-e

character of its native Parliament. But then, as

ever since, all party and sectarian feehng-s merg-ed

in hostility to Eng-land, and g-ratitude for past con-

cessions was only shewn by the truculence of

consequent demands.
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Contractors were excluded from the House of

Commons, and revenue officers from the constituent

bodies. In redemption of much opposition pledging-

and mvective, Mr. Burke's Bill also passed, for the

reform of the Civil list, and extinction of various

offices and sinecures. A move no doubt in a right

direction, as the evil of the system combated might

be demonstrated by an extreme case, but naturally

disappointing* the public in its result, as an infinitely

small gain to the revenue seemed purchased, by the

ruin of many persons and families in private life.

Fox whose earliest associations had been Tory, and

specially anti-Wilkite, opposed a new motion of that

now effete agitator, for expunging from the Journals

the Resolutions concerning the Middlesex election.

The motion was however carried by a larger majo-

rity, than one can well account for under the circum-

stances. And thus the prosecution of the dema-

gogue became a part of history, and his triumph a

point of law. The corrupt little borough of Crick-

lade was also partially disfranchised, and its suf-

frage, according to the idea of parliamentary reform

then in vogue, extended to the freeholders of the

hundred. This brings us to the first substantial

proposition of Parliamentary Keform, that was ever

brought before the House of Commons, in the form

of a resolution to go into Committee, with a view to

disfranchise the corrupt and reform by enlargement

the smaller boroughs, and augment the representa-

tion of counties. Pitt appeared on this occasion as
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an independent member, and advocate of the pro-

posed reform. But so just and obvious were his

arg-uments, and so moderate the reforms proposed,

that the taunt ag-ainst him in later days of having*

chang-ed his opinions with his position, was more

plausible than real. For to any but the jaundiced

eye of faction, it must have been a very different

matter, to theorise tamely on possible improvements

of the representation in the quiet dnys of 1782, and

to advocate a measure on the principle and model

of the French Revolution, when the fleet was in

mutiny at the Nore, and corresponding- societies

were ready to lig'ht the torch of Jacobinism among'

all our more inflammable constituencies. Yet thoug'h

Pitt may be fully acquitted of tergiversation in this

particular, from the altered circumstances of the

times, and still more the new objects more or less

openty avowed by the advocates of Reform ; we

cannot altoo'ether excuse his neo-lect of this im-

portant subject during- the entire interval. Those

irreparable and precious years of peace and securit}",

from 1784 to 1789, mig-ht have been improved to

the amelioration of our institutions, as an oppor-

tunity so favourable has not returned ag'ain. His

ministry was so strong-, his opponents so weak, un-

popular, and divided on this very subject. The

spirit of the people was so attached to the ideal of

their Constitution. The strug-gie of classes was

scarcely felt, and all sectarian questions simplified

by the uniformity of exclusion. Had so golden an
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opportunity been worthily improved by a liberal and

wise reform of our representative system, in as com-

prehensive a spirit as the measure of 1832^ and more

in analog"}^ to the genius of our early constitution,

and the representation of all interests in judicious

and safe proportion, not only a half century would

have been g-ained in practical improvement among-

ourselves ; but an example of chnng-e and model of

representation would have been held up to our g-reat

Continental neig'hbour, which could not have been

without effect on its own Eevolution. For while

the practical working- of our actual constitution

attracted attention and admiration, the composition

of the representative Chamber did not bear scrutiny,

and indeed must have appeared unintelHg-ible and

incong-ruous to any foreig-ner. Whether it was the

apprehensions of the Court, and of his own aristo-

cratic phalanx, or as is more probable, the conser-

vative instinct of office, Pitt certainly earned blame

by his evasion of this g-olden opportunity of minis-

terial power and national peace, never perhaps to

return ; a neg-lect only partially repaired by the feeble

introduction of the Reform measures of 1785, which

were in themselves g'ood as reg-arded constituencies if

not constituents. But as for the factious declamation

on his g-overnment prosecutions of 1793 and 1794, as

directed ag-ainst former partisans, whose principles he

. had once shared and now deserted and persecuted

;

it was about as reasonable as to censure Lord John

Bussell, or any other moderate and consistent friend
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of conatitutional liberty for prosecutliig" the rioters

and conspirators of 1839 and 1 848.

Neg-otiations for peace had been opened before

the death of Lord Rocking-ham, but there was a

natural difficulty in closing*, what to some of the

bellig-erents had much of the acrimony of a civil

war. While the g*ratuitous interference of France

had been justly punished by continual naval dis-

aster, a g-rowing* embarrassment in her finances^ and

a new spirit of disaffection in her people and armies.

There is no reason to doubt the sincerit}^ of the

Rocking'ham Ministry in pursuit of peace, which was

only delayed by the inevitable difficulties of closing"

at all satisfactorily to the numerous parties con-

cerned, a contest so embittered in its incidents as

well as origin, and in which the results had been so

chequered and disaster so reciprocated. This un-

happy war was at leng-th concluded under the

Shelburne administration that succeeded to office.

But the terms of peace were almost equally, thoug-h

not with equal justice, condemned by the North

Tories, whose incapacity had mismfinag"ed the war,

and the Fox Whigs, who had always been clamorous

for peace at any price and on an}' concessions. But

the party intrig-ues that followed the dissolution of

the Rocking'ham g^overnment are a more instructive

episode of our political history, and bearing* more

directly on the subject of these pag*es, both as illus-

trating* the practical olig'archy of the ag*e, and indi-

cating at the same time the dawn of those popular
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principles^ which had been rather in abeyance than

actually abrog-ated. The facts of the case are well

known^ but give occasion to some remarks. On
Lord Rockingham's death the ostensible or aristo-

cratic leadership of the Whig- party naturally de-

volved on Lord Shelburne. But Fox, from personal

predilection,or from feeling' that a still more shadow}^

leader would aiford a scope for his own ambition

and real agency, favoured the pretensions of the

Duke of Portland. The King- however, his friends,

and the bulk apparently of the old Eockhigham

opposition preferred Lord Shelburne, who was in-

stalled Prime Minister, and was fortunate enough

to secure the services of young- William Pitt as his

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Fox, his friends,

and certainly the more talented if not consistent

portion of the Whig-s seceded from the Govern-

ment.

The young Chancellor of the Exchequer was

undoubtedl}^ a Whig*, in its ancient sense and its

modern anti-North application. But his early oppo-

sition had been on g-eneral principles and for practical

objects. He was not offensive to the Sovei-eig-n

from personal faction, nor odious to the public from

interested combinations and unexplained secessions.

The heir of the name and popularity of his over-

rated father, his youth had saved him from partici-

pation in the factions and prosecutions of the early

part of this reign
; while his opposition to the Ameri-

can war had neither been sullied by the vindicti^ e
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asperity on the Government, that had characterised

the g-eneral tone of the Whig-Sj nor by an earlier

participation in the corrupt and arbitrary policy,

that both Fox and the Bedford section mig-ht cer-

tainly be charged with. The high-minded and

eloquent young- man was therefore indeed a heaven-

born minister for a constitutional State, on whom

the Kino- could lean and the nation trust.

The Shelburne administration had the merit but

not the credit of terminating- this disastrous colonial

war, with all the complicated relations and varied

losses and acquisitions, that had been entailed by it

with the European Powers. With respect to the

revolted colonists themselves matters admitted of a

much speedier settlement. For with them the land

contest had been so uniformly disastrous, that there

was scarcely any point of honour to be reserved to

the British arms. While the oaks of the forest, or

the thunder of Niag-ara could not have been more

deaf, than the successful Cong-ress to any claims of

their countrj^men on their pity or justice, w ho had

retained their early allegiance.

It was perhaps naturally on the terms of peace

concluded, that the Foxite Whigs and the North

Tories first indicated that combined action, that was

ultimately developed in the notorious Coalition. The

combined opposition condemned the terms of the

treaty as too favourable to France, considerino- her

losses and growing- financial embarrassment, and as

too neg-lectful of the American loyalists. Neither
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objection seemed in itself unfounded, but they came

with a very bad g-race from parties, who either by

their misconduct of the war had led to its cala-

mitous result; or by their factious virulence had

damag-ed the cause, and disparag-ed the principles of

the British party in the States.

The Coalition now formed, and avowed in 178.'3,

of the two extreme and unprincipled sections of the

two g'reat parties, censured the principle and some

details of the peace by majorities of 10 and 17.

Thouo:h the leaders of the new movement had either

made the war disastrous, or asserted any peace to

be desirable.

These majorities, which were avowedly for place

not principle, and directed ag'ainst no particular

policy, except the personal predilections and coterie

government of the King-, constitutionally closed the

Shelburne administration. But the Kino- held out

ag-ainst a combination he detested, till an actual

address of the Commons necessitated the unwelcome

step. Fox and North came into office under the

nominal leadership of the Duke of Portland. The

new ministry concluded peace with France, Spain,

and the United States, much on the terms they had

been just censuring" in opposition. The independence

of the colonies having" been fully ratified, their com-

mercial intercourse became the next important con-

sideration ; and this was g"radually and indirectly

restored by the repeal of the prohibitory enactments,

and the authorisation of the Privy Council, to recu-
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late the mercantile transactions of the two nations.

This was wise, and indicates the almost prophetic

commercial liberalism of Bm'ke, and indeed led to a

free and increasing* commerce founded on mutual

wants and cog-nate tastes, and which, even in spite

of the hostile tariifs of later da3^s, has been a valuable

compensation to the mother country for the pre-

carious dominion she had resig"ned.

The Bill, or rather Bills, for the reg'ulation of the

India Company and the Government of its vast and

increasing" territory, were intended to be the g-reat

effort of the Coalition to establish their credit and

confirm their power, but were destined to be their

stumbling' block and ruin. The well known plan of

this celebrated measure was to transfer all political

power, military control and official patronag'e, from

the Directory and Proprietary of the Company to

seven political commissioners, connected with the

ruling" faction in Parliament, and not liable to dis-

missal but by the joint address of both Houses. A
catastrophe which, of course, the leaders of the ma-

jority mig"ht avert as long" as their majority or

power lasted.

There is no doubt, that at this period g'reat cor-

ruption and tyranny prevailed in the Compan^^'s

territories, though not to an extent to cause much

disaffection, or even sensation in an Asiatic people,

accustomed to centuries of subjection: to far less a

deg"ree indeed, than prevailed in any other terri-

tories subject to native Princes, particularly those of
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Mahometan orig'iii. It is likewise doubtful whether

the total chang-e in the principle of administration

and patronage proposed by Fox \\ ould have tended

beneficiallvj at least in the first instance. Sub-

stituting* for the independent municipality of the

Company a board of Government^ connected with a

powerful party at home^ and strong* in aristocratic

or popular relations, it would have probabty only

substituted one class of evils for another; and

made the interests, and even the relig*ions of India,

as of Ireland, the battle field of political parties.

While th^ slow improvement in the details of ad-

ministration, and the character of officials, would

have only been evolved as public opinion, itself

gTadually improving*, was brought to bear on the

distant subject; public opinion which operates, indeed,

strong-er on a privileged body on its good behaviour,

than on a powerful party, who have other claims to

public support, and who may be interested to screen

a highly connected official, or to perpetuate a

profitable abuse. But the point of view, from which

this famous measure was chiefly considered at the

time, and by which it was judged, was its effect on

our own Constitution, by the creation of a new

power armed with immense patronage, and wielding

a civil and military organisation, that experience

showed was always on the increase. Fears were

justly entertained of the eftects of such an influence

on the integrity of Parliament, and the independence

of the Crown. To us, who have see^i the progressi\e

VOL. n. 2 G
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influence ofpublic opinion, at last fully developed in

the supremacy of the middle class, a g'ood deal of

this apprehension may seem overrated or simulated.

But we should remember, both that the develop-

ment of public opinion has pursued its course since,

free from this permanent and increasing' influence

;

that the press has written, orators have declaimed,

and electors voted, free from the colossal bribe of

Indian patronao-e, wielded by the parliamentary

majority for the time being-. And also, that at this

particular crisis a parliamentar}^ majority had been

fonned by the coalition of extreme parties, ob-

noxious respectively to the King- and people, and

to both by their union.

The entang-lement too of Indian questions ^vith

the tenets and objects of party w^arfare at home,

would have been injurious to national interests, and

added, if possible, disg-race to the liberal party. For

there can be little doubt, that the analogy of the

questions would have led the advocates of hnproper

suHrag-e, and the levelling- of relig-ious distinctions,

to urg-e similar absurdities of enfranchisement to

the crouching- castes of Beng-al, and philosophic

liberality to the absurd and impure superstitions of

the East.

It is hardly the place here, as the subject deserves

a collateral examination, to discuss or comment on

the anomalous, and yet marvellously successful con-

stitution of the East India Compa n}^, as it existed

at the time idliided to, and has continued with some
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modificntion to the present day. The idea of the

Directory of a mercantile company oonquerino* and

ruling- an Eastern Empire is so monstrous, that if it

had not actually happened, no seer would have

ventured to predict such nn event, no theorist to

justify such a system. Yet, divested of the original

and non-essential character of a mercantile object,

there seems less to wonder at and censure in a board

of Eng-lish g-entlemen, drawn principally from the

upper business class of the metropolis, bringiug- to

their important office the ordinary intellig-ence and

integ-rity of an Eng-lish nuig-istrate, or member of

Parliament, and devoting- themselves to their duties

with the certainty of a permanent position, and ex-

ercising- a political and administrative power, whether

in joint council^ or in subordinate committees. They

are elected to their office, irrespectively of Engiish

party, and are expected to conduct the affiiirs of

India without reference to the fluctuations of party

at home. The g-reat and opulent constituenev, of

which they are at once the representatives and

manag-ing- committee, is itself raised above the

ig-norance and passions of the populace, and sordid

narrowness of the Ileform franchise ; and, at the

same time, is not affected by the personal ambition

of aristocratic coteries. Viewed in this light, as the

deleg-ation of a g-reat national duty and privileg-e to

a particular class, most competent to exercise, and

least likely to abuse it, one must be struck by the

analog-y to the peculiar mode^ in which the genius of

ii G 2
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Augustus connected the provincial administration

of Egypt with the fabric of the Roman Empire.

Considering- the importance of the possession, the

difficulty of access, and the peculiar character of the

people, he g"ave its original provincial administra-

tion to the entire manao-ement of the Roman

knig'hts or g'entry ; who probably exercised the

g"overnment and patronag'e, throug-h a select cor-

poration or Balia, as the medieval Italians would

have termed it, of their own body. The idea was a

remarkable one, more curious than a similar con-

stitution in our own days, as the ancients were far

more jealous of municipal and corporate indepen-

dence, in derogation of the assumed national will,

and of an}^ permanent deleg-ation of authority, than

the best and wisest of modern nations have been.

It is eas}^ to imagine how, if patrician pride and

tribunitian virulence had not been alike prostrated

and silenced before the commander of thirty legions,

what indignation would have been felt, at the ex-

clusion of so tempting* a prize from the raffle

of aristocratic jobber}^, at the retirement of a larg-e

province from the activity of democratic mischief.

Read by the lig-ht afforded by the traditions of party,

and the natural impulse of classes, it was pretty

much this feeling-, that united a parliamentar}'- ma-

jority of extreme parties in their celebrated attack

on the India Company, and its administration of its

Eastern Empire.

The position taken up by the two great })arties in

the State, in reference to this question was, not-
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withstanding' the defections and coalitions that had

directl}' influenced them, not "without analogy to

their early traditions and principles. The Liberals

aiming" at an org"anic chang-e to a theoretic per-

fection, in disreg"ard of experience and vested rights.

The Conservatives clinoino- to the existing* oro-ani-

sation^ respecting* chartered interests, and only

professing" a practical reformation in details, and a

more active control on the part of the Government.

The history of these rival measures, and their

effect on the ill-starred coalition, is well known.

The Lords, not uninfluenced by the solicitation of

the Crown, conveyed to mari}^ waverers or neutrals

in an unusual, if not unconstitutional way, rejected

the India Bill of the Coalition, and thus g"ave the

King" the wished-for opportunity of dismissing* his

Ministry, thoug'h still supported by a majority in

the Commons. Mr. Pitt was installed as Prime

Minister, with the full favour of his Sovereif>"n and

the upper House, and with a majority in posse, from

the well known feelino* of the nation whenever a

dissolution could send up a new House of Com-

mons. Throug-h the remainder of 1783, and the

first session of the following- year, the Ministry of

the King"'s choice and people's hope, was harassed

by a series of adverse votes in the Commons, where

their adversaries still wielded a fading majority.

The votes were directed against the mode, in

which the change of Ministry had been brought

about, in apprehension of an intended dissolution,

which was in the first instance disclaimed. Later
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on Mr. Pitt's own India Bill was rejected, and his

continuance in office after such affronts censured,

but by crumbling* majorities. Addresses and re-

monstrances then followed, with decreasing" nume-

rical streng'th, which shewed at once the folly of

the faction, that so repeatedly exhibited its in-

creasing- weakness in a strug-g'le, where even success

would have only led to, what they knew from the

feeling* of the country, was to them a political

extinction for years— a dissolution. This g'reat

event at leng'th took place in March 1784, after

the opposition majority had been reduced to a unit,

and at once gave the Minister a majority of nearly

160. This broad basis of power, though subject to

the fluctuation of public opinion, the defections of

personal disappointment, and the g-radual tendency'

to opposition of the fractions of a ministerial ma-

jority, still presented for many years a mig'hty

support, that carried the Ministry and the con-

stitution, safe through the awful crisis about to open,

and whose lineal representation is seen in the Conser-

vative party of our own times.

The Indian Bill, by which Mr. Pitt now com-

menced his ministerial career, and carried by vast

majorities, was in substance pretty much what has

g-overned India to the present time. The mass of

patronag-e and commercial arrangements were re-

served to the Directory, as well as the judicial and

financial administration of their territory in India,

through the medium of their own officials in that

country j but the sovereign rights of peace and war.
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and or-eneral control or rig-ht of sus-ofestion, and

the appointment of the highest functionaries, ^vas

vested in the Board of Control, which was consti-

tuted for this purpose as a new department of the

Executive at Home.

The changes, that have since taken place, have

been all in derogation of the powers and privileges

of the Company, and so far in the sense of Mr. Fox's

measure. The trade, first of India and later of

China, has been thrown open to British capital and

enterprise generall3^ The latter indeed at the

moral, if not pecuniar}^ cost, of a somewhat doubtful

war. While the influence of the Board of Control,

or at least of its President, has been used, either by

direct application, or through the instrumentality of

warlike Governors-General, to extend the sphere of

hostility beyond the necessary protection of English.

or Anglo-Indian interests, and even beyond the

natural boundaries of India itself. As before these

pages can hope to see the light, a considerable

change in the constitution, and powers of the Ccm-
pany^s Government will have been elfected^ though

not, it is to be hoped, to the extent, or in the sense

so mischievously urged b}^ a portion of the press, it

seems superfluous to comment either on existing

arrangements that may be annulled, or to suggest

another scheme that may never be adopted.*

* The measure ultimately enacted in 1853, was perhaps the

safest compromise between the senseless appetite for change and

the experience of what had been really beneficial and successful.
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But it would seem that the Directory itself ad^

mitted of nn appropriate and useful division, both as

to its duties and its mode of election.

If there was one select Committee of three or five

members chosen by the Directors themselves from

the most disting-uished of their Indian servants re-

turned to this country, or from eminent political

characters at home, who had devoted their attention

to Indian subjects. This eminent board, elected for

life, with larg-e salaries and no patronag-e, would be

a natural object of ambition to politicians at home,

and an inducement to eminent men to return from

India, in the full possession of their health and

talents. It would be an efficient and responsible Cabi-

net, more independent of the Board of Control, and

the party interests ofthe Ministr}^ of the day, than the

respectable and numerous mediocrit}' of the existing-

Director}', which should still exist for the investiga-

tion and arrang'ement of details^ and for the wide

and impartial dissemination of their vast patronag'e.

The country appears to have decided the Indian

question in 1784 on a ground collateral to the main

point, and from the unpopularity of the Coalition,

and the strong- comiction of Fox's ambition and

want of principle. But a g-ood and wise man may

fairly hesitate to pronounce on a question, where not

only Pitt and Fox were opposed, but Lord Cam-

den and Burke took opposite ^iews. The weig-ht of

this latter statesman's name is so deserved!}' g-reat

on all broad questions of constitutional construe-
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tion^ that it may well balance a lai'g-e majority on

the other side.

Mr. Pitt has beencensured^at the time and since^

for remaining- in office ag'ainst the torrent ofadverse

votes, with which the parliamentary majority of the

Coalition met his advent to power. But as the

Crown had the resource of dissolution in its own

hands, and no one doubted what the result of that

appeal would be, it seemed rather respectful and

conciliatory in the Minister to the old Parliament,

to bear with its bad temper instead of closing"

its existence ; and continuing- to appeal, and not on

the whole in vain, to its own prudence and cool

judg'ment, than to a new assembly convoked under

his own ministerial auspices.

There was no doubt every wish in both the King*

and Pitt to g'et on if possible with the old Parlia-

ment, as the adverse majority was evidently melting*,

and a dissolution is never welcome to the friends of

ministers any more than to their opponents.

Yet thoug-h the vast majority g'iven by the g*eneral

Election of 1784, established Mr. Pitt and his friends

in power, it by no means ensured the success of

many measures, the}^ were solicitous and in some

degTee pledged to carry.

Thus Mr. Pitt's wise and just measure of par-

liamentary reform, by bu3dng' up the small

boroughs and giving* their seats to the larger towns,

and at the same time adding to the county members,

failed so signally as not to bo renewed.
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A reduction of certain duties was only obtained

by laying* on for the first time a window tax. A
wise and comprehensiAe measure that would have

given Free Trade to Ireland, as far as complete

commercial equality with Eng-land was concerned,

after escapino* the interested opposition of the

Eno-lish manufacturers, characteristicallv failed from

the reckless faction of the Irish patriots, who

resented a clause implying- some leg-islative sequence

rather than subjection, so far as to throw up a bill,

and throw back their country a half century in

civilization.

The activity of opposition or the indifference

of the ag-e to social questions, led to the failure of

an admirable scheme for the police of the Metropolis,

on the plan since adopted by Sir R. Peel, and

extended b}^ other ministers. To statesmen like

Fox, and patriots like Wilkes, the judicial massacres

of Newg'ate, and the g-eneral demoralisation of the

lower classes was less odious, than tlie vig'iiuiice and

org-anization of a preventive system.

We must liowever refer to this period the origin

of our modern system of transportation ; which in

its orio-inal success formed the basis of Australian

colonization ; but pursued on a still larg-er scale, and

with a deepening- tint of infani}^ on the convict band,

has done much to alienate the affections and disturb

the harmony of those rising- settlements. The real

cause of the orig'inal success and later failure of the

system of transportation is to be attributed, not to
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the despotism of the colonial secretary^ or the

capricious resistance of the colonists, but to the pre-

posterous folly and wickedness of our own philo-

felon part}' at home. A party a\'1io never interfered

to save a sheepstealer or shoplifter from a fate, which

was undoubtedly a national sin in His e3'es, who

inspired the Pentateuch ; but who now interpose

between the murderer, the ravisher, and other

hideous offenders, and the just consequences of their

crimes ; r.ud insist on sendino- out miscreants, who

should not live in any country" under heaven, with

the common thieves and prostitutes, who inspire no

abhorrence or fear, and who, under favourable cir-

cumstances and another clime, mig-ht become useful

members of society. As long- as trifling* offenders

only were sent out, they were welcomed as accessories

in the labour market, and emancipation had no alarm

or disg'ust. But the case is wideh' different now
with the concentrated sin, which instead of termi-

nating* its career on an English scaffold, is sent

out to devastate a colon^^ and contaminate even the

ordinary tone of felony imported there. If some

classification were attempted, and trifling* offenders,

women and the young* only sent to the colonies
j

while old and grave criminals, whose lives are too

valuable to be taken on the scaffold. Mere sent

out to Greenland or the Falkland Islands, where

their presence would not offend honest emigrants,

or corrupt reclaimable convicts 5 transportation and

its consequence, emancipation, . ould be divested of

its terror to the colonists.
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About this time too^ the mismanag-ement of the

Crown lauds attracted some attention. They were

estimated at above £100^000 a year ) some reforms

w^ere projected^ and inquiries instituted. But the best

course that of a g-radual sale of all those estates^ except

those actual^ attached to the Eoyal residences, or

essential to the public enjoj^ment; was not adopted.

And the abuse has continued to our own times, one

of the few in this country, that has never been over-

stated and not 3'et reformed.

The national debt, which now amounted to two

hundred and ninet3^-six millions, naturally became

a subject of gTcat apprehension to financial patriots.

And thoug-h the S3'stem was at a later time extended

and som.ewhat altered b}^ Mr. Pitt, vet it is to this

period, 1786, that we may refer the first estabhsh-

ment of the celebrated Sinking- Fund. A measure

whose sing'ular fate it has been within the life of

man, to have been inaugurated with unanimous

assent, maintained at vast cost, and with propor-

tional effect, and at last as universally abandoned

as a splendid delusion and wasteful prudence.

It would be out of place to give here more than

the principle of this famous scheme without com-

menting* on its wisdom or success. A surplus first,

and afterwards a per centag^e of every loan con-

tracted, was vested in certain commissioners, with the

view of constantly applying* the accumulating- prin-

ciple and interest to the purchase and repurchase of

stock ; and so constant^ to reduce the national

debt, which it was calculated even at its highest
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fig-ure in 1815, would have been thus exthig-uished'

by the present time. The arithmetic of tliis plan

was sounder than the commercial sense. For it

was forgotten, whnt an effect on the money market

this regular and increasing purchase would have, in

raising the value of stock, and embarrassing its ow n

progress to the desired object of extinguishing the

debt. It probably supported public credit through

the war, and kept up both the funds and the hope

of a final settlement j but with the peace came

other views of finance, and it seemed, if not wiser,

at any rate pleasanter, to leave the money in the

tax-payers' pockets, than to extract it for the remote

extinction of a burden on their posterity.

But the great feature of this peaceful epoch,

from 1784 to 1792, was the celebrated impeach-

ment of Warren Hastings. Posterity has pretty

clearly absolved this unfortunate but not blameless

official, from the graver charges adduced by his

accusers, on the very obvious though net quite satis-

factory ground, that he had neither been worse than

other European rulers in the East, and that an

Eastern empire could not be maintained or ad-

ministered, with the regard to personal liberty and

the public good, thnt centuries of struggle and pro-

gress had established in England. But it was his

fault to have been unscrupulous in the acquisition of

revenue and territory ; and his ill luck to return

home, when there was a redundance of political and

rhetorical talent vested in a hopeless opposition.
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And the Minister, himself punctilious and severe on

the delinquencies of others, was not averse to turn

out a chace for the eloquent opposition to run

down, and to divert comment and attack from his

own administration, at the expense of a colonial

offender unconnected with himself or party. The

proceeding's themselves were reg"ular enough, and

form perhaps the more valuable study to the lawyer

and politician, that they were the acts of an avowed

minority, permitted only and controlled by the

majorit}' j and thus the vote on each article was

more discriminating', and on the merits, than when

a popular assembl}^, w ith no g'uide but its own pas-

sions and ambition, votes on every point rather as it

wishes and hates, than as has been proved to con-

viction. Thus, some of the charo-es were voted as

articles of the impeachment to be preferred, and

others were rejected. And the impeachment was

opened before the Lords in 1788, with an amount

of eloquence and impassioned earnestness, that would

have rather surprised the swarthy \ ictims of the

denounced Proconsul, and not a little of that scenic

effect and prolonged excitement, that spoke rather

the display of talent than lo^ e of justice, and the

amusement of an idle capital than the aveng-ing- of

an injured people. The prog'ress, technical points, and

inane result of this celebrated and superfluous effort

of parliamentary power belong to the next chapter.

But before concluding this stormy moiety of

Georg-e the Third's long- reign, with some account of
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the Reg-ency Question that was ag"itated in 1789, it

may be mentioned that the Slave Trade now for the

first time attracted pubhc attention. The Quakers

and other sects g'ained g-reat credit by ag'itating- the

subject. And Wilberforce, an independent membei'of

ParHament, but attached to Pitt, and representing*

the g-reat county of York, devoted his zealous heart

and eloquent voice to expose the iniquities of the

trajffic, and prepare the public mind for the g'reat

legislative changes he lived to effect. It was not yet

the time to emancipate the neg-roes, or even to arrest

the trade. But both Houses ag'reed to a bill for the

better accommodation of the negToes on their passag-e

to America. This, thoug'h it seems now a lament-

able and almost ludicrous connivance at crime, was

really a g'reat improvement. And the moral ques-

tion of connivance apart, it may be questioned,

whether effectually enforced, it v/ould not have

more abated human suffering-, both by improving-

accoiiimodation and limiting- the traffic, than our

present total prohibition, enforced by a sickly squad-

ron, and evaded by every art of naval architecture

and daring- ruffianism.

It is some satisfaction to be able to conclude this

long- and difficult chapter, in which more than on

an}^ former occasion, the author has felt his own

inadequacy to the task, and been alone supported

by the consciousness of an honest purpose and

useful desig-n, with the compendious and philoso-

phical remarks of one, who, if not a g-reat his-
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torian^ was himself the soul and principle of his-

torical disquisition.

In speaking- of the Reg-ency question^ that was

raised by the King-'s access of mental malady in

1789, clearing- the subject of the personal ambition

and party projects, that were involved in the plenary

or limited assumption of power by the Heir Appa-

rent; Mackintosh says,* the point was whether the

analogy of inheritance on the death of the King* con-

ferred a similar rig-ht on the heir, when the King-

became incapable : the two Houses being- the tribu-

nal to decide the incapacity and declare the right.

Or whether, there being- no leg-al rig-ht whatever,

quite a casus omissus in law, necessity vested in the

two Houses the rig-ht of providing- for the event.

On this occasion the Tories took the parliamen-

tary, the Whig-s the monarchical side; from no

principle, but merely from their respective relations

to the Reg'ent elect, and the actual majority in the

Houses. The Whig- leaders being- the intimate

friends of the Prince, and the Tories commanding- a

larg-e majority of both Houses.

Such were the leg-al merits of the point at

issue, but the motives and passions that were dis-

played in the discussion are a very disg-raceful,

though perhaps too natural ptig'e of our consti-

tutional history. The want of filial duty and family

feeling' evinced by the young- Prince, in lending- him-

self to the cabals of the Whig- factionists, who only

* Vol. ii. p. 99.
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valued his position as a pick-lock to place, and were

ready to censure his sloth, extra vag*ance, and luxury,

as soon as they ceased to share his expenditure or

have hopes from his patronag-e. Then, on the g*raver

and more respectable side of Pitt, the Court, and

the Tory party, there was much of disgraceful in-

trigue and tergiversation, with not perhaps a little

hypocrisy and affected loyalty in those, who, if they

loved the good old King very tenderly, had a still

warmer affection for their good old places, that were

compromised by his abdication. The case did not

however actually occur, as the King recovered and

renewed his functions for another long and stormy

period, in which his firmness and knowledge of the

public men of his country was of the most vital

importance to the public safety. Nor indeed did

the discredit of the intrio-ues descend below the

higher sphere of public life. For while Peers ratted,

and Placemen provided for conting-encies, the great

party of the gentry and middle class remained

unshaken in their loyalty to their venerated though

not faultless sovereign, and shared, with possibly a

purer feeling, the joy of courtiers at his recovery.

From the necessit}'' of the case, the Great Seal was

used on this occasion with some irregularity, being-

affixed to several documents, more particularly the

commission for opening Parliament, without the

sanction of the sign manual, or real direction of the

Sovereign. The Irish Parliament, with the ill-timed

impetuosity of the national character, and the osten-

VOL. II. 2 H
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tatious independence of a new libert}^, passed the

Reg-ency Bill Avithout restrictions^ at the moment

that the King's recovery made the measure super-

fluous and its tone somewhat offensive. It may be

observed, that at this period, and till the decided

advocacy by the Whig-s of the Roman Catholic

claims, the g-reat opposition party of Eng-land was

from tradition rather more closely connected with

the Protestant olig'archy, that ruled in Ireland, than

with the rising" spirit of disaffection in that country,

which, though Protestant in its persons and pro-

fessions, still received its momentum and effect from

the vast disfranchised sect of that irritable commu-

nity. These movements, which scarcely indicated

their originating- principle and ultimate tendency,

we have seen successfully enlisting- the support of

the people and Parliament of Ireland, for the really

national objects of commercial and legislative inde-

pendence, but had never yet breathed a word of

hostility to the faith and endowments of the Estab-

lished Church, nor ventured to advocate the cause

of the prostrate but deeply rooted faith of the

majority.

i



CHAPTER VTII.

GEORGE III. FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY WAR
AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.

View of the French Eevohitiou in what it prevented as well aa

eifected—Original bad principle ofthe movement—Discussion

of Paine' s aphorism—Eeeluigs in England of the Court and

nation—and ofthe two opposition parties—Whig ex-placemen

and real republicans—Impossibility of Peace—Impolicy of

Wttv—Consequences of the War—Financial and Legislative

measures —Reaction against liberal opinions in England

—

Compulsory military centralization of the Continent.

All gTeat causes may be viewed^ not only in

their actual^ but tlieir neg-ative results, not only in

what they effected or originated^ but in what they

arrested^ retarded, or nullified. And on a topic

which has been long- a bitter, thoug'h little under-

stood party battle-field, and calculated in no small

deg^ree to excite the passions and distin'b the judge-

ment of those who discuss it, the latter course

presents some obvious advantag-es. One is trans-

ferred for a while, as it were, into the enemy's camp
;

we view the question from another point, and with

another object. Not to mention that when g-reat

crimes and g-reat suffering's are to come under

our view, it is calmer and more improving- to fancy

them erased fi'om the pag-e of histor}^, and from the

analog-y of the past to conceive what the future

2 II 2
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development of civilisation and liberty mig-ht have

been^ had the great misfortune of 1789-1793 never

blotted the fair prospect of European prog"ress.

But as the effects of the French Eevolution fell with

a direct weig-ht on a great part of the European

continent^ it will be necessary^ in some degTee, to

view it in its direct action, thoug-h, on the main sub-

ject of this treatise, the progress of the English con-

stitution, its effect was mostly and very perceptibly

negative.

It was too much the age of party combinations

and traditional maxims among men of power and

genius, and too easy and prosperous a time with the

more numerous classes, to admit of a very great

degree of attention to the reform of social evils, and

the development of the inert or decayed portions of

the constitution. Eut 3'et what movement there

was had been for some time in that direction. The

Government of India had been reformed on a plan,

respective both of the chartered rights of the Com-

pany and of the claims of its native su})jects. The

commercial relations with Ireland and America had

been put on a footing of reciprocal freedom and ad-

vantage, that shames the tariffs of later years. Pre-

rogative had been defined, and the liberty of the

press advanced by the inglorious result of the Wilkes

prosecutions. Corruption and expenditure had been

reduced, mainly owing to the moderate and con-

sistent exertions of Burke. The Commutation of

Tithes, and the gradual disposal of the Crown lands
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were in a fiiir way of accomplishment to the advan-

ta»-e of the Church nnd State^ no less than to all

other interests connected Avith the land or desirous

of investment. The Slave Trade, and to my mind

far more abominable Criminal Code, had attracted

some attention and a movement of reprobation.

While the state of the Representation, we have seen,

had been actually the subject of a substantial and

practical measure of reform, that would have antici-

pated by half a century the blessing- or disappoint-

ment of the great measure of 1832. It is needless

to say, how this fair prospect of progress was affected

by the grotesque and horrible caricature exhibited

in a neio'hbourino- country. All oro-anic chau^'e be-

came reasonably suspected and g'reatly deprecated,

while with less justice practical reforms either fell

into contempt, as emanations of the same foul

principle, or were lost in the din of arms and the

excitement of hostilities. The only point, in which

I conceive the effect of the French Revolution to have

been favourable to our constitutional prog'ress, was

in the altered sentiments, whether for g-ood or evil,

it undoubtedly inspired towards our Roman Catholic

fellow countrymen, and the long* suspected creed

they professed. It was natural, that the org-anized

assault of Atheism, should unite for the time the

several branches of the Christian Chin'ch in the

sympath}'^ of a g-eneral resistance to a common foe.

And the loyalty and suffering's of the French clergy,

and Catholic peasantry of many parts of France
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acted powerfully on public opinion^ and not least on

the Tory party, in favour of the analog-ous circum-

stances of the Catholic party in Ireland. Thus for

the first time since the restoration, the elective suf-

frage was extended to that numerous but not very

intelhg-ent or independent body, and that at a time

when repression and exclusion had become principles

of our general policy. It is needless to point out

the effect of the introduction of this new element of

parliamentary power on the progress of the Catholic

question, and other subjects of party differences.

On the Continent the effects of the French Revo-

lution, though in some degree modified b}'- the con-

quests and administrative reforms of the great hero

of the Republic, were on the whole unfavourable, not

only to liberty, but to the progressive improvement,

that in a greater or less degree had been perceptible

everywhere except perhaps in the Spanish peninsula.

It is true that in all the larger European countries

parliamentary institutions had either never taken

root, or been choked by the incumbrance of pro-

vincial distinctions, or withered before the centralis-

ing influenee of the executive. But a considerable

amount of provincial and municipal independence

had descended from the feudal S3^stem, together with

personal and professional privileg*es of certain classes

and orders. These waning traces of a by-gone

sj^stem had of course their evil as well as their

favourable tendency. But while often mischievous

to the progress of civilization, their peculiarities
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were all more or less conducive to liberty. Arbi-

trary taxation was checked or mitigated by provin-

cial privileg'e and municipal self-g'overnment. While

the severance of jurisdiction and variety in process

was often a protection, not only to the liberty of the

press, but to that of individuals also. Yet while

these relics of an effete feudality were on the whole

more favourable to liberty than to civilization, the

g-eneral tendency of the executive governments was

conducive to civilization rather than liberty. It was

the ag-e of philosophic sovereig^ns, and active if not

profound ministers. And in Bussia, Austria, Prussia

and Tuscany, all sorts of improvements were in pro-

gress, not indeed in the sense of political liberty, nor

always with reference to the public g'ood, but yet

all tending- to the material prog-ress of society by

the abatement of abuses, and the introduction of

more enlig-htened systems in Police, Finance, and

Jurisprudence.

In France itself, where the average of Royal and

ministerial talent had been certainly lower than in

many other countries, less progress had been at-

tempted in social welfare, and little or nothing in

the direction of political advance. But even here

the mild spirit of the age, and the common instinct

of Government in favour of national prosperity, had

been felt. The Protestants were tolerated, the press

was practically free, personal liberty was rarely in-

fringed, the Bastille was empty at its very heroic

though rather superfluous destruction. And the
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only political t3^ra]iiiy ever exercised by Louis

XVI. was with reference to the rising* opposition of

his Parliaments, and did not extend beyond a

banishment from one part of France to another.

There can be indeed "little doubt, that had the

States General which met in 1789, from a happier

constitution of their body and a juster sense of their

position, confined themselves to carry out the singu-

larly moderate instructions contained in the cahiers

of their constituents, France would have realized

less chanjj-e but more liberty, and a social pro-

gress, untarnished by crime, and unchequered by

mob rule and military despotism, invasion, and revo-

lution. In 1789, France had the alternative of a

monarchy exercised in deference to public opinion,

and with a view to the public g-ood, or a virtual

republic, masked under the form of a royalt}',

which only irritated the discontented classes, and

disgusted theorists, by an appearance of splendour

and distinction, Avith no reality of power. And the

great moral fault, that the unhappy Louis XVI.

committed against the duty of his position, was in

lendino- himself to this sham. There are no doubt

occasions, when constitutional sovereig^ns have pro-

perly yielded their own convictions and tastes to the

expressed will of the nation, as was the case with

William III. in the reduction of his army, and with

George IV. in the Cathohc Relief measure. But

these were questions, involving- no palpable moral

g'uilt in either their concession or refusal, but were
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larg'e political topics admitting- of arg-uinentj iiro and

couj on their merits and consequences. But the out-

rag'es of 1789, which determined the character and

course of the llevolution, far more than the crude

theories in voa'ue at the same time, admitted of no ex-

tenuation^ or difference of opinion. The}' were simply

crimes of the deepest enormity ; and, as such, should

have been simply met by capital punishment, as

extensive as the participation in the offence. These

outrao-es of 1789, thouo-h less noticed than the or-

g-anized anarchy of 1703, which was on a larg-er scale,

and directed ag"ainst the scrupulous and slug'gish

portion of liberalism, were to my mind far more

sym})tomatic of the spirit of the movement and cha-

racter of the nation, than the terrorism of four years

later. A s^^stem which, to use an ominous modern

phrase of some notoriety, was g'alvanized from a

centre, for the advantag-e and safet}' of a knot of

desperadoes, whose want of character and ability

had no other resource, than the g'uillotine to support

their authority, and save them from the just conse-

quences of their crimes. While the nuitiny of reg'i-

ments was rioting- in the blood of loyal officers, and

the excesses of the peasantry were precipitating- the

emig-ration of those proprietary classes, from which

France would naturally have soug-ht the elements

of a free g-overnment and provincial administration
5

the still wilder ferocity of the mob in the capital

was intimidating' the Assembly, and coercing- the

middle class, the natural depository of a constitu-
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tional opposition. And amid this general wreck and

anarclij; there was still a King- with twenty millions

of francs and a brilliant Court. His duty was not

to lend himself for a moment, to what his moral

sense knew was crime, and which he only existed

to prevent or punish. If at that early stage he had

had the manliness and penetrating sense of right,

to loose himself from the epicurean charms of

his position, and the influence of his unfortunate

wife, who clung to the splendour and name of a

position, which power and dignity were fast deserting.

Had he gone to the Assembly, and insisted on ab-

dicating at once, unless vested with the necessary

powers for punishing and restraining the crimes,

that were desolating France, it is probable that the

Assembly, not prepared for so great a change, in-

volving the certainty of a more stringent succession,

and the probability of civil war, would have attended

to his request, and repressed the growing disorders

with that summary and unsparing severity, which

every central power in France has exercised when it

chose. Or, supposing his abdication accepted, how

much of sorrow and shame would he have spared

himself and those he loved, the humiliating indignity

of the red cap, the horrors of the Tuilleries, the

crushing' disappointment at Varennes, and the long

agony of the Temple. AVhile, whether it had been

the Assembly itself, that succeeded to administer

the State on a republican model, or any other Prince

or President that descent or war had raised in the
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place of Louis, there would have been the same

necessity, and the same means for arrestino- the

social disorg-anisation and moral crimes of the

Revolution. One can hardly understand those, who
affect at least to despair of the cause of freedom in

France, had her excesses been checked, and the

crimes committed in her name been punished.

Liberty is certainly not identical with crime, thoug'h

too often associated with it. Such persons always

seem to argue in a circle ; that the Revolution was

in itself so g-reat a g'ood, that it justified all the

means for accomplishing- it, and that the violence of

the means themselves- showed that the result was

inevitable. Thoug-h before subscribing* to these two

conclusions, one would like to know what was the

great good accomplished by the Revolution, and

would call for some further proof than assertion, that

such a result was inevitable under the circum-

stances. In fact, though a humiliating admission

to human nature in general, and to the French in

particular, one is obliged to own, that after all the

crimes and sufferings of their Revolution and Revo-

lutionary war, the only real improvement the}'' were

indebted for to the code Napoleon, the gift of the

genius and power of one remarkable man, born in

an island of the Mediterranean, more connected

physically and geographically with Italy than

France. While their only experience of constitu-

tional and parliamentary government was the fruit

of the Restoration and foreiirn invasions of 1814
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and 1815. Taking- an estimate of the Revolutionary

period, not only mider the anarchical ferocity of the

Committees and Convention, or under the stern

hypocrisy of the Directory, but even under the

comparatively mild and regular g'overnment of Na-

poleon, it would not be possible to trace any real

improvement in social or political institutions.

Throug-hout the whole of this period political prisons

were fuller than the da}^ the empty Bastille was

rased; armies had been tripled and taxes doubled,

foreign trade more shackled than ever, internal

traffic still harassed by the passport system and

municipal restrictions ; no provision for the indigent

poor such as England had even from Tudor times,

the press silent, parliamentary opposition met b}''

imprisonment or exile. The Church, shorn indeed

of its endowments but not altered in spirit, restored

with all the prestige of persecution and poverty, to

an influence more penetrating and less invidious

than before. While the abolition of feudal burdens

Mere scarce appreciated by a peasantry ground down

by taxation, decimated by conscription, and sinking

ever lower by the continual subdivision of their

freeholds. In all these respects, unless we admit the

last as a doubtful exception, the condition of the

French nation was decidedly the worse for the

Revolution, and their political privileges impaired,

by it. Louis XVI. had invited the freest discussion

of public questions, and widest communication of

political opinion, and had even tolerated the vilest
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libels on himself and famity. While the States

Oeneralj whether in National or Provincial Synod,

and whether united or not with the older parliamen-

tary councils, would have supplied a firmer opposi-

tion, and more independent advaser to the old regime,

than the Directory ever permitted, or Bonaparte

conceived, in their servile Senates and Assemblies.

It is not too much to say, that had not the Revo-

lution by its levelling' and exterminating* spirit in

the first instance, and by the reaction since in favour

of military g-overnment and superstitious influence,

not only destroyed freedom for the present, but all

prospect of it for the future, there Avas every hope in

the pre-revolutionary movement in France ; that it

would have resulted in g-reat material prosperity,

and in such development of freedom as suited a

people who had to commence their political educa-

tion, and who should have been trained b}' municipal

rig-hts and provincial assemblies, the discussion of a

free press, and above all, by the pure circulation of

that unknown Book, which, with the principles of

moral truth, conveys the unerring* dog"mas of poli-

tical wisdom.

We may therefore briefly recapitulate the suc-

cesses of the Revolution in the direction its leaders

and admirers professed to tend, as having- destroA-ed

both the Avill and the power of spontaneous reform

in the soil that g-ave it birth, as having- arrested for

a time the tendency of public opinion in England in

the same direction, and as having- throug-hout the
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Continent, wherever its influence extended^ thrown

back Princes for support on their armies and cen-

trahsed authority, driven the Catholic clergy into

closer intrenchments of big-otry and fiercer fanati-

cism, and by the increase of taxation and the jealousy

of race, deeply weighed upon the prog-ress and happi-

ness of the gTeat mass of the community. These

results, none of them very favourable to freedom or

civilization, are quite independent of the rather im-

portant consideration of the moral g-uilt of the events,

that were passing in France, and which, though it

can hardly be over-rated, has been still purposely

kept out of view, as calculated to disturb reasonings

on consequences, and also as belonging- rather to

the simply historical department. Although, in the

course of our next inquiry", what should have been

the line of conduct of England, with reference to

that mighty contest kindled over land and sea, it

will be hardly possible to keep out of view the atro-

cious policy of the Republic and its founders, as an

essential element in our consideration. So naturally

does war become the national expression of individual

hatred and apprehension.

The question of the reciprocal duties of allies,

is in itself one of the most difficult and unsatis-

factory branches of national law, and will receive

a different interpretation, according to the more

or less warlike spirit of the age, or the concur-

rent and traditional sympathies of the ruling party.

There will be obviously a greater inclination
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in a spirited and martial people to assist allies of

any description. And should that spirit be, at the

time, at the disposal of a party, whose principles and

traditions are involved in the quarrel, and whose

domestic interests and influence are involved in their

championship, it is obvious that hostilities will ensue.

But, though all gratuitous warfare is to be depre-

cated, it is not so easy to determine whether in such

a case, involving* territorial and commercial conse-

quences, it can be considered gratuitous. The Berlin

and Milan decrees, which in design and to a great

degree in effect, closed the Continent to British

commerce, were a natural consequence of French

conquests, and that brought home the evils of Napo-

leon's ambition to hearts, that never throbbed for the

sufferings of another, and minds too little elevated,

to appreciate the danger of universal empire.

It seems therefore hardly possible to lay down

any general rule in this respect, with any hope of

its meeting with general acceptance in moments of

national excitement and party emergenc}^ The

decision should depend on the merits of each case,

the conduct of the parties engaged, their motives of

action, and the danger both to ourselves and others

of the result of the contest, as tending either to uni-

versal dominion or general anarch3^ In reference

to English party spirit, it must never be forgotten,

that up to this moment the Whigs or liberals had

ever been the great advocates for continental war

and foreign interference. They laid the foundation
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of our national debt in the perhaps necessary bnt

disastrous warfare of William III. and the bril-

liant campaigns of Anne, and continually aug-mented

it in the German and colonial contests of the two

first Georg-es. While the Tories, representing* the

more inert and untalented property of the country,

rather stood aloof from a s}'stem that seemed to

increase taxation, in a still g-reater deg'ree than

the national glory or security. Indeed, Georg-e III.

and his supposed advisers incurred strong- censure

at the beo'innino- of his reio'n, for their abandonment

of the cause of our allies^ and for the termination

of hostilities, ag*gTessive on our part. So that

it ill became the Whig'S to censure the principle of

aid to allies, ag-ainst a power far more formidable

than that of Louis XIV., even had it recog-nised

the ordinary maxims of the law of nations, and the

oblio-ation of a common Christianity, instead of the

fanatical atheism, that had overturned the altar

and throne of France, and the ferocious barbarism^

that had carried the havock of the Palatinate

through its own fairest departments. It was the

monstrous fig-ment of a desperate party at the time,

that the war of 1793 was a g-ratuitous attack on the

liberty and reform of others, from a hatred of liberty

and reform in ourselves. This notable discovery,

which the evidence of the Revolutionists themselves,

and the ascendancy of Napoleon silenced for a time,

has been latterly revived under the auspices of the

Economist and Peace parties, and therefore demands
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a little examination in a work, whose object is to

trace the present in the history of the past.

It is hardly necessary to repeat to the reader of"

these pag-es, that the g'risly phantom raised in Paris

for the worship of France and admiration of man-

kind^ was not liberty ; nor indeed that any practical

reform was elicited from the chaos of the llevolationj

till the Code Napoleon of the g-ifted Corsican chief

introduced into France the systematic jurisprudence

and orderly despotism of the Antonines or Byzantine

emperors, as the legislation for a people, that had

shown themselv^es sensitive of abuses, but incapable

of self-g'overnment. Nor indeed to do Fox and

his friends justice, had this been their own idea of

liberty and reform, till the unfortunate opportunity

was presented of annoying* their Sovereign, and

embarrassing- his g'overnment by simulating' a wor-

ship, as new to themselves as foreig'n to the prin-

ciples of the constitution.

But waving- the difficult question of the duty and

policy of supporting- allies, however clear at such a

crisis; and even putting- out of sig-ht the ming'led

fear and antipathy that demanded the quarantine of

war, as a barrier ao-a,inst so infected a people, it is

quite open to proof that the war, however vast in its

combinations and g-rave in its consequences, was an

inevitable evil, an evil indeed, but one from which

we had no escape.

To dispose in the first place of the influence,

JRoyalty is supposed to have exercised on the rainis-

VOL. II. 2 I
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terial or national course ; it is hardly necessary to

remark that no king- out of a fairy tale ever hated

another king* more cordially than did Georg-e III.

Louis XVI. As it was in consequence of his support

of the American revolt that the most serious and hu-

mihating' reverses ever experienced by this country

from France had occurred. And thouo-h we have no

gTound to belie^-e^ that this enmity extended to any

encourag'ement or aid to the incipient movement in

FrancCj though that has been asserted by the earl}'

ultra-Royalist memoirs; yet it is certain that for

some time Georg-e III. reg'arded the g-rowing- trou-

bles of the French Court, with some complacency,

as the natural retribution for the infatuated hypo-

crisy, that had made it the champion of republican

principles and financial revolt.

Then with reg-ard to military preparation, not

onl}^ was not an}^ adequate organization effected for

the impending- contest, but armaments were actually

reduced. Nothing- was to be gained from war by the

part}' in power, whose stead}' majority placed them

above the efforts and necessities of faction. Pitt

himself, though a great minister, was not a great

war minister as his father had been. Deeply

tarnished too as had been the national honour by

the result of the last war, there was little hope

and less temptation in entering into a new one with

the scanty forces allowed by niggardly estimates,

and led by the worn-out fugitives or captives of our

colonial contest. Had peace been morally proper or
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politically possible^ the Court and Governinent had

every inducement not to risk their position in an

unequal contest.

But the increasing- violence of faction in France

altered the favourable sentiment^ originally enter-

tained by many of the wise and g*ood towards the

Revolution, and led many to agree with the orig-inal

philosophic conclusion of Burke, who never aug'ured

a g"ood result, from what was so essentially criminal

and absurd in its first principle. But the Ministr}^,

and probably the Sovereign himself, took a less

philosophic thoug-h equally unfavourable view of

the state of France, and rather aug-ured dang-er to

order and tranquillity from the total dissolution of

all rule among- so powerful and warlike a people,

than any org-anized propag'andism and centralized

power of conquest.

The dethronement of the King- in August, 1792,

left the nation without a nominal head or official

representative to foreign states. Nor was this a

mere technical difficulty, though even that was of

some consideration. For it was impossible to pre-

dict what party or faction would ultimately prevail,

and wield the vast central resources and vindictive

spirit of the nation, both against fallen flections and

those States, that had recognized or befriended

them. Though it might be assumed from external

demonstration that Paris was in a more or less

sanguine sense republican, and the North-eastern

Departments appeared to share its sentiments or to

2 I 2
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feel its influence^ yet the AVest was royalist in the

simple sense of the old reg'irae ; and the wider

thoug-h less warlike South was zealously Catholic,

and strongly anti-Parisian in either a Royalist or

Constitutional sense. Peace was therefore reduced

to a precarious political quarantine, the mere neg-a-

tive of hostilities. One among- the many advantages

of Monarchy being-, that amid all the vicissitudes of

measures and ministers, it presents a paramount

individual, or family, as representing- the dig-nity

and continuity of the nation to foreig-n powers.

This difficulty which was broug-ht to a climax by

the execution of the King' in January^ 1798, received

a peculiar sig-nificance from the declared policy of

the faction, that now avowedly as well as in effect

had assumed the g-overnment of France. Throug-h-

out the critical year 179'2 England showed every

relactance to enter on a contest, which the aggressive

and levelling politics in ascendancy in France, or

rather Paris, showed to be sooner or later inevitable.

On the 15th of May British subjects were forbidden

b}^ proclamation to act with the Allies against

France. Even after the insurrection of the 10th of

August and the destruction of the monarch}", Ker-

saint assured the Convention on the 18th September

that they might count on the neutralit}" of England.

This he said with pacific views, for, as representing

Brest, a commercial place, lie naturally was desirous

of averting- hostilities. Kersaint was in the natural

course of things guillotined a few da^-s afterwards;
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but whether for his pacific speech or g-eneral mode-

ration is uncertain. It was, however, not very

encourag-ing' for the prospects of peace, to find the

prompt mode adopted by the rulers of France to

stifle the only voice raised in favour of it in the

Convention. And it was with such a government

as this, that Eng-land was expected to maintain

friendly relations, and avoid any cause of offence

throuo-hout our infinite colonial and maritime rela-

tions, and with our complicated domestic polit}^, that

was obnoxious to all the assaults directed at Mo-

narchy and Aristocracy^, and afforded at the same

time all the constitutional facihties for such attacks,

offered by popular institutions. By the King-'s

death, which was known in London on the 24th of

January 1793, Chauvelin's credentials terminated

according- to diplomatic etiquette, and could not in

the existino- state of affairs in France be renewed,

nor indeed were attempted or pretended to be. It

is very possible that Chauvelin himself Was anxious

for peace, which to him was fortune an^d safety at

once ; and a ruined and profligate young- nobleman

of the old reg-ime knew, that in losing- his diplomatic

position, he was returning- to poverty and proscrip-

tion. But we must observe not what Chauvelin did

or wished, but what his new masters, the daring-

minority, that throug-h the mob of the capital had

g-rasped the mischievously centralized power of

France were doing-.

The Convention, which in itself and its committees

was at once the Parliament and Government of
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France, had, by its notorious decree of the 19th of

November, ] 792; explained and repeated by another

of the 19th of December following-, asserted its rig'ht

and intention of interfering- in the internal politics

of all foreig-n nations, and of everywhere assisting^

the insurrection of the people, or what called itself

the people, ag-ainst their rulers. That this infamous

and destructive doctrine, which amounted to a de-

claration of universal war and of all-pen^ading-

revolution and confusion, was not, as of late has

been ridiculously sug-g'ested, an act of momentary

excitement, mischievous indeed, but not really in-

tended or to be taken in earnest, is amply disproved,

not only by the solemn repetition of the vote after a

month's reflection, but still more clearly by the overt

acts with which it was followed up.

Blank forms were sent to the armies on the fron-

tiers to be filled up for the accession of communities

and the acquisition of territories. Barillon's well

meant motion for excepting- Eng-land, on the g-round

of her studied neutrality and semi-liberalism from

the operation of the decree, was rejected on the 24th

of December, five days after its pointed re-enact-

ment. Seditious deputations from Eng-land were

publicly received, and as if the candid rufiianism of

the Convention had sought to throw discredit on

their own Envoy, and to leave the Eng-lish nation

without a doubt, and the Whig opposition Avithout

an excuse, on the last day of 1792, three days after

Chauvelin^s pacific and plausible note of the 27th of
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December, the Minister of Marine publicly threat-

ened an invasion of Eng-land, and stated his prepa-

rations for that object. And we had probabW to

thank our insular situation^ that some tumultuary

invasion did not anticipate regular warfare^ as was

actually the case with Savoy and Switzerland, and

was attempted on a small scale later on our own

South Wales coast.

The practical application of the Convention doc-

trine of g-eneral invasion to the cases of Savoy,

Holland, and Switzerland, was eminently instruc-

tive. As it showed that no variety of native insti-

tution, no amount of internal self-g-overnment and

prosperity", would be admitted as an exemption from

the all-pervading* curse of Jacobin interference.

Savoy was a simple monarchy, neither better nor

worse administered than the neig^hbouring- king-doms.

Switzerland, on the other hand, was a group of pure

republics of the severest antique model, whether

administered, as in some Cantons, by municipal

aristocracies, or, as in others, by the universal suf-

frage of a peasant democracy. While Holland,

with a mixed polit}^ more like our own, presented

the dano-erous combination of liberal institutions and

very unequal conditions, and of almost republican

municipal self-government, with a very corrupt and

weak executive. But with one and all alike, inter-

vention was enforced in the course of the autumn

and winter that preceded our hostilities, and must

have opened the eyes of faction itself to the inevitable
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iidtui'e of the contest ; and have shown that ambition^

even more than fanaticism^ was the ruling spirit of

the French Revolution ; and that a principle^ which

had led to the pulhng* down of all classes in France,

rather than the improvement of any, would interfere

with other countries rather in reference to the value

of their acquisition, than the defects of their institu-

tions. From the very inevitable nature of a contest

with a power so ao-g-ressive and so unsettled, as the

faction that ruled France, no stress should be laid on

the possible accident of the first overt act of hostilit}^,

even thoug-h that, as under the circumstances was

to be expected, was from the side of France. The

batteries of Brest fired on the Childers, Captain

Barlow^, on the Ilth of January 1793, and killed

and Avounded some of his men, thoug-h war had not

been declared nor Chauvelin's departure from Lon-

don intimated. The unsatisfactory correspondence

between Lord Grenville and the French ambassador

turned both on the principle involved in the decree

of 19th December, and the practical illustration of

it offered by the invasion of Holland, an ally of

England, and neutral as reg-arded France. M. le

Brun attempted a plausible qualification of the noto-

rious Decree, amounting- pretty much to its being*

left a dead letter, unless it could be carried out with

some prospect of success, an explanation not very

satisfactory to an unprepared power. As reg'arded

Holland and other minor States, they hardly con-

descended a reply, but disposed of all existing
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treaties, as extorted by cupidity or yielded by des-

potism, a view of the case that had certainly sim-

plicity to recommend it, but which amounted to a

total isolation of France from the system of Europe,

and threw every state that regarded its indepen-

dence on the necessity of vigilance and resistance.

It must never be forg-otten, that at this acme of the

crisis, when the scenes g'oing- on in France had

raised the public mind to the hig'hest pitch of horror

and alarm, and when the org-anised anarchy had

deprived the French Envo}^ of the proper position of

an accredited ao-ent, Lord Grenville disclaimed anv

wish to interfere with the internal g'overnment of

France, however preposterous its constitution and

criminal its conduct; but simply called upon France

to renounce her views of aggression and aggran-

disement, and to confine herself within her own

territory, without insulting other governments, dis-

turbing their tranquillity, and violating their rights.

Nor was it only to the representative of France

that this language was used, for in communicating

with the Court of Russia on the arrangements for

confederation against France, the basis laid down

for the co-operation of the allies was entirely con-

fined to preventing its interference with other States,

and extending its conquests or propagandism beyond

its frontier, and expressly left the French at full

liberty to arrange their government and internal

concerns as they chose themselves.

Indeed, when at last the Privy Council, by a
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formal order^ directed the French Envoy to leave the

country, the Government, so far from outrunning"

public opinion, or anticipating" the necessity of the

case, seems to have hardly sufficiently expressed the

national disgust and alarm, which sought in war

the manifestation of its abhorrence, and in warlike

measures the only sure protection from imminent

evils. As the readers of these pages are supposed

to be familiar with the ordinary narratives of the

period, and as the view has been rather to direct a

just inference from well-known facts, than to detail

or exhume those facts themselves, little or no allusion

will be made to the preposterous legislation, the

sanguinar}^ insurrections, and the a^ful tyrannies

assumed by a succession of obscure individuals, who

had little but their violence and crimes to distin-

g"uish them, and all belonged to the most extreme

section of the minorit}' of the representatives of

France.

But the feelings, with which this movement was

regarded by different parties in England, is a ne-

cessary portion of the history of our Constitution,

both as illustrating- theii" views of it, and as forming"

the basis of later party opinions. There can, I

conceive, be no doubt, that the vast majorit}^ of the

British nation reofarded the French Revolution with

horror and disappointment, as at once a g'reat crime

and a great failure, and looked upon war as a

necessary resistance to so monstrous and active an

evil.
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Two sections^ extremely different in their orig'in

and objects^ entertained or expressed different

opinions. The old aristocratic Whig- opposition,

weak in numbers and character, but mighty in the

eloquence and parliamentary experience of its

chiefs, with no traditional bias, or philosophical con-

viction in favour of this singular ideal of liberty

exhibited at Paris, yet rankling* under party dis-

appointment and a too severe party exclusion, in

the desperation of a minority took up any ques-

tion, by Av hich they might annoy the Sovereign, who

discountenanced them, and embarrass the Minister,

who had supplanted them. Mr. Fox was the elo-

quent tribune, though the very injudicious leader of

this party, whose very existence in Parliament de-

pended on the rotten boroughs in the old Whig
interest. Far different from these nominal successors

of "VValpole and Somers was the avowedly Demo-

eratic party, which made itself more heard than felt

in the capital and some of the northern towns.

This party, which might, in some degree, be consi-

dered the heir of the principles of the old Puritans

of the Commonwealth, could yet scarcely trace their

pedigree further than the Wilkite sedition and the

American war. The mobs and agitation of the

former period, and the successful example of repub-

lican revolt and organization held out since, had

awakened ideas, to which the people had been

strangers for above a century, and which the gross

misgovernment, and personal unpopularity of the

wo first Georges had never excited. This party,
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more numerous^ and I conceive more respectable^ in

character and circumstances in Scotland^ than in

either the North of Eng-land or the metropolis, in

their extreme and avowed democrac}", and their

advocacy of irreligious and anti-social principles,

went be3'ond the flig-ht of modern Radicalism, and

were the j)olitical ancestors rather of Chartism and

Socialism. Paine was the literary representative of

this party. A man, whose masculine vig'our of

political thoug-ht has justly failed to save him from

the obscurity and neglect, due to his evil character

and ignorant impiety. His celebrated expression,

in which he contemptuousl}' disposed of Mr. Burke's

unfavourable view of the French Revolution was,

"Mr. Burke pities the plumage, but forgets the

dying bird." This is so epigrammatic and pic-

turesque a concentration of a large political ques-

tion, that it merits a little examination, both for

its convenience as a text and the apparent fairness

of its position. Waiving for the moment our inquiry

as to the appropriateness of plumage and body, as

describinof those who suifered and those who o-ained

by the Revolution, we may justly demur to the

assumption that the bird was d3'ing. Or even if so,

could it not be saved otherwise, than by a painful

operation, that exhibited it in a hideous and unna-

tural nudity ? Was it the ornamental part of society

alone that suffered from the Revolution? Was it

not the highest order of pity to warn from a course,

that brought confusion and calamity on nations,

and still more lasting consequences on individual
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g-uilt?—are all questions that may be naturalfv

raised even on Paine's own assumption of the point

at issue^ and all admitting' a very satisfactory solu-

tion adverse to his inference.

In all that constitutes the life of a nation^ more

particularly the liveliest portion of it, in the wealth,

intelligence and activity of the middle class ; France

was more decidedl}' the first nation on the Continent

before the Revolution than since. The Avealth the

Revolution confiscated had been realized under the

Monarchy. The talent that led the Revolution and

the science that directed its armies, were alike edu-

cated under the Monarchy. The fleets and colo-

nies the Revolution lost had been all formed under

the Monarchy. The warlike youth the Conscription

decimated had been born under the Monarchy.

The Revolution gave birth to no principle of life,

unless the military talent for slaughter can be con-

sidered as such. The Revolution in short found

the dying bird of 1789 a great nation, and left it in

1815 a wasted army.

Again, admitting the bird to have been really

d3'ing of a sort of Plica Polonica, or disease of its

plumage, was such a rude and sanguinary plucking-

necessary. Admitting* that there were corruptions

in the Court and Church, and in the privileges of

the noblesse, what were they that they required the

destruction of the orders to remove them. Nor

should we omit in such an inquiry the vei'}'^ im-

portant fact, which left the Revolutionists Avithout
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the usual excuse for proscription^ that they met with

little or no resistance from the privileg'ed orders.

But that rank^ privileg-es and emoluments were

surrendered with a disinterestedness one w^ould ad-

mire, had it not exhibited somewhat of the national

fickleness and a pitiable credulity. The Roman

Catholic Church as established in France was not

more corrupt, and certainly far less intolerant than

it had been in former ages, and secularized rather

than isolated by its ample endowments and Court

patron ag-e, was far less fanatical and inimical to

civil liberty and social happiness, than the revived

Romanism since the Revolution in its ao'o-ressive

poverty and org-anized enthusiasm. Then as to the

noblesse, the long* prescriptive abuses, that caused

their destruction were mainly the feudnl rights,

odious to a rural population, the exemption from

taxation more unwise than unjust, and the monopol}^

of the Court and hig-her g-rades of the honourable

professions. Yet it may reasonably be doubted,

w^re a balance possible of such ill-defined advan-

tag-es, that this monopoh^, thoug-h unwise and invi-

dious as are all artificial restraints, was scarcely a

compensation for the social etiquette that prohibited

roturier marriag"es, and excluded from profitable

employments open to other classes. The exemp-

tion from taxation, according- to our own enlarg-ed

views of finance, was far more a political error than

injustice, as the increased expenditure and emplo}^-

ment in consequence of it enabled other classes to
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bear their fiscal burdens^ and was an addition to the

Avealth of the country.

The feudal g-rievances, which are not without

their mild and modernized representatives in this

country, borrowed an additional bitterness in France

from the depressed state, still unimproved^ of the

rural population, and from the fact that these

seigniorial rig-hts attached to the person, and were

often unconnected with any proprietary interest.

This is a fact that has escaped the knowledg-e or

research of historians, but was of the hig'hest im-

portance as an element of mischief and hostile feeling*

among" the peasantry. The want of any permanent

legislative machine, no matter how defective in its

org-anization and languid in its operation, was la-

mentably shown by the relation of seigniorial to

proprietary rights in France. The long line of

English statutes, from the venerable Quia Emp-
tores of the mailed barons and burg-esses of the

old Plantagenet Parliament, down to the Fines

and Recoveries Act of our own day, A\'hich forms

the complicated science of English conveyancino-,

transmitting", adapting" and explaining" feudal prin-

ciples for the need of a commercial and free people,

were all wanting" in France. Thus while a dan-

gerous facility for alienating" and frittering- away

the valuable essentials of property was permitted,

which long" before the Eevolution had filled France

with pauper seig-neurs, and her Court with noble

pensioners ; an absurd difficult}- existed in most of
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the provinces in alienating- the rig'ht of chase^ of

fishing-, and other feudal incidents. The}' coidd

only be alienated to some other noble, and then only

with some provisional qualifications, and the roynl

licence. The joint effect of these two g-reat errors

was, that seig-niorial rights were exercised by the

g-rasping- inteudants or g-reedy lessees of a ruined or

absentee lord over a tract of countr}', and to the

damag-e of a thousand petty freeholders, in whom

neither they nor he had any interest. Proprietoi's

could not acquire seigniorial rig'hts or extinguisli

them over their own property-, uidess noble them-

selves. And landed property itself suffered from

being- held subject to such a g-alling- and inextin-

g'uishable burden. Had these rig-hts been annexed

to the proprietorship of the soil in consideration of

a small fixed quit rent to the lord, and the persoiissl

services altogether abolished at an earlier period,

the condition and temper of the peasantry would

have been improved, men of \Aealth and indepen-

dence would have purchased land on a more honour-

able footing-, and the pension list been relieved from

some of its noble applicants. It may have seemed

the prejudice of an Eng-lish lawyer in favour of the

complicated system of his own law of Real Property,

to attribute to it great merit as a political regulation.

But to any political inquirer, who would expect the

law of landed property while it maintained the- in-

terests and position of an aristocracy, to do so in the

way least invidious to the spirit, and injurious to the
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interests of the commonaltyj it must appear that

the French law combined string-ency of entail and

laxity of alienation^ in a manner equally damag-ing"

to the dig-nity and popularity of the aristocratic

order.

AgaiUjit mig-ht reasonably be inquired,whether the

plumng'e was a mere ornamental appendag'Cj which

might be plucked without any further loss than that

of lustre and appearance ; thoug'h even mere lustre

and appearance are not wantonly to be sacrificed

in constituting- a great nation. The wiser founders

of the Swiss and Italian republics in the middle

ag'es thought otherwise ; and the histinct of modera-

tion and restraining' influence of Christian temper and

forg-iveness formed surer g-uides in political org-aniza-

tion, than the philosophy and learning* of the eig'h-

teenth centmy. The patriots of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries not only recog-nised a frequently

hostile aristocracy where it already existed, but even

occasional^ eng-rafted it on their urban democracies.

They altered indeed its character from a feudal to

a senatorial position, but they saw the value of the

institution they modified, and recog'nised the rig'hts

of the individuals they restrained. The urban

militias that sallied out of Berne and Zurich, Milan

and Florence, levelled the castle of tlie feudal oppres-

sor and expelled his lawless followers, but they ad-

mitted the rural chiefs themselves to the privileg"e and

the duties of senator citizens. They were compelled

to abandon the ancient fastness, where the phantom

VOL. II. 2 K
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of hereditary power and lawless violence still

haunted the ancestral moat or mountain pass, and

occupied the palace in the forum^ and the seat in

the city council. The wise and; modest patriots of

those early ag'es felt justly^ that without these rural

chiefs the natural leaders of the peasantry^ and

members of the g-reat ruling- caste of Europe^ they

might be a democracy^ but with them they would be

a nation. They felt^ that thoug'h their new senators

had much to learn in duties, and much to forg-et in

privileg'e, they still had natural and instinctive ad-

vantag-es it was a pity to lose to the state ; they had

the easy and natural access to the courts and castles

of Europe, which peaceabty introduced the republic

into the g-reat European S3'stem. All this was

done, if not understood by the SavIss and Lombard

patriots of the middle ag'es, and was left undone,

even if understood, by the patriots of revolutionary

France. It may be very true that the insig-nificance

into which the French noblesse had sunk, as mere

courtiers with no feudal hold on the provinces, nor

senatorial experience in the State, rendered them a

less valuable channel of reconstruction, than had

their character and position been more fortunate.

But even here, in their fickleness of purpose, their

frivolity and neg-lect of duty, they were but too

closely representative of the less odious part of the

national character, and at least mig'ht have claimed

forbearance rather than proscription.

The prog-ress of the Revolution also showed, what
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ordinary penetration mig-ht have divined from the

first^ that the envious spirit that beg-an with perse-

cuting* the gTeat would not limit itself to the g-reat.

And the malig'nant demons, whose first victims were

king" and nobles, required at a subsequent period the

destruction of commercial towns in the south, the

havoc of departments in the west, and the extinc-

tion of a loyal peasantry, wherever it resisted the

domination of the Parisian mob and its leaders. If

there was a little party exag'g'eration in sympathizing'

with the miseries of the Royal family and nobility

of France, there was at least equal dissimulation in

depreciating" their suflfering-s, as essential to the rege-

neration of their country, with this important dis-

tinction too, that the one was on the side of moral

rig-ht, and the other of a mere assumed political

expediency. It is well put by Wilde, in a letter of

this period to Mackintosh, which makes us wish he

had lived to write more and be better known.* He
saj^s, to regTet general miseries, which we do not

witness, is an effort of the head not a feelino- of the

heart. If we are not moved by the contemplation

of individual sufiering-^ especially in hig'h rank, which

enhances the suffering- in proportion. If the suffer-

ings of eminent persons do not move us we shnll

never feel really, thoug-h we may pretend, for the

suffering's of a whole people.

Indeed, so valuable is it, not only as a moral but po-

litical principle, never to nierg'e the rig-hts and suf^er-

* Life of Mackintosh, vol. i. p. 77.
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ing-s of individuals in any plausible scheme of public

g'oodj that, were it allowable to enter on so extensive

an inquiry^ there is little doubt but it might be shown

that personal freedom, thoug-h it ma}^ survive, has

never arisen without the shnde of aristocratic institu-

tions, that have accustomed j)ublic opinion to reg'ard

with, so to sa}', a preferential eye, certain eminent in-

dividuals and classes. For if we examine the orig'in

of all the tyrannies, that have oppressed the human

race, except mere Asiatic despotism, we shall find

they have all orig-inated in a zeal, fanatical or h3-po-

critical, for the public g-ood. They have, in short,

been corrupt forms of the patriot type, professing-

an extravagant activity for the national good, or

apprehension for national safet3\ This has been

particularly the case with the Eomish and Jacobin

tyrannies, the one pretending an anxious care for

the purity of religion and the salvation of the com-

munity- the other masking ambition and fear of

punishment, b}' a ferocious zeal for the success of

the Revolution, as in itself a great blessing to the

communit3\ TSow against such a tyrann}' as this,

purporting to be the will of the nation, and exer-

cised for the nation's g'obd, no individual in humble

or middle life can hope to stand for a moment. The

gale of superstition, or political fanaticism, may
blow from one point of the compass or another, but

blow it will, with change of direction rather than

violence ; unless some eminent citizen or class has

strength enough in themselves or public opinion to
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arrest the current. And the protection of the law,

and arrest of popular violence^ that has been obtained

by the wealthy the influence^ or ancestry of the few,

becomes by a natural termination the ordinary

practice of the Courts, and the univ^ersal inheritance

of the many. No people were ever more scrupu-

lously careful of shedding' the blood of citizens for

public offences than aristocratic Rome, no people

so unsparing' as democratic France. Even to apply

the test to our own usurped dominion in India, there

can be no doubt, that had not Ilasting's once hung- a

wealth}^ Brahmin, there would have mau}^ more Hin-

doos of every rank been summarily disposed of since.

So that, to conclude our critique of Paine's remarkable

expression, we may say that the bird that gratuitously

divests itself of the plumag'e nature g-ave it, not

only deprives itself of a comely and useful g'arb, and

suffers in the operation, but also exposes itself, to all

future time, to the inclemency of the seasons and

the g'ales of heaven, from whatever quarter the}' blow

It is hardly necessary to say, that in full}^ j^^sti-

fying the revolutionary war it is not necessary to ad-

mire the wa}^ in which it was carried on. The state

of our armaments was symptomatic of the growing-

corruption of our constitution : and their employment

indicated the radical misconception of the nature of

the struo'ole, in which we were embarked.

The army presented, both in the slenderness of its

force, and the incompetency of its leaders, the penu-

rious economy enforced by the national spirit of
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the democracy; and the nepotism and favom'itism en-

g'endered by a ruling- aristocracy. The opposition

had always succeeded in keeping- down the reg'ular

force, to a level scarcely adequate for its colonial and

g-amson duties, and totally unfit to cope with the

immense masses that were wielded by the Continental

Powers ; but had paid little attention to the qualifi-

cation and formation of ofiicers, which was too much

reg'ulated by Court favour or parliamentary interest.

Thus we embarked in a contest with the smallest army

and the most inefficient staff, and that ag'ainst a nation,

that had added to all the training- of the monarch}^,

the fervour of the republican mania, and the unscru-

pulous efforts of the revolutionar}^ desperadoes.—It

was not to be wondered at, that the early years of

the war were ineffective, rather than disastrous, and

that it was the g-rowing- necessit}' of the war, that

at last opened the national purse strings to adequate

liberahty ; and that it was in the rugg-ed school of

adversity, that the brilliant corps of Peninsular and

Waterloo chiefs was formed, and He their g-reatest

arose that successfully closed the war and g-ave peace

to Europe.

Ag-ain, the statesmen of England, who took an un-

favourable view of the French Eevolution, seem to

have reg-arded it too much as a g-eneral frenzy of the

whole nation, and therefore only looked to foreig-n

powers for support against it. And at the same time,

to have been so impressed by the aspect of dissolution

and disorder presented by France, as to underrate the
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by the Capital^ long- organized b}^ the Monarchy,

and now wielded b}^ the desperate energy of the de-

magogues of Paris. Our statesmen in short overrated

the extent of the delusion in France itself, and yet

underrated the efficiency of centralisation, as wield-

ed by the minority. The odious and inconsiderable

Jacobin party, that has in our own days been at last

brought to the test of numerical computation, ruling-

Paris and the Convention by the mob, grasped or

rapidly subdued the departments, by the agencies the

capital put into their hands—the Com^ntion, the

War office, the Post, Press, and Telegraph. And
the way a master mind would have coped with the

curse, that was to ruin France and ravage Europe,

would have been to have recognised an anti-

Revolutionary France in the millions of Frenchmen

in the south and west, who felt only alarm and

disgust at the progress of the Convention and as-

cendancy of Paris. All our force, and favour, and

subsidies should have been directed to support, en-

courage, and centralise the resistance of France itself

to the Revolution, instead of leaguing with foreign

Powers, and wasting time before the iron barrier of

the north-eastern frontier, and in collision with the

most revolutionary departments.

Another question, that in the progress of events

came to be mixed up Avith party opinion, or at least

votes, was the possibility or propriety of making

peace with such a government as that of the Com-
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mittees of the Convention^ and of the Directory, after

war had been carried on under no very favourable

auspices. Even had not the repug-nance expressed

by Burke, and widely felt by the public, been

quite as much the sug-g-estion of prudence, as of

passion j considering* the common position of every

successive ruling- faction in France, and the total

want of principle, that Avould either have abused

the rig'hts of peace or repudiated its oblig"ations,

according' as the occasion tempted either to recog*-

nise or reject the acts of their predecessors.

Indeed, hi the vigorous close of Robespierre's do-

minion in 1794, it appears that Austria Avas disposed

secretly to treat for peace ; and that Metternich and

Trautmansdorf were at Brussels for that purpose
j

but that the}^ were dissuaded from the attempt and

convinced of its impossibility by a communication

from Barrere, that the existing" Dictatorship would

not last six weeks, but that Bobespierre would be

g'uillotined and his acts disavowed. It is needless to

add, that unlike most political predictions, the event

actually occurred within the period named, and

scarcely necessary to point out the obvious inference

from such a state of affairs, even had a cordial and

intimate connection with such a neig'hbour been an

object of attraction. In concluding' this view of the.

French Revolution, more decidedly unfavourable,

both in the evil of its motive, and the failure of its

result, than that of other writers of far more ardent

zeal for Royalty than I profess, and of far greater
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suspicion of popular movements than I have ever

entertained^ I only trust to be unsuspected of any

want of S3'mpathy for the humbler classes, who were

successively the clients, the ag-ents, and the victims

of this ill-starred movement.

The writer may trul}^ say, that in this historico-

political work, he has spent more tears and more ink

on the unjust fate of the obscure Mary Jones of

1 770, than of the brilliant Marie Antoinette of 1793.

And that g-enerally any policy, that protects the in-

terests, the persons, and feelings of the humbler

classes, that elevates their minds, purifies their hearts,

and fits them for the path of innocent j^rosperity and

legitimate elevation, will always enjoy his sympathy

and support ; but that he has yet to learn in what

way the French Bevolution conduced to any one of

these objects.

After regarding this hideous caricature of our own

ten centuries of constitutional progress, concentrated

in the crimes and failures of four or five years, we

must now resume the thread of our own political

developement, which was not unaffected by the re-

action of public opinion from the events witnessed in

France.

The reform of institutions which certainly had

advanced with no very rapid strides since the Revo-

lution of 1G88, and still less under the two first

Georges, was now for a time altogether arrested, and

g'ave place to a polic}^ of repression, and to a finan-

cial and military system of a stringency not uncalled
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for by the emerg-eiicies of the times^ but far from

conducive to the national prosperity. While the

improvement in the details of administration and

the character of public men^ due in some deoTee

to the revival of relio-ious feelino- in the nation, which

had been worthily maintained by the pure and pious

life of the King-, and the lofty integ-rity of the elder

and young-er Pitt, was not advanced by the enormous

and often injudicious expenditure of the war and the

g-rowing" military taste of the country.

The task of Constitutional History will there-

fore be lig"ht for many j^ears subsequent to the

breaking- out of the Revolutionary war, and will be

principall}^ confined to the character and justification

of those measures^ by which Government and Parlia-

ment soug'ht to repress the propag-ation of revolu-

tionary principles, and to call out the military and

financial resources of the country, for the g-reat

strug'g-le in which she was eng-ag'ed.

It has been a favourite sug-g'estion rather than

argument with opposition writers, since the event^

that the g-eneral military resistance offered b}' Eu-

rope to the Hevolution added to its virulence. But

not to mention that some of its worst excesses, par-

ticularly the spontaneous outrag-es of 1789 and 1790,

Avere committed before any foreign hostilities were

even apprehended ; it would seem natural that what

g-ave the public mind another direction, and drcAV it

from massacre and execution to the less hideous field

of open and honourable warfare, would have tended
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to allay internal passions and calm political excite-

ment. But it must be apparent to all, that the

ascendancy of the army, resulting- from the war, really

and alone closed the anarchy of 1792-94. As soon as

the Directory leant on the reg'ular troops for support,

alike ag-ainst the revival of Royalty and the perpetu-

ation of Jacobinism, the effect was shown both in the

increased stability and comparative moderation of

their g'overnment. And a few years later Royalty

was really restored, thoug'h under a new name and

dynasty, by the will and ascendancy of the army.

To return to more strictly constitutional move-

ments, it was at the very crisis of 1793, that the

Whig- leaders of opposition thought fit to raise the

important and too-long* dormant question of Par-

liamentary Reform. The moment was so sing-ularly

ill-chosen for the org-anic chang'e proposed, that it is

difficult to excuse the mover from the suspicion of a

factious motive. The House rejected it by an over-

whelming" majority of about seven to one, the numbers

being" 284 to 41. The arg-uments, however, of Mr.

Grey and his friends, so far as they exposed the

anomalies and inadequacy of the existing" franchise,

were weig"hty and conclusive, and sank into the

public mind for future g"rowth at a more favour-

able season. The ministry supported the existing*

constitution of Parliament on the usual g'round, that

its practice was better than its theory j and that a

vu'tual representation of the people was achieved

throug'h a portion of the system, while other portions.
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anomalous in themselves^ were yet the means of re-

presenting and protecting- property^ and of securing"

the stability of our institutions. But the dangerous

excitement in the public mind^ and the example of

political change in France^ lent a conclusive weight

to these arguments^ which decided the question on

this and on many future occasions.

The opposition availed themselves of the advan-

tage in debate offered by the forms of Parliament

to a movement party. As in moving for leave to

bring in a bill, or in moving for a committee on any

subject, one is at liberty to expose all the evils and

errors of the existing system, and need only sketch

out, or hint the remedial measure one is about to

propose. It was therefore open to Mr. Grey, who

lived to carry as prime minister, a very extensive,

though not very satisfactory measure of parliamen-

tary reform, to review with great severity and truth

the defects of our system as it existed in 1793. So

numerous were the small boroughs, and of such

limited constitution, that 15,000 electors returned a

majority of the House of Commons. So unequally

too was this franchise distributed throug-h the king-

dom, that Cornwall returned almost as many mem-

bers as Scotland. That two hundred and ninety-four

members were returned by English boroughs, having

small or merety nominal constituencies, and by the

Scotch counties and boroughs, where the franchise

was avowedty confined to manorial rights and close

corporations. Then, as to the anomalous grounds of

exclusion even from this limited franchise, both for
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relig'ious opinion, and the peculiar tenure of property

:

all Papists were excluded, in many boroug-hs Pro-

testant Dissenters also, by the test and corporation

laws—copyholders, however large their estate, had

no county vote j and, in fact, nearly a million house-

holders in Eng'land, including a larg'e part of the

metropolis, had no share in the representation. It

was eas}^ enough to ridicule and censure such a sys-

tem as this, but not so easy to suggest a substitute,

nor to deny that practically it had represented the

people, and secured public liberty and prosperit}'.

The subject will naturally come again for consi-

deration, at the close of this treatise and the enactment

of the Keform Bill. But at the time alluded to, and

on many subsequent occasions, it was the defect of

the old system, and that principally in theory", that

formed the staple of discussion, rather than the merits

of any new scheme, or the extravag'ance and class

legislation, to which the oligarchical constitution of

Parliament has since been thouo-ht to have ministered.

The readers of these chapters do not require to be

told, that in the opinion of the writer the constitu-

tion of Parliament was too aristocratic, and that in

the most invidious form j as favouring the few great

territorial families, who inherited not the popular

ascendanc}^, but the actual possession of boroughs

and parliamentar}^ seats, as part of their ancestral

estates ; and also the great masses of money-power

that could buyup any ofthose poAverful organs as the}^

came into the market. The educated and unlanded
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g-entry had as little of their just weight in the re-

presentation^ as the gTeat middle class, that has been

installed by the Reform Billj alike to the swamping*

of the g'entry and the exclusion of the Avorking;

class. Indeed the old system, thoug'h clumsity

and unequally, was a closer approximation to

a national representation than the unmitig-ated

ascendanc}^ of a class, which however entitled to a

share of power, is neither qualified by wealth, intel-

lig"ence, or numbers, to monopolise a majorit}^ of

seats, or to assume the character of a national con-

stituency. In breaking- up the olig^archy of the

rotten boroughs, all the advantag-es, and mnnj they

were, of the nomination system, mig'ht have been

attained, by annexing* some of these seats avowedly

to the Government offices, by allotting* others to

institutions like the Bank, the India Compan}',

the Inns of Court, the new Universities, and other

public bodies, whose importance and value cannot

be estimated by a poll, and should not be lost in a

householding' mass. Some such arrangement as

this, combined with a reserved or added seat, in all

boroughs for a select bod}^ of high-rated voters, or

the restriction of the vote to one candidate, would

have secured the presence in Parliament of those

w^hose presence is reallyvaluable— the representatives

of the wealthy and intelligent minorit}^, and would

have admitted with safety, not only the vast middle

class constituency, and new and expanding* boroughs,

but have justly called out a selection of the w orking
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class to enjoy tlic privileg'es so abused by the old

freemen. But 1793 was not the occasion to intro-

duce an org"anic chang^e in the parliamentary sys-

tem; nor did the projectors of the movement^ in

soliciting* an inevitable defeat^ appear to have valued

their principle except as a keen instrument of party

warfare, from the little pains they had been at in

g-iving" it a practicable shape.

A much smaller question was involved, thoug'h

still gTeater passion excited by the movement of the

Government in an opposite direction, by their Bill

ag'ainst traitorous correspondence. The propriety or

necessity of this measure was warmly impug-ned by

the opposition, who affected to contemn as weak and

absurd, the agitation they could not justify, which

was filling" our larg'e towns with clubs, in actual or

threatened correspondence with the Jacobin Club at

Paris. The dano-er on this and other occasions was

perhaps overrated, but the ag-itation was at the

least mischievous as injurious to the public peace,

and calculated to draw the io'norant and excitable

into crime, if not actual treason. The Demag-og'ues

ha^ little cause to complain in being* believed as the

traitors, they professed themselves in 'posse, nor at

being- credited in the amount of popular support

they assumed, and consequently in the danger of

their movement. The fear and dis^-ust excited not

only in the upper and middle classes, but wherever

moral and relig*ious feeling- prevailed even in the

humblest ranks, b}'- these societies, was the g-reat
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national inducement to Wht, as the surest severance

of those unhallowed ties^ thoug-h it was not the

motive ostensibly urg'ed by Government. The

real cause, which on this and other occasions has

oblig"ed Parliament to meet political danglers with

some special enactment, lay in two g-reat errors of

the criminal law, in affixing* such awful penalties to

treason, that no Government since the Whig- minis-

try of Georg'e II. had ventured to enforce them;

and on the other hand the total inadequacy of the

punishment of sedition, both arising* from the hig-h

monarchical principles, and at the same time rude

independence of the ag'e when they originated.

Public opinion shrunk from assig'ning* the character of

treason with its awful result and diabolical enhance-

ments, which the advisers of Georg-e II. had freely

dispensed to the simple Hig-hlanders, and Lancashire

Catholics, who had abided the issue of a fair and

open field, and even to enthusiastic printers that had

published in favour ofan exiled race
;
when its objects

were even almost too despicable to be odious, and

who advocated principles almost too indefinite to

be construed as hostile. At the same time the li§!it

penalty of fine to be raised by subscription, and of

imprisonment without hnrd labour, was altog'ether

inadequate for the criminality of miscreants, A\ho

were only withheld by their cowardice from over-.

turning* the ver^^ framework of society itself ; thoug-h

it might have been the appropriate check for the

mere libel or harangue, that led to some local breach
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of the i^eace^ or resistance to some particular mea-

sure. To meet the altered circumstances of this case,

which was a clang*erous pohtical movement of a novel

character^ and in a compara tivel}^ humane ag-e, it

was necessar}" to create a new description of treason,

more comprehensive in its character, less hedg-ed

with technicalities as a refug'e for cowardice, and

not revolting' public feeling- b}^ such scenes as those

of 1716 or 1746. The wish to effect this was the

motive and justification of the several Acts passed

at this period, for the protection of the King-'s

person and g'overnment, and which certainly-

tended to maintain the existing' constitution, b}' the

check to ag'itation, pubHc meeting's, and exciting-

speeches, and writing- ag'ainst it. That this

latter object, however naturally following- from the

protective enactments, and under the circumstances

desii-able, was rather in restraint of the free

action of a self resfulatino- constitution, can not be

denied. Experience, rather than any chang-e of

opinion, has led the modern AVhig-s on the similar,

thoug'h not identical occasion of 1848, to frame bills

that meet the criminal and dang-erous designs defend-

ed by their ancestors, ^A'ithout an}^ interference with

the play of a free constitution, and the just demands

for prog-ressive improvement. It is not necessary

to dwell on the other defensive measures of this period,

as they were all limited in operation to the tempo-

rary emerg-encies that justified them, and formed no

permanent addition to or reduction of the Constitution.

VOL. II. 2 L
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As the object of all these measures was rather the

prevention of evil, than the punishment of evil-doerSj

and was on the whole beneficial to those it arrested in

the course of crime and danger ; it would have been

wiser to have been contented with the temporary sus-

pension of the Habeus Corpus Act, Avhich enabled the

Government to detain or remove a great number of

dangerous and suspicious characters, whose liberty

was incompatible with the public peace, and the safety

of themselves and adherents, and yet whose actual

trial might, from the technicalities of procedure or

the temper of juries, have resulted either in a

noxious impunity, or invidious punishment. The op-

position however resisted the preventive as much
as the punitive measure, and throughout this peril-

ous crisis presented themselves as the advocates of

an extreme party, whose principles they repudiated,

and whose designs they affected to despise. Later

experience has shown that, where no factious oppo-

sition is raised, as was the case in 1848, it is possible

to meet the special form of political crime b}^ a

specific enactment. But so perilous is it to all order

and morality, to mix up the procedure and results

of criminal law with party politics, that under the

circumstances of 1793, a fearful crisis, embittered

by a false and fixctious opposition ; it would have

been better by a general power of imprisonment

and expulsion to have cleared this country of what

disturbed and disgraced it, without hazarding the

risk' of political trials, that could only result to the
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detriment of either the law or the criminal. The

suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act was passed by

a majorit}^ of 201 to 42 in the Commons^ so low had

the suicidal and factious policy of Fox sunk the

g-reat Whig' and Liberal pnrty, M'hose decay was

really a national loss, in depriving* the country ofthe

service of an effective and discriminating* opposition.

Had not Fox's personal feelings against the King*

and his Minister, led him into a personally oftensive

course, justifying- principles he had never recognised,

advocating* men his conscience loathed, and resisting

measures he would have originated if in office,

how different would have been the fortunes of this

opposition, and how different the history of this

period. If the opposition had lent a disinterested and

independent support, in maintaining" internal peace

and national union, how much more effective would

have been their counsel and interference in the con-

duct of the war. Up to this time the Whigs had

been the war party in England, and though their

wars had been often unjust and alwaj^s expensive, j'^et

success had as generally attended their military

schemes. And representing* as they did, though in

a very mild and conventional form, the cause of

nations rather than of kings, their cordial co-opera-

tion would have encouraged the g-reat, but divided

anti-Jacobin majority in France, and have enabled

our Government to lean rather on the people of

France itself, than on the King-s of the strano-ers.
' DO

This combating* the Revolution with its own weapons

2 l2
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would have had an important effect in shortening* and

popularising the contest. For factious as was the

motive/ and mischievous as was the course pursued

by the Eng-lish opposition^ there was g-reat truth in

many of the exceptions they took to the mode in

which hostilities were carried on. The ruinous and ig'-

noble system of subsidising* foreign powers^ to defend

what was their own cause in a still greater degree

than our own. The discontent and selfish polic}^

of many of our allies^ that scarcely concealed some

plan of aggressive acquisition, in what should have

been simply a war of defensive principle. The

wasting invaluable time before the iron barrier of

the north-eastern frontier of France, bristling with

all the engineering skill of the monarch}^, and galvan-

ized b}^ the frenz}^ of the capital, when millions of

loyal peasants in the west, and the constitutional

cities of the south were invoking* aid, and presenting*

a basis of national independence. All these were

great errors destined to cost millions of treasure,

and torrents of blood before the close of the contest,

but rather arising' from the o-eneral national want of

military talent and enterprise, and a misconception

of the nature of the contest, than reflecting on the

necessity of the contest itself. One fact, was much
overlooked at the time, and never sujfficiently regarded

by politicians and historians, till an ampler experi-

ence has brought us back to many exploded ideas,

and which no less than its severe centralisation con-

tributed to the temporary triumph of France, and
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must be looked on as a law of nature that will ope-

rate on future similar occasions. This A\as the com-

munity of race, and almost identity of lang-uag'e of

France, and the pett}^ states of the same llomano-

Celtic orio'in that are grouped around her. How-
ever we may mete out Europe by dynastic ar-

rangements, supported by military power—the Bel-

gian, the Genevese, the Savo)'ard, must always feel

himself much more French than Dutch, Swiss, or

Italian. And on any occurrence that calls out the

electric sym3^athy of peoples, these little communi-

ties, unable to secure a separate independence, will

more naturally gravitate towards Paris, than towards

the Hague, Zurich, or Turin. This is a circum-

stance, that must never be left out of consideration

in estimating' the future contingencies of French

wars. For so far from abating with the advance of

civilization, the spirit of race will exercise a pro-

portionately intense influence, as the lower classes,

the great depositor}^ of nationality, acquire political

power. Though the exceptional case of an able and

popular sovereign may for a time arrest this ten-

dency to fusion and absorption, we can never expect

long to fetter the instinctive sympathies of a people

by the rules of diplomacy, or the theor}^ of balanced

power. Nor is it to France alone that this principle

is applicable, for at the other end of Europe we see

a great military monarchy, at once the head and

patron of the Sclavonic race, which whether

crouching under the Turkish yoke, or conscious
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of a contemptuous annexation to the g-reat Ger-

man monarchies, has an instinctive appetency for

Russian connection, independent of any fierce

political feeling" or material interest. And never

perhaps was there an instance of a more unfortu-

nate ])olitical prediction than that of the g-enial

orator, but shallow and factious statesman of the

opposition, who saw no symptoms of ambitious

ag*gTession in revolutionar}^ France, nor any means

of encroachment in imperial liussia. To him the

map of Europe looked as it mig'ht have done to

Clarendon or Somers, and he could only see the

dano-erous rivalry of the Houses of Bourbon and

Austria, and the narrow commercial jealousy of the

Dutch.

The financial difficulties that ushered in the g-loomy

3^ear 1797 are scarcely within the scope of this

treatise, except so far as the Order in Council sus-

pending* cash payments was a strong- illustration of

the convenient thoug'h limited poA^er, assig'ned by

the Constitution to the Executive, as supplementary

or anticipative of the power of Parliament. While

the consequences of that measure, necessary at the

time but too lono- enforced, have had an effect on

our political and social economy down to our own

times.

Lord Grey's project of Reform, not very dissi-

milar from that, which he lived to carry as prime

minister in 1831, but which was forced on

the attention of Parliament at no very opportune
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moment, when the fleet was in mutiny at the Nore,

has more relation to our subject, thoug'h, as rejected

by the House of Commons, it onl}^ requires a passing-

observation in this place. Its g'eneral features in

the disfranchisement of nomination seats, the increase

of county members, tlie enlarg-ement of the freehold

quaHfication, and the preponderating- influence of

the lower middle class by the general enfranchise-

ment of householders, have all been since reflected

in the moderate and rational, but on the whole un-

satisfactory and ill-working- measure of our own

da}^ The arg*uments on either side were much the

same as on the former discussion at an earlier stag-e

of the Revolution. But the respectable minority of

93 to 258 showed some accession of strength to the

slender force of the regular opposition, decimated

and dispirited by Fox*s faction, and indicated the

support, that a practical and definite measure in

that direction mig-ht expect, when advocated by a

g-raver and more consistent leader, under more fa-

vourable circumstances, than the dang-erous crisis

at which it was proposed. The death of Burke,

and the rise of Canning-, were both constitutional

events, preg-nant with reflections on the past, and

expectations of the future. In my own utter ina-

bility to do justice to the talents and influence of

two such characters, it must suffice to present their

g*reat names in connection, and leave the reader to

meditate on the political sag-e, who wept over the

disappointing- close of one centur}^, and the young-
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orator, who, despairing' neither of the traditions of

the past, nor the spirit of the present, laboured to

adnpt them mutually for the development of a glo-

rious future. Canning- indeed was pre-eminently

fitted for the unconscious part he had to pla}^ in the

gTeat drama of constitutional prog-ress, having- to

preside over one transition, and prepare minds and

circumstances for a still g-reater. To popularise the

tone and objects of an essentially aristocratic g-o-

vernment, and so to mitig-ate the excitement and

strain, that must necessarily attend the now not

distant chang-e of the balancing- authority. His

function, at a later period of course, than this his

advent to public life, was tenderly and almost play-

fully to reduce class interests, and remove invidious

distinctions, before power was to desert the sects

and classes, that had hitherto been its depositories,

and in foreig-n policy to throw the weig'ht of this

country, rather as the peacemaker between the

antag-onist principles of despotism and anarch}^,

than as the paymaster and recruiter of the losing-

side. Thoug-h his politics were always essentially

Tory, and for many years rather obtrusively so, yet

he was more the favourite of the many who
admired his eloquence, than of the few who, whe-

ther as colleag-ues or rivals, had all in their turn

winced under his wit ; the only vice that is never

pardoned in a statesman. Once seated in Parlia-

ment, a man of Canning-'s g-enius, at once eloquent

in debate and active in business, was sure to rise
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into the first rank of statesmanship. But the fact

that he g'ot there at all^ at the ag-e and under the

circumstances in which he was placed, is no incon-

siderable argument in favour of the old nomination

system, and shows how little progress we have been

making' in opening the path of poverty and genius.

So far from that aristocratic age and borough sys-

tem opposing any barrier to the advance of such

characters, we hnd the talents and prospects of the

young' Oxonian, the son of .a wine-merchant and

actress, actually alluded to in Parliament before

his appearance, and his advent thither predicted

as soon and certain, as in our own da3^s the re-

turn might be anticipated of the projector of a

ruinous speculation, or the stipendiary of a thriving'

sedition.

The year 1796 had been marked by some tempo-

rar}^ Acts in limitation of the liberty of the subject,

in reference to public meetings and the right of

speech and discussion. These Acts, though, as

usual, resisted with factious and indiscriminating

violence by the opposition, were so necessary, if not

for the safety at least for the peace of the country,

that they were carried by large majorities of 214 to

42, and of 66 to 7 in the two Houses. The danger

arising from these public discussions was perhaps

over-rated, as is apt to be the case in times of excite-

ment, where a very inconsiderable minority may, by

noise and ubiquity, assume the tone and authority

of a majority ; as was, indeed, the case in France,
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favoured by the organized centralization of the

capital. And in politics one must consider the

dang-er arising" from erroneous opinion, as much as

from actual ph3^sical force, which may indeed be

set in motion by it. Nor, in the excited state of

the public mind, was the dang-er to peace to be

neg'lected, and meetings powerless for g"ood might

have irritated the national feeling- to some outrag-e

on the other side, even if the declamations of speakers

had not compromised themselves, or, as is often the

case, their more sincere and imprudent auditors.

These Acts, commonly known by the name of the

Grenville Acts, from the minister who broug-ht them

in, were, from their temporary character, no element

of our permanent and prog-ressive constitution ; nor

indeed, were they so durable as to influence sub-

sequent progress, like the wintry despotism of the

Tudors, but rather acted like a short spring- frost in

checking- a too luxuriant and precocious vegetation,

and in preparing public opinion by meditation rather

than declamation, for a more robust and healthy

maturity. Any check of this kind is clearly a dero-

gation from natural liberty, and adverse to the

analogy of the origin and practice of Parliament

;

yet as long as Parliament itself retained freedom of

vote and speech, and the Press knew no restraint but

its own conscience and the discretion of a jury,,

there was no real cause for apprehending- danger to

liberty. While the peculiar character and state of

of our Institutions were exactly such, as least to
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bear at that time the rude and dangerous breath of

public discussion. Too valuable in principle to be

rashly hazarded^ they were all^ more or less, en-

crusted with abuses, either the g-rowth of time or

the necessary evils of human application ', and thus

presented just those absurdities in detail, that catch

the eye of the multitude, and form the political

capital and professional learning* of the demag-ogue.

At the present day a more educated people may be

trusted with a freer discussion of a slenderer stock

of g-rievances ', thoug-h it may be open to question,

whether the virulence of faction has been propitiated

by the reform of abuses, or whether political ag'ita-

tion has, under the most favourable circumstances,

really tended to promote practical reform. The

fact is, that if men were mentally competent, and

morally inclined for the investig-ation of truth and

rig'ht, the more discussion the better ; truth and jus-

tice would always prevail j but unfortunately this is

not the case. Even among* those competent from

natural or acquired powers to judg*e, moral evil is

not alwa^^s an objection ; and many more will

connive at it if favourable to their g-eneral views.

If to do evil that g*ood may come was the maxim of

a sect, the opposite principle of doing* rig*ht, what-

ever be the consequences, is one of the rarest motives

of action among* men. In calmer times, when

questions lie in a narrower compass, or turn on

points capable of clear and pertinent solution, dis-

cussion has done g'ood, and real conviction has often
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followed, when parties have largely admitted each

other's propositions, or evidence has been adducible

on the point at issue. But even here public discus-

sion has been valuable only in proportion, as it has

ceased to be political ag-itiition, and has shrunk from

calling- up the baser passions of hate and envy, and

appealing- to the ignorance and prejudice of the

multitude.

The altered state of affairs in France, where the

severe government of the Directory, restraining the

intolerable excesses of the populace, onty retained the

cant of Jacobinism in their proclamations, and its

spirit in their hatred to Beligion and Monarch}^,

presented that degree of stability and moderation,

with which a foreig'n state might treat, held out

some prospect of peace, and altered slightly the

arguments of the ministry and the tactics of the

opposition. But conquest had now superseded revo-

lution, as the passion of the many and interest of

the few in France. Nor was it to be expected,

that a board of needy and unprincipled adventurers

wielding an imperial power on an hypocritical

salary, would give up the career of war and inva-

sion, that enriched them with exactions and con-

tracts. It was not wonderful therefore that pro-

posals of peace, faintty made through the English

minister in Switzerland, were not only rejected on

the ground of retaining conquests, but that the

negotiator himself was expelled by French influence

from the Cantons. The conduct of the French
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Government during* these two years 1790 and 1797,

was an instructive comment on the arg-uments and

panegyrics of tlieir opposition advocates in Eng-
land. Mr. Fox arg'ued, from the peace that Spain

and Prussia had succeeded in establishino* with the

Republic^ that there was no dang"er to the most

extreme monarchical institutions from such a con-

nexion^ and^ it fortiori, that our own mixed mo-

narchy had nothing* to fear from a similar pacifica-

tion. But even^ had this arg'ument from two poor

and warlike king-doms been applicable to our own
ill-protected wealthy the analogy was scarcely an

encourag-ing- one. Spain passed throug-h every de-

g-radation of an ally^ a tributary and a subject state,

losing" in the cause of her exacting* protectress her

navy, commerce and colonies, and only emerg-ed

from her vassalag'e the lowest of European powers

by the aid of the only State, that had never enjoyed

the alliances of the Republic or Empire. The time

of Prussia was deferred, but it was not the less

certain^ and the blows of Jena and Auerstadt were

none the less heavy for having* been dela3^ed, till the

French armies were in their hig'hest efficiency, and

every possible ally on the Continent prostrated in

the dust. But if the Revolution tolerated with these

absolute monarchies an insidious and exhaustine:

peace, as inconsistent with its own principles as tlieir

welfare, it kept no such half measures even with

sister republics, whose opulence and situation encou-

rag-ed attacks and favoured invasion. Holland and
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Switzerland, as has been already observed, found

themselves in this unenviable relation to their co-

lossal and agg'ressive neig'hbour, and neither the

prosperous and practical freedom of the one, nor the

severe and antique republicanism of the other, ex-

empted them from the invasion provoked by their

wealth, and the ultimate scarcely disg'uised annexa-

tion sug*g*ested by the military system of France.

Holland, with its mixed g'overnment, its commercial

habits and prosperity, its local self-g'overnment and

practical freedom, presented no unfavourable like-

ness to our own national state and character. While

perhaps there was more corruption, at least pecuni-

ary, in the administration of their laws and g-overn-

ment, from the predominance of the citizen element

in the absence of the elevating- principles of an here-

ditary or professional aristocracy, and of the simpli-

city of a rural population. Yet such as she was,

with her not ingiorious earlier history and g-reat

actual prosperity, Holland fell almost without a

blow before the arms of the French Republic ; and

in the successive stages of a conquered province,

exposed to the excesses of the vilest of armies, and

as an affiliated republic constituted under the vilest

of her own citizens, she had to submit to the plunder

and conscriptions exacted by her mig'hty patrons,

losing- as a necessary consequence her fleets, her

colonies and commerce. And at last incorporated

as a military appendag-e of the g-reat Republic, when

even the nominal g-overnment of her native Directory
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had failed to satisfy the exigencies of the French

g"enerals and commissaries. The fate of Switzerland

was the same in result ; thoug'h a military people,

offered a longer resistance, and placed in the centre

of a continent, they had less to lose hy their con-

nexion with the fortunes of France. The pure

republicanism and simple social state of Switzerland

made the aggTession of France more glaring on

paper and in debate, and consequently gave more

trouble to the indiscriminate advocates of revolu-

tionary ambition in this country. Though tested by

the amount of mischief done and good destroyed, I

am inclined to think, it was a less flagrant crime

against the human race than the subjugation of

Holland. Faction had been bitter throughout the

confederacy, a narrow jealousy and much practical

oppression existed in the aristocratic Cantons j wdiile

a chronic civil war and a morbid jealousy of stran-

gers, was the curse of the smaller democratic states.

The Cantons too, among other unamiable tradi-

tions of the ancient republics, presented the strange

and offensive spectacle of free states ruling other

states, to the exclusion of any political right on the

part of their subjects. And the ascendancy of the

Teutonic race was displayed by the subjection of

many Gallo-Italian communities to the German.

Cantons. Even had not the Senate or Treasury of

Berne provoked the horror or cupidity of the Re-

publican generals, such an anomaly in government

miofht well have excused their armed interference.
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But while a group of nominally affiliated repub-

lics^ but in reality vassal provinces^ were clustering-

round Revolutionary France, the second of the Bri-

tish islands narrowly escaped, at least for a time,

the same fate. The Irish rebellion of 1798, though

in itself from its rapid suppression and vulg-ar inci-

dents an unimportant fact in history, still deserves

a place in this work, not only as the immediate

cause of the Union ; but as indicating- in its cha-

racter both the obvious evils, that then came to a

head, and the disposition of the people themselves,

the g"reatest evil of all. The content and dis-

content each equally ill-founded, the absurd bra-

vado of treason to the g-overnment with the latent

treason to the cause of rebellion itself j the incon-

g'ruous compound of infidel Jacobinism in the

leaders, and of priestridden superstition in their

followers, made the suppression of the rebellion

an easier task than the cure of those evils deeply

seated, that will render the chronic state of Ire-

land if not one of rebellion, at least of ag-itation

and anxiety. On the evil influences ajffecting- Ire-

land and Irish politics, it is difficult to say an}'-

thing- at once true and new. Various as have been

the theories propounded and the evils decried, it is

much easier to see a degree of truth in all, than to

attribute any cardinal discovery to one. The early

conquests and repeated confiscations of land, the

national character itself so ill adapted to the exercise

of British rig-hts, and to the competition with Bri-
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tish industry—the abuses of a Provincial administra-

tioUj and the iiolitical ascendancy of a party—the

influence of the Popish priesthood, and even the

endowment of the Protestant Church, have all been

with more or less plausibility adduced as the

great central fact of Irish misery and discontent.

But as many of these g-rievances are obviously

in the course of removal or oblivion, and the other

influences have existed elsewhere without the same

result, we must look rather to the combined influence

of all, and of some in particular, as the real cause

we have to meet and combat.

Viewinof therefore these malio*n influences in

their combination, we reduce the number of parallel

instances to a very manag'eable term, and with a very

significant result. Nor can we point to a sing-le

other case of a Celtic people and a Romish hierarchy,

enjoying" the machinery of free institutions to reveng'e

their supposed wrong's, and g-ratify disappointed am-

bition. In no other country do the citizens come to

the exercise of their rig-hts, with the wrong's of

poverty inflamed by the passions of bigotry, or an

ambitious priesthood employ at once the arts of

the hustings and confessional against every Govern-

ment that does not advance its interests or recognise

its supremacy. But, while one is obliged, by the

force of evidence, to recognise an unwelcome amount

of truth in most of these causes alleg'ed, one is en-

couraged by seeing something of the mixed result

from the constant concessions of the English Go-

VOL. II. 2 M
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vernment, that mig'ht be deduced from adverse prog"-

nostications.

li] as one party always predicted, every con-

cession has inflamed the ambition and raised the

tone of the anti-Eng-lish faction, so also each suc-

cessive agitation, however g*eneral in its assump-

tions and violent in its languag'e, seems to beat

fainter and fainter on the bulwarks of law and

order. The savage rebellion of one g;eneration, and

the vast armed organisation of another, melts into

a local insurrection or noisy agitation, and these

og-ain into mere police affrays, ludicrous from the

cowardice and incapacity for action of the frothiest

declaimers. The real and undoubted oppression of

the native Irish Catholics exploded in the frig-htful

massacres and g-eneral rebellion of 1641, and the

civil war of 1690. The comparative^ mild thougii

corrupt g'overnment of the next century, with its

English preferences and commercial injustice, pro-

duced the g-reat and effective national demonstra-

tion of the volunteers of 1780. So far the oppres-

sion had been real and the objects national rather

than sectarian. The org-anisation of the United

IrishmeUj that produced the rebellion of 1798, for

the first time admitted the non-national character

of their movement b}^ the secresy of a conspiracy,

and the sinister nature of their objects by the false

pretences alleg'ed. An intrinsically Popish and

anti- English movement professed a zeal for parlia-

mentary reform, as a bond of sympathy with the
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Eng'lish oppositioiij and a Jacobin revolt to eng-ag-e

the aid of the French republic. There were, no

doubt, the g'reatest abuses in Irish administration at

this time, the character of public men g-enerally was

such as would have been considered proflig'ate in the

Court of George II. ; and a disregard for the feelings

and interests of the lower classes, such as hardly

characterised the age of the Tudors was too apparent.

Yet it is needless to observe hoAV undesirable and

impracticable an escape from these evils, and the

English connexion, that was absurdly identified

with them, was offered b}^ revolt to the French

republic. Even had not geographical position, the

moral genius of England, the connexion of many

centuries, and the devoted allegiance of a spirited

and influential minority of its own population,

inevitably linked Ireland with the fortunes of the

British Empire ; it would have been an unwel-

come secession to the theoretical republicans and

zealous Catholics of Ireland, to find themselves sub-

jected as a dependence or department of a state, that

in 1798 retained little of its republicanism, except

its hatred and contempt of Catholicism.

The Legislative Union, that followed in 1801, is

generally said to have been brought about by very

corrupt appliances. But making every alloAvance

for party calumny and national irritation, the end

was certainly worthy of such means, as an English

Government would have sanctioned, if not of such

as Irish members might have demanded.

2 m2
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Foliowing" out the idea of the Union with Scot-

land in Anne's reig-n, though with a liberal regard

to the larg-e population to be represented^ the pro-

portion of Irish members of the United Parliament

was fixed at 105. Forty-eig'ht peers elected for

life, and four prelates sitting- in rotation, composed

the contribution of Ireland to the Upper House.

Many small and nomination boroug'hs were extin-

g-uished, and a preponderance of representation

given to the counties. Both erroneous steps, as the

discrimination of patronag-e and influence of Govern-

ment were less to be dreaded under the circum-

stances of the country, than the bitterness of faction,

and the evil influences on the rural population.

But the advantag-es to Ireland were not to be

measured by the chang-es in the constitution of her

legislature, nor to be disparaged by the corruption

employed in the process. The great point gained,

was to bring' the whole administration of law and

government in Ireland before the bar of English

opinion, and to subject ever}^ Irish appointment to

the scrutin}^ of an English standard. While the

large body of Irish representatives in the British

Parliament, effectual for the protection of Irish inte-

rests, not split into hostile camps themselves, nor

separated by sectarian bigotr^^ from the mass of

English members, formed both an influential part- of

the imperial senate, and an invaluable school for the

political instruction of their own countr3inen, open-
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ing" a sphere for their native eloquence^ in a purer

and hio'her medium than that of Collesre Green.

But our space reminds us of the necessity of

drawing" within narrow er limits the latter decades of

this long- and difficult reig'n. The importance of the

principle involved in the American contest^ and the

g-ross and dang'erous misapprehension of the real

principle and character of the French Revolution,

must justify the leng-th at which they have been

respectively discussed, with reference to the princi-

ples and progress of our own constitution.

But subsequent to the Union with Ireland we

may compress the leading' constitutional features of

this nominal reig'n within narrower limits. The

neg-ociations with the military monarchy of the

g-reat French Consul are illustrative of the instinc-

tive affinities of g-overnments, and of the constitu-

tional principles involved in the strug'g'le. While

the short Peace, or rather Truce of Amiens, would

indicate, that, though an accommodation may be

arrano-ed with any settled o-overnment, yet that it

cannot be permanent, but at the price of subjection

with an ag-g-ressive and revolutionary poAver. The

law of nations must be considered as regards the

rig-hts of belligerents, both as against neutrals, and

in anticipation of those, who from neutrals may be-

come involuntarily partakers in the contest. The

ministerial difficulties of 1806 and 1811 must be

briefly considered, both in reference to the constitu-

tional principles they involved, and to the rising
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importance of the Catholic question. The growing-

discontent of the middle and lower classes with the

burden of taxation, and the anomalies of repre-

sentation j the return of peace ; and the justice and

necessity of the repressive measures adopted, must

conclude the chapter. The military glories of the

Regency, with the financial difficulties arising from

so vast and protracted a contest, belong to another

department of histor}^ Though it is scarcely be-

3'ond the scope of this treatise to consider, how far

the spirit of the war and the reaction since may
have both acted on the national character, and

throuo-h it affected the tone of o'overnment and

public opinion in our own times.

The French Directory, thouo'h in restoring- law

and order, and the protection of property, essentially

Conservative, yet had too great a stake in the

Revolution to allow it to subside in a reactive or

Royalist sense. Accordingly, they met the return-

ing loyalty of the middle class and National Guards

of the capital by the cannon of the young artillery

officer, who was destined to be their successor, and

the ro3'alist elections and resulting* opposition in the

Councils, by the iniquitous coup cVefat of Fructidor.

This last stroke was the real installation of military

government, to the exclusion equall}'- of popular

demonstrations and of constitutional order. This

summary way of dealing with a nominally repre-

sentative assembly, banishing a troublesome party,

annulling inconvenient returns, and retaining vacant
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seats, that would be hostilely occupied, left little

indeed of constitutional rig-lit for the consular revo-

lution of Brumaire to overthrow. It was the army

in either case that acted^ either in support or in

suppression of the Directory, independent of Demo-

cratic or Boyalist sympathies. And Brumaire did

but raise the chief of the army to the ostensible

supremacy, that the army had alread}'- secured in

practice to itself. The efforts of a Government,

which would at once maintain order and the llevo-

lution, deprived them at once of the support of the

mob and the favour of the Boyalists, and threw them

on the only other element of streng-th that was left

in France. This altered state of affairs in France,

which had, in some deg"ree, under the Consulate as-

sumed the tone of a popular if not constitutional mo-

narchy, naturally afforded an opening- to peace. The

most able and interesting- State Papers, contributed

respectively by the First Consul, Lord Grenville,

and Talleyrand to this neg'otiation, are well worthy

of a detached perusal, both as models of political

pleading', and as exhibiting' the real difficulties of the

case, with a more salient truthfulness than is usual

in diplomatic correspondence. One is bound to g-ive

the palm of log-ical power to the despatch of Napo-

leon, and of artful and audacious misrepresentation

of the past to his minister. Lord Grenville's able

review of actual wrong-s and conting-ent perils, ad-

mirable in other respects, was perhaps impoliticly

candid, in its reference to a prospective restoration
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as the event best calculated to g"ive tranquillit}^ to

France, and safety to Europe. For this passing-

deviation from the wise principle of non-interference

with the internal g-overnment of France, thoug'li

natural in the minister of a reg-ular monarchy, and

under the circumstances a reasonable view, was

scarcely 'courteous to the existing* g-overnment of

France, nor strictly true as a historical deduction

from the past reg'ime of the Bourbons, or the sub-

stitution of d3"nasties on our own throne.

The fact was, the militar^^ power of France had

increased as her revolutionary spirit had subsided,

and she had become more formidable for mischief,

as the mischievous tendency had chang-ed. And
peace, however for the time safe and advantageous

for Eng-land, could only be concluded at the sacrifice

of allies already subjected or menaced by the co-

lossus of the West.

Yet eventually the step was taten, and the risk

incurred ; and by the Peace of Amiens England

concluded the Revolutionary war, in which her

naval successes had insured her insular safety,

though the inefficienc}^ and misdirection of her land

forces had contributed little to her g'lory or the

protection of her allies. The war, which, as mig-ht

have been expected, soon recommenced, has no

such immediate relation to the subject of these

pag"es as to require a more particular allusion.

For, thoug'h orig-inatiug* in the Revolutionary con-

vention, that had called out so fiercely the mihtary
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spirit of France, and established an essentially ag*-

gTessive g-overnment, yet^ in its objects and inci-

dentSj it resembled more the ordinary wars of

ambition, national or personal, too common in all

ag"es of the world, thoug-li fondly thought most to

characterise a barbarous period. The criminal ag*-

gression of our early Plantagenet kings on the

independence of France, and the vaster aims of the

House of Austria in the sixteenth, and of Louis

XIV. in the eighteenth centuries, were repeated

with something- of penal retribution on the dynasties

or nations, that had originated or supported these

attempts. I3ut, considering that the mask was now

fairly torn from the Revolution, and no pretext of

liberty or improvement employed to disguise the

ambition of Napoleon, the conduct of the liberal

opposition in England in thwarting the Government,

palliating* his conduct and extolling" his power, was

in the hio-hest deo'ree factious and mischievous,

increasing the difficulty and hazard of the contest,

damping' the rising spirit of national independence

in Europe, and depriving even their own country

of the advantag-e of a resjiectable and powerful

opposition, to enforce a judicious economy, and to

suggest those practical internal reforms, of which

we shall soon see the country stood much in need.

It is a great error in an opposition to suppose

their constitutional function is merely antagonistic.

It is far more supplemental. It is scarcely in

human nature, when the mind is bent on some
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object it deems both just and of permanent ne-

cessity, to spare much attention or sympathy for

collateral objects of perhaps rather an adverse ten-

dency. It is also obvious, that indiscriminate

opposition to the prevailing' national feeling- is useless

and even criminal, in proportion as that feeling*,

however exag'g'erated, is just in principle. These

two considerations mig"ht have both pointed out to

the opposition of 1806-1815 their proper sphere of

duty
J
to fill up the omissions of the majority, rather

than simply to oppose the war in a manner damag'-

ing- to their own characters, and useless with reference

to their professed object. The ministerial party,

resting" on the broad basis of Pitt's majorities, rein-

forced by all the inert Toryism and alarmed nation-

ality of the country, was bent on the prosecution of

the war and the external dang-ers and relations of

the country, to the exclusion of many pressing* topics

of moral and social import, that mig'ht have been the

leg-itimate and successful field of an independent

liberal party. That Romilly and Broug-ham soared

above the factious flig-ht of their fellows, and won

the richest and most unfading* laurels in reforming*

the abominations of our criminal law, and in ad-

vancing g*eneral education makes us only regret

that more of their party did not follow their example,

or that they themselves did not bring* to their

mighty task more of the fixed principle or political

neutrality of Wilberforce.

One great civil question that became involved in
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the prosecution of the war^ the necessary decision of

which added to our emharrassments and affected our

moral position, was the dehcate construction of

neutrality under the law of nations as affecting- its

rights and liabilities. The law, as sanctioned by the

practice of maritime nations, and imperatively de-

manded by the circumstances of England at the

time, was, that a blockade effectively enforced must

be respected by neutrals, and that a neutral flag-

did not protect a hostile carg-o. This doctrine,

essential to g'ive effect to our maritime supremac}^,

in opposition to the continental system of France,

was opposed to the interests of both the Baltic

powers and America, who, as carriers or original

producers, were largety eng*ag-ed in the trade with

Southern Europe. The armed neutrality of the

North intended to maintain the lax view of mari-

time law, was dissolved by the cannon of Nelson at

Copenhag-en. But the hostility of America, which

involved other points and was embittered by recent

recollections, lasted long-er, and indeed outlived the

o-reat European war, in which it had orig-inated.

Denmark again, in 1807, experienced a far more

questionable application of the laAV of nations, in the

sudden demand and forcible seizure of her fleet j a

stroke unprecedented in English histor}", admir-

able in pohcy, and since fully justified by the dis-

cover}^ of the intended employment of the Danish

navy j but open to grave consideration in default of

any certain proof of a hostile intention, and in mere
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anticipation of a possible event^ that scarcel}^ seemed

to justify so violent a step, and extensive a carnag-e.

The ministerial difficulties of 1806 and 1811;

require a fuller notice, than the mere oligarchical

combinations, that had disputed and divided the

prize of power during the earlier portion of our

Parliamentary epoch. It is a proof how, ultimately

if not prompth^, the unreformed Parliament S3"mpa-

thised with the national feeling-^ that thoug'h no

abuse had been corrected, no anomaly reformed, yet

so increasing- was the power of public opinion, that

Parliament was much more truly a representative

body, than it had been a century before. The

gTowing' importance and thrilling* interest of the

Catholic question penetrated from the squalid cabins

of the Irish peasantry", and the modest hearths of

the Eng'lish middle class, to the seats of senators

and the closets of statesmen who were startled

at the passions the}^ were bound to represent.

On this g'reat question Pitt had differed from his

Sovereig'n and the great bulk of his ordinary

supporters, and had retired for a time from office

in consequence. To office he returned to admi-

nister domestic affiiirs with the same wisdom,

and the war with the same unsatisfactory result,

as before. His death, and the disastrous state of

public affairs, led to a coalition which, under the

circumstances, does not appear to have provoked

much remark or censure. One only rather wonders,

that sunk in numbers and in character as the Whig's
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were, that it was thoug-ht worth while to propitiate

that talented and eloquent faction by a g-ratuitous

share of office. But the name of Fox, the last of

the giant brood, who survived his 3 oung-er rival a

few months, was in itself a tower of streno-th ; and

his followers showed their usual faithfulness to

party, and indifference to principle, in dropping- the

Catholic claims they had advocated^ and prosecuting*

the war they had denounced in opposition ; thus

propitiating- the Sovereign and ag-reeing- Avith the

majority. But upon Fox's death, a faint movement

was made in favour of the Romanists, which the

King* met by dismissal and a subsequent dissolution

;

and to which the country responded by a larg-e ma-
jority at the g-eneral election, adverse to the Catholic

claims. This was a new basis of Parliamentary

power, which enabled a Tory ministry of very ordi-

nary talents to maintain its position for a long-er

period, than any constitutional g-overnment on

record. Weathering- the perils of the Eeg-ency, con-

cluding- the war successfully, and evading- rather

than resisting- the g-rowing- demands for reform and

chang-e, they left a harvest of unsettled questions

and exposed anomalies to their successors. Their

scheme of g-overnment was, with the above qualifi-

cations, just and wise. And the influence of two

very remarkable men, who rose amid the not over-

powering- brilliancy of the Pitt school, was usefully

exercised on our foreig-n relations and domestic

institutions. The g-radually avo\A'ed policy of Mr.
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Canning" was to relax without actually dissolving*

the ties^ that had naturally grown up between us

and the great military monarchies of Europe^ who

had been our pensioners and allies in the g-reat war

;

and to restore that independence of action, that best

suited our insular situation, commercial activity,

and free constitution. This policy, that was hailed

by the liberal part}^, and not expressly condemned

by any, was acted upon with reference to the abor-

tive efforts of some European nations to g-et up a

constitution, and the not very enviable success of

the Spanish colonies in obtaining" emancipation.

The principle no doubt was rig-ht, though the results

were not commensurate with what the liberals ex-

pected, or the g-reat orator predicted. Mr. Peel

at the same time laboured in the mitig'ation of our

execrable criminal law, and the establishment of

sounder principles of finance and political economy

than had hitherto prevailed. Though in neither of

these praiseworthy tasks did he act with the boldness

and decision, that was evinced in his later career •

when his pure and teachable spirit had reached a

supreme place, through many fruitful years of

thought and experience. In fact, the horror of

change, as associated with the revolutionary move-

ment, oppressed men's spirits still, as much as the

shade of Pitt's errors obscured their financial vision.

These remarks are, however, in anticipation;

though no unjust sketch of the merits and short-

comings of the long Tory Government of Percival,
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Sidmouth and Liverpool^ that was established on

the failure of the Whig-s and pro-Cathohc Tories to

form an administration. The staple of g-overnment,

that is represented with sufficient distinctness by
the three names just given was^ from time to time^

joined or deserted by Canning-, and his friends of

the liberal Pitt section, Avho consented to suspend

their peculiar views, or carry them out only in a

private sense on their union with the Government.

In other instances, as has been alluded to, they

were enabled to carry out views uncong-enial to

the traditional policy of their colleag-ues, who never-

theless were induced to assent from conviction or

personal influence. The old Grenville, or pro-Catho-

lic, anti-revolutionary party had withered into a

mere name, their unpopular dogmas depriving them

of all sympathy with either the representative de-

mands or religious apprehensions of the nation.

The opposition formed on the basis of the old Whig*

party, whose leadership had descended from Fox,

through Ponsonby to Lords Gre^^ and Lansdowne,

w^as all this while rising in strength and character.

Though yet far removed from office, the average

of talent and political knowledge was higher

on their benches than on those of the minis-

terialists. It is perhaps a law of Providence to

redress the abuses of poAver, that talent always

seems to have a tendency to the ranks of the exist-

ing opposition. This was more particularly the

case after the conclusion of the war had thrown
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back much g'enius and enterprise on the paths of

civil life. And a heaA^lj-taxed people^ relieved from

dangers and sated with g'lory, began to question

themselves on the realit}^ and magnitude of the

perils they had escaped, while there was no doubt

about the costs at which the escape had been

achieved. AVhile such was the growing disposition

of the country in favour of the ideal of Whig-gism,

and rather in advance of its dogmas in the way of

practical application, the Parliamentary leaders of

the party were wise in their generation, and both

in the g-ood the}" identified with themselves, and

the evil they sug'gested to others, they laid the

foundation of that prosperous middle party, that

seems destined to direct the power of the British

Empire, between the mutual prejudice and suspicion

of two extremes. This shrewd and firm part}', at

the close of Georo-e III.'s reio*n numbered amonof

its younger members, in addition to the celebri-

ties of the opening centur}-, the names of Lord

Althorp, Lord John Russell, and Sir James Gra-

ham, afterwards identified with the Reform Bill,

and two of which still adorn our debates and guide

our councils. They, professing- themselves disciples

of Fox, avoided the great error of his life, indiscri-

minate opposition, and vague and dangerous profes-

sions. They j'ielded a ready thoug-h contemptuous

support to an}" liberal movement in finance or law

reform of the ministerial benches. While they kept

the hopes of Ireland fixed on that point, they knew
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must split the hostile camp; and excited the increasino*

urban communities of England with another ques-

tion^ M'hose solution would prostrate the Borou<>-h

power in the dust. It is, perhaps, difficult to decide

whether the reg-ular opposition derived more aid

or scandal from the extreme party, that now rose

under their left wing*, and professed some of the

doctrines of modern radicalism, with the audacity

of Wilkes and the temper of Junius. But I am
inclined to think that no party suffers from a bold

enunciation of its principles, that does not compro-

mise its leaders nor their future acts, but stimulates

a wider rang-e of the communit}^ in the same direc-

tion, thoug'h to a more distant, or all the better, an

inaccessible object. Public opinion is excited, adver-

saries are discomfited, and the more moderate inno-

vator steps in as the arbiter of the situation. Nor

was the increase of the liberal part}' during* this

period only to be measured b}' the actual accessions

to their ranks. The Tory part}^ was thinning- in

disg'ust and disappointment, as class interests were

assailed or traditional ideas abandoned, and a larg-e

and prominent section of the ministerialists were in

that state of semi-conviction, that is the usual pre-

cursor of courteous concession.

The long* and turbulent reig*n we have just closed,

and with intentional brevity towards its termination,

has necessarily raised many troublesome questions,

and will excite the part}' spirit of disappointment or

antao'onism in many readers, who will have seen the

VOL. II. 2 N
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practice of every faction condemned, thoug-li in un-

equal degrees, when viewed by the hg'ht of the Con-

stitution and the principles of moral truth. This

was inevitable, and the author in reconciling himself

to the g-eneral censure the pag*es may provoke, can

only console himself with the consciousness of having-

in no sentiment deviated from moral rig-ht, and in

no arg-ument having* made use of sophistry, however

popular or plausible.

The difficulty was increased both to readers and

to the author from the fact, that many of the ques-

tions ao-itated in the course of this reio-n still divide

pubhc opinion, and have but rarely received a satis-

factory settlement, from the pride and obstinacy of

party spirit rather than from any really lasting- doubt.

Even on some points where from the real progress

in humanity and intellig-ence there is no difference

of opinion, an unfair attempt is made to throw the

discredit of exploded doctrines and indefensible

abuses on political opponents, as on their sole or

most culpable advocates. So one constantly hears

the Tory party, not blameless indeed hi the cause,

taxed with the g-uilt of our execrable penal code, and

the slovenly police, that mutually placing- into each

other's hands, produced some of the frig-htful thoug-h

humble trag-edies of this epoch. Yet not to mention

that the three infamous acts alluded to in the last chap-

ter but one, that propitiated the national idol of Mam-
mon with the ofiering-s of Moloch, Avere all enacted

either anterior to the rise of part}-, or when the liberal
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party was in the ascendant ; the great orator of the

AVhig's and tlie ribald demag-og'ue of the da}^ furiously

rag'ed together to oppose any improvement of police

arrangement ; and Lord EUenborough resisted with

pertinacity Sir Samuel E-omilly's protracted efforts

to humanize in some degree our blood}" statute book.

Wishing to do justice to all parties^ and particularly

to spare the fame of our departed celebrities^ one

can hardly avail oneself of the notable discovery of

modern journalism on this subject. The leading-

organ of the day has lately propounded that the

profuse capital punishments of the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries were owing to the difficulty of

otherwise bestowing criminals. Whereas the profu-

sion censured was in the more enlightened seventeenth

and eig'hteenth centinnes^ when colonisation was

largely and successfull}^ carried on^ and the earlier

centuries had neither displayed the same barbarity^

but on the other hand offered an asylum and peni-

tentiary for crime in the ranks of the serf popu-

lation.

Another popular error^ it is hoped pretty fully

exploded in the above pages, is that which could

represent George III. as a bigot in religion, and

passionately devoted to war. Whereas his inglorious

cessation of hostilities and abandonment of allies

was the favourite opposition theme of the first decade

of his reign j and his supposed favour to the Catho-

lics, that was rather gratuitously assumed as an

essential appendage of Jacobitism, added virulence

2 N 2
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to the invectives of Junius^ and a pretext to tlie

Puritan factionists of America. In fact so sino-ular

was the chang-e of the Whig-g^ in the course of this

reig-n^ from a strong- Protestant and war party, to

the advocates of peace and patrons of Popery-, that

one is ahiiost tempted to suppose, that they adopted

their principles from the rule of contraries, and took

too literally the antag'onistic duties of an opposition

to the policy of the sovei'eig-n. The gTeat question

of the War has heen discussed, and its necessity or

rather inevitability shown with as little disposition

to justify the g-ross incapacity of its early conduct,

as to palliate the brilliant faction, that misstated the

objects and embarrassed the efforts of their country.

No attempt again has been made to deny the stretch

of the Prerogative as exercised by the Ministers, or

of the Privileg-e as assumed by the Parliaments of

the eai-ly part of this reig'n. The constitutional

jurist, thoug'h not participating* in the violent preju-

dices or exag-gerated fears of Action, must rejoice

that in either case the ultimate decision was favour-

able to personal liberty and the ideal at least of

representation. The endeavour at personal g'overn-

ment, or rather at a share in ministerial power, like-

wise followed out with equal steadiness and success

throughout the greater part of this reign, is a more

delicate question. On general constitutional prin-

ciples, which do not go to the extent of making the

sovereign a mere expensive ceremony, devoid of all

personnl conscience or predilection, the mere puppet
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of prevailing" factions^ it certainly cannot be denied

to a King- as to any other public nian^ to take his

share in affairs of state, to have his opinions, to form

friendships and advance his friends, and so con-

struct a party, which whether within another o

independent, may have a more immediate connexioi.

with himself. In a constitution where the royal

functions are so g'enerall}" delegated or formalised,

and where the principle of ministerial responsibility

is so fully understood as in this country, no incon-

venience is likely to arise from this effort of the

sovereig'n to participate in the cares of office, and to

influence the counsels of the legislature by more

direct instruments, than those provided to his hand

by the discij^line of parties. The practical limit of

this intervention will be fixed by the good sense

shewn in the selection of these instruments, and b}'-

the parliamentary tact of the instruments them-

selves in the adoption of the royal views of policy.

George III. erred rather in the ability than the

character of this class of ministerial favourites.

Neitlier Bute nor Addino-ton were men of hio-li

political talent, nor on the other hand were they

men of daring- and reckless ambition. Bute early

retired from a scene, for which he had mistaken his

own fitness as much as his Eo3'al pupil had done.

And Addington represented an important principle

of policy, on which the Sovereign's convictions were

identified with those of a great mnjority of his

people.
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On the important questions of parliamentary and

financial reform, the reader will see that the noble

propositions of Pitt's youth, and the judicious reso-

lutions of Burke's experience, are adopted in their

fullest extent, without at the same time derogating-

in the slio-htest deo-ree from the honour and con-

sistency of these great men, who, under very altered

circumstances, became the rigid supporters of exist-

ing institutions, or the florid advocates of monarchy,

principles they had never combated, but viewed

through another medium. The only blame imput-

able to Pitt being his neglect of the great repre-

sentative question during the calm interval, when

the need of Reform was as urgent as before, and its

agitation safer than at a, later period. And Burke's

error being- that of the rhetorician rather than of

the statesman, in overcharging his case on which-

ever side he pleaded, and making truth itself less

true by exaggeration and overcolouring.

It is perhaps hardl}' worth while to criticise some

of the feebler efforts of party malignity or blunder

in relation to this eventful reign : or it -uould be an

easy task to point out the inconsistency of charges

that mutually refute each other. The libels in dif-

ferent degrees of respectability of Walpole, Wilkes

and Junius, throw light rather on the feelings enter-

tained towards the government, than on the conduct

of the g-overnment itself, and ma}^ be taken to repre-

sent the sentiments respectively of the old Whig
junto, who shuddered at the breaking- up of their
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political monopoly, of the more proflig-ate demag'Og'ue

who libelled a society he could not enter, and virtues

he scorned to profess ; and of the more dangerous

literary adventurerwho loathed a Court and Ministry,

that too cavalierly dispensed with the support of

venal intellect.

. But to pass from the virtues they ridiculed, and

which recommended the Sovereig-n to the best S3ni-

pathies of the nation, and the tendencies, real or

imag-inar}^, they condemned, and which their suc-

cessors in opposition would have required. We might

review severely enough the gross and absurd misre-

presentations of the E-e^'olutionary period, which, not

indeed promulgated at the time, have sought the

light since in flippant memoirs, and the still baser

effusions of journalism. Thus, to instance one and

by no means the worst specimen of the class,

Bell's Life of Canning*, a publication of which it

may at least be boasted, that it has not foiled to

degrade its subject to the extent his biographer

designed.

In this choice sample of political biograph}' we

are told in the same breath, that under l^itt's anti-

revolutionary regime all opposition and even dis-

cussion was hushed under the apprehension of spies

and prosecutions— that a reign of terror prevailed,

and people hurried past a\ ith fear and suspicion on

their brows, and half-uttered whispers on their lips.

And that the opposition clubs and saloons of the

Whig aristocracy sparkled with all that was most
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brilliant in g-enius and dashing in fashion. Thoug-h

wit is not apt to be silent in its martyrdom, nor

fashion and g'aiety usually the characteristics of an

oppressed or suspicious people.

Dissolutions as lamentable as that of Mr. Roscoe's

literary" coterie at Liverpool have occurred, there

and elsewhere, from other causes than political ty-

ranny. The reserve of the liberal journals in treat-

ing- the progTCSS of events mig'ht naturally be attri-

buted to the strug-gle between conscience and con-

sistency, the one not being* able to justify what the

other could not humble itself to condemn. The ab-

surdity' of speaking' of the traitorous agitators and

Jacobin correspondents of 1793-95, as being- accused

for wearing- the g'ala uniform of the Constitutional

Societ}', may be perhaps overlooked as that fig-ure

of speech more common than respectable. But the

attempt to justify the act of corresponding- with the

Convention, as if the g'ood principles and inoffensive

practice of that assembly sanctioned the homag*e

and aJEliliation of subjects of another state, involves

all the errors in fact and in the highest principles

of morality, that have been combated in the preced-

ing- pag-es. It has been a common artifice to divide

the Revolution by a line of convenient indefiniteness

into an imaoinary innocent and an admitted criminal

period. That no such division is ag-reeable to poli-

tical truth or historical justice, has been alread}^

shown, but it arg-ued an unusual deg-ree of audacity

or ig-norance to choose the actual period of terrorism
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ns the g-oltlen ag-e of republican virtue and national

innocence. The King* had been murdered^ royalty

abolished^ the nobility proscribed^ the Church ruined,

God blasphemed, all order destroyed, representation

itself trampled on by a minority, and one-third of

France desolated by the central authority. But the

climax of absurdity seems contained in the remark,

.

which has the additional merit of orig-inality, that

Mr. Pitt crushed the people with taxation that they

mig-ht not have spirit to oppose, or leisure to canvass,

his misg'overnment ; that their noses were, accord-

ing- to the Avriter's eleg'ant idiom, kept to the g'rind-

stone. Supposing- the fact to have been as stated,

the result would have been, to say the least, un-

usual j and would dispose very summarily of the

ordinary complaints of misg'overnment, and afford

rulers a means of impunity as welcome as novel.



CHAPTER IX.

Peace—Reform—Eetrencliinent—Eeaction from tlie war and

anti-revolutiouary spirit in favour of liberalism—Negative

policy and decline of Tory party—Improved leadership of the

Whigs—The Economists—Principles of Free Trade—Catho-

lic Emancipation—The Reform Act—Reform of the Poor-

law and Corporations—Irish Agitation—Reaction in favour-

of a Protestant Conservatism—Ascendancy of Sir R. Peel

—

Corn-Law agitation—Surrender of Sir R. Peel—Schism

in his party—Return of Whigs to power—Temporary dis-

placement—Union witli Peelite party—Conclusion.

In a concluding' chapter^ that is intended to

embrace the momentous chang-es and dehcate

questions, involved in connexion with our sub-

ject since the Peace of 1815, or rather since the

nominal close of George III.'s reig-n^ one is induced,

both for the sake of brevity and convenient general-

isation, to adopt the style of an essay in place of

that of a continuous narrative. The moving- scene

of an historic narrative has been the useful channel

of our previous inquiry, and was at once the most

definite and appropriate mode of viewing* a suc-

cession of chang-es that were fully accomplished,

thoug-h in successive relation to each other, and of

commenting- on the policy and career of Sovereig-ns,

statesmen, and demag'og-ues, already transferred in

pubhc opinion to the repose of history. But, when
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chang'es yet in progress are to be considered^ botli

in reference to each other and to the various unset-

tled questions arising- from them, and auspices for

an uncertain future are to be taken from the un-

satisfactory data of the present ; it seems preferable

to adopt the character of an essay on g'eneral consi-

derations of these conflicting* theories and imper-

fectly carried out principleSj rather than that of a

history, where nothing" is past and all is unsettled,

as much in principle as in fact.

Certain heads of political discussion will natu-

rally be suggested as popularly associated with the

g'reat questions agitated since the Peace, and as

convenient classifications of a still wider rang-e of

topics, that must be briefly noticed in concluding- our

subject. The six heads under which almost every

g'reat constitutional question of the last forty years

may be classed, or viewed in relation, are—Tolera-

tion, Franchise, Free Trade, Centralisation, Colonial

Government, and Law Reform. These are enume-

rated, not in order of importance or mutual con-

nexion, but rather in relation to the historical se-

quence of certain g'reat questions, whose solution

was the party strug-g-le of the day, or remain still

the ag-itation of the present and the problem of the

future.

This historical sequence of some of the g'reat

questions involved in at least the three first of these

heads, will oblig-e us still to trace a rapid outline of

party and ministerial history throug'h this period,
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which, however unsatisfactoiy as a narrative, will

scarcely offend the most rabid partisan by its meagTe

and colourless sketch.

The restrictions in the first place imposed on the

Beg"ency were avowedly only of a temporary nature,

and merg-ed in the ample exercise of royal functions

many years before the termination of the Reg-ency

itself, by the death of the ag'ed and afflicted monarch.

Nor, as the vieAvs, or more properl}^ the favouritism,

of the Reg'ent were now in harmony with the ruling*

party in Parliament, was there any will or intention

in that party to fetter or degrade a powder, of which

they had now the sympathy or control. Thus

George IV. enjoyed by anticipation as Hegent

pretty much the same yojbI authority, as he suc-

ceeded to in the natural course of events in 1820.

The internal policy of this reign w^as pretty much

a continuation of that of the E,eg"ency. The same

spirited interference in foreign affairs, the same

pure and wise internal administration, and the same

rigid resistance to all org-anic or constitutional

ehang-e. The efforts of Romilly had not, ho\\ever,

been thrown away on one branch of Reform, which,

though based on the profoundest principles of

morality, and in no small deg-ree influencing- the

national character, had been strangely neg-lected by

party statesmen. In the mitig-ation and simplifi-

cation of the criminal law, more particularly in its

atrocious and unwarranted inflictions, the opposition

reformers found a guide and ally in Mr. Peel, who
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])reside(l over that (Ippnrtmeiit of tlie ndministratlon.

And in this respect an impartial writer is g'lad to

pay a passing' tribute to the memory of a Prince,

whose weakness of character and extravag-ance of

habit have been g'enerally unfovourably contrasted

with the firmness and simpHcity of his fiither.

But, whether from an Epicurean softness of dispo-

sition, or some better because less personal moti\'e,

Georg'e IV. was really the first British Prince, who

seemed to awaken to the awful g'uilt of indiscri-

minate capital punishment. And this reluctance

to inflict the letter of a sang'uinar}^ and unchristian

law, unnoticed at the time by the moralists, who

supported his Grovernment and regTetted his cha-

racter, or by the factionists, who opposed the one

and had formed the other, lent a powerful aid to the

efforts of real reformers, in overcoming* the cold-

blooded pedantry of lawyers, and the indifference of

ordinary politicians. The trial of the Queen, and

the g'reat measure of Catholic Emancipation, were

the chief constitutional features of this reig-n. The

Bill of Pains and Penalties brouglit in ag-ahist the

blameable but unhappy Consort, was a mild and

modern form of the old Act of Attainder. If carried,

it would have placed its victim at the discretion of

the Government, and u ould have, of course, led to

her banishment and the dissolution of the ill-starred

marriage. The mere personal character of the

contest, the faults that undoubtedly existed on the

other side, and the natural disg-ust at anything*
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savouring" of tyrann}" and hypocrisy, led to a result

not justified by the character of the defendant, and

calculated to endanger the public peace by the per-

petuation of a scandalous collision, where both par-

ties behaved almost equally ill. The Tories, in sup-

porting* the personal object of the Sovereign, to a

deg-ree savouring* of severity and dang-erous to public

peace; and the Whig-s, in taking- up a worthless

client for the mere purpose of popular ag"itation,

dano-erous to the Constitution and scandalous to

morality. It is happy that we can briefly dismiss so

unpleasant a subject as involving" no important con-

stitutional question, and in the failure of the bill

establishing' no precedent for the recurrence of so

unwelcome a conting'ency. Far different, in its na-

ture and consequence, was the great measure of

1829. As a constitutional question, it must be

ag*ain considered, when the larg"e subject of Tolera-

tion is viewed with reference to our later difficulties.

But as an historical event, its immediate effect was

to introduce, even in the existing- state of the Par-

liamentary franchise, about twenty Roman Catholic

members for the larg-er counties and small towns of

the south and west of Ireland. While dissatis-

faction at the measure itself, and disappointment at

the statesmen, by whom it was finally introduced

and carried, led to that serious breach in the

old Conservative phalanx transmitted from Pitt

to Peel, that opened the way for the long- ascen-
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daiic}^ of the Whig-s, and the important org-nnic

chang'es the3' have since introduced or encourng-ed.

After the pohtical demise of Lord Liverpool, the

liig-h Tor}^ character of the Government had been

lowered in the personnel of the administration rather

than in its polic}^, by the formation of the brief Can-

ning- and llobinson g'overnments, with some adhesions

of liberal names. The installation of the Welling'ton

and Peel g^overnment was looked on as a restoration

of the Liverpool policy in its rig'id conservatism.

Yet that g'overnment carried the Catholic Emanci-

pation it had so long* resisted, and in the consequent

dissolution of the Conservative part}", led to the

Reform of the Representation, and other measures

of the Whig- school.

The party that came into power with the first

Parliament of William IV. was mainl}^ composed

of the remains or representatives of the old Foxite

party, strong-er in eloquence and parliamentary

practice than in the labours of administration, or the

details of finance. They were, however, reinforced

by not a few adhesions from the broken sections

of Canning- and Huskisson, whom the recent libe-

ralism of Peel had failed to concihate. Such was

the composition of the party that, with one strug-

g-lin^ interval, g'overned the country from the first

year of Wilham lY . to 1841, and in that momentous

decade introduced measures, which, if not unmixed

in their motive and tendency", are of the hig-hest

importance_, and deserving' the most impartial con-
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«ideration. The immediate party effect of the first

mooting' the Reform Bill was to restore the cohesion

of the Conservative party, reinforced too by some,

who deprecated so large a destruction of their poli-

tical interest vested in the nomination horouohs.

But this re-union, thoug-h directed by the consum-

mate ability of Sir E. Peel in the Commons, and

supported by the g'reat ascendancy of the Duke of

Welling-ton in the Councils of the Lords, was power-

less to avert a chang-e, which a dissolution showed

clearly to be the will of the nation, indicated even

throuo-h the unfavourable medium of the unreformed

constituencies. So completely indeed had the Tory

leaders lost the relig"ious sympathy of the country,

that, in standing- forwards ag-ainst the will of the

majority on this occasion, they failed to exercise

even that modifying* power, which an opposition

g-enerally obtains, either by force or compromise, on

the passag'e of a g-reat party Act. With therefore

one exception, the effect of which has been much

over- rated, thoug-h not unimportant in its bearing-

on the great economic question of the last few years,

the extension of the County Franchise to tenants-

at-will, the merits and demerits of the Reform Bills

are to be credited to the Whig's alone. The difficult

and scarcely practical question of franchise g'ene-

rally, in its basis of distribution and theoretical prin-

ciple, may be referred to ag-ain hereafter ; but it

will be sufficient in this place to state briefl}^ the

leading- features of the g-reat measure of 1831-32.
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The most severel}- contested point was the totul

extmction of a long- list of ancient borong-hs^, deca3'efl

in wealth and popnlation^ some of onlj^ a nomif

nal constituency, and all subject to the influence,

as proprietor or patron of some g-reat famil}^ or de-

partment of g-overnment. The reduction of repre-

sentative rig-ht in another list of somewhat superior

claim, was in the same spirit, and tog-ether they

composed almost the whole of the disfranchising-

portion of the measure. On the other hand, long-

lists of places, comprising- districts of the modern

metropolis, and the g-reat seats of modern industry

in the northern and other parts of Eng-land, obtained

the parliamentary privileg'e,by a sing-le or double seat.

The members for the larger Counties were doubled by

a division, or raised from two to three. The County

franchise was extended so as to embrace almost every

form of landed tenure and substantial proprietorship,

and the more respectable g-rade of mere occupancy.

In the towns, while some prospective measures were

adopted for the g-radual extinction of a few ancient

local rig-hts, a mig-hty constituency was universally

introduced, of a respectable but rather low household

qualification. This constituency actual!}^ returns the

House of Commons, containing- as it does the whole

electorate ofthe newBoroug-hs, and the overwhelming-

power, even where the existing- rig-hts of the old free-

men have been retained, in the old ones. And as in

ever}' class division the lower part of each class is

the majority j so the lower middle class, or house-

VOL. II. 2
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holders between £10 and £30 are the majority of

the new order, that predominates in urban elections^

and returns two-thirds of the national representation.

This is not the place to examine the polic}" of so

momentous an innovation, or to arraig-n the motives

of those, who thus conferred an ascendancy on a

particular class, neither consonant to the principle of

national representation, nor sanctioned by any view

of our own earlier system. There is little cause to

question the opinion of Alison and Sismondi, the

larg'est collector of historical induction, and the

acutest reasoner on it, that a franchise of this kind

is about the most democratic that could be devised

;

being* the most removed alike from the influence

and association of the aristocracy, and reached by

the taxation, though not b}^ the patronag-e of g'overn-

ment. In this opinion I cordially concur, both from

a 'priori arg'ument and personal experience. And
to a treatise designed for youth, and that may fall

into the hands of foreigners, a few considerations

will be added of a more specific character, derived

from the peculiarities of the English themselves.

A low middle class might in an}^ nation be expected

to be imperfectly educated j ignorant of or indiffer-

ent to foreign relations; impatient of taxation,

which however adjusted, must seem at least to press

on them more than on the ampler means of the class

above them, or the indig-ent impunit}' of that below

them. Such a class would be instinctively disposed

to sacrifice, not only duty and honour to safety and
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g-ain^ but even future safet}' and remote advantag-e,

to immediate saving- and retrenclnnent. Less dis-

posed to alter government than to cripple its re-

sources ; and more inclined to g'rudg'e pecuniary

advantages than to envy distinction : the revolution

it will work is less violent and indeed less criminal,

than that hideously improvised by a degraded popu-

lace and third rate litterateurs, but as sure and

fatal to national greatness in its result. If one's

experience shows us that vices of this kind stain the

moral, industrious, and ambitionless moderation of

a middle class in general; it requires no great

acquaintance with English society, to perceive that

this character so made up of worth and littleness is

our prevailing' national bias, and that the political

faults of the English character will naturally be found

most luxuriant in that class, to which the destinies

of the country are now entrusted.

When to this general consideration is added, the

fact of nearly all religious dissent in England being-

comprised within this artificial electoral pale ; and the

no less important circumstance, that from the great

advance in education from voluntary exertion or

national bounty, at both extremes of the social scale,

the electoral class has scarcely any advantages in

knowledge over that below it ; it is open to doubt

whether the circumstances of the class raised to

ascendancy by the Reform Act, justified such

a departure from precedent, as well as from the

theory of representation. Other influences have

2o2
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certainly existed and continued to exert a counter-

acting- influence, that has modified or mitigated the

tendency pointed out. The aristocracy, thoug-h

pushed into a secondary place, has yet a place of

political power. The Church too, thoug-h divided and

unfitted for a political engine, exerts a higher moral

influence than ever. The traditions ofa monarchy are

still universally admitted, and its personal exercise

hig-hly popular. A large minority too of the represen-

tation is still returned by the property and intelhg-ence

of the nation. Nor is the qualification of members,

and the still more imperious public opinion, that seeks

as hig-h as possible for the exponent of every party

and interest, without effect in neutralizing" the abso-

lute ascendancy of the principles alluded to. But

the real triumph of those principles is indicated, not

only by the perceptible tendency to a short-sig'hted

economy and negative policy, but in the homag-e and

concession to these principles, extorted from those

who would advocate a nobler policy, and rest upon

higher ground. AVhen the encouragement of a

baneful superstition is deprecated on the ground of

its expense, and the criminality of domestic sedition

and colonial treason is weighed by its cost in the

estimates ; when the effort of party and the fate of

cabinets turn upon the escape or imposition of a

small fiscal burden. Mammon may well exult in his

triumph over every other principle wont to divide

with him the allegiance of mankind.

Corresponding acts were past for Scotland and Ire-
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landj suitable to the tenures of land, territorial divi-

sions, and numerical developments of those countries.

In Scotland representative reform was justl}" de-

manded, as all franchise in that country had shrunk

into the most olig'archical dimensions. In the bo-

roughs the franchise being* exercised by the narrow

close corporations and magistracies ; and in the

counties being- attached only to the manorial tenure of

landed propert3\ Two circumstances, which inevit-

abl3^ subjected the representation of Scotland to the

ascendancy of a few grandees, or to the influence of

g'overnment patronag-e. As the abuse was more

flagTant the reaction was the more violent j and a

country of very aristocratic institutions and tradi-

tions threw its weig"ht forcibly into the democratic?

scale of the national legislature.

In Ireland the reaction also was strong-, and

tended largely to increase the Romish part}^ in the

legislature, by the increased number of that per-

suasion brought in b}" the popular triumph, through

the avenue made by the Emancipation Act. But

here the Romanist triumph was less complete, than

might have been expected from the zealous partisan-

ship of their leaders, from the fact that the enfran-

chisement, being chiefly in favour of the middle class

of the towns, did not reach to the basis of their

power in the vast peasant population of the island.

Considering the almost dictatorial power wielded by

the Whigs in the construction of this measure, it

must be admitted, that they deserve much credit for
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moderation and disinterestedness. In the division

of counties^ and the retention of many small

boroug'hs^ there was no g'uilty wish indicated to

crush a fallen foe ; and even in the g-reat mistake of

the predominant uniform ten pound franchise, they

sacrificed some popularity at the time, and sowed

the seeds of future embarrassment and degradation

for themselves^ at least as much as for their

political rivals. Nor was the conduct of the

country^ under its new constitutional privileges, un-

worthy of its extended constitutional experience,

and moral and rational character. A vast pre-

ponderance of different shades of liberalism, of

course, was returned. The old Tory majority—the

'Anti-Jacobin phalanx, that had maintained the

great war, and ruled the country since 1784—that

had supported Pitt— that had admired Canning,

and followed Peel, shrunk into a hopeless minority,

only retained a parliamentary existence on the basis

of property and personal attachment in the counties

and small boroughs, or from the gratitude of privi-

leged electors still surviving, and influential in a few

larg-e cities.—Of the liberal majority, the Whigs,

including their protegees and converts, were the

leading' section. As the creators of a new system,

and the actual government of the country, the}^ had

great claims on the gratitude and obedience of the

new constituencies, and the new men they called

into political existence. Some surl}- demagogues

affected an isolated position and independent line of
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policy. But the g*reat mass of Eng-lisli liberals

returned from the new constituencies, were of half-

educated intellig'ence, local respectability, possessing

opinions rather in advance of the Whig's; yet on the

whole following- their g-uidance, and as financial and

commercial questions were not the topics of the day,

took no active or prominent part in debate, nor

exerted any inconvenient pressure on the Govern-

ment they considered a liberal one.—The liberahsm

from Scotland was more theoretic, and from Ireland

polemic. But the shade of an opposition, and the

bug--bear of Toryism, was enoug-h to rally these

heteroofeneous sections round the banner of the

Reform Ministry. Besting* on this broad basis of

general support, and confronted by a compact,

though diminutive opposition, the Whigs were

enabled to carry many important organic measures,

that redeemed pledges given in opposition, and

which followed in the wake, as it were, of the great

movement of the representative system. The char-

ter of the India Company was renewed, and the

blunder of the Whigs of 1734 was not repeated.

No ambitious encroachment on the patronage or

territorial administration of the Company was at-

tempted. Their commercial privileges were sur-

rendered, and the trade of the East thrown open, but

the firm and wise government of the Company was,

subject to a certain definite controul as to the high-

est appointments, and questions of peace and war,

still permitted to sway the obedient millions of India.

The new Poor Law was an important reform,
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indicative of the chang'e from the lavish system,

administered by the magistrate aristocracy for the

immediate relief of the poor^ rather than the remedy

of pauperism, to the shrewder and more frugal

supervision of the middle class and its elected

guardians. The merits of the old and new system,

and the grievous errors ol' both, will be presently

adverted to. But as an historic fact it was a bold

and j^artially successful measure, and shews how far

the prestige of a popular party can enable it to carry

measures of very real and unpopular severity.

Municipal Corporations too were reformed with

little difficulty or damag*e in Great Britain, but with

much opposition not unwarranted by the result in

Ireland.

The ancient towns of England had from time im-

memorial their local affairs managed with an almost

republican independence, by corporations for the

most part self-elected, or nominated by the great

families in the neighbourhood. These corporations,

in whom were vested very ample powers of local

taxation, police regulations, and the appointment of

the magistracy, were curiously indicative of the

national bias to self-government and aristocratic

forms. So little trace indeed was there of these

corporations ever having been elected by the citizens,

or any large class of them, that some have supposed

them to be the trace of an original municipal

noblesse or privileged race.* But not to mention

* See Palgrave on this curious point.
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that there is no positive evidence to warrant this,

the absence of all hereditar^^ claim to corporate

privileg-e would neg-ative the idea of its being-

attached to an37^ caste or famity connexion, and

seems rather to point to a personal orig-in as a com-

mission, or as the Italian writers would term it a

hidia of citizens in the interest of a prevailing- part}',

and as such intrusted with the Government of their

iieig-hbours. In practice these corporations re-

cruited their numbers not exclusively from their own
families, but from respectable middle class citizens

of their own political opinions. From a sympathy

for mediocrity, or to preserve the ascendancy of the

g-enerally aristocratic patron of the boroug-h, resident

g"entlemen of fortune and education were rather

excluded than otherwise. In many places, as has

been stated in our earliest reference to parliamentary

constituencies, the whole electoral rig-ht was vested

in this narrow and respectable body. In other

places the parliamentary rig-ht was shared with a

ver}^ larg-e body of freemen, usually with a strang-e

anomaly, of the lowest class of artisans and labour-

ers. But as the admission to this humble but tur-

bulent bod}^ was for the most part in the hands of

the corporation, it exercised if united a ver^- power-

ful sway even on the popular electors of the ancient

towns. At the time we are speaking- of, the Reform

Act had prostrated this power by the g-eneral en-

franchisement of the middle class, and the restriction

on future admissions, so that the legislature were
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able to view this important question only as one of

local self-g-overnment, and with little connexion with

more exciting- national politics. The principal

feature of the Act was the substitution for the old

corporations^ of councils elected by the householders

of the place. The council was renewed every three

years by an annual vacancy and election of a third

part of it. The municipal franchise was lower in

amount than the parliamentary, but required a

longer residence. The Mayor was elected by the

council annually. This salutary check of double

election, and the wise assumption of the appoint-

ment of mag"istrates by the Crown, a rig'ht which

the Tudors never exercised, has led the new S3^stem

to work well j and prevented at least the g-overnment

and tribunals of the towns from being- the seats and

instruments of unscrupulous partizanship.

But, thoug'h the principle of self-g'overnment is

so g-ood that it is worth underg'oing* its discipline, even

in what were termed by a great authority—normal

schools of agitation j it may be questioned whether

any real improvement has been achieved, that

might not have been expected from the increasing'

influence of public opinion on the self-elected

predecessors of the new powers. Money, formerly

lost in jobs and convivialities, is now sunk in the

party efforts and litigation of more ambitious and

active rulers. And valuable as the great principle

of self-government is as a school and fortress of

freedom, its external indications are most evident
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to the strang-er in the tardy improvement and im-

perfect police of municipahties^ as compared with

places under the ordinary controul of the county

mag"istrates, or administered by nominated boards

of Commissioners.

The measure was not extended to the powerful

and wealthy body that governed the ancient

metropolis_, nor to the numerous important towns

called into political existence by the Reform Act.

Though to these latter bodies. Royal Charters of

municipality have been from time to time granted

since, on the principle and organisation of the

general Act. The bitter party- spirit of Ireland,

ever inflamed by religious antipathies, raised well-

founded apprehensions as to the success of the

experiment in that country. And the bold centra-

lisation proposed by the Tory opposition for ex-

tinguishing the old Orange Corporations, without

replacing them by the stormy and seditious bodies

that would be generated by election, was at least a

plausible experiment.

Reforms of the execrable criminal law, w^hose

often baffled proposal has conferred a nobility

higher than any peerage, on the pure name and

too brief career of Romilly, were carried out with

a consistency and breadth, such as Peel had not

been able to command.

Laws affecting' the entail, titles and conveyance

of property, were modified in a spirit suited to the

exigencies of the age, but in strict harmony with
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the recog-nised spirit of the Constitution. Thot

reforms so obvious and harmless should have been

left to be g-athered by an adverse part}^, can only

be explained by the baneful spirit of finality, g"ene-

rated by the sig-nal failure of Keform in France,

and by the sinister influence of Lord Eldon, on

questions naturally within his department, during-

the long- ascendancy of his party. In a still nobler

spirit was the g-reat sacrifice of the loan for com-

pensation to the colonists, by which the immediate

and entire freedom of nearly a million fellow-

creatures was purchased, at the cost of twenty

millions added to the national burdens.

While the career of the Whig's was thus prospe-

rous and honourable from 1831 to the close of

1834, two causes were at work to undermine their

power, and to reduce at the next election their

majority to a very precarious balance. Long-

practised in the advocacy and projection of org-anic

chang-e, the Whig'S came to the part of Reformers

with much of the preparation of philosophical

statesmen, as well as the impetus of popular leaders.

But they were not g-reat in administration, their

diplomacy was meddling-, their finance timid, their

Irish g-overnment weak to fatuity, their Canadian

energ-etic to severity. It was more particularly the

want of financial talent and of a bold and consistent

commercial reform, that cooled the attachment of

the Eng-lish liberals ; while the infatuated compact

with the Komish liberal part}- of Ireland failed
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to propitiate the implacable hatred of the purchased

faction^ and alienated a vast mass of friends or neu-

trals. Eng-lish liberals even were alarmed and irri-

tated at the gTowing- disorders of Ireland^ and the

lang'uag-e of the priests and other leaders of sedition^

which were as often pointed ag-ainst the religion and

people as the institutions and g-overnment of England.

Men who had seen the reforms of a century

carried in four years, began to feel it was the time

to enjoy what was won rather than labour to win

morej and to admit that though a bold party

might be the rough and ready instrument to

carry a great coup (Vctat, yet that something of

the monarchical authority of a great and experienced

administrator and mild partisan, was the best calcu-

lated to restore order to Government and prosperity

to the revenue. In this • tendency to do homage

to the rising star of the great but moderate leader

of the Conservative opposition, the press and

education of the country largely shared. And it

is this preference of experience and moderation

to a bold and adventurous policy, and the post-

poning of any organic change, however plausible,

to the emplo3'ment of existing institutions and the

improvement of actual administration, that con-

stitutes the principle of Peelism. From this ten-

dency of the public mind, at once Protestant and

Peelite, and both rather than anything reactionary

in favour of an earlier system ; when the Whig

government was unseated on a mere Court or per-
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sonal difficulty, in 1834, the General Election

returned half the House of Commons Conservative.

The surprise was g-reat and the indig-nation

natural. Venal freemen and vassal tenants at will

bore the blame of adverse returns, in boroug-hs un-

infested by the one, and in suburban counties

unknowing" of the other.

Thoug-h the advance of the Conservatives had

been prodig-ious, Sir R. Peel could not command

an actual majority in the Parliament he had

summoned. After a brief tenure of office the

combined opposition defeated him on a scheme for

Secularising" an indefinite portion of the revenues of

the Irish Church, for the purpose of g-eneral educa-

tion. The party spirit and ambition of the Whig'S

on this occasion was constitutionally justifiable,

from the majority of one House still balancing- in

their favour; and the disappointment was natural

in the framers of a new system bein^ so soon

deprived of the right to manage it. But the

prompt and anticipating* opposition was damaging"

to their character, as showing rather a thirst

for place, than any reasonable expectation of

carrying out measures in the face of such a minority,

with a hostile House of Lords and alienated Court.

The Whigs returned to office in the spring" of 1835,

but scarcely to power. For, thougii their narrow

majority still held out, and was not materially

impaired by the General Election of 1837 on the

demise of William IV. ', yet it was never such as to
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enable them to carry any g-reat measure, either of

their own conception or sug"g"ested by their radical

allies, with the exception of the very questionable

reconstruction of the Irish municipalities.

They were oblig-ed to give up the principle of the

Appropriation clause, on which they had taken office.

The scandal of the Irish compact still continued,

and damaging- as such a connexion must be to any

respectable Engiish party, it was peculiarly in-

fatuated in the Whig's, with their traditional history

and middle class basis in this country. In g-rati-

fying" the political Dissenters the}^ reduced their

majority to five on the Church-rate question, and

to a unit on the Educational vote. It was not till

ever}" other topic of agitation was exhausted, and

they had even failed in the absurd attempt to lower

the Irish Count}' franchise, as has been effected since

to a still more priest-ridden class of peasantry j that

loth and late in ,1841 the Whig's turned their

attention to the restrictive commercial sj'stem that

protected the landed colonial and shipping- interests

at the expense of consumers g-enerally. This half

movement at the eleventh hour of their political

career, had too much the air of a death-bed re-

pentance, to give the Whig-s much credit with the

consistent advocates of entire fi-ee trade. Thoug-h

my conviction was, and is still, that the measure of the

Whig's in itself was sounder in principle, than either

the sliding" scale, intended to g-ive the protection of

an artificial price, or the total exemption from duty,
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which seems to recog-nise and favour a mischievous

class notion^ that certain commodities are per se

sacred and free as necessaries. The Whig-s erred

both in the tardiness and feebleness of their move-

ment. Their fixed duty was too hig'h? and it was

proposed too late. A vote of want of confidence

oblig-ed them to dissolve^ and the new Parliament?

by the'larg-e majority of ninety-one, decided ag-ainst

their financial measures, rather it may be presumed

with a view to install Sir E. Peel and restore order

to Ireland, than in admiration of the existing*

system of protection. Yet from the formation of

the ministr}^ of 1841 there was this radical division

of sentiment among" their supporters; official ex-

perience and personal confidence, with class interests

and rural prejudices, like the iron ming-ling- with the

cla}^ Avithout assimilating* or combining". The con-

duct of the g'reat statesman on this occasion, in

championing" a cause he must have foreseen doomed,

and in countenancing" a delusion he should have rather

dispelled, is, in the opinion of the Avriter, the most

exceptionable point in his g-reat and valuable career.

And as it is a question of g-eneral importance in

ministerial and party morals, it requires a little con-

sideration even in so brief an historical sketch as the

present. Were we to believe, that Sir R. Peel in

taking" office in 1841 was really convinced of the

moral justice and sound polic}^ of the system of

protection, and that his subsequent chang-e of policy

was actually a chang-e of mind and altered con-
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version^ the question would of* course be nnrrowed

in importaneej proportioned to our lowered estimate

of his fitness for the post he had soug'ht and won.

But this supposition is in a, g-reat measure precluded

both by the sound and experimental character of

his own mind, his enlarg-ed sympathy with humility

and industry, and the tendency even of his own

immediate leg-islation. It is therefore most pro-

bable, that Sir R. Peel took office with the view

either of maintaining- the class advantag'e of pro-

tection, as long- as possible from reg"ard to the

interest of his supporters, and disinclination to isolate

himself b}^ a surrender of their prevailing" opinion
;

or that seeino- the error the Whio-s had committed

by a scheme, that alarmed powerful interests with-

out satisfying- the masses, he assumed the champion-

ship of the one with the intention of an ultimate

and unconditional s)n-render. The first of these

would be an error and weakness, the latter deservhig-

severer censure, and most, it is to be feared, con-

sonant with his former and subsequent line of con-

duct. The leader of a part}' should not only be the

pubhc advocate of its interests, but the chamber

counsel of its opinions, and while he protects the

rio'hts of those classes and interests, who confide in

him, from all encroachment and ag-g"ression not essen-

tial to the g-eneral g-ood of the community, he is bound

by a sacred responsibility to reflect on them e\'ery

ray of enligditenment, that may be caug-ht b}' liis

superior mind and more extended rani>-e of observa-o

VOL. II. 2 r
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tioii, to dispel prejudice, to elevate selfishness, and

thus waken from a fatal security by g*radual in-

struction rather than a startling- panic. The

principle here inculcated may indeed be carried

farther, and the labour of g-uiding" rather than follow-

ing' opinion be shewn to be the duty, not onh" of a

g-reat minister to a national party, but of every

Member of Parliament and candidate to his own

party in the constituency. And the writer does

not reg'ret his own limited contact with practical

politics, if the difficulty of acting- on this principle in

the zealous partisanship and clap-trap appeals of

a contested election, has made him indulg'ent to

g-reater men on more momentous occasions, from a

consciousness of his own short-coming-. None but

those who have experienced can appreciate the trial,

when the Minister or candidate, who feels the united

enthusiasm of his followers to be the very breath of

his political life, has to mark the surprised air, the cold

assent, the failing- support that awaits novel views

and unpalatable truths. Nothing- but the hig'hest

principle can carry a public man throug'h such an

ordeal, and the best qualification for a ruler of this

world is to live above it, and for a reward beyond it.

But of mere terrestrial g-rounds of independence and

character, one must admit advantag-es of fortune and

station, that form a dig-nified retirement from office,

or the almost personal basis of the Peerag-e, or a

nomination seat, from whence to brave the transient

alienation of party, and the isolation from popular
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support. It is only in ariatocrnoies tlint dictntors

have surrendered their dictatorship, or that Ministers

have sacrificed part}^ to principle.

The o'overnment of Sir E.. Peel was composed of

a brilhant constellation of statesmen, consisting- of

some of the best relics of the old Liverpool adminis-

tration, other youno'er men formed in his own school,

and some important adhesions from the Whig's of

the Reform ministry. This official staff, in which no

element of ability, experience, and even popularity,

was wanting", rested on the support of a small bod}-

of devoted adherents, personally and intellectuallv

attached to what seemed the ablest, the safest, and

most feasible combination ; and on two other much

broader and strong'er parties, whose leading' prin-

ciples were respectively Protestantism and Protec-

tion, and whose parliamentary position was deeply

rooted in the ag'ricultural interest of the counties,

and the relig'ious feelino-s of the middle classes

g-enerally. These two respectable and independent

bodies g"ave from the first a cold and jealous, rather

than unhesitating' support to Sir R. Peel ; and on

the Maynooth Question he encountered the deter-

mined opposition of his Protestant wing* ; while his

ultimate abandonment of Protection in 1840 broke

up the still strong-er array of his ag'ricultural sup-

porters, and threw him for supjiort on the liberal

opposition, his personal adherents, and some inde-

pendent converts or neutrals. Thoug"h there cnn

be little doubt, that Sir R. Peel was as mistaken in

2 p 2
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his aug-mentation of Maynoothj as judicious in his

abaudoument of protectiou, yet it must be admitted,

that the disappointment and revolt was less justifi-

able on the former occasion than on the latter. For

no pledg-e, express or implied by former consistency,

warranted any very decided Protestant policy in a

ministr}^^ that had been borne to power on the shoul-

ders of the rural electors, and was installed as the

champions of Protection. As there will be again

occasion to revert to the Maynooth question, and

that of religious and educational endowments g-ene-

rally, the subject may be dismissed for the present.

But two other Irish questions, that embarrassed the

g-overnment of Sir E. Peel, g-ave the Whig party

ag*ain the opportunity^ of showing- how little their

official experience had done to cure them of rebe%

lions connections when in opposition.

They annuall}^ opposed the Arms Bills, brought

in on the res])onsibility of the Government, as a

mere necessary" branch of police for thwarting* the

assassin, and rendering- life and property secure in

certain districts in Ireland. It was of course easy

in the hypocrisy of debate, for the framers of former

Coercion Acts to pick out hairbreadth distinctions

between their own measure of one session and their

opponents' measure of this, and the ultimate oppor-

tunity offered for regaining" office on this very ques-

tion, by putting- the deserted ministerialists in a

minority, was a g-reat place and party temptation.

But the baseness of the policy on these occasions,
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as well as in the zealous resistance to the richly

deserved, and too long- deferred prosecution of

O'Connell for the Repeal sedition, essentially dani-

ag-ed the reviving- reputation of the Whig-s, and

rendered it impossible to pitj'^ the difficulties of their

Irish g'overnnient in 1848. It was perhaps mainlv

owing- to this untaug-ht, unteachable party policy,

that recalled the faction of 1835 and the appropri-

ation clause ; that the result of the g-eneral election

of 1847 was so little favourable to the Whia's as a

party. They had succeeded to office, but not to

power in 184G by the disunion of the g'reat majority

returned in 1841. But the two sections of that

majority mig'ht again unite, and were not so unequal

in numbers as to make such an union humiliatin<>-o

to either, or even their separate hostility a matter of

small importance. But the result of the General

Election of 1847, however natural, was as unwel-

come as in one sense unjust. The Peelite part}',

as those Conservatives were termed, who had sup-

ported their leader against the prevailing- opinion of

their party, were almost totally annihilated on the

husting-s of the Empire. And the seats lost by

men, valuable for their sound principles and enlig'ht-

ened application of them, were in g-eneral forfeited

in the counties to the zealous and inflexible sup-

porters of the agricultural interest, and in the towns

to the more advanced and unconstitutional sections of

Liberalism. The Whio's, with all the advanta^-e of

the possession of government, the org-anisation of
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positive strength by the dissolution, but continued

to hold office as the mediator between two really

powerful parties, who only tolerated them as less

objectionable than each other. This position of

atiairs, new in our party history and unsatisfactory

to zealous minds, on either side, is yet perhaps the

best suited to the wants of a country, that demands

a g'overnment rather than a movement ; where there

are no g-reat g-rievances to be redressed, no great

eifort to be made or danger averted. And \\hether

distasteful or not to the advocates of progress or

reaction it seems the inevitable course of government

for some time to come, until impatience or pressure

shall uroe the Whijjs into an advance, that shall at

once replace them at the head of a movement, and

give to their opponents the whole moral force and

inert weight of a Conservative resistance. This

peculiar position of parties has been little altered by

tlie short episode of Lord Derby's administration,

and the combination by \\ hich it has been replaced.

For the Conservative residuum, that from their

numbers and cohesion represented to the eye of the

vulgar, what they professed exclusively to be the

old powerful and well-defined Tor}' part}', yet only

differing from their former chiefs, who, with modified

views and skeleton forces, preserved a contemptuous

neutrality on some points of finance ; they did not

dare to act upon as a Government, enjoyed but

little enthusiastic support, and seemed but a nega-
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Protestant' principles, they had invoked but not

advanced.

Of the various sections of opposition, thoug-h some

irreg'ulars solicited defeat and embarrassed their

leaders, by the advocacy of their own impractical:* !e

views of retrenchment and suffrag-e, j-^et the com-

bined moAement was wisely chosen, ag'ainst the

financial measure of the g-overnment, as a point on

which alike Peelites, Whig-s and lladicals -vAere

ag'reed, and v.liat is more to the pm'pose, were

rig'ht.

The chief constitutional features of the session

just closed, under the auspices of a very able

though scarcely durable combination, have been

characterised rather by the sound and comprehen-

sive administrative powers of the school of Sir R.

Peel, than by the more specious organic changes

generall}' advocated by the Whigs. A great and

just alteration has been made in our financial system,

and the last trace of class preference erased. The

Charter of the East India Company has been re-

newed 071 an improved principle, both as to patron-

age and administration in neglect of a senseless and

ungrateful popular outcr^^, fomented by the profli-

gate portion of the press, and sanctioned by a

Protectionist-Manchester combination as scandalous

as fruitless. Laro-e measures of law reform have

been effected or marked out, without reg'ard to the

loquacious ignorance of disi'eputable members of the
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their professional obscurit}'.

In their stolid iteration of the Jew Bill^ ministers

have gratuitously incurred for no worthy object the

2'reat constitutional embarrassment of a collision be-

tween the Houses j and have sanctioned the error of

the City on a point, on which turns the whole question

of parliamentary qualification. In some eccentricities

too of their Irish administration, one can detect the

incorrigible error of the Whigs in tampering with

an avowedly rebel party, which no practicable con-

cession can ever conciliate, and against which their

own embarrassment of 1848 should have warned

them.

One hardly knows how far any attention to the

wild and abortive movements of that 3'ear are ad-

missible in a constitutional sketch like the present.

The rise of a Chartist party, holding the same rela-

tions in extreme democratic Aie\\"s to the Radicals,

that they did to the Whigs, was a natural event in

the progress of party. But in England the want

of the most ordinary character and judgment in its

leaders, and the uncompromising extremity of its

dogmas prevented Chartism ever taking hold on the

middle classes, or obtaining through them a, par-

liamentary position. It was principally confined to

the workino- classes of certain manufacturino' and

still more mining- districts, whose masses of popula-

tion had outgrown rather than renounced the in-

fluence of religion, and the respect for property and
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station. And even then it oftener owed its orig'in to

some real local g'rievance and social misapprehension,

than to any political object or org-anisation. The

natural disg'ust in violent factions at those, who

seemed to admit their principles without full}" apply-

ing- them, rather induced the Chartists to draAV

towards the Conservatives in election contests, where

their own success was hopeless. And in truth the

working* classes might feel, that the Eeform Bill they

had aided to carry with its very low electoral qua-

lification, still excluded the masses from parliamen-

tary power more completely than the old and more

varied system. In Ireland the party corresponding-

in extreme measures, though aiming- at the different

objects of separation from England, Popish ascen-

dancy, and g-eneral confiscation, enjoyed advantag-es

in the org-anised influence of the priesthood, and the

misery and relig-ious fanaticism of the peasantrj'

;

and on the other hand encountered a far more

efficient and pervading- military and police org-ani-

sation for its repression. Nor indeed was the

ascendancy of the priesthood, or fanaticism of the

peasantry so unmixed an advantag-e as it was

thoug-ht to the Irish movement, as it precluded any

full confidence or extensive adhesion being- g-iven to

a Protestant or at least non-Romish leader. While

a wary and influential body like the Irish priesthood,

were little likely to commit themselves in any overt

act of uncertain result, while the}^ enjoyed a full

impunity for the safer vices of the tong-ue and pen.
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The consequence of these relations was, that the at-

tempt to introduce the revolutionary movements of

1848 into this country proved a complete failure.

An agitation, that had like an absurd travestie

of the tragedy of 1789 overturned a g'overnment in

France, and shaken every military monarch}^ in

Germany, was in Eng-land stifled by the almost

unanimous and spontaneous expression of all classes.

AVhile in Ireland witherino- in the moment of action

from the almost incredible cowardice and falsehood

of a faction, which, thoug'h bad subjects, are still

worse rebels, it was immediately repressed by the

prompt exercise of the ample means at the disposal

of the executive. It is hardly possible to speak

g"ravely of a movement, which appears to have ori-

g-inated rather in the proflig'ate vanity of denia-

g*og"ues and the interested sedition of the press, thini

in any deeper g'uilt of treasonable ambition. Yet

while we reg'ret, that it is the price that must be paid

for our freedom of speech and printing-, that we are

constantly exposed to the deception of noise repre-

senting- itself as number, and type as opinion ; it

was nevertheless happy that certain org-anic chang-es

and practical reforms had been previously carried

;

that the middle class felt no chang-e could add to

their political importance, and the working- classes

had no actual g-rievance to complain of. An ill-

natured writer mig-ht enumerate among- the fehcities

of the period the fact, that the Whigs were at the

time invested with the advantages and trusts of
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office. Yet one should not infer from the analogy of

then* conduct in 1793^ and from the still later proof

of their exertion to screen from the slig'htest restraint

and punishment the champion of the Kepeal impos-

ture agitation in 1844, that, had that disinterested

party been out of office in 1848, the connection be-

tween the Reform Club and Kenning"ton Common
migiit have been closer. For in a record of facts

and prog-ress, one should avoid an inference as to

what might have been, however tempting* the analog'}',

and would believe in a late repentance on data how-

ever slio'ht. As a favourable indication of a similar

chang'e of mind, may be instanced the g-eneral and

determined resistance offered by the liberal g'overn-

ment of the day, to what was popularly termed the

Papal Ag'g-ression of 18o0. While the subtle and

illogical view taken of it by the friends of the g-reat

Statesman departed to his rest, savoured more of a

disingenuous attempt to evade a difficulty and

embarrass rivals, than any enlarg-ed comprehension

of the principle of religious toleration in the abstract,

or any practical notion of the value of the particular

form established in their country. It is of course idle

to extend the principle of religious toleration, to per-

mit the full development of every sect, according- to

its own notions of what is essential for its establish-

ment, which would be in reality to subject the

State, not indeed to the ascendancy of one Church but

to the anarchy of many. Nor is tlie case made

clearer, where the Church, that claims toleration for its
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development, is itself intolerant on principle and by

nature, and particular^ intrusive and exacting- in

all that numerous class of questions such as Mar-

riag-e, Education, Charity, of a mixed religious and

secular character. But though the competence of the

State to censure and restrain this foreigm and intru-

sive development was obvious \ it was not so easy to

point out the exact application of law to the particular

case, that should be the most authoritative, as an

expression of the national will, and most effective to

check the prog'ress of a mischievous system ; and at

the same time the least to wound the rig'hts of con-

science, or interfere with personal liberty. The special

measures enacted in 1851, thoug'h well meant and

valuable as an expression of the sense of the leg'isla-

ture, and the tone of our national polic}^, were feeble

in coercion, and have been allowed to fall into disuse

from the first, as far as any penal infliction was in-

curred. Havino* brouo-ht down this brief historical

sketch to the formation of the Coalition ministry of

this year, it is not my intention to ofTer any remark

on a combination, that has certainly no historical

precedent or tradition in its favour. Freer indetd

from the profligac}' implied by the union of extremes,

as that of Lord North and Fox in 1784 j it was not

on the other hand recommended as an act of patriotic

self-sacrifice, by an}^ peculiar emergency of the

country or chang-e of party opinion. If the follow-

ers of Sir iil. Peel really feel themselves more in

harmony with the Whigs than with their earlier
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friends, tliey are the best judg'es of the cong-eniality.

Or if the}^ considered the importance of their per-

sonal services to their country justified the comment

and risk of the combination, their error, if error at

all, was too common to deserve censure or even

almost remark.

Having" now concluded a very brief outline of the

civil chang-es of our own times, as they have assumed

the character of historic facts, it will be desirable

before closing* the chapter and work, to scan some

of the still pending- questions of the da}^ affecting-

the constitution, rather with reference to general

principles than their historical sequence or party

connection. And lest this should open too wide

and discursive a field of inquiry at a moment, when

the patience of the reader has been already suffi-

ciently tried, all arg-ument and remark must be com-

pressed within the closest limits, and many important

topics disposed of by a reference to works of hig-her

merit and more specific object. First in the mag'-

nitude of interests and diversity of details involved,

though not in really national importance, must be

considered the question of colonial government. Our

colonial empire, arising partly from settlement and

partly fi*om conquest, was at no period a very

flattering example of either political wisdom or sys-

tem of any kind. There were some acquisitions at

commanding points in Europe or elsewhere, valuable

as naval or military stations, which w ere held pretty

much as such, the natives having no political privi-
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leo;es^ and only such law and liberty as the faitli or

policy of the military g-overnment permitted
;
while

even British residents with no political rig-hts en-

joyed only those personal privileg-es, which the Com'ts

and public opinion at home would have secured

them. There were others like the North American

colonies before their separation, where the g-reat

principle of self-g-overnment, and all the internal

mechanism and rig-hts of an English community

were based on a larg-e and flourishing" population of

British orio-in, and the interference of the Home
Government was only invoked for military protec-

tion, jealously scanned in its limited patronng*e, and

stubbornly resisted in any attempt at taxation.

There were other colonies like the West Indian

islands, where this hig'h independent spirit had

yielded to circumstances less favourable for its in-

dulg'ence, a scantier European population, the con-

stant presence of royal fleets and g*arrisons, and

above all the fear of the vast slave population, ever

read}' to avail itself of the disunion of its masters.

The vast and increasing- empire of the India Com-

pany may be omitted in this summar}", as it was

avowedl}' an anomaly and excrescence, stii generis,

on the Constitution. And thoug-h sing'ularly fitted

for the firm and wise despotism, by which a vast

alien population miglit be held in depende^ice.

throug'h the instrumentality of a commission of pri-

vate g-entlemen, hig-hly honoured and deeplj' inter-

ested in the success of their trust, and amenable to
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tlie puliiic opinion in which tliey moved : the sysfem

itself evidentl}" originated in the astonishing- and

unlooked-for success of a mercantile company, and

in no profound speculation or reference to the poli-

tical wisdom of Aug'ustus in the settlement of the

g'reat Province of Egypt.* But with respect to

other colonies still directly administered by the Bri-

tish Government and Parliament, there seem but

two forms of connection to adopt with au}^ log'ical

reg-ard for antecedents, or any prospect of peace for

the future.

We must make up our minds to consider a de-

pendency either as a simple post, to be held firmty

with a reference to imperial objects and for militar}'

purposes, without consideration of the adverse in-

terests or opinions of the natives ; or as a free settle-

ment of British subjects, entitled to their own laws

and self-g'overnment, as much as any component but

unrepresented portion of the United King"dom. It

is the halting- between these two opinions, or rather

the applyhig" each in the wrong* place, that has been

the fruitful source of coloni.al embarrassment, and

will be the perhaps not unwelcome dissolution of

colonial empire. It is freely admitted, that the ap-

plication of these two principles will occasionally be

very difficult in extreme cases, and may perhaps

determine the polic}' of maintaining* mere g*arrisons

on so broad a basis and subject to such liabilities ; or

of retaining" the nominal adhesion of dependencies

* This curious analogy is adverted to in chap, vii, in reference

to Pox's India Bill.
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not contributing* to our wealth or power ; and if

dispensing- with our g-arrisons, occasional!}'' leg-is-

lating- ag-ainst our interests and opinions. It might

seem rather an extreme case to treat Malta or Corfu

as the mere appendag'e to its g-arrison^ or to confer

practical self-g-overnment on the sullen slave-flog'-

g'ing" boors of the Cape^ or the ex -convicts of some of

our penal settlements. But were thing-s left to take

their natural course, a safe and inoffensive ascend-

ancy of the mother-country^ mig-ht still be main-

tained, compatible with more avowed independence,

than an3'thing' but actual revolt has yet extorted, by

the necessity of military protection and the demands

for hig'her and professional education. A perfectly

independent colon\" mig'ht, as a mere question of

economy and police, arrang-e for the payment and

g"arrison of one or more of our regiments of the

line, in preference to raising* a native force, where

men were scarce, and a ruder state of society was

less conducive to discipline. AVhile the intellectual

and central advantag-es of the mother-country would

alwa3^s attract for social or educational purposes the

class of youths, who would be the natural if not the

recog-nised aristocracy of the colon}-. Two g*reat

sources of influence and bonds of connection have

been sing'ularlv neg-lected in our colonial S3'stem

—

an established church and a privileged order. The
.

one omission has been remedied though late, and as

far as parochial administration g'oes, by too volun-

tary a S3"stem. The other has not even been

attempted. It has been always stated that the
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material of birth and fortune did not exist in a

colom'j from whence to form hereditarj^ leg-islators

or a titled body. And that in a community^ where

there were no grandees and no rabble, there was

neither the opportunity nor necessity for founding-

an aristocrac3\ The reader of these pages will not

be surprised to find me so deeply impressed with the

unpopular conviction of the importance of this ele-

ment^ that^ as was said of a higher influence^ it

should be invented even if it did not exist. And it

is submitted^ that^ as things are great by compari-

son^ had titles of honour coupled with limited in-

alienable grants of land, been conferred on colonists

already respectable in character and connection, the

material would have been formed for a second house

of legislation, at once attached to the throne and

interested in the colony ; who, Avithout the odium of

a salaried official council, might have moderated the

measures of the popular assembly, and been not

onl}" an instrument of British influence in the colony,

but given an elevating tone to public ophiion in it.

Another important question long mooted need not

detain us long, as the principle of Free Trade has, as

far as compatible with national security, been fully

recognized, while some zealots A^ould scarcely admit

even that qualification j and at the same time its

details are far too numerous and minute for discus-

sion in this place. The theory of taxation may

however deserve a passing* notice in reference to this

question as bearing on our main subject. AVhen (he

VOL. 11. 2 Q
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idea of protection either by prohibitive enhancing- or

differential duties was g-iven up^ revenue became the

only object aimed at in taxation. And the deside-

ratum is to raise the most copious supply with the

least injustice to classes or harshness to the indivi-

dual. As person^ property, and we may add, politi-

cal privileg-C; are alike recog-nized and protected by

g-overnment; it is just that they should all be called

on to contribute to the exio-encies of the state.

Thoug"h the mode and proportion of each must often

depend on circumstances, and still oftener involve

the strug'g-les of classes and the triumph of parties.

Political privilege has rarely been considered as

entailing' any fiscal liabilit}^, thoug-h on principle no

form of national existence mig'ht more justly be

called on to contribute. In some countries it has

even secured for itself an exemption which no argu-

ment could justify. And in Engiand it has only

contributed as property, where the possession or

occupation of property conferred a political qualifi-

cation. Nor have there been wanting" some recent

indications of an attempt of the noAV g-overning- body

of the countr}', the lower g-rade of Ten Pound house-

holders, to establish for themselves an immunit}^

from a taxation, the}^ infiict on the upper minority

of their own class. When in the course of this

chapter the j^rinciple and prospects of the electoral

franchise are considered, it will be the place for

some very obvious sug'g'estions, as to the mode in

which the acquisition of political rig-ht mig'ht be

made conducive to the revenue.
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Property contributes to Eng-lish taxation thvoo

times over in its treble aspect as capital^ income,

and the means of enjoyable expenditure. And some

perquisition as extensive as this seems necessary- to

reach the income at its source whose safety is pro-

tected, but whose amount would scarcely be appre-

ciated from any visible exhibition of it, and also

that amount of expenditure that may possibly ex-

ceed the funds that are to support it, but which is

the badg-e of social position or the indulg'ence of

luxury. All stamp duties on alienation or succes-

sion, such as Conveyance and Settlement Deed

stamps. Probate and Leg'acy duties may be con-

sidered just imposts on property in its accumulated

form, whose assigrnnent or transmission is g'uaran-

teed by the State. The rule to be observed in each

of these cases will be of a mixed, political and

moral bearing*. In addition to the g'eneral principle,

that simplicity and moderation in all these imposts

should g'ive the least possible excuse for error, or

temptation to fraud and evasion, the leg'islature

should be careful to fix the income tax at a very

moderate per centag-e, stopping* short of the smallest

incomes that are a mere maintenance, and dealing-

with trading- and professional incomes in a libenil

spirit of mutual confidence and secresy. All these

characters attach to the income tax as imposed in

1842, and mig-ht well justify the perpetuity of an

impost so equitable in its character and productive

in its results. The proportion charg-ed on the vahie

of property conveyed or transmitted mny perhaps

o r> ^^ i^ ^
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be hioher than that on aniinal income. The only

limit beino* not to check the alienation of land or

other propert)^^ and to bear less heavily on the de-

scent or devise of land than of personalty, both as

contributino- more to the state in the transactions of

the living', and as being- of a less immediately con-

vertible nature, and therefore not so ready a fund

for fiscal infliction. This seems an equitable modi-

fication of the undoubtedly just principle now recog-

nised by the leg-islature of subjecting* land to taxa-

tion in its descent. Leo-acv and succession duties

may be considered as the contribution of the parties

beneficially interested in the transmission of prc-

pert}'^, and are justly proportioned to the relationship

of the parties recipient, and might be laid still hea-

vier than they are on strang-ers. After all, land

still escapes the primary impost of the probate and

administration duties on personalty. But consider-

ing" the diiKculty of raising- a larg-e sum at once on

land, the taxation of its convejance, and the larg-e

escape of personalty from these liabilities and from

its extensive partnership investment, the advantag'e

is not unjust. Though it mig-ht be more sym-

metrical to make the perquisitions of the revenue

more penetrating and pervasive on personalt}", and

of advanced amount on land. The Assessed taxes,

which may be considered a property tax, determined

by a certain description of luxurious expenditure or

social pretension, are not very happily pointed.

They have involved almost e\"ery vice and error that

taxation should avoid. They have militated ag-ainst
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lienkh, travelj manly amusement and tlie emplo}'-

ment of servants, besides the anno3'ance of their

collection, and the singularly arbitrary amount of

the items. The householder class have g'ot rid of

the window-tax, and the present session has seen an

improvement both in reduction and simplification of

other charg'es. But it is ciu'iously illustrative of

the folly and falsehood of faction, that this most

objectionable tax on establishments was laid by the

g-overning" aristocracy of the last century mainly

on their own class, and did not extend to injured

and oppressed Ireland.

It has been commonly said, that to raise millions

you must tax mdlions. And as protection to per-

son, and the free power of acquiring* both property

and political rights, is enjo^'ed by the poor as much

as the rich, there is no injustice in calling- on them

for a contribution to the State, that shall be partly

in the nature of a light poll-tax, and parth^ of a

p-raduated income tax on the excess of their means

above their actual necessities of life. This is best

done, and indeed can only be done effectuall}^, by

indirect taxation. Bearing in mind the double

principle we are to have in view, this indirect taxa-

tion should be laid lightly on some articles of almost

universal consumption, such as tea, coffee, sugar,

beer; and with increased weio'ht on ai'ticles of less

universal demand, and graduated according to their

uselessness or possible moral abuse, as on wine,

spirits, foreign spices, drugs and luxuries; and most
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severely of all on tobacco. A ^^•ise legislature will

no less from policy than humanity^ avoid pressing-

this form of taxation so heavily on the humbler

classes^ as from its amount either to cause the rate

of living-^ and therefore of wages to rise much, or of

diminishing- consumption, to the inconvenience of

the poor and the loss of the revenue.

It has not been denied, in a former chapter of

this work, that the too olig-archical constitution of

Parliament in the last century, the exig-encies of

constant warfare, and the imperfect state of econo-

mical science, led to an excess in the amount of

indirect taxation, as well as to man}' errors in the

details of its levy. But at the same time it must

not be forgotten, that this indirect taxation, though

reaching* the poor was not confined to them, but

pressed on the wealth}^ classes too, in proportion to

the number and consumption of their families, their

servants, and in a more remote degree of their em-

ployment of labour generally. Indirect taxation is

generally considered, in reference to its collection,

as either Customs, or duties on articles imported, or

Excise, or duty raised on the growth or manufacture

of a domestic production. The general rule to bear

in mind with reference to these two classes of taxa-

tion, is to subject as few articles as possible to the

burden and annoj^ance of certain dues ', to maintain

them only on those articles whose consumption will

make the revenue arising from them very produc-

tive, and even on these to favour consumption and
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revenue by moderate duties^ and to admit the vast

list of petty imports perfectly free. Excise duties,

ag'ain, should be, if retained at all, retained at a pro-

ductive rate, for trade and production should not be

lig'htly interfered with for a trivial revenue.

Stamps on licences to trade or practice are

much in the nature of indirect taxation, being* ad-

vanced by the trader, and charg-ed on to the con-

sumer or client in the form of enhanced prices or

costs. And if amounting- to a check on compe-

titiouj advancing" prices in a disproportionate degree.

They seem only suitable for the control or classifi-

cation of certain employments for police purposes, or

for the limitation and elevation of professions, which

it is on public gi'ounds desirable to keep select and

close. The hig-h postag-e tax, which has now been as

absurdly lowered, was a real impediment to trade

and innocent enjoyment. The same may be said of

advertisement duties^ which in many instances were

really a tax on labour, and on labour in its most

helpless form, as out of place. The tax on paper,

thoug-h checking- the circulation of the Scriptures, and

the dissemination of such writing's as those of J3acon

and Hallam, would never have been stig-matised as

a tax on knowledg*e, had it not tog*ether with the

newspaper stamps touched the interest of the Press.

jN^either as the source of knowledg-e itself in its

highest acceptation, nor even as the sole channel of

such knowledg-e as it is competent to convey, is the

Press entitled to any special exemption from Avhat
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mig"litj ^^itb some severity thoiig'li equal justice^ be

termed a tax on ig-norance. AV^hether we view it as

a business or a political institution^ tliere can be no

reason wby a tracle^ wbicli even tbe character of

its conductors cannot render unprofitable, should be

exempted from contribution, nor wh}' a g-reat poli-

tical power should repudiate financial as completely

as it has moral oblig'ation. It is scarcely" necessary

to discuss the question of newspapers being- a neces-

sar}^ of life as a source of knowledg-e^ and it may
even be doulited whether, with their part}^ object,

shallow inquiry, ephemeral assertion, and anony-

mous impunity, they are even a channel of know-

ledg'e, equal to any other form of publication.

Were it allowable in this place to refine on the

intellectual part of the case, it would not be very

difiicult to prove, that there is an actual advantage

in raising- the standard ofjournalism above the very

low level at which an untaxed press, addressing- the

lowest class and exclusively depending- upon it for

support, would i)robabh^ settle. There is an advan-

tage in the mere respect of knowledge, in a class

derivino- its instruction from a hioher le^el than it-

self. Human nature is prone enough to sink in

sentim.ent and conscientiousness, and at any rate no

great effort is required to keep man at his actual

level, to enlighten him with either personal or class

selfishness. If a man onl}' reads in his paper a

reflex of the foolish and selfish notions already rife

in his mind, the mere echo of the nearest pothouse
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he frequents, liis errors may become confirmecl_, his

selfishness justified in his own e3'es^ hut no improve-

ment or elevation of mind will be effected.

It is also an error to suppose, that because the

Press is, on the whole, the reflex of the public

opinion that supports it, and therefore, whether mo-

rally rig-ht or wrong-, entitled to the deep respect

attaching* to so g'reat a fact ; that therefore it has no

caste interest, or notions of its own, entitled to no

such consideration ; or to overlook the fearful power

of assnult and misrepresentation, wielded by it at

the sug'g-estion of these, or even more personal mo-

tives. The worst tyrannies that civilized nations

have ever been exposed to have been in part imposed

or connived at by themselves, and that in consider-

ation of some perhaps actual thoug'h often over-rated

advantag-e derived from it. Despots as dissimilar

in their title to power and mode of abusing* it as

Henr}' YIII. and Robespierre would never have

been allowed to inflict the miseries they did on their

respective countries ; had not Eng-land viewed, in

the title of her tyrant, the extinction of the curse of

civil warfare, and in his policy a bold renunciation

of the connection with Rome ; as the French saAv in

the Decemvir the personification of the envious ma-

lignity of their own republican principles. So a

journal that, on that happily extensive class of sub-

jects where the rig-ht view haj^pens to be the popular

one, obtains an immense power by advocating a

course acceptable at once to the g-ood and the nuniy,
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possesses a means that can be hardly over-estimated,

to crush an individual^ to stig-matise a peculiar opi-

nion, or to ruin a particular class of official or pro-

fessional men.

No political term has in a given period of time

received so larg-e an extension as that of Toleration.

At the epoch of the E evolution of 1688, it was

understood to imply the rig-ht to worship God ac-

cording* to the conscience of each indi^ idual, or the

forms of any sect, and did not protest ag-ainst any

exclusion from political power attaching* to such

tolerated forms of relig-ion, nor object to the endow-

ments and imposts of the recog-nised rehgion of the

State. The movement of the Romanists and Dissen-

ters to obtain Catholic Emancipation, and the repeal

ofthe Test and Corporation Act indicated a consider-

able advance in the idea of toleration, though no

unconstitutional application of it to the subject of

privileg'es as well as penalties. But this class of

questions being* set at rest with the solitar}' excep-

tion of the Jewish disabilities, we have seen in the

last few years a new movement directed ag-ainst the

endowments and privileges of the Established Church,

which if 3'ielded to would reduce that great and

venerable institution to a merely voluntary position,

deprived of all State dig'nity and recognition, and

depending" only on the voluntary support of its

members. The argument, so natural and so irresis-

tible to the existing* ruling* power in the state, that

there should be nothing* without a Quidpro Qno, and
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that no one should be called on to support an insti-

tution from which he derives no advantag*e, makes

this movement a very formidable one. But even

were we prepared to sacrifice the existence of an

established Churchy which quite apart from onr own
views of its claims and usefulness, seems almost an

inseparable adjunct to a monarchical constitution

;

it is open to question whether a new and far more

stringent species of Church influence would not be

created by the separating* from the State, and all its

secular and humiliating' associations, that mig'hty

voluntary corporation that would be then thrown

back on its divine origin, its spontaneous discipline,

and the zeal of its members. It is this ver}^ idea

that has led to the incong-ruous combinations some-

times witnessed of Church fanatics, who desire

Church ascendancy, and Schismatics who aim at

Church extinction, in demandino- a dissolution of the

ties that connect it with the State.

The question of centralisation, as opposed to local

o'overnment, is too broad a field of discussion to be

entered upon at the close of a concluding- chapter

;

and it has moreover this peculiar disadvantag-e, that

being" at once a question of patronag'e and constitu-

tional discipline, it will be g-enerally disposed of

on its merits as regards the former rather than the

latter point of view. On all those points where the

national existence is presented to foreig'ners, as in

diplomacy, and the military and naval services, a

strict centralisation is of course implied. In the
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semi-civil services of yeomanry and militia^ some

intermixture of local and central authority is admit-

ted. The supreme power retaining- the riglit of

command and inspection, and a share in the lower

org-anisation of the corps. Police establishments are

very anomalous^ being* when on a hirg-e scale, as in

the Metropolis and Ireland, dependent on the central

executive,—in counties on the magistrates,— and in

borouo'h towns on both the local mao-istrutes and a

committee of the corporation. Local taxation is

almost alwaj's subject to local manag-ement— in the

counties to the magistrates, all directly or indirectly

named by the Executive it is true, but independent

from the permanence of their positions and private

fortunes, and invariably interested in the locality for

A\ hich they act j and in boroug-hs to the committees

of corporations elected directly from the people.

The national revenue is for the most part collected

by functionaries of central orig-in, even when of

permanent local position. The income and assessed

taxes are imposed under the nominal authority of

local boards of commissioners,—too numerous for

real power and responsibility. In the administration

of justice the mag'isterial power may be considered

as both central in its origin and 3'et local in its in-

terests and tendencies. Of the higher Courts, the

Equity tribunals over which the Chancellor, Vice-

Cliancellors, Master of the Rolls, and Lords' Justices

of Appeal preside, are all filled by the direct nomi-

nation of the Government, of w Inch indeed the Lord
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Chnncellor is himself a member, with ns much scandal

to Themis as advautjio-e to the administration. But

public opinion, the cliaracter of the profession, and

the permanence of the other appointments, leave littler

to be regTetted in the way of independence. In the

common law Courts a very happy fusion of the two

principles takes place, the Judg'es being* appointed by

the Crown, and the juries who act under them being*

returned by the body of the country, both in tlie

Metropolitan Sessions and Circuit Assizes.

Some few anomalies yet remain of peculiar or

exempt jurisdictions, where local functionaries are

appointed by some individual of hereditary or

official rig'ht. The Ecclesiastical Courts are the

chief and not most popular example of this anomaly.

But as it is vain even in one interested in their

existence to defend their theory, so a very moderate

practical acquaintance with them must disabuse the

mind of much, that the ig-norant or malig-nant men-

dacity of the Press has heaped upon them of caliunnv

and insult. There is positively less of inconve-

nience, and more of personal attention to the duties

of office and interests of the public, than in otlier

more popular or brilliant institutions.

Of the three g-reat County officers, the Lord

Lieutenant thouoh the hio-hest in rank is the most

modern, not dating- farther back than the close of

the Tudor period, marking- the decay of feudalit}' by

the assumption of local militar}^ authorit}^ on the

part of the Crown. In practice the office is con-
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ferred by the Crown for life on the most influential

nobleman of the county connected with the part}^ in

power. Nor have instances been wanting* of the

suspension of this high and honourable trust, on

the ground of factious or irreg-ular partizanship,

thoug-h such visitations of the usual freedom of

thoug-ht and speech permitted by the Constitution

have been g-enerally condemned. As has been

shown before the great offices of Sheriff and Coroner,

involving- as they did the administrative and finan-

cial duties of the shire, were both originally elective

by the freeholders, and probably the germ of the

earliest county representation. In Anglo-Norman

times the Sheriff became in a degree nominated, but

the Coroner, safe in his increasing obscurit}^ from

the development of new sources of revenue, remained

and continues to this day elective by the freeholders

of the county. The nomination of the Sheriff^ though

fully exercised by the Crown, is restrained by certain

local and social qualifications, regarded by the

Judges of Assize, who prepare the list of candidates

for a merely annual and rather expensive honour.

The Coronership is for life, and is a place of some

emolument, though now greater obscurity.

The new resuscitation of County Courts for both

judicial and administrative purposes has been at once

a centralising movement as regarded patronage, and

also a valuable measure of local government. The

only fear is, that a want of harmony and system

may prevail from the conflicting decisions of nume-
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roiis and independent mediocrities^ to the scnndal of

the law and prejudice of the public. And that the

very success and popularity of the institution, by di-

verting* the business fi'om the hig-her Courts and so

drjdng* up their practice, ma}^ destro}^ the only fo-

rensic school for the education of these minor judg'es.

It would hardly be permissible to treat of the

principles of toleration and centralisation without

some passing- allusion to the great questions affecting*

education, whether in reference to relig-ious influence

generall}'', or an}^ specific form of relig"ious belief.

The instinct of the Eng-lish people has repudiated

the idea, both of compulsorj^ and of secular educa-

tion ; but, true to the principles of religion and

liberty, has authorised the legislature to meet and

encourag-e the efforts of individuals of local bodies,

or g-reat national societies in this cause, by grants

of aid proportionate to their own exertions. Thus

subject to some very mild conditions of inspection

and order, the State recog'nises and aids the vast

school S3'Stem of the Church that affords education,

or at least instruction, to the great bulk of the rural

population, and to many thousands of the inhabit-

ants of cities; and also aids the exertions of Dis-

senters in the same direction, and that both in

schools of specific tenets, and in those on the broader

principle of the British School Society. In tlie

hig'her walks of education, the two ancient Univer-

sities, with their endowments and privileg'es, apper-

tain to the Established Church : while the State
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affords veiy little aid to tliem or any sectarian insti-

tutions of a similar kind ', thoug-h of late the Dis-

senting- University of the metropolis and its pro-

vincial affiliations, have been in some deg-ree recog-

nised. Under these circumstances it may seem

doubtful as to the wisdom or justice of interfering*

in the internal manag-ement of any of those bodic?,

whose practice can not be construed as injurious to

any subject; and whose self-interest and ambition

mig'ht be relied on, to carry out effectually the impor-

tant task they have assumed.

In Ireland the case is different. There a larg-e

State aid is granted exclusively to a system of open

or ratheir neutral religious instruction. This plan,

little calculated to please zealots of either commu-

nion, was at first perhaps unwisel}^ condemned as

pla3'ing- into the hands of the Papists, who were the

most jn'ompt to avail themselves of a neg-ative system

and mutilated Bible. But in the prog'ress of events

it has appeared, that the Papac}' has more to fear

from the increase of knowledg-e, and from a portion

only of Scripture truth, than it has to hope from

the direction of thouo-ht, or the curtailino- of the

Bible. And accordingiy, this very s^^stem is now
indig-nantly condemned by the Ultramontane party

of the Komish prelacy. The rich and ancient Uni-

versity of Dublin is connected with the Establish-

ment; and as a pendant to it a larg-e endowment
has at leng-th been assig-ned to the Roman Cathohe

College of Maynooth for the education of the priests
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of that persuasion. The policy and propriety of

this step has been already considered in the course

of political events, of which it was an important

feature. But g-enerally with respect to the higher

range of education, were it required to combine a

national unity of object with full religious liberty, it

would appear that the peculiar combinations of

colleg-e and university, alone offered in our Eng-lish

institutions, presented the happiest opportunity of

meeting- the difficulty 5 representing- pretty much as

they do at that transition epoch of life the home that

is being left, and the world that is being- entered on,

and yet in mutual co-operation, or harmonious sub-

ordination. The colleg-e, with its common prayers

and common meals, its household order and paternal

discipline, might well draw together within its pre-

cinct those of the same religious persuasion, and

exclude those of a different faith. While the uni-

versity with its more g-eneral aim, its studies, its

examinations, degrees, and political essence, might,

whether connected or not with the Established

Church, embrace a plurality of colleges, or learned

houses of different sects ; and that without detriment

to the faith and endowments of colleges already

in existence, and attached to the Establishment.

This chapter, and the subject it concludes, would

hardly be complete without some reference to the

important and difficult question of the franchise,

which is the more worthy to receive a wise and dis-

passionate consideration now ; as it has been most

VOL. II. 2 n
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imprudently started as a g-ratuitous ministerial

movement for next session, and may then have its

decision exposed to all the disingenuous arts of fac-

tion, or forced on as the condition of ministerial

existence. It must be apparent to any reader of

these pages that the writer is neither so enamoured

of the measure of 1832, as to think it incapable of

improvement, nor so devoted to the status quo in

anything', as to tolerate evils or anomalies that are

capable of safe and ready correction.

On the reconstruction of the Constitution in 1832,

it was competent for the directors of the movement

to inaugurate either a system on the basis, reformed

and extended, of the early franchise with the claims

of antiquity and the test of experience; or a new

system of more perfect theoretic representation.

And again in the latter case, which was the one

adopted, all classes might have been admitted to

representative rights without either swamping* or

exclusion ; or some broad class might have been

selected as the main depository of the franchise on

the gTound of its own qualifications for its exercise,

and the degree in which its own average position

and ramified relations fitted it as the representative

of all other classes. Here again the latter alterna-

tive was taken. But it has been already submitted,

that a sounder and more truly national representa-

tion might have been created, by applying the varied

franchise of the old system to classes, professions

and institutions, rather than as it mjarked the anoma-

lous obscurity of pett}^ localities.
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The correction of some flagTant abuses of cor-

ruption by the extinction of particular constituen-

cies^ or the remedy of obvious anomalies in the case

of ver}^ small or neig'hbouring' boroughs by the re-

duction or gTouping- their representative rig-ht^ would

g'ive a considerable number^ fifty or a hundred seats

;

whose distribution either among- constituencies exist-

ing- or to be called into existence, is really too sacred

a trust, to be prostituted to the emerg-encies of a party

or the consistency of a theory.

But that this distribution should be attended with

much difficulty is not to be wondered at, when we

consider how urg-ent will be the claims asserted, how

abundant the ig-norance of those the loudest and

most vehement in their pretensions.

A remarkable proof of this latter not ver}?- g-rati-

f3dng' characteristic of the age has been supplied by

the eag-erness, with which writers and speakers of the

democratic party have advocated population as the

base of representation, while through half of

Eng-land the counties or divisions averao-ino- 100,000

inhabitants, have only the same representative power

as the towns averaging- 20,000 or 30,000. This

abuse so superfluously forced on the attention of the

aristocratic or territorial party must of course be

rectified, and counties receive an augmentation of

seats ; which however should not be a pure gain to

the wielders of territorial influence, as the franchise

should of course include the respectable middle class

of the small to^v^3 of the county, not themselves

2 R 2
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enfranchised or grouped in any new borough con-

stituency. These g-roups however might be made

with advantage of the small reduced boroughs and

their neighbours in the South and West of England.

As the group system has worked well in Wales and

Scotland^ where it was the only means of forming

urban constituencies from the slender and scattered

elements presented j and a large amount of indepen-

dence in the voters and usefulness in the represen-

tatives has been thereby achieved. Then to proceed up-

wards in the scale of towns^ a most valuable principle

to introduce in the boroughs still endowed with a dual

representation, would be to restrict every elector to a

single vote. The moral advantage in the simplicity

of purpose and moderation of party violence and its

necessar}' concomitants, would be far more valuable

than any political g'ain, which might not be very

decisive on either side. An elector would then vote

for a man whose character and principles he at least

fancied he understood, not for the abstraction of a

couple of dissimilars, whose only reason probably for

uniting-^ is the wish to combine in party action the

real divergence of opinion j while the desperate

strugg'le of party would be allayed, when instead of

the usual double or nothing- of these electoral con-

tests, there would be the certainty of a respectable

minority having- its share of the representation. The

larger cities might urge the same claim for an aug-

mentation of their representative strength as the

larger counties. And here would be offered the op-
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portimit}^ of combining* this aiig'mentation with the

introduction of new bodies of constituents. To

beg"in w ith the popukir side of extension, it niig'ht be

doubted whether even universal sufFrao-e could con-

stitute a worse representative bod}^, than that which

has been occasionally returned from the new metro-

politan boroug'hs. But without g'oing* so far as that,

it might be not only popular but politic to form

large bodies of freemen, enft'anchised either by cer-

tain periods and forms of service and residence, or

by the paj'ment to a public borough fund of some

moderate sum, entitling* under certain qualifications

of residence and reg-istration to the franchise of the

borough. It need scarcely be mentioned what a

valuable substitute such a body w^ould be for the old

freemen of more ancient cities infected by that cancer

and shame.

But after providing by this popular basis for an

ample production of the usual metropolitan supply

to the Senate, of friends of the Poles and enemies of

the Police ; of ag-ents of Nabobs and accusers of

Bishops* a philosophic lawgiver might pause and

reflect that there mii>=ht be too much even of a o*ood

thing* ; that representative institutions Avere not in

so flourishing a state throughout Europe as to admit

any unnecessary risk, and that these distinguished

members were but the courtiers or Lords in waiting

to the Majesty of the people, and that men of other

stuff' were needed to represent the commercial and

intellectual capital of the world.
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Members mig-lit be given to the Inns of Court,

the London Universities; the Bank of Eng-land, In-

dia Company^ and the two g-reat divisions of the

Baihvay reahn, which would secure the represen-

tation of important interests, and the presence of

valuable persons, whose access to Parliament is now

less constitutionally effected through the medium of

the little boroug'hs. A noble constituency too mig'ht

be formed by a mere high occupying* or income tax

qualification throughout the metropolis ; that might

then return a quartett of senators of an European

reputation.

]N or is this the time to retain that pedantic horror

of the influence of the Crown, that would exclude a

limited number of nominations by the great Govern-

ment Boards themselves. Thouo-h novel as a fact

it is submitted that a few such nominations might be

fully justified, not only on the ground of convenience

to the public service, but even in reference to the

general principles of representative right. The

advantage is so obvious of introducing at once to

the deliberations of Parliament, the members them-

selves of a government, or their military, finan-

cial, or diplomatic agents, that no rigid ideal of

simple representation should deprive a representative

body of so valuable a source of illumination and

influence. But when Ave consider that the Executive .

of a great country itself heads a large body of

citizens, whose political rights are suspended in cour

sequence of this control or the nature of their service,
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it would seem fair to allow the expatriated soldier

and sailor^ or the disqualified revenue officer^ a quasi

representation of their feelings and interests^ through

the medium of the Government that employed their

services^ and was itself their natural exponent.

It is hoped that every one of these suggestions

contain some valuable principle^ but not one of

them can be compared in importance with the rule

of the single vote as laid down for elections, Avhere

two members are to be returned, and which must in

justice be applied also to the case of counties return-

ing- three members. It is hardly possible to over-

rate the moral advance of a measure, that would

make every member an actual choice and not half

a compromise 3 and that would by representing a

powerful minority, allay the angry passions and

criminal resorts, to which the frailty of human nature

is prone under desperate risk and total disappoint-

ment.

This politico-historical sketch is now closed, and

in submitting' it to the 3'oung reader,— for the

author hardly dares to assume a higher place for it

than an educational work ; he would humbl}^ beg the

political student however great superiority of mind

he may probably bring to the study of these pages,

to exercise the moderate and truth-seeking spirit

that dictates them, and constantly to refer every

question of right and duty to the unerring standard

of the Word of God.



CHAPTER X.

JURISPRUDENCE.

Laws of Property—Primogeniture conveyancing—Fines and

Recoveries, Uses and Trusts—Distribution of Personal pro-

perty—Law of Actions—Special Pleading— Coiu'ts of law

—

Chancery— Circuits—Jiuy trial—County Courts— Crimiual

law—Defects of—Change in Public opinion—Transportation

—Jurisdiction of magistrates.

That a history of the Else and Progress of the

English Constitution would be imperfect, without

some notion of the Law of Propert}^ established in

the country, must seem evident from the fact, that

most of the franchises, privileges and authorities

conferred or recoo'nised bv the Constitution are

based on property. Nor can we forget that the

ordinary administration of the law is the practical

daily working of the Constitution. And where such

admhiistration is based on principles of freedom,

fairness and truth, it implies those qualities in the

Constitution that has established it, or as jurists*

suppose was rather the case in this countr}^, such

forms will gradually generate freedom in the Con-

stitution itself. Thus in either point of view we

must consider forensic forms as of important indica-

tion or bearing on the Constitution. And lastly,

as the spirit of a Government and its mode of

* See Palgrave on this curious point.
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carrying- out an object is larg'ely exemplified in the

treatment of public offences, some consideration of

the Criminal Law seems indispensable for a full and

complete idea of our Constitution. It is proposed

therefore in this Chapter to g-iye a sketch of the

history and present state of the Law of Real Pro-

perty in this country, as far as so difficult and tech-

nical a subject can be rendered at all intelligible to

the non-professional reader. Then to give a brief

analysis of the form of action and mode of pleading*

in Civil causes. And to add a few remarks on the

most painful and discouraging' subject, the prin-

ciples, if principles they can be called, of our Crimi-

nal Law.

And here we may premise that Primog'eniture is

an acknowledged principle of the English law of

Real Property. Enforced by the settlements of the

estates of g-reat families, it is also g*enerally observed

in the freer dispositions of persons of smaller means,

and is as much the custom of the cottage as it is

the law of the castle. Imperative in cases of intes-

tacy and g-enerally followed in dispositions by will,

it is as congenial to the habits and feelings of

modern Engiishmen, as it has been doubtless trans-

mitted as a relic of an obsolete feudality.

Where such appears to be the express will of a

free people, it is almost superfluous to arg*ue for

or against the wisdom of the law. But there are

two or three considerations worth alluding' to

in relation to this subject, besides the obvious de-
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sign of mamtaining the permanence and influence

of great families in certain districts, by associating-

them with permanent masses of territory. The

first of these was not omitted in the Report of

the Eeal Property Commissioners, and has a most

important effect as a stimulus to civilization. This

is the hig'h standard of social comfort and respecta-

bility in position, which is kept before the eye of

every famil}^ Young'er brothers have a gTcat sti-

mulus to exert themselves in their respective trades

and professions, to attain to something- like at any

rate the position occupied by their brother, and to

which they were accustomed in their father's house.

It is difiicult to estimate the amount of national

prosperity and prog-ressive civilization, that is due to

this steady influence, acting- for many hundred years

on man}^ thousand families. But we may form

some idea from the effect produced on France by

the abolition of this distinction, intended as was the

abolition for political rather than social objects;

but where since the breaking- up of the g-reat fami-

lies, the race also of g-reat capitalists, g-reat lawyers,

divines, and even first-rate writers has become

nearly extinct. The aristocracy of wealth and mind

following- that of territory, and no eminence arisino*

except such as is directly fostered and emploj-ed by

the State. But there is another point of a mixed

social and political nature, in which the importance

of the law of primog-eniture has not been sufliciently

considered, which is the family tie of brotherhood
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with which it connects different classes in the State.

The Great Proprietor whose brothers are merchants

and law3^ers, bankers or clergymen^ can have no

feeling* of caste lifting* him above those useful and

honourable avocations^ and he naturally extends to

other members of trades and professions the feeling"

of friendly equality^ that is due to the companions of

his boyhood. And so on the other hand the indus-

trious sections of the educated class have no odious

feeling- of envy and inferiority to an aristocracy, that

is in many cases literally, and in all by assumption

merely the elder branch of the same g-reat family.

And thus that great movement which the philoso-

phic g'eneralization of Burke desig'uated, as an insur-

rection of the activity ag'ainst the property of the

state is averted. Property does not despise energy,

and energ"y does not revolt from 2:)roperty ; but by

mutual association and respect, proprietors become

more intellig'ent and professionals more polite. But

lest this should seem too optimist and Blackstone-

like a view of an established English usag-e, it may

be observed, that it is essential to the result, that the

young-er branches of the aristocracy do not shrink

from the labour and self-denial incident to the really

working' professions, and that at the same time there

is no check to adequate persons seekhig* to enter

those professions from the lower strata of society.

Thus the trades and professions become a neutral,

instead of an exclusively hig-h or exclusively low class.

And all the several strata of society meet and are
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represented there. If on the other hand it was custo-

mary to divide properties amon^ all the members

of a famil}^, there would soon be a numerous caste of

proprietors proud indolent and of very moderate cir-

cumstances^ useless either to support g-overnment by

their expenditure^ or to advance the prosperity and

g-reatness of their country by their exertions, and at

once hating and hated by the classes dependent on

their own energ-y.

It is now time to define some of the principles

of the law of property and the rules that g-overn its

descent and alienation in Eng-land.

We may beg-in our consideration of the law of

Ileal Property by noticing* some of those very re-

markable peculiarities of Eng-lish Law usually termed

fictions, which were invented and countenanced by

the Courts as a means of induli>-ino;" the wishes

and meeting* the arrang*ements of proprietors with-

out infring-ing* the strict principle of the Law.

These fictions, as affecting* landed propert}^, may
be g*enerally, thoug'h most inartificially classed

under two heads, according* as they were based upon

a feig'ned action, or as they assumed a feig*ned

interest in property. The most important and

notorious of the first class were the forms of aliening*,

or settling* property hyjine and by recovery. The

process by fine was a feig-ned action broug'ht for.

the recovery of an estate by a person intended to

receive from one proposing* to^convey, and^compro-

mised in favour of the plaintiff before being brought
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to issue. Its name was derived from the fine due to

the Crown in olden times on the compromise of any

action^ and was proportioned to the vahie of the

property in dispute. There were four kinds of

process b}^ fine^ more or less extensively applicable

to the arrang'ement of propert}'", and disting'uished by

Norman French names not remarkably appro-

priate and burdensome to the memor3\ The effect

of levying- a fine on the property to be conveyed

was that all estates tail, and other rig-hts vested in

the person so levying- the fine, were barred. All

Relatives in blood or estate to him were, of course,

barred at the same time, but strang'ers, or all the

rest of the world, as appears at common law, were

barred by a year and a day's non claim subsequent

to the proclamation of the fine, and the usual period

allowed for incompetency of a g'e, judgment, or social

and local position.

This determinate period of a year and a da}^ was

afterwards, by the 84 Edward III. c. 10, indefi-

nitely extended. This being; found injurious from

the uncertainty produced, the period of claim ag-ainst

a conveyance by fine, was fixed by 4 Hemy YIT.

c. 24, at five years, to beg*in from the last public

proclamation of such fine. And as these proclama-

tions were made during* the four terms subsequent to

the levy of the fine, the whole period allowed for

appeal ag-ainst it was about six years.

A recovery was a fictitious action not compro-

mised like the fine, but carried on to decision or
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rather to an undefended issue. The party intending

to convey the estate first vests the freehold in any

nominal person, ag-ainst whom, the party who is in-

tended to take bring-s his action for recovery of the

land. The tenant states that the conveying- party

had warranted the estate to him as a g-ood title ; the

conveying" party ag-ain vouches or calls on another

person, a mere man of straw, to make it g-ood to him

as havino- warranted it. The man of straw is no-

where to he found, or has no lands ; and the judg--

ment of the Court is, that C takes the estate con-

ve3'ed by A to B, and that B receive an equivalent

for it from A, and A in his turn from the man of

straw D. The last two receivers are of course

imno-inary, and C is supposed to enter upon the

estate on the terms and subject to the conditions

specified in a deed of the same date. This deed

which was said to lead the uses of the fine or recovery,

was of course the most important document in the

whole proceeding', as on it depended the subsequent

disposition of the property. The effect of the recovery

was to bar not only the estate, whatever it might be

then vested in the party suffering- it, but all re-

mainders and reversions expectant on it, except when

vested in the Crown and in estates g-ranted by it.

The influence of a recovery was therefore far

more searching- and comprehensive than that of a

fine ; and as no interval was allowed for proclama-

tions or subsequent claim, the proceeding- was more

compendious and determinate. On the other hand
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the recovery could only be suffered in term time,

which was frequently inconvenient when death Avas

imminent^ or a marriage or sale of lands desired.

Added to which the first step towards suffering" a

recovery, the conve3'ance, which was usualh^ termed

the erection of a tenant to the proscipe, was attended

with many difficulties, and required much nicety and

manag-ement, as a false step there not only vitiated

all the subsequent proceeding's, but in many instances

caused a forfeiture of the estate orig-inally vested in

the recoveree. As ag-eneral rule, admitting- of course

of many and wide exceptions, the conveyance by

recovery was more usual in actual alienations of

property, and where some real opposition was ex-

pected ; that by fine in the re-settlement of family

estates, or where all the transfer was considered to

be purely inter amicos. The levying' a fine more*

over was the usual and only safe way of passing- the

rig'hts and barring' the claim of a married woman.

This very simple and inartificial view of one of

the subtlest and most purely technical branches of

our jurisprudence, may draw a smile from the pro-

fessional, and I fear be obscure to the g-eneral

reader. But a view of the laws of Eng*land would

have been incomplete without some reference to a

system at once a sing-ular feature in our jurispru-

dence, illustrative of the spirit of our tribunals, and

one that played a most important part in the history

of propert}' in this countr}-. Yet I am inclined to

think that the Statute 3 & 4 William IV. c. 74, for
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the abolition of fines and recoverieSj and the substi-

tution of more simple modes of assurance, was as

acceptable to the profession, as it was undoubtedly

beneficial to the public. A great mass of legal

learning' has been swept away and a variety of pre-

cedents and authorities become useless, while a new

and far simpler arrang-ement, adopting* the principle

of the old system, but without requiring- the formah-

ties of process, affords every facility of conveyance

and settlement to the present possessor of the estate,

compatible with the expectations of those next in

remainder.

It need scarcely be observed that an acquaintance

with these branches of Eng-lish law is still essential

to members of the profession, as fines levied and

recoveries suffered constantly occur as steps in titles

to land, and will do so for many years to come.

This very remarkable part of our system of juris-

prudence has been in this historical summary referred

to the ag"e in which it arose, rather than to an}^ sub-

sequent period during- which it flourished ; from a

feeling- that a singular invention ought rather to be

viewed in connection with the epoch that called it

into existence, than with later periods which only

employed and consolidated a system already existing.

We will now proceed to the other class of fictions

in the law of real property ^—-that of fictitious owner-

ship of propert}'. It will be obvious that Uses and

Trusts are here alluded to. These qualified interests

in property arose at different epochs but in a great
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degree from analog-ons causes. Uses^ wliieli were

first introduced under the PJantag-enets, as is g'ene-

rally thoug-ht by the clerg-y to evade the laws ag-ainst

mortmain, and which in the course of two centuries

absorbed the g-reater part of the lands of Eng-land
;

arose from the difficulties thrown in the way of

alienation of mortg-ag'e or devise by the spirit if not

by the letter of the feudal code,

A man mig"lit be possessed ofvast domains, manors,

farms, and messuag'es, in a dozen counties, and 3'et

not be able to sell or mortg'ag'e a sing-le acre, nor

provide by will for a sing-le member of his family

be3'ond the one marked out by the feudal law of

primog'eniture. But if he could create a use of that

estate distinct from the estate itself, it was held by

the Courts of Law, that he might dispose of that use

as he pleased, free not on\j from the feudal restraints

on alienation, but also from the scarcely less burden-

some hindrances of enjoyment. By this means

property mig'ht be disposed of inter vivos, or con-

veyed to the uses of a will, as well as enjoyed free

from wardship, relief, rentng*e, dower, and other

burdens and incidents of the feudal code.

The feoffee to uses, or the person ostensibly seised

of the possession was considered in the Courts of

Law as the real proprietor, and as such liable to the

services and burdens of proprietorship ; and if so

disposed he might abuse the trust reposed hi him,

and alien it for his own benefit, or refuse to alien it

VOL. II. 2 s



at the request of the cestui que use, or person bene-

ficially interested in the property.

Both these dang-ers indeed were g*uarded ag-ainst

bj^ the practice of the Court of Chancery, in which

the interests and opinions of the clerg-y who had

invented uses prevailed, and where redress mig"ht

always be had by the cestui que use, who claimed it

ag*ainst his feoffee, on whose conscience the peculiar

nature of his tenure was held binding-, and on whom

deference to the wishes of the beneficial owner was

rendered compulsory by processes more stringent

than those affecting- the conscience.

And the leg'islature itself interfered by the

1 Rich. III. c. 1, to compel the feoffee to convey

according;' to the wishes of the beneficial owner.

This provision however was, at least in theory,

much neutralised from the exemption of prior con-

veyances for valuable consideration. Hence, had

the feoffee been so unprincipled as to alien the estate

vested in him for an actual money or other valuable

consideration, the beneficial owner would lose his

property without redress.

Yet it must be observed, to the credit of our na-

tional character, that very few instances are recorded

of any faithless and dishonourable use of an advan-

tag-e recog-nised and enforced by three out of the

four superior Courts; and of the extensive temptation

to which some idea may be formed from the fact,

that at the accession of Richard III. the g-reater

part of England was enfeoffed to him to uses.
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And from this dn' and forensic point of view some

curious and novel g-limpses may be caug-ht of tlie

last and most doubtful act in the g'reat drama of

the Civil Wars of the Boses.

It mig-ht reasonably be asked^ on the one side,

how it came that a Prince equall}^ odious for pri-

vate vices and political depravity as Ttichard III. is

repi'esented, shoidd have received the marked be-

cause voluntary trusteeship of nearty half the landed

property of Eng-land. While on the other side it

mig-ht be urg-ed with almost equal force, that such

an hold as his trusteeship must have g*iven him on

the property of the countr}'^ would have, in no small

deg-ree, contributed to his usurpation of the Crown.

Either of these hypotheses, based on stubborn facts

that have not admitted of j)oetic colouring- nor party

misstatement, but which have received the solemn

recog^nition of an Act of the Leg'islature, would be a

fitter medium throug-h which to view the storm}'

reig-n and doubtful character of Richard III., than

the eloquence of Shakspeare, or the scepticism of

Walpole.

But to return from this unusual diversion to the

histor}^ of leg-al fiction, it may perhaps be a gTateful

duty to inform the reader, that uses, as distinct from

possessions, were abolished b}^ the 27 Hen. YIII. c.

10, or more properly speaking-, all uses then existing*

were transferred into possessions. Since this enact-

ment uses have not onl}- been recog'nised at common

law, but all power and interest of the feotice in the

2 s 2
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property, as distinct from the beneficial owner, has

been altog-ether exting-uished, and he is looked upon

merely as a channel or pipe, throug^h which the use

may be diverted and limited for the benefit of the

cestui que use.

Yet, from this relation, and from a maxim adopted

by the Courts of no great apparent importance, that

a use could not he limited or declared upon a use,

has arisen all the nicety of modern conveyancing*.

From the maxim alluded to, the different forms

of conveyances have taken their distinctive pecu-

liarities and effects, as well as the system g-enerally

its great difficulty. And from the vision or shadow

of possession, supposed for certain purposes to reside

in the feoffee, has grown up the abstruse doctrine of

spring-in^ uses, and all the learning- of powers.

But it will be sufficient here to sa}^, that since

the statute for transferring- uses into possessions.

Trusts have occupied pretty nearly the same place

in relation to property that Uses had done pre-

viously. Not indeed so extensively, nor precisely

for the same objects. For, while uses are said to have

been limited on the greater part of the lands of the

kino-dom, and were adopted as a means of evading-

feudal burdens and restrictions on alienation, trusts

on the other hand are of comparativel}^ rare occur-

rence ; and when the}^ do occur, are introduced

mainly with a view to ulterior objects, to prevent

alienation, to protect future interests, and to check

the waste and extravao^ance of life tenants. The
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mode toOj in which trusts are usuall}^ inti'oduced in

wills and settlements is peculiar^ and quite different

from the early modes of limiting; uses. An estate

is g-iven to trustees for a long- term of 3"ears, so

placed as effectually to prevent the alienation of the

property^ without the consent of two or more inde-

pendent persons. Or the estate in trustees is inter-

posed between any two successive estates marked

out on the condition, that if such and such provisions

are not made for the support of widows or young-er

children, the trustees should then enter, and hold

the propert}' during* the created term, for the purpose

of raising" the money, and for the objects specified.

But the plan of these trusts will be better under-

stood by an analysis, of two or three of the principal

forms of deeds, in which these trusts occur.

To return to our historical summary :—The next

new and important act affecting* real property, was

the 32 Hemy VIII. c. 1, commonl}^ called the

Will Act. This Act explained and rather extended

by the 84 Henry YIII. c. 5, was rendered neces-

sary by the statute of uses above referred to. Pre-

vious to that enactment, it had been for man}^ ages

customary to devise the use of lands, and so avoid

the feudal restrictions on devise. But on the use

being* clothed with possession, this was no long-er pos-

sible, and therefore so necessary a provision as that

enabling* proprietors to devise, was within five years

afforded by the Will Act of the 32 Henry YIII.

c. 1. This statute enabled with some ver}^ reasonable
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exceptions^ all proprietors seised in fee^ to Avill to

whom they chose^ except to bodies corporate^ the

whole of their socag-e lands, and two-thirds of estates

held by tenure of Chivalry. This act was consider-

abl}' extended in operation by the statute passed

immediatel}' after the Restoration of Charles II., to

abolish all tenancies in chivalry, and reduce all lands

of a free tenure to the rank of common socag-e.

It is clear that the latter act would affect more or

less the whole system of our Law of Real Property.

And it may be observed in this place as a remark-

able fact, not only that in g-eneral the chang-es of our

law of property were broug-ht about in periods of

internal peace and commercial activity and develop-

ment, rather than at the stormy epochs of constitu-

tional change and political convulsion ; but that the

eventful crisis of the Ci^dl War and Common^^•ealth,

all important as it is to the historian and political

jurist, is to the private lawyer an entire blank,

marked by no new principle, and scarcely evincing*

any change in practice.

Besides these great changes in the Law of Real

Property generall}^. Acts of importance but more

partial in their application have been passed from

time to time, affecting more or less extensively the

principles and details of the system, but which

scarcely come within the scope of a work intended

for the general reader. Of these may be instanced

the Acts of Elizabeth and of her successor, for the

management of ecclesiastical property. The la^ s
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passed at different times ag'aiiist mortmain, and for

the regulation of charitable bequests. Acts for ren-

dering- the estates of bankrupts and others liable to

the claims of creditors. As also an Act of Anne for

facilitating- conveyances by doing- away with the

necessity of the attornment or consent of the tenant.

More important by far were the Acts of Will. III.

and of Anne, for abolishing- certain local customs,

that prevailed in London and in the original eccle-

siastical province of York, respecting the power

of willing- personalty and the law^ of succession of

intestates.

Nor has our own nge been less rich in legislntive

enactments relative to real property. The 3^4 Will.

IV. saw not only the old and complicnted law of

fines and recoveries swept away, and the period for

the limitation of real actions more elaborately if not

more accurately defined, but the law of prescription,

of exemption from tithe, and of the boundaries of

Church property put on a new footing. As also some

ancient dogmas respecting the descent of landed

property, and the right of widows to dower, involv-

ing no principle though occasionally inconvenient,

have been deliberately repealed j and real estates

also have been made liable to the payment of simple

contract debts.

Since that most law- making session, we have seen

the tithes of England commuted by a most wise and

just measure, and the whole law of wills altere<l by

an enactment, that has from its arbitrary technicality
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and novelty of principle caused much confusion and

injury in the disposition of property.

The statute of frauds^ the 29 of Charles II. c. 8,

had enacted among* other rules and formalities for

contract and conveyances, that a will of lands should

be in writing-, and sig-ned by the testator or by some

other person in his presence and at his express

direction, and subscribed in his presence by three or

more credible witnesses. While however the law

was so strict and special as regarded wills of land,

it had been the practice from very early times in

the Ecclesiastical Courts, which had the jurisdiction

over personalty, to be very indulg'ent to the apparent

wash of the testator. In consequence of this in-

dulgent interpretation any memorandum in the hand-

writing- of the deceased or sig-ned by him, even a

private letter, a cheque on a banker, or an indorse-

ment on a note have been held to be good testa-

mentary dispositions, if it could be an^'how inferred

that the testator contemplated his own death at the

time. This simple and unshackled power of dispos-

ing- of personalty had rarely been abused, and was

undoubtedly well suited both to the indej)endent

character of our people, and the light and transitory

nature of personal property. But the law-makers

thought otherwise, and have tied up the testamen-

tary disposition of personal property with all the

formalities, saving one witness that had been held

necessary for the devise of castles and baronies.

Feeling it my duty to reprobate thus strongly the
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flng-rant injustice and impolicy of an enactment,

with whose practical operation I have had more

opportunities of becoming* acquainted than most

meUj I must in fairness admit the wisdom and con-

sideration of man)^ of its provisions. The old law

of powers, as reg'arded the execution of them by will,

was most anomalous and arbitrary, and is most

wisely reduced to the level of the formalities required

in the execution of ordinary wills. While the rules

laid doAvn for the construction of wills, and for

making- them speak as from the death of the testator,

together with the extension of the power of devising*

in the ordinary way to copyholders can not be too

hig-hly extolled. With these remarks I will close

this historical summary of the Law of Real Property

in Eng-land, which I trust will clear up many diffi-

culties, and g'ive a better g-eneral view than an ela-

borate disquisition.

Criminal Law.

The criminal law of England, which, both from

its bearing" on the liberty of the subject and as indi-

cating the spirit of the Government generally, must

be considered as closeh'^ allied to any investigation

of the Constitution, may be summed up in a manner

more intelligible to the general reader, than the law

of Property or of Action. With this part of our

system an Englishman has little ground for compla-

cency, either in regard to the justice of its first

principles, or the uniformity of its practical applica-

tion. We have remarked above, that while the
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Saxon code^ with its endless fines and compensa-

tions, seemed written iii letters of g"old, the stern

and vindictive Norman law seemed traced in cha-

racters of blood. And thoug-h the early efforts of

freedom secured some Saxon principles, as the jury,

publicity of procedure, etc., which g"ave at least the

theory of fair trial, 3'et in the positive enactments of

law, and the penalties by which they were sanc-

tioned, the Norman spirit prevailed still. And we

must blush and mourn over the centuries of advanc-

ing- civilization, and even of reformed relig-ion, which

were marked by no mitigation of the criminal law.

This is not the place to express feeling's almost too

big' for utterance on the execrable sjstem of capital

punishments for small offences, under which a vast

sacrifice of human lives, innocent in comparison

Avith the legislators who enacted, and the judg-es who

enforced the sanguinary statutes, was efl'ected. A
sacrifice which ascended to heaven in all the cha-

racter of national guilt, fi'om the very forms of jury

verdicts and publicity that sanctioned it. To

Sir S. Eomilly and Sir R. Peel, the two best and

most moderate men of two great parties, is the

merit due, though in unequal degree, of origi-

nating and carrying out a reform, on which there is

now no difference of opinion. The conscientious

though narrow mind of George III., had during his

long reign gradually abated some abominations

more immediately within the scope of the executive.

But his ear was too much occupied by one class of
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ndvisers to accede to some leg-islative reforms^ tlmt

met tlie cordial acceptance of his voluptuous but

teuder-hearted son. Nor should we forg-et that^

Avhile the old Tory party that s\va3'^ed the mind of

Georg'e III. are morally answerable for the reten-

tion of this sanguinary code^ the Whig' opposition,

formidable in the eloquence and union of its mem-

bers, never urged this reform with the force and

pertinacity, that was exhibited in far more question-

able cases. If a tithe of the talent and part}' zeal

that was emplo3"ed to support Wilkes, or justif}' the

Jacobins,had been directed to reform the criminal law

and save the humble thief, we should not have had

a system prolong-ed to the nineteenth century, that

is at the present moment humiliating- to dwell on.

We may briefly consider the criminal law of

England in three respects. 1. The Courts emplo3"ed

in this branch of judicature. 2. The classification

of offences that are brought before them. And (3.

The course of proceeding in criminal cases.

1. As to Courts.

A summary- jurisdiction is given by a variet}' of

statutes, in some cases to one, but oftener to two or

more magistrates, in a vast rang-e of trifling- offences,

such as i)etty thefts, assaults, and other breaches of

the peace and g-ood order. This jurisdiction is

exercised in a ver^- simple manner without the inter-

vention of a jury or the use of pleadings, but the

punishment awarded is limited to either a small fine

or three montlis imprisonment. The Petty Sessions,
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which is a periodical meeting- of several mag-istrates

in different parts of a county or division, has much

the same jurisdiction in criminal matters, and also

transacts business connected with licences, the ma-

nag-ement of roads, and the administration of the

Poor Law. The Quarter Sessions, which are held

four times a year in every county, are attended by

the magistrates generally, and are presided over by

a permanent mag-istrate as chairman, who is now

frequently an educated law3^er with an official salary.

This important and useful Court has jurisdiction

over all ordinary criminal offences, except such as

burg-lary, manslaughter, etc., which were formerly

capital, or which, like perjury and big'amy, involve

much legal difficulty.

Lastly, there are the Assizes, held twice a-year

in each county by two Judges of the superior Courts

of Westminster, who, by virtue of their commissions

of gaol delivery and of the peace, are authorised to

try any prisoners committed or defendants on bail,

against whom indictments may be found. This

jurisdiction is now practically confined to the graver

class of criminal offenders. Though some of the

Judges feel bound, as no doubt they are authorised,

to try every person committed for an offence within

the county.

Offences are very unequally and arbitrarily classi-^

fied under the several heads of Treason, Felony,

and Misdemeanor. The first of these has been

already sufficiently adverted to in these pages, and
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in the very limited and extreme sense in wliich it is

known to the Eng'lish law, is happily of such rare oc-

currence as to render the learning- relative to it of little

practical importance to the constitutional student.

Misdemeanors include most inappropriately some

offences of a trivial nature^ even when fully accom-

plished^ but with them also a larg*e class of cri-

minal actions, supposed to be only the preludes or

incomplete attempts at more serious offences. Now
in addition to the obvious absurdity of thus coupling-

small crimes and attempts at g-reat ones, and sub-

jecting- thenij as we shall see, to similar consequences

;

there is this g'reat moral blot that crimes, whose very

attempt constitutes their g-ravamen, are classed w^ith

other attempts of a much less distinct and reprehen-

sible character, and also with trivial thefts and

breaches of the peace. It is unnecessary to dwell

further on this subject, but it is revolting* to feeling-

and common sense, that assaults with intent to com-

mit infamous crimes should be classed and punished

like petty larceny or a drunken brawl. Generally

speaking-, misdemeanors are bailable, are punished

by fine and imprisonment, and subject the offender

to no forfeiture of property' or loss of civil rights.

The larffe rang-e of offences, from murder down to

simple theft, are classed as felonies by our common

law, implying- that they incurred the loss of fee or

landed ])roperty, which on conviction escheated to

the Lord, and in the case of freeholders to tlie

Crown. The anomalous but g-enerall}'^ severe punish-
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ments meted out to these offences have been already

the subject of censure. The want^ till the develop-

ment of our colonial system^ of an effectual mode of

secondar}^ punishment^ and the sang-ninary blindness

of statutes directed to particular offences^ may pal-

liate thoug'h they could not justify the Draconic

code, which is now a matter of history. In prac-

tice now capital punishment is only inflicted for

miu'der, thoug'h retained in name for two or three

other grave offences. Transportation, vnr^-ing* from

life to seven years, is the most ordinary- punishment.

And smaller offences, or more juvenile offenders,

are punished by shorter terms of confinement in

g'aols or the hulks.

In giving- a sketch of the mode of proceeding* in

criminal cases, it will be sufficient to follow the

course in the more ordinarj^ case of felonies, and as

the occasion offers to point out the variation in case

of misdemeanor. For treason is so important in a

constitutional point of view as to deserve a separate

consideration. General^ then all criminal pro-

ceeding's must commence with an information laid

or charg-e made before some mag'istrate of count}' or

boroug"h, or of police having" a district jurisdiction.

The mag'istrate may take bail or security for the

appearance of the accused in all cases of misdemea-

nor and in triHing- felonies. In g*raver felonies it

is not usual, but depends much on the discretion of

the mag'istrate, as to the doubtfulness of the charg-e.

But in practice bail is out of the question in a large
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majority of cases^ from the impossibilit}^ of produc-

ing- substantial secm'ities to answer for the appear-

ance of if not a notorious character, at any rate an

obscure vag-rant. When the trial comes on, whether

at the Assizes or Quarter Sessions, the Grand Jury,

composed of the chief men in the count}^, assemble

in a separate room, adjoining* the Court. To them

is submitted a bill or charo-e ao-ainst the accused,

setting- forth his accusation in leg-al terms, and in

several counts or separate views of the case, in order

to meet any difficulty, arising* from inaccuracy* as

to fact, or any technical discrepancy. On this bill

they examine some g'enerally not all the witnesses

for the prosecution. They hear nothing* in defence,

but if the charg'e appears unfounded or insufficiently

supported, they report according-ly to the Judg*e,

who directs the prisoner to be dismissed, if there is

no other charg*e ag*ainst him. If however they are

satisfied with the case for the prosecution, they state

so, and the trial proceeds. The bill, when found

is called an indictment, and the prisoner has the

rig'ht to a copy, and a list of the witnesses to be

produced ag-ainst him. The next step is in felonies,

arraignment or being* broug-ht before the Jury ; that

is actually to try the case. This was the occasion,

when in darker times the prisoner stood mute, and

opposed the obstacle of a tenacious silence to the

process of law and his own conviction. The satanic

cruelty of the bloody pedants of common law met

this obstinacy with a certain and ling-ering* death.
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which yet many submitted tO;, in order to save their

estates from forfeiture to their families^ and also to

avoid corruption of blood, which would have followed

a full conviction in cases of felony and petit treason.

This abomination was swept awa}^ by 12 Geo. III.,

c. 20 ; and standing- mute is viewed as a confession

or verdict of guilty. At this stag-e of the proceed-

ing's the prisoner should plead guilty or not g'uilty
;

and on tendering the latter plea, he ma^^ challenge or

object to the jurors, who are to try him. This

challenge may be either to the whole body, as being-

wrongfully or partially named by the Sheriff; or

to individuals seriatim on the g-round of prejudice

or partiality.

When a Jury is obtained the trial proceeds ; the

counsel for the prosecution states the case, and pro-

duces Avitnesses in support of his argument ;—these

witnesses have in felony and misdemeanor always

been subject to the cross-examination of the prisoner

or his counsel. The prisoner in his defence may

always produce evidence if he chooses, though as the

prosecution may cross-examine them, and if new

matter has been brought in may reply, it is not in

most cases very prudent to do so. In treason, this

privilege of producing evidence was not granted till

7 W. III. c. 3, nor were the witnesses put on their

oath till 1 Anne, c. 9.

It was by quite a recent enactment, mainly due

to the humane perseverance of Mr. Ewart, that

counsel may address the Jury on behalf of the
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prisoner in felouy, "which oddly enoug'h had been

previously conceded in treason.* I the more cheer-

full}- bear testimony to the justice of tliis innovation,

as it was one of the few chang-es of the kind that I

viewed with some apprehension, fearing* that a tone

of immorality and irrelevancy would be g'iven to

criminal defences to influence verdicts, from the

nature of the subject matter, and the inexperience of

practitioners. That this anticipation has been, in a

great measure removed, is due, no doubt, mainly to

the firmness and wisdom of the Judges, who limit

the defence to the real matter of fact in issue. But

at the same time, one must give some measure of

praise to the counsel who reject, and the juries who

repudiate such appeals, as are too common in foreign

criminal proceedings. The province of the jury

beiuo- to decide the matter of fact ; the*Judo-e in his

charge sums up the facts as detailed b}" the evidence,

with such remarks and advice as he may deem of

use, in pointing out the value to be attacJied to the

evidence given, and the bearing of such evidence on

the point at issue. The jur}-, if as usual they do

not at once agree, retire to a separate room, and are

kept in an honourable custody without food, tire, or

light, till they agree unanimously on their verdict,

whether of guilt or acquittal. On the verdict of the

jury follows conviction; and on conviction judgment

is pronounced by the Judge in open Court to the

* As it would appear by 1 Mary. See Blackstone, vol. iv.

chap. 27.

VOL. II. 2 T
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prisoner, who is previously invited to allege any

gTound "wh}" it should not he passed on him.

This would he the time to plead a pardon, or for-

merly to urge the benefit of clergy, which to encou-

rage education, rather than to favour clerics as such,

conferred a most undeserved indulgence on convict

felons, who could claim their clergy, either in pro-

fession or attainment. This barbarism was finally

abolished by an early statute of Georg-e III.

But it is of more importance to remark that judg-

ment and not merely conviction, entailed the conse-

quences attaching to attaint, such as forfeiture,

escheat, and corruption of blood, which in those

ages, when the higher classes more frequently fell

under the penalties of the criminal law, than in more

civilized times, extended the punishment of the

individual to*the disgrace and ruin of his family to

unborn generations. The vindictive incident of

corruption of blood was abolished far on in the reig'n

of George III.

It would be obviously beyond the scope of this

essay to enter into any elaborate investigation of

Chancer}^ Law. But as the very fact of the inde-

pendent existence of a collateral S3'stem of jurispru-

dence, is highly characteristic of the spirit of our

institutions, and as the nature and origin of the dis-

tinction between Law and Equity is little understood

by unprofessional natives, and a still profounder mys-

tery to foreigners ; I can scarcel}' close this chapter

witliout a slight sketch of this system, more particu-
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larly where it is disting^uished from the procedure of

comnion law, or as it bears on constitutional principles.

The origin of the distinct and exceptional character

of Equity jurisprudence lay in the reluctance to alter

the fundamental principles of the common law, which

has always influenced both the leg-islature and the

tribunals of Eng-land, combined with the more

liberal tendency to afford relief and assistance in

every case that really demanded it. Now this

supreme dispensing' or rather supplementary power,

could no where be more appropriately lodg-ed than

in the Sovereig'n; and by none more effectively

executed than by the hig"h and confidential func-

tionar3^, half confessor half minister, who early

appears in history with the semi-ecclesiastical title

of Chancellor. To this clerical character assig-ned

to the Chancery by the opinion of early ag-es, is

owing' a considerable portion of its acquired jurisdic-

tion, and the g'reater part of its peculiarities of form

and procedure.

By far the largest, thoug-h for our purpose the

least important branch of Equit}^ jurisdiction is the

law of contracts j of which as may be supposed it

takes a liberal and equitable view as opposed to the

strict and literal requirements, that would be enforced

or fatally omitted in common law. Equity is satis-

fied with a moral assent to an eno-ao-ement, and will

receive reasonable testimony to that effect, thoug-h

from sources disqualified at common lau', from

interest or technical incapacit}-. In reg*ard too to

2 T 2
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the subject matter of such covenants, where it is

called upon to interfere, Equity requires that the

object of its aid should be in its nature equitable, and

that the consideration tendered should be sufficient.

But as the early Chancellors Avere g-enerall}^

ecclesiastics, the resort to the Chancery was, not

onty from the strict and unbending Sovereign as

exhibited in his feudal Courts, to the Sovereign in his

more private and conscientious exercise of power •

but to a tribunal versed in the equity of the old

imperial code, and actuated by the principles of a

just and merciful religion. Thus should the Chan-

cellor's jurisdiction over the persons and estates of

minors be referred to a feudal prerogative, his cog-

nizance in matters of lunacy, of bankruptcy, and of

the interests of married women, must be traced to

principles of the civil code opposed to the maxims of

the common law.

On this ground also at the Reformation so large

a proportion of ecclesiastical patronage became ves-

ted in the holder of the Great Seal, and such exten-

sive powers of visitation and arrangement devolved

on him, in respect of charitable and educational

institutions. And on this principle alone can we

justify the sole remaining trace of persecution, as

political Avi'iters of a certain order of intellect would

term it, which in the general opening* of the honours

and offices of the state to all sects and religions still

requires the Lord Chancellor to be a Protestant.

Another ample sphere of equitable jurisdiction
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over property is opened by the different views en-

tertained in Chancer}'^ and at connnon law with

respect to trusts and mortg'ag"es.

The Common Law considerino- the trustee as the

actual proprietor^ while Equity enforces on him tlie

duties and liabilities of his trusts. While in the

case of mortg"ao-es the Common Law considers the

mortg-ag-ee to whom the land is conveyed as a

security as the actual owner^ while Equity views

him only as a trustee for the mortg'ag'or to the extent

that the estate exceeds his own claims on it. The

Court also interferes in the interpretation of wills^

either in its capacity of the g-eneral director of trusts

or from what is called the ey-prcs doctrine, b}- which

where an object can not be literall}' accomplished,

Equit}^ compels the nearest approach to the wishes

of a testator possible.

We thus see the jurisdiction of the Court of

Chancer}' derived from three different sources :
—

1. The assumed power of the Sovereign to interpret

the law in an equitable spirit, and supply its

deficiencies Avhere required for the ends ofjustice.

2. The advantag'es offered by the Court of Chancery

for certain objects, b}^ the superiority of its pro-

cedure or greater wisdom of its maxims, com-

pared Avith those of Common Law.

3. The ecclesiastical character of its original officers,

that rendered it the appropriate channel for ad-

ministering- matters of semi-clerical natui'e, such as

publiccharities,educationalendovvments,aud trusts.
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But while we give this as the rationale of Equitable

jurisdiction^ and a moderately satisfactor}^ apology

for the apparent anomaly of two codes^ independent

and eonflictino'j coexistent in the same age and

countr}"^ it is not pretended that such an arrange-

ment is either g-ood or necessary. Had our early legis-

lators been a little less jealous of reasonable innova-

tion^ or the sag'es of the common law shewm a little

more readiness to adopt their forms and maxims to

the growing' w^ants of an advancing* people^ no neces-

sity would have arisen for the supplementary action

of Equity. Or again^ which is more to our present

purpose, had the Chancer}^ endeavoured to assimilate

its procedure to the comparativel}" cheap, expeditious,

and popular forms of the Common Law^, and applied

as far as possible the masterly inventions of" the

circuit, the jury, and oral evidence to the objects of

its cognizance, no real anomaly would have been

presented by a fourth Court of Common Law, and

much expense and odium have been saved. For

it is not a little remarkable that w^hile in their orio-in

Law and Equity were characterised b}^ rigour

and pliancy respectively, those characteristics have

become almost transposed. And the Common Law
in the last half century has been so modified

b}^ a variety of statutes, as to have lost much of

its essentially feudal and rigid character. While

Equity, less the subject of statutory innovation,

and resting rather in the traditions of a limited

number of eminent adepts has in our time har-
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deiied into a form less susceptible of im}3i'o\e-

ment, and more open to objection than the procedure

at Common Law. As the principles of Equity

jurisdiction are those of simple moral rig'ht, and as

no want of integ'rit}^ or abilit}' can reasonably be

objected to the eminent individuals^ who have in

modern times presided in its Courts^ we are neces-

sarily led to the conclusion that it is in the forms

and method of procedure that the evil lies^ and that

the efforts of law reformers should be directed to

that point. It would be scarcely within the scope of

a popular inquir}^ to enter with any minuteness into

the forms of Chancer}- proceeding's. Rather would

one cono-ratulate the unlearned reader on that ij>'no-

ranee, which, in this case, is really the bliss occasion-

all}" attributed to it. But two important particulars

in which the forms of Chancery differ from those of

Common Law may be instanced, as mainly chai'g'c-

able with the evil supposed to pervade the \\ hole

S3'stem.

Thoug-h a prolix verbosity is a fault from which

no branch of the law is exempt, and from which

Lord Campbell at least despairs to rescue pleading-

;

3'et it is obvious that where evidence is taken

in writing;, a wider extent is given to the e\il

already entailed b}- avarice on the lengthening* of

pleading's. Ag-ain the want of number and mo\c-

ment in -the Judges, and their seclusion from the

witnesses, hnve raised a functionar}' in the Master,

unkno\\n to the Common Law. This functionary
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partly a judg-e and partly an officer of the Court,

has questions of fact and account referred to him

at various stag'es of the proceeding's. These he

determines, and remits the matter so far advanced,

to his superior. But it is evident that dela}^,

confusion, and infinite labour is incurred b}^ such a

mode of procedure. The prog'ress of a cause is

delayed by this constant reference to a subordinate

tribunal, and from the references and hearing's not

being' consecutive in the same cause, but occurring

at long" intervals, after a variety of other cases

have been considered, both Chancellor and Master

find themselves constantly in the position of dealing*

with a new case, or one so long- forg'otten as to

demand a complete re-consideration. And when to

the waste of time and mental power that is the

result of this arrano-ement, we add that the staff

itself is insufficient for the work, however arranged
;

a pretty strong- case is made out against the existing

practice of the Court of Chancery, though it must

be admitted the remed}^ is b}' no means so obvious.

The original and permanent staff of the Court of

Chancery consists, after the Keeper of the Great Seal

himself, who is alwaj'^s a first-rate law3^er and

considerable politician, of the Master of the Rolls,

who may be, and generally is, a member of the

Legislature, but does not hold office as a part of the

Government ; and the Twelve Masters, whose duties

have been just alluded to. The number of Vice

Chancellors has varied—one, three, and now two
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share in the adjudication of Equity cases. But as

an appeal Hes from all these functionaries to their

chief^ the assistance to public business is more

apparent than real. And the Chancellor himself,

as a member of the Government, and President of

the House of Lords^ has his time and attention

devoted to political objects and cases of appeals,

that leave but a portion of liis faculties, however

powerful and cultivated, at the service of his own

Court.

It has been proposed from time to time to sub-

divide the functions so anomalously heaped upon the

holder of the Great Seal, and either by separating-

the politician from the judge, or dispersing- the

judicial functions themselves among* a plurality of

tribunals, to obviate the g'reat inconvenience resulting-

from the present arrang-ement. But while both

professional feeling- and constitutional doctrine would

revolt from the idea of displacing- the leading- jurist

of the ag-e from a leading- political position, as it

were excluding- the Law itself from the Cabinet and

Councils of the Sovereig-n ; and while this wise

pohtical position almost necessarily implies the

Presidency of the Peers, and the chairmanship of

their appellate jurisdiction, it is submitted tliat real

relief mig-ht be afforded by the reconstruction of the

Court of Chancery itself. If the Masters were

empowered to decide facts on evidence taken orally

on circuit— an immense saving- of time and expense

would be effected. And if the decisions of the
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Rolls and Vice-Chancellors' Court were without

appeal to the Lord Chancellor^ but to the Lords

direct^ vast relief would be felt in the Chancellor's

own Court, and its jurisdiction \AOuld then be

confined to original cases, and those more expe-

ditiously and cheapl}' prepared for sentence by the

ubiquitous action of the Masters. And ample time

would be afforded to bring" the first judicial mind of

the ag'e to preside over the varied appeals of the

House of Lords, to moderate the passions of debate,

and caution the councils of Government.

It has been already observed, that this anomaly

of two adverse and independent codes co-existing* in

the country is highly sig^nificant of the spirit of the

Constitution, which, adhering- to the same forms, is

always anxious to meet the exigencies of the times.

And it is also indicative of the freedom of action

and corporate self-g'overnment recognized by our

Laws, that yet another code prevails in a class of

Courts totally independent of the government and

patronage of the Crown. It is one of the marvels

of history, that the Ecclesiasticnl Courts should have

survived alike the Reformation and the Great Re-

bellion of the following centur3^ The part that the

Church, and more particularly the Episcopal oi-der,

took in promoting the great religious reforms under

the Tudor dynasty, no doubt saved their Courts

from abolition, as it did their own order from an

Erastian extinction. But it is more remarkable,

that at the Restoration the Bishops' Courts, which
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were the very engine as well as personification of

those relations of the Church to the people^ that

were so earnest]}- deprecated by the Puritan section

of the liberal part}^^ should have again appeared in

statu quo.

The altered relations of the Church and State and

the change of spirit in the Church itself, that were

the combined result of the Restoration and Revolu-

tion^ have been noticed in their proper place^ and of

course would suspend or extinguish those applica-

tions of the Church Courts that were most obnoxious

to dissidents, and opposed to the public opinion of

the age. But it is yet curious that a system should

have been perpetuated, that vested in the rulers of

the Church an extensive secular jurisdiction and a

nominally criminal authority.

This singular relic of medieval opinion and juris-

prudence has remained to our own times, and though

the writer has as extensive an interest in the prac-

tice and jurisdiction of the Ecclesiastical Courts as

any one living, he hopes in the few observations

they require in connexion with his subject, to gi\e

a fair and impartial account of their merits and

defects. The jurisdiction, at present exercised by

the Ecclesiastical Courts of England and Wales, is

principally divided among the Diocesan and Archi-

episcopal tribunals. Tlie numerous and anomalous

pecuhar or exempt jurisdictions making a much

greater figure in the speeches of ignorant Members

of Parliament, than in the actual business of the
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coimtiy. These small jurisdictions, though ex-

ceedino- 200 in number, havino- often no business at

allj and still oftener as at Salisbury being" adminis-

tered by the officer of the Diocesan Court. These

Diocesan Courts have each a Chancellor or Judg-e

appointed by the Bishop, often almost a sinecure

and of small emolument, and likewise a Reg-istrar,

who, as reg'ards the Court, discharg*es much the

same duties as the Master in Chancery, and out of

Court transacts an immense mass of business arising*

from the perusal and proof of wills and the grant of

administrations. This vast business, with the collec-

tion of the important revenue arising- from stamp-

duties, and the recording* and referring to a con-

stantly increasing mass of documents relating* to

property, is of course a very responsible and lucra-

tive office ; var3^ing in labour and emolument with

the wealth and population of the district comprised

in the Diocese, and in some degree on its distance

and provincial separation from the metropolis.

The subjects of Ecclesiastical jurisdiction are just

such as arise from the very nature of a Church

establishment, such as the maintenance of discipline

among the members of the clerical body, the proper

support of Ecclesiastical fabrics, with the collection

of the revenue, whether tithes or church-rates, ap-

propriated to their respective support.

But far more important in practice is the juris-

diction, which the opinion of the middle ages vested

in the Church over Marriage, and the succession of
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personal property. In rig-ht of which theory the

modern Ecclesiastical Courts take cosfnizance of

marriag-e and divorce, the proof or rejection of wills

and the recovery of leg-acies and administration of

intestate property. The old criminous jurisdiction

originating- in a totally different social and moral

state from what now exists, thoug-h never specifically

abolished, has deservedly sunk into oblivion and

desuetude, except in some trivial cases of slander, or

quarrel within a sacred precinct, for which a certain

class of practitioners occasionally bring- forth the

rusty arms of an obsolete procedure. It may now
seem a task at once delicate and ung-racious to com-

ment on the existing" system of the Ecclesiastical

Courts as just sketched. But the same objection

that was urg-ed above to the forms of Chancery pro-

ceeding-, may g-eneralty, thoug"h in a less deg-ree, be

broug'ht ag-ainst the cog-nate system we are now

examining-. Cog-nate indeed they may literally be

termed as both springing* from the forms of the Civil

Code, that Imperial or Papal Rome had widely

diffused throug-hout Europe. We have to reg-ret in

the practice of the Ecclesiastical Courts the same

mass of tardily obtained written evidence, thoug-h

not the same prolixity of pleading- as in Chancery.

We are struck by the same delay and suspension as

it were of prog-ress occurring- at certain stag-es of

the cause, in which the waste of time is not to be

estimated by the elapsing* interval. Then the seclu-

sion of the witnesses from the Judg*e, whose decision
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is to be o-roiinded on their evidence, and influenced

bj their manner and bearing-, is a g-reat thoug-h

necessary evil of the system. But on the other

hand many of the advantag-es of the circuit system

are afforded by the Diocesan constitution of these

Courts, which brino- the Law such as it is into most

neig-hbourhoods, and g-ive the spur of personal re-

sponsibility to the best administration that the law

is capable of. From what has just been said it may

be surmised that many of the Reforms sug-g-ested for

Chancery proceeding's are also applicable to the

practice of the Ecclesiastical Courts. The abohtion

of man}^ appeals, the compression of certain stag-es

of procedure, and the expediting- of each cause that

had reached a certain stag-e to the exclusion of other

business, the taking- evidence orally and in the pre-

sence of the Judofe, would all be reforms as condu-

eive to the improvement of the Ecclesiastical as of

the Equity Courts. The limits of jurisdiction mig-ht

be at once defined and more nearly e(|ualised to each

Court, so as to secure to the public the certainty

that their resort was rig-ht, and the adequate but not

inordinate amount of employment, that would remu-

nerate a competent ofiicer. This last sug-g-estion more

particularly applies to the Beg-istries, whose common
form business of vast amount and g-reat importance

is conducted with perfect simplicit}^ and celerit3^,as no

obsolete forms impede and no opposing- party delays

the succession of property. A defined and adequate

jurisdiction comprising- a count}^ if larg-e, or a g-roup
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of smaller ones, with the abolition of peculiar and

e-^mpt jurisdictions within' those limits, Mould be

the real reform of which the Diocesan reo-istries are

capable. And this might be combined with a cen-

tral Reg'istration of either indexes or copies, and an

efficient superintendence as to fees charg'ed, and the

security and enlarg-ement of building-s. The patron-

age of these appointments still as heretofore in the

Prelates of the Church, mig-ht not inappropriately

be transferred to the Crown or its ministers in

exchange for the Church patronage of the Diocese

at present vested in the Crown, or a part of the

same.

The criminous jurisdiction of the Courts obso-

let(3 in practice might be formally abolished by

statute. And if the jurisdiction in Church Eate

questions was still obnoxious to the conscience of

Dissenters, those bitter and not very satisfactory

cases might be transferred to other tribunals.

Two other Courts are usually viewed as in con-

nexion with the Ecclesiastical ; the Court of Admi-

ralt}^ and the Priv}^ Council. The Court of Admi-

ralty decides questions of salvage, collision, and in

war of prizes, on the principles and by the forms of

process of the Civil Law. This merely accidental

resemblance, arising* from the necessity of employing-

for international purposes forms and principles re-

cognized among civilized nations, has led to the

result, that the same branch of the legal profession,

whether as advocates or proctors, are competent to
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act alike in the Ecclesiastical and Admiralty Courts.

And Judg'es even are not unfrequently transferred

from one tribunal to another, thoug'h the subjects of

inquiry in each are of no affinity whatever.

The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council has,

I believe, no original jurisdiction whatever, unless it

mig'ht be in a colony, where no authority was in

existence. But in practice it is the Court of Appeal

from both the Ecclesiastical and Colonial Courts.

And as no subject matter can possibly reach it that

has not g'one throug"h the preliminary forms of

other Courts, its own duties are properl}^ confined

to the arguments of advocates, and the decision of

the Judg'es. The disting-uished personag-es, who dis-

charg-e this important appellate duty are not specifi-

cally appointed to the post, but are named from the

eminent, either actual or retired, chiefs of the several

tribunals of Common Law, of Equity and Eccle-

siastical Law that we have been just reviewing*.

The Privy Council is in fact the g-overnment of

the country, the cabinet or actual ministr}^, being-

only a committee of it, unknown as such to the

earlier constitution, and adopted for the sake of con-

venience, and the further individualizing" of responsi-

bility. The political chang"es to which this important

bod}'- has been subject, have been fully adverted

to in the course of this work. These chanofes were

principally the dissolution of the Courts of the

Star Chamber, and of Requests composed of Privy

Councillors, and their submission to the Habeas
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Corpus on their commitments in tlie reig-n of

Charles I. A still more important alteration in its

composition temporarily adopted under Charles II.

has been adverted to in its proper place. At

Common Law the Privy Council might be dis-

solved, or any member dismissed at the King's

pleasure. But the latter prerog-ative is rarely

resorted to, and the former never. The Council

was anciently dissolved on the demise of the Crown,

but now, by 6 Anne c. 7, such dissolution necessi-

tating- a re-appointment, does not take place till

six months after. But the judicial duties of the

Committee of the Privy Council, as constituted by

the recent act of W. IV., owes its origin to the

principle that the ultimate appeal in all matters not

of Common Law, hes to the Sovereign and his

immediate Council. In like manner as the ultimate

resort at Common Law was to the more independent

Baronial assembly, that still wields the judicial

functions of the House of Lords. The Lords were

the constitutional advisers of the Crown on all

matters that fell within the pale of the Constitution

;

whereas the Privy Council, like any advisers of an

absolute monarch, took cog*nizance of matters

arising- out of the country, or affecting- persons not

entitled to the privileg-es of the Constitution. On

this principle, appeals lie to the Privy Council from

the Ecclesiastical and Admiralty Courts, and also

from the Colonial. And it is a curious instance of

the wide spread power of the British Crown, and

VOL. II. 2 u
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the still more comprehensive toleration^ that recog--

nizes, as far as opinion and rig'hts are concerned,

every creed and code that obtains within its sway,

that the same tribunal may be seen determining' in

succession the doctrine of Christian baptism, and

right of a Hindoo temple to certain jag-hires in

Bengal, appeals on points of old French Feudal

Law as retained in Canada or the Channel Islands,

or from Colonies ruled by the Civil codes of Holland

or Spain, or the still remoter climes whose juris-

prudence is based on the Koran, or the laws of

Menou.

This chopter ought not to close without some

reference to another branch of our judicial S3^stem,

which, thoug'h it varies from session to session with

the eagerness and direction of commercial enterprise,

has yet g-rown into an averag*e, that far exceeds the

provision made for it, and awakens g'rave apprehen-

sions as to its constitutional consequences.

The right assumed by the House of Commons to

determine by its own Committees every matter re-

lating* to its own privileges and elections, has neces-

sarily thrown a great amount of business to be dis-

posed of by tribunals, of which their professional

unfitness was perhaps their least defect. But while

this evil is in its nature irremediable, its worst prac-

tical consequences have been combated by the Gren-

ville Act, and really corrected by the Election Act of

Sir E. Peel. But far more important, as regards the

interests of the pubhc, has been the amount of Com-
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inittee busiiiesSj arising- from public works and

nndertaking-s for which Acts of Parhament are re-

quired, and which are examined and passed by

select committees of the House. Now, in addition

to the obvious unfitness of tribunals so selected to

grapple with nice questions of evidence^ of the law

of property, and the various rights and exigencies

that must be weighed and decided on , a frightful

amount of expense is entailed by the brief and dis-

turbed sittings of these Committees at Westminster.

While the very qualifications, that render the mem-
bers appropriate representatives of the feelings and

interests of the public, expose them to a participation

in those popular delusions and fevers of speculation,

that recur from time to time in the progress of a

commercial people. It cannot, of course, be ex-

pected, nor even perhaps desired, that the House of

Commons should surrender to an^^ other power this

branch of legislation ; though any attempt of the

Legislature to intrude on the province of the Judicial

is perhaps of still more serious moment than inter-

ference with the Executive. But error and expense

would be much obviated, did Select Committees,

with the aid of a professional chairman, open com-

missions during the parliamentary recess, or in the

early part of the session, for the taking of evidence,

and ascertaining local facts, on the ^ ery spots where

the works were to be carried on. While one central

Connnittee, entrusted with the control of the whole

private business of the House, should direct the in-
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quiries of the ambulatory Sub-Committees, and leav-

ing* to them the details of measures, should reserve

for itself the important rig-ht of gTanting- or refusing-

the undertaking", and so moderating", on their own

responsibility and experience^ the rash enterprise of

speculators, that has so often spread ruin and panic

throug'h the countr3\*

* It is submitted that the actual representation of the Execu-

tive, through an imaginary constituency of its own employees, is

no greater violation of the Constitution, and far more convenient,

than the repeal of the Place Act of Anne now proposed by Lord

John Russell, as the forlorn hope for working his new constitu-

encies.

THE END.
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